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A bstract 

"Us Poor Devils:" 
Rison Life and Culrure in Ontario: 18 71- 191 4 

Doctoral Tbesis of 
Joseph A. G. Berkovits 

Department of History, University of Toronto 

What was life like in the prisons of early Ontario? What kind of people were the inmates. these "poor 

devils?" The goal of this thesis is to m e r  these questions. 

The three prisons in Ontario. the provincial Central Prison for men and the Andrew Mercer 

Rcformâtory for women as well as the federal Kingston Penitentiary. al1 ernbraced. with varying success. 

conicmporary criminological theories. Brutal and strange, grïm and yet sornetimes hilarious. the 

intensity of the prison regime could not fâil to transfonn the perspectives of al1 who werc touchcd by it. 

Twentieth century sociologists have studied the unique emlronment of the prison and have suggested 

scverai theories to explain the behavioufs of inrnates. At the lieart of every analysis was one question: 

who was the inmate? 

This was a question that Ontario inmates also asked themselves. From the moment they first 

entered the prison, inmates' identities were called into question. They were made to ivear uniforms, told 

how to cut their hair. how to speak. how to eat and what to eat. And yet while convicts were forced to 

make personal adaptations to imprisonment. prisoners and staff alike suuggled to move beyond their 

predetennined roles and interact as hurnan beings. 

The enmity behvecn prisoners and staff produced much violence and brutality on both sides. I i  

also nourished the solidarity of convicts and their secretive "code" of conduct. witli its contraband 

merchandise and premeditated acts of escape and revolt. Nevertheless, rnany guards were erithusiastic 

participants an the convict-led contraband trade, and somc formed genuine friendships with prisoners. 

The prison was a far less formal place than it seerned and convicts. wardens, guards, guests and even 

visiting children iniermingled and related to each other on a personal, rather t h n  completely professional 

basis. 



When it came time to lave prison. convicts again began asking themselves. "Who am I?" For 

those who made it back to the outside world. reintegration \vas often a time for new begi~ ings .  Many 

convicts moved to new cities and started new careers and reflected on their freedorn with a ncw 

perspective and a heightened appreciation. 



"While us poor devils have to eat what they give us or starve." 
-Central Prison Inmate Percy E.' 

"Us Poor Devils:" 

Life and Culture inside Ontario Prisons: 1875-1914 

introduction 

What was life like in prisons in early Ontario? What were the irunates of these places like? Life in 

prison was brutal. eshausting and demoralizing. But thanks to the convicts. it could also bc lively. 

unpredictable and, sometimes. strangely amusing. There were three prisons in the province during tlic 

pst-Confederation to World War 1 era: the Ontario Central Prison. the Andrew Mcrccr Ontario 

Rcfonnatomy for Females and the federal Kingston Penitentiary which housed both men and a small group 

of women. With their terrible food. primitive facilities and draconian discipline these were places that 

were liard on the body and tiie mind. But while al1 convicts suffered from these terrible conditions. many 

also found ways of adapting. Together and singularly. they took charge of their surroundings in a niyriad 

of srnall and large ways. They formed fnendships and relationships. They subvertcd the routine. 

cominunicated secretly. engaged in the contraband trade, created crafts and fashioned weapons. organizcd 

demonsuations and plotted escapes. Prisoners relied on a combination of their own ingenuity and on the 

ricii folklore of their predecessors to survive imprisonment. They discovercd affinities with each other 

and drew upon familial models to humanize thcir interactions with each other and with prison otriccrs. 

Officiais and refomers laboured with a mi~iure of force and enticement to mould convicts into 

thcir vision of thc idcal inmate. Thcir vision was not always consistent. They hoped to create 

industrious, obcdient and docile prisoners who were at the sarne Ume resilient enough to withstand tiie 

severiw of imprisonment. Convicts understood the absurdity of these e~pectations and they respondcd by 

trcating officiais to an cqually improbable combination of defiance, compliance and deception. 

Survival in the unfamiliar and perplesing temtoq of prison for both convicts and staff denianded 

a continuing process of personal rcdefinition. Prisoners strove to hold on to their dignity by adhering to 

secret codes of conduct, by reviling their captors and by proclaiming their i ~ o ç e n c e .  But if acting the 

' For the story of Percy E., see chapter 9 as well as appendix B. 



part of a dulifiil penitent would advance their cause, convicts would often play it. Survival in prison 

demanded determination, intelligence and above dl. adaptability. 

Life was a challenge for the stanof prisons for they were in effect part time inmates. Officers 

struggled to maintain order while still clinging to notions of charity and Christian decency. They. too. 

were subject to a militaristic disciplinaq regirne. one which they often resented. Guards were 

overworked, badly paid, poorly treated by their superiors and reviled by the inmates. They also found 

themselves dangerously outnumbered by ofien violent convicts. And yet many still had sympathy for 

convicts. Somc oficers cooperated with inmates in the contraband trade; a few even helped prisoners 

escape. 

Wardens and their families lived on the premises and hence were almost as immcrsed in the 

institutional world as the convicts. Wardens were e.upected not only to be administrators. but spiritual 

leaders within the prison and publicly accountable to the world without- a very ta11 order. It  \vas also lefi 

to them to implement policies that sometimes seemed to them to be arbitrary and iilogical. At a time of 

high expectations. when penitentiaries were only a generation old and reformatories were brand new, 

these officials were oftcn unsure of what role to play. Wardens anxiously took stock of their many 

responsibilities and asked themselves: were they jailers, Christian missionaries, attorneys. physicians, 

parents or bureaucrats? 

The 1870's to the 19 10's represented a watershed in the history of the prison. It was an era 

where the ideology of refonn and the urge to punish converged. The refomed prison was stiH new 

enough to inspire citizen activism and the thoughts of religious and scientiCic luminaries who were k e n  to 

shape pend institutions. It was a period of innovation and bold experimentation, high ezipectations and 

bitter disappointrnents, but within forty years, the mood in the province had changed again. With the 

onset of World War 1, the three prisons embarked upon a new phase and it was up to a different 

generation of refonners and officials to implement a new and l e s  ambitious agenda. The Central Prison 

was closed and the adoption of the indeterminate sentence meant a drarnatic shift in the character of 

imprisonrnent at the Mercer Reformatory. Male staff were quitting their jobs to enlist and male prisoners 



were securing early releases on condition that they sign up. The Kingston Penitentiary was the institution 

that changed the least but even it was under an almost complçtely new management. 

Approsimately 50,000 convicts and several hundred staff members passed through the doors of 

the three institutions under study. In their tirne, these people were virtually anonymous and their 

obscurity has IargeIy endured to diis day. As individuals on the outside. they were not considered to be 

important people. but once inside they became specimens for prison oflficials to document. preserve and 

study. Detailed records of their daily lives in prison were kept. and symbolically they continue their 

confinement decades after their subjects have ended theirs. Decades later. these individuals' stones 

remain spirited and fresh. and they Mvidly convey their su5ering and their passion. 

And yet despite the abundance of empiricai evidence. there is much that is unknown about 

inmate life during this period. It is the goal of this thesis to address tius gap. White not much has yet 

been said about inmate life and organization in early Ontario esisting research in othcr jurisdictions 

suggest that there are many inuiguing questions. What a n  research on institutional life tell us about thc 

prison in particular? Hou. real \vas the power of the prison to transform an individual? How were prison 

relationships structureci? What role did ethnic background and gender have to play in convict attitudes'? 

What were the shared customs of the inrnates? What did the sometimes violent and elaborate 

conspiracies of convicts tell us about inmate organization? How were sta@ integrated into the fabric of tlie 

prison culture? How were the officers themselves affected by their e x - s u r e  to prison life and how rigidly 

were thcir roles defined? 

Finally. and most fascinating of d l ,  there remains the perspective of the prisoners themselvcs. 

How conscious were the convicts of the rn-vriad of forces -interna1 and e.uterna1, sesual, cultural. moral. 

religious, economic and scienlific- swirling around hem? How active were they themselves in defining 

their own roles and i denwng  their own values? It is my hope that this study of early Ontario prison 

culture will in some way cast light on thek very huidamental questions. 

The Thematic Organization of the Thesis 

This thcsis is divided into five thematic sections. The first section. chapters one and bvo. explores two 

kinds of secondary literature on the prison: historical and sociological. The focus of chaptcr one will be 



the histonography of the modern prison. Historians have emphasized the efforts of individual 

evangelistic reformers and scientifically minded officiais. Infiuential figures like Howard. Carpentcr and 

Brockwvay hoped to create new pend regimes chat would altemately refonn, punish and treat the criminai. 

Revisionists have argued that the pnson was a mectianism of social control and that the prisoner was a 

victim of larger economic goals and middle class prejudices. While the founders of the new prison may 

have failcd in tlicir niission to create perfect reformatory environrnents. they undoubtedly creatcd ihc 

conditions for a unique prison culture. As will be seen. the original design and peculiar daily routines 

that the foundcrs of the new prison had devised had a signifiant impact on the life of inmates. 

The second chapter in the first section will discuss the different schools of thought that 

sociologists have developed about the prison dynamic and outiine how those ideas can be usetùlly applied 

to historical sources. Indeed. one of thc most engaging qualities of the sociological literature is a foçus 

that altemativcly moves from the inmate as an individual actor to the inmate as a pan of a broader prison 

culture. At the cru\; of this shifting perception is an effort to understand who the inmate really was.' The 

prisoner emerges as a comples individual. There were as many forces at work trying to shape the convict 

identity as thcre are modes of studying them. Sociologists have aiternately suggested that interna1 and 

estemai factors predetermined inmate attitudes. The early obse~ers of prison culture highiighted a 

closed subculture. while later sociologists Iiave created even more complicated models, suggesting 

sacieties wïthin societies. Contemporaq sociological literature has defined much of the vocabulary used 

to describe inmate culture. The presence of the "inmate code.'' the effects of isolation from the outside 

world. the powcr dynamic between inmatcs and staff and s e x d  expression. to name a few. are ail 

plienomena that have k e n  explored in detail by sociologists. 

The second section of the thesis. chapter three, is an institutional oventiew of the thrce prisons 

that are under study: the Central Prison of Ontario. the Andrew Mercçr Reformatory for Women and the 

Kingston Penitcntiary. Before focusing on individuals. there miist also be an effort to understand die 

I By inmate, 1 mean either prisoner or staff member. When 1 use the term "prison culture" it is ineant to 
encompass both these groups. 



histories of the prisons in which they were housed. As wvill be revded. the goals of these facilities as 

well as their limitations had a profound impact on life within. 

The remainder of the thesis looks at issues facing convicts and staff as a group. The third 

section. comprising chapters four through nine, will e.uplore the basics of everyday institutional life. The 

physical reality of confinement \vas felt immediately. but over time the d e s  and the hardships of the 

inside world effected an cmotional transformation as well. There are separate chapters focusing on 

association, talking. wearing a uniform. eating prison food and medical a r e .  This section is concluded 

with a exploration of several inmate diarists whose recollections seem to be so marked by these 

csperiences. For niost conkicts. the strangeness of the simplest of daily acts more than any other factor 

brought home for them their institutiondized status. 

The fourih section looks at Iiow personal relationships evolved between staff and inmates. 1 t will 

be shown in chapter ten how these interactions. which were often cmdely modeled on the farnily. could bc 

patronizing. cruel or downright e'cploitative, but they were also ofien motivated by feelings of genuine 

decency and kindness. The remarkable ability of prisoners and ofiicials to transccnd their roles helped to 

humanize the pnson. In chapter eleven, the way that convicts and d worked and played together. as 

wcll as how they fought and rebelled. underlined the dynamic and yet often volatile nature of inmatc 

culture. The vastiy profitable and endlessly engaging contraband indusiry, too. thrived thanks to the hard 

ivork and cooperation -albeit illegal- of many disparate elements within the prison. Chapter twelvc \vill 

focus on the rituals of violence and punishrnent inside the prison. Sometimes witîi good reason. 

sornctimcs for motives diat cannot be understood. convicts viciously attacked the stafîand each otlicr. 

OiXcials stnick back with corporal punishments that were meted out with a physical savageq al1 of tlieir 

own. 

The theme of the fiAh section is "leaving prison." The thirteenth chapter. on escape. will ask 

why, despite the considerable dangers involvcd, inmates organized so many different and ofien elaborate 

ways of achieving this goal. Chapter fourteen, which will focus on suicide, will demonstrate how. in their 

desperation to be free of confinement, convicts often turned their rage against the prison ont0 themselves. 



Chapter fifteen will esamine the lives of selected former convicts to see how their stay in prison affected 

h e m  upon their retum to the outside world. 

Finally. in an epilogue. 1 shall revisit the tùndamcntal question of the inmate identity. After 

ieaving prison. most people tried to hide their shametùl status as es-prisoners and tried to forget the 

traumas of rhc past. But deep inside themselves. they came to reflect upon their s u ~ i v a l  of those times 

with a masure of pride. Their knowledge of the strange interior world of the prison \vas the onc piecc of 

contraband that they took back outside with themselves to the outside world. 



Cbapter 1 

In Their Own Image: A Selected Historiography of  the Prison 

Introduction 

The kind of life that awaited late nineteenth century convicts in Ontario can be attributed to a process of 

reform that was begun aimost a hundred years earlier by activists and thinken at home and abroad. The 

first advocates of the modem prison were evangelists. humanitarians. social activists and thinkers who 

werc appalled by the dirty. disorderly and needlessly punitive condition of the jails. They were also 

detcnnined to find an alternative to corporal and capital punishments as well as transportation. ' They 

were convinced b a t  criminals had the capacity to be rehabilitated and transformed into productive 

citizens. The distinctive flavour of prison Me. with its peculiar rituals. regulated diet. grim clothing and 

special architecture were ail a product of these individuals' ideas. perspectives and personalities. 

Successive generations of reformers hoped that tiieir specific vision for the prison would in turn transfonn 

the prisoner. For both religious and scientific rasons reformers sought to create the idcal environment in 

thc prison. and hence the new prison was very much crcated in their o\vn image. 

This first part of this chapter \vil1 esplore the legacy of selected architects of the modem prison 

and their effect on our undcrstanding of it. The work of Ignatieff, for esample, has demonstratcd the 

influence of rcligious men like John Howard, who believed in the importance of an environment that 

would produce penitence. For tliese reformers, a clean, orderly environment. with plain food and solitan 

time for prayer and reflection was the key. Evangelical huinanitarians like Elizabeth Fry and later Mary 

Carpenter successfully lobbied for better prison conditions but also demanded orderliness and remorsc 

from convicts. 

- 

I For an account of the conditions of the unrcformed prison, and the work of carly reformers. see. for 
csainple. Robin Evans, The Fabrication of Virtue: English Prison Architecture, 1750-1840. (iondon: 
Cambridge University Press, 1982). 



By the late nineteenth cenniry, a second generation of reformers began redesigning the prison. 

Reformers like New York's Zebulon Brockway. who was a believer in the new sciences of positivism, 

Danvinism. phrenology and eugenics. laid the groundwork for the reformatory prison. These new 

criminologists believed that the criminal mind \vas characterized by certain inevitable behaviour patterns 

and accordingly they ensured that ueatment entered the vocabulary of the prison. They believed that 

criminals merited compassion instead of punishment. but they essentially viewed thcm as a sub-human 

brecd apart. Their animal natures were to be subdued through a humanizing environment. which 

included cdrfLing lectures. productive labour and invigorating esercise. Likewise. matemalistic rcformers 

from the ranks of tlie middle class like Eliza Farnham targeted women's prisons and hoped tliat a 

therapeutic mi.xturc of prayer. traditional domestic work and personal mentoring would counteract 

crirninal tendencies. 

Throughout this chapter 1 shall grapplc with the effect thcse often charisrnatic personalities have 

had not just on the institutions they influenced, but on Our efforts to come to grips with imprisonment 

itseff. Revisionist historians have rebelled against the laudatory tone of much of the traditional "Whig" 

studies of the prison. wtuch optimisticaily chronicled iinprovements and credited the efforts of individual 

refomers. Ignatieff and Rotliman, for esample, took issue with the economic and moral agcndas of tliese 

activists. and lcveled against them the charge of social conuol. Far from congratulating the architects of 

the new prison and seeing it as an improvement, tliey highlighted its cruelties and absurdities. wluch they 

often aiuibuted to the personal flaws and ideologies of its creators. As \vil1 be seen. my own readings of 

tlie memoirs of prominent figures like Brochvay and Carpenter are often marked by similar rese~ations. 

This selective study of some of the key figures of penal reform is far from eshaustive. Ratlier. it 

is meant to be representational of the impact that tlie thoughts and beliefs of individd reformers as a 

group had on the daily lite of prisoners. This chapter will begin with a discussion of the legacies of two 

first generations of evangclist reformers, starting with John Howard and Elizabeth Fv and continuing 

with their later critic, Mary Carpenter. Neh?, the contributions of American evangelist innovators suc11 as 

Louis Dwight and his influential Boston Prison Disciplinc Society \Ml1 be esplored. 1 shall then turn to 

an analysis of the niernoirs of Zebulon Brockway, whose work has come to epitomize the goals of the 



emerging reformatot). movement of the late nineteenth century. 1 shall aflenvards focus on the ideologies 

of matemalistic reformers and how revisionist historians have corne to asses their efforts. Meanwhile. 

back in Ontario. the evangelical rnembers of the Prisoners' Aid Association worked hard to ensure that 

the prison environment was conducive to their message of repentance and salvation. Finally. the chaptcr 

will conclude with a brief survey of traditional and revisionist appraisals of these pioneering figures. 

The Evmgelists 

The Ontario prison system was shaped by the legacy of late eighteenth and early nineteenth century 

evangelical luminaries fiom England. John Howard and Elizabeth Fxy were pioneers in the field of 

prison reform and thçir ideas. often moulded by their religious convictions. helped create the character 

and sou1 of the new prison. 

Howard w a s  a nonconformist Protestant with Catvinist. Baptist and Puritanical roots. In 

Ignatieff s account of the rise of the Penitentiary in England. Howard embodies the position of spiritual 

fatlier. Ignatieff describes Howard's passion for prison reform as "an arena in which he could grapple 

with evil and dcmonstrate his worthiness before God. In his symbolic frame of reference. the prison 

represented a region of guilt, suffering and remorse."' M e r  years of voluntary prison inspections. an 

activity that would eventually kill him because of his esposure to disease. Howard published lus 

infiuential Stare of the Prisons in England and IVales in 1777. It described the disorderliness and filth of  

the jail system. ldeally. Howard saw the prison as a place where separation. prayerful reflection and an 

adlrerence to a strict timetable. the wvearing of a coarse uniform clothing and eating of a plain diet could 

bri ng about me repentance and spi ri tua1 rebirth. Howard. though personally wveal thy himsclf. subscribed 

to a similarly dour, regdated lifestyle. Ignatieff paints a vivid iniage of his daily routine: 

Howard's personal asceticism was fonned by his religion. Throughout life, he 
rose a t  dam, took a cold bath every morning, and after prayers dresseci 
himself 'attcr the style of a plain Quaker.' His diet for a whole &y consisted 
of nothing more than two penny rolls with some butter, a pint of miik and five 
or s is  dishes of tea with a roasted apple before going to bed. He wrrs a 'lover 
of order and regulari ty' in al1 lus affairs and was particularly noted for strict 
punctuality and for 'the exact and methodical disposition of his t h e . ' 2  

' Ignatieff. A Just Measure ofPain: The Penitentiary in the Industrial Revolution: !7jO-l8jO. (London: 
Penguin Books, 1975), 54-55 
' Ignatieff. hs t  Meusure of Pain. 50 



In 1816, Elizabeth Fry. a Quaker. first entered the women's ward at Newgate Prison in London 

with a cornmittee of wives of Quaker businessmen. Such was the state of disorderliness that she felt like 

they were going into a "den of wvild beasts." Like Howard. she soon set about transforming the prisoners 

into lier obvn image. With the apparent agreement of the convicts. she set up a system of rules. separated 

the hardened and younger inmates into different wards, insûtuted wvork at sewing and regulated 

appearance. Eamngs, curled hair and f a n q  dresses were forbidden. "in order to promotc 'that 

humiliation of spirit which ... is [an] indispensable step to improvement and reformation.' their hair \vas 

cut clox and th- were issued with white uniforms. Tliese were modeled on the plain and unadorned 

dresses wom by the Quaker women. As Ignatieff saw if. "Both sides of the philanthropic encounter tlius 

cmbraced a common asceticism."' Through their unostentatious dress. unique forms of address. refusal 

to pay tithes. swvear oalhs or doff hats before authority. Quakers had used seif-discipline to "mark 

themselves off as a comrnunity fiom the sinfiil world." By the eighteenth century the Quakers were no 

longer a persecuted sect of crailsmen, but were prosperous merchants "Because of their esperience with 

collective self-discipline," Ignatieff expiained. "the Friends displayed a particuiar aptitude for devising 

institutional regimens for others."' Howard and Fry were instrumental in creating the strange apartness 

of the prison world. an dienation from ~Wiety that tliey believed was sinful and they themselvcs sought to 

avoid. As the work of Ignatieff has illusuated. the peculiarity of the new prison was in part attributable 

to its founders' own estrangement from society. 

The Second Ceneration of Evangelists 

Maqi Carpentcr was part of a second gencration of religious volunteers whose impact on the world of the 

prison has been profound. "By force of character. by the persistence and effectiveness of her propaganda 

and by the impact of persona1 practical esample," Carpenter bccame as one of the "pioneers" of the 

reformatory school m~vement.~ Carpenter began her work in England in the 1850's. By highlighting the 

dangers of the new prison to youffil offenders and women, she becarne an effective critic of the new 

' Ignaticff. Just iLfeasrrre of Pain, 143-6 
' Ignatieff, Just Meusure of Pain, 58 

Leon Radzinowin and Roger Hood. The Emergence of Penal Policy in Pïctorian and Edvardian 
England, (0.dord: Clarendon Press. IWO).  162 



prison that Howard and Fry had helped bring to life. An "evangelical philanthropist." ' Carpenter 

displayed a religious humanitarianism that was toughened by an acute desire for social order. 

Her account of her work in the reformatory movement. Our Convicts. was published in the 

1860's. It was inîiuential in Canada. and was known to Canadian prison officiais.' The titlc of her work 

wvas significant. It meant more than it at first suggested as can be seen in this passage [rom lier book's 

preface: 

Fain would we say that these convicts are not ours; that they have cut 
themselves off Crom us; that they have escornrnunicated themselves frorn 
civilizd society by thcir own acts; that they no longer belong to us. The vcry 
name of "Convicts" excites in the mind the idea of moral corruption which 
would make one shruik from such beings with a natural repulsion .... Many 
would fain thus separate themselves Gom convicts; would gladly thus rid 
themselves of the awtùl responsibility which lies in the tords- "Oiw 
Convicts. " Bict t h q  cartnor! ''j 

To Carpenter. the tenn "our convicts" was not so much a eqxession of endearment or a parental t-vpc of 

pride. but an articulation of what she saw as an unpleasant. but unavoidable burden. 

While Howard and Fry and the first generation of reformers had been concerned with reforming 

institutions. Carpenter and her contemporaries focused on reforming the new inmates that thosc new 

institutions had created. Carpenter vividly identified the ncw convict as a threat to society at largc: 

Thc first sight of the inmates of a Convict Prison, to one unaccustomed to the 
criminal portion of our community, awakens emotions of mingled sorrow, pity 
and inttnse moral repugnance, never to be forgotten .... Still more appalling is 
it to realize that a torrent of vice fiom this si& of impurity annually p u r s  
forth into the cornmunity, not with fertilizing, but with polluting streams. The 
hardened convicts who are dischargcd from their confinement actually esist in 
society.' 

As a n  advocate of prisoners. Carpenter felt both an attachment and an aversion towards tlieni. a 

dichotorny which was motivated and moderated by her sense of social responsibility and hcr intense 

religion. "They are," she wrote, "self-indulgent, -low in their desires.. ignorant of al1 knowledge tliat 

I Radzinowvicz. Penal Policy, 1 62 
' W. A. Calder. The Federal Penitentiaty Qstem in Canada, 1867-1899: R Social and Instifutional 
H i s r o ~ ,  (Ph-D. Tliesis. University of Toronto. 1979), 35. Edmund Meredith became familiar with 
f'tures of the Crofton System by reading Mary Carpenter's Our Convicts 
3Maxy Carpentcr, Our Convicts. (First published in 1864. Reprint Edition: Montclair. New Jersey: 
Pattcrson Smith, 1969), 1-2 
" Carpenter, Our Convicfs, 9- 12 



would profit them. - skiltful only in accornplishing their own wicked purposes. But they are still men and 

womcn. possessed of an irnmortal nature; still they are the children of the same Heavenîy Father: still arc 

they our fellow citizens." And while she was an advocate of refonnation. she believed that punishment 

while not the goid:'. was siil1 a necessaq step. citing "the great and mercihi1 law of the moral government 

of the world, revealcd to us by the Saviour, diat sdering must follow sin." She believed that punishment 

for its own sake would either only brutalize the inmate. or equally bad. not influence him or her at all. 

The criminal would have to be made to understand the damage that he or she had done to society. True 

rehabilitation only occurred when the convict "tnily repents of his sins. humbles Iiirnself before his 

Creator. earnestly seeks dit-ine help. desires to atone for his past misdeeds, is unitcd to his fellow beings 

by the bonds of Christian love. wiltingly accepts the discipline appointed for him. and gratefully works 

wvith those set over him for his restoration to society." The only role of punishment wvas to facilitatc the 

rcception of this message. "Severe sutTering may subdue. and bring the individual into a state in which hc 

may bc more easily made sensible of his criminality towards Gad and towards man." As for thc 

appropriate fomi of labour for the convict. "the simplest evidence of (refonnationj that he can give wiil bc 

to pcrform wvillingly the very lowvcst dmdgery." Carpenter had no use for lenience: "These men are thus 

led quite to forget their crime. and the debt they are under to society."' 

Carpenter's legacy \vas one of humanitarianism. child advocaq and voluntaq service. but in her 

day shç aiso lead a rallying cry against what wvas seen as the moral wveakness of the nerv penitentiary. In 

her mind, and in the niirids of the evangclist reformers she intluenced abroad. rehabilitation and salvatiori. 

altliough fiindamentally motivated by charity and the esercise of persona1 kindness. were by no mearis a 

gcntle proçess. The criminal was perceiveci as a durable. even an adversarîai figure, and for his or lier 

owvn good as well as society's, his or her retnatking wvas to be a vigorous and thorough undertaking. Thc 

prison may have k e n  the responsibility of the state, but the inmate wvas tlie property of society at large. if 

the new prison was not seen as doing its job. soçially conscious reformers like MW Carpenter in England 

and. abroad, members of organizations like the Prisoners' Aid Association in Ontario, were not content to 

stand idly by. 

1 Carpenter, Our Convicfs. 79, 8 1-82, 1 14-1 17 



American Evangelists 

In America too the prison reform movement of the nineteenth century was first animated by religion. 

Louis Dwight, who was raiseci in an aunosphere of Puritan mords by his New England family. was a key 

figure of his gcneration- He first began his interest in jails when he \vas assigned to ns i t  them on behalf of 

the American Bible Society. Shocked by îheir disorderly conditions. he founded in 1825 what became the 

intcrnationally renowned Boston Prison Discipline Society. Mer visiting Auburn. he had become a life- 

long advocate of the congregate silent systern. and by extension an opponent of  the separate Philadelphia 

system. In 1867 Dwight's son Theodore he was a CO-author of an influentid repon on North American 

prisons and rcformatories. According to McKelvey. the Dwight family's legacy tvas the adoption of the 

austere Auburn system as the universai standard of prison management in America. a heritage of 

strictness and scverity that did not bcgin to erode until the mid- twentieth centun.. The brutality of the 

Auburn systein. owed in particular to its enforcement of the silent system. has k e n  well docwnented by 

McKelvey and ~ e w i s . '  According to McKelvcy. the Auburn system appeakd to the Dwights' religious 

sensibilities: 

The tàilures of the earlier grneration had left a fallow field for Dwight's 
cultivation, and the eiaboration of the silent system at Auburn provided a 
program suitable to his tastes- The salvation of the convict, as conceived by 
Dwight itnd the Baptist and the congegational ministers who rallied to his 
society, wvas not the penitence of solitary souls but the redemption of 
unfortunate simers. to bc achieved with the aid of revivals and Sabbath 
schools and through the developmcnt of industrious habits under strict 
discipline in congregate s h o p 2  

The cmerging class of people who by the second part of the nineteenth century came to regard 

themseives as professional pcnologists. like the elder and junior Dwights, had not taken any kind of 

spccialized training in the field. Their faith gave ?hem a sense of special mission. The toogliness of the 

disciplinary regimes they advocated was ofien rnitigated by a sense of personal devotion to the convict. 

whom they saw as part of a criminal class, but as an errant individual who could only be redeemed 

I Blake McKelvey. A nrerican Prisons: A Histoy of Good Inten fions, (Montclair. New Jersey: Patterson 
Smith, 1977) and W. David Letvis, Front Newgare to Danneroma: The Rise of the Penitentiay in New 
lork, 1796-1848, (Itluca, New York: Comell University Press, 1965) 
2 McKelvey, Anterican Prisons, 15- 16 



through individual ifluence. "They had the feeling that tlieir naniral equipinent of Christianity and 

common sensc required only the baptism of e-xperience to secure them g d  standing in the cailing. They 

quoted the Bible to prove the reformability of criminals, but their faith more frequently came out of a 

warm excrience.-.. [Theirl attention was directed toward the stimulation of the old programs for 

education. religion. industrial activity. human kindness."' 

Arnerican wardens of the nineteenth century were deeply religious. It \vas not uncoinmon for 

annual reports by prison officials to bc addressed to "Our Father" as well as to the "Gentlemen of the 

Legislature." In Dwight Jr. and Wines' 1867 Report on North American Prisons and Rcformatories. the 

conclusion rcad: "God was the great reformer of sinful men." This kind of religion brought about an 

individualized involvernent on the part of officials and volunteers with the prisoner. It was a uniquc and 

special relationsliip. and a vital feature of prison culture in Ontario institutions as well. It was a great 

parados that religion could be responsible for both the most severe and the most nurturïng gestures in the 

prison. With the graduai abandonment of the harsher features of the Auburn method and the 

bureaucratization and professionalization of the prison system it would al1 but disappear by the early 

twen tieth century. The prison became more humane and colder at the same tirne.' 

Brockway and the Reformatory Movement 

The work of late nincteenth century American prison reformer and warden Zebulon Brockway has come 

to esemplify the degree to which personal dedication and determination could shape a reformative 

r ~ ~ i r n e . ~  Brochvay was a transitional figure who was both deeply religious but was also quite convinced 

i McKçlvey, -4nier;can Prisons, 74-5 
' McKelvey, rlnrerican Prisons, 55,  75. James Jacobs also develops tliis theme in his account of Statevillc 
Pcnitentiv. as will be discusscd in the ne.- chapter. 

As will be seen in later chapters focusing on Ontario wardens. Brockway's personal dedication as an 
official was unique in part because it was so well known. Like his Ontario counterparts. his relationship 
wvith the inmate \vas in fact quite comples. He retained his reputation for kindness despite sevcral public 
inquiries into his e~qensive use of corporal punishment at Elmira, which he often personally applied. See 
Zebulon Brockway, Fifs, Years of Prison Service: An Autobiography. (First published in 19 12. Reprint 
edition: Montclair, New Jersey: Patterson Smith, 1969)' 330-340. Brockway complained that the 1898 
Inquiry took a heavy toll on his health. Warden Massie of the Centrai Prison, for example, wvas the 
subjcct of a siniilar inquixy in 1885. Much like Brockway, Massie \vas tarred with a reputation for cruelty, 
but not enough of one to remove him from his position. And yet, Massie was d s o  capable of great 
kindness to liis inmates. The ability for a warden to be quite affectionate and at the same time quitc 
scvere went beyond the prison's basic conundrum betwen rehabilitation and punishment. It \vas rooted 
in the confîictcd Mew of the prisoner himself or herseif and in a similarly conflicted self image of the 



of the need for new scientific approaches. Brockway's advocacy of the indetenninatc sentence as well as 

his vocational innovations at the Elmira Reformatory in New York have made hiin a renowned and 

somewhat revered figure, embodying the very sou1 of the reformatory movement. He pressed for a systcm 

of sentencing geared to the individual convict's own inevitably slow pace of reformation, It no longer 

mattered how many yean the convict served or how sincerely lie or she had converted to Christianity. but 

whether the prison had counteraçted liis or her criminal tendencies.' 

For those unable to bc cured, an absolute indeterminate sentence would have to be applied. for 

Brockway believed that some people could never be responsible. ' Brockway 's ideai prison would 

therefore esercise an unptecedented level of control over its inmates. Evidence of Brockway's influence 

in Ontario was the province's dccision to ask him to travet to Toronto to chair the 1875 inquiry into 

prison labour at the Central Prison. In 1887. the Toronto Coiigress of the Arnerican National Prison 

Association also endorsed his concept of the indeterminate sentence. with the enthusiastic support of thcn 

fderal prison inspecter bmes Moylan and the Toronto-based Prisoner's Aid ~ssociat ion.~ McKelvey 

has ken unstinting in his praise of Brockway. describing him as "stand[ingJ without rivai as the greatest 

warden America has produced." Brockway's immense longevity in the prison field. f* years. has k e n  

atuibuted to lus intense religion. a veritable "armor of right~ousness."~ Brockway's religion. however. 

was not of the stem and puritanical type of Howard, Fry, Carpenter or even Wines, For him. religion was 

a supplement to and not a condition of rehabilitation. Religion accordingly had none of the urgency of his 

predecessors. 1 t had a somewhat softer. more sentimental ek~ression. 1 n his memoirs. Brockway 

Warden. Was the prisoner an individual o r  was he or shc part of cnminal class? Was the prisoner also a 
person or just a prisoner? Was the warden also a person or just an official? 
1 "K the sentence is too light, prisoners are stimulated to deserve a healthier one, that they may bc 
estecmed more daring. If the sentence is too long, they oAen feel complimented by the importance thus 
confierred upon them as great criminals, until irnprisonment is once entered upon. when they becorne 
vindictive toward al1 in any way connected with their arrest, trial and custody. and finally fa11 into apathy 
and discouragement. If perchance the prisoner's views should be precisely met, and his inward sense 
approve the penalty, this pernicious effect is produced: he lives with the mistaken idea that he is paying 
the penalty- ek~iating his offense; like the others, he counts the days as they go; and, when released. he 
re-cnters society, as he conccives, e.xactly as when he lefi it, having in his own estimation, paid up and put 
lumself riglit with the community." Brockway, Fi& Years ofprison Service, 400. 
' Brockway, Fifry Yeurs of Prison Service, 265 
3 Calder, Federul Penitentiary Systeni in Canada, 230- 1 
' McKelvey, American Prisons, 169, 1 3 1-2 



described the birth of his empathy towards the downtrodden by recounting sentimental vignettes from his 

youth.' 

Like many of his latc nineteenth cenhuy colleagues. Brockway drew his sympathy for convicts 

frorn his basic feelings of Christian charity. but his treatment of them wvas also shaped by the newly 

emerging criminological theories of his day. The convict was no longer rnerely a sinner or a lost soul. Hc 

or she was a sick, but trcatable subject. Brockway was a positivist and believed in the predetermined 

nature of criminality. He wvas part of a school of thought that rnaintained that the criminal had little frec 

will of lus or lier own and often obeyed instinct. The evangelists had believed that the prisoner could bc 

transformed by prayer. ordcr and reflcction. The criminal had made a choice to be immoral. and had to bc 

shown the failure of that way. Rationalists like Brockway rnaintained that the prisoner was made a 

criminal not through personai selection. but by natural selection. The criminal's behaviour was not a 

moral choice. 5ut a mental defect. It was the goal of the refonnatory prison to train the convict to follow 

good impulses instead of bad ones.' The pnsoner was not inherently eM1, but rather the product of 

sporadic impulses. a victim of momentary eciipses of his or her owvn judgment. Prisoners were animatcd 

1 In one such anecdote. he recounted how. as a child. lie was lefi out of a sleigh ride on a cold winter 
morning. Downcast and alone, he had to walk to scliool. "Throughout rny mature Me. when among the 
many constant throngs of offenders committed to my charge there came to my notice any who w r c  
abandoncd by relatives, outcast. lost. or forgotten by thcir community. those have especiaily appealed to 
my sympathies. and al1 the more 1 tmly believe because of this little incident." (Brocicway. Fifi-v 1)èars of 
Prison Service, 20- 2 1) At another timc. he descnbed the impact of his school teacher's unespected 
kindness in the wake of his repeated misbehavior: "[Tlhe district school tacher, a refined and lovely 
lady. having detained me aîler school hours, supposedly for punishment, surprised me wvith quitc an 
opposite manifestation. Making no reference to my bad behaviour, with sorrowful mien, tendcrly, 
delicately, and in hcr womanly wvay, she reveaied her genuine affeçtionate regard. This proved effective 
for the irnrnediate object in view and left its abiding impression." (Elrockway, F#v Years of Prison 
Service, 12- 13). It is interesting to note that Brockway \vas able to remember these early childhood 
experiences at the age of 85. 
' "The ancient doctrine of the independent fieedom of the hurnan will and the correlative belief in 
unconditionai rctributive accountability was also put aside as an incomprehensible theory for any hurnan 
administration. We must invade the will of those committed to our charge and determine tiieir behaviour 
quitc outside tbeir owm election. The dismissal of these old doctrines- of an outside governing passionatc 
God: of free will and rcsponsibility as measured out by human hands- cleared the field of Our endeavor 
and opened wide to science that which had been dominated by sentiment alone." Brwkway, Fm Years of 
Prison Service, 85 



by animal instincts rathcr than rational thought. He believed. for example, in the esistence of a "Spring 

Fevcr" among the convicts and felt that it was a dangerous time in prison. ' 
By characterizing the prisoner as essentially a brute Brockway also opened the way to the harsli 

treatment of the convict. As a Warden. he was not only responsible for taking away the criminal's 

freedom. but in a spiritual sense he took away his or tier humanity as well. This reverse 

anthromorphization of people further served to give scientific sanction to any apparentiy cruel treatment. 

Remarkably, lie described the punishment of solitary confinement. sornctimes with "artificial restraints" 

(in other wvords. in chains), as a "rest cure." (Officiais at the Mercer Reformatory used similar medical 

euphemisms to describe quite temble punishments. refemng to the immersion in ice cold water as a 

"treatment." and the application of irons to women as "rnufk") As for his notorious use of the paddle. 

Brockway characterïzed it as: 

Not a punishment, but a cornpelling physical esplrrience within the 
comprehension of clnimals and of men so animal and inconsiderate to require 
it. 'ïhis simple, altogether hmless. physical shock served to convince him 
that a radical change in his personal behavior was indispensable and it 
pcrhaps made possible such a change by the incident molecular commotion in 
changing the channels for the flow of nervous en erg^.^ 

The certainty of Bmckway's positivist thinking hid a basic contradictio~i.~ On one liand. it 

assumed that cnminais could be changed. while on the other it maintained that tliey were doomed to that 

status by biology. In the end. Brockway and his fellow innovators really only believed that brutes could 

be tamed. not clcvated into h l l  humanity. ' The ethics classes. the calisthcnics. the Swedish massage, the 

- -- -- 

' ' It  is a familiar truth that tiuoughout our northern temperate zone from February to lune al1 nature feels 
and makes response to an awakening mysterious stir. In normal beings normally circurnstanced it is the 
source of their best ambition, and enterprising endeavor. But in defective human beings and animated 
things and the unfavorably situated, the same impulse develops into evii, or at least troublesoine. 
behavior .... At this season a single act of violence is speciaily contagious." Brocinvay, F i f .  Years of 
Prison Service, 188, also 3524. 
' Brockway, F~/Q Yenrs ofprison Service, 3 56,258 

For a discussion of phrenology and the work of contempomy criminologists, see chapter 8. on "Being a 
Patient." 
4 Brockway 's wveekly ethics classes at Elmira. taught by visi ting intellectuai luminaries, were celebrated in 
their &y as evidcnce of his enlightened regime. The as many as 500 assembled prisoners werc 
encouraged to ask questions and engage in lively debates with the lecturers and each other. One 
academic was quoted as saying "that he had gained from [the prisoners'] lively, unharnessed, original 
rninds. more of value than he felt he had imparted to them." But the m e  message of the classes was the 
fact that criminals were lacking in ethics, and therefore needed instruction in thcm. Hence, Brochvay's 



nutritional programs, the milimy drill, wvere al1 treatments which were to be received but not cngaged in. 

part of Brockway 's program to "cure" the criminal. But it was a process that \vas to depend on the ability 

of the prisoner to play an appropriate role. To achieve the sympathy of his or her Warden and receive the 

starnp of rehabilitation. the prisoner would have to play the refreshing primitive. to be passive and quiet 

but endearing enough to charm. As will be seen in later chapters, the convict of this era \vas forced into 

becoming a dutiful child, willing to receive the rehabilitative treatment of his or her Warden. The 

Warden was in tum compelled into becoming a loving but stem parent. For both sides. it was uhimately a 

patronizing relationship. 

"Maternalistic" Reformers 

The reformatory movement had a special impact on women. The subjugated place of females in society at 

large as well as their stereotype as the emotional sex. provided an inrnate who wvas secn to &e readily 

pliable and more receptive to the transfomative message of the reformatory. Many of the parental 

rclationships that the convict and the warden were espected to play were intensified for the women. and 

somc historians have given the e-xperience a specific tem: maternalisrn.' The reformatory e.uperiencc of 

women had much to say about the goals of prison refonners. as well as the effectiveness of social and 

beliavioural regulation in the prison environment. 

Eliza Faniham. Matron of the Mount Pleasant Women's Prison at Sing Sing during the mid 

nineteenth century, was a precursor of what would corne at the end of that centun and a story in 

microcosm of what \vould later go wrong. During her management of the prison. from 1844-1848, she 

dispensed with thc nile of silence, and provided as cheertUl an environment as possible. with flowerpots in 

- - 

praise of the prisoners intellcctual progress was alwvays qualified by reference to their primitive mental 
development. The classes were motivateci by the desire to counteract animalistic tendencies by teaching 
rational thought to the convicts. But for al1 his libedity. for Brockway, the prisoner was Iikable only 
when he remembered his o\vn inherent inadcquacies. When a conMct participated too much in the class. 
Brockway espressed alarm: "Yet a rccrcant paroled man arrested and rcturned in disgrace, with hair 
cropped and clad in the glaring red clothing of the lowest grade. would and did on his first attendance in 
the ethics class participate in the debate with an air of the utmost sang-froid. This g e n e d  characteristic 
rcvealed again the lowered sensibiliîy of the average prisoner and partly accounts for the want of pity and 
probity that c haracterizes thei r crimes." (B rockway, Fi f -  Years of Prison Service. 246-253) B rockway ' s 
reaction to the outspoken prisoner was symbolic of his mixed feelings about criminals in gcneral. Thcy 
wvere attractive so long as they rernained passive. 

See the work of Carolyn Strange, Nicole Hahn Rafler and Estelle Freedman. 



the windows. maps on the walls and bright Iighting. She played the piano for the inrnates and read to 

them aloud, held awards nights where varying sizes of bouquets of flowers were given to al1 the prisoners. 

and led handicrafts classes. She did not believe in "overburdening the prisoners with mies and 

regulations." Muc h like Broçkway. Farnham's kindness was rooted in positivism and phrenology . Her 

regimen aimed to "remove those elements tiorn [the pnsoner'sl environment that stimulated his animal 

propensities. The substitution of proper influences would in time sirengthen his better faculties while die 

vicious ones widiered away." Like the reformatories that wvould follow her csperiment latcr. Farnham's 

stewardship l a s  short-lived and ended in failure. In the wake of three escapes, the rule of silence was 

restored at the end of 1847. The rules were henceforth tightened up. When not working. inmates werc 

conf~ned to a closed room. Button making replaced the daily lectures. Consavative reformers and Sing- 

Sing of'fïcials finally engineered Famham's dismissal in 1848.' Local interference. a lack of controi ovcr 

admissions. thc nced to secure profitable work and the pewading belief in the silent systeni had combincd 

to dcstroy the early reformatory experiment that Farnham had created. 

Maxy Carpenter was another carly advocate of women's reformatones. Her arguments were 

premised on what she believed were the special capabilities as well as the inherent shoncomings of 

women. Frarned in more religious than scientific language. her philosophy nevertheless was based on 

pre-determined notions of female criminality. Determinism lurked in the background. merging and 

intertwining ~ l t h  her vocabulôry of faith. Conversion was more than an end in itself. it was part of a 

-'treatmentW for the evil disease of female crime. with religion added in as a kind of cmotional medicinc. 

Carpenter maintained that only women could minister to women. Thc presence of male staff would causc 

the inmates to "becorne escited and inaddened almosi to a frenzy." She issued a rallying cry to middle- 

class women, to re-amken, through "Christian sympathy," "the workings of Gd's  spirit within which the 

loving hem of fellow woman rnay rouse.. . . May the hearts of many Christian women bc moved to help in 

their rescue!" "The very susceptibility and tenderness of woman's nature." she wrote, "render her more 

completely diseascd in her nature when she is penterted by evil." An antidote wvould be "the healthy 

development of [the female convict's] affection. These are peculiarly strong in the female ses. and may bc 

I Lewis. Fmm h!ervgale, 237-250 



made the means of calling out the highest virtues. the most genuine sekievotion." As for the ofien 

gruelling forms of female prison labour, they were esscntid to calrn female passions. "The restless 

escitable nature of these women requires a vent in something; they should have full employznent of a kind 

wtiich will esercise their muscles and Wly occupy their min&, so as to calm their spirits and satisfy them 

with the feeling of Iiaving accomplished something." At the head of the institution was the Warden. 

whose role was to psychologically transform and manipulate the convicts into becoming dutiful citizcns. 

"The Prison Matron has shown us how sensitive these poor women are to kindness. and how suong arc 

their yearnings for personal affection; these characteristics of female nature might be made subsenient to 

the highest purposes if due advantage were taken of them.'" 

In effcct. Carpenter envisioned the reformatory for women as a training grounds for thc feminine 

cmotions. While the reformatory movement liad focused on civilizing men. bringing a measure of 

discipline and intellect to bmtish min& through vocational training and lectures. Carpenter's philosophy 

lughlighted the differential treatment given to wornen. Women criminals were also to be hurnanized. but 

tlirough a plea to their emotions and religious piety rather than their logic- in short to what were believed 

to be their uniquely feminine chamcteristics. 

Rafter's study of the birth of the female reformatory in the United States chronicles the degree to 

which these architects' notions of femininity influenced the treatment of women prisoners. In thc name of 

rehabilitation, wornen's reformatories brought with them an unprecedented level of social control. Wliilc 

men's reformatories had nevcr tmly endcavored to break away from custodialism and punishment. Rafter 

argucs, women's institutions set much higher standards for themselves.' Men's reformatories may have 

professed to rehabilitatc, but thcy w r e  grounded in the custodial model. and as such. as \vil1 be secn in the 

Central Prison. could always lapse into the more attainable. and much faster, goal of merely setting an 

csample of terror. Reformatories for women thcrefore Iiad considerably more ambitious objectives, widi 

more far-reaching implications for their inmates. "[Tl hey tried to remold prisoners instead of punishing 

them. As Brockway had observed, 'Contrary to a common notion, stricter control is required in a 

1 Carpenter, Our Convicts, 252-3. 42, 3 1-2, 2 10-2 1 1. 
' Nicolc Hahn Rafter. Partial Justice: CVomen, Prisons a n d  Social Control, second edition, (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey. Transaction Publishers. 1990). 23, 40-4 1. 



reformato ry... than in an ordinaq convict prison." Gone. Ctierefore was any concept of proportionality.' 

Minor offenses required years of training to change inappropriate attitudes. Indeed, when "indeterminate 

sentencing" was king developed in the 186O's, it was first tried out on American women. Brockway. 

then superintendent of the Detroit House of Correction in Michigan presided at an institution that was 

legally entitied to hold femaie prostitutes for up to three years.' 

While officiais at the Central Prison did their best to train thcir men to secure factory jobs upon 

their release. reformatories for women pursued an opposite course. Social refonners wvcrc actively 

combating the liberation presented by growing numbers of facto- jobs available to women. Indeed. even 

though they entailed long hours of monotonous toi1 in ill-ventilated and dirty buildings. Strange has 

detailed how women preferred thc new factory jobs because they did not involve the twenty-four hour 

supewision of live-in domestic ~ o r k . ~  A final release from the supervision of the reformatoq becamc 

cven more dficult when parole becamc dependent on months of "proper" moral behaviour whilc 

cmployed as domestic servants under the watchfid eyes of middle class matrons. Ultimately. wvomen's 

reformatories tried to shut out the outside world in a far more radiai a fashion than men's reformatories 

did. Thcy celebrated a view of society that \vas intentionally anachronistic. By rejecting the 

industriaiizing city and the new job opportunilies it presented to women. they harked back to a pastoral 

ideal of life and of feminine behaviour.' 

I M c r ' s  anaiysis of American reformatories lias been borne out by sentencing statistics at the Mercer 
Reformato-. Indeterminatc sentencing was the bedrock of the system of control that Mercer oficials 
csercised over their inmates. This \vas evidenced by the far longer sentences that the women of tlic 
Mercer served as compared to women sentcnced to jail. During the period 1875 to 193 1. the average sray 
at the Mercer was 335 days. while the average stay for women at the Owen Sound Jail, for esamplc. was 
154 days. and 68 days at the Kenon Jail. Sec chapter 2 of Carolyn Strange. "The Velvet Glove: 
Maternalistic Reforrn at the Andrew Mercer Ontario Reformatory for Females 1874- l927"( MA thesis. 
University of Ottawa, 1983). also Wendy Ruemper. "Locking Them Up: Incarcerating Women in Ontario 
1857- 193 1" in Lmv, Socieiy, and the State: Essays in Modern Legal History, ed. Louis A. Knafla and 
Susan Binnie. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995). 35 1 
' Rafier. Partial Justice, 24-25 
3 Carolyn Strange, Toronto 's Girl Problem: The Perils and Pleasures of the City, 11880-1 930, (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press. 1995). 3 
4 Indeed. in an era when most American reformatories were located in the countryside. (Estelle Frecdman. 
Fier Sister S Keeper: Clfonien 's Prison Re form in Anterica. 1830- /P3Q Ann h r :  University of Michigan 
Press, 198 l), G8-9.90) the Mercer Reformatory wvas conspicuous in its day, and perhaps a less isolatcd 
place for somç of its inmatcs, for k ing  an urban institution. In its assignment of parole. however. as wvill 
be seen, rural locales were almost univcrsally favoured. 



Freedman's research on early Amcrican reformatories for women revealed many of the inherent 

contradictions that their founders faced. Activists successfuily argued for separatc institutions for women 

prisoners based on the belief in a "female moral superiority" to men, and accordingly articulated some of 

the languagc of feminism, but thcy "only rarely became women's rights activists." The rcformers had 

begun their careers as critics from the outside. but oncc the reformatories were established. they found 

themselves on the inside. as keepers. They had created the reformatory as a place to enforce female roles. 

but in order to run these places, they had to assume traditionally male roles. The femininity they espoused 

had to be carefùlly constmcted with an emphasis on pie@. nature and maternitv, while eschewing any 

cqression of female sesuality. The result could be a kind of infantaiization of the convict. The cottage 

system of incarceration employed in the leading reformatories in Massachusetts and New York tried to 

creaie a family-type of atmosphere. with the warden as the kindly moiher. but the only role left for the 

inmates to play in such an environment was that of the child. The programs of domestic work that they 

emphasized too were. by 1900. not in hannony with the industrializing economy. making the 

reformatories look "backward. rathcr than fonvard. suggesting how firmly the prisons were rooted in the 

traditional female sphere." Freedman described the practice of sending out paroled women to domestic 

service, popülar at the Massachusetts Reformatory as. "for lack of a neutral teml. maternalistic." 

Nthough the keepers themselves had enterai the public sphere as paid 
workers and social reformers, they discouraged prisoners from ieaving the 
home. Women who had had committed crimes, they implied, coutd not be 
trusted on their own, especially in the cities. Therefore, to protect thém from 
rither their own "bad inclinations" or from men. the reformers sent prisoners 
to small towns and rural families. Unable to t a c h  inmates how to support 
themselves in an urban industrial economy, they chose to retum thern to an 
older, increasingly anachronistic, women's world. ' 

mer-confident promises and an out-moded vision brought with them cspectations that could 

never be realized. Women were increasingly sentenced to the reformatories rather than the prisons. 

E1;trerne overcrowding crippled the vision of the reformatories and while they publicly continued to esude 

much of their initial ideals. in practice they reverted to places of detention and punishment. As Strange 

has witten in rcference to the Mercer Reformatory, "Every inmaie who walked through Mercer's archway 

1 Freedman, Her Sisfer's heeper, 45, 2. 67, 58,96. 68-9. 89, 154, 94-95. 



knew she had been sentenced to prison, even though the words above spelled '~eformatory."" With 

larger inmate populations came greater disciplinary problems, less individual attention and poorer parole 

rcsults. Prisoners began to be blamed for the failure of the institutions. and harsher regimes resulted.' In 

tum. financial considerations oîlen had more to do with the reformatories' growing reliancc on traditional 

women's work. such as laundry washing. rather than the intellectual stimulation and pastoral milieu that 

thcy initially liad prornised.3 According to Rafler. the goals of the matemaiistic reformers collapsed under 

their own contradictions. The result was not the successfirl rehabilitation of the female criminal that 

they had hopcd for. but a crippling: "The reformers had already absorbed the social controls tliey sought to 

instill. These reformers hoped to recast offenders in their own image. to have them ernbrace the valucs 

(though not assume the social station) of the lady .... [S Jome working-class womcn were taught to accept a 

ncw concept of womanhood that restricted their semai and vocational choices. They were in fact. 

rc forrned.*'' 

Rafter and Freedman have presented a critique of the women's reformatory movement that is 

suggestive of what that institution's impact must have been on the inmate. It is the goal of this thesis to 

build on these themes to reconstruct what the inmate's response must have been to these regtmes. The 

prisoner of the fernaic reformatory faced a conflicted and somewhal bewilderïng environment. where she 

was e~qected to assume an identity that must have seemed strange. rather quaint and perhaps even absurd. 

At the back of her mind. she would Iikely realize that any transformation she assumed would bc a facade. 

forced and ody temporary. 

The Influence of the Prisoners' Aid Association 

In Ontario, well-connected social reformers and evangelistic activists embodied an influentid part of the 

public that felt that its concems about the causes and treatment of crime should be heard. Upper middle 

class Toronto Christians had been a part of the lobby for the establishment of the two new provincial 

facilities in the h o p  of establishing a more rehabilitative prison environment and they justiFiably felt a 

1 Strange, "The Criminal and Fallen of their Ses: The Establishment of Canada's First Women's Prison. 
1874- 190 1 ," in Canadian Journal of Women and the Lmv, (Vol. 1 ,  No. 1, 1 985). 92 
' M e r ,  Partial Justice, 78-90 
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sense of propriety about them. Wanting to ensure chat these institutions remained tme to tiieir initial 

vision. they responded by founding their own organization. In 1874, the Prisoner's Aid Association of 

Toronto (P.A.A.) held its first meeting. Initially envisioned by Provincial Prison Inspecter J. W. (John 

W d b u m )  Langmuir as an advxacy group for his policies, and accordingly given financial support. the 

P. A. A. soon displayed an independent spiri t. It was a group made up of intensely religious. urban based. 

educated. professional, well c o ~ e c t e d  social activists.' One of the association's luminaries. Samuel 

Hume Blake. was a successful lawyer and later a high court judge. Like many social refonners of his day. 

he believed in the "stewardship of walth." He \vas chiefly active in church work. where he had served as 

a Sunday school teacher for many years. At various times in his Me. he also served as president of the 

International Convention of Sunday Schools. president of the Toronto Y.M.C.A.. vice-president of tlie 

Pnsoner's Aid Association of Canada, and \vas a member of the Evangelical Alliance. Churchman's 

Union, Layman's Missionary Movement and tlie Industnal Schools ~ssociation.~ Blake's involvement in 

so many associations was typical of the group of reformers he came from. Such cross-rnemberslup 

facilitated the eschange of information. ideas and esperience in an efficient rnanne~.~ Prison reform and 

even the reform of the individual prisorter were not these reformers' truc focus; they were part of a wider 

purpose to reshape society in accordance with their religious principles, The P.A.A. was more of a 

religious based society than even Langmuir had realized.' It could list the officia1 endorsement of tiie 

Baptist, Methodist. Presbyterian and Anglican Churches in its Annual ~ e ~ o r t s . ~  

The membership and credentials of the P.A.A. legitirnized prison reform as an endeavour. but it 

also fostered a degrcc of control that was not always ahmistic. Evidence of the group's autiiority \vas tlie 

failure of the federal government to establish a national reformatory prison without its support. Ottawa 

1 An analysis of Ontario social reformers as a group from 1875-1900 has revealed h t  70% of them came 
from the established professions of medicine, law, ministry and university teaching. The other 30% were 
in emergent professional fields such as journalism. public school teaching, nursing. business, civil service 
and law enforcement. 94% had a B.A. or higher and 13% had an M.A. or a M.D. Terrance Momson. 
The Child and Urban Social Reform in Lare Nineteenth Century Ontario, 1875-1900, (University of 
Toronto, School of Graduate Studies, 197 i), 80-8 1 
' Ibid.. 197-98 
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had purchased land for a Dominion Reformatory in Alesaridria. Ontario in 1895. Prison activists objected 

to the rural site. wkich was too far removed from cheir urban-based members. as well as the fact that no 

separate institution \vas planned for Roman Catholics. a segment of socieîy that they had little ambition to 

help. The government responded by scrapping the entire project in 1897.' 

The influential ideology and work of the P.A.A. provides a window of insight into the origins of 

the two provincial institutions. The religion their members espoused. at least in public. was both loving 

and stem. One of their annual reports began with the following message prominently displayed on the 

frontispiece: "Prison reform is not sentimentalism .... it believes in the proper punishment of criminals. as 

necessat). CO the security of socie ty... and as best. eve- way. for the criminals themselves."' 

Furthemore. the Association, which was oficially mandated to assist prisoners both inside the prison and 

upon discharge, was actually only interested in helping those they deemed to bc from the "deserving" class 

of criminals. Volunteers. reports were carefiil to point out. "have been careful to distinguish between the 

two classcs of deliberate crime and of men 'overtaken in a fault. "'3 The intemperate criminal was seen as 

a special menace. as \vas the recidivist. The Association's identification of dnnk as a pivotal cause of 

criininality has been seen by some as a subliminal antipathy on part of society itself to Irish Catholic 

immigrants. "The connection between intemperance and crime w a s  plausible enough. but it \vas oftcn 

esaggerated and misundcrstood so that a partial rcaliiy came to be regarded a s  an indisputable fact. 

Behind this sophistic façade lay an intense and profound conservatism reacting against the alien assault 

on society."' An 189 1 resolution urged for extra long sentences for inebriates with hard labour. and 

nothing but Stone breaking for tramps and vagrants.' Easing prison conditions were also hardly a priority: 

"The stoppage of the tobacco formerly supplied to the prisoners is a matter of rejoicing with us." the 

Cenlral Prison Sunday School Teacher reported in 1883.~ 

I Calder, The Federal Penitentimy Svstent in Canada, 237-243 
Annual Report of the P.A.A.. 1889, 1 
Annuai Report of tlle P.A.A., 1874-5.4 
' J. Jerald Bellomo, "Upper Canadian Attitudes Towards Crime and Punishment: 1832- 185 1" in Ontario 
Histov, LXV, (March, 1972), 14 
5 Annual Report of the P.A.A., 189 1, 12-13 
6 Annual Report of the P.A.A., 1883. 12 



Members of the Association emphasized that they only helped upon discharge those that they fclt 

wvere sincercly reformed. "We are compelled to believe." stated one leading social worker of the day. "that 

indiscriminate charity is a thousand times greatcr curse tfinn blessing."' The Association's Missionq 

Agent \vas carelul to note that he did not supply clothing to "those rtho will not work undcr any 

circumstances and to whom dishonesty has become a second nature."' Self-suBiciency wvas a virtue that 

volunteers tried to impress upon convicts. One tacher  reported with satisfaction that when she was 

callcd upon by a former prisoner. shc was not asked for any help by him: "1 \vas especially pleased with 

the apparently trivial circumstancc. that he did not ask for. or accept any assistance. eithcr in money. food. 

or c~othhg ."~  But for al1 the tough talk in their annual reports, prisoners' aid members time and again 

opcned their homes as temporary lodging, donated and purchased clothes. offered food and recommended 

jobs.' The stem message of the P. A. A.'s public pronouncements was tempered by the considcrable 

degree of personal kindness of its mernkrs to individual convicts. The need for the association to so 

otten proclaim their toughness and their lack of "sentimentalism" was probably motivated more by the 

unpopularity of their cause and the difficulty in raising donations from a skeptical public than persond 

animosity to the piisoner. 

But while the public might not have cared much for the plight of the convict, or the state of 

prisons in gencral. the inmate hcld spccial interest to evangelicd reformers for both humanitarian and 

religious reasons. By virtue of being convicted, thc prisoner had simed. had becn identified as a sinner. 

was conveniently located by virtue of his or her k i n g  in prison. was in need of help and therefore 

receprive to their influence, and was going to remaiii accessible for a minimum amount of time. One of 

the Association's teachers considered the notorïously brutal Central Prison to be "one of the richest 

corners of the Lord's vineyard in Toronto to work in.'" This florid description would have hardly k e n  

shared by any inmate of tliat place. All that members could ask for was longer sentences with which to 

continue their efforts. A volunteer at the Mercer Reformatory pointed out that "a short tenn. does not 

1 Momson. The Chilci and Urban Social Reform, 169 
' Annual Report of the P.A.A., 1881. 12 
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give the necessary time for the building up of character, and the gr0wî.h of moral strength. The 

esperience of this year, as of lasi, is, that the best results have in almost every case been obtained from 

among those who have k e n  sentenced for the longer term."' Incomgibles. they argued, should ideally 

have been confined indefinitely under indeterminate  sentence^.^ Sentences should certainly be long 

cnough for inmates to overcome their addiction to alcohol. which is what members rvere sure was the 

leading cause of crime.' As will be seen later with regards to the development of the Mercer Reformatory. 

where it was estimated by the prison doctor that at least fifty percent of the inmates were alcoholics. 

lobbying âid gradually produce longer sentences. The Central Prison. too. was originally conceived as a 

"Hospi ta1 for Inebriates." 

Annual reports were filled with letters from dischargui inmates. grateful to the P.A.A. for 

teaching them the value of temperance. "God bless the Centrai Prison." read one such letter. "if it was not 

for k i n g  confined there free From liquor. dead 1 would have surely ken."' Other letters quotcd more 

gencrally emphasized the value of their Christian awakening: "1 thank God that 1 was sent to the Central 

Prison. before 1 got so steeped in crime that 1 could not see the love of the Lord in his dealing to me. and 1 

thank the Lord for sending you to the Central Prison and my earnest prayer is for the Lord to bless Miss 

M.. for it \,as through hcr that 1 was brought to the fcet of Jesus and 1 know that God \vil1 blcss her for her 

work ... M y  prayer is that ... the Lord wi11 bless his work in the Central Prison and that hundreds will bc 

brouglit to the saving knowledge and the riches of the t n~ th . "~  Another prisoncr from the Mercer 

Reformator)r \vas quoted as writing that "1 was so glad that 1 ever came to this Institution. it was as if God 

snatched me from the brink of ~e11 . "~  A volunteer tacher wrote in 1878 that "There are many who iiavc 

good reason to bless thc day in which they were sent to the Central Prison. having hcard of the great lovc 

of Christ here to the salvation of their immortal s ~ u l s . " ~  

1 Annual Report of the P.A.A.. 1882, 13. A similar concem is raised in the 1883 Report, 15. 
' Annual Report of the P.A.A., 1889.20 
3 Annual Report of the P.A.A., 1881, 13. It \vas estimated by one official that 63% of crime was caused by 
drink. 
' Annual Report of thc P.A.A., 1878-79. 9 
' Annual Rcport of the P.A.A., 1878-79.7 
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In fact. it was the evangelical reformers who celebrated the prison the most. I t  was, after ail. in 

part their creation. Armed with the power to aid only those who they deemed to be deserving. and 

pressing for the continued imprisonment of those who were not. the contritc and p i ~ u s  letters of the 

prison's captives wcre a reflection of e.uactly who they wanted them to be. It was a conversion, even if in 

name only. that was securcd not through simple coddling. but by loving, though steely. dctennination. 

Collected and cited in loving dctail in their annual reports. these letters were thc most tangible evidcnce of 

their efforts to transform the criminal, and dong with him or her. soçiety itseif. In the meantime. the 

Prisoners' Aid Society ensured that the rehabilitativc mandate of the provincial institutions remained 

tempercd with their own brand of toughness and determination. 

Social Control 

The new prison of the early nineteenth century was in many tangible ways a step fonvard. a move away 

from the need to punish physicdly. For an older scliool of historians. the story of the prison becarne a 

chronicle of successfiil irnprovements of various reformers and public officiais. Conditions in prisons 

were often described in order to show how they were growing better over time. For a more current group 

of revisionist historians. the prison esemplified what was wrong with society. For some of these thinkers. 

the prison was an agent of social control. The new prison. for esample. was there to turn recalcitrant 

clemcnts of the lower class into disciplined factory workers.' Many have emphasized that the arriva1 of 

the refonned prison coincided with the onset of the industrial revolution. and that the arcliitects of these 

institutions Iiad ultcrior motives. Whether the foundcrs of the new prison were mentioned individually or 

simply stereotypcd as nameless members of the upper-rniddle class. the evangelical movcment or simply 

as state officiais, they were usually present in the argument, lurking sinisterly and guiltily behind every 

prison. The shih from the old sanguinary code of punishment to the penitentiaq has moved one 

philosopher to make the notorious daim that the state was now punishing the rninds instcad of the bodies 

' See Dario Melossi and Massimo Pavarini, The Prison and the Factory: Origins of fhe Penitentiary 
Systenr, translated from the Italian by Glynis Cousin, (London: Macmillan Press, 1 98 1). See also, David 
Garland, Punishnren t and CVelJare: A Histov of Penal Strategies, (Brookfield, Vermont: Gower, 1 98 5) as 
well Garland, Punishment and Modern Sociely: A Study in Social Theory, (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1900). 



of miscreants, in efféct. "not punishing less, but punishing better."' Many historians havc highliglited 

how the prison fit into a network of new institutions and services king invented in the nineteenth centuq. 

such as the police, public schools and hospitals. 

A significant theme in the historid literature on imprïsonment has therefore been the issue of 

social control. O'Brien has cautioned that she has "steadfastly tried to avoid the tcmptation of hindsight- 

reading contemporary knowledge of pend developments. the operation. motives. and goals of punishment 

in our time, into an earlier period."' Seeking perspective. Freedman cited a prison historian from the 

1920's: "A reform is to be judged of course, not by what to-day would be considered adequate ... but in the 

liglit of its relative progressiveness as a substitute for existing conditions. in an esisting state of public 

opinion of prevailing c~storns."~ 

Thcre have been two major schools of historical thought. Traditional historians havc focuscd on 

the benefits that institutions have brought to society, how institutions have grown and improved over tiinc 

and the accomplishments h t  individuals have effected in their field. Interestingly. though. "traditional" 

could turn out to be rather a relative term. Today, Splane would be classificd as a traditional historian. 

but that would not be the categorization hc would have given himself. Rather than focus on what werc in 

his day the typical themes of political. constitutional and economic history. Splane consciously chose to 

wi te about social themcs. -'about the privation of (Ontario's) people. . ..about the organized measures dia t 

werz adopted. to relieve suffering and want. illness and dependency." Nevertheless, Splane's account was 

largcly a positive narrative of institutional progress. Splane has described Inspecter John W. Langmuir's 

administration as t'aking place in a "golden age of social welfare exqxmsion." facilitated by an activist 

government and a buoyant economy. Splane depicted Langmuir as a "brilliant" leader. with 

"emaordinary capacities" and "e.utraordinary qualities for intellect." For Splanc. there was nothing 

sinister on the part of the government's plan to provide institutions. On the contrary. prisons, hospitals, 

asylurns. were al1 an organized ex~ression of society 's humanitarianism: "Almost the only source of 

i Michel Foucault. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the Prison, translated from the French by Alan 
Sheridan, (New York: Vintage Books, 1979). 
' O'Brien. The Promise oJPunishment: Prisons and Punishnrents in Nineteenth-Centuty France, 
(Princeton. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1982),.u 
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security to the family in need wvas the bond of neighbourliness within the community. Later when wealth 

had accumulated to the point where this sentiment could be expresseci in organized foms- in pubiicly 

supported relief. in the building of hospitals, refuges for the aged and infirm. and institutions for orphan 

children- such rneasurcs were regarded as a natural e~tension of the earlier neighborly response to human 

needs." ' 
Splane had seen the linkages between institutions as a positive attribute. and evidence of a 

coordinated effort on the part of the government to help the citizenxy. Ignatieff was part of a later 

generation of revisionist historians who came to perceive these similariries as ctidence of escessive statc 

power: 

It uras no accident thrit penitentiaries, asylums, workhouses, monitorial 
schools, night retùges, and reformatories looked aIike, or that their charges 
marched to the same disciplinary cadence. Since they made up a 
complementm-y and interdependent structure of control, it was essential that 
their diets and deprivations be calibrateci on a ascending scale, school- 
workhouse- asylum- prison, with the pain of the iast serving to undergird the 
pain of the fust.' 

(Ignatieff later retreated somewhat. and wrote that "the idea that the state enjoys a monopoly over 

legitirnate means of violence is long overduc for cha~len~e."~)  Rothman. too. looked upon the 

replacement of informal, community-based aid with state-nui institutions which traditional Iùstorians had 

sccn as an inevitablc progression, wvith a kind of horror. To Rothman. there was nothing natural about the 

risc of the institution. These new facilities came at a moment when the urbanization and geographic 

mobility of thc American Jacksonian era werc breaking down the informal social controls of small 

cornmunities. "The almshouse and the orphan asylum. the penitentiaq. the reforrnatory, and the insane 

asylurn al1 reprcsented an effort to insure the cohesion of the community in new and changing 

circumstances .... The asylum, they believed, could restorc a necessary social balance in the new republic. 

and at the same tirne climinate long-standing problems."' Taylor, writing about the early years of thc 

Richard B. Splane, Social Welfae in Ontario: 1791-1893, A Study ofPublic CVelfare Adnlinistration, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 197 l), siv, 17, 50-5 1. 288. 
' Ignaticff, Just Measure, 2 14-5 
3 Michael Ignatiefl, "State, Civil Society and Total Institutions: A Critique of Recent Social Histories of 
Punishrnent," in Social Control and the Sfate, edited by Stanley Cohen and Andrew Scull. (London: Basil 
Blackwell Ltd.. 1985), 10 1 
4 David Rothman, Invention ofthe Aylum, xviii 



Kingston Pe~tentiary, also invoked images of social control: "The convict was to work in a group. 

irnitating in a perverse fashion the grouping of shop workers or labourers. To middle class Upper 

Canadians. the penitentiary was an ideal societY"' The Boston Prison Discipline Society and Iater 

Dwight and Wines had advocated a "moral architecture" for the peni tentiary. wi th an cmphasis on 

deference. industry and silence. Taylor maintained that the blueprint was not only followeed closely at 

Kingston. but was seen by the upper class to be of "universal benefit." not just in social welfare 

institutions. but in factories as well.' Melossi and Pavarini have k e n  even more overt in their comection 

of the prison to issues of class control. calling prison labour an "e'rploitation of the labour f ~ r c e . " ~  -'Tliis 

bourgeois constniction," they argued sweepingly. "of the body in the school. the banacks. the prison and 

the family remains completely incomprehensible ... unless we start fiom the capitalistic management of the 

labour process."' Foucault has delved more deeply than any of the revisionists. In his analysis. the 

prison has been just one method in which the state has inscribed its power into the vcry bodies of the 

citizenry. "1s it surprising that the cellular prison, with its regular chronologies. forced labour. its 

authorities of surveillance and registration. its experts in normality, who continue to multiply the 

functions of the judgc, should have become the modem instrument of penalty? 1s it surprising that prisons 

resemble factories. schools. barracks. hospitals. which al1 resemble prisons?"' 

Peter Oliver has taken a decidedly more comples look at prisons in Ontario than the earlier work 

of Splane. In "'A Terror to Evil-Doers:' The Central Prison and the 'Criminal Class."' an article which 

vividly captures the brutal atmosphere at that prison. Oliver touches on themes of social control. 

concluding that. "Most Ontarians, whethcr urban middle-class or farmers. were dceply aüronted by 

evidence of the existence of a class or men and women who refused to conform ..... In late Victorian 

Ontario, the Central Prison \vas an apt expression of middle-class beliefs. an institution applauded by most 

1 C. J. Taylor, "The Kingston, Ontario Penitentiary and Moral Architecture," in Social Histo- Vol. 12. 
No. 24. November. 1979. 407 
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3 Mclossi and Pavarini. The Prison and the Factory, 135 
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and al1 but impenious to criticism and scandal, It was only the prisoners who suffered ...."' tiowever. in 

his assessrnent of the Mercer Reformatory and its humane administration by Superintendent Mary Jane 

O'Reily, he argues how a prison, despite its inherent challenges, could be beneficial t9 its inmates. 

Unlike the unfortunate convicts at the Central Prison. prisoners at the Mercer Reformatory were generally 

well treated, as wvitnessed by the lack of scandal, riot and epidemics at the institution. "Prisons." Oliver 

resolves. "likc cvey other human institution. must bc judged and assessed in al1 their variety and 

circumstances. not condernned generically by formula or ideology. It is scarcely possible to miss the point 

more totally than to condemn a prison for king a prison."2 Part traditionalist. part revïsionist and even 

part neo-revisionist. Oliver's poruayal of the Ontario prison is balanced, where n e c e s q .  by qualities of 

more than one historical ~ad i t ion .~  

Revisionists would have us believc that the s t o ~  of the prison fias been dorninated by the power 

of the state and the elite and the struggle of underclasses. But how important are these issues to a 

discussion about inmate sociology? They can be usefiil when trying to explain why prison rcgimes were 

as strict as they wcre and also why convicts ofien appeared to defer to them. More broadly speaking 

thougli, they caution us to look at contemporary accounts with a critical eye, and not alwvays to take thcir 

tales of improving conditions and accelerated construction at face value. But in their efforts to takc 

Society to task and to dcmonize the institution. many of the revisionists have neglected the agency of the 

inmatcs. The dynamic actions of convicts and staff too. 1 shall contend, for better or worse played a 

signifiant role in making the prison the way it was. For their part. the traditional historians remind us 

not to take for granted the eEorts that went into establisliing these new institutions and provide a narrative 

- - - 

Peter Oliver, "'A Terror to Evil-Doers:' The Central Prison and the 'Criminal Class' in Late- Nineteenth 
Century Ontario," in Patterns of the fast: Interpreting Ontario S Histow, ed. Roger Hall et al. (Toronto: 
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framework. In the f i r d  analysis, the past must be viewed carcfully and in context. The question of social 

control, so compellingly argued by Iustorians, demonsirates just how challenging the study of the prison 

can be. 

Conclusion 

Whatever the approach, early and later nineteenth century rcformers felt that fundamentally. the goal of 

the prison was to produce some kind of transformation of the criminai. As will be seen in the nest 

chapter in my discussion of the functionalist approach to the prison. this proccss of changiiig the criminal 

could not help but produce a unique -and uniquely punitive- atmosphere in the prison. The result was an 

unspoken parados. The aim of the prison \vas in effect to cut off the inrnate from thc outside world. but 

wtiat it r d l y  wanted was for thc inmate to better conform to the rules of the outside. It strove to stamp 

out a culture. a culture of crime. but in many ways it purified and intensified it. Practiccs like the silent 

systern, where convicts were forbidden from speaking to each other and the lock-step. wherc prisoners 

marched single file and wvith their heads averted from the person ahead. were supposed to prevent the 

prisoners from morally contaminating each othcr. But had they not been grouped togethcr in the first 

place, these practices would have not been necessary. As wvill be shown later. too. an unespected side- 

effect of the strangeness and brutaiity of prison life was the common bond that il fostered between 

inmates. The rituals of thc prison were often designed to counteract the prison itseif rather than cure 

crime. The prison therefore bccame an institution at war wvith itself. Prisoners were placed in the odd 

position of king at risk of k ing  infected from the vey enviromnent that \vas supposed :O cure them. The 

interna1 culture of the prison was ultimately both a product and a corruption of the goals of the reformers. 

The orderly new prison diat these activists had created out of the shambles of the old tumultuous system of 

jails was indeed created in thcir own image. but ironicdly the one thirig that they most ivanted, the power 

to similarly reconstitute the prisoner, eluded them. The power of the prison environment could influence. 

but not ovenvhetm its inrnates. Ironically, as many critics have argued, it was frequcntly these 

individuals' insistence on their own often peculiar dogrnas that contributed to the persistent failure of the 

ricw prison to reform its inmatcs. And with this one criticism. 1 believe that critics have captured the 

most central conundm facing the prison and its designers. As successive generations of reformers and 



officiais were to learn and 1 aim to later show, it was one thing to reshape the prison environment. but 

quite another to reinvent its inmates. As will be seen in the ne.a chapter. twentieth centuxy sociologists 

have continued to question the e.utent to which the prison environment could affect inmate bchaviour. 

Despite the best efforts of tlioughtful reformers and insighttiil offrcials. and bolstered by the 

vinues of religion and the lessons of science, punisiment, that most primitive concept. never lefi the 

prison. E-xpressed in the new vocabulary of nineteenth centwy thinkers and reformers. punishment 

becarne legi timized. For Howard. Fry and Carpenter. punishment became peni tence. and for Brockway . 

it became a form of treatment. As we shall see. vocational training supplied the role of punishrnent at the 

Central Prison and Mercer Reformatory. and at the Kingston Penitentiary. punisiiment endured in the 

guise of isolation and the evangelical ideal of penitence. In the prwess. convicts were subject to a highcr 

b e l  of scrutiny and control than ever before. The mechanisms created by the early architects of the new 

prison to reform and rehabilitate the prisoner were often crude, rough and heavy-handed. They ensured 

that the world of the prison was a strange and imperfectly constnicted contrivance. one that would both 

punish and bewilder its inmates. 

As will be discussed in section two, in the 1870's. whcre my own study begins. Ontario witnessed 

an csplosion of new ttieories, maturing perspectives about the limitations of the prison. energctic activists 

and a booming cconomy. This decade witnessed new strategics at the Kingston Penitentiaq and tiie 

genesis of two new provincial institutions, the Central Prison and the Mercer Reformatory. Once again 

individual pioneers like Brochvay were instrumental in the rcdefinition of the prison abroad and evçn 

came to Ontario to head commissioiis of inquiry. In the province. administrators like J. W. Langmuir 

took a leading rolc. Legions of religious voluntcers from Toronto who organized the Prisoners' Aid 

Association made their opinions heard. Just like in the early days of the modem prison, successive 

generations of reformers ensured that, for better or worse. these prisons would bç tempered by their own 

vision of society. 



Cbapter 2 

In Search of the Inmate Identity: 

The Role of Twentieth Century Institutional Sociology 

Introduction 

As carly as 1777, John Howard was describing the jails he tourcd as "seats and seminaries of idkness and 

evew vice." Howard was. in effect. viewing the unreformeci prison in proto-sociological terms. Jeremy 

Bentham. too. was anticipating many of the elements of prison sociology.' "United by a common 

interest." he wrote. prisoners "assist cach other in throwing off the yoke of shame. Upon the mins of 

social humour is buiid a new honour. composed of falsehood. fearlessness under disgrace. forgetfùlness of 

the fiturc, and hostility to mankind ..."' While the desire to understand inmate Society has k e n  present 

from the very beginning, the terrninology necessary to conduct a systematic study of it Iiad to wait until 

the twentieth ceniury. By generally focusing on the transfomative effects of the prison environment and 

on the specific theories of its architects. the historical discourse has suggested many facets of interna1 

convict culture. but not in thc eql ic i t  way that the soçiological literature of the past frfty years has. 

Broadly speaking. two schools of thought about prisoner association have emerged. 

Fimctionalists believe that the situation of imprisonrnent \vas so unique that prisons crcated their own 

world on the inside, in effect making the interior the focus of their esistence. Prisoncrs foliow their own 

"code" of conduci, an unwritten body of mlcs and long-standing traditions that ensured harmonious 

cocsistence. The most important rule of the "code" is not to infonn on a fellow inmatc to a staff mcmbcr. 

The wuden is disthguished by his or  her ability to mie efficiently and even brutally if necessav. 

effcctively ensuring that outside influences do not penetrate the prison walls. A later school of 

sociologists has taken issue with the absolutism of the fiinctionalist school. Referred to as importationists, 

1 For a usefiil account of Bentham's contribution to the modem prison, see. for esample, Janet Sernple. 
Bentham S Prison: A Study of  the Panopticon Penitentiary, (Odord: Clarendon Press. 1 993). 
' Gordon Hawkins, The Prison: Policy and Practice, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1976). 56-57. 
The citations are from Hawkins. 



they argue that prisoners bring with them their own c u l W  identities into the prison environment and 

hold on to diem. The identification of racial gangs within the prison is one important exemplification of 

this theot).. 

The debate c m  be sumrned up as a contrast between the general 'and die particular. 

Functionalists argue that it is the prison in general that orders inmate behaviour. whilc importationists 

maintain that it is the prisoners in particuiar who make that determination. Ultimately, thougli. an inmatc 

culture would have been no more capable of s d v i n g  without the demands of the prison than it could 

have esisted \?rithout the reactions of its inmates. Both schools of thought believe that prison society was 

unique and that particular features of the prison environment shape inmate lives.' 

It is reasonable to question whether a late-hventieth century debate can be successfully applied to 

a late nineteenth and early twentieth centwy topic. if not al1 of the sociological discoursc can be 

engaged. certainly some of its elements can be employed. Indeed. the soçiologist Stanton Wheeler has 

suggested that not even the attitudes of contemporary prisoners can be so easily categorized. Hc argued 

that th- react to their environment in a cornplex and changeable manner. Depending on their situation. 

Wheeler outlined. thcy will eshibit the characteristics of either one of the two sociological schools of 

thought. At the middle of their sentence. they may ardently conform to interna1 cultural noms. acting in 

a fünctional nianner. Convcrsely, they may just as forcefully adhere to their outside values. in accordance 

to importation theories. especially when they first arrive or when they are close to k ing  released. 

Whceler termed this phenornenon a "U-shaped pattern of adaptations."' A sirnilar pattern can be seen in 

my own findings. As wïll bc seen. upon their arrival. inmates were at first resistant to the basic fcatures of 

imprïsonment, such as diet, dress and the mle of silence. These reactions will be discussed in section 

three. But by the time they settled in, many became acculturated, as eshibited by my discussion in 

section four of family-type relationslups, the contraband trade and the ritualized employment of violence. 

Finally, in section five and six. as inniates prepared for departure, many reasserted their individuality. 

' An interesting parallel can be made with the historïcal literature just discussed. A focus on the ideology 
of the reformers would fa11 into more functionalist terms, while a depiction of inmate resistance and 
suffering parallels an importationist viewpoint. 
' Wheeler's 196 1 findings, based on a set of interviews with American inmates, is cited in Gordon 
Hawkins. The Prison: Policy and Practice, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1976). 64. 



Ultimately, then. whether one school is right or wrong or even wholly applicable to the past is not 

critical. 

Indeed. what is usehi is the issues and terminology that the sociologists have suggested. which 

will al1 be cxarnined in depth from chapter four onwards. For example. how important and how real was 

the inmate "code?The great coordination and planning required to engineer an escape. for esample. 

cven an unsuccessful attempt. suggested the importance of a respect for secrets. More broadly speaking. 

the ideology of the "code" implied an unspoken solidarity between inmates. Obedience to the "code" \vas 

also an act of pndc. Thc "code" was a symbolic replacement of the citizenship that was taken away from 

the convict. and the self-respect that went along witli that status. Acts of rebellion such as rnutiny. 

spoiling goods and m o n  could be seen not ody as negative reactions, but as eqressions of shared values 

among inmates. a culture of resistancc and also of righteousness. 

The themes of resistance and suffering. so vividly captured by historians, also have been 

paralleled by the fiinctionalists as evidence of the uniqueness of prison society. Deprivation and rebellion 

became fcatures of inmate culture and influenced inmate attitudes. They also shaped the way the staff 

rcacted to and perceived inmates, either as pitiful creatures or dangerous tiueats to their safety. 

Emaciated, with their heads shaved and wearing odd-looking misshapen uniforms, prisoners looked 

different and by estension. felt daerent. They eiiher entered into obsequiousness to get what the, ncedcd 

or smck out in violent directions. Prison argot. both spokcn and silent. was powerful evidencc of a 

separate spirit. Argot became not just a physical language, it \vas also a dialect of the mind. a difkrent 

way of thinking. Life in prison created a separate mentality. a unique kind of sensibility for its residents. 

Cultural importations have been eqdored in greater depth by sociologists concerned about gender 

differences. Studies have highlighted the dflerent semai adaptations of males and females in the prison 

environment. Tliey have argued that sex relations fulf~lled emotional needs for women while they werc 

more about demonstrating dominance for men. Men have been shown to be more concerned with 

reestablishing the power that they lost on the outside and women with recreating the families that they 

now lackcd. S c x d  relations were sometimes, but rarely, discusscd in the primary sources, but the 

broader issue of personal interaction rcmained. This line of cornparison suggests the importance of 



focusing on inmate fnendships and personal relationships. What kinds of %.mal behaviour can be 

e.wpolated from the records? Were there differences between male and female personal 

communication? 

Importationists in particular ernphasize the importance of racial and cultural dserences within 

the prison. For the Ontario of this study's era. inmates and staff alike were acutely aware of the dividc 

between the two main religions: Catholic and Protestant. In the Central Prison. for e.uample. Catholics 

and Protestants were kept in separate wards. Prisoners and employees did not leave their anirnosity to 

their opposing faiths on the outside. and conflicts arose. even pitting factions of staff against the other. 

The role of die warden as symbolic parent to the institution underlined an important extemal 

prohy for the insidç. Svipped of their liberty and extemal families. inmates b e r n e  infantalizcd. and by 

cstension, the warden fell into the role of their emotional protector. On one hand. the warden meted out 

punishment. an unpleasant parental role. but he or she was often also the advocate for the prisoner, 

comrnunicating with fmilies. secunng jobs upon release. and at times arguing for pardons and paroles. 

Some inmates bonded sufficiently to have mainiainai correspondences with their wardens after release. 

Evidence of a sharcd bond of sympathy between the wardens and prisoners pointed to a more broadly 

shared culture of confinement, one that went beyond status to encompass al1 within the prison walls. 

The warden was a powcr figure. but it was not an authority that was absolute. By vintic of his 

or her ability io rcgulate the influence of the outside world. the role of the wvarden lias becorne critical to 

certain functionalist depictions of the prison. The more the warden was able to close out the outside. the 

more inwvard looking the prison culture could become. Every warden hoped to shape the prison world in 

tiis or her o\vn image. Howevcr. whether any one individual could actually have so much influence camc 

back to the larger question that dominates the functionalist and importationkt debate. 

Whether it was the prison in general or the inrnate in particular who created a prison society was 

ttierefore a question that not only applied to the convicts, but also to its staff. For inmates, it was oAen 

the wearying regirne of confinement that most defined their lives. Wardens for their part ofien faced the 

inesorable machinery of bureaucracy whenever they wvanted to institute changes, or make their mark. 

Several idedistic wardens at the Central, Mercer and Kingston Pcnitentiaries often found their best efforts 



hampered by the "system." This "system" was created and fçd by the politicians and the civil semants on 

the outside world, but it was equally made possible inside by the challenges of confinement. Wardens 

and staff members who were not necessarily brutal people before entering the prison, became capable of 

committing violent acts, just as no doubt prisoners become more dangerous people on the inside than they 

previously wcre. 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of the work of institutional sociologist Erving Goffman. 

whose findings have been so usefüi in defining the terminology of prison subculture. Nest. 1 shall 

e ~ ~ l o r e  the importance of the inmate "code." which is so central to any sociological understanding of 

inmate society. 1 shall follow with individual reviews of the works of both !ùnctionalist and 

importationist sociologists. The issue of inmate racial and gender identities \vil1 thcn bc eqlored. The 

often overlookcd concerns of prison oficers. whom Hawkins has described as the "other prisoners"' \vil1 

be the focus of the nest subsection. In anticipation of my final chapter, 1 shall present some of the 

literature on life aîter prison, proposing my own term for this stage in the inmate's e-xperience: 

"esportation." Finally, 1 shall return to the nineteenth century and shall briefly revicw two sociological 

studies presented by historians writing about prisons roughly contemporaneous to my own period. These 

accounts. two of the few sociological works that have been atternpted by historians. will. 1 hop. provide 

additional support to the notion that sociological tcrminology can be uscfdly applied to historical studies 

of the prison. 

The Prison in an Institutional Contert 

The subculturc of the prison couid not be described without placing the prison in its contest as an 

institution. The work of sociologist EMng Goffman has been s e n  as providing "fundamental insight 

into tlic nature of 'total institutions' in general and prisons in particuiar." Goffman's findings have alerted 

prison onicials and the public to the desocidizing effects of in~titutions.~ The isolation and strangeness 

of the prison world, he explained, was responsible for a psychological transformation of its inmates. 

' He devotes a chapter to the prison ollicer. Hawkins. The Prison ,8 1-107. 
' Edgardo Rotman, "The Failure of Reform: United States, 1865-1965," in The Oxfird Histov ofthe 
Prison: The Practice ofPunishnrent in Western Society, edited by Norval Moms and David J. Rothman, 
(New York: O.dord University Press, 1995). 190- 1 



Goffman based his findings on field research he conducted about British mental patients dunng the 

1950's, but he estrapolated his data to apply to a broad range of institutional settings, fiom schoots and 

hospitals, al1 the way to concentration camps. G o h a n  classified the prison as a "total institution." He 

defined this as "a place of residence and work where a large number of iike-situated individuals. cut off 

from the wider society for an appreciable period of time. together lead an encioseci. formally administered 

round of life." The separation \vas so complete and so profound. Goffman contended, that the inmate 

developed a new identity altogedier: 

The self. .. can be seen as something that resides in the arrangements 
prevailing in a social sys tm for its members. The self in this sense is not a 
property of the person to whom it is attributed, but dwells rather in the pattern 
of social control that is eserted in connexion with the p s o n  by himself and 
those around him. This special kind of institutional arrangement does not so 
much support the self as constitute it. 

For the process of separation from the outside world to be complete, resistance must be crushed 

and the "spirit" must be broken. The cruelty of separation was itseifa control mechanism. a means to its 

own end without any r d  noble or rehabilitative purpose. "In this serise." Goffrnan maintained. "total 

institutions do not rcally look for cultural victory. They create and sustain a particular kind of tension 

between the home world and the institutional world and use this persistent tension as strategic leveragc in 

the management of men." In other words, the subcdture was in a curious irony a necessar), side-effect of 

imprisonment. The absence of the culture of the outside world wvas so profound that it crcated a void that 

had to be fillcd with something else. According to Goffman, the new culture was more than an aggregatc 

identity: it was the product of no less than the individuai transformation of each inmate's personality. At 

best, il encapsulated a new sense of "civic apathy," an emotional kind of coldncss. the creation of a self 

"that is outside the one which the [institution] can give and take away from him." Worse. it was a 

collective emotion of simmering rage, "a sense of cornmon injustice and a sense of bittemess against the 

outside world .... This response to felt guilt and massive deprivation is most ciearly illustratcd, perhaps in 

prison lifc." There was no respite from this new identity, no mental diversion from the reality of this 

degree of exile. On the outside, Goffman pointed out, "individuals sleep, play, and work in different 



places. with dserent CO-participants. and under dinerent authorities." In the total institution, '-ail three 

spheres of life are conducted in the same place and under the same single authority.'" In the end. identity 

tvas shaped by powver. K a  culture is a product of the outside, the subculture is the reflection of a "sub- 

outside"', as hiddcn and buried and personally negating as the prison itself. 

Gohan ' s  work has aided me in the interpretation of my findings. The third section of this 

thesis. which esamines the reactions of convicts to the basic hardships of institutional lifc. attcmpts to 

show how the process of mortification actually facilitated the process of institutionalization. The often 

emotionally confiicted and manipulative relationships among inmates and inmates and oficials that 1 will 

outline in the fourth section illustrate. as well. the tension caused by the detachment of al1 the actors from 

the cultures and contelm of the outside world. As Gohan has argued. and I too 1111 suggest. no one side 

could ever claim Mctory in their interactions. In turn, 1 will propose fhat the resulting conflict itseü'not 

only had a bmtalizing effect but in fact it promoted a humanizing factor in relations betwen the two 

sidcs. In order for the institution to hinction, both captives and captors had to struggle to understand eacli 

other and in tum. th- were forced to offer eacli other concessions. My discussions of convict violence. 

and the preoccupation with other ultirnately impracticai and self-defeating forms of rebellion. sucli as 

escape. also evidenced the uniquely self-absorbed and angry culture of conncts that Goffman has 

suggested. 

The "Codcn 

The powver of the total institution to transform was one building block of the inmate reality. Anothcr 

manifestation of prison culture was a creation of the inmates themselves: the prisoner "codc." 

According to many soçiologists and individual prison diarists. if inmate culture could be epitornized in a 

single word it would be the "code." Tlie "code" was a system of law and the "code" \vas also a 

philosophy.3 The primary law of the code has k e n  identified as a prohibition on informing on a fellow 

Erving Goffman, Asylums: Essa-vs on the Social Situation of bfental Patients and Other Inniates, 
(London: Penguin Books. 1991). 1 1, 154-5,85, 233.  15 1-2, 58, 17. 
' This term is my own creation. 

The code has also been found in societies of tliieves, criminals and pirates. For an interesting study of 
the society of pirates. see David Cordingly, Under the Bfack Hag: The Romance and the Reafity of life 
anlong the Pirates, (New York: Random House, 1995). The "code" is described from pages 97- 103. 



prisoner. Any inmate who snitched on an other inrnatc or assisted a guard or member of the prison 

management in any way would forever be labeled a "rat." The "code" was an attempt to create a 

psychological m i v a l  rafî in the dangerous world of the prison. a secret inside within an inside. where 

the oppressors could not enter. Many have contended that the ''code" was the only belief that bound 

prisoners together and was the key to understanding inrnate behaciour. Unwritten and shrouded in 

secrecy, the "code" has also been surrounded by a kind of mystique. Prisoners in fact did not univcrsally 

lionour it and management could not allow it to exist unchecked. I t s  ongins and interpretation have 

k e n  at the crus of the debate behveen fùnctionalists and importationists. 

Part of the "code's" enduring appeal was both its simpiicity and the heroism and drarna that it 

evoked. Indeed. it implied an absolute divide between the worlds of the convict and the prison staff. W. 

E. Mann. writing in the 1960's. described the "code" as a "cold war" between the prisoners and the 

custodians.' With this emotional partition between prisoner and kmper came a scnse of solidarity. 

Jomalist Kevin Marron not only confirmed the existence of the "code" in contemporary Canadian 

prisons but argued to its beneficial role: 

Thcse rules also provide some positive social values since they require 
prisoncrs to keep iheir word, respect one another's personal space and 
property. The code cm help prisoners live with another in a situation where 
the law of the land or ofticial prison regulations cary  little respects2 

Many prisoners would have agreed with the positive slant of the above analysis. The "code" was in a 

tangible way a means for prisoners to legitimize themselves. Prisoners, who must have been to a certain 

psychological degree chaflïng at thcir status as lawbreakers. oftcn enjoyed bragging about their ability to 

adhere to the laws of the "code." As W l  be seen. inmate Percy E. and an anonymous Kingston inmate 

correspondcnt botii distinguishcd tlieir owvn virtue from the dishonesty of the officiais. This perspective 

provided critical support for the inmate code of honour. Former inmate Tony McGilvary boasted that "1 

never stole so much as a trcad [sicl from another inmatc. kWou only steal from the Man- [the institution] 

1 W.E. Mann, Socieîy Behind Bars: .4 Sociological Scrutiny of Guelph Reformarory, (Toronto: Social 
Science Publishers, 1967), 6. 
' Kevin Marron, The Slammec The Crisis in Canada 's Prison System- (Toronto: Doubleday Canada 
Limited. 1996), 4 0 4  1. Marron also proposes the esistence of a similar "code" for the guards. 



every con knows that."' Honour is an appropriation from the outside world taken and re-invented by 

inmates to suit the inside world. The ideals of the "code." even if they clid not always transpire in 

practice. were the blueprint of an alternate society and at the root of inmate pride. 

Goffman has useMly described the "code" as not a real kind of solidarity. but rather the 

expectatïon of it.' Furthemore, some critics have maintaineci Chat not al1 prisoners came to identm 

themselves with the inmate sub-culture. Wooden and Parker went so far as to distinguish between 

"convicts," who had absorbed the traditions of prison culture, and "inmates." who were just doing their 

time.3 McGilvary 's analysis of the "code" also underlined the parados of a supposedly unifying force: the 

fact that pnsoners could not tmst each other. The uninitiated convicts were not so dangerous becausc of 

thcir obvious status. but the devious convicts. the ones that preyed on others. were more dficult to avoid." 

The elusive qualities of the "code." so critical to thwarting the authorities. can also confound the historian. 

As will be secn. thc reluctance of prisoners to tattle on each other also leavcs us with rnany unresolved 

questions. The causes of violence between inmates. for example, become more difficult to ascertain due 

to the reticence of convicts. 

Secrecy, a fact of life in any subculture. could also bnng danger. Life within the mlcs of the 

"code" was more truiy a life of isolation rather than solidarity. Washington's criteria for the mode1 fellow 

inrnate was one who was "quiet. minded his own business and stayed niostly to himse~f."~ One 

contemporaxy Canadian inmate surnmed up his feelings about comradeship in prison as follows: "Want a 

friend? Buy a d~g : ' ~  Another inmate caught himself revealingly when describing a fellow prisoner: "A 

friend of mine, 1 shouldn't say friend becausc 1 don't think 1 ever had a real fnend in jail. this guy 1 

knew ...."' The "code" in effect both prevented violence and provoked it, created solidarity and prevented 

1 Marlene Webber and Tony McGilvary, Square John: A Tme Story, (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. l988), 92-93 
' Goffman, Asylums, 6 1 
3 Wayne Wooden and Jay Parker. Men Behind Bars: Sexual Exploitation in Prison. (New York: DaCapo 
Press, 1982), 172-3 
4 McGilvary, Square John, 73 
5 Jerome Washington, Iron House: Storiesfront the Yard, (Fort Bragg, California: QED Press, 1994). 30 
6 Peter Tadman, In the Words of the Ofinder: Tme Stories of Canada 's Sons Gone Krong, (Calgary: 
Detselig Enterprises Ltd, 1997), 42 
' Tadman, Words of the Onender, 82 



it. It was one of the many paradoxes of prison life. The "code." too. as a system of laws different from 

any present on the outside world. was a focal point of the tiinctionalist vocabulai).. which has stressed the 

distinction of prison society. 

The pioneering work of sociologist Donald Clemmer into prison society in New York State has been 

viewed by many critics as the manifesto of fùnctionaiist theory. Researched and written in the 1930's. 

Clemmer presented an inmate world that \vas so tightiy self-contained that it was capable of standing 

quite apart from e.utemal society and even time and histoi). itself. Indeed. Clemmer made the rather 

cxtraordinary c l a h  that while society had changed in the forty years previous to his study. life in prison 

Iiad not. ' Clemmer detailed the ingenuity of the prisoners. he describeci the dynamics of their subculture. 

but ultimately any actions they exerted. any control they initiated were subject to a higher sense of 

inevitability, preordained by their very presence in prison. Prison had caused the convicts to lose their 

individuality. It was the prison itself that imposed a collective spirit. 

[vhe prison, like other social groups, hns a culture .... Culture ... is supra- 
individual. The individual is a carrier and transrnitter of it and he may modi- 
it; but no individual mates  more than an infinitesimal portion of the culture 
he acquires through mernbership in a group. Thus, those thoughts and 
behaviour sequences which are highiy characteristic of our inmates are part of 
the prison culture. The high stone walls and the strong iron gates are 
sometimes considercd not a part of the culture, but sirnply an occasion for it. 
The feelings of men towarâs or against such material things are, however, a 
detinite phase of the culture.' 

It \vas against this backdrop that Clemmer invoked the laws of the "code." He was the first 

sociologist to apply the concept of an inmate code in the prison. To this &y no study of incarceration is 

complete without an awareness of this fiindamental concept. It was a set of rules of conduct that 

I "Forty years ago the flippant or irascible prisoner was punished by solitary confinenient and sometirnes 
bcatcn just as he is now, and forty years ago the prisoners held physical courage. gambling skill. or clevcr 
lhieving techniques in high esteem as they do now, yet forty years ago it was a considerably different 
prison population in tenn of personality make-up which arose in the morning, fomied the bucket brigade. 
went to breakfast and to work ..... This tendency toward the establishment of controls and values which 
continue year afkr year in spite of great social change is in the nature of a paradox .... So in prison, the 
system of working, the system of disciplining, have persistecl tenaciously, in spite of the drarnatic 
characteristics of life and the dynamics of the peoples who are in thern and compose tliem." Donald 
Clçmrner, The Prison Comntuniw, (Boston: Christopher, 1940). 84 
' Clemmer, Prison Comw~uniîy, 85-86 



prisoners adliered to with a greater sense of compulsion than they did the official d e s  of the institution. 

Informing was punishable by ostracism. violence or even death. So great was the fear of k i n g  a "rat" that 

a prisoner would never cooperate or even speak with prison officiais any more than is necessary. An 

inmate would alwvays facilitate a fellow inmate's escape. either by rendering overt assistance. or by 

diverting the attentions of the guards. My own research on escapes. for esample, uncovered virtually no 

evidence of "ratting." Clemmer maintaineci tlut the "code" created soltdarity arnong inmates. a sensc of 

group loyalty which was enforced by a set of terrifjing punishments adrninistered on violators by their 

fellow inmates. The "code" insured that inmates keep their own inter-personal conflicts in check by 

providing them witb a common enemy. the incarcerator.' 

Clernmer went further and proposai that the "code" was a necessaq condition of prison life. In 

theory. it benefited die authorities by producing a self-policing prison population as well as creating a 

more contented population. sccure in the knowledge that they belonged. Officiais could avoid undue 

confrontations with inmates by maintaining a more arm's-length relationship, and prisoners were left with 

a sense of empowerment by k i n g  able to commit various petty offenses such as letter smuggling and card- 

playing Ma a limited range of artificially constituted "covert" behaviour. Another part of the "code" was 

a common language or argot, through which inmates shared secrets among themselves.' 

James Jacobs' account of the Statevillc Penitentiary, located near Chicago. \vas anodier important 

functionalist study. One of the most significant factors in Stateville's isolation was the despotic rule by 

one Warden for over twenly five years, Joseph Ragen. Ragen's stoq is a fascinating study of the prison 

warden's capacity for power and charismatic idluence tiiat lias many paraliels with Ontario wardens of 

this study's period. Ragen single-mindedly molded the prisoii into his own private principaiity. and ruled 

with an iron fist from 1936 to 196 1. The less the outside world infiinged on the prison, the greater was 

Ragen's authority. Installed during a period of civic apathy towards prisoners, Ragen's system became so 

1 Clemmer, Prison Conmiunity. 152-3 
' ''Real ingenuity is developed in manufacturing phrases and words which have ambiguous meanings. 
ambiguous to the estent that the ostensible mcaning is innocent yet the hidden meaning, if known. would 
be censored .... Innocent enough is the sentence, 'John S. \vas released from the hospital although he is 
not well yet, and 1 am afraid he \vil1 have a relapse soon. If his sickness clears up he promises to give rnc 
some money for tobacco." It means: "John was paroled; he is going to steal right away and if he makes a 
'score' will send the writer a lawyer. "' Clernmer. Prison Cornmuniîy, 224 



enuenched that subsequent reform movements were unable to challenge his regime. Only his death 

brought modernization. ' 
Ragen's strong personality enabled him to create a society that suited hirn best. ' A product of 

an era when sentences were long and tolerance for brutal discipline was high. he \vas given the time and 

the rneans to shape the inmates into a cornpliant workforce. Inmates owed their loyalty to Ragen thanks 

to the additional privileges they carned under a welldeveloped prisoner "trustee system." whereby 

con~icts performed various senices essential to the operation of the penitentiary. As wiH be seen Iater 

when talking about work at the Kingston Penitentiary. îhis system had two advantages: it provided frcc 

labour for tlie Warden as well as supplying a labour force that was more casily disciplined into a state of 

el5ciency than a free one. Prisoners could not quit. they could not strike and they could not ask for raises. 

They were paid in the fonn of better food and accommodations and formed an internal hierarchy within 

the prison. Tliey very clearly knew that they owed their status to the Warden. Ragen pefsonally chose 

I "So unassailable did the Ragen system become it was disturbed neither by the pst-World War II 
pressures toward prison reform nor by the prison violence of the 1950's. Ragen's goal of creating a stable 
social order at Stateville depended upon gaining a large measure of economic, political and moral 
autonomy. The absence of interference by outside forces enabled hirn io develop his authoritarian system 
of internal ordcr .... In the vocabulary of both employees and inmates, "he ran it." The "old boss" 
devoted his lifc to perfecting the world's most orderly prison regime. He exerciscd personal control over 
every detail. no rnatter how insignif~cant. He tolerated challenges neither by inmates nor by employees 
nor by outside interest groups. He cultivated an image which made him seem invincible to his 
subordinates as well as to the prisoners." James Jacobs, Stateville. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 
1977), 28-29 
' Academics were taking over the management of Stateville. Even an event as mundane as an inmatc's 
shower had to be put in writing. "Jailhouse la\iyers" were no longer put in segregation: th- were 
cncouragcd by civil liberties groups and were assisted by real lawyets who were financed by thesc 
advocacy organizations and govenunent itself. (Jacobs, Sfateville, 105-137) Guards began to find tlieir 
own voice as well. They formed unions and began to divide themselves dong racial lines. (Jacobs. 
Stufeville, 175-1 99) A ncw class of professional social workers and educators cntered the prison. 
Convicts had mixed feelings about this new group of mostly young enthusiasts. They were often a useful 
venue for smuggling dmgs and other contraband into the prison, but they also took away the only 
respectable jobs that were previously available to convicts. such as Iiteracy training. Jacobs argued that 
while tlie new rehabilitative policy gave, it also took away. Redefined as "clients," inmates were no 
longer viewd as capable, suitable or reqWred to participate in the r u ~ i n g  of the institution. While it 
had boosted the "moral status" of the inmate. it had "narrowd the legitimate opportunities built into the 
role of the inmate." Surrounded by paid s w .  the Warden and the prison hierarchy were cut off from thc 
inmate population. The prison was now a bureaucracy. Discretionary authority was a thing of the past. 
Al1 actions had to bc accounted for, were to be duly authorized and faithfdly recorded. Warden Ragan 
and his successor Warden Pate had known virtudly each inmate by namç and had developed lasting 
personal relationships with them; now there was little need or opportunity for communication. unless 
prompted by a grievance or a lawsuit. The Warden was no longer a paternalistic figure, just a simple 
bureaucrat. 



who was to gel what job.' But as niIl also be reflected by my own findings. convicts sometimes took 

advantage of their privileges at the e'ipcnse of security. ' 
W. E. Mann's 1967 study of the successor to the Central Prison. the Guelph Reformatoq for 

young men, has been the oniy sociological study of a Canadian pend institution. Mann was able to 

observe the inmates on a fairly intimate basis in his capacity as Anglican Church Chaplain. Mann readily 

embraced the functionalist terminology developed by Clemrner. He detailed the featurcs of prison argot. 

calling it "the union card" of al1 prisoners. He analyzed the "rat" system, as well as inmates' chronic 

distrust of each other. Prisoners would congregatc and converse in groups of twvo. but not three. he 

dcscribed. because the thrd person may well have been in the pay of the Superintendent. He also 

1 Ragen was notorious for employing only convicted murderers as his personal secretaries. and boasting to 
the public about it. It seemed to suit his "tough-guy" image to have the cornpliance of the most fearsome 
of crirninals. Appearances were important to Ragen. He had slides made up of the many rehabilitative 
industries undertaken by his inmates. These he would show during his frequent speeches to community 
groups. In fact no more than twenty percent of the prisoners were assigned to productive labour. 
Productive work was an eamed privilege rather than an instrument of training. RecalcitMnt prisoners. 
and al1 "fish" (new inmates) were sent to endure the horrors of the coal pile until their coinpliance could 
be assurcd. Thc well-behaved inmates worked at unproductive "featherbedding." while the dite senrcd as 
trustees. The ctuonic troublcmakers were put into segregation and simply left there indefinitely. One 
such inmatc spent over a decade in solitary conf~nernent. "Jailhouse lawyers" as well as religious 
leaders. politicai agitators and any other likely troublemakers were among those who wcrc promptly 
"salted away" for the duration of their sentences. Jacobs. Stateville, 46-7 
' Staff. too. were cowed into submission. Ragen preferrcd to hire young, uneducated men. rvho would owc 
their jobs to him, and not thanks to their quaiifications. They received their training from Ragen hiinself 
and were taught to think the way he saw fit. Ragen himseif had no more than a grade nine education. 
Staff moved up the ranks through interniil promotion: there were no outsiders hired for responsible jobs. 
The prison was run by carecr-prison workers, whose only job e-xperience was workirig under Ragen. The 
qstem was eerily successfiil. When Ragen finally retired. his successor, Frank Pate. who like the rcst of 
thc staff, was a product of the system, was a weak leader who had trouble making dccisions. M e r  so 
many years as Ragen's deputy, he found it difficult to think independentty. Ragen's successors could no 
longer keep the outside world at bay. Aller his departure in 196 1, Stateville ceased to be the fortress of 
isolation it had k e n .  With significant changes in legislation and prison management in Illinois just 
beginning to take hold. Ragcn probably le& just in time to secure his own personal legend. Liberalized 
parole laws were brought in, so that the 80 to 95 percent of the "old timers" who had k e n  in the prime 
mstee positions or who had provided the skilled labour that keep the prison industries running, were 
released. Shorter terms were now the nom and inrnate turn-over was high. There were no longer ang 
prisoners with cnough of a vcsted interest and enough prison experience to keep the Warden informed on 
inmate goings on. With shoner terms and no more trustees, the functionalist mythology of prison "rats'' 
was fading €rom relevance. More minority inmates entcred the prison. Various Chicago gangs also 
made their way into the institution. The rise of Black Muslim Nationalism as well as the civil rights 
movcment in general began to politicize inmates into a position of p a t e r  militancy. The types of inmates 
not only changed. but the way they were perceived by the authorities changed as well. Govcrnment had 
changed its thinking about prisoners; they were foremost people, and their tehabilitation became the ideal. 
Jacobs. Stateville, 52-85 



discussed at length the rituais and emotional fnrstrations created by homose.wal relationships in prison. 

Shame over their acts, he argued, caused the men to resort to violence to prove their masculinity. 

A key to the fiuictionalist perspective was to show how Merent the prisoners were fiom the rest 

of society. In this light, Mann's observations sometimes echoed the detenninistic beliefs of over half a 

century ago. For instance. when hc complained about the lack of interest in religious meetings, (not vev 

flattenng to himself considering his position as clergyman), he blamed the attitudes "hpical of lower and 

working class males." He also larnented the fact that about twenty percent of the inmates bore "the 

physical marks of a deficient diet andlor heredity" as well as manifesthg "epileptoid characteristics." He 

concluded that in comparison with the general population. inmates at Guelph were thereby seemingly 

"less committed to the ethical, religious or work values of ouf society, while more than normally 

habituated io the non-puritan patterns such as heavy smoking, drinking. fornicating and free and easy 

spending of an impulse gratification type." He also bemoaned the fact that prison youth. as compared to 

(his perception of) Canadian youth at largc were not as interested in cultural and religious improvements 

as well as honest govenunent as they were in liberalizing drinking, dmg and prostitution laws. While 

recognizing the infantilizing nature of imprisonment due to the lack of any leadership positions open to 

the inmates, Mann mitigated his conccrns by concluding timt this restriction was "neither particularly 

aggravating or unusual. since males of these classes seldom initiate secondary group organizations." Less 

ovcrt esampies abounded of Mann's almost patronizing attitude towards the prisoners. At varioris points 

he preceded citations with qualifiers such as "one bright inmate," "as one thoughtful inmate said." and 

again. "as described by an unusually articulate inmate." as if any signs of intelligence were so rare as to bc 

worthy of special mention.' 

Gresham Sykes built on the functionalist framework with his 1950's fieldwork at the Trenton. 

New Jersey Statc Maximum Security Prison. Likc his fiuictionalist colleagues. he sought an 

' Mann, S o c i e ~  Behind Bars  Mann credits the phrase "union card" (92) to an Alberta Correctional 
official. 58-44-60, 2 1, 25, 23, 57, 58-65. 96 Disappointingly, Mann really had little new or original to 
say about the Canadian e.upenence. He simply illustrated, with considerable relish at times, the unique 
characteristics of inmates. As first categorized by Clemmer, in the hands of Mann, inmate behaviour 
desccnded into a torrcnt of tawchy clichés. A safari-like atrnosphere of secret languages and 
Iiomosex-ity became vehicles to show how oddly exotic and profoundly alien these prisoners were to 
Mann. 



understanding of the intemai logic of the prison. He just saw the answer in broader tenns. '.In 

attempting ... to understand the meaning of imprisonment." he arguai, "we must see prison life as 

somerhing more than a rnatter of walls and bars, of cells and locks. We must see the prison as a society 

within a society." As Sykes esplained. "the institution and its setting are inestricably mised dcspite the 

definite boundaq of the wall ...." The intermingling of the inside and the outside created a prison society 

more comples than the original fùnctionalists had envisioned. This duality was not just a question of 

material phenornena, but philosophy. Ultimately, inmates, though irnprisoned in body, were never totally 

institutionalized in mind. They brought with them their o\vn value systems and concepts of justice from 

the outside that must be studied and understood. Prisoners. then. could not be sirnply identiried as 

prisoners alone because they were never totally imprisoned and they never totally assumed the attitude or 

identity of prisoners. There was therefore no concept of absolute authority in prison. In the outside 

world, laws were obeyed because of their moral value, Sykes argued. but in prison rules had no intrinsic 

worthiness in thernselves. Thcrc was no obedience, only compliance. secured through force. bribery or 

cajolery. Inmatcs may have accepted the rïght of society to imprison them, but they felt no conscious 

obligation to obey the internai rules of imprisonment. Furthemore. a logical set of rules. one that inmates 

would rationally follow. could not exist in prison because that would imply that prisoners had a right to 

question the judgment of their captors. This fiindamental lack of acceptance and worse. lack of respect for 

the rules of imprisonment would prevent a tmly intemalized prison culture. 

To symbolize the esistence of the two societies of the inside and outside prescnt within the 

institution, Sykes cxplained, prisoners altemated between feelings of alienation and cohesion. Trapped in 

a situation of deprivation. divested of their possessions, liberty and the right to typical se.wal 

relationships. inmates reacted on two ever-shifting levels, individually preying on each otlier to secure 

advantages. as well as acting collectively in solidarity against the prison regime. This struggle against 

one another and the prison regime, between alienation and cohesion. was in a state of constant flux. and 

the balance depended on changes bufiéting the prison as a whole.' Evexy d e  in prison was thereforc 

open to challenge. 

1 Sykes, Sociey of Captives, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1958). xii, 9.4738,75.  107-13 1 



Sykes' findings promoted a view of prison 08ricials less as visionaries than as crisis managers. 

H i s  theories recommend an ernphasis on the daily, even mundane challenges of running a prison. As 

Sykes characterized it, life in prison \vas characterized by struggle. Prisoners fighting each other and 

prisoners togethçr fighting the regime prevented a tnily effective prison management. This conflict in 

tum created a climate of sufferïng and insecurity for the inmates. There \vas no stability i n  prison. 

Officiais ultimately aspired only to prevent escapes. This created an atmosphere of capitulation that 

further pemieated and undermined the interna1 sinicturc of the prison. In the final anaiysis then. who was 

it who defined the prison ethos? Was it the fact of imprisonment alone. or was it the values brought into 

the prison by the inmates, inmates who had never acceptcd the right of the prison to control their Iives? 

And if this was the case. could the prison tmly be viewed as impermeable? Through an e.xploration of 

the many disciplinary challenges posed by convicts. I hope to address these valuable questions. 

Importation Theories 

Further underminhg an? assumptions about group cohesion was the fact that the prisoners tliernselves 

were not a monolithic group. Criminologist John Irwin. himself a former inmate. found the functionaiist 

approach to be overly concentrated on administrative matters and their portraya1 of the convicts to be one- 

dimcnsional: 

They selected one t v ~ ~  of relationship in the Big Hom, the conupt 
arrangement bctween some prison big shots and the administration, and buil t 
their entire esplanation of the infornial prison social world around it. They 
ignored and thereby obscurcd other influences, such as the pre-prison 
orientations of many prisoners. in addition, they assurned that al1 prisons had 
the same problerns and developed essentially the same type of social systrm. 
This hid variation.' 

lnvin had a different focus than sociologists like Jacobs. For Jacobs, the problem posed by. for esample. 

the incursion of the civil rights and lefüst activists into the prisons was in part the bureaucratie mess they 

lefi in their wake. For Invin, the damage they did was a consequence of the facile generalities they 

created about the convict. For functionalists like Jacobs, the institution was the fascination. For Invin, it 

was the inmatc. Academics and libertarians, hc argued, "tended to view the felon as a person who was 

1 John Invin, Prisons in Turmoil, (Eoston: Little, Brown & Co., 1980). 35 



essentidly like other citizens. cxcept perhaps for a background of excessive discrimination and reduccd 

life chances."' They made a persuasive case and prisoners were k i n g  seen as less psychologically or 

morally different from ftee citizens. Treatment, not punishment, were the new hailmarks of 

imprisonment in America in the 1970's. But. Invin contended. this was a false strategy, and did nothing 

to help inmates. By the end of the decade. officials and prisoners alike saw reality and soured on these 

strategies. No matter what programs they wcre offered inside the prison. the economic and social 

conditions of their lives on the outside could not change. Ultimately, both schools saw prisoners as 

different, Functionaiists had seen prisoners as unique because they were prisoners, importationists 

because diey were from another class. 

Prison officials had failed to understand the social reaiity of the inmates. According to InMn. 

rehabilitation was not only ultimately impossible. but was inhumane. Imprisoninent in itself was a 

punishment. but idealism \vas a vehicle for even grcater cmelty. Irwin argued that in many ways tliat 

imprisonment was a respite from the conditions of poverty that brought inmates into prison.' Speaking 

not just as a criminologist. but as a personal witness. Imin offered the most stinging indictmeiit of the 

fûnctionalist argument. The concept of a closed logic in a separate island of existence held no currcncy to 

him. To Invin prisons were probably the most artificial, least real parts of the criminal's csistencc. 

Race and Gender 

According to many critics, probably the most vitai part of prison soçiety was the culture that the inmates 

themselves brought inside tlie institution with them. And in prison, racial and gender identity often 

became tufo of the rnost compelling facts of an inmate's identity and most essential basis of thcir 

behaviour. 

Like the ill-ueated Irish of the nineteenth centuxy, the experience of contemporary Native 

Canadians has much to teach us about prison culture because natives currently represent a large ethnic 

group in Canadian prisons. In the Prairie provinces especiaHy, natives represent five percent of the 

1 Invin, Prisons in Turmoil, 90- 1 O3 
Invin, Prisons in Turmoil, 239-210 



general population. but 32 per cent of the federal inmate population.' For natives. cultural meanings often 

could take on even greater meaning in prison than on the outside. At a time when their identity was most 

under atîack, it was understandable how prisoners' need to comprehend their heritage could intens- in 

prison. At the 1992 Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, native leader Georges Erasmus tcstif~cd 

that. "The irony is that behind the bars they are hearing more about their culture than anywhere else ...," 

The smaller size of the community inside the prison enabled certain inmates to take on roles as native 

elders in prison when they would have been unlikely to have risen to such roles in the larger outside 

world.' These positions of respect empowered native inmates. Far frorn k ing  cut off from the outside 

world. it \vas the outside values of certain inmate groups themselves. particularly ernbodied in their racial 

identity, that could give structure and meaning to prison life. When these values were recognized. this 

could actually be to the benefit of the institution. When ethnic rights were denied. however. frustration 

and strife. both among pnsoners and among staff, was offen the result. This negative resuit will be seen 

in later sections of the thesis focusing on the tensions between the Protestants and Catholics in prison. 

The e~plosive cornplaints gcnerated by the Roman Catholic guards over fish Fridays. for esarnple. wvill bc 

one significant esample of ethnic discontent. 

As with race, gender issues could bring special meanings to the world of the prison. Al1 the 

questions surrounding rnasculinity and fernininity were transported into prison culture. but they were also 

fundamentally changed by the fact tiiat they were k i n g  brought into single-sex environments. The issue 

of gender simultaneously proved the validity of importationist and functionalist arguments. While gender 

itself was an unavoidablc importation. sewal segregation \vas an equally unique condition of institutional 

life. What emerged was a society that was a liybrid of both inside and outsidc sensibilities. 

The traditional view of sociologists and prison diarists towards the role of gender in prison has 

been to ignore il altogether. The closest most would come towards acknowledging sexual identity was to 

focus instead on the issue of liomosexwality. which was redy another issue.3 Nineteenth century prison 

I Kçvin Marron, The Slamnrer: The Crisis in Canada S Prison Systenr, (Toronto: Doubleday Canada, 
1966), 13 
' Marron. The Slamnter, 1 76- 1 80 

There is a dserence between sexval acts and sexuality. From a purely logical point of view. it is 
possible to see how the issue of homosex-ity could potentially have little relevance in a completely 



oficials preferred not to talk about hornose.wal behaviour at ail, and instead focused on the evils of "the 

secret vice," (masturbation) which rnay or may not have been a euphemistic way of dealing with the topic. 

Brockway and his contemporaries, as will be seen. had used hornose.nial allusions to illustrate the 

backwardness of convicts. As far as many twentieth centwy critics were conccmed sekd i ty  was 

invariably viewed as a problem or at least a nuisance and more importantly. an impedimcnt to the propcr 

functioning of the institution. Mann's clinical focus on the issue was typicai: 

Doubts of one's manhood may becorne very intense with the onset of even 
incipient homoseml interests- a development often encourageci by the 
cstensiveness of homosexual tak in certain groupings. in point of fact, fear of 
the loss of masculinity. seems to drive some young inmates into battIes with 
authority simply to demonstrate their threatened manhood.' 

Homose~miity provided such a stigrna to prison life that it is not surprising that McGilvary fclt honour- 

bound to set his o\vn record "straight," as it werc: "Don't forget, there's only two choices in prison. You 

ca l  go the homosenial wvay or you can use your hand. and 1 used my hand for twenty-two Y-." He d so  

supplied an anecdote about how he had beat up a fcllow inmate who had made a sewal advance on hirn.' 

The dcpiction of semality in institutional life was not just a question of tolerance. however. Evcn in 

institutions where both sexes wcre present. such as mental asylums. s e . d i t y  has been presentcd as a 

problem. Goûman's portrayal of heterosexual relationships was replete with clinical recnmination~.~ In 

fairness. sesuality in a same-ses environment has been a problem in the light of the issue of rape 'and 

- - -- 

same-ses environment. On the outsidc world. where thcre are two sexes, one can see why there would be 
the need of different terms of description for different se& relationships- homosemai, heteroscxual. 
bisexTual. But in prison, where there is only one ses. the term sexual ought to be suiricient. Thc semal 
rcalities of the outside world were never forgotten in prison. The stigrnas of the outside world oftcn 
prcvented such thinking; they permeated writing and indeed they permeated prison soçieîy itself. But 
the prejudices of the outside world were not entirely the same in a prison environment. The reality of a 
single-ses environrncnt divested homose.wality of some. but not d l .  of the negative connotations it canied 
on the outsidc. 
I Mann, Sociefy Behind Bars, 46 

Marlene Webber and Tony McGiIvary, Square John, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1988). 120. 
8 3 
3 "A few illustrations of lhis moral loosening and moral fatigue might be given. In state mental hospitals 
currently a kind of "mamage moratorium appears to be accepted by patients and more or less condoned by 
staff ..... In short, there is a license in mental hospitals to begin courting ail over again. with the 
understanding, liowever, that nothing very permanent or serious can corne of this. Like shipboard or 
vacation romances, these entanglements attest to the way in which the hospital is cut off from the outside 
community, becorning a world of its own, operated for the benefit of its own citizcns. And certainly this 
moratorium is an expression of the alienation and hostility that patients feel for those on the outside to 
whom they were closely relateci." Goffman, Ayhns ,  152 



attacks, almost exclusively in male institutions. Inrnates have told of gangs of rapists jumping on Ione 

prisoners, and of the deadly revenge exacted in these cases.' 

Rose Giailombardo conducted field studies at the Federal Reformatory for Women in Aiderson. 

West V i r g i ~ a  in the early 1960's. She argued that the difference between male and femaie status on the 

outside determined inmate behaviour and the institutional regime on the inside. But by taking issue with 

traditional functiondists for their oversight. she proposed her own kind of fiinctionalism based on the 

immutable qualities of gender.' Prison communities could be better undcrstood. Giallambardo argued. by 

sceing how the e~qernal world of gender roles impacted on the interna] prison world. 

Cultural views of gender influenced the design of the prison itseif. Because maie criminals were 

secn as aggressive and dangerous, institutional regimes were created to reduce them to a "weak. 

dependent, and helpless status in the prison environment." Female offenders. howver. have been viewed 

as weak from the outset, and unlikc male criminals. were seen as posing no threat to society. Rather. tliey 

svere in need of "protection and h e ~ ~ . " ~  A '-home like" environment was accordingly created at Alderson. 

where inmates were to be trained in the niceties of housekeeping. "including laundry and cooking. good 

table manners. and general courtesies." The inmates were to be housed in a residential-like setting, in 

clusters of cottages rather than cell blocks. and were to be S U ~ ~ M S ~  by a bencvolent and maternai staff. 

But underlying this supposed kindness was the idea that these women wcrc misguided and sinhil 

individuals whose bad natures could only be changed by such a uniquely gender-based approach. 

According to Giallombardo, the approach was in fact no kinder than what was ofïered to the men; it was 

- - 

' Tadman, Words o/O#ender, 197-8 This inmate's story is significant in that he is willing to admit he 
sees sex in prison enjoys partaking of it. Most other inmates inteniewed in the book prefer to avoid the 
issue of ses aitogether. After he stabbed his attacker four times, other inmates conspired to hide the knife. 
Even though he remained a loner, he now had respect. 
' "The interpretation given for the emergence of the inrnate social system in the male prison by cunent 
fùnctional theory asserts tîiat inmate society assumes its form in the male prison because it reflects a 
response to the conditions of imprisonment .... The evidence presented suggests that the male and female 
cultures are a response to the deprivations of prison life, but the nature of the response in both prison 
communities is influenceci by the düïerential participation of maies and femaies in the e.xtefnal culture ... 
Generai features of Amencan society with respect to the cultural definitions and content of male and 
female roles are brought into îhe prison setting and they iùnction to determine the direction and focus of 
the inmate system." Rose Giallornbardo, Socieh, of Wornen: A Study of a CVomen S Prison, (London: John 
Wiley and Sons, 1 %6), 186-8 

Giailombardo, Socieîy of Wonten, 188 



just dflerent. "The reduction of women to a weak, dependent, and helpless status was brought about by a 

more subtle means than by the gun or the high wall."' The cultural programming of women into a 

demeanor of passivity and acceptance of authority had dlowed for this absence of tighter security. Severe 

discipline was likewise unnecessary because women would endure their deprivations and perform their 

prison labour with an aimost "stoical acceptance."' Unlike men, who were classified into maximum and 

minimum institutions. women criminals were usuaily housed together regardless of the severity of their 

crime. There were no distinctions between female convicts; their gender counted more than tlieir 

particular offense. These perceptions fed into the self-image of the incarceratecl as wvell as the image of 

them held by those in their charge. As far as the staff at Aldemn was concerned, al1 women were 

criminals because they were "werik" and "childish and no M e r  dserentiations between them needed 

to be made. All femalç prisoners have been in effect. "reduced" into a single criminal stereotype 

applicable to women. The importation of these cultural perceptions of gender have played a role in the 

formation of prison regimes for both women and men and have been rnost clearly esernplified, as wvill be 

seen, for e.xample. by the great disparity in security between the Mercer Reformatory and the two male 

institutions. 

Interaction between women prisoners was d so  a manifestation of gender importations. Physical 

displays of affection between fernales such as hugging and kissing would immediately have been defined 

as homosexual among men, but did not carry the same connotation among women. And while most se~wal 

relations involved some coercion arnong male inrnates. Giallombardo claimed, among women. these 

unions were voluntary. and were even recognized within the inmatc community as marnages. Sesual 

bchaviour among women \vas neithçr stigmatized nor discouraged by fellow inmates or staEf. According 

to Alderson's Associate Warden . ''1 put [loversl on the same campus or ne,xt door to each other. so they 

can see each other and talk. because for many people, this is the only way they c m  relate to each ~ t h e r . " ~  

' Giallombardo, Society of Women, 7-8 
' Giallombardo, Society of Women, 63 

Giallombardo, Sociev of Women, 188.7-8.63, 80-2, 15.98, 43. Inmates fiequently heard bad news 
from the outside world about which tliey could do nothing to change while kept in prison. Letters amved 
informing them that husbands have left them, that their children were being neglected. These situations 
crçated a feeling of powerlessness, dcspair and childish dependency. The key to doing "easy time." which 
wvas every inmate's goal, was to replace the family she lost on the outside with a family from the inside, an 



Just as harrnony could take on a female character. su could dispute. Reprisals often took on the fonn of 

what Giailombardo termed typically "predatory" female fûms of action such as verbal attacks and mmor 

spreading, and more violently, facial disflgurement with razors and scissors. Prisoners believed in the 

popular notion that women were viciously jeaious of cach other and are untrustworthy. and accordingly. 

they remained ever-vigilant,' 

During the 1960's. sociologists David Ward and Gene Kassebaum studied the interpersonal 

relationships of women at the Frontera prison in California. Much like Giallambardo. their findings 

revealed the differences between male and femaie reactions to imprisonrnent. Women sought out 

friendships with eacli other. often se.wal in nature. out of a need for mutual emotionai support. While the 

physical conditions of imprisonment at Frontera may not have appeared to be as harsh as those faccd by 

male prisoners. wiih its rela~ed d e s  about personal clothing and property, the emotional dispossession 

was far greater, represented by their loss of familial support. "Many women who have been supported and 

protected by parents. husbands and lovers in the frec world find in the homosexwal affair the answver to the 

problem of adjusting to the lonely and frightening atmosphere of the prison." This kind of sexuality \vas 

situationai and temporary, and took place as a necessary interlude, while the prisoners knew tlieir 

traditional roles on the outside waited for them upon release. An unwritten ma~im of the inmatc code was 

"You can't make it unless you have someone." AtTairs were additiodly seen as wvay of restonng self 

csteem and individ~alit~.' 

available family that she can play an active role in. (94) Prison marriages providcd a much-necded adult 
role as did other family-like relationships. Older inmates became the "parents" of youngcr oncs. other 
prisoners became sisters. daughter-in iaws and aunts. (164) 
' Giallombardo. Sociew of lVomen. 162 
' ~ a v i d  Ward and Gcne Kassebaum, Wonten 's Prison: Sex and Social Structure, (Chicago: Aldine 
Publishing Co.. I965), 28. 74. 177, 198, 75. "During a period when personal worth is most severcly 
questioned, sesual involvemcnt implies that the inmate is worth something. because another person cares 
about her and pays attention to her .... In prison, the inmate is stripped of identifjmg and distinctive 
qualities, capabilities, and symbols until she cornes to resemble al1 others around her, but through an 
inmate relationship she is again found personally distinctive. The process of status degradation is divertcd 
as positive characteristics are noticed by others." (74-75). Pairings ofien were made up of a more 
stereotypically masculine looking and acting woman, referred to as a "butch and a more femininc and 
quiet personality, known as a "femme." But unlike men's' s e . d  relationships in prisons, which were 
premised on power, women did not use force to secure relationships and did not respond with physical 
violence when displeased with their partners. Ka dominant partner wished to impose sanctions on her 
other partner, she would likely threaten to withdraw affection. Similarly, partners would exchange gif& 
betwcen thern not to appease the other or to ward off violence, but to secure their status as "desirable 



As demonstrated by Giallombardo and Ward, the recreation of the family was a crucial element 

of the inmate culture of women. Matenial feminists earlier had tried to bring into being a non-senial. 

almost infantalized version of the family in the reformatories of the nineteenth centuxy. Women prisoners 

of the twentieth century have been found to go much farther in their quest to create kindred bonds betwecn 

themselves. Nevertheless, the sources useci for this thesis only hint that the women of earlier times 

participated in these types of afiïnities. Only the relative absence of violence betwcen the female inmates 

and the complete lack of infraction reports detailing se.& attacks on each other suggest that 

relationships. if present at d l .  were mutual. 

More recently. sociologist Wayne Wooden and therapist and former inmate Jay Parker have 

produced something different: a study focusing on male gender behaviour in prison. ' From the outset. 

Wooden and Parker placed thernselves firmty in the importationist camp.2 The prison became a 

microcosm of society at large, and al1 of socieîy's attendant problems. a stage to act out al1 the cconomic, 

racial and sexual prejudices they have learned on the outside. But because they wvere acting out inside. 

affectional objects." (192) The "code" was perceived by inmates as an effective means of preventing 
chaos. but snitching w a s  tolerated. and not met with rctribution. Ward estimated that betwveen fifty to 
ninety percent of the prisoners engaged in sorne kind of informing. (32-33) 
1 Giallombardo's study, which was witten in the 1 9 6 0 ' ~ ~  like the other functionalist studies she proports 
to denounce, !vas itself in a certain way a captive of the sesism of that time. Both Giallombardo and the 
subjccts which she intervieweci eshibitecl a rather dated view of sexual roles. Her belief in the iniierent 
viciousness and jealousy of women may benefit from a closer scrutiny. Yet hcr project, perhaps because it 
is about women and not men, poses important questions about inter-personal relationships behceen 
prisoncrs that observers of male prisoners did not seem \villing to do in as great a depth. Jacobs, for 
esample, !vas more concemed about challenges to order in prison than friendships that may have 
transpired between inmates. It was also useful that Giallombardo was willing to talk about sesinial 
relations between inmates in a non-clinical fashion, when in studies of men done by men. this was usually 
not the case. How much did we learn about the private lives of the men at Stateville? 1s it because we 
have come to assume that the private lives of men are less relevant, or conversely because wve have come 
to assume that the private lives of women are al1 that is relevant? Perhaps some of the questions that 
Giallombardo assumed were uniquely applicable to women ought to be applied more ngorously to men, 
and some of the assumptions she made about male violence and defiance ought to be tested out more 
rigorously in studies of women. Giallombardo's most effitive criticism of functionalism \vas that it failed 
to account for the unavoidable importation of gender constructs. and yet in many ways she herself seemed 
to be a captive of her own kind of functionalism, a fiinctionalism of gender. 
' "The se.nial behanor discussed ... best illustrates the importatton model. This perspective argues that the 
cthnic, cultural, and s e . U  patterns found in prison have been brought. or "imported." into the prison by 
the inmates themselves. The prison sexual scene therefore becornes a rcplication of sexual patterns and 
ethnic dflerences that exist among these lower-income groups in society at large. The prison e.uperience 
only heightens thcsc already existing, and possibly mutually eqloitative patterns for heterosemd and 
homosemal inmates alike." Wayne Wooden and Jay Parker, Men Behind Bars: Sexual Exploiration in 
the Prison, (New York: De Capo Press, 1982)- 43-44 



modifications had to be made, modifications to their perception of being male. This created "situational 

homox;wality." Furthemore, many in the prison saw the same se.& act from different perspectives. 

The passive se.- partner saw the aggressive one as straight. The aggressive actor saw himself as 

straight and the passive as female. The guards saw them ail as gay. "What develops is an ambiguity of 

Maleness in prison was prernised on power. S e . d  relations were not built on love but on 

physicai needs, whether it be the need to dominate. or be protected from domination.' In the very place 

where everyone was most starved for affection, there was no room for kindness in prison. 

Sem1 behavior in men's prisons remains one of esploitation because the 
prison s e m l  code condones sesual aggression but rarely condones semal 
affection. Such affection, when present, is even reférred to in an aggressive 
context as mugging. Some hetcroscxual convicts will mug (kiss) th& 
partners, some will not. How these jockers [dominant homoseml parîners] 
treat their prison semal partners is cornparabte to ways they ïntcracted with 
their own wives and other w o m a  on the outside. Some men treated their 
female semal partners with affection and warmth; otherç were less 
considerate and were more dominant and insensitive ..... Whereas semal and 
physical relationships are condoned within the convict code, emotional or 
affectional attachments are seen as a sign of weakness.' 

Masculinity. in tiieir opinion, was ultimately a product of society. Wooden and Parker built their 

prcniise of inmate society on the esercise of power. In the case of women, it was the absence of it. in thc 

case of men, it \vas the pursuit of it. Of the two, pursuing was more comples tlian acquiescing. and 

1 Wooden and Parker, Men Behind Bars, 14-16. What detcrmined the behaviour? Cultural and economic 
constmcts from the outside decided the kind of adaptation that was made. Se.nial behaviour in prison. 
they argued, was ascertained by "culturally defined scripts." (1 4-16) They very broadly defined these 
scripts along the lines of what they believed to be cultural stereotypes. The status of the self-identificd 
homose.wals in prison was probably the most instnictive, for thcy were in a sense the same counterpoint 
to the monolithic "other" that female inmates were to men. Just like the inside world of the prison needed 
an "outside" world to make sense of life, genders in prison fiindamentally needed an "other." Gays werc 
on one hand accepted in men's prisons and their behaviour was not seen as immoral. They werc not. 
however, respccted. (44-45) They were constantly Milnerable to attack. "[Allmost every straight inmate 
fecls that he is irresistible to a homose .d .  and a refusal or tumdown is taken as a personal a r o n t  to his 
behaviour." (39) Gays also had to create an identity that conformed to the prison code detennined by 
"the more powerfd masculine-oriented rnajority." And that identity had to be feminine. "Such 
acceptance is comparable to the way some black slaves wcre accepted. and even treated well. in the prc- 
Civil War South, as long as they kept their place." (17-19) Gays in prison were a society within a society 
within a society. Like the women in Alderson, Illinois. they had the ability to honestly e.upress affection 
for each other and have supportive loving relationships with each other, but unlike the women inmates, 
they were surrounded by male inmates who fclt lhey must dominate them to prove their own masculinity. 
' Wooden and Parker, Men Behind Bars, 19 

WOOden and Parker, Men Behind Bars. 73-22-23  



therefore it seemed in comparison that men had to make more adaptations îhan women in prison. 

Perhaps the status of men in prison %vas not as easy to explain as it fint appeared. In early Ontario 

prisons, as will be seen, there was little overt mention of male se.niality. except in certain cases of 

violence, when it was hinted that prisaners were fighting over "friendships." "Corruption" of the young 

inmates by the older ones. either by male "jailbirds". or by female "madams." %vas ancither euphemistic 

reference. Male sesual behaviour rnay well provide a usefùl ezrplanation for the prevalence of physid 

violence in early Ontario prisons. just as female se.wal behaviour may provide an justification for the 

more subtle forms of strife in women's institutions, For both gendcrs, the suuggle to create a viable 

semal identity in prison wouid be a metaphor for escape from the inside world of prison. And as we shall 

sce later, the struggle for this escape was as etemental as the struggle to survive. 

The Role of Prison Onicers 

Sociologists and historians have not devoted much thought to the guard, but they formed a unique socicty 

inside prison too. Their status inside prison was perhaps the most conflicteci of d l .  They were not 

confineci, but in a very red sense they wcre institutionalized too. Like convicts, they were also required to 

wear a uniform. eat prison food, were vulnerable to abuse and attack, had to follow what they saw as oficn 

arbitrary rules, adhere to strict scheddes and were subject to militaristic discipline from management. 

As \vil1 be verified by my own research, guards were an often angry, unhappy and unrcliable work force. 

Many guards and wardens too have historically come from a military background.' The army's 

reputalion for maintainhg xder and discipline among its troops has always becn an appealing attribute io 

prison administrators. Mann has pointed out the high preponderance of former militan. men on the staff 

at Guelph Reformatory. He argued that their background coupled with the nulitary style of uniforms that 

they wore isolated them from the convicts, but in a positive sense created a kind of cornmunity among the 

s tafî. ' 
J. E. Thomas has been one of the few historians to make a spccific study of the prison guard. His 

work focused on Britain from the beginnings of its national prison system in 1850's to the 1970's. Nor 

This is cspecially the case at the Centrai Prison and at the Kingston Penitentiary. 
' Mann. Socieiy Bshind Bars, 30-3 1 



only did he demonstrate how ex-military personnel made up about si-xty percent of the total staff in a 

typical year,' but he outlined how the military mentality permeated the supeis ion of prison staff. The 

"para-military staff structure," he concluded. " had been the backbone of the convict service since i ts 

inception in 1850." and little changed by contemporary times. The choice of a military-style of 

management on the part of prison officiais indicated just how mindless and predictable they felt the work 

wvould be. For the guard, the consequences were debilitating. There would be little room for thought or 

initiative in such a regime, and very little respect either: 

In the para-military structure there is a premium on downward 
communication. Orders are transmitted down thc hicrarchy, and staff are 
espected to obey. At its cmdest this p a t t m  of communication is summed up 
in the service adage "you are not paid to think, you are paid to do as you're 
told." It tbllows that there is little room for what is today called 
"consultation." Why is this so? First, because of the "critical situation." In a 
crisis, or incipient crisis, there is little room for discussion. Decisions have to 
be made in the light of rapidly changing situations, and these have to be 
carried out swiftly. Second, such a pattern of communication can be 
acceptable in a structure where there is an achowledged equation betwcen 
esperience and esperti se.... There is no body of theory which can be 
mobilized to ensure that prisoners do not riot or escape, which is why training 
for prison officers, as for other occupations where the work is simple and 
repetitive, is oiten regarded as irrclevant. 

The wcaring of a uniform was also according to Thomas a mark of servility. Their uniforms connoted a 

higher status than those worn by the prisoners, but nevertheless robed them of any personal authority. 

Any influence îhey enjoyed was thanks to the "uniform and not the man". In thc prison sewice. tiie 

person with the most respect was the governor. and he is the one who wore no uniform.' 

The identification of sta£fwith the military and al1 its negative connotations has done much to 

contribute to their stereotype as unthinking. unskilled automatons. Unfair or not, this perception has had 

a psychological effect on guards, isolating and embittering them from both the outside world of regular 

bluecollar workers and from the inside world of the inmates. ültimately, guards could not identifv wiih 

anyone but themseives. No rnatter how many similarities guards may have shared with pnsoricrs. thcy 

J.E. Thomas, The English Prison Oficer since 1850, (London: Routeledge and Keegan Paul, 1972). 113. 
The year he supplies as typical is 1893. 
' Thomas, English Prison O/ficer since 1850, $0-3. The warden of the Kingston Peiutentiary, however. 
did w a r  a military-style uniform which was nevertheless more elabrate than those of the rest of the 
s m .  



had to restrain any feelings of cmotional identification with them.' For the same rasons that the 

convicts had their "code," the guards had one too. Survival meant creating an impermeable group. 

"Prison sWT depend upon one another for their persona1 safety," Marron wrote, "and i t is almost unheard 

of for a guard to provide evidence against a fellow officer."' The cornradely nature of guard views has 

oAen led prison administrations to distrust them altogether. There was good reason for the reliance of 

various regimes on the prisoner trustee system. Prisoners could be made to obey more readily uian a paid 

employee who had the option of quining.' 

Guards had to emotionally separate tliemselves from management. but they had the added burden 

of having to separate themselves fiom the inmates. Gofihan described the process behind tliese feelings: 

The capacity of inmates to become objects of staffs sympathetic concem is 
l i d e d  to what rnight becorne an involvement staîT that is sometimes recorded 
in total institutions. Starting at a point of social distance from inmates, a 
point from which massive depnvation and institutional trouble cannot be 
easily seen, the staff person fmds he hris no reason to refiain Gom building up 
a warm involvement in sorne inmates. This involvement, however, bnngs the 
stalrmember into a position to be hurt by what inmates do and what they 
sul'fer, and also brings him to a position from which he is likely to threaten the 
distant stand from inmates taken by his fellow staff members.' 

It sas a truism, but often repeated nevertheless: the kind-hearted guards never lasted long in prison.5 

The responsibility piaced on guards was enormous, but with rcsponsibility came power. With power 

came a certain brutality, especially when it was detached from sentiment. It is no wonder that guards 

wcre so otlen hated. O'Brien argued that the guard gave more structure to the inmates of the prison 

than its physical architecture."ithout the guard, there was no discipline. He or she was "thc lo~vest 

and most indispensable agent in the Iuçrarchy of punishrnent." ' Guârds were compelled to create a 

- 

' As will be discussed later. this was not always the case. In pahcular, guards at the Kingston 
Pcnitentiaxy sometimes went so far as to assist in inmate escapes. This bluning of the lines at Kingston 
may be partially e.xplained by the miserable wvorking conditions and management relations that were 
experienced there. 
' Marron. The Slammer, 39 
3 Wardens at the Kingston Penitentiary were particularly distrustfiil of the guards during the period. 
" G o h a n .  ./lsyIunts. 79 

Sce, for esample, Philip Priestley, Victorian Prison Liiws: Englisir Prison Biograpbv, 1830-191 4. (New 
York: Methuen, 1985). 267. Also see O'Brien, The Promise of Punishnrent 

unlike Michel Foucault, for whom physical buildings seem to be synonymous with power. 
' O'Brien, Prontise of Punishrnent, 205 



separate world, but it was a curious kind of rehge. Lf it was a retreat, it was only a strategic one. with a 

caretid defense of authority. 

In their own way. then guards were social pariahs too, and in popular culture were certainiy seen 

as less glamorous than their convictcd fellow inmates.' Ironicaily, their power did not seem to have 

brought them respect but rather disdain. Even prisoners looked down at guards, as will be demonstrated 

tirne and again through my citations of disciplina- infractions and inmate diarists. The fact was that the 

staff was ofien fiom the same social class, or lower. than the inmates themselves. Giallombardo for 

esample described houp the mostly urban convicts at Alderson saw their rnostly rural and uneducated 

guards as nodung better than "West Virginia hillbillie~."~ Their condition in the nineteenth century was 

even worse. Priestley cited one inmate as dismissing the guards as "a set of brutes ... most of whom arc 

Comish miners. being the roughest type of men a man can meet with." Another was quoted as depicting 

them as entirely composed of dischargeci soldiers and sailors, who, in his opinion. were "recruited chiefly 

from the dregs of the population, largely indecd from the veq thief class." Yet another rejected tliem as 

being "completely uneducat~d."~ 

In salary and status, the prison guard raniced at least as low ris the soldier. In 
terms of their living conditions and their daily association with ct-iminals, one 
guard claimed that their status was even lower. 'Of al1 state occupations, that 
of the prison guird is the most monotonous, the saddest, anif the most 
lamentable. It is also the most precarïous and the most exploited because he 
is isolated, misunderstood and disdained.'' 

In nineteenth century French prisons for womcn, the only respectable females who would take on such 

working conditions were nuns5 Guards breathed the same fou1 air tliat prisoners breqthed and were as 

liable to fa11 il1 as inrnates. Their low salaries madc them dependent on the inmate contraband irade.' 

Priestley recounted how some nineteenth century British guards even accepted payen t  in inmate rations, 

1 How many Hollywood movies have been made about prison guards? Have any been made? 
' Giallombardo, Society of Wonren. 36 
3 Priestley. Victorian Prison Lives, 251-5 He even cites another inmate as k i n g  disgusted with the low 
origins of tlie prison Govemor! 270-1. As stated before, Priestley, however, seems to be inordinately 
influenced by his higher class inmate sources, 
" Patricia O'Brien. The Pronrise of Punishnrent: Prisons in Nineteenth-Centul France. (Princeton. New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1982). 209-2 10 

O'Brien. The Pronrise of Punishnrent, 62-3 
6 O'Brien, The Pronrise of Punishment, 207, Philip Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives: English Prison 
Biograph-y, 1830-1 914. (New York: Methuen. 1985), 26 1-3 



so inadeqiiate was their own diet.' Without any heroic deeds of criminal accomplishment to glarnorize 

them, and Little apparent violence or lawless behaviour CO point to while in prison, it is perhaps not 

surprising that guards have appeared so decidedly prosaic to critics. 

The one memoir by a Canadian prison guard, and one of the few existing mernoirs of any guard. 

was by p e t  and humorist Michael Yates. To Yates. life as a guard in prison was on the surface likc 

k i n g  an actor in a black comedy. Yet the dangers inside creatcd the need to surround oneself in a 

protective envelope of sarcastic humour. Behind the jokes was a v e q  clear sense of what it took to 

survive. Whether there as an inmate or as a guard. one had to be 'jail Wise." That meant putting one's 

difïerences aside and not causing needless conflicts. A peacefiil prison. Yates argued. wvas bui1t on 

common sense. cooperation. and personal contact behvecn staff and inmates. Even the difTerence 

bctweeen guard and convict was tcnuous: 

Once an inmate knows the parameters of my job and 1 have explaincd to him 
the parameters of his job, 1 Wear one unifonn and he w w s  another, 1 have an 
employee number and he has a correctional services number. But wve're both 
locked behind the sarne bars. ,411 human beings together. We are the line. 

Rules could only be enforced up to a certain estent. It was less trouble for the guards to deal with minor 

infractions informally, ensuring fiiture cooperation ffom inmates, or insurance fiorn their wrath at times 

of prison unrest. Instead. compromises were worked out. This system was called "the ledger."' 

Yates' account was replete with intrepid deeds. so fi111 of them in fact that one has to wonder if 

he was trying to advocate his position and the position of a guard, much like prisoner raconteurs were 

wont to do. In many ways, inmates and guards aiike sought to rise above tlieir mundanc status as mere 

inmates and irnpart a measure of nobility on positions that have made them into social outcasts. 

Ernbellishment of the facts became a form of escape3 Likewise, an unwitting self-absorption and 

obsession with details demoiistrated how fütile that hope for escape ultimately proved to be. As will be 

scen in my esamination of the accounts of Guard Hartley as well as several prisoners, tliat would be a 

similarity that would provide striking cvidence of the guard's institutionalized status. 

Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 240 
' Yates, Line Screw: My twehe riotous years working behind bars in some ofCanada S toughest jaiis, an 
unrepentant mernoir, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1993). 3 12- 14. passage at 10, 257 
3 Goffman discusses the role of the inmate "ta11 tale" in Asylums, 139-140 



The wor1d of the guard, as Yates portrayecl it, was govemed by a set of unwritten mies parallel to 

that of the inmates. One unspoken convention involved getling deliberately low scores during shooting 

drills. This provideci insurance in the case of an inrnate king fatally shot during an escape. A guard 

who was on record as a poor marksman would not be held culpable. Orders were deliberately disobeyed 

if the? were productive of unnecessary dismption. Guards called these kinds of tactics "covering your 

ass." Guardswcre in theirown fashion as much atoddswiththeadministration as theinmates. Prison 

movies like Brubaker wcre popular among guards and prisoners alike because they highlighted the 

corruption of the system. ' Inmates really saw themselves as having only one enemy. for the prison 

administration and the guards were in their mincis the same thing. But for the guards. thcy are at \var 

with hvo forces: the prisoners and thc administration. To Yates. the prison was a closed world becausc 

its inmates, guards and prisoners alike. were under siege. And dut  siege did not come from the outside 

world, but from within the institution itseif. Survival was only possible Lhrough a very special 

combination of wisdom. ws, humour and tolerance- somelhing only called for and only feasible in prison. 

This fact for him was not only worthy of notice. but also evidence of a kind of cultural pnde in his status 

as a guard. 

Just as prisoners bought certain behaviors with them into the prison, they would ofien take a certain 

changed cthos with them back into the outside world. The cffects could sometimes be for the worsc. 

Prison has the effkct of making offenders overly dependent on othtxs, but also 
anti-social and paranoid, too passive in some respects and too aggressive in 
others. While some prisoners may benefit from programs, othcrs arc less ablc 
to fit into society wheii they ieave prison than they were when they anived ..... 
Es-offenders describeci how they ernbmassed themsclvcs in pubiic as the 
habit of years in the penitcntiary led them to siand in front of doors waiting 
for a guard to open ihem by remote control. Others talked about drawing 
weapons and making d a t h  threats when someone jostled them on the street, 
because in prison, that is what you have to do to stay alive. These are people 
{ h o  have leamcd how to survive in jail but have forgotten how to livc in 
society. They are not scared of robbing a bank and going back to prison, but 
they do not know how to buy grmeries and arc tenifieci by ihe choices offered 
on the menu of the average res ta~ran t .~  

-- 

' Yates, Line Screw. 57, 35-36, 61 
' Marron, The S h n r e r ,  285-6 



One prisoner recounted h i s  inability to react to scenes of violence on the television. "1 see homble things 

that would just shock normal people, but to me, 1 don't even think about that."' Therapy inside prison 

sometimes served to harden feelings towards others rather than enhance them. Parole board members 

have been shocked by the lack of empathy certain offenders offer towards thcir victirns. Tlieir perceptions 

revolved around their o w  feelings of victimization instead. ' Psychiatry was to the twentieth cent- 

inmate what evangelisrn was to his or her nineteenth century counterpart. The two disciplines e.wded 

their own languages of repentance and rehabilitation. and both were as equally open to manipulative use. 

It wvas sornetimes difficult to determine whether cither approach had produced any genuine effects. 

Sornetirnes prisoners were so changed by their ezrperience inside that any counter-effect was impossiblc. 

They found it ciifficuit cver to reintegrate thernselves tnto the outside world. Recidivism was the most 

obvious result. 

Succcss stories like es-convict Tony McGilvary's esernplified the power of inmate culture to 

transcend its prison setting. McGilvary, who built an aftercare empire that helped thousands of 

dischargeci inmates find jobs. boasted that he constmcted it on principles learnt through a lifetime of 

crime and over twenty years of incarceration. Heavyset, foui-mouthed. unshaven. badly dressed, 

McGilvary embodied the physical stereotype of the hardened convict. To top it al1 off. hc was totally 

unrepentant about his pan. *'I was only a thief'." he claimed. "1 never hanned no one."' He also offered 

little sympathy for victims of his the%, rationalizing that. "1 knew they'd rnake more on the insurance 

than the value of the stolçn goods." Despite it all. his work with ex-inmates has ken celebrated by the 

lcgitimate world. and the dust jacket of his memoirs hasts a glowing endorsement by then federal cabinet 

minister Flora MacDonald. And yet McGilva~y ran his organization like a criminal gang. giving out 

orders and rurhiessly enforcing his own adaptation of the "code." Very few office supplies were ever 

purchased, but were rather "conned" from the sofi-hearted and the guilible. Relations with and financial 

aid from the John Howard Association, for e.uample. which was involved in policing the conditions of 

parole. and sending back violators to prison. were refuseci, and their workers were not to be trusted. A 

Tadman, Words ofthe OJlender, 90 
' Marron, Words of the Onender, 253-260 

McGilvary, Square John, 82 



f 5O.OOO grant from the Ontario Goverment was likewise proscribcd because it was conditional on 

"ratting" on ex-offenders. If someone k i n g  helped by his organization was stealing or trafficking in 

stolen merchandise. McGilvary never told their social workers. He would sort it out with the individual 

himseK sometimes violentiy. According to one observer. "He hired some of the roughest. toughest people 

with burrs on who couldn't possibly know the normal constraints of a -pical social service- funding. 

hours, rules. decorum. They just did what had to be done. based on how they knew to do tiiings. I f p u  

had to get up at three a.m.. fine- iike going out at three to commit crimes."' 

McGilvary also understood that for many es-convicts. the convict community was the only group 

that they would cver know, ever trust.' McGilvaq's own story was both typical in terms of his history of 

recidivisrn, and atypical in tems of his later success. The need he perceived in his fellow inmates. 

howevcr, was universal. It did demonstrate that for many ex-inmatcs, the world of the prison extended 

beyond its physical location. and the individual perspcctivcs that were changed inside the prison could 

rcmain for life. The record has shown that many former prisoners of early Ontario remained in touch 

with each other and formeâ lasting friendships. Some also felt the need to remain in contact with prison 

officiais. They had formed a bond b a d  on their identities as veterans of the prison. Many of their hopes 

for the future. ambitious and simplc alike, were marked and not always positively. by their need to 

overcome their mortification in prison. The Me of es-inmates could &e a kind of importation in revcrse. 

rather like an exportation. 

Sociological Studies of Nineteenth Cenhiry Prisons 

Whilc many historians have either focused on the architects of the prison, the rasons for the new prison's 

amval. or its social contelx there have only been a few histories of nineteenth century convict society. 

Patricia O'Brien. who studied the world of nineteenth century French convicts. and Philip Priestky. who 

I McGilvary. Square John, 82,48, 164, 176. 165. 190-1, 164, 19 1 
' One of his clients described his feelings upon release: "When you're on parole and you're tosxd into the 
sqiiare world and happen to be down on your luck, there is no one else you can tum to. The community is 
your community, your only cornmuni ty . 1 tned very hard to stay clear of other rounders. but I'd dways 
corne back. 1 don't think a rnonth ever went by when 1 dida't at lest sneak a peek around the corners 
where my kind of people hung out. Sometimes 1 didn't talk with anyone becausc a guy on parole is always 
wvq of stoolies, but I had to at least look around my old crime neighbourhood. Tony understood that 
instinct in ex-cons, and instead of denying it, he built on it." McGilvary, Square John. 172, 173 



wrote about British prisoners of the same era. have been two of the very few historians who have striven to 

place the ezrpericnces of nineteenth century inmates into a sociological context. Not only do these studies. 

which roughiy coincide with my own p e n d .  vividly capture the brutaiity of the new prison. tliey also 

detail the capacity of prisoners to endure and at 1- partially adapt to this strange world. 

O'Brien begins her work by acknowledging how rarely histories of the prison have actually 

focused on prisoners rather than institutions and reformers. "In spite of good intentions." she outlines in 

her introduction, "prison populations continue to be discussed as undif5erentiated. faceless masses. 

Incidents involving men, women, and children are &en cited interchangeably to esemplifi general 

characteristics about the prison system rather than to highlight ciifferences of particular prison 

populations." Prisoners. she charges. "have disappeared fiom their own history." Her goal is to change 

that. Prisoners were not just "passive receptacles" of pend regimes. but were an "active force in the 

evolution of prison lifc."' O'Brien proposes an importation model foi prison society. Inmates "brought 

into the prison their eqeriences in free Society. Those e-uperiences were in turn transformed and adaptcd 

to the peiial environmcnt and become the basis of the informal system with the institution."' The prison 

was not a closed society. Cultural, class and gender values iearned from the outside found their way into 

prison. Prisoners and warders alike imparted these meanings. 

O'Brien's work outiines the features of a convict culture. Convicts used a special prison argot. 

an exclusive language of communication that was different from the argot of Street criininais and the 

labouring poor. A desire to protect one's individuality was also behind the fostering of a common inmate 

identity. Forms of group identification actually protected concepts of self-e.qression. At the core of this 

prescrvation of the seifwas a protest against the uniformity and regimentation of institutional Me. From 

the hastily scrawled to the intricately drawn. on prison walls created tangible narrations of inmate 

individual resistance to institutional tyranny. The art of inmate tattooing embodied prisoner c~~re s s ion  

in even more personal terms. At once a kind of altemate uniform in the same tradition as members of the 

armed forces and even the brothel, tattoos were also an emblem of status and distinction. O'Brien sees 

I O'Brien. The Praniise of Punishn~ent. 9 ,  6-7, 75-76 
' O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 76 



these foms of prison art as paragons of inrnate agency. "The appearance of these various f o m  of 

eqression, their development and extension. indicate that prisoners were not an inert mass. a passive 

population ...." While my own research has not uncovered a similar appreciation of tattoos. 1 have found 

many instances of imnate creativity. In a chapter on work and recreation. for e.sample. 1 shail detail the 

rnany illicit crafts that convicts enjoyed. And in a later chapter on escape. the remarkable ability of 

inmates to renovate their physicai surroundings and to improvise tools wvill also demonstrate the artistry of 

convicts. For many convicts. the elaborate preparations that escape entailed were the most satisfyng 

aspect of the endeavour. As O'Brien has so usefirlly pointed out. chro~cl ing noting and other scarcely 

occumng forms of collective action were not the only way of masuring inmate affirmation. For O'Brien, 

the less overt processes of adaptation and adjustment wvere issues that rnattered too.' 

In contrast to O'Brien and although he does not directly state it. Priestley's work is quite 

functionalist in approach. Ptiestley's study contains hundreds of stories about individual convicts. but 

cach is linked together by a common theme of suffering- His emphasis on the pain of imprisonment 

highlights a universal featurc of institutional existence which will be returned to many times throughout 

my own study. The prison, with its enormous capacity to at once humble. enforce conformity and punish. 

transformed the individual's appetite, appearance. and personality. Priestley's reconstruction of daily 

prison Me is inspired not only because he capturcd the monstrous cruelties of institutional existence. like 

the beatings and the diseases. but because he accumulated the smaller hardships as wvell. like the 

loneliness and the hunger. Ultirnately, his book is not only about the prisoner's capacity for intense 

suffcring, but rather his or her ability to endure suffering, not about the prisoner's victory over the 

institution, or even the institution's victory over the prisoner. but rather about degrees of individual 

sumival. 

Priestley vividiy describes the remarkable changes that befell prisoners alrnost imrnediately upori 

their arrival. Stripped of al1 their clothing, their personal possessions, even false teeth if they had any, 

shom of their hair and whiskers, prisoners undenvent 

1 O'Brien, The Pronrise of Punishnrent, 77-79, 80-87. 
esample of actual prison argot. 

their bath. "the universal institutional baptism." 

O'Brien unrôrtunately does not give more than one 



The emblem of the prison senice, the "crow's foot" now adorned al1 that they wore, inscribed even on the 

sole of their shoes, leaving marks in the ground behind thern. The initial shock of the surroundings and 

the first glimpses of the routine of institutional life combined to transform, outwardly and inwardly. the 

pcrson into a prisoner. A rn-vriad of d e s  were present to grind aïvay any residue of the individual's 

former Me. "In each prisoner's ce11 hung a copy of the 'rules.' [A convict] read them and remembered 

that 'each clause' begins 'No prisoner shall,' and ends with 'shall be severely punished. "' 

Priestley's sources ofien highlight the prison memoirs of celebrated Victorian upper class 

criminals and accounts written by eloquent upper middle class suffngettes. He gives considerable 

attention to the prison diaries of Oscar Wilde. who was hardly a Spical figure in any setting. These 

people would never integrate themselves with the lower class inmate populations; indeed they were 

somewhat figures of awe within the prison. He recounts how upper class inmates became unrecognizable 

once institutiodized, cven showing before and afier pictures of famous counterfeiter George Bidwcll. 

His description of suffragette Lady Constance Lytton is revealing. She \vas "a genteel person who 

obscived the strange world of prison ~ 4 t h  a fresh. and ironic, and normally tolerant eye." For Priestley 

too. the world of the prison and the typical prisoner fundamentally rernains a strange one. a place that lie 

obscrves vividly but also with a certain horrifieci detachment. ' 
Ultimatcly. and quite unlike O'Brien, Priestley has little to say about inrnatc solidarity or culture. 

Rather than speak up for thcmselves. prisoners had become completely firsed with the institution; they 

bore its markings in their clothing, on k i r  bodies. in their attitudes, in their movements. By 

emphasizing the capacity of the prison to inîlict pain. and the capacity of the inmates to endurc it. the 

story of the convicts and their identities has been swallowed up by the cmelty of the prison cnvironment. 

And in so doing, Priestley does convey the power of the prison environment to shape inmate attitudes with 

more force than O'Brien does, whose vision of the nineteenth century prison is considerably less grim. 

Nevenheless, Priestley, like O'Brien, paints a vivid picture of nineteenth century convict Me but from an 

1 Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 18. 20, 22. Foucault would undoubtedly point to the impressions 
created by the convict shoes as proof of the inscription of social power on inmate bodies. 197,23, 175, 
179,256 



entirely dinerent perspective. Taken togcther, thcse vastly different works, one importationist and the 

other fùnctionalist, prove that a sociological study of early Ontario prisons is a possibility. 

Conclusion 

The interior world of the prison was shaped by isolation and secrecy. dienation and solidarity. subjugation 

and autonomy. The prison remained a sealed-off temtory. iiifluenced by the vision of reformers and 

crirninologists, but remaining a stubbom and fiustrating enigma to aimost everyone. Officiais, the 

public- the outside population- never had a r d  understanding of the problems of the inside and perhaps 

never carcd to do so. For their part prisoners oflen dreaded and despised their captors and they viewed 

the goals of the social reformers who visited them with contempt. Far fiom k i n g  penitent or eagcr to be 

rehabilitated, they deemed their imprisonment to be an injustice. lf there was one essential quality to 

institutional culture it was stniggle. The prison "code" was just one element in the quest to survive 

irnprisonment and it was an imperfect one at that. The stmggle was for physical escape and it was also 

spirituat. k ing a quest for a selfdefinition that went beyond an institutional identity. Zntimately. prison 

changed inrnates and inmates changed prison. inmate culture was at its most basic level a forced 

mamage of the inside. rcpresented by the powerfid institution and the outside. embodied by thc 

indomitable spirit of die convicted. But it was also a forced union between an inside community of those 

who have already k e n  transformed into convicts and the ouiside aspirations of the dominant culture as 

represented by the creators and supetvisors of the prison. Institutional culture could be about many 

separatc rcalities unwillingly intersecting, infiuencing and also clashing with each other. In coming to 

terms with their imprisonment. what prisoners most wanted was to adapt to prison life on thcir own terms. 

Lifc in prison went beyond fiinctionality. importation or even exportation. The outside could 

be represented by the physical outside, but it could also be represented by what \vas not inside. In this 

scnse the outside could be symbolized by the "opposite": freedom, gender. Hence, the prevalence of 

disciplinary infractions, as welt as the complexities of semal behaviour witlun prison. Or, more simply, it 

could revolvc around contraband merchandise. These deprivations were a bedroçk of inmate culturc. 

Prisons also suffered from a spirituai and ideological vacuum. Uitimately. no e.xternal ideology for rcform 

could aiso translate with complete success in the pend environment. There was aiways some extemal or 



interna1 force present to thwart its d iza t ion .  In the case of the Centrai Prison. the econornic downturn 

of the mid-1870's- for e.xample, killed any chance of productive contract labour from the outset. At the 

Mercer Reformatory, class clifferences prevented any kind of the true motherly bonding that any of the 

superintendents worked so hard to achieve. One of the chef issues at the Kingston Penitentiaty ended up 

bcing simply counteracting escape. Guards. wardens. fellow convicts. the inside population, were under 

too much stress from the prison environment and each other to operate optimally. No staff member. no 

con\rict. could ever reach his or her real potential in prison. This \vas a reality that ensured that prison 

could nevcr be as punitive or as reformative as it was meant to be. 

The historical concept of the "criminal class" and the entire premise of the "silent system" within 

the prison had k e n  built on the assuinption that prisoners would not let go of their identities easily. The 

many draconian rulcs of prison rcgimes were designed to break any bond with the past inmates might 

have held on to. Reformation wouid have been impossible without some transformation of the inmatc. 

Prison architects finnly believed that there was something fiindamentally wrong with the criminal. that 

something needed to be changed. Men sentenced to the Central Prison were assumed to be Iazy. women 

placed at the Mercer Reformatory were seen as immoral. Those sent to the Kingston Penitentiary were 

viewed in even more generally derisive ierms. The most severe kinds of confinement. coupled with the 

threat of prolonged isolation, were resemed for these criminals. Society created prison environments that 

by virtue of thcir savage strangeness were guaranteed to produce a reaction. but not neccssarily the result 

that \vas planned. Violence and rebellion were some of the more predictable outcomcs. but sometimes a 

surprising level of sympathy and even affection developed behveen the captives and those tvho held thern 

in captivity. 

The fiindamental goal of rehabilitation and even simple deterrence was to change the criminal. 

This very basic need to create a personal metamorphosis would paradoxically create tlie foundation for a 

relatively stable prison culture. Because many of them had been estranged from society thcmscIvcs. the 

architects of the prison had themselves ensured that institutional life characterized by unusual rituals and 

ascetic facilities, This v e y  austerity and strangeness had a pervading effect on the personalities of the 

inmate and their relationships with each other. Small cells, poor diets and grueling and monotonous 



labour overpowered inmates and left many listless and subdued and provoked others to resentment and 

rebelliousness. Still, uprisings and ex-treme Moience werc a rarity. The dominant emotional response on 

the part of convicts was no; wrath but rather subdued resentment. The strictness of the prison regime 

may not have been very rehabilitative but it did ensure a modicum of order. Wardens. too. were a 

powerfbl emotiod force in the lives of inmates and through the sheer force of their characters. they 

comrnanded deference. Righteous and religious, and drawing either on their rniddle class respectability 

or their military bearing. these charismatic and seemingly omnipotent figures kept prisoners in line. To 

the well behaved. wardens could offer tnistee positions and al1 the privileges they entailed and even the 

promise of an early release or the hope of a pardon. Wiih parental dispositions that aitemated betwecn 

generous patronage and fearful punishmcnt, Wardens also filled an important familial role. Poorly paid 

and ili-treated. prison guards behaved arbitrarily and sometimes cruelly, incumng the eteml enmity of 

the convicts. But they aiso somctimes identified with their captives and impulsively offered prisoners 

many kindnesses. The existence of the "code" a h  brought a sense of order to daily life. Due to thcir 

hboo nature. sexual relations were the most hidden kind of -nity. and due to the violent nature of male 

interactions, were more often discerned than the generally supportive female partnerships. On the whole. 

pnsoners reacted to each other with a combination of quiet mistrust, solidarity and outright hostility. In 

thcir quest to adapt to the prison. convicts were ultimately prodded into playing many roles: the respectfil 

penitçnt in search of a pardon or remission, the sincerely rehabilitated, Ihe opportunistic qcophant, the 

privileged tnistee, the smuggler and the trader, the fighter and the incorrigible, the hero and the "rat," the 

sesual victim and the predator. Sociologists and historians have agreed on the undeniably unique quality 

of prison Me. Adaptations to a new inside existence were never perfect or consistent and were in fact 

oRen bizarre and distortcd, but they formed the basis of an inrnate culture. 



Section II= 
An Institutional History of the Central Prison, The Mercer Reformatory and the Kingston 

Penitentiary 

Chapter 3 

The Prison, the Rdormatoq and the Penitentiary: 

A Punishment by Any Other Name.... 

Introduction 

In post-confederation Ontario. there w r e  three prisons and each one had its owm set of aspirations. At 

the provincial Central Prison, criminal men were supposed to be transformed into skilled workers who. 

once morally reconstituted on the factory line, would learn the work ethic and eam the govenunent a 

profit at the samc time. At its countcrpart for wornen. the Andrew Mercer Reformatory. female convicts 

were to be rernade into dutiful daughters of the province. their criminality washed away in the suds of the 

laundry room. And finally, at the federal fortress of limestone that was the Kingston Penitentiary. 

prisoners' lives were dominated by the ubiquitous Stone. They were set to mindlessly quarry and 

assemble it, block by bloçk. into the silent and solid wails that entombed them. spiritually and physicaliy. 

The prison's early idealism lingered. but was mostly overshadowed by the public's growing need 

for it to set an example of terror and deterrence. As discussed. the 1870's. where this study begins. 

wvitnessed a curious hybrid of aspirations towards the inrnate. Refonners and religious activists such as 

the Toronto Prisoners' Aid Association espressed their faith in the capacity of the criminal to bc 

rchabilitated and in the new theories tliat would facilitate this transformation while at the same tirne 

insisting thar he or she be more severely treated. Prisoners paid the price for this ambivalence. At the 

Central Prison, the impossibility of m ~ i n g  a prison on a profit twned lifé into a daily horror of dmdgery 

and administrative reprisal. At the Mercer Reformatory, the appalling reality of laundry work 

overshadowed many of its good materna1 intentions. Male administrators and reformers also regarded 

any concessions to fernale sensibilities with suspicion and thçir concerns underlined the difficulty of 

creating a nurtunng atmosphere in a custodial setting. Prisoners at the Kingston Penitentiary lived in a 



prematurely aging facility with no soul. Its emphasis on custody alone underlined the desire of so many 

of its inmates to break out of the penitentiary. Convicts spent their time there dreaming of escape. 

subterfiige. or dreaming of nothing at d l .  

Govements  had built themselves three monuments: a prison with too many aspirations. a 

reformatory with a misplaced aspiration and a pe~tentiary which felt that it could S o r d  the l u w y  of 

having virtually no aspirations at ail. But what did these semantics matter to the convicts and their 

existence inside? To them life inside the prison, the reformatory and the penitentiary meant just one 

thing: punishment. 

The Mood of the 1870's 

The goals of each of the three institutions were very much reflection of their times. By the 1870's. the 

novelty of the new prison of the early nineteenth century had worn off'. The public's need to punish 

frcquently clashed with reformers' hope of rehabilitation. Crime rates were mounting and interna1 

problems were worsening in the pend system. Prison reform had gone f d l  circle from the pioneering 

days of John Howard. A new wave of reformers began "echoing criticisms that had first been uttered in 

1780."' In America and England, there was a consensus that the new prison was in need of change. and 

that feeling was making its way to ontario.' The prison of this period was marked by a mi~qure of 

popular cynicisrn toward the reformist ide& of incarceration and a hope that still newer philosophies 

might work. In the 1 8 7 0 ' ~ ~  economic conditions, frustration with past efforts to reform the prison, 

intellectual development and popular involvement combined to create a period of promise and ultimately, 

disappointment. The 1870's were characterized by refonnative innovations containing a curious hybrid of 

idealism mised in with liberal doses of dread and punishment. 

In the history of the Ontario prison, the 1870's was a decade of both reflection and dramatic 

departures. The reformeci prison was no longer a new concept. On the federal level. it had k e n  in 

1 Randall McGovern, "The Well- Ordered Prison: England, 1780-1865." in The Oxford History of the 
Prison: The Pracfice oJPunishntent in Western Socieiy, edited by Norval Moms and David J. Rothman. 
(New York: O.dord University Press, 1995). 80 
' The influence of British developments was substantial. To start. many of the Canadian prison inspectors 
were British bom themselvcs. The Imperial government also made a policy of sending Circular 
Dispatches pertaining to prison management to the colonies in the 1860's. (Calder, The Federaf 
Peniten f iary System in Canada, 3 5-3 8). 



operation for some forty years at the Kingston Penitentiary, and yet it had failed to yield the expected 

redts.  The 1848 and 1849 Commissions to Investigate into the "Conduct. Discipline and Management 

of the Provincial Penitentiary," popularly known as the Brown Reports, had cemented that institution's 

reputation for arbitmy cmclty, inefficiency and neglect. The public was horrified by evidence presented 

of juvenile and women prisoners bcing brutally flogged. Commissioners contended that the enforcernent 

of thc silent system !vas to be blamed for much of the beatings k ing  meted out. They believed that it was 

impossible, even unnatwal, to expect that any person could refrain from any form of communication with 

his or hcr fellow inmate indefinitely: 

As many as twenty, thirty and even forty men, have been flogged in one 
morning, the majority of them for offenses of the most trifling charactcr, and 
the tmth of the complaint resting solely on the word of a Guard or Keeper, 
subject at best to al1 the frailties of other men. The csasperation which such a 
system could only produce, must have bid defiance to al1 hope of rcform. To 
see crowds of full grown men, day after day, and year aAer year, stripped and 
lashed in the presence of four or fivr hundred persons, bcuuse they 
whispered to their neighbor, or IiRed their eyes to the face of a passerby, or 
laughed at some pwsing occurrence, must have obliterated Gom the rninds of 
the unhappy men al1 perception of moral guilt, and thoroughly brutalized their 
feelings. ' 

The Kingston Penitentiary Iiad appcared to lose i t s  sou1 and became a place of punislunent aione. More 

fundamentally, the Commission's report had e.xposed the Kingston Penitentiary's utter failure to adopr a 

plan of rehabilitation for its inmates. The Commission urged a greater emphasis on convict education. 

more religious instruction, the removd ofjuveniles and the insane to separate institutions. and the 

building of a prison library. The dismal early years of the Kingston Penitentiary had esemplified the core 

of what was wrong with the new prison. There was now a rcalization that ncw approaches must bc tried, 

an awareness that began with the confrontation of the Kingston Penitentiary's problems. "[Wl hile early 

penitcntiary discipline was directed towards breaking the convict so that he could be made anew, 

reformers in the 1840's stressed the ne& for kindness as weli as stem measures in redeerning the 

inhabitants of the prison. This shift in emphasis came amid a humanitarian reaction against what many 

people felt were punitive excesses in the operation of the Provincial ~enitentiary."' 

1 John Beattie. rlttitudes Townrds Crime and Punishment in Upper Canada, 1830-1850: -4 Docuntentary 
Study, (Working Paper of the Centre of Criminology, Toronto: University of Toronto Centre of 
Criminology, 1977), 156. Evidence of First Report of the Brown Commission, 1848 
' Calder, The Federal Penitentiary System in Canada, 19-26 



By the 18707s, word of the Irish Crofton system spread internationally and Canadian oficials 

became fascinated with its features. Abandoned by Irish authorities by the end of the 18707s,' but newly 

rediscovered overseas, the Crofion system. which will be discussed more fdly later in the chapter. 

combined features of the old competing separate system and congregate systems popular in the United 

States. It also evoked featwes ofiiit- iriüen'lial British system in place at Pentontille whereby convicts 

began their sentences with a period of sepante confinement.' What captureci tlic imagination of reformcrs 

was the reformative cthos that it embodied. the irnpressive criminoiogical language it einployed and the 

h o p  that it suggested. In America, Crofion's system helped to k i t  many esisting reformative programs 

into -'an elaborate reformatory pr~grarn."~ Calder has argued that the Crofton system "ws in many 

ways an embodiment of optimism in the pend field .... For the Inspectors the decade of the 1860's was a 

time for hope rather than despondency, at least as far as the penitentiary was concerned.. . . As a decade 

that in many ways constituted 'a high water mark of the doctrine of progress in die Province of Canada,' 

the 1860's were eminently hospitable to the Crofion system. i tself hailed as an important advance in (hc 

treatment of convicts."' 

On the provincial level. the impetus for change was there. and thanks to the prosperity of the first 

half of the 187O's, as well as a new activist premier. so was the money. At the tirne of Ontario Premier 

Oliver Mowat's selection in 1872. the provincial treasury enjoyed a surplus of somc five million dollars. 

High revenues and low esqxnses combined with an advantageous federal gant  system geared towards 

Ontario's large population as well as a greatly dcveloped municipal social infrastructure gave the 

provincial government the ability to spend. In Mowat's words. "using the moncy ... for building and 

enlarging our public institutions, giving increased accommodation for the deaf. the dumb. the blind. the 

' McKelvey, American Prisons, 1 13 
' See Sean McConville, A Histoty ofEngiish Prison Administration, volume 1, 1750-1877, (London: 
Routeledge, 1981). also see Radzinowin, The Emergence of Penal Policy 

McKelvey, Arnerican Prisons, 78- 79 
"alder, The Federal Penitentiary System in Canada, 48-50. While Calder has emphasized the positive 
çffect the Croflon ideology had at Kingston. my own research has suggested a more negative vicw of its 
impact. At Kingston, as MI1 be seen in a later chapter, the idealism of the Crofion system translated into 
nothing more noble than addition of a punisiunent block, in effect the ernploymcnt of a perpetual first 
stage treatment for the troublesome inmates. 



insane, etc.. . . commend themselves to the humanity of the people."' But the two facilities that were 

opened by Ontario were not built with provincial money aione. The Ontario Central Prison w a s  built in 

1874 with the substantial monetary support of a private consortium, the Canada Car Company. And 

despite the recession at the end of the 1870's. the provincial government opened the Andrew Mercer 

Reformatory for Women with the support of business as well. this tirne posthumously. The estate of 

wealthy Toronto entrepreneur Andrew Mercer, who had lefi no will and no heirs. had reverted to the 

government. Ninety thousand dollars from the one hundreâ thousand dollar Mercer estate was 

appropriated to build the institution that bore his name.' Rejecting calls to simply add a fernale ward to 

the Central Prison. Mowat's govenunent proved its cornmitment to the cost of institution building \vas 

lasting. By ensuring, however. that in each case thçre was some extemal support for the new prisons. 

Mowat aiso revealed his government's circumspection. It was not so convinced in the neeà for new 

prisons as to shoulder the burden alone. 

In thc 1870's and 1880's new ideas about prison reform were making their way to Ontario. The 

National Prison Association was establishecl in the United States in 1870. Its founding congress in 

Cincinnati was attended by Canadian delegates. As described by McKelvey. it was an esciting moment of 

idealism and liope: 

in their enthusiasm for the ideal they rose above the monotony of four gray 
walls, men in stripes shuffling in lockstep, sullen faces starhg through the 
bars, coarse mush and coffee made of bread crusts, m c d  sentries staking the 
walls. They forgot it al and voted for their remarkable dechration of 
principles: society is responsible for the reformation of criminals; education, 
religion, and industrial training are valuable aids in this undertaking; 
discipline should build rather than destroy the self-respect of each prisoncr.. . .3 

More significantly for Ontario. in 1887 the National Prison Association hefd its annual congress in 

 oro ont o.' In the wake of the American conferences. federal prison Inspecter John Moylan "believed that 

Canada should adopt the best features of prison systems elsewhere."' In 1876, Kingston's Warden 

1 Splane. Social Welfare in Ontario, 1 1- 13. It is interesting to note that prisoners were not a popular 
enough cause to commend to the people's humanity by name, hence their discreet inclusion in the "etc." 
' $90,000. of the $100,000 estate was used to build the Mercer Reformatory. See Splane. 168-69 

McKelvey, Anterican Prisons, 89-9 1 
4 Calder, The Federal Penitentiary System in Canada, 199-200 

Cited in Calder The Federtrl Penitentiary System in Canada, 199-200 



Creighton toured American state prisons to e.uamine profitable forms of labour, as did his successor 

Warden Lave11 in 1892.' 

A Portrait of  Three Prisons 

The Cenrral Prison was more than just a prison, it was an investment: in money and in faith. From its 

inception, the Central Prison had a high profile, and tremendous pretensions to go along with it. At the 

time of its opening in 1874, business interests had spent a hundred thousand dollars outfitting its 

workshops and the province, a hundred and fifty thousand dollars more. The Central Prison was intended 

to be the first of a network of intermediate prisons across the province. Once its great potential was made 

manifest it was to be joined by the Eastern and Western Prisons. These hture prisons. which were never 

built. were to follow the Central's e.uample of profitable labour. 

The Central Prison was an institution built in partnership with private industry. designed not 

only to rehabilitate criminals through the performance of skilled labour but to makc the province a profit. 

At the Central Prison. capitalism and idealism were meant to go hand in hand. The province expected 

the prison to meet these high e.vpectations. and the prison in turn e.vpected the inmates to make it happen. 

More sophisticated than a jail, however. the Central Prison could also never escape the fact that it was far 

from being a m e  reformatory and that it was anything but a viable business. To their peril. the inmates, 

too. could not and would not play the role of skilled workers. No amount of money. creativity or ideology 

could overcome all the depressing realities of incarceration: poor food, confinement. sickness. 

punishment. And no amount of investment, apparently, could make a prison profitable either. The 

Ontario Central Prison is remembered as a notorious institution. firstly, as a notoriously brutal prison 

and. secondarily, as a notorious financial failure.' 

And yet the Central Prison was also ahead of its time. Convict labour at the Central Prison was 

meant to be more than meaningless drudgery. While mindlessly breaking stone at the Kingston 

Penitentiary and doing laundry at the Mercer Reformatory were hallmarks of the convict job e-uperience. 

' Calder, Tlte Federal Penitentiary System in Canada, 286 Very little came of their efforts. 
' For an account of the brutality at the Central Prison as well as a history of the institution. see Peter 
Oliver, "A Terror to Evildoers: The Central Prison and the 'Criminal Class' in Late Nineteenth-Centur). 
Ontario" in R Hall et a/. , eds. Patterns ofthe Past: Interpreting Ontario 's History (Toronto: Dundurn 
Press, 1988) 



officiais at the Central Prison always had more arnbitious plans in mind. Inmates were to be taught 

trades. and to perform skilled industrial labour, work that would prepare them for well paying jobs on the 

outside. Bcing able to carry out this kind of work required the prison to be filled with complex. heavy 

and expensive machinesr, supenised and maintaineci by expensive free labour. For forty years, the prison 

was a hallmark of the govemment's. and to a certain e.xtent al1 of Ontario society's, faith in the financial 

and rehabilitative value of productive prison labour. Successive failures never stopped the 

e.uperimentation. Like any strong belief, the faitli in the value of prison labour produced both benefit and 

brutality. Determination brought with it money. creativity and decades of patience. but also frustration, 

misery, loss. In the case of the inmates. it created much suBering. a factor for which the Cenual Prison is 

best known. When placed into the larger context of the prison system in Ontario. ironically, the Central 

Prison emerges as an ill-fated. but neveriheless bold, ç'rpcriinent. Day to ciay realitics howevcr did not 

reflect the grander side of this vision. The prison was forever hovering on the edge of disaster and always 

scarching for solutions. The atmosphere at the Central Prison was tense, a reality by which inrnate Iifc 

and culture was bound to be shaped. 

At the Andrew Mercer Reformatory for Women, however, ihere never much soul-searching ovcr 

what labour the convicts would perform or much thought a h u t  equipping them with skilled vocations to 

take back with them to thc outside world. Whilc the men at the Central were k i n g  tx-ained for careers. 

women at the Mercer were k ing  treated to Iiomedife, Mercer Reformatory style. And convicts soon 

discovered that they were living in a household with a lot a dirty clothes. "E.uperience lias proved that. 

for many rcasons." Superintendent M a q  Jane O'ReiIly reflected near the end of her career. "laundry 

work is one of the most suitable employments for OUT women."' But washing, much likc everythmg else 

at the Merccr Reformatory, was never as benign as it seemed. As exhausting as breaking stone, tasing 

and bmtaiizing at every turn, it has been said by Priestley that laundry work was the hardest work of al1 

in prison.2 It was to this lot that most female convicts in Ontario were fated. Ail able-bodied women. 

more than 60 percent of the total inrnate population, were e.vpected to report to the laundy room, where, 

t Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1898, 7 
' Philip Priestley. Victorinn Prison Lives, 14 1 



on a typical year, an awesome average of 240,000 pieces of washing were completed by only about 40 

inmates.' More feeble inmates were engageci in sewing and knitting. By 1915. with the advent of 

wartime labour shortages. some power machines were purchased, but only in the sewing rooms. Al1 the 

washing at the Reformatory was done as before, by hand.' 

On the face of it, the Andrew Mercer Reformatory for Women was a revolution;w institution. 

Opened in 1880. it was the first separate facility for women in Canada. It was aiso distinguished by. and 

somewhat controversial. for the fact that it was run almost entirely by women. A small institution. it rarely 

housed more than 90 inmates. and the two superintendents in the period of study probably knew \i?ually 

cvery resident by name. Priding itself more as a Reformatory than a prison, the Mercer attempted to 

break away from a punitive identity. At the crus of its approach was the matemalistic ideology that 

inspired its employees. It was believed that the women of the middle class who were in charge of the 

institution would possess a special kind of compassion towards die socially outcast. Indeed. the Mercer 

refcrred instead to itself as a home, facilitated by "attendants." not mards, populated by "residents" rather 

than prisoners, and in the charge of women who purportedly saw themselves more as mothers than as 

superintendents. 

Housing mostly prostitutes, vagrants, public drunkards and not many violent or property 

criminals, the Mercer was geared to the ueaunent of moral offenders. As such. it was a place that 

cmphasized a profoundly moral agenda. While the goals of the Centrai Prison may have been overly 

ambitious, namely to teach the men imprisoned there skilled vocations, they were at least tangible. The 

Kingston Pcnitentiary was satisfied mcrely to confine. The Mercer claimed instead to foçus more on the 

minds. characters, even the souls of the women under its charge. The treatment of women in the Mercer 

was tied up in the prevailing contradictions regarding female crime and conduct. Shame lurked behind 

the regirne's cvery plan, shame that women were committing crimes and shame that a women's prison 

had to built in the first place. It was this combination of ernotions that complicated the Mercer's 

rehabilitative agenda and both coloured and obscured the institution's public persona. And hence, its 

' See for e.uample, Annual Report, Mercer Reformatoq, 1890, 102 
karolyn Suange, The Velvet Glove: Maternalistic Refom ut the Andrew Mercer Ontario ReJornratory 
for Fernales, (M.  A. Thesis, University of Ottawa, l983), 8 4 



objectives were executed more allegorically than other prisons. Thanks to metaphors. the language of 

rehabilitation could be beautifirl, but the reality was not. In effect. the unsavory pas& of these women. ail 

their sins from the outside world, would be "washed away." The unpleasant place of this purification 

would be the laundq room. 

At die Kingston Penitentiary. there was no comples machinery to capture one's imagination and 

no domestic cuphemisms to soften the image of punishment. There was no magic to daule. no 

hyperboles to jus@ and no dreams to disappoint. Inmates at the Kingston Penitentiary were surrounded 

by stone- in a physical sense by the stone that made up the walls of the institution and by the stone they 

worked with p e d o ~ s l y  and unremittingly c v e ~  day. and in a spiritual sense by the stone-hcarted attitude 

of the officials who placeâ them in captivity. There was precious little desire for reform at die Kingston 

Penitentiary. Convicts entering the facility in 19 14 were greeted by the same conditions that had 

prevailed forty years and even eighty years earlier. Cells remained tiny. classification came to naught and 

new types of labour were scarcely thought of. The only innovation in the period was the construction of a 

large segregation unit within the prison, which was more of a harkening back to an cven more punitive 

time than a step closer towards rehabilitation. Self-consciously isolated fiom the refonnist 

eqxrimentation of the 1870's. there was nothing new or forward looking about the Kingston Penitentiary. 

It was a time-capsule wrapped up in stone. a tomb of isolation fiom the outside world. 

Strip away ail the half realized theories and reformist aspirations and thcre is only one reality 

Mt :  confinement. It is thc most basic function of any prison. With its single-minded cmphasis on 

security, wvith its monotonous routine and mindless work, uith its tiny cells, and reliance on isolation. this 

\vas more true at the Kingston Penitentiary than anywhere else. With its focus on non-commercial stonc 

work and its repudation of conventional reformers. oficials at the Kingston Penitentiary effectively cut 

their institution off from dealings with the outside world. Confinement there \vas as much a physical 

state of being as it was a state of rnind. 

Bigger was not necessarily better and older was not necessarily wiser. Kingston \vas populated 

by many of the hardest criminals in the Dominion, convicted of the worst offenses, serving long sentences 

ranging from two years to lifc. That it was staflred by an underpaid, unprofessional and dissatisfied staff 



made matters even more difficult. It was a tension-filled environment where the options of violence. 

escape and outright mutiny were ever appealing to the inmates, and often esercised. Curing crime or even 

curing alcoholism, inculcating the i d e  with the habits of industry or imbuing its inmates with a love of 

morality and a hatred of evil were hardly at issue. Nobody e.upected or required the Kingston Penitentiary 

to perform any miracles and it did not. Unlike the more recently invented provincial facilities. it was not 

dispcnsable and thercfore it had little to prove. Security was accordingly the mundane priority of the 

Kingston Penitentiary, which. under the circumstances. was itseif a goal chat proved to be elusive. 

The Kingston Penitentiaq \vas built rougNy half a century before the Central Prison and the 

Mercer Reformato- began their quisotic journeys of pend e'ipçrimentation. While change. rcfonn. and 

philosophy were the by-words of thesc two smaller provincial facilities. the Kingston Penitentiaxy. 

looming hugely like a impregnable limestone fortress on the Kingston harbor. was run as conservatively 

as it looked: its priority was stability and the result was a solid and even stolid endurance. Things moved 

slowly at the Kingston Penitentiary. changes took time. creative solutions were scarcely tliought of. and 

the simplest course often took precedence. Originality was a l w r y  better left to the supervisors of the 

smalt-time prisons holding minor delinquents serving their brief sentences. Tlic provincial regimes could 

selectively emuiate whatever aspects of the Kingston Penitentiary they chose. and draw kudos for those 

conditions of its regime they purported to reject. They were modified, pretlified and polished up for a 

provincial audience. but in the end they were only reproductions of somcthing much bigger. The Ontario 

Central Prison had justifiably earned a reputation for its tougli regime of hard labour, but its gruff e-uterior 

conwrcniently Iiid its off-beat cialliance with vocational training. The Andrew Mercer Reformatory for 

wvomen, in contrast, consciously wrapped itself in the language of humanitarianism, but the end product 

was a purgatory of endless laundry washing. The newly invented provincial institutions had no choice but 

to at least publicly prove and defend themselves, or clse revert to the lowly status of jails, and what better 

mode1 to emuiate than the impregnable penitentiary. But the Kingston Penitentiary was no imitation; it 

wvas for better or for wvorse the real thing. 



The Effect of Design 

In the physical sense, the three institutions could not have looked more different. Their unique designs 

provided dramatic proof of their distinct philosophies. The unobtnisively domestic facade that the 

Mercer Reformatory presented to the public reflected the ferninine brand of rehabilitation it had in mind 

for its female inmates. The Ontario Central Prison for men presented a menacing and imposing face to 

the public. It had a huge front yard with a large fountain in its center. A long walkway Icd up to an 

imposing tower flanked by twin cell blocks on either side. The prison was entered via a huge steel 

gateway. The Centrai Pcison not only sought to look as prison-like as possible. its e.utrovertcd design 

reflected its status as an important civic monument and as fearful place of deterrence.' The Kingston 

Penitentiary for its part was massive enough not to have to put on any pretenses. At the time of its 

establishment some forty years earlier, the Penitentiary had been built so solidly. so impenetrably and so 

massively that its very physical structure seemed to thwart al1 who sought to alter and modernize it. 

The Mercer Reformatory for one sought to create as discret a profile as possible. It was 

designed to look like a large mansion rather than a prison. The blucprints of the prison reflected a desire 

to present an understated presence: 

The outside of the building will be of red brick, tuck pointed, with white and 
black bricks interspersed in the arches and string courses, cut stone heads and 
sills and doors and windows, and cut stone plinth round die main building. 
The Modem or Gothic style of architecture has k e n  adopted, which will have 
vev  little of the gloomy or prison-like aspect.' 

Ostçnsibly diis design was motivated out of dcsire not to unduly fnghlen the women to bc incarcerated 

there. but while the building may have presented a friendly. residential face to the outside. it was eveq 

inch a prison on the inside. Perhaps, too, the institution's low profile was a response to the lack of public 

' ~ h e  19 1 1 design of the Toronto General Hospital, now the wing facing College Street, included an 
additional e.xpense of $75,000 to be spent on specially cast beige bricks. The original bricks that were 
planned would have made the hospita1 look t w  obviously institutionai. See Michel Bliss, A Canadian 
11.lillionaire: The Li fe and T ~ ? ? J ~ S  of Sir Joseph Flavelle, Bart. 1858- 1939. Bliss docs not mention how 
much the hospitai's close resemblance to the infamous Central Prison figured in the Iiospital trustees' 
decision to spend the additional money. But it must also have been a factor. 

Annual Report, Mercer Reformatoty, 1879, 193-194 



consensus on the need for a separate women's facility.' About the only public agreement was that the 

imprisonrnent of women should be kept as cheap as possible. Prison Inspector .J. W. Langmuir's promisc 

that a separate facility for women would be "of a far less costly character than for males"' was probably 

the single most persuasive argument that enabled the prison to built at alL3 In any case. it would have 

been illogical for an institution built for marginal women to possess a grand e.xterior appearance. They 

could not have merited an important public building. Thercfore, the Mercer did not capture the public 

imagination in the same way that the notorious Centrai Prison did. The Mercer \vas lefi alone. to languish 

in either inmerence or tacit support. and the almost purposeiùl obscurity of the Mcrcer was more 

responsible for this fact than anything eIse. In contrast to the grand extenor of thc Central Prison. and thc 

fortress-like accouterments of the Kingston Penitcntiary, the Mercer Reformatory for Women's apologetic 

exterior aptiy personifled its status as a house of shame. 

In the 1870's. the Kingston Penitentiary was not a modem facility. and for the next forty years it 

mostly stayed that way. Decade after decade of reports lamented the smallness of the inmate cells. which 

wcre only hvo feet three inches wide. eight feet long and about six and a half feet high. Starting in 1883. 

Inspector Moylan callcd for their demolition on "humanitarian and sanitaq" grounds.' By 1885. still 

unheeded. he went on to describe them in stronger languagc as "tombs or sepulchers" rather than cells. 

"Thcy were planned a hakentury ago. when but littie heed was paid to the well-being of the unfortunate 

convict from either a physical or moral point of view." He urged their replacement.5 Inspector Stewart for 

one characterized the old cells as "perhaps the best illustration of mediaeval prison arrangement that 

esisted in any civilizcd country." He drew special attention to the doors of the old cells. "king of flat iron 

bars encnisted wvith repeated coats of black vamish- the accumulation of more than a half a century- 

dmost entirely escluding light, and prevcnting ventilation and s~rveillance."~ Construction of larger cells 

' Carolyn Strange argues that part of the rcason the Mercer Reformatory fadeci to escape its pend identity 
was due to a lack of public support for the institution. Sec Carolyn Strange. "The Criininal and Fallen of 
their Sex," 8 1 
' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1874.2 

The need to save money is not always the best ideological motivation. 
' Annual Report, Kingston Pe~tentiary. 1883, 15 
5 Annual Report, 1885, Kingston Penitentiary, ssiii 
6 Annual Report. 1902. Kingston Penitentiary, 9-10. The cclls had justifiably earned thcir reptations for 
k i n g  like coffrns. In 1903, the Inspectors provided more description in an effort to quicken the pace of 



did not begin, however, until 1888.' It was performed exclusively by convict labour and hence it went 

slowly.' 

By 1898. after ten long years of struggle. Inspecter Stewart was able to report that one third of 

the cells had been remodeled. He called the remaining old cells a "scandal" and a "disgrace w hich has 

attached to the penitcntiary." He decried the fact that they were dangerously short of air, were improperly 

lighted and unsanitary.' It was not until 1902. however, that the second of the three ce11 wings began 

their enlargement. How much of an improvemenî. though. were the new south and west wing cells? 

They were larger. but not by much. They were five feet wide, nine feet long, and eight feet sis inches 

high." 

By 1897. in order to avert the risk of riots and conspiracies, al1 meals were k ing  taken 

individually in the cells and hence convicts wcre spending more tirne locked up than ever before. A 19 14 

Royal Commission came away far from impressed: 

in the interior constmction, what is known as the Auburn system has been 
closely followcd. The ce11 blocks are in the centre, with the corridors on the 
outside. The chief argument in favour of the inside ce11 is the added security 
which two walls, or sets of bars, afford. Frorn the hygienic standpoint, outside 
cells are to be preferred, as they are more easiIy ventilated and have direct 
sunlight instead of king lightcd from the c o r r i d ~ r . ~  

the ceil replacement. "The narrow bed. when down" the inspectors wrote, "occupied the whole cell. 
escept a foot or two at the door, where the convict stood while he unhooked his bed from its fastenings in 
the wall. They were dark and unventilated escept through the wide flat bars of the door at one end and a 
grated aperture at the other. Often the inmates suffered severely from the draughts which were 
unavoidable accompaniments of so primitive a means of ventilation." (Annual Report, Kingston 
Penitentiary, 1903, .ni). 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitenliary, 1886. .w 
' Indeeâ, in a climate of labour union protest, finding any such uncontentious employment for the 
chronicaily idle convicts was a point in the project's favour. (Kingston Penitentrary, Annual Report. 1903, 
mi). 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1898, xiv 
' Each new ce11 had a rudimentary iron water closet, rather than a wooden bucket, was lighted by 
electricity, and had a folding wire bed, a folding table and a stationary wire shelf. The iron folding bed 
was a further space enliancer and more sanitary than îhe old straw mattresses; the old cells were too small 
to accommodate such a mechanism. Beiter air circulation was presumably achievecl by a ventilated sink 
and a fou1 air vent pipe which ran to a ventiduct under the roof of the wing. These srnall additional 
amenities were more nccessary than beforc. however. because convicts were spending more tirne in their 
cells than they were previously. 

Canada, Scssional Paper No. 256. Report of the Royal Commission on Penitentiaries (Appointed to 
Investigate the State and ltlanagement of the Kingston Penitenfia~), (Ottawa, 19 l1), 7 



The commissioners had asnitely noticed that security had been every bit as important a consideration as 

humanitarianism. Great thought had in fact been given to making the cells more escape proof. They 

were equipped with more solid doors and with Nly mechanized opening devices which enabled the ceHs 

to be unlocked or locked al1 at once from a central location. Individual cells could also bc opened or 

closcd without interferïng with the other ones as well. The corridors were also isolated from the dome, a 

favoured if ovcrly dramatic escape route. by iron barriers, estending from floor to ceiling.' 

Upon his retirement in 1 894. Inspecter James Moylan filed an angry annual report. Taking die 

rather drastic step of voicing his opinions in a public document. he placed blame at the feet of the clerk of 

works for the slow Pace of constmction. the warden for tire disastrous state of the fann. openly feuded with 

the surgeon over the prison's chronically impure drinking water, in fact found fault wvith the entire 

management of the penitentiary. But more than just foçusing on certain issues and officiais though. hc 

was filled with bittemess at the general slow pac;: of change at Kingston. and at the fact that year after 

year his recommendations had continually ken  overlooked. ' 
By the end of the end of a forty year perioci, little of the attitude that Moylan had found so 

frustrating had changed. Only two of the three ceIl blocks had k e n  replaced. The new south and cast 

wings were finally operational in 1898 and 1903 respectively. By 1915, Warden Robert Creighton, whosc 

father John had presided over a scarcely different penitentiary back in 1875. was gearing up for the long 

battle to replace the remaining north wing. There \vas much more work to be done. The Asylum ceils 

still remained at a wiidth of hvo feet four inches wide. The female prison, still housed in tire penitentiq 

' Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1898.3; Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1903.. mi-xwii 
' "[Tlhe impomnt works projected and sanctioned by the late Ministcr, four years ago. are making very 
slow progrcss. 1 refer to the enlargement of the prison wings and cells, the building of a new female 
prison, a criminal insane asylum and cottages for the keepers and guards. 1 have been of the opinion, for 
many years, that the large amount of convict labour available is not utilized as fdly and advantageously as 
it should be. and to this fact 1 have frequently called the warden's attention. 1 consider that much more 
work , cornparatively. is done at St. Vincent de Paul and Dorchester, and even at ihe two small 
penitentiaries in the distant West .... The former and present warden very ofien complained of [the clerk 
of work'sl want of system and judgment in canying on the works of this institution. He had constantly 
too many "irons in the fire," doing something at this job and a little at another, and taking a long rime to 
finish any.... The years it took to finish the prison of isolation. the little progress made towvards the 
building of a criminal insane asylurn, and the enlargement of the prison wings, and cells, the unfinished 
state of the water tower, so many years in the course of erection, the failure to make even the most remote 
preparations for the building of a female prison and officer's quarter's, go to show that the trades' 
deparunent require reform." Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1894, ?Mi 



basement. had not been moved to a separate building despite decades of planning and papenvork. Efforts 

to improve sanitation and the water supply had come to little. and the prison f m  was undercultivated 

and unkempt. A Royal Commission in 1914 had just published a scathing account of the physical 

condition of the Kingston Penitentiary. It was essentially the sarne antiquateci, conservative facility tiiat it 

had been forty years before. 

Labour and Rebabilitation 

Choosing an appropriate prison industry, one that was practical, rehabilitative and remunerative and one 

that would at the same time keep convicts occupied, productive and safely secured, proved to be a 

formidable task. Running a successiùl business was difficult enough, but adding to it the special 

dcmands and constraints of a prison environment made the assignrnent nearly impossible. Al1 thrce 

institutions had logical and compelling reasons for their choices of convict labour. At the Central Prison. 

inmates would be lrained to operate complex machines, and hence prepared for good facton jobs while 

earning their keep while in prison. At the Mercer Reformatory. officiais conceded that laundry work \vas 

llardly an elevating esperience, but it \vas seen as a suitable job for women and it brought money into thc 

institution. And at Kingston. limestonc was abundant. simple to quarry. always useh1 and was easy to 

sell. 

Whether the choice of labour was idcalistic or e.upedient, however. it always ended up k i n g  

controversial. Various investigations may have embarrassed govemments and tamislied the reputations 

of the prisons, but prisoners always ended up suffering the most. The more the Central Prison failed to 

make a profit, the more inmates were made the scape-goats. At the Mercer Rcformatory. convicts 

e.xperïenced the miscries of the laundsr room, a place of drudgery punctuated with tension and violence. 

As for Kingston inrnates, they risked their health and their very lives in the stone quarries. When their 

dreadful working conditions were finally e.xposed to the public, it caused a rninor furor. 

The ambitious plan to create the Central Prison required money, optimism and the business 

associates with the prominence to make the vision of rehabilitative capitalisrn come me. ' By August of 

I The Centrai Prison tmmpeted its use of convict labour with great fanfare. But the idea of productive 
prison labour itsclf was aiso neither as new nor progressive as it sounded. It had b e n  tried before in the 
provincial jail system, with abysmal results. As discussed in the introduction, the 1860's and the 1870's 



- -  - -  - 

were decades of penological reform. But as Oliver has argued in his own research on the Central Prison. 
its the origins were in many ways rooted farther back in the conservative Ontano of the 1840's and that 
many initiatives of the 1870's were the culmination of a decades-long search for a more orderly soçiety. 
(Oliver, "A Terror to Evil-Doers," 2 10) Oliver reasoned, too. that Langmuir, the architect of the Central 
Prison. was little interested in the refonnist renaissance happening around him. 

[ï'lhroughout his inspectorate until he retired in 1882, his reports o f f i  few 
hints that he was conversant with intamational penological ideas. in the 
1860's îhe pre-ConMeration Board of inspectors had enricheci their reports 
\\;,th discussions of foreign developments, whiIe their vision of central prisons 
inciuded the mobilization of a full penitentiaxy-style rehabilitative apparatus. 
On occasion Langmuir's reports employai some measure of rehabilitativc 
rhetoric but always in the context of deterrence and punishment. Most 
significantly, Langmuir's reports offèr little sense of familiarity wi th the 
growuig international literature on crime and punishment, nor do they suggest 
a reflective rnind at work. (Oliver, "A Terror to Evil Doers," 2 10) 

The apparently progressive convict labour regime planned for the Centrai Prison would bc 
inexorably intertwined with this more basic. and more old-fashioned need for d g a t i o n .  Accordingly. 
prison labour was meant to provide a stinging antidote to the lazy habits Iearned by memkrs of the 
criminal class. while simultaneously terrifying them with its prospect. (Oliver. "A Terror to Evil Doers," 
2 15) 

By the 1860's. Ontario's Inspectors recognized that the term labour was not e~plicitly punitive 
enough. They urged specifically for "penal" labour. (Canada, Sessional Papers, 1866, no. 6, p. 37). In 
1865, W. H. Draper. Chief Justice of the Common PIeas, reported to the Proviricial S e c r e w  that he 
rcceived 

Gquent representations from Sheriffs, that they found it e;utremely ditricult to 
carry into effect in the County Gaols sentences of imprisonment coupled with 
hard labour, with few exceptions, such sentences are not camied into effect 
and the ordained impnsonment at hard labour degenerates into confinement 
with certain tri!le occupations such as cutting and carrying firewood. 
Systcmatic mployment of convicts appears to exist only in the Provincial 
Penitmtiary- and thus the convicts are a useIess burden on the community, 
contributing nothing to theu own support and they are moreover but too well 
aware, that unless they are sent to the Penitentiary the sentence of hard labour 
is a rnerely idle form of words .... M a n y  offenders will escape with 
inadquate punishment, a heavy and most unprofitable burden will continue to 
be cûst upon the community and there will not be that wholesome dread of 
punishrnent which might operate to check the repetition and increase of crime. 
(NAC, Provincial Secreiary Papers, Justice W. H. Draper to Provincial 
Secretary, Nov. 13, 1865. Cited in Oliver, "A Tenor to Evil-Doers," 2 1 1-2 12) 

In 1868, his first year on the job. Inspecter J.W. Langmuir identifid the need for a more overtly punitive 
regimcn of labour in the provincially-run institutions: 

This most important branch of Prison discipline, is almost, if not altogether, a 
drrad letter in the common gaols of this Province; with the exception of what 
may be termeci "occasional jobs" there is no recognized or defined systern of 
hard or pend labor. Nohvithstanding this, in our Recorders and Police Courts 
is daily vritnessed the solemn farce of sentencing criminals to confinement for 
a certain period to the Common Gao1 nith irard labor. That this most 
unfortunate state of things in our prison administration is productive of the 
very worst results, does not admit of a doubt. (Annul Report of lnspector of 
Prisons &c., 1 868-9,2-22. For an account of Langmuir's career, see Richard 
Splane, Social Wevare ira 0r~tan.o. 1 79 1- 1893. Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1965). 

This cry for more severity was matched in the press. In response to Langmuir's initiai attempts to create 
an intermediate prison in 1868, the Toronto Globe suggested that there was no reason why "crimimis 
should not be made to clear the streets of our cities, if necessary with bal1 and chain, and why they should 



1 872, the govemment had put together a seven and a half year contract, wi th an option for renewal, with 

the Canada Car Company, a consortium made up of the some of the most respected names in the business 

community. The company's prduct was as prestigious as the names of its shareholders. Railway cars at 

that time were built as showpieces. cach one k i n g  practicaily a work of art. Assembling them entailcd 

complex mechanics, fine carpentry and skilied metalworking. It was precisely the elevating and 

educational kind of work that the prison designers had envisioned. Indeed, if the province had wanted to 

prove its point about the Mrtues of prison labour, it could not have picked a more ostentatious product. 

The new Central Prison, to be opencd by January 1874. would be financed and built to the company's o\m 

specifications. To start. the government would earn cents a day for the labour of each prisoner, with 

the wage increasing to si.* cents a day by the contract's end.' These were high wages. Not even the 

long term prisoners at the Kingston Penitentiaq earned their keepers more than forty cents per &y. By 

the time the prison opened the Canada Car Company had spent a hundred thousand dollars oiittïtting the 

prison, with the province adding a hundred and fïfly thousand more. 

For ten glorious months, oflïcials congratulateci the convicts for their good work. The 

l m o n i o u s  relations between the hvo sides ended abruptly and permanendy with the Company's 

bankruptq. In that short period of timc, the consortium had rnanaged to lose over a quarter of million 

dollars. The government also fared badly. On top of its construction costs. it had failed to collect a 

penny in wages for the convicts' work, and was fiirthennore compelled to pay over $15.000 in damages to 

the company in an out-of-court settlement. For al1 the e.upenditures, too, the venture had failed to keep the 

majority of prisoners from idleness. Out of a population of 304 inmates, the largest number of prisoners 

ever actually employed by the company was 183. By the end only 3 1 were working2 Unlike the car 

company, too, the province could not simply walk away from a bad business decision. Prisoners had to be 

housed whether they made the govenunent money or  not. Indeed, it would be forty years, at the time of 

the institution's closing, bcfore the province could do what any business would have had the freedom to do 

not be provided with at least so hard work as many an honest, desening man has had to go through." 
(Toronto Globe, November 13, 1869, cited in Oliver, "A Terror to EMl-Doers," 210). 
1 Annual Report, Central Prison, 1877. p. 76 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1875, p. 59 



at any time. Unfortunately, it wodd take that long for any optimism to be felt at the Centrai Prison 

again. ' 
These private imtants came to a head in the rnost public mariner possible when, in the wake of 

the company's bankruptq, the government was forced in 1876 to appoint a Royal Inquiry into the "Valuc 

of Prison Labour." Headed by the noted American prison warden Zebulon Brockway, the commission 

perrnanently removed any delusions the government might have had about the profitability of prison 

industry. At the heart of its argument was the fact that forced labour could never be equated with free 

labour.' Prison labour. the commissioners concluded. could therefore only be worth one third the value of 

free labour. At a contemporary average of one dollar per day this wage worked out to only 37 cents. not 

the 50 to 60 cents stipulated in the contract. Commissioners also took note of the fact that no employer 

could have full control of a prison workforce, having to divide its authority with the government. They 

also acknowledged the reality that the agreements failed to account for economic downtums, forcing 

contractors to continue paying for prison labour whether they needed it or n ~ t . ~  

' The reason that success was so short-lived at the Centfal Prison was that convict labour in Ontario never 
made economic sense. American institutions like Detroit rnay had been able to produce good profits. but 
they were typically massive affairs, housing close to five thousand inmates each not a paltry 300, seMng 
terms of years and not months. The short sentences made it dificuit if not impossible to teach any kind of 
skilled trade, which under the outside world's apprentice system took up to seven years to accomplish. 
(Annual Report, Central Prison, 1868,G. See also Ontario, Report of the Evidence Taken Before the 
Royal Conrnrission Appointed to Inquire into the Value ofthe Central Prisorr Labour, (The "Brockwa-v 
Conrnrission '7, 1877: a h .  Canada, R o y d  Commission on the Relations of Capital and Labour in 
Canada, 1899). Another key problem was the economy. When the government was drawing up its 
grandiose plans for the Central Prison, railway cars were selling for $700 each; by the fa11 of 1874. they 
were worth $559. The fact tliat the province countered that it "can hardly held responsible for speculativc 
losses accruing before the commencement of the contract" only serveci to prove how litUe appreciation it 
Iiad for the vagaries of business. (Annual Report, CentraJ Prison, 1875, 59). In addition. the slow pace of 
construction at the Central Prison coupled with poor building standards cnppled production. To  counter 
govemment delays, e.utra workers had to brought in at coinpany e.upense to complete the factories. The 
facility was badly designed too. Due to bad drainage, for e.xample, car wheels disintegrated because of 
moisture problems. (Central Prison, Annuai Repon, 1875,62). Prisoners were such sloppy workers that 
the company obtaincd permission to discretely rnix in fke labourers with thc convict population to keep 
production moving. A more extreme company proposal to move inmates off prison premises altogetiier 
and into its Toronto factory was vetoed, however. (Central Prison, Annual Repon, 1875, 49, 58). In the 
end, more prisoners were working as gardeners and in building maintenance ihan in factory work. and by 
thc time the company ceased operation, the Attorney General \vas forced to issue a circular requesting 
judges to stop sentencing convicts to the Centrai Prison until the government found new work for the 
prisoners to do. (Central Prison, Annual Report, 1875, 58-9). 
' Annual Report. Central Prison, 1877,75 

Annual Report, Central Prison, 1877.75 



if profit had been the only motive, it would have made sense for the province to shut d o m  the 

Central Prison immediately. ' The prison continued for another thirty nine years because there were still 

powerful ideological reasons to keep it open and because it was the only alternative to an even more 

1 The inquiry did not come at a good time for the province. By this time the Canada Car Company had 
reorganized and was again contracting the labour of Central Prison inmates. Teetering on the verge of yet 
another bankruptcy. it was at the tirne again pleading inability to pay the governen t  any wvages. The 
inquiry's over three hundred pages of testimony of free workers. foremen, company officiais. guards. 
prison experts, bureaucrats and industrialists was facilitated at many tums by aggressive company lawyers 
and it ruthlessly drove the commission's negative message about prison labour home. Witnesses 
repeatedty recounted how prisoners were incapable or leaniing trades. willfully broke machinery. stole 
tools. set fires and wasted supplies. A Company vice-president described how prisoners had spilled an 
entirc barre1 of varnish on the floor. and how, because of a dispute with a foreman. a convict had causcd 
fifty dollars worth of damage to a machine. Worse, onicials complained. goods that were produced for the 
company were defective. Prison-made pails were one example. "[IJf any considerable weight is put in the 
pail, the lîandle comes off. and the pail goes to picces. This is. 1 think, al1 due to the fact that the men 
have no interest in doing their work as it should be performed." All these arguments conveniently 
justifmi the company's inability to pay for the contracted labour. And yet, other private interests provided 
cornpelling evidence on how they were losing money duc to unfair competition at the Central Prison. E.B. 
Eddy, a leading manufacturer of wooden goods testif~ed. "We do not object to prison labour, but to prison 
labour if obtained for nothing." In view of the company's record of non-payment, he was probably closer 
to the truth than he realized. In the end, the commission came to two seemingly conflicting conclusions. 
neither of thcm good for the province or the prison. On one hand, prison labour was so poor that it was 
not worthy of much payment, and on the other, it was an unfair form of competition with private industry. 
Eddy's remarks were just the begirming of an assault that was led by both industry and the labour 
movement. Testifting at an 1889 royal commission into the relationship between labour and capital. a 
Hamilton broom-rnaker identifiai the Central Prison as a direct cause of the lay-offs in his industry. 
Meanwhile. the product's contractor complained about how this very same product wvas so shoddily 
constmcted that broom handles habituaily came loose and their heads routinely flew off. Citing bad 
workrnanship, contractors reiüsed to pay for the same goods that were apparently putting their cornpetitors 
out of business. (Central Prison Annual Report, 1896. 13; Ontario "Newspaper" Hansurd, 18 February, 
lgOî,2O April, 1900, 5 April, 1895; Canada, Royal Comntission on the Relations of Capital and Labour 
in Canada. 1899. Ontario Evidence, 907; Ontario, Report ofEvidence, Royal Contmission info the Value 
ofLabour al the Central Prison, 1877, 139: Central Prison Annual Report, 1891. 84.) At the same time. 
the labour rnovement lobbied relentiessly against convict labour and the Central Prison in particular. Tlic 
unions arguai from a dinerent perspective than business, but simultaneousIy they confïrmed their 
cornplaints about unfair competition and poor workmanship. Labour publications editorialized against the 
onslaught of "half-skilled, or 'both' workmen" released by the prison, whicb served to lower the standards 
of their respective trades. (Ontario CVorAman, Toronto, vol. 1 ., no. 37, December 26, 1877, 139, Central 
Prison Annual Report. 84.) If prisoners had to be occupied, the editorialists wrote, better to train them as 
doctors and lawyers, and see how the upper class would feel about it. "For why should the meclianical 
elemcnt have to s a e r  d l  the degradation and competition from this lawless class," the Ontario Worknran 
declared, "and pay as largely as any other class in the community for having introduced into the 
mysteries of their crafts.. .?" (Ontario CVorX-man, Toronto, vol. 1 ., no. 3 7, December 26, 1872). When it 
came to running a business, the province was clearly out of its depth. It had failed to make a profit. and it 
had also failed to adequately represent and protect itself against opposing interests. The result was that 
the bargaining position of subsequent contractors was strengthened while public sympathy for the prison's 
quest for reformatory labour rernained at a minimum. These factors al1 combined to senously limit the 
scope of the government's industrial ambitions. 



poorly run jail system. ' With the financial angle diminished, and the promise of vocational training 

permanently derailed dong with the Canada Car Company's railway cars. the punitive value of labour 

was practidly the only publicly justifiable reason the prison had for continuing. When the newly 

outfrtted prison had opened, Company and govenunent officiais celebrated the capabilities of the inrnates. 

1 The apathy and idleness rampant in the jails not only interfered with the province's financial plans but 
it thwarted the most basic function of the criminal justice system: to deter crime. The jails were in 
disarray because there was no system of standards, little capital, and no will to organize. In the decade 
and a half before the establishment of the Central Prison. fnistration had mounted with the inadequate jail 
system. Al1 the jails attempted some form of labour. but the resources and e.upertise were simply not there 
to facilitate their success. Where the local will to excel existed, there were good results. In the Hamilton 
Gaol. for example. during the 1860's- male prisoners were actively breaking Stone. producing inodest 
revenue for the institution, (See for example, h u a i  Report of Inspector of Prisons &c.. 1866. 35). The 
Perth Gaol was similarly singled out in the same period for its clean interior and sound construction, 
hard-working prisoners, and for its in-house production of brooms and other small industrial goods for 
sale. Inactivity \vas not a problem at Perth Gaol, the inspectors happily concluded. (Annual Report of 
Inspector of Prisons &c., 1866, 26). 

It was, however, at the rnajority of the other jails. Local inciifference had created a "vicious and 
demoralizing" system, permeated with an atrnosphere of "vitiating associated idleness" in the jails. 
Hardened by ycars of e.uposure to indolence. far from k i n g  deterred by incarceration. the criminal class 
reputedly came to prize their torpid "sojoums" in the gaols. (Annual Report. 1869- 1870. 4) In 1859 
prison officiais complained: 

if the prison as  it stands is a punishment for any, there is no kind of proportion 
in the punishment, and in spite of the letter of the law and of the sentence of 
the Court, the amount of punishment infiicted depends on the accident of the 
1ocaIity where the sentcnce is carrieci out; in fact, in one prison the discipline 
is severe, in another it is nought; in one prison the accommodation is tolerabIy 
good, in another it is abominable; here the diet is hardly enough to sustain 
life, there it is superabundant; here the prisoners work, there the prisoners 
(those even whom the Courts specially condernn to hard labour) do absolutrly 
nothing; in some prisons breaches of prison discipline are punished, in others 
there is neither discipline nor punishment; in none of our Institutions has there 
k n  established a distributive system of punishments and rewards, in none is 
there a sanitary systcrn based upon rational rules. (Annual Report, 1859, 10). 

The mtngted population of county jails was another obstacle. They were described as k i n g  made 
up of "al1 ages, ranks and crimes," forming, "in tiiesc establishments. an indescribable medley, in the 
midst of which was found unfortunate lunatics, miserable idiots." (Annual Report. 1859. 10) Local 
authorities ran county jails as cheaply as possible; for maximum value, they housed their indigent elderly 
and physically and mentally il1 rcsidents there as well. Provincial inspectors characterized the jails as 
"nurseries of vice, as breeding and educating criminals for the work of preying on society, and as robbing 
the community of the wealth that might have been e m e d  by their inmates, could they but have been saved 
from becoming felons through the baneh1 education thus received." (Annual Report, 1866,2 1-22) The 
province persisteci in attempting to make a profit out of its gaol population, but, in 1869. a typical year, 
out of a populace of 6,379, al1 it had been able to raise was a dismai $1,598.04. or 25 cents per prisoner. 
Wctre. the talents of over 1,000 inrnates who were skilled artisans scarcely made a dent on the earnings. 
Therc was no concerted effort to make use of their abilities. (Annual Report, 1869-1870.4) The 
government sent commissioners to investigate industrial prisons in the United States and were impressed 
with the profit margins achieved there. Prisoners in Albany consistently earned annual profits of ten to 
twenty tliousand dollars for their jurisdiction, while the institution at Detroit, "that monument of perfect 
Prison administration" earned a surplus of over $15,000 in 1868. (Annual Report, 1868-9,5) The jails 
were deemed to be not so much institutions in need of reforrn as missed opportunities for making money. 



The prison's first warden, Captain William Statton Prince, Toronto's former chief of police. marveled at 

the aptitude of the prison workers, their quickness to learn and at the intricacy of the ironwork in 

particuiar.' The foreman of the Lumber Yard joined his colleagues in proclairning the work of the 

convicts to tx "as good as fiee men in ail respects."' Mer  the failure of the Canada Car Company. 

howcver, the focus of the prison had abruptly changed frorn showcasing the natural talents of convicts to 

curing their inherent idleness. 

The economic failure of convict labour allowed the Central Prison to revisit a more basic clement 

of its mandate: detemence. Forcing lazy criminals to put in a hard day's labour did not have to be a 

pleasant business. and the Central Prison soon made a virtue of the fact. In its planning stage. oficials 

had crnphasized the punitive quality of prison indu*: 

While it is very desirable that the labor of prisoners should be of a profilable 
and industrial chamcter, it should never be lost sight of that the primary 
objecr of their incarceration is punisltment/or crime, and that al1 prison 
regulations, government, and discipline should be made subservient to this 
end, no branch of which would have a more wholcsome or deterrent e f f e t  
than the establishment of a proper system of 'hard or pend labor,' not only as 
a means of punishment, in accordance with the actiütl sentence of the court, 
but with a view to the refomation of the prisoners, by inculcating the 
observance of duty and obdience, as well as habits of industry.' 

Officiais retumed to the notion that prisoners were members of a criminal class of degenerate people. 

unaccustomed and unwilling to work. For these convicts, presumably, labour. any type of labour. was a 

punishment. It is not diacult, then, to see how the government could begin to define labour as a kind of 

punishment in itself, and to dole it out as such. Productive prison labour, therefore, whicli was 

mpposedly a modem idea. was in the final analysis a modem way of expressing an old-fashioned v a ~ u e . ~  

- - 

' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1874,45,208 
'Annual Report, Central Prison, 1874.46 
3 Ontario, Annual Report of Inspecter of Prisons &c., 1867,3 
" The Central Prison was the Ontario govemment's answer to al1 its cornplaints about these locally-run 
institutions, but it was a Limited response. Indeed, the Cenval Prison in no way replaced the jail system. 
The gaols contiriued to limp dong. unchanged and unreformed, with virtually the same problems of 
idleness and disorderliness. The Central Prison, then, for al1 its self-promotion, was never the 
embodiment of the ideological revolution it clairneci to be, and it did litde, perhaps even noihing, to 
revolutionize the -stem of provincial incarceration. Moreover, what the province failed to realize was 
that al1 it was really doing a t  the Central Prison was building a larger version of a jail, with al1 its 
incumbent problems. In many ways this served to m a g w  rather than eliminate the diflïculties faced by 
the jails. The Central Prison claimed to be a Reformatory, but ultimately was no more than an 



Along the way, the goal of making a profit through convict labour was subtly downgraded to the 

e.upectation that it wouid at least defiay some of the costs of d n g  the institution. For the remainder of 

its existence. the Central Prison was no longer a business, but it still articulated some of the language of 

commerce. This too, gave the phson a hard edge, but also en& that some of the institution's initial 

creative impulse endured. It still continued to strive for something, no matter how minimal. beyond basic 

incarceration. ' 

e.upcrimenta1 jail. Indeed. much of the situation at the Central Prison remained unchanged from the local 
jails: the inmates were virtually the same inmates who went to jails, the crucial challenge of short 
sentences remained with none k ing  more than two years, and most averaging sis months, and 
incarceration in the narne of commercial enterprise was still incarceration. The crucial distinction 
between the Central Prison and the jails, however. was the level of effort. cash and creativity e.xtended by 
its administrators. This cornmitment is what ultimately made its history unique. 
1 Oficials therefore persisteci in perpetuating the pretense of running a business. They made cvery effort 
to present the financial situation in as positive a light as possible. But even a rudimentary understanding 
of business practices would suggest that the prison wvould hardly have made a success of itself in the world 
of private industry. Exqenses remained high and the output substandard. And so, in 1892. a typical 
year, the prison reported cash receipts of $57.73 1, stock remaining on hand in the value of $46.373. and 
outstanding accounts of $5 1,985. Expenses totaled $49,257 for industry and $60.70 1 for maintenance. On 
the surface it looked as if the prison was at least breaking even. One is force4 liowever. to question how 
realistic the valuation of remaining stock could have been knowing that it mostly comprised of unseIlable 
goods including defective wooden wares, clothing and shoes m a n u f a c t d  at the prison. (Central Prison. 
Annual Report. I 89 1. 84) A h ,  in light of the prison's mediocre output, it is not unreasonable to 
conclude that outstanding accounts frequently stayed that way. In one case, the Masscy-Hams Company 
refuscd to pay for defective ropes made in the prison cordage shop, a $1,592 Ioss to the prison. 
Opposition members in the Ontario legislature gave credence to the company's claims. detailing that "the 
convicts were careless in dieir work. and did not take the trouble to unite ends that became disconnected." 
(Central Prison. Annual Report, 1896, 13; Ontario "Newspaper" Hansard. February 18, 1902. April 20. 
1900; Annual Report. 1891, 83). Ironicaily. this had been an indus@ chosen by prison officiais for its 
simplicity. It was so easy, that it typically employed young children, not grown men. (Central Prison 
Annual Report, 1878,84; 1892,82; Ontario "Newspaper" Hansard, April 5, 1893; Annual Report, 1892. 
81: 1906, x; 1896, 13). A private Company would have stopped making a product that had lost it so much 
money, but the Central Prison needd to show revenues from something. And the cordage shop 
consistently brought in the highest amounts of cash by far. By 1893. for example, the cordage shop 
reported revenues of $42,859, a truly impressive amount. But in a separate chart, it reportcd shocking 
expenses of $59,958, owing mainly to the appalling wastage of materials committed by the convict labour 
force. (Central Prison. Annual Report, 1893, 146). By 1895, the cordage shop was reporting an annual 
loss of close to $60,000, increasing to some $62,000 by 1896, and ultimately ballooning to nearly 
S 100,000 as time progressed. (Central Prison Annual Report, 1895, 10-1 1; 1896,9). In a sirnilar vein. by 
the end of the 1880's the prison was including in its assets $83,065 worth of bricks, comprising an 
amazing quantity of over two million of them. Even more astonishing was the fact that they were so 
misshapen that thcre was no h o p  of ever selling tliem in the open market The new Ontario Legislativc 
Assembly ended up using them to line its interior walls. Planning and money were important. but for any 
enterprise to be profitable, the final product had to be sellable. F o r d  labour performed by unskilled and 
unmotivated workers was not conducive to producing much of value. 



Officiais therefore persisted in the fiction of calculating inrnate salaries because convict earnings 

were a crucial element in j-ng the Central Prison's e.uistence. Uitimately, though, there \vas no way 

that convict labour could be realistically assessed without completely destroying the Mability of an 

industrial institution like the Central Prison. And so like the prison stock. thc worth of convict labour 

rvould be consistently over-valu&. Various odd jobs performed by inmates, for example. were generously 

assessed at fi* cents a day. even afier the Brockway Commission had discounted that figure in the 

prison's first year.' In 1889, officiais had estirnated that brick-making had yielded 47.5 cents a day for 

the work of each prisoner, but this figure was arrived at only by unrealistically including the value of 

unsold bricks.' Indeed, the following year's statistics revealed that the brick yard had made sales of only 

$1,372. but had consumed 24,190 days of work. This calculated into a yield, which of course was never 

acknowledged, of less than six cents a daYa3 

Underlying every industrial decision made at the institution was the fact that employment 

counted more than profits. Layoffs or firings rvere not an option at the Central Prison. Otflcials were 

bound to kçep as many of the prisoners as possible occupieù in some type of industrial work. and from 

this standpoint brick making had been a great success, for it was the single highest occupier of men. For 

prisoners, this mentality drove home the demoralizing message that the quality of their work did not 

count; indced that they w r e  not engaged in respectable or serious labour. Similar considerations kept 

Central Prison managers from discontinuing the high-loss cordage industry. Because there was no final 

product involveci, it was even easier for oficials to infiate the value of building maintenance. baking, 

cooking, clcaning and gardening performed by inmates. which they did, generally listing them as k i n g  

worth fiAy cents a 

- -  - - 

' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1877-84 
' Annuai Report, Central Prison, 1889,89 

A n n d  Report, 1890, 70- 1 
' i.e. Annual Report. 1877, 84. The prison's inability to collect wages from dissatisfied contractors added 
fûrther confusion to what convict labour was supposediy worth. Salary levels stated in contracts 
frequently turned out to be more symbolic than enforceable. Under the terms of the Brandon Management 
Company agreement of 188 1, convicts were suppsed to be earning the government f i f ly cents per ten 
hour day, but the contractor cut the amount d o m  to twenty-five cents, and then refused to ante up even 
that amount. Vcry ofien the province did not even take the trouble to calculate how much the prisoners 
were actually earning. In 19 10, special government investigators were shocked to uncover the fact that, 
from 1903 to 1905, prisoners in the North Shop were earning the government only three-fifths of a ccnt 



And on the rare occasions when orders were successfiilly filled and contractors rvere ready to pay. 

devastating fires at the Central Prison destroyed outputs before any money could bc eamed for them. In 

1888, the entire paint shop burnd d o m ,  consuming a recently completed order.' In 189 1, the binder 

twine factory closed dotvn for seven mon& of reconstruction due to an inferno.- In 1893, work was 

again held up due to the buniing d o m  of ~ o r k s h o ~ s . ~  Whether these fires. seven major ones in ail. 

were mere accidents, or the work of inmate arsonists- there were several convicted specialists in this field 

rcsiding ât the prison- they rendered the issue of salary levels nugatory. Fires however resulted in the 

provision of much-needed prisoner employment, occupying convicts in the rebuilding of the institution. 

This work, in turn. would, ironically, be evaluated at levels higher than the merchandise which the fires 

thcmselves halted production of. Only the perverse logic of a prison environment could endow a fire 

with so many favorable econornic side-eEects4 

per day. Even when the contractor was willing to pay, poor work by prisoners stood in the way, and the 
govcrnmcnt ended up not making as much money as it had planneci. The situation at the broom shop. 
another one of the prison's largest employers. where prisoners were paid by piece, illustrateci the probiem. 
The contractor was so eager to increase production that he was willing to pay a s d l  bonus directly to 
each prisoner for the completion of each broom above his daily quota. The province was an~ ious  cnougli 
to please the contractor that it went dong with the proposal, despite the fact that paying prisoners to work 
seemed to violate the spirit of deterrence, not to mention the bureaucratie nightmare that it created for 
prison accountants. Despite a sincere effort by some prisoners to eam money to send their desperately 
impoverished families on the outside. the scheme was a unqualified failure. Output remained low and the 
province still never made much more than nineteen cents per day for each prisoner. Afier this 
estraordinary effort, ostensibly in the name of good labour union relations, a fmstrated govemmcnt finally 
discontinued the broom making industry altogether. Pay rates Iikewise became irrelevant when the 
contractors involved w n t  bankmpt. Messrs McMurray and Fuller. a woodenware manufacturing 
Company which was mliated with the liquidators of the Canada Car Company, was itselfbeing liquidated 
before any wages could be collected from them. As ever. the "very considerable waste of raw matcrials by 
unskilled workers," the province adrnitted, was a factor in the company's collapse. (Annual Report, 
Central Prison, 1874. Ako see Berkovits, "Prisoners for Profit"). 
1 Annual Report, Centrai Prison, 1888, 88. Annual Report, Central Prison. 1898. 15-16 
' A M U ~  Report, Central Prison. 189 1, 3 7 
3 Annual Report, Central Prison, 1893. 146 
"omething that prison officials also never factored into their saIary statistics was the high percentage of 
unemployeû prisoners who earned the institution no wages at ail. Earnings were prcsented on a per 
industry basis, if at al], but never averaged into a per prisoner statislic. It is not difficult to see rvhy this 
was done. An average of some si.uty unemployed men out of the prison's population of about 330 would 
have had to be factored into this figure. (Estimated from the Annual Reports). Between 1890 and 19 12. 
when the prison administration made average daily work figures available, employment levels never 
esceeded 73%. Worse, up CO 20% and never less than 10% of the men included in the above mentioncd 
total would be engaged in domestic duties. In 1907, for example, only 63% of inmates were working on 
any given day, but when taking into account the fact that 16% of them were employed in domestic duties, 
it is evident that only 47% of the inmates were actually engaged in potentially profitable labour. (See 
Annual Reports from 1890 to 1912). Officials were seemingly eager to present pages of financial data 



The province also had to contend with the fact that the trade union movement bitterly resented 

the practice of convict labour. Union activists viewed forced labour as an insult to the dignity of free 

working people and were furthemore offended at the Central Prison's eagerness to induct convicted 

criminals into the secrets of their trades. They were even more threatened still by the financial 

implications of a workforce gening paid less than a third of the free labour rate. This could not help but 

reduce al1 workers' wages and take away jobs. At a meeting of the Canadian Labour Union, one detegate 

each year. but these statistics were really chosen more for their symbolic than informative value. The 
issue of wages at the Central Prison ultimately ended up king used more as a token of its business 
aspirations than as a tangible measulre of its financial success. A lack of market awareness only added to 
the institution's fiscal problems. Prison officiais had trouble setting prices for their products. overpaying 
for raw materials and undercharging for the finished goods. In 1900. the prison inspector as much as 
admitteâ to this dilemma: 

The greatly enhanced cost of nearly al1 materials used in manufacturing 
without being able to obtain a correspondhg advance in the seliing price of 
manufactwed goods, has had an adverse effect on the earnings of the 
industries as compared with some previous years, and it is to bc expected 
that they wilI continue to be so affected until the equilibnurn of values is 
agah established as between raw and finished products in the process of 
production. (Centrai Prison Annual Report, 1900, 43). 

Provincial SccreGuy William Hanna revealed just how serious the situation t a s  in his review of the 
prison's financial dealings: 

As to the losses on sales, the pnces were without regard to the prices in the 
open market and the cost of  manufacture. Those in charge were not in touch 
with business conditions. They were- even should we assume the best 
intentions on their part- at  the mercy of their buyers. One of the largest 
çustomers of the shop, when operated on Governmtmt account, sîated that they 
could buy their goods cheaper from the Central Prison than they could 
manufacture in their own factory, which was larger and equipped with modem 
machinery especially adapted to their output. The result was that their own 
machinery was standing idle and they were purchashg Government made 
goods, (Ontario, "History of the Contract System in the Toronto Central 
Prison. A record of continued failures. The outlook for the future." Speccli of 
Hon. FY. J. Hanna. Provincial Secretaw to the Ontario Legislature. Toronto, 
1907,8) 

The manager of the prison's north shop was not able to reveal io govemment investigators the cost of the 
goods he was turning out, nor was anyone else, because this dculation was never made. (Hama, 8-9). 
In 1904. three carloads of basswood amved at the prison, invoiced at 5 1,000 feet. At first culling, 16,000 
feet of substandard wood were thrown out, a second culling neccssitated the further disposal of 22,000 
fe t ,  and a third culler threw out more. Upon examination, it was disclosed that the specifications for the 
~vood with the supplier were verbal, and it was not the practice to enforce tliem. Vamish purchased by 
the prison for $2.00 per gallon was only worth 75 cents on the open market. (Hanna, 8) Curiously, it was 
only on the advent of the Central Prison's imminent closing, and with the installation of a new 
govemmcnt, that a serious discussion was underiaken of the prison's financial management and with il. 
the ex-sure  of these facts. Until then, analysis had focused p r i h l y  on the poor work of the inmates, 
and the efforts of the govemment to find an industry simple enough for them to pcrform. Over the years, 
blaming the convicts had becorne a convention. and it ultirnately served to shield the govemment from 
facing up to its own incompetence at business management. 



suggested the following vocation: "Prison labour might be employed in rnaking the banks of the Don a 

beautifül place. (Laughter)." "There was plenty of new land," suggested another representative. "that 

might be improvcd and made ready for settlement by convicts. instead of bringing them into competition 

with mechanical tasks." ''[Tlo teach a convict a trade." the session resolved, "might be called placing a 

premium upon crime." Many in the movement also felt unfairly singled out, as if the concerns of skilled 

craftspersons were somehow viewed by the govemment as expendable in the way that those of the other 

classes were not. "[WJhy should the mechanical element." an artisan wrote to the editor of the Ontario 

IVorkntan. ''have to sufEer al1 the degradation and competition from this lawless class."' 

For its part. the province declared that it would be irnpeMous to al1 labour union protest. 

"[Wl hen the welfare of the whole Province in this respect is put into the s a l e  against the interests of a few 

who may be interested in the particular trade or branch of industry adopted for the employment of 

prisoners," the inspecter charged in 1870. "the objections urged against the system are unworthy of notice 

or comment."' Behind the scenes. however. a more complicated scenano might have k e n  unfolding. H. 

Clare Pentland has suggested that the Ontario government and die Canadian Labour Union made a secret 

deal, whereby protests against the Centrai Prison would be forgone in retum for a Mechanics' Lien Act. 

passed in 1873. and an arnended Master and Servant Act, passed in 1876. Pentland cites as evidencc 

mention in the union minutes of a meeting with the Attorney General to object to the Canada Car 

Company contract. As a consequence, convict labour was then reiegated to a lesser role at a planncd 

protest rally. which instead emphasized the Mechanics' Lien Act and the Master and Servant Act. An 

csarnination of union minutes reveals. too, that the topic of prison labour was subscquently absent from 

future meetings. Pentland's claim is intriguing, but difficult to sub~tantiate.~ if we were ask to what 

1 Toronto Globe, August 10, 1877, Ontario Workman, December 19, 1872. For a more sympathetic view 
of the criminal as a member of the exploited working class, see also Ontario Workman, July 25. 1872 and 
Juiy 3, 1873. 
' Central Prison, Annuai Report, 1870 

A look at the minutes will prove, as Pentland himselfadmits, that the whole idea of planning a mass 
protest against convict labour was born out of the failure of the union to sway the govement from its 
plans for the Central Prison. Furthemore, there is no talk wliatsoever in the minutes of any deal k ing  
stmck. The convict labour issue may have been abandoned by the union for any number of reasons. 
Perhaps the union leadership realized, as a consequence of the meeting with the minister, that the cause 
was hopeless and decided to campaign for more easily won victones. Perhaps, again, the union did not 
fcel prison labour to be as threatening as they first thought it to be. The picture is just not clear. 



degree the Central Prison's closure was caused by labour union protests, we can really only guess. 

Nevcrtheless, when the time did come to shut down the prison. the govenunent was more than ready to 

take credit for its responsiveness to labour unions. The most obvious reason always given. however. was 

the unprofitability of ninning the prison.' 

Stymied at the commercial end of operations. management at the Central Prison turned its 

attcntion inward. Prison officiais increasingly turned their critical eye to the inmates rather than the 

industries themselves. if prisoners were truly over-rated as workers, as the Brockway Commission had 

determineci, and if the earnings they actually brought in for the province were really so low. then perhaps. 

they mused publicly in their annual reports, it was time for a reduction in their "wages." In light of the 

fact that the province did not actually pay the prisoners a salary. these salaq roll-backs would have to be 

qrnbolized by cost-cutting measures aimed at decreasing the daily e?cpenses incurred by the convicts. The 

savings. however, which were measuted in figures of one hundreds of a cent, were actually never very 

much, and in some years were not achieved at dl. They were sought, like so many things at the Centrai 

Prison, more in the name of principle than practicality. But there was likely a deeper significance to thc 

prison's pra-cupation with these practidly inconsequential figures. In 1876, for esample. e.upenditurcs. 

including food, dothing, and the salaries and wages of the officers and guards. averaged 44.0 1 cents per 

day per p r i~oner .~  By 1877, the cost had declined to just above 4 1 cents3 increased to about 47 cents in 

1882, declined to 45.6 cents in 1883,'' climbed to 5 1.78 1 cents in 1884,' decreased to 5 1.2 cents in 1893,~ 

was down to around 45.6/8 ceiits in 1895.' climbed to 55.6 1 cents in 1902. and was pushed d o m  to 49-04 

cents in 1903.' and \vas pulled down again to 45.74 cents in 1904.' It was signif~cant diat throughout the 

See H. Clare Pentland, Labour and Capital in Canada, 1650-1860, (Toronto: Lorimer, 1981). 2 1; Robert 
S. KCMY Collection, Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library. University of Toronto, Minutes of the Toronto 
Trade AssemblyICanadian Labour Union, Meetings of 4 and 18 October, 15 November and 10 Decernber, 
1892; 17 January and 7 February, 1873 and 16 January 1878. Cited with permission of the Thomas 
Fisher Rare Book Library, University of Toronto. 
' Central Prison Annual Report, 1876.87 

Central Prison Annual Report, 1877.83 
'' Central Prison Annual Report, 1883,9 1-93 
' Central Prison Annual Report. 1884,76-7 
6 Central Prison Annual Report, 1893, 150 
7 Central Prison Annual Report, 1895, 9 
"entra1 Prison Annuai Report, 1903,35 

Central Prison Annual Report, 1904,37 



Central Prison's forty year histoty, the province stniggled to keep daily expenses below the 50 cent a day 

mark. about where it hovered consistenîiy, but never tri& to lower them much below that level. Yearly 

expenses that exceeded this figure were cause for a l m .  while any amount below it. by no matter how 

narrow a margin. was greeted with self congratulation. And yet at the time. daily costs for jail inrnates 

were less than half of the Central Prison's, at about 20 cents a day.' if the govemment was tnily scrious 

about cutting costs, it probably could have gone much fiuther. It seemed that the govemment still 

believed in the symbolic value of the 50 cent a day wagc it had negotiated with its first contractor. 

Behind the nastiness of cost control, the 5 0  cent figure was like a secret glimmer of optimism that refused 

to fade away. 

The Central Prison's efforts to create viable convict industries were formidable, but at the same 

time they were overshadowed by its reputation for cruelty and financial mismanagement. By 19 10. a new 

provincial govemment derisively put together a list of over seventy-five industries had been attempted in 

the institution up to that point. It included potato mashers. piano stools, commode seats. telephone 

molding. Indian clubs. saw horses, clothes horses. boys7 sleighs. girls' sleighs and dumb bells.? Long as 

this inventory sounds, it was not conclusive. At various times. prisoners were rather incongruously 

engaged in growing flowers for provincial institutions and in 1896, at breeding pigs, a venture whictr 

tragically, for the pigs. had to be terminated due to a cholera epidemic among the animais. Apparently. 

prison living was not healthy for pigs either.3 The sheer volume of industries attempted may have made 

the prison look listless and unfoçused, but it also was evidence of its creativity and determination. More 

irnportantiy, too. industries may have looked like failures within the quasi-busincss contek? of the Central 

Prison itself, but within the larger prison community itself they were a cause for envy. 

In contrast to the Kingston Penitentiary, the Ccntral Prison was always the first to have the most 

sop histicated machines, and often pioncerai mechanical processes. It was frequently the much iarger 

and more established Kingstoii Penitentiary, then, that twned to the Central Prison for technical support. 

1 In 1886, for example, the average daily cost w a s  20.5 1 cents. Annual Report, 1886, p. 30. In 1889, it 
was 19.73. Annual Report, 1889, p.39 
' Hanna Speeçh, 1907, 10 
3 Annual Report, Central Prison, 1892, p. 81. Annual Report, Cçnti-al Prison, 1906. s, Annual Report, 
Central Prison, 1896, p. 13 



In 189 1. Kingston's Warden Lavell paid a Msit to the Centrai Pison, ostensibly to see if he could 

appropriate any of its hand-driven industries for cellular work in the punishment block of his penitentiary. 

He came away in awe of the prison's technical superiority. reporting how almost no work at al1 was donc 

by hand at the Central Prison. owing "to the putting in of a large quantity of very fine Machine- and a 

large espense." "1 felt" he concluded. "so far as industries were concerned. we were at a disadvantage."' 

Lavell was pariicularly impressed by the iron bed industq at the Centrai Prison, and made furthet visits in 

order to secure Warden Massie's assistance in setting up a similar industry at the Kingston Penitentiq. 

To facilitate the start-up. Massie lent Lavell the necessary patterns and even placcd joint orders for raw 

materials in the beginning. "1 am sorry to trouble o u  so much." Lavell wote  Massie. "Hopc 1 may some 

day be able to reciProcate."' 

Actually. that \vas exactly what Massie had in mind. for the Central Prison was a little more 

profit-rninded than Lavell had realized. Massie was soon requesting and then dernanding the payment of 

royalties on d l  sales of bedsteads. The relationship between the two institutions turned sow over the 

succeeding decade as Kingston ofkia ls  repeatedly refused to turn over ~ a ~ m e n t . ~  The dispute underlined 

the difference in approach between the two prisons; what seemed to be just a casual arrangement behveen 

two government bodies \vas for one, a firm business contract. 

When it came to creating convict industries, there was little of the same creativity at work at the 

Mcrcsr Reformatocy. As for laundry work at the Mercer. it was about as unelevating a choice of labour 

for a reformatory as possible. It was also a totally uncontroversial choice. Upon the assumption of her 

position in 1902, Superintendent O'Sullivan supplied a classic articulation of the province's view of 

laundry work: 

Ail sentences to the Anckew Mercer Reformatory r a d  "with hard labor." It is 
universally adrnitted that the greatest help in improving the condition of those 
cornmitted Io any reformatory or prison is labor. Equally tme is that the labor 
should be profitable. It should be surely the aim of this institution to help 
every inrnate to acquire, not only habits of cleanliness and order, but also to 
attain such domestic skill as may enable her to obtain an honest living when 
restored to liberty. With the means at our command, ordinary Iiousework 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan, November 14. 189 1 
' fbid., December 23. 189 1, March 24, 1892 
3 Ibid., Warden Foster to Inspector Stewart, Januaq 10, 1899 and February 8, 1899, Warden Platt to 
Warden Massie, June 1, 1904 



occupies many, and cooking a limitai number.,.. The chief employment for 
our wornen, however, is laundry work .... 1 have spoken o f  the profit of the 
work to the women. Hand Iabor by preference is used entirely.' 

Laundry work answered so many needs a! once. It was punitive. but as a typically female occupation, it 

did not appear to be unnaturally so. It kept idleness at bay, and was also remunerative. Laundry proved 

to be the only dependable source of work from the inception, In the end, it actually provideci an 

employment of necessity rather than choice. It has been calculateci that over 80 per cent of Mercer 

inmates wcre unskilled workers.' The most typical and one of the few respectable ernployrnents available 

to lower-class women on the outside world. laundering \vas a logical continuation of that tradition and 

was technically the easiest labour to supply to the inmates. At various times. Mercer inmates earned 

money for laundty contracts with the Canadian Pacific Railway employees, as well as for individual 

families in the city and for memben of the staK3 In 1890. for example. 88.224 pieces were tvashed for 

the Canadian PaciFic Railway Company and 70.897 for families in the city and members of staff and 

inmates. Laundty was the only money earner for the institution that year.4 M e r  expenses. laundry work 

earned the institution a daily wage of 29 cents per inmate. Other government institutions benefited froin 

labour performed at the Mercer. In that same year 85,733 pieces of clothing were also washed for the 

Central Prison. Superintendent O'Reilly complained that while washing for the Central Prison kept 

inmates busy, it earned the institution no rnoney.' By 1889. the decision was made to place "al1 the strong 

and able-bodied women at work in the ~aundries."~ In 1895, laundry work occupied 42 of 63 inmates. 

Four inmates knitted supplies, four were learning to knit, one sewed and mended for the refuge, five were 

cleaners. three worked in the kitchen. NO in the bakery, and four were either insane. incapable or sick.' 

Knitting w a s  reserved only for the feeblest inmates and was not especially lucrative; in 1897. for csample. 

' Annual Report, Merccr Reformatory. 1902. 73-77 
' Oliver, "To Govern With Kindness," 542. This statistic is  calculatecf based on figures published in the 
annual reports from 188 1- 1900. 

The Canadian Pacific contract Iasted on and off until the 1890's. Washing for the Central Prison was 
done until 1897. See the Annual Rcports. 

Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1890. 102 
' Annual Repon Mercer Rcformatory. 1883, 146 
6 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1889, 1 12- 13 
7 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1895, 76 



the socks and mitts they made were placed in resexve for a time when the Reformatory might receive 

orders for thern,' 

Laundry was therefore the only employrnent that could be relied on. and evcn then. not too 

secwely. In 1888. Superintendent O'Reilly rcporied somewhat gloomily that. "The prospect of obtaining 

work for the coming year is very doubtful."' The diniculty of finding work had not only financial 

repercussions but disciplinary ones as well. In the wake of the loss of the Central Prison washing, 

Inspecter Noxon wrote: "The inmates of the Reformatory are not as constantly nor as systemtically 

employed as is essential to secure the best results from their industrid emplo-vment. Lasity of systcm in 

the industrial occupation of the inmates is certain to be attended with a degree of conîùsion and disorder 

desmctive to a high condition of d i ~ c i ~ l i n e . " ~  By 1902. Noxon recognized Chat any financial gain from 

contract work was secondary. What was crucial \vas finding work that would be "conducive of good order 

and introversion of mind favourable to the reception and growth of reformatory influence, and to the 

improvement of discipiine."" Interestingly. he did not suggest that laundry work was such a vocation. 

The fact that he chose to phrase the question of finding suitable work rhetoricallp, rather than factually, 

dcmonstrated that even he understood that laundry washing was not the ideal employrnent for the inmates. 

Supcrintcndent O'Sullivan was not unaware of how gloomy a life centered indoors around the 

laundry room could be. In 1906, she prcssed for more outdoor work. "A garden in the enclosure has 

been looked after by the inmates during the year. and 1 tmst the coming spring sorne needed grading may 

be done, and a largcr arnount of time devoted by the women to outdoor work. A small green-house to 

preserve and propagatc Our plants is very badly needed. Therc is nothing so human as nature. and such an 

addition would have an aesthetic as well as an economic value."' In the short space of four years. it 

' Annual Report, Merccr Reformatory. 1897, 103-4. The only other two industries at the Mercer were 
sewing, eaming 36 cents per inmate pet day, and knitting, eaming 7 cents. (Annual Report, Mercer 
Reformatov, 1882, 108-9). But sewing, while the best paid work, occupied few. M e r  an initial four 
years of contracts, orders from the wholesale houses for shirt and pant making stopped. Clothes were 
henceforth sewn without profit for the Toronto Asylum for the Insane. as well as various provincial jails 
and lock-ups. Knitting was also siinilarly supplied at various times for the Reformatory for Boys in 
Pcnetanguishene and provincial insane asylums. (See for e.xample, Mercer Annuai Report, 1897. 103 4) 
' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1888, 1 10 
3 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1897, 3 
"ual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1902, 7 1 

Annual Report, 1906, xxiv 



appeared that the same Superintendent who had seerned so sure about the total suitability of laundry work 

was no longer as certain. 

Convicts hated working in the laundry room and a core group of mi~chie~rnakers tumed it into a 

bedlam. They refused to work. ruined clothing, darnaged machinery and attacked the attendant. 

Laundress ~ i c k . '  The laundry room was a tense, often violent place. Not al1 prisoners made trouble 

there. but even to be p l a d  in thcse surroundings and be wiîness to such W e  must have been 

brutalizing rather than rehabilitative. The neverending dramas in the laundry room were a microcosm of 

the logistical problerns faced by the reformatory as a whole. Laundress Mick's stmggles there represented 

the serious practical challenges of making an idealistic regime function. The superintendent \vas faccd 

with the far more daunting task of harmonizing both the actual and the theoretical. 

Unlike the beleaguered administrators of the Central Prison and the Mercer Reformatory. 

oflicials at Kingston made no claims about the superiority of their vocational programs or the moral 

suitability of their daily regimen. The work they chose for their inmates was chosen not for its 

reliabilitative powers but rather for its sheer practicality and convenience. And yet convict labour al 

Kingston. too. for al1 its simplicity and ease of management. ended up king just as controversial as any 

of the work k ing  performed at the two other prisons. 

At the Kingston Penitentiw, the administration consistently revealed a hard-hearled 

determination to keep prisoners as tightly securai as possible. Stone was the material, metaphorical and 

physical, that created that entombed esistence. Indeed, if there could have been an emblem for the 

Kingston Penitentiary. it would have been a block of stone. Bounlifiil, durable and cheap. Stone, too. was 

an e.xpedient material. The chief reason for the choice of the Kingston site for a penitentiary was its 

abundant limestone deposits.' Stone: it was the building material of that institution; it was also the 

ovenvheiming preoccupation of its inmates. It was what they stared at day and night in their stone cells 

and it was what most of hem toiled over in the quanies. Stone also embodied an attitude: hard. 

unchanging, unyielding. Stone explained the failure of the prison of isolation to embody any ideal higher 

1 See the chapter on working in prison. 
' Oliver, "Terror to Evil-Doers: Prisons and Punishments in Nineteenth-Century Ontario, 1 14 



than mere custodialism. Stone. both in the physical and figurative sense, also eirplained why officiais 

were unable, and not even particularly willing, to find a true form of productive, educative labour for 

their inmates. When things went wrong. the stone quarries were always there. 

Stone work had always been the single greatest employer of persons at Kingston. In 1876. for 

esample. out of a population of 703 inmates. 10 1 wcre employed at the stone cutters' shop. 98 in the 

Stone Breakers', Stables. Wood Yard and Bucket Ground category, 37 at the quaq and 39 as masons. for 

a total of 275 convicts or almost forty per cent of ail labour. If the rather vague category of 104 labourers 

were added in. the total exceeded f i .  percent, The rest were mostly employed in building maintenance 

and meal preparation.' In 1886. out of a total population of 574 inmates. 87 men were employed in the 

won-to-be terminateci lock contract. 70 were working in the tailor and shoe shop. 28 and 22 were 

employed in the carpenter, paint and tin shops and blacksmiths and machine shops respcctively. both of 

which did maintenance work for the penitentiary. 3 1 men were engaged in outside maintenance work, 7 

were involved in laundry work 41 fernales were performing sewing and washing. anothcr 65 performed 

various inside maintenance work 24 worked in the kitchen. bakery and dining hall and 3 1 worked on the 

fm (mosly clearing stone)- Fifteen were housed in the hospital and 33 in the insane ward. Aside from 

the non-paying lock contract, ail these jobs were basicaily gcared to serve the intemal necds of the 

penitentiary. The one glaring esception was the 118 men who worked in the quaq were engaged as 

stone cutters and were detailed to the stone pile.T In 1895, stone work engaged 105 of 520 convicts. 130 

out of 460 in 1902 and 104 out of 488 in 1908.~ Even more men may have k e n  working at Stone than the 

statistics indicated. By 1893, the old laundry room was k i n g  used on stormy days for stonc cracking. so 

as to keep the outside gangs occupied. In other words, stone work became the default occupation for any 

outside workers." Stone was clearly the premier industry at the Kingston Penitentiazy. 

The events of 1875 probably summed up the Penitentiaxy's dependence on stone. Business that 

year had bcen going badly. The Lock Company contract was in abeyance. An agreement for shoe-making 

I Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1876, 45 
' Kingston Penitentiq, Warden's Letter Book, Aprii 7. 1886 
3 Kingston Penitentiary Annual Report, 1895, 126; Annual Report, 1902, 108; Annual Report. 1908. 122. 
These figures include wornen, those in isolation, as well as those in liospital. 
4 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1902, 9 



had been relinquished by the contractor and eEorts at finding a replacement had proved to be 

unsuccessful. To counter the "embarrassing N ~ c u l t y  of providing suitable employment" for die newiy 

unemployed convicts, various additional stone projects. including the building of a stone wall around the 

penitentiary, had to be initiated to keep the men busy. ' Stone was so attractive because it did not have to 

be bought, and its end products did not even have to be sold. It was free from cost and Free from strings. 

There \vas no financial accounting to do and no contracts to bid for. and best of dl .  potentially no 

outsiders to deal wvith. Indeed. by 1884. the institution stopped commercial quamfing aitogether. and 

processed stone for its own use alone.' Stonework proved in time to be a purely private undertaking. 

away from any kind of monetaq scnitiny or the glare of public observation. 

Anyone connected with the penitentiary nevertheless knew that stone work was a horrible 

occupation. Inspector Moylan knew that the inmates connected with this work found ic to be "degrading." 

He was forced to concur. "There is certainly no reformation in the task." he adrni~ted.~ He placed it in the 

same category as idleness and oakurn picking. calling it a "debasing" employment which "will not tend to 

effect the desired improvement" in inmates. Work in this field would be only humanely possible. he 

argued, in the outside world where wages were given and was only sought out as a l m  resort by desperate 

men with hung l  fami~ies.~ Inspector Stewart's characterization of the situation, hoivever, represented the 

official attitude. As far as he was concemed, this unskilled and rnindless work was "training in a line of 

employment which gives remunerative wages to men after their release." 

But whethçr it was palatable labour or not really was beside the point. Stewart's true point was 

that the stone quames were inescapably essential to the penitentiary's existence. "[Ilt is difficult to 

estimate the saving in espendinire diat has resulted from the utilization of quarry products at this 

instit~tion."~ He announced in 1903 that two and three quarter acres of land containing quarries of 

"excellent stone," "suffrcient to supply building materiai for prison requirements for many years had been 

- - 

I Annual Report, Kingston Peni tentiary, 1875, 12 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. March 29. 1884, Robert Creighton. Clerk T. H. 
Thomton. Esq., in response to an inquiry about stone for sale. 

Annual Report, Kingston PeNtentiary, 1890. siv. 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 189 1, viii 

5 Annual Report, Kingston PeNtentiary, 1902, 9 



acquired."' Warden Plan observed in 1902 that "Men seldom irnpmve. either in conduct or industq 

while on the stone pile .... This work is looked upon as menial and degrading by some, while others look 

upon their transfer to that department as a punishrnent for some offense." In an effort to boost morale. he 

wvould visit the gangs and try to persuade the men that their work was as profitable and important as any 

other department. "1 always notice." he wrote perhaps a Iittle wishfully "that the remark is greeted witli a 

brightening of the countenaiices and a mrresponding increase in the clichng of hammers."' But by 1906 

he was getting more and more discouragecl. There were "too rnany men breaking Stones. How shall we 

employ them at other and more congenial labour?'3 

Commissioners appointed to invesligate the management of the Kingston Penitentiary in 19 14 

were in a position to be more outspoken. They saw men "whose spirits are k i n g  crushed. and whosc 

manhood is being debased. "" They luridl y describeci the stone-breaking shop: 

Every fcature of that department was bad. The atmosphme was chargai with 
stone dust and thcre was apparently no adequate provision for cmying it 
away. The closets, situated at one end of the buildings, were poorly 
constructed and foul-smelling. Over seventy prisoners, some of them mere 
boys, were at work in this department .... They were arrangecl in rows, facing 
each other, and the stone to be broken was piled in a long heap between them. 
As the MW material was reduced to the required size, Gesh supplies were 
wheeled in by tenders from the yard. There was perfëct order among the men. 
Not a word was spoken. But the monotonous raps of the harnmers, the sullen. 
whitened faces of the forms, half crouching over their whealthy, unprofitable, 
degrading tasks, were a mute but powerful denunciation of the system that 
permitted, or rendered necessaty, such an outrage. Nothing has k e n  said. 
nothing cm be satd in defense of this twentietli cenhuy reproduction of the 
unceasing moi1 of the galley-slave.5 

The Globe covered the commissioners' findings and knew a story when it saw one: 

It is impossible to believe that the public are indiffant to appeals against the 
degrading, brutalking, disheartening processes that stunt the mind as well as 
cnpple the body. The stone pile is still there, a monument to Governmental 
incompetence. Thc colossal stupidity of the men on whom it imposes as  a 
pretense of productive work is ùicomprehensible. It certainly does not impose 
on the dullest convict. He sees he is not working productivcly, but is 
subjected to a dreary and crippling routine that serves to deprive him of the 
results of effort, du11 his senses, dwarfhis mind, kill his ambition. and fil1 him 
with undying resentment at a cruel and protracted wrong.' 

' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiaq, 1903, .wii 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1902,267 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1906,22 
' Royal Comniission to Investigate the Kingston Penitentiary, 1914, 6-7 
5 Royal Commission to Investigate the Kingston Penitentiary, 1 9 14. 7-8 

The Globe, Thursday January 14, 1915, 4 



Even in the wake of the Commission's devastating report, and al1 the negative publicity it generated. 

solutions were not forthcorning. In 1915, Warden Roben Creighton was again posing a question that his 

father would have posed as warden in the 1870's. "[IJt is so generally admitted that something should be 

done that it would be superfïuous to say anything further at this time more than to reitcrate that the sooner 

some solution can be found the better it will be for the men both while coniïned here and on their 

liberation and for the discipline of the institution."' 

It was difficult, however, from the outset to find anything else for the inniates to do. Warden 

Lard1 admittecf to the Royal Commission of 189 1 that "breaking of stone is a make up. because we have 

nothing better for the men to do."' Keeping the inmates busy under these troublesorne circumstances 

became a true challenge. Warden Creighton for one \vas openly commended for his ofien dubious efforts 

in this rnatter by the Inspecter: 

The great incrime in the number of convicts, thc want of proper 
classification ... and the constant embarrassrnent in fmding employment for so 
many, al1 the y= round, rendered it a very troublesome task to maintain 
discipline and enforce the observance of the mles .... The Warden's tact and 
cleverness displayed in keeping so large a body of men at work, when thcrc 
was no contract of a fixed or continuous nature for convict labour, is worthy of 
note. It is truc, the work in al1 cases hm not been remunerative or nrcessay, 
yef it served to preserve order, to promote health, and for the most part, to 
cnhançe materially the value of the property of the u~stitution.~ 

Thanks to the govemment's acquisition of some 100 acres of swampy land adjacent to the penitentiaq in 

1878. inmates were able to be occupied in draining and clearing the property and in erecting a fence 

around it.' The Wardens knew that idleness was bad for discipline. "Men employed at intelligent Labour 

are better behaved and give less trouble than others not so employed," Warden Lavell wote in 1886. 

"their minds are not directeci and k ing  interested in what they are leaming are less disposcd to indulgc in 

e v i l d ~ i n ~ . " ~  But profitable labour of any kind, intelligent or not. was more Iikely the goal. and it was an 

I Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1915,9 
' Inquiry into Prisons and Re formatories of Ontario, 189 1, Evidence of Warden Lavell, p. 3 12 
3 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiaq, 1876, 14 
'' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1878, 1 1 
5 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiw, 1886, 5 



illusive one.' The oniy major conuact in the period had been the ill-fated lock works. as well as. in the 

words of Inspector Moylan. a "few and poorly remunerative" g o v e m e n t  contracts.' Public opinion 

' In 1901, in emulation of the Central Prison, the penitentiary uied its hand at the binder hvine i n d w .  
The venture was dficult to discipline. made Iittle profit, was not rehabilitative, produceci many accidents 
due to the dangerous equipment, and for al1 the trouble, typically only employed a paltry forty convicts. 
Once the dismai results of this industry caused a public scandal, followd by a speciai inquiry by the 
Justice Minister in 1899. (See Sessional Paper No. 18a, The Action ofthe Government in Rsspecr to the 
,L.fanrrfacture and Sale of Twine Produced 6-v Convict Labour (For the information of the hfembers of 
Parliament) Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1899) The prison was accused of selling a substandard product 
while at the same time undercutting the free market. And yet despite d l  the binder mine induse ' s  
problems. Warden Platt rccommended against its termination: 

Regarding the manufacture of twine as compared with other industries in 
relation to value as prison employment, 1 am obliged to say thnt it docs not 
afford the convict so valuable nor so useful a training nor an esperience so 
elevating and instructive as is furnished by most other mechanical 
employments. The twine factory is not an easy place to discipline. On 
quitting prison the convict who has leamed the management of a jemy or a 
baller will be likcly to fmd himself vanquished by the army of boys and girls 
cmployed in outside factories. Notwithstmding al1 this, the binder b i n e  
industry is a blessing compared to idleness, and 1 hope that no move will be 
made to abolish it in this prison until it is decided to substitute something 
better. (Annual Report Kingston Pe~tentiary, 190 1, 12) 

In cffcct, the only r d  industry at the Kingston Pe~tentiaiy, aside fiom stone work. and the srnall 
contracts, was the re-building of the facility itself. "[Ilt will be seen." Warden Platt admitted in 19 10. 
"that a large part of our supply of labour is consumed on the f m  or in making repairs and improvements 
and consuucting new parts to buildings. .. Outside of this and the manufacture of twine, we have b e n  
favoured with little or no work ...." (Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1901, 1 1-12) By the end of the 
period, no solution was in sight. The fact was that maintai~ng the penitentiary only provided half of the 
employment needed. Govenunent contracts were not forthcoming either. (This fact was bemoaned as late 
as 19 13. See Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1913,6-7) In 1909. the Inspectors were asking. by 
now almost rhetoricaliy: "If the other half is to be employed, as the sentences require, what employment 
sliall bc adopted?'(Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1909. 5-6. The same question was restated in 
19 10, 1). It was a question they wcre forced to pose repeatedly. 

There were some other attempts to create industries unrelateci to stone work but they were not 
very fmitfùl. Some iron work for the Parliamentary Libraq in Ottawa was performed at the penitentiary 
in the 1870's. (Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 13, 1876, Warden Creighton to 
Inspector Moylan. Payment was slow in coming). Iron doors were likewise manufactured at Kingston 
for the new Dorchester Penitentiary. They turned out to be one inch wider than the openings they werc to 
be placed in. Not surprisingly, fiirther orders were not pending. (Kingston Peiiitentiary. Warden's Lctter 
Book. Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan, May 14, 1878). Shoemaking contracts starting in the 
1870's employed about LOO men at a time in tlieir own workshop. (Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's 
Letter Book, December IO, 1875. The institution was to be paid 33 cents per man per day, far less than 
the ambitious 50 cents that the Central Prison had planned for the sarne period). By the 1880's die tailor 
shop was amalgamateci with the shoe shop and employed on average about 70 men. The penitentiary 
entered into its most bizarre venture when it commenced a contract with the Canada Lock Works 
company in the 1870's. As will be seen in a subsequent chapter on escape, inmates found having a lock 
and key manufacturer right on the premises to be not only convenient, but fortuitous. It was a stormy 
business relationship that lasted until 1887 and employed close to 100 men in its heyday. The 
institution's desperation for a source of employment enabled the Company to stay far longer than its ability 
to pay entitled it to. (See Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 2 1875. June 29, 1886, July 
7. 1886. January 28, 1887, February 14, 1887, February 26, 1887; also Annual Report. Kingston 
Penitentiary. 1877, xuiv). Warden Creighton took comfort in the fact that other institutions at the time 



against convict labour made the manufacture of too much government supplies impossible. Years of 

lobbying by prison officials to change tlus policy fell on deaf ears. Ail that the penitentiary was allowed 

to do \,.as to fumish its own needs. With its srnail population, this work often cmted  more problems 

than it was worth. "The products of our shops k ing  restricted to the intemal requirements of ihe 

prison." Inspector Stewart argued in 1896. "their operation frequently entails financial loss."' 

Ultimately. finding suitable work for convicts, be it in a prison, reformatory or penitentiary 

setting, proved to be a fmstrating quest for officials. Inmate labour was inherently controversial. and like 

the prison itself, a paradox. The efforts of officiais to force often inappropriate and unsafe fonns of 

labour into a prison setting contnbuted more to the grim and punitive atrnosphere of the prison than m y  

had similar problems too, most notably exemplified by the Central Prison's e-uperience with the Canada 
Car Company. (Wardens at the Kingston always seemed to find d a c e  in the Central Prison's woes as 
well as in the St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary's). But Creighton also bitterly highlighted successive 
contracts at the espensively outfitted Centrai Prison, work that the Kingston Penitentiary for one was too 
poorly equipped even to consider. (Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden Creighton to 
Inspcctor Moylan, November 2 1, 1875). The smaller provincial Central Prison's technical superiority 
was biting proof of the Kingston Penitentiary's own inferionty. 

Commercial contract labour had not been s u c c e ~ l .  and the institution now focused its hopes on 
providing labour by supplying convicts and govemment agencies wvith goods and services. The tailor 
and shoe shops lienceforth mostly equipped convicts and employees, as well as native Canadians through 
the Indian Department. By the 1890's clothes wcre k i n g  made for the Mounted Police. mail bags were 
k i n g  sewn for the p s t  office and even ballot boxes were constructed for a time. In 1897. after rnuch 
negotiation, eight suits were scwn for messenger boys at the House of Commons, at $18.00 per suit. 
(Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book, April 12, 1897). In 189 1. afler much planning by 
Warden Creighton, the penitentiary's newly opened flour mill, which was supposed to not only provide for 
the Kingston facility but St. Vincent de Paul and Dorchester, was declareci a failure. The f lou was of very 
poor quality even by penitentiary standards and additionally was disturbing the inrnates of the lunatic 
asylum. where it was loçated. It was discontinuai the same par. (Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary. 
1891. ss).' In the 1890's prisoners were sent out to the penitentiary grounds and engaged in soil 
rectamation. which involved hauling away the nibbish and debris of the old quarries and covering them 
with good soil, as ~vcll as clearing away acres of rocky land on the prison farm. They were also employed 
in filling in the city's esplanade. (Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1891. .us and Warden's Letter 
Book. Acting Warden Sullivan to Inspeçtor Moylan, October 19, 1892). By the tum of the century, the 
penitentiary joined the Centrai Prison in embracing a more rural ideal, and acquired an additional 50 
acres of f m  land to engage its inmates. "1 still maintain that farming and gardening are the most 
healthhl, profitable and reformatory industries camed on in our prisons," Warden Platt e.xtoiled, (Annual 
Report, Kingston Penitentiq, 1902, 8, 26). In reality, though, the f m  produced vety poor quality 
producc. In 1886, for example, Warden Lave11 reported that the potatoes were a failure, and as most of 
the farm k i n g  "leveled quarry ground he was "sorry to state that out soil is not adapted for this kind of 
crop." (Kingston Penitentiw, Warden's Letter Book. Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan, April7, 1886). 
In fact the kind of fanning practiced at the Kingston Penitentiary, with its emphasis on clearing rubble 
away, was more akin to stonc work than agriculture. 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 188 1,. xxii-niii 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1896.8- 9 



other factor. Convicts were invariably blamed for the failures. Prisoners were sent to prison to be 

punished but they otlen ended up k ing  punished for the deficiencies of prison industry. And as will be 

seen in subsequent chapters, inmates sought their revenge. They were poor workers and they were 

subversive workers. Both sides paid a price, but the prisoners paid the highest one. 

Deterrence and Puaisbment 

Publicly at lcast. each institution articulated their tiieories of deterrence differently. The Central Prison 

embraced punishment because in the end it could point to few other accomplishrnents. Its reputation for 

cmelty, however, obscured its modest. but nevertheless significant innovations and overshadowed the 

often humanitarian acts of its wardens. The Mercer Reformatory shied away Born punishment because 

its goal, at least in theory. was to nurture rather than casügate its inmates. Mercer ofïïcials were soon 

called to task for their inability to discipline their charges. and though ultimately lefi to their own deviccs. 

it was clear that as far as the rest of soçiety was concerned, questions about the competence of its 

management lingered. The Reformatory was hardly as brutal as the Central Prison, but it earned a 

reputation for more leniency than perhaps was the case. The Kingston Penitentiary housed the worst 

offenders in the country, and no one questioned its right to present a fearfiil countenance. By embracing 

certain aspects of the strict but penitential Crofton System, the Penitentiary revealed a desire to embnce 

rehabilitative innovations. But by focusing on only the most punitive stages of Crofton's plan, Kingston 

officiais again betrayed their mania for security and control. When called upon to explain lhemselves, 

officiais at the prison, reformatory and penitentiaq used the vocabulary that most suited each institution, 

but at any prison, punishnient remained essential. 

A failure as a business, the Central Prison reveled in its status as an institution of deterrence. 

Prison labour rnay not have been profitable, officiais argued, but it was tough work and the "Central" was 

one tough prison. The outstanding brutality of the institution, first exposeci in an 1885 Royal 

Commission, soon evolved from being seen as a blemish to becoming the prison's one achievement, an 

amibute that prison managers, far from seeking to hide or overcome, actively advertised. Warden 

Massie, whose disciplinaxy tactics had been placed under intense scmtiny by the 1885 commission, 

continued on in office for another 14 years. The inquiry had revealed many terrible cases. There were 



instances of mentally chailenged inmates king flogged and convicts k i n g  nearly starved to death by the 

punishment diet. Inmates and guards tesiified that there were worrns in the meat and rope in the bread. 

Therc was one notorious case of a prisoncr king discharged barefoot in the winter. The findings were al1 

covered intensely by the media and instantiy disregarded by the government.l Far from changing his 

ways, Warden Massie now wore his newly earned reputation for severity like a badge of Iionour. He had 

long been fond of boasting that the Central Prison was in fact the meanest prison in the country. and now 

the Commission seemed to give him the evidence to back up the claim. 

Indeed, there was always an element of competition with other prisons involved -the Central 

Prison had to be best at something- and so Massie often made his case at the e.xpense of the larger and 

more established Kingston Prison: 

I will take this opportunity of replying to a question which has been asked in 
not a few instances: Why do 'old jail birds' prefer to have sis months or a year 
longer sentence in order to get to Kingston Penitentiary? The answcr may br! 
that there is no remission eanied here, nor do thc regulations admit of any 
lumries k i n g  received Gom outside by the prisoners. Then the several 
industries are prosecutrd with so much diligence that idle, lazy fellows have 
no opportunity afforded to play off, and have 'a good tirne,' as they term it. 
The discipline is strict, mus1 necessarily be so, if good order is to be 
maintained, without which, under the short term of sentence the average of 
them serve, neither rcformative nor financial results could be attained; 
consequcntly while the Central Prison is but fulfilling its purpose, it is not, 
and never \vas intended to be a haven for idlc vagrants, and vicious criminals, 
in which they could have a good easy tirne.* 

Warden Massie was not the only one e.upressing these sentiments. The Central Prison's reputation for 

liarshness was gcnerally an accepteci fact in the legal community. Newspapers reported judges and 

criminals alike making their preference for other supposedly more lenient institutions. often requesting 

the Kingston Penitentiaq. Kingston's Wardsn Lave11 for one had received more than his fiIl of these 

opinions. which werc beginning to have a negative impact on the reputation of his institution. In a 

sharply worded letter to Prison Inspecter Moylan, he challenged the validity of these statements: 

At the sitting of the assizcs recently in this country, the Hon. Chief Justice 
h o u .  is reported as making statements the fmt of which is found in the 

1 See Ontario, Sessional Papers, 1886, "Royal Commission Appointed to Enquire into Certain Charges 
Against the Warden of the Central Prison and into the Management of the Said Prison." See also 
simultaneous coverage in the Globe. 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1884.87 



extract cut out corn yesterday's 'LToronto Mail" (enclosed.) 1 noticed these 
statements at the tirne in the Kingston papas, and was hoping that possibly in 
some way, aRer se ing them, the Hon. Chief Justice might explain more 
explicitly his mcaning. 1 think in Justice to this Institution he should do so as 
it is plainly an unfavorable reflçction, implied if not expressed upon its 
management. He gives no reason or [authority] for making the statements 
reporteci, [othsr] than what he heard Gom prisoncrs about k i n g  sentenced. 1 
feel v w y  much the [imputation] inasmuch as corning Gom such a 
distinguished source, the impression likely to bc produced upon the public 
mind is that of culpable Iaxïty in matters of discipline .... 1 am seeking from 
the same source as quoted by the Hon. Chief Justice, the reasons given for 
preferring this Penïtentiary to the Central Prison, and 1 think it will be found, 
without reflecting in the least upon that well managed Prison, that the 
preference is for causes outside Penal discipline, and which can be attributed 
to the humanitarian provisions laid down by the Depûrtment of Justice, for the 
management of the Penitentiaries unda its control ... . 

Lavell was in fact \vas so angry. that he finished off with an imputation of his owvn. making a rather 

unsubtle reference to the Central Prison's early clifficullies wvith the Canada Car Company: 

You probably will remember that a few y- ago, Prisoners, when king 
sentenced by the Police Magistrüte of the City of Toronto, expressed a desire 
to be sent here instead of the Central Prison, because of focilities [affordeàl 
them [herel for Iearnïng a trade, this was aileged, particularly in the early 
history of the Central Prison.' 

in another angry missive against the Central Prison, Lavell asserted that "the discipline [at Kingston] was 

as esacting and as rigidly enforced as any place they were in."' 

The Central Prison had finally distinguished itself. Even the federal minister of Justice wvas 

awvare of the Central Prison's regime, and e'rpressed his concern. In the case of incomgible juveniles 

uansferred to the prison from the Reformatory. he urged his provincial counterpart. Oliver Mowvat. to 

ensure that thc rcmainder of their sentences be shortened due to the fact that "a sentence in the Central 

Prison is very much more w e r e  than one in the ~cformatory ."' Mowat. for his part., agreed to comply. 

but rejected the reasoning behind the argument. Even while admitting that one the boys transfcrred to 

the Central Prison had subsequently died of typhus, he responded, "that whilc sentences to the Ccntral 

Prison may bc more severe than those to the Rcformatory, many of thçse lads are more likely to be 

ndvantaged at the former than at the latter; partly, 1 dare Say, from its k ing  under better management and 

I Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Lavell to Inspecter Moylan, April20, 1890 
' Annual Report, Kingston Pe~tentiary, Warden Lavell to Inspcctor Moylan, June 30. 1890 
3 Ontario Archives, Edward Blake papers, Political Correspondence, Edward Blake to Oliver Mowat, 
May 1876 



closer supervision from headquartew."' Far from distancing itself from the notonety of the Central 

Prison. even at its most estreme moments. the provincial govenunent appeared to fx a willing 

prornulgator of ils statu. As far as the provincial govenunent was concemed, the more severe the better. 

The Mercer Reformatoxy was established not long &er the Central Prison. and rnany of the sarne 

tough sentiments that were felt towards male criminals prevailed towards fernales. Disgust was ek~ressed 

at the state of flairs at the jails. where women were kept in "aswciated idleness, no efforts bcing made to 

reclaim them from their vicious courses."' OBicials had as little positive to say about the female criminal 

population as they did about the men: 

Little or no difference of opinion can e'rist as to the primary rneasures 
necessaq in dealing with criminals, for it is evident that kïwless disobedience 
must be met by enforced restraint; that habits of vice and debauchery must be 
counteracted by compulsory rneasures; and slothfulness and idleness overcorne 
by active employment and labour.3 

From the outset. females were seen as Mly to blame for their crimes. and in need of harsh treatment. 

Their only possible rehabilitation would be through hard labour. 

Who were these "vicious" offenders? Of the 30 committals in the Mercer's first year, only four 

were for crimes of properiy or violence. The rest were al1 moral offenses of some sort. either connected 

with prostitution or d d e n n e s s . '  Mercer Surgeon John King, who along with the engineer and the 

messager compnsed the only staH members who were "necessarily male."' summed matters up bluntly: 

"the inmates corne chiefly. and in fact almost wholly, from two classes, viz.: professional prostitutes and 

chronic drunkard~."~ Many of the women adrnitted in the early years of the Mercer amved in broken- 

down health. "[OJwing to thcir mental and physical debasement," Superintendent O'Reilly reported. "not 

more tfian one-fourth of the women when cornmitted to the Reformatory are capable of doing any kind of 

rvork properly."7 Of the 2 12 committals in 1882, 79 were officially listeci as prostitutes, 15 of no 

' Ontario Archives, Edward Blake papers, Political Correspondence, Oliver Mowat to Edward Blake. May 
13, 1876 
' Annual Report. Ontario Inspector of Prisons etc., 1882. 104 

Annual Report, Ontario Inspector of Prisons, etc.. 1883. 136 
" Annuai Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1880, 174 
5 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1880, 174 
6 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1882, 1 18-9 
7 Annual Report, Mercer Reforrnatory, 1882, 104 



occupation, and the majority of the rest as domestic servants of some sort. whether they be housekeepers. 

cwks or chanvomen. Over half of the women were immigrants, and half of those from Ireland. In 

addition. oniy about half could both read and write, and about a third could do neither.' Strangc has 

rightfully concluded that "the prisoners at the Mercer were among the most marginal women in ontario."' 

Poor. foreign born. socially rejected. in bad health and with few prospects. the first inmates of tiic Mercer 

in effect seemed almost too downcast to even be considered a criminal threat. 

And yct this very position of disadvantage was inescapably wrapped up in the contemporary 

perception and conception of the female lawbreaker. While male criminals were publicly viliried for tiicir 

'-viciousness." the view of women criminals wvas more cornplex. They were both to be blamed for their 

acts and pitied for their degraded status. In a maledorninated social c0nte.a. the admission that a woman 

\vas even worthy of imprisonment needed carefiil handling. She had to be simultaneously built up as a 

threatening social blight and pushed dowvn as a mere female. Unlike male criminals. who may have been 

stereotyped as intemperate and idle, but were not particularly unique as men, women criminals also had 

to be distinguished somehow from other, normal, females. "It must be rernembered." prison officiais 

emphasized in 1885. "that the inmates of the Reformatory represent the worst portion of the female 

population of the country ."3 Male criminals. in conuast. would have been merely describcd as k i n g  as 

part of the worst portion of the population. not the worst portion of men. Being a woman criminal 

fundamentally broke the laws of femininity. In 1906, Prison Inspector Edwin Rogers wrote: 

It is to be regretted that there should be the necessity for a Reformatory for 
womcn. Associated with al! that is noblest, best and dearest in our homes, 
linked with the thought of our mothcrs, wives and sistm, the degradation that 
has corne to those that have fallen makes us al1 blush with sharne and feel 
deeply for the unfortunates who have to suffer in this respect for their sins." 

The cspecially marginal status of female criminals created a self-hilfilling prophesy. The pity and shame 

felt by Inspector Rogers reflected the conflicted view of the female offender: part Mctim, part menace. 

The lower status of women as compared to men in general necessitateci a still lower class of female. the 

1 Annual Report. Mercer Reformatory, 1 882, 1 12- 1 1 3 
' Carolyn Strange. The Velver Glove, 59 
3 Annual Report, Mcrcer Reformatory, 1885,99 
4 Annual Report. Merccr Reformatory, 1906, xxiii 



criininal. And yet the very fact that a lower class of citizen was capable of posing a threat demanded a 

distinct approacti. Women criminals had to be reduced to the lowest status possible for male-dominated 

society to be able to come to terms with their dangerous nature. And hence, women criminals were not 

only criminals, but they were. as Inspecter Rogers and others saw it. essentially fallen and degraded. 

The essentially non-violent nature of women's crime also demanded a different Mew of it. While 

male violence and steaiing were sinful, typical female crimes against public order took on a inherently 

immoral flavour- hence. the unsubstantiated daim by prison oficials that almost al1 of the inmates were 

somehow involved with prostitution. Even if the individual inmate \vas not a prostitute. she was 

stcreotyped as such by d e  sociev, including the male prison surgeon. because of the moral connotation 

that female crime canicd dong with it. Even noncriminal women who worked outside traditionaily 

accepted domestic settings. such as factor' workers and shop workers. were viewed as similarly compted 

in the public imagination.' One can therefore only appreciate the prejudice felt against female inmates. 

The architects of the Mercer were acuteiy aware of these Mews- in fact it was in their interest to perpetuate 

them. 

As the qmbolic "mother" of a supposeùly matemal institution, the Superintendent was the veq 

embodiment of the rehabilitative aspirations of the province. More than just a manager. she was a public 

figure. It was her style of management, her personal values that not only set the tone for the inmate 

ex--rience uithin but for the prison's reputation in the civic sphere. As an administrator. and especially 

as a woman in a position of authority. her position was subject to criticism. She was not only accountable 

to the province as an administrator, she was answerable to men as a woman in a traditiondly masculine 

occupation. As such. her position was open to more questioning than her male counterparts. The public. 

too, had conîlicting expectations with regards to the treatrnent of female prisoners. They wanted them 

treated harshly but also humanely. It was up to the Superintendent to rnake sense of what was essentially 

a disciplinary paradox. 

Matters came to a head at an 189 1 

The novelty of a fcrnale-run institution was 

Strange, Toronto's Girl Probleni, 10 

Royal Commission into the Prison and Reformatory system. 

foremost on the Commissioners' rninds and they were eager 



to find flaws within it. Hence, their questionhg of the outspoken Deputy Superintendent Lucy Coad wvas 

almost as e~qensive as their examination of Superintendent Mary lane O' Reilly. The Central Prison's 

Deputy Warden. by contrast, was not quesîioned at d l ,  nor was the Deputy Warden or even the Matron at 

the Kingston Pcnitentiary. The two senior women at the Mercer. both in style and content. aptly 

symbolized the opposing philosophies of incarceration. O'Reilly's testimony !vas as measured as Coad's 

was sensationai. And the more their dïfferences became clear. the more probing were the queries. 

In their esamination of O'Reilly. Commissioners seemed to be particularly anxious to know 

whether an ail-female staff was capable of rnaintaining order at all. Several questions were asked in order 

to ascertain the esact proportion of male to female staff' and whether enough men were available if there 

was serious trouble. One commissioner even inquired if the female attendants were of sufficiently "good 

physique." O'Reilly mildly rerponded that she thought sa' As she was repeatedly asked if she had 

trouble keeping discipline, O' Reilly displayed a sense of calm professiondism. a positive attitude and a 

talent for understatcment. '*With few exceptions," she answered, " 1 may say that those who are at 

prcsent in the house are not diflCicult to manage. There are not more than half-adozen at al1 refractou 

that 1 cannot manage without punishing. The refractory eventually succumb to discipline." When pressed 

by commissioners about acts of violence cornmitteci by individual or groups of inmates, O'Reilly 

responded that such cases were "very rare, and not in combination of any great number." The worst case 

she could point to was whcn two women refused to do some washing or ironing. became very violent. but 

calmed down after king locked up for several hours. She was pressed over and over again into admitting 

various failings of the Merccr but O'Reilly would only admit that her greatest concem about the 

institution was the physical difficulty of properly classi@mg the inmates, this givcn the structural 

limitations of the building and the necessity for congregate laundry work. But when J. W. Langmuir, the 

commission's chairman, tried to coerce a general admission of failure from her out of that fact by asking: 

"1s it your opinion that you can now acçomplish as much as you can hope for with the institution as it is 

structurally?" she answered rather thoughtfûlly and yet evasively, "That is a pretty hard question to 

-- -- 

' Ontario, Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Prison and Refirtnatoly Svstern of 
Ontario, 189 1 ,  Evidence of Superintendent O'Reilly, 730-744 



answer."' O'Reilly ernerged in the testimony as a practical-rninded person, and one not overly fawed 

on disciplinary issues. She seemed well aware of the limitations of the Mercer but was quite calrnly 

willing to paper them over if necessary. O'Reilly's demeanor was praclically as low key as the design of 

the Mercer edifice itself. While inmates were washing away their crimindity in the laundry room. 

female administrators like O'Reilly also leamed that, like the women in their charge, it was poli tic to be 

bland. 

Deputy Superintendent Coad was quite anolher rnatter. When asked by the commissioners 

whethcr there wvas any diff~culty in mctintaining discipline at the Mercer. Coad displayed a far less 

nioderate attitude. "Oh. yes," she responded emphatically. "The way that the institution is now. [the 

inmates) have too much liberty I think, and that makes it very hard to keep them in order." When 

pursued on the matter. Coad responded, "No. we have no niles. One wveek Mrs. O'Reilly assumes al1 

authority and one week 1 do. There are cases where the systern conflicts." "The [attendants] say that they 

don't know what they are to do. One week they say they have one order. and another week. they Iiave a 

different order. There are continual changes in this respect and no notice given of them." Coad's 

response to the inevitable question of whether the Mercer could possibly succeed as a reformatory \vas 

much less hopefiil than O'Reilly's: "No. It is just simply a place of detention." 

Coad's solution to the problerns at the Mercer was simply to tum it into an even more traditional 

prison: 

1 îhink one of the rnost important things would be not to allow the women to 
conversc with each other. I thhk if we adopted the silent system, thcre would 
soon bc a ch'mge apparent. 1 am afraid it would be a little difficult at first, but 
it could be done .... if this silent system were crrrrid aut with us, there would 
be a great diminution of the present mils .... [Ulnless this systcm is rigidly 
enforced you can do nothing effectua1 in the way ofpreserving discipline. It 
has never been enforced with us. 

In another suggestion rerniniscent of the strict regime at the Central Prison. where there were two wings. 

one for each religion, Coad recommended that the fernale Protestants and Catholics be totally separated. 

' Royal Commission, 189 1, Evidence of Superintendent O'Reilly. 730-744 



"Of course," she hastily added, "Mrs. O'Reilly and I get on very well."' This caveat. however, only 

firrlher underscored another one of their merences, this time on basis of religion. 

Evidence taken at the 1891 Royal Commission revealed the difXcult position of the 

Superintendent and indeed the problems inherent in running a reformato~y.~ While the political climate 

dictated that 07Rei11y, a Roman Catholic, maintain a religious balance in the Reformatory by employing 

Coad. a Protestant. as her Deputy. Coad was ncvcrtheless accorded an ekmordinae level of authority. 

As it was O'Reilly's policy to "go about the house" to spend time with individual inmates every other 

week, Coad was regularly put in charge of the day to day administration of the institution during those 

times.3 Without some kind of ongoing understanding between these two officials. it would have been 

virtually impossible for the prison to function in the care of two such different personalities. Indeed. if 

Coad's philosophy was so inimical to O'Reilly's, and if the system of rotating authority wvas as unwieldy 

as Coad claimed it was. one would wonder why O'Reilly would have placed her deputy in such a position 

' Royal Commission. 1891. Evidence of Deputy Superintendent Coad, 744-750. 
' Coad's true motivations are a bit of an enigma. Robert Laird, the Bursar at the Reformatory. remarked 
in his testimony that a greater sense of "unity of action instead of discord would have made the Mercer 
h c t i o n  better. (Royal Commission, 1 89 1, Evidence of Bursar Robert Laird. 75 1). Coad's damning 
evidence therefore may well have motivated by personal problems between her and the Superintendent. 
And yet that is unlikely, for there is nothing else in the Mercer records to indicate ,my discord between 
these two officials, and Laird's statement did not necessarily refer to them specifically. It is possible. too. 
that Coad was simply not forcefid enough to withstand the biases of the Commissioners. Their questions 
continually reflected their concern that discipline was not firmly maintained at the Mercer. with the 
subtest that women were not capable of performing such a task. Perhaps, then. Coad was simply telling 
the Commissioners what they wanted to hear. Lfso. she was not the only one to be put into this awkward 
situation. The Bursar was another one to undermine the Superintendent's position, maintaining to the 
commissioners that "it would be advisable for the sake of the inmates if a little more strict disciplinc were 
enforced." (Royal Commission, 189 1, Evidence of Bursar Robert Laird, 75 1). Conversely, it could have 
then been O'Reilly who was really telling the Commissioners what they wanted to hear: that everything 
was running smoothly, that there was no need to really concern themselves with the Mercer. O'Reilly wvas 
certainly the more tactfbl of the two. Her drplomacy may have been more a sign of weakness than 
strength, however. From that perspective. it was Coad who was the more dauntless witness, not O'Reilly. 

It is ultimately unclear, however, how much of their disagreement was hostile and how much was 
of it staged for the Commissioners. O'Reilly had been forced by the Commissioners into an embarrassing 
debate with her Deputy over how the Mercer should be nm. With neither able to express both of the 
Mercer's opposing philosophies of punishment and maternalism at the same time. each woman ended up 
expressing one of them. Knowing that they would bc placed in a position wherc no one philosophy would 
ever satisfL the Commissioners or the public, they could have decided to play it both ways. Coad would 
present a more traditionally penal view for the Commissioners while O'Reilly would offer up a more 
progressive approach. In that way, both sides would be satisfied and the Mercer's suitably obscure status 
could be secured for posterity. 
3 Royal Commission. 189 1, "One week Mrs. O'Reilly assumes all authority and one week I do." Evidence 
of Deputy Superintendent Lucy Coad, 746 



of authority, so much more so dian any of her cowiterparts. The surprisingly complicated relationship 

between O'Reilly and Coad lingers as one of the inquiry's most Mvid questions. Indeed. it is W c u l t  to 

envision these hvo women working so closely for so rnany years before the Commission. and more 

signifimtly, for their continuing to work together for several years ailerwards, if they did not have some 

kind of understanding behveen them. In my case. if the province had wanted a low-key institution. it 

was O'Reiliy who would have been the one to provide i t  not Coad. Uttimately. too. it was O'Reilly's 

version of reality that was given the most credence: in the wake of the Commission. the informal regime 

at the Mercer was to continue unchallenged and unchangeci for the immediate future. 

Anothcr individual with traditional views. a man. would figure prominently in the Mercer 

environment. Although he was not questioned by the Commissioners, his outlook was ncvertheless quite 

evident to those inside the prison. In his report to the Inspecter, Surgeon King advised that discipline 

"must be completely freed from al1 that mawkish sentimentality which only encourages dissimulation and 

~iypocris~."' In several instances. King advocated the use of the cold bath punishment for refractory 

prisoners, as well as firmly advocating the use of a strict bread and water diet for refractory prisoners. an 

approach that even the Surgeon at the Centrai Prison most strenuously objectai 10.' It was unprccedented 

for a Surgeon to take it upon himself to be such an espouser of discipline, but perhaps as a man he felt that 

this duty was not k i n g  adequately filled by a femalc ~uperintendent.~ 

- - - 

I Annual Report. Mercer Reformatory, 1879, p. 190 
' See. for example, Mercer case files #3359, 3540, 29 13 
3 A case can be built for a gender divide with regards to reformatory approachcs. Laird and King were 
both men and Coad in her testimony either did not seem as able or willing to dcflect the concerns of the 
male Commissioners. In any case, the Mercer was not an institution entirely consistent within itself. 
What the Superintendent believed did not necessarily represent the aspirations of the Mercer as  a whole. 
The Reformatory and the idea of reformation was bigger than just one person. 

At the timc of the inquiry, the status of O'Reilly's counterpart at the Kingston Penitentiary 
provided a study in contrasts. Kingston's Mauon. Miss Fahey, was a vastly less influential figure than 
the Superintendent of the Mercer Refonnatory. Neither Miss Fahey nor her deputy for that matter were 
called upon to tes@ at the Commission, nor were any femaie staff members of the Kingston Penitentiq. 
Warden Metcaife was assumed to speak for both men and women at the Penitentiary, if women were even 
considercd at ail. 

Fahey was clearly Metçalfe's employee. She had not much more official status than a male 
guard and was paid substantially les. This fact \vas often reinforced by the overbearing tone that 
Metcalfe frequently used iri his correspondence to her. But while she had little authority. not even the 
right to punish, left aimost no records of her own and almost never spoke in an officia1 capacity, one is 
able to surmise somcthing of lier situation through the warden's directives Io her: 



More than any other institution. a large part of the history of the Mercer has in many ways 

revolved about what it represented rather than what it was. Was it the embodiment of matemal love. or a 

place of retribution? Was matenialism desirable in a prison or not? It is likewise diflicult to reconcile 

the humanitarian language of matenialism with the realities of imprisonment; any attcmpt to do so is 

bound to create something of a paradox Our understanding of the Merccr can easily get lost in a sea of 

comparison and çonte.utualization. The creators of the Mercer must in some way bear responsibility for 

this legacy because, uncomfortable with the e.uistence of fernale criminality. they never really wanted the 

intentions or character of the institution to be fully revealed to the public. The language of maternalistic 

love was the i d d  screen behind which to hide the real prison. 

The Central Prison and the Mercer Reformatory had come to be so punitive by relying on what in 

their estimation was appropriate labour for men and women: at the Central Prison, it was stressful and 

demanding mechanical work and at the Mercer it was grueling and monotonous laundering. At Kingston. 

another basic featurc of imprisonment, classification, ended up rnaking that institution so punishing. 

Officiais at the Kingston Penitentiary used their failure to classa and to institute uniforms and special 

Dear Madam; 1 beg most respectfully to bring before your notice the great 
necessity of enforcing more strict discipline in the female department over 
which you presidc. It will be impossible to cany on the Prison work unless 
the strictest discipline is enforced. 1 beg to bring before your notice the great 
necessity of enforcing silence among the female prisoners. It must be 
distinctly understood h a t  no conversation other than h a t  relating to their 
work on h'md shall be cngaged in or on any pretense what ever. It is your 
duty to report to me every prisoner who does not obey prison rules in eve- 
particulas, and it wili be incumbcnt upon you, and your Deputy, to give the 
strictest attention to the conduct and industry of every prisoner placcd in your 
charge. 1 would camestly urge upon you the great nccessity of enforcing 
strict discipline in every particular. (Kingston Penitentiq, Warden's 
Letter Book, February 25, 1897) 

It is cvident rhat Fahey had to contend with some of the same criticisms as Superintendent O'Reilly but, 
unlike O'Reilly, was given no public platform to defend her philosophy. It did not appear that Fahey ran 
a very strict regime either, and like O'Reilly, she did not enforce the rule of silence. This approach was 
al1 the more remarkable on her part because of the overtly pend setting she was presiding over. with no 
stated ideology of kindness and maternalism to fd l  back upon. 

Fahey's situation places O'Reilly's position in context. Fahey's apparent lenience made the 
supposed forbearance of Superintendent O'Reilly seem l e s  unusual than it may have first appeared. 
Fahey's approach could have more genedly pointed to a common lack of strictness in women's 
institutions, whether by the conscious planning of the women in their charge, or perhaps merely by virtue 
of a simple lack of vigilance. On the other hand, it rnay indicate that the whole issue of leniency may 
have been more of a male construct than a fernale one. In other words, to the men in authority, women's 
institutions either looked more lenient or were assumed to be more lenient due to preconceived notions 
about women. (Oliver has provided a more optimistic Mew of the Mercer Reforrnatory). 



privileges for better behaved convicts as an excuse to repudiate humanitarian approaches altogether.' In 

effect. after some early failed experiments. something as benign and as rehabilitative as classification 

wvould never again be a goal of the officials at the Kingston ~enitentiar~.' They now placed Uieir hopes 

on a much more radical solution: total separation or segregation. Henceforth. when they lobbied about 

classification, separation was really what they meant. Thadcs to a real effort on their part, they eventually 

achievcd this more punitive goal. 

Canadian officials began thcir fascination with the Crofton System in the 1870's. Invented in 

Ireland by Captain Walter Crofion in the 1860's it soon influenced the British pend order as a whole. 

seeming "to offer the glittering prix  that the Pennsylvania system had promi& 20 years ago" and 

becoming "the centre of international attraction and ad~niration."~ The Crofion System was a m e  system 

of classification. involving separate prison facilities altogether for each level of inmate. Inmates began 

their terrn in solitary confinement for a period of nine months and then progressed to an intermediate 

prison. and then. once sutficiently rehabilitated, were put on probation. In the words of Captain Crofton 

The convict is perpetually climbing a ladder the steps of which, difiicult and 
toilsome at first, becorne easier and casier in ascent as self is overcome, until 
he attains the "intemediate Prisons," in which the marks cease; and al1 arc 
supposeci to bc alive to the necessity of co-operathg in their own amendment, 
and to be thoroughly grateful to the State which, in its justice, and not in its 
vengeance, has incarceratcd them. 

At first, the Crofton System was held out as a mode1 of what should be rejected in Canadian 

penitentiaries. Its mandatory period of isolation was found to be best suited to "undemocratic" and 

"impoverished corntries Iike Ireland. and to be too cruel, especially in light of the smail ce11 sizes at the 

Kingston Penitentiary that prevailed in the 1870's and 1880's. For his part, Inspecter Moylan argued 

that there was quite enough isolation at the Kingston Penitentiary: 

What do you cal1 the long, silent aid dreary hours which elapse from nightfall 
of a wintcr evening until the grey dam of the following moming, when the 
convict leaves his mlihry ce11 to begin the Iabours of his dafl 1s not this 
isolation enough, lasting over pcriods from NO to twenty years, and 
sometimes for life? Has he not time for sober thought and good remlutions in 

1 For the esperimentation with uniforms for special classes, see the chapter on inmate clothing. 
See the chapter on Association. 
Radzinowicz, The Emergence ofPenal Policy, 5 16 

4 Radzinowicz, The Emergence ofPenal Policy, 5 16 



the solitude of his d l ,  and in k silence which pervades the quany, the 
workshop or the stoneheap? A month's or even a week's experience would 
convince the most skeptial thrit the period of isolation is ample.' 

But by 1879, Moylan was beginning to offer an alternative to the Crofton that looked pretty close 

to the original. His proposed system emphasized the institution's right to deprive inmates "the power or 

opportunity to contaminate one another. or to strengthen themselves by compt or idle conversation in 

their evil courses." Isolation was no longer the most eMI aspect of the Crofton system. Instead, its paitry 

rations and severe corporal punishments were the culprits.' By 1880. Moylan openly embraced a 

mandatory period of solitaq confinement. but only for the "hard cases." Putting away the worst offenders 

would a o r d  "a certain protection to the less depraved against m e r  contamination. and debars the more 

guilty from secking their evit taint. but it also offers opportunitics to the latter of self-esamination. and of 

receiving unintermptedly moral and religious instruction, which it alone supplies." And to thosc who 

thought his opinion might be only "speculative," he offered the following evidencc: "The e-xperience of 

the working of the system in BeLfast (Ireland) Gaol, where it has been in operation suff~ciently long to 

a!Tord a just estimate of its eaicienc y... ."3 

Moylan went on to produce a glowing report of the virtues of the Crofton System in his 188 1 

report, and now urged for its adoption. modiried of course, as outlined above. Ail that stood in the way of 

the introduction of a isolation class were the srnall celis, which were "not fit to be occupied by intelligent 

human beings."' "Should this suggestion bc approved and carried into practical operation." Moylan 

wotc in 1884, "the greatest drawback to good discipline and to radical reformation of convicts who are 

not vicious by nature or habit, but who are led astray and compteâ by association with those addicted to 

vice, would be removed."' Take these more resistant inmates out of the population, and prison 

governance wvould become far easier. Moylan's crusade for larger cells now took on an added meaning. 

' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1877, 14-15 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1879.8 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1880. 7-8 
4 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 188 1, ix-.w 
5 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1884, iv 



Increased pnsoner comfort was not his ody consideration, nor was s d t y  and escape prevention his 

only concern. An isolation ward would be impossible without first building larger cells. 

The Crofton issue had played a pivotal role in what the entire classification debate was leading 

up to: a separate facility for the most incomgible inmates at the Kingston Penitentiary. This would be 

cailed tlie Prison of Isolation.' The establishment of the Prison of Isolation was probably the greatest. if 

not the only, achievement of the Kingston oficials in this era. This ward  as the culmination of the 

classification process, and aithough Moylan and other Kingston officiais were careful to daim that its 

antecedents lay in the fashionable Irish system. it really presented an inversion of Crofion's goals. 

Crofion had envisioned a period of isolation to be the beginning of a reformative process. Isolation at thc 

Kingston Penitentiary however reaily meant the end of reformation. By limiting isolation to only thc 

incorrigible and most hardened. Moylan and his colleagues were really employing isolation for those they 

considered unrcformable, as well as a disciplinary tool for the rest. Isolation in the Irish system was 

supposed to be a reformativc stage to bc shared by ail convicts. promising and jaded alike: at the Kingston 

Penitentiaq removal by isolation made possible the reformation of those who remained in association. A 

useful by-product, of course. was a more easily managed prison population. 

A separate isolation ward for recidivists and incomgibles was not a new concept to officiais at 

Kingston, but in light of the notorious Philadelphia expenment which had produced so much insani@ 

among the inmatcs, the general feeling had been that çuch a system would be too cruel.' Inspecter 

Moylan for his part never seemed to place much stock in thesc sentiments. As early as 1876, he 

complained about years of official resistance to a separate ward. He took issue with those who argued 

that isolation would produce "the weakening of the will and mental powers of the prisoners, upon which 

I Construction of the Prison of Isolation was approved in 1888, and thanks to the usual efficiency of 
convict labour, \vas finally completed by 1893. It was a large structure. three stories in height, 207 feet 
long and 40 feet wide. It had 114 cells, each one k ing  nine feet wide, 13 feet long, and 10 feet high. 
Every ce11 was furnished with a woven wire bed made in the Kingston Penitentiw, was heateù by stem 
and lit by electricity, was well ventilated and was "supplied with al1 other conveniences necessaxy for men 
isolated from others and required to Iive and work in their cells." (Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 
1895, 23). The prison of isolation remained in enthusiastic use, especiaily under Wardens Lavell and 
Metcalfe, until about 1905, when Warden Platt, who had always been opposed to it, managed to close it 
down. In 19 13, however, a new regime succeed in re-opening it. 

Sec for esample David Rothrnan, The Discovery ofthe Asylum 



their reformation mainly depends." Sigmlicantiy, though, it was not these psychological outcomes that he 

disputeci, just their relevance.' 

It took a major hardening of the official attitude towards the inmate before such an undertaking 

would be approved, indeed for the dwelopment of a pride in the ability to punish. Part of that 

transformation was due to the fact that those targeted for the Prison of Isolation were deemed to be so 

expendable. It had been decided to use it for "third term men, incorrigibles and prisoners who have been 

sentenced for unnatuml offenses."' "[It] wvill accommodate not only the bad and untractable clia-acters 

under sentence in Kingston Penitentiary, tliat it may be found e-xpedient to isolatc." Inspector Moylan 

bragged, "but al1 such in the other institutions. can be provided for."3 Inspector Stewart boasted in 1895 

that "the consensus of opinion of its inmates is that it affords the most severe form of punislunent known 

to the Canadian c ri min al."^ The prison was not just to be punitive in tems of the isolation it entailed. 

Its inmates were to be given only half the ration of meat that other prisoners received. Warden Lavell 

also requested at various times for the tobacco privilege to be curtailed. for cxcrcise to be granted to 

inmates only under the surgeon's advice, and for chape1 attendance to be replaced with individual tisits by 

the chaplah5 

More thought. however, had been given to the featwes of the building and who would go into it. 

than what wvould actually be done with them once they were there. In die end. inmatcs were to perform 

simple hand labour. such as mat making, broom making and wicker ~ o r k . ~  Lave11 had traveled to the 

Ontario Central Prison in Toronto with the idea of purchasing their technology for the broom-making 

indus@, but the usual bad blood between the two institutions prevented a deal.' Officiais knew that 

celiular work was a problem fiom the start. They acknowlcdgcd that living 24 hours a day in a ce11 filled 

with fumes and dust caused by labour would be a serioiis health threat. But even by the timc the building 

I Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1876. 9 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1895. 9 

Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary. 1890. xi 
d u a l  Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1895, 9 
5 Warden's Lener Book, Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan, November 28, 1892, October 23, 1894 
6 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiw, 1892, x. 
7 Warden's Letter Book, Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan, November 2 1, 1894 



was finished they had not been able to find a suitable industry.' Most of their creative energy had gone 

into the creation of the edifice itscff. 

At the time of his retirement in 1894, Inspecter Moylan expressed bitter disappointment in how 

the Prison of Isolation had ended up functioning. The prornised mat making and non-polluting handwork 

had never been implemented. In fact, proper work for the inmates of any type had never been found and 

those who did work were employed at the filthy trade of shoe-making. 

It is a misiake, 1 think, to convert the splendid, capaciouç cells into cobblers' 
stalls, and pollute the air with the odour of old boots and shocs. Ample 
opportunities and facilities were afforded for selecting and introducing two or 
three of the several light and clean industries which 1 recommendcd, such as 
mat and broom making, cane, rattan and wiliow work, &c.' 

Surgeon Daniel Phelan concurred that in these cases cellular work was not such a good idea afier d l .  

Owing to the fiequent complaints of catarrhal affections it was found 
necessary to recommend as a sanitq procedure, that prisoners employed in 
perfonning work necessitating a great amount of dirt and dust, should not be 
pemitted to sleep in the cells wtÛch such e m p l o ~ e n t  was king carried on.3 

Bad ventilation was a problem plaguing d l  isolation inmates. Surgeon O. S. Strange recommended tliat 

al1 the windows in the facility, double in design for secunty purposes, "be altered. so as to allow more 

fresh air into the building."' Again for securiv reasons. they were not. Protestant Chaplain C. E. 

Cartwright was anodier critic of the ward. He described the mostly unemployed inmates as "restless, 

irritable and full of fancies."' "1 Uunk more constant work should be provided for those therein:" hc 

wrote, "sitting in idleness is not desirable, and although 1 make it my business to provide books for tiicm. 

some cannot read and very few care to r a d  more than three heurs.'.' 

Wardcn Plait questioned the role of the Prison of Isolation from the moment he took ovcr in 

1899. He identified the lack of "suitable emptoyment for convicts confined in the Prison of Isolation" to 

be one of the most serious problems he noticed.' He found îhe practice of automatically sending al1 

incoming prisoners convicted of rape, attempted rape, sodomy. buggery, indecent assault or third term 

1 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 189 1, viii 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1894. xix 
3 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1898, 26 
4 Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiv, 1897, 23 
5 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1897,ill 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1896. 59 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiay, 1899, 10 



inmates to the Prison of Isolation to be seriously unfair. "Such has been the custom here for years and 1 

have as yet failed to find any legal justification for such custom," he wrote to the Inspeçtor. "Please 

answer at  earliest convenience as 1 wish to complete a list of convicts now in separate wards whom 1 shall 

recommend for removal to ordinary cell." He proceeded to list eight men conflned there who had clear 

records, wcre capable of doing work outside and were never sentenced to the Prison of ~solation.' 

Under Wardens Lavell and Metcalfe, the Prison of Isolation becarne a fi-xture at Kingston. It 

was common practice to send any one who men had the potentiai to cause trouble. not just the se-wal 

offenders and recidivists, into the Prison of Isolation. A 16 year old boy with a reputation for bad 

behaviour was placed immediately into the Prison of Isolation for a period of sis months.' An inmate who 

had served a terrn previously at  the Kingston Penitentiary and. worse, had been once confhed at Quebec's 

notorious St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiw \vas similarly ~ e a t e d . ~  Warden Lavell recommended that two 

newly received inmates be sent to the Prison of Isolation for an indefinite period because they werc both 

serving their third terms.' Upon his assumption of the office. Warden Metcalf" acknowledged in writing 

that it had becomc official prison procedure under Warden Lave11 to send third time offenders 

automatically to the Prison of Isolation. and that it was a policy that he would be continuingS 

More than anything else the isolation ward was use- as a disciplinary tool. Inspector Stewart as 

much as acknowledged this when he maintained that the Prison of Isolation was such a success that it 

would inevitably replace the need for corporal punishment a ~ t o ~ e t h e r . ~  A convict who swore at the 

- -  - 

1 Warden's Letter Book, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart. October 5, 1899, two letters on the same date 
Warden's Letter Book, Warden Metcaife to Inspector Stewart, Septernber 14. 1897 

3 Warden's Letter Book, Warden Metcalfc to Inspector Stewart, November 24, 1896 
'' Warden's Letter Book, Warden Laveil to Inspector Stewart, December 15, 1895. Lavell later reiterated 
this view more forcefiilly: "1 am of opinion that in order to make it effective to meet the requirements 
intended, confinement [in the Prison of Isolation] should be for the full tenn of sentence as a rule. and that 
the class of inmates should embrace al1 prisoners sent to the penitentiary for a third term. These third 
timers are a class who besides king  r e p t e r s  here, have served terms in otlier prisons. Confinement here 
during the whole term of sentence would produce better results as to industries carried on. It may be 
dçemed a harsh opinion, to state my conviction, that cri min al^ sent here for third terms should be 
confined for lifc, or for a perïod to be determineci equivalent thereto .... Society should not be cursed with 
criminais at large who persistently violate the law rather than eam an honest living." (Annual Report, 
Kingston Pcnitentiary, 1895, 2 1). 

Warden's Letter Book, Warden Metcaife to H.B.S. Lave, office of Inspector of Penitentiaries, August 2 1, 
1896 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiaay, 1897, xiv 



Warden was placed in the isolation ward for six months, as was another who was insolent to his guard, 

and even worse, in the words of the warden. "wouid not salute me in a respecthi mariner."' Another 

inmate. a one-legged men working in the stone quany, was placed in the isolation prison for the rest of 

his tenn for the offense of striking a "simple-rninded" convict. and for using fou1 language. As far as the 

Warden was concemed. the time for l e ~ e n c y  "on account of his having o d y  one leg" was o ~ e r . ~  A 

specific offense did not aiwvays have to be committed. A convict "noted for his ability to deceive the 

officers" was placed in the ward for twelve months and, hrther, was to serve six of those months withoui 

report before k i n g  released. His worst offenses in the past had been insolent language when visited by 

the Inspector and yelling in his celL3 Banishment to the Prison of Isolation had become so routine that 

even Wardcn Platt found it difficult to change procedures. A second time inmate was put directly into the 

Prison of Isolation. He was to serve a twenty ycar tenn for stabbing a fellow convict at the Central Prison. 

Platt wmte to the Inspector requesting that the inmate be "lefi in separate ward for sis months of leust."' 

He a h  asked that another troublesome inmate. who on one occasion swore at and hurled water from a 

cup at a guard. be placed in the isolation ward for the remainder of his sentence, some three more 

months.' In effect the oft-repeated six month term ofien t m e d  into terms lasting the duration of the 

sentence. The six months had to be serveci without report. and few incorrigible inmates could manage 

that.6 Even with perfect conduct, stays in the isolation ward could stretch. One such convict was sewing 

13 months there and counting.' 

Warden Platt's decision to phase out and close the Prison of Isolation was controversial from the 

start. Even while he was trying to shut it d o m ,  he had to face opposition from within the prison 

management who felt ftee to publicly e.upress their opinion. Surgeon Phelan, apart from objecting to the 

facility's poor ventilation, was a vigorous defender of the concept of isolation from a pqchological and 

Warden's Letter Book, Warden Metcalfe to Inspector Stewart, October 9, 1897 and Juiy 1, 1897 
' Warden's Letter Book, Warden Metcalfe to Inspeçtor Stewart, May 22, 1897 

Warden's Letter Book, Warden Metcalfe to Inspector Stewart, Juiy 1271, 1898 
' Warden's Letter Book, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart, May 10. 1900. Italics added by me for 
emphasis. 

Warden's Letter Book. Wardcn Platt to Inspector Stewart, May 29, 1900 
6 See for example, Warden's letter Book, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart, May 30, 1900 
' Warden's Letter Book, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart, lune 27, 1899. Warden Platt recommended 
his release to a ordinary cell. 



disciplinaq point of view. It was not, he argued on practically an annual basis, the cause of insanity or 

any form of "mental deterioration."' Quite the contrary, he was "more than ever convinced of the 

calming effect of this system on the nervous hierarchy of the inmates. Free intercourse k i n g  interdicted. 

this Tstem is particularly distastcful to the instinctive criminal or refractory cases."' In 19 13. Warden 

Platt was gone, and Surgeon Phetan happily rcporteû the isolation ward's re-opening. He praised the new 

management's judgment. which, "in advance of penological matters, saw the great necessity of its 

imrnediate occupation of a certain class of incorrigibles and degenerates which infest every prison. and act 

as a disturbing element."' Its reopening, he declared, and without a trace of irony. '.bas marked a new e n  

in prison management."" Despite its dubious value, simple e.xpedience kept the isolation ward in 

operation. and it cmelly locked hundreds of convicts into a prison within a prison. 

It \vas ironic that many of the most punitive features of the three prisons were achieved not 

through design. but by misadventure. The Central Prison would have likely been a less brutal place if 

convict labour had been the financial and vocationai success that ofIicials had dreamt it would bc. It was 

frustration with its failure that made officials to blame the inmates and for the convicts in turn to rebel. 

passively and openly. in the factory shops. At the Mercer Reformatory, the hypocrisy of turning a prison 

into a domestic finishing scliool confounded officials, worried members of a public inquit). and both 

bewildered and enraged inmatcs. The atmosp here at the Mercer was tensc and prisoners and staff alike 

found it dmcuh to get along. Officials at the Kingston Penitentiary. Loo, professeci to implement the 

inuch -admird Irish Crofton System. But what drove officials at the Kingston Penitentiary to embrace 

such a limiied vision of it? All that was retained from Crofion's ambitious plan was a Prison of 

Isolation, and rather than k ing  used as a first stage of imprisonment, it became a holding bin for the most 

troublesome inmates. Officials had in effect kept only its most punitive a~pects.~ A limited imagination, 

a desire for e.upediency al1 figurai into the penitentiary's punitive interpretation, but ultimately it was fear 

- - -  

1 See for e.uamplc. Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1898, 26, and 190 1. 35 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1902,50 

Annual Rcport, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 13, 32 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14,4 1 
5 They had flirted earlier with a real classification system with elaborate stages and specially designed 
uniforms, but that e.uperiment had failed . See Chapters 4 and 5 for more details. 



that was the greatest contributor. O&cials wanted the penitentiary to be secure, and a reliance on 

isolation was a by-product. The one task that prisons codd be counted on to excel at was punishment. 

and at wery reversal of fortune, it remained as a d i ab l e  standby. None of the prisons turned out in the 

ways they were planned to be, and for these deficiencies, convicts paid the price. 

Failed Am bit ions 

Ambition: too much. too little. none at al]. dominateci the plans to rehabilitatc these crirninals. The hvo 

smallest institutions. the Central Prison and the Mercer Reformatory, proposed such formidable programs 

of transformation d u t  they werc doomed to be consumed in parado?ucal and logistical conundrurns. The 

largest institution, Kingston. set its sights so low that it failed offer even basic hope to its convicts. And 

yet al1 three prisons sought to change their inrnates. The Central Prison aimed to industrialize its 

population of unskilled labourers. The Mercer Reformatory hoped to domesticate and morally sanitize its 

assemblage of mostly prostitutes and alcohotics. The Kingston Pmitentiw only Mshed to keep its 

collection of the most hardened crirninals in die country quiet, secure and under control. The 

penitentiaq's objective was the most modest. and yet it still found it elusive. 

The Central Prison was a paradox. Its impossible and contradictory ambitions confounded its 

management from the beginning and in twn, provoked confusion over what role alrnost eveqone in the 

prison \vas supposed to petform. In 1878, the prison inspector wrote: 

indusirial Employment not as a reforming elernent, but as fümishing a means 
for the rigid enforcernent of the hard labour sentence, it must be admitted at 
the outset, rhat this is not only the most important, but at  the same tirne the 
most difficult problern which has to be dealt wiîh in administering the atrairs 
of the Central Prison. That the employmrnt must be suitable and, if possible, 
remunerative. only renders the task of providing it more difficult.' 

Reflccting upon his first three years as Warden at the prison, James Massie admitted, "That 1 have 

attained to anything approaching what 1 thought to reach when 1 entered upon my duties three years ago. I 

frankly confess 1 have not. 1 liad but a very imperfat idea of the material 1 was to work ~ p o n . " ~  By 

' Annual Report, Cenual Prison. 1878,83 
' Annual Report. Central Prison, 1883, 96 



1892, he was more philosophical. Massie was no longer measuring profit in dollars made inside for the 

institution, but in potentid dollars to be m e d  by the prisoners once they returned to the outside. 

Viewed Gom a financial standpoint, the operations of the prison come far 
short. That is, of its king a self-susîaining institution, but the industries give 
a retum in their influence for good upon the prisoners physiwlly and mordly, 
which cannot be estimated by a money standard. During the past year 1 have 
the most gratifying assurance from a number who received instruction and 
training as tradesmen during their detention, which so effectually changed 
thcir trend of life fiom follovring crime to that of mechanical pursuits, rnmy of 
whom hold good, and in not a few instances responsible positions. ' 

The Central Prison's very lack of profitability may have been its saving grace. Financiai defeat had made 

the prison more altruistic. Nevertheless. there was no escaping the sheer punitiveness of imprisonment. 

the overcrowding, harsh disciplinary regime. the isolation from society.' 

The differing expectations of the prisoners thernselves were aiso a key part of the Central 

Prison's shifting identity . The practice of blaming of the prisoners for their poor work operated on 

several levels. Stated so ferociously at first. and then in more muted terms later. it was indicative of an 

evolution away from the profit motive and towards a refonnative model. Highlighting the prisoners' 

inability to perforrn profitable labour became over time less a condemnation of h e m  as workers than an 

acceptance of them as prisoners. The more officials were willing to come to terms with the limitations of 

the prisoners as workers, the more they were able to see them as imates,  and not just employees. 

' Annual Report, Central Prison. 1892, 95 
' In any case. profit could not have k e n  the govemment's only concern, for when it came to hiring the 
wardens of the Central Prison, a background in business never seemed to be a consideraticn. Would it 
not have been logical, though, to assume that the prison might have a better chance of overcoming its 
financial problems with a business person at its helm? Evidently the province never chose to focus on this 
question when hiring its wardens. The first warden, Captain William Statton Prince. was a militaq 
man, and was the former Police Chief of Toronto. He was probably hird because it was felt he could mn a 
securc and well disciplined prison. but afler a few years at the Central Prison, his drinking problcm got 
the better of him. The second warden. James Massie, was a politician, a former town clerk and a former 
member of the provincial legislature. One can assume that political patronage played the better part in his 
hiring. Perhaps his political career would have also given him the ability to assume a more jovial public 
role as warden. more so than the morose and unpopular Captain Prince had been.' The third warden. 
John Gilmour, was a medicd doctor and was also a former member of the legislature. His public senrice 
c'iperience would have been appealing coupled with the scientific and caring identity that came with k i n g  
a doctor, usehl if one wanted to mn a humane and eficient prison, but not necessarily a profitable 
business. The fact that the Wardens of the Central Prison had difficulty d n g  the prison as a business. 
then. should not be surprising. and yet that was supposedly an essential element of their job. 



No prison in Ontario had been called upon to run itself as much like a business as the Centrai 

Prison. This was the prison's biggest burden, and also its biggest challenge. The province clearly spent 

more on the prison in the name of business k it would otherwise have done. But nobody. not the 

province. not the public, not the prisoners, ever forgot that the Central Prison was a prison, not a factory. 

and that it was employïng prisoners. not workers. For al1 its pretensions and notoriety. though. the 

Centml Prison was no penitentiary either. and the Wardens knew practically al1 the prisoners by narne. 

The prison's small size. and roots in the less formal provincial jail system softcned its hard-mindcd 

motivcs. and ultimately facilitated its reformative side.' Not completely a prison and not completely a 

business, aiming to be a penitentiary. but often no better than a jail. the Central Ptison straddled several 

objectives at once. and never seenied quite sure of what it really was. It was this uncerîainty. however. 

which kept it distinctly more ambitious than any other carceral institution in the province. Most likely a 

stubbom curiosity was what kept the convict labour e.q.xriment going for forty years. 

The Io@ goals of the Mercer coupled with the sanctirnonious brand of hyperbole it often exuded 

have made it a ripe target for easy criticism. but the ideology behind the Mercer \vas also more 

complicated than it appeared. Its incongrui ties and ambigui ties were al1 meticulously engi neered. proof 

of its desire to persist away from the glare of too much public scmtiny. The dubiously humane vocation 

of laund- work was the ideal industq because it sounded so much easier to do than it actually was. The 

Mercer )vas a unique institution, and vastly more attentive to women's needs. and, unlike the women's 

section of the Kingston Penitentiary for e.uample. it was run by women. And while not technologically 

advanced, it had a clear sense of moral and ideological purpose. 

On the face of it the regime at the Mercer translated into nothing more imaginative than lots of 

laundry \whing. While the men at the Central were at least given the use of intriguing, cornplicated and 

oftcn dangerous machinery, the women were greeted with the most untechnological of settings, a fitting 

prelude to the equally mindless life of domestic service that was planned for them upon their release. And 

The prison's records, too. were organized primarily on a prisoner case-file basis, again ernphasizing the 
role of the individual prisoner, rather than the more administrative letter-book approach employa! by 
federal institutions. 



while the Central Prison never shied away from its punitive identity, the regime at the Mercer employed a 

most bruiaiizing fonn of dmdgery presented in the name of reformation friendship and love.' 

Denial, so pivoiaî to the prison e.uperience, became the chef, and perhaps only real theme of 

existence at the Mercer. Goffman has detailed the mortifjing effects that the loss of even minor 

pnvileges produced in institutional settings. Deprivation was keenly felt in both prison and in total 

institutions of voluntary membership, such as convents.' Kathryn Hulme, a former nun. described her 

decades long. and ultimatcly failed, stniggle to accept the austere life of the convent in a p e n d  roughly 

contemporaneous to the ~ e r c e r . ~  Denial can therefore be a most di8ïcult thing to accept for cven those 

who are motivated to do so. The parallei is a usehl one because life at the Mercer. with its plain clothing. 

plentifid prayer and moral chastisement. frequentiy emulated a monastery. And so even if religiously 

minded women in convents rebelled. inmates at the Mercer could hardly have been e.upected to passively 

acquiesce. Indeeâ, the history of that institution was dominated by a clash of cultures. between urban. 

materialistic and forward-thinking ideas of the lower class irunatcs and the rural. sellieffacing and 

traditional ideology of the middle class superintendents. The struggle itseif was a wearying process for 

the inmates. Wliile the Central claimed to add qualifications to the men, the goal of the Mercer \vas to 

' The example of the Mercer has broader implications, both in terms of gender and in tcrms of class. In 
many ways. the inmates of the Mercer wcre k i n g  taught to abide by a certain brand of feminine wifely 
domesticity in the same way men at the Central Prison were ostensibly k i n g  taught the masculine value 
of k i n g  skilled laborers and sober providers for their families. While men were supposedly king taught 
to be self-supporting, women were k i n g  taught to be less independent. And yet while the program for 
women is so easily put in pejorative terms, the underlying gender bias behind the program for men is as 
casily taken for granted. The Central Pison can be faulted for failing to teach trades, actually failing in 
its inherenüy good mission. while the Mercer can be faulted for succeeding in its inherently sesist goals. 
Parallels and ciifferences between the two institutions continually diverge and meld into one. A middle 
class female superintendent at the Mercer Refonnatory oversaw the dissemination of middle class 
womanly demureness while a middle class male wardcn presided over the distribution of a middle class 
curriculum of durable, male industriousness. Male institutions were renowned for their stnctness. 
People like the Centrai Prison's Warden Massie made sure of that. Discipline at women's institutions. 
however, was praclaimed by officiais like Prison Inspecter Langmuir to be tempered with compassion. 
' Erving Goffman, Ayfurns, 52 
3 Kathxyn Hulme, The ,Vun 'S Story, (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1956) Hulme's autobiographical 
novel, set in the 1930's and the 1940's are also interesting because she describes the stmggle to adapt to a 
life of plainness and austerity from the perspective of a middie class woman. She clairns to suffer even 
more than the nuns from a lower class backgrounds because they were accustomed to having less. In 
effect, Hulme turns the theones of middle-class tyranny of soine historians on their head. For an account 
of convent life in Quebec, see Marta Danylewycz, Taking the Veil: An Alternative to Marriage, 
hlotherhood and Spinsterhood in Quebec: 1850- 1920, edi ted and with a preface by Paul-André Linteau et 
al., (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1987) 



take away characteristics from the women, taking away their taste for independence, money, clothes. 

cosmetics, any kind of identity, and substituting a banal version of domesticity. The women did not just 

wash other people's clothes, they were e-vpected Co wash their own personalities. pasts and hopes for the 

future away. Laundry work becarne a metaphor for both moral purification and conformity. To be clean 

also meant to be unadorneci and also diminished. quietly yet effectively punished. 

At the Kingston Penitentiary, years of feeble attempts at creating skilled labour and a heaw 

reliance on stone work had e.uacted their toll on both the convicts and the SM. Any sense of idealism 

tliat may have been present at the penitentiary's opening in the early 1830's was long gonc by the 1870's. 

Protestant Chaplain C.E. Cartwright devoted his entire report in 1886 to the problem of prison labour. "1 

regret the closing of the contract shops." he wrote. " not so much on account of that special industq as 

because work in which men can interest themselves is 1 believe of great moral advantage to the convicts 

themselves; both because it occupies their mincis wholesomely in the present. and because it gives them a 

better hope of redeeming their lost opportunities in the future." He went on to conclude wvith a scarcely 

veiled attack on the stone pile: "diere are many whose reforrnation wodd be ... utterly spoiled by king 

forced to work at tasks they hated and despised."' Warden Lavell pointed out that the lack of skilled 

labour was harrnfiil to the discipline and the morale of the institution, "a factor in prison rnanagemcnt. 

[which] cannot be underestimatecl." Convicts rvith no hope of teaming remunerative skills upon releasc 

have little incentive to behave well while in custody.' Surgeon Daniel Phelan argued that tedious labour 

wvas bad for the inmates' health, "as a monotonous labour of any description, especiaily when there is no 

return for it. has a very depressing cff~ct."~ With its choice of labour as with its choice of most 

eveming else. the Kingston Penitentiary always seemed to chosr: the e-vpedient way. For inmates thcre 

w a s  a pricc to be paid on both a physid and intellectual level. As for the penitentiary. the lack of 

outside industries diminished it in more than one way; it lowered morale. it diminished its prestige and it 

' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiafy, 1886,2 1 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1890.3 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 190 1, 32 



also financially impoverished it. The money needed to properly build up its facilities \vas not there. In 

the words of Inspector Moylan: "Bricks -net be made without straw."' 

It was also painfiilly clcar that officials were uncornfortable with change and regarded prison 

refonners with suspicion. In 190 1. Inspector Stewart attended the National Prison Congress in Cleveland, 

Ohio and came back appalled by the "sentimental wave" appearing to sweep American public opinion 

about convicts. 

1 respectfully submit the opinion that the idea ihat a convict must not be 
allowrd to feeI that he is disgraced is not oniy fallacious, but dangerous, and 
that some of the fiendish crimes that have startled the country during the past 
years are traceable to the laxity of public sentiment regarding the disgrace 
which attaches to crime, thereby inducuig the criminai to fell that if executed 
he will die a hero, and if merely hprisoned he will be parnpered and coddled 
as an unfortunate of "defective moral ~ r~an i s tn . "~  

1t appeared that after years of asking for the right to attend international conventions. officiais did not 

always like what they ~ a w . ~  The cautious Canadian delegates found Arnerican theories a little too iiew 

fangleci, too elaborate and worse, too e.xpensive. It was certainly easier to lampoon and dismiss 

alternative ideas than to contemplate them. Ultimately, did officials have any kind of vision for the 

Kingston Penitentiw? The 1914 Royal Commission into the penitentiary's management was categorkal 

in its assessment: "If the punishment of the offender is the only object society should have in view. the 

Penitentiaries of Canada fully meet the requirements."' 

For his part, Inspector Stewart deemed the contents of the damning royal commission into the 

Kingston Penitentiaq to be "the gaseous advice and platitudes of oBcials who were not primarily selected 

on account of their qualifications as evangelists." (He stopped short of saying what he thought their truc 

qualifications actually were). He judged their methods to be "puerile and kindergazten."' Essentially, 

oficials were making a plea to be lefi alone. Naive outsiders could never understand the problems of the 

penitentiaq in the way which those who worked there did. They were prone to be taken in by stories of 

' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 188 1, xxii-.dii 
' Inspector Stewart, Annual Report, 1902, 17 
3 lnspectors were finally given funding to attend prison conventions in 1885. aAer years of asking for 
permission to do so. 
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disgnintled ernployees or by the "vapourïngs" of Kingston inmates, whom they termed the "scum of 

Canadian criminality." The administration of penitentiaries was "too important" to be placed in the 

han& of "misguided enthusiasts" such as these. "We place M e  reliance on the opinions of ezrperts who 

are unable to distinguish between originality and plagiarism; betu'een reform and reaction: between 

humanity and ingcnuity: between sane suggestion and sloppy sentirnentalism."' 

if punishinent was a goal of the Kingston Penitentiary. it was paradoxically never a direct one. 

for it was more truly motivated and fed by a attitude of defensiveness. a fear of change and a desire to 

sunive as an institution. Curiously. punishment was a means to an end rather than a goal. Convicts and 

officiais alikc ended up succurnbing to the hopelessness of pcnitentiary confinement. In a paper delivercd 

to the 1903 Dominion wardens' conference. Warden Plan described his fnistration wvith the seemingly 

inescapable reliance on routine and procedure in the Kingston Penitentiary. Platt not only found that hc 

was fighting a losing battle wiih the intemal logic of confinement. he was in fact coming to die 

frightening conclusion that he was trapped inside it: 

m maintain that the cast-bon unvarying, unyielding adherence to some or any 
old-time system of routine, regulation and red-tape gives ow indusirial and 
reformatory work a lowdown place, and defeats its most beneficial object. in 
fact, it does worse. It lacis the convict to look upon his labour as a secondary, 
yea, a tertiary consideration. To be taught that he m u t  drop his hammer or 
his hoe on or before (never after) a certain tick of the watch, no matter what 
may be the demands of the job; to shave, and wait for thc whole gang to be 
shaven, on a certain specific day, no matter how much hc is needed in shop or 
field, gives him a wrong idea of the demands of profitable industry, and totally 
unfits him for meeting the requiremcnts and the expectations of the f m  and 
the workshop in the outside world. ff the requirements of our industries, our 
productive industries, 1 mean are for evcr to give way to the gong and the 
wvhistlc. and the holiday, and the toilct, and the earlyclosing, and to every 
whim and caprice of management that still lingers upon the order book, then 
we may for ever expect to hem the saying: "slow as the penitentia~y."~ 

This was more than a problem with the daily routine, though, it was state of leüiargy on the most basic 

level. It can bc seen as analogy for a more gcneralized malaise that cffected the workings of the Kingston 

Penitentiary. a mindset that held back its modemization and stifled its creativity. 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14-6-7. See also Annual Report, 1913. 7 
'~apers  Subinitted to Wardens' Conîerence, "Prison Labour vs. Prison Routine," Paper Submitted by 
Warden Platt, appendis to Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1903,267- 268 



But more importantly, what did confinement do to the prisoners? With a single observation. 

Surgeon Phelan lefi us ponder how deeply the effécts of confinement on inmates could be mentally and 

physically intertwined: 

Many prisoners, on the result of observing others with spectacles, become 
suddenly under the impression that they also require the services of an 
optician; this may be accounted for by the fact that theû range of vision 
becomes somewhat abbreviated within the confines of the prison wall until 
they become accustomeci to their new sunoundings and the range of their 
visual &S. ' 

It is likely that some prisoners not only got used to seeing less. but decided that it was better that wvay. 

Concfusion 

Oficials struggled to make their dreams of rehabilitation work. Wardens at the Centrai Prison sincerely 

believed in the value of skilled labour, but failed for the most part to keep their convicts engaged in any 

çlevating kind of work. The fernale superintendents at the Mercer Reformatov were t d y  kind 

individuais who tried to redefine and sofien the relationship between the incarcerator and the incarcerated. 

They sought to inject a level of personal mentoring and mothering that was unprecedented in a prison 

setting. Officiais at the Kingston Penitentiary desperately trïed to modernize the facility and bnng a 

sense of order and securïty to a chaotic and rudderless penitentiaq. Nevertheless boredom and a dreary 

routine punctuated wiih episodes of escape and violence continued to dominate the penitentiary's daily 

esistence. Even worse, an industry that had been chosen for its simplicity and convenience. which indeed 

was one of the rasons that the Pcnitentiary had been located at Kingston in the first place. stone 

quanying, proved to be controversial. Each institution had its own story. Each could point to small 

successes and many measured steps fonvard, but in the end not one of them could reach its fundamental 

goals. 

As will be seen, prisoners contributed to these failures and they also paid the price for them. 

Work at the Central Prison was at tums dangerous, boring and grueling. Prisoners were not motivated to 

produce, and were punished severely for their refusal to do so. At the Mercer Reformatory, fernale 

convicts and officiais alike stmggled to understand each other. Superintendents spoke the language of 

1 Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14.40. See also Annual Report, 19 13, 30-3 1 



benign mothers and yet e.upected them to perform exhausting and boring domestic work while inside and 

continue to do so while on parole. For the working class women sentenced to the Mercer, this kind of 

career direction hardly represented a motivation to turn "straight." And at the Kingston Penitentiaq. an 

emphasis on security, crowd control and preemptive isolation oniy made the protracted sentences that the 

inmates were seMng seem even longer. Primitive facilities and coffin-like cells intensfied the Mering. 

The only benefit for the majority of convicts who worked in the stone quarries was the opportunity such 

outdoors work presented for escape. 

Far from focusing on the theoreticai basis of rehabilitation. convicts concentratcd on the daily 

deprivations tiiat they faced. As will be seen. basic necessities like food, dignity and intellectual 

stimulation meant the most to prisoners. Officiais. volunteer activists and govenunent criminologists 

seeking to create mode1 institutions would have been better served to think of tiiese privations more tlian 

tliey did. But then again they were not just creating places of rehabilitation but punishment. This was 

one distinction that prisoners understood only too well. 



Section IIk 

The Basics of Prison Life 

introduction: Becoming a Prisoner 

The world of the prison was unlike lire outside. What the new convicts noticed first and never forgot 

were the small dfierences. The food tasted bad. The place was dirty. cramped, disease ridden and it 

smelled. The clothes were ill-fitting and ugly. The other prisoners looked menacing and rough and so 

did the guards. The rules governing silence. rcad out to them in a hunied monotone. seemed 

ovcrwhelming. absurd and mean spirited. The reception process, with its body searches and hair cutting. 

was degrading. Prisoners began their stays feeling angry, hungry. uncornfortable. humiliated and scared. 

How they looked, acted, felt and even thought was under attack. They questioned their own ability to 

endure imprisonment and were determined not to let the prison overwhelm them. Resisting and then 

finally coming to terms with these hardships was a ditiïcult struggle and becaine the convict's first step in 

his or hcr process of adaptation. Individuals entered the prison thinking like free men and women. but 

Uiey soon discovered that to survive. they had to learn to think like prisoners. 

Food, shelter, clothing, association: in time. these basic issues bçcame the f d  point of evcry 

convict's existence and the source of every grievance and larger conflict that would corne. The longer an 

inmate resided in prison, the greatcr became his or her sense of the little details of daily life. Why did 

tlicse ordinw issues secm so important? They represented the danger of prison life on its most clerncntal 

Icvel: the threat to health, to personal safety, to individuality. to suivival itseif. Convicts of necessity 

became keen observen of their own pre&cament. 

The harshness of prison life encouraged hvo opposing systems of moral understanding. Society 

and their representatives, prison management, felt that the crimes that certain individuals had committed 

warranted the unpleasantness of prison. Convicts in tum soon came to believe that the pain of prison was 

grcater than any that they had e.xacted on socicty. Therefore they maintained that it was the public's 



mismanagement of the prison that was the real crime. Management and prisoners each viewed the other 

as the true criminals. 

One of the best ways to gain insight into the sensibility of the inmate is to look at memoirs. 

Accordingly. the final chapter in this section will focus on the writings of several inrnates. One of the 

two major documents that will be e-xplored was originally published in serial form in the labour press. 

The manuscript is incomplete. anon-mous and written in retrospect.' The journey to the Kingston 

Penitentiary the narrator described was not just a physical one but an allegorical one as well. With each 

step closer to the Penitentiéuy. with each moment spent longer in the "system." his attitudes and his 

tiiinking changed. The second major inmate mernoir that will be esamineci was wvritten illicitly from 

within the prison. Percy E.'s di- was confiscated from him and retained in the case files of the Central 

Prison. While the first set of memoirs essentially tells the story of k i n g  transformed into a prisoner. the 

second one rcveals what it was like to actually have become one. Uitimately. these individuals' 

observations encapsulated the cruelties. both small and large, of prison life that mattered most to inmates: 

the loss of standing, the inadequacy of the diet. the perils of disease. 

Becoming a prisoner meant becorning totttlly imrnersed in the issues of ordinary existence. In the 

closed, tiglitly controlled environment of the prison. the Iittle details of the institutional regimen wvere the 

catalyst for an individual's transformation into an inmate. The personalities and behaviors of prisoners 

became marked by the smells, the tastes. dangers and deprivations of prison life. It was about these 

particulars that the convict relentlessly obsessed. objeçted to and was punished for. The cruelties of prison 

were often petty, but these were the kind that rankled the most. The big problems of the prison al1 started 

srnall. 

The lonely long hours of prison also provided time for gloomy reflection. The shock of their 

new status as convicts provokcd many to e.uamine their own natures and to search for their true selves. 

- 

At times candid and didactic, the writing style is inconsistent, suggesting more dian one contributor. 
The articles described the narrator's experiences with the police. the court, his life in the county gaol and 
his transportation to the Kingston Penitentiary, but they stop abruptly and disappointingly at his arriva1 
at thc "Big House." The composition's limitations, however, are also a virtue. The ernphasis of the 
writing instead became not so much on imprisonment, but the process of imprisonment. The possibility, 
too, that more than one person wrote the articles may have explained their comprehensive scope. 



Seifkeflection could become yet another kind of obsession in the prison. The culmination of this 

pliilosophical process was ofien a desire to judge others and assign blame. In this way, convicts could feel 

that they did not belong in prison. But rather ihan liberatc them. as many had hoped. tliis kind of 

diversion ofien served to build an ewn greater wall between those in captivity and those who were frce. 

Meanwhile, for the pemn  inside the prison. the roles of the outside world. and the outside world itsclf. 

slowly and inexorably reueated and finally. for a while, disappeared. 



Chapter 4 

Association 

The very atrnosphere that \vas supposeci to cure the criminal codd also contaminate. Howard had been 

one of the first to emphasize the need for the prison to maintain a separation from the outside world. In 

the unreformeci prison, friends, spouses, relatives and associates circulateci fieely among prisoners. 

Unrefonned prisons had confined the criminals. but they did not seek to reform them. To Howard. to 

rehabilitate rneant to alter the personality of the inmate through a drastic removal of him or her from thc 

environment of crime: 

Wlen Howard visited û prison, what offended him was the evidence of 
disorder and inattention, the failure to post mies, the indiscriminate mixing of 
inhabitants, and the unregulated boundaq behveen the prison and the 
community. ... His concem was to establish a new organkation of the prison, 
one grouiideci on principles of rationality, health, and a wann sense of 
religious purpose .... He took the independence of the prison culture as one 
more symptorn of general maladministration .... In proposing to remedy them, 
Howard was in fact trying to create a new institution. He wanted a prison thrrt 
was less like îhe actual world .... He atîacked wiîh equal fervor the presencc 
of disease and the autonomy of prisoner culture, seeing them as part of a 
common failure. ' 

But in confining criminals together, the prison was trapped in an ironic clash between theory and practice. 

The idealism of Howard's original vision for the prison had remained largely that. Prisons. despite and 

pcrhaps because of their strange new rituais designed to create penitence, were open to the sarne criticisms 

they wçre beforc. In fact. by turn of the century, the ability of certain long-term inmates at the Kingston 

Pcnitentiary to readily acclimate to a so-cailed reformatory regime was itself becoming a cause for alarm. 

In thcir endeavour to create the separate world that Howard had dreamt of, offacials sometimes pnvately 

wondered if they causing more hann than good to the personalities of the inmates. Individuals were sent 

to prison for punishment and rehabilitation but also with the hope that they would be as little effected by 

that environment as  possible. Those who adapted to the prison best were viewed by society as the 

hardened criminals, the degenerates, the irredeemble old "jailbirds." Criminals were grouped togcthcr, 

but it was hoped that they would not idluence each other. Prisoners, too, feared for their loss of 

1 McGovern, "The Wcll-Ordered Prison," in The Oxford History of the Prison, 88-89 



respectability. Nevertheless. none of the three institutions were able to implernent a classification schemc. 

Ofiïcials articulateci their fears of conuption, but were not able to a d  on them. 

For those who had never been convicted before, becoming a prisoner meant haw?ng to associate 

with a large group of criminals for the first time. For many individu& coming to prison the fear of 

contamination was a vcry real one. They felt that serving tirne would l a v e  a stain on their reputations, 

compromise their safety. ruin their health and corrupt their morals. For both officiais and convicts. the 

crus of the matter was built on an unspoken contradiction: "Not d l  prisoners are degenerates. AI1 

prisoners are degenerates." Prisoners were trapped between either becoming too cornfortable in prison 

and with each otlier or never acclirnating to prison and to each oîher. and hopefblly leaving it sooner. Not 

only could refiising to integrate have a bearing on an early release, it could represent a psychologicai 

rejection of the shamefiil status of imprisonment. Prisoners were caught behveen becoming either model 

inmates, favourites of the administration and reviled by a c h  other or becoming potential heroes to their 

cornpatriots and incomgibles to the audiorities. They were psychoiogically tom between accepting tlieir 

position as prisoners without any self-prejudice and forming a solidarity among themselves or instead 

viewing themselves as misplaced citizens thrown in with a group of unscrupulous cnminals. Officiais 

were aIso caught in a conundrum. Was a model convict someone who proved by his or her easy 

adjusunent to prison regdations that he or she did not belong in prison or did that only demonstrate that 

hc or she did indeed belong there? Was refinement, youth and a good family background a more 

compelling reason for forbearance than the gravity of the crime commi tted or even the certain& of gui1 t? 

What was more important: the crime or the person, the person or his or hcr background? And finally, 

how would officiais protect those that they saw as the more Milnerable inmates. juveniles and women. 

frorn the dangers of the prison? 

The frightening reputation of the prison preceded itself. Prisoners dreaded the prison and they 

feared each other. As individuals, many felt that their character and reputation could only be worsened 

the longer they were confined. Petitions for early release oîlen focused on the damaging moral impact the 

prison could make on certain more worthy individuals if not released in tiine. In their assessrnent of 

convicts, wardens came to distinguish between those who were most blemished by the priscrn and those 



who were Ieast, between those who bcbelongd' in the prison and those who did not. Being less affecteci by 

the prison becarne a mark of virtue. 

Prisoners were seen by officiais, and sometimes by each other. as k i n g  a threat to each other. It 

was bclieved that oldcr convicts would compt younger ones. By boasting about their crimes, more 

serious crïminals could influence lesser ones. At the Mercer Reformatory. it was feared that prisoners 

who were kepers of brothets, for instance. would recruit younger impressionable women. In the male 

institutions, there was a concern that older and stronger prisoners would se.nially pervert younger ones. 

There were numerous opportunities for contact: at choir practice, at the chapel. in the dining hall. in the 

workshop, even insidç ventilation shafts. At a mixed facility like the Kingston Penitentiaq, fende 

prisoners and stafF were physically threatened by their close prosimity to male convicts. These fcars were 

realized by several bmtal attacks that took place. There was also some apprehension that the male 

convicts would be able to secretly fraternize with the female ones. In fact, at lcast one baby at the 

Kingston Penitentiq was produced by such contacts.' 

As this chapter will reveal, there were many factors that affected the placement and classification 

of prisoners and ensured that they were ueated unfairly and inconsistently. Officials believed very 

strongly in the criminal stereotype. Standing on the pcriphery, inmate families also perpetuated the 

stigma of incarceration. Long terrn convicts were viewed with disdain. and anempts to manage their 

interactions were amateur and haphazard. Nevertheiess. for reasons of breeding, youth or individual 

charm, certain mode1 convicts were singled out for special trament.  Meanwhilc, juvenile convicts and 

women prisoners and even staff were subject to special hazards, both moral and physical. dangers that 

officials were well awarc of, but were often poweriess to prevent. 

The Crimind Stereotype 

The prevailing view that officials took of convicts, especially when their respective prisons were facing 

problems, was that they were irredeemable. Warden Massie of the Central Prison. who had enormous 

trouble making his institution turn a profit through mnvict labour, urged his critics to come see the 

prisoners that he had to contend with. "Taking into account the class of criminals that constitute thc 

I The case of the convict baby will be discussed in the chapter on the prison family. 



larger portion of the inmates of the prison. five-fifths k i n g  composed of dnrnkards. thieves and vagrant 

men who wodd rather lie. steal. beg or take the food their wives or children have earned. than do an 

honest day's work ... the difficulties that have to be met and overcome to attain even the results of the past 

year can but very imperfectly be understood, except by those in direct contact with them."' "Prisoners." 

lie describecl, "congregated together from al1 parts of the Province. the lives of thc greatest proportion of 

whom have been one~ontinued war against society and its laws. who have in constant revolt against the 

edict of Eden. that 'in the sweat of thy face shall you cat bread," and have shunned work in every form 

and by evety device, and those vicious habits have physically unfitted them until rehabilitated. for 

laborious empl~~rnent."~ i-ie depicted these inmates as "so cornpletely sunk in depravity and vice ... diat 

such employment as the treadmill is about the only means by which they codd be made to put forth any 

exertion .... [qhey arc low rnorally. the animal part of their composition largely predominating over their 

manhood: ambition is submerged in cunning and deceit; tmth is not in them...."3 His predccessor Warden 

Prince blanied the "the reçeption of a portion of the criminal and vicious of other counuies. as 

immigrants. and temporary residents."' 

In her study of nineteenth century France. O'Brien reveds the estent to which criminal women 

were perceived differently from criminal men, An unlawfid woman was seen as a grave danger to society. 

someone who rebelled against her natural status as wife and mother. a compter of men and children. 

indeed capable of overhuning the entire social order.' But unlike the Amerïcan response as portrayed by 

Rafter. O'Brien argued that such was the French sense of horror at female criminality that rather than is. 

Iiarder to refom them, the French hardly tricd at d l .  The depth of female depravity allowed the 

institution to "absolve" itself of any reformatosf agenda. For women, "the institution was a rehabilitative 

dead end."6 The best that French authorities could hope for was that these women would ultimately enter 

another institution, the convent, at the end of their senten~es.~ Far from seeking to conuol women more 

' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1882,66 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1878,83 
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5 O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 66-67 
6 O'Brien, The Pronrise of Punishnrent, 69 
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than men. authorities embraced a custodial mode1 of treatment that was basically the same as the one that 

they imposed on men. The particular attitudes of women therefore. became the more important 

determinant of institutional life than any philosophy on the pan of the prison govemment. 

Ontario oficials shared much of the same pessimisrn. At the Mercer Reformato~. there was a 

fear that even the best programs came to naught; the women were mostly hopeless: "The nature of the 

ground to be worked upon is not. however. very promising. It must be remembercd tlwt the inmates of the 

Reformatory represent the worst portion of the female population of the country, and that many of these do 

not come within the reach of reformatory influence until afler a course of vice or crime of rnany years' 

duration."' As if to underline the perversity of women criminals in general. Inspecter Rogers emphasized 

the shame that the whole community felt when a woman went to prison. "It is to be regrettcd that there 

sbould be the nccessity for a Reformatory for women. Associated with al1 that is noblest. best and dearcst 

in our homes. linked with the thought of our mothers. wives and sisters, the degradation that has come to 

those that has fallen rnakes us al1 blush with shame and feel deeply for the unfortunates who have to suffer 

in this respect for their ~ i n s . " ~  Meanwhile. at the Kingston Penitentiary. officials had nothing to say 

about thcir plans for the reforrnation of the female convicts. escept to occasionally expess pity for their 

poor living conditions. 

These strong statements were not al1 rhetoric; officials, too, felt the demordizing effects of iheir 

association with so many difficult inmates. At the end of his career, htassie wrote one of his last letters 

as Warden to a police magistrate. It was in reference to a 61 year old prisoner convicted of indeccnt 

assault. "It may be coming so mucli in contact with the lowest side of humanity. that makes me 

pronounced in this regard, for 1 confess it has a hardening tendency, but 1 see so much that is vile. brutal. 

degrading and deceptive among the prisoners brought under my charge and knowing that many of them 

cannot be restrained by any other means than. a rigid enforcement of discipline, even to physical 

ireaunent ...."' At one low point in 1882. the Mercer's Supenntendent O'Reilly also evidenced a similar 

pcssimism: "The large number in our prisons and reformatories prove that a part of the people have not 

' A n n d  Report, Mercer Refonnatory, 1885,99 
' Annuai Report, Mercer Reformatoty, 1906, .xxiii 
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been trained to self-control and honesty. What can be done for these unfortunates? How can we inspire 

them with a little seif-respect? How give them strengîh and courage? How turn them from their ide 

a idess  lives to habits of industry and honesty? .... The most depraved among our inmates have a grcat 

abhorrence to work of any description; the melancholy and dejected require continual attention, advice. 

and encouragement."' A good hearted Warden could sympathize with convicts. feel pity and cven 

affection for them. but fhdamentally lie or she could nevcr i d e n w  wi th  them. At one point in his 

memoirs Brockway thanked his friends outside the prison for counteracting "the eEéct of long close 

contact with criminals who were selfish, pitiless, degenerate and utterly untnist~orth~."' 

The Viewpoint of lamates' Families 

Pnsoners' families and employers worried about bad influences that might influence and corrupt inmates. 

as well as their OWI reputations. The case files of the Central Prison provide many such e.xamples. Frank 

W.'s wife wrote to Warden Massie requesting that he be put to work at a job tbat \vas rernoved from other 

convicts. She also asked if she could address correspondence directly to the Warden's residence rather 

than to the prison so as to avoid gossip at the post office. "1 can understand your mxiety and distressing 

position." Massie replied. "and indwd it is more on yourself than your husband that the disgrace and 

penalty falls.. . . 1 have just had a conversation ~ 4 t h  (your husband]; he is in very good healtli. and 

employai as fireman in one of the boiler rooms. His work is not heavy or unhealthy. had lus term been 

longcr 1 would have put liim to leam some trade but iic has a very good place and frorn this time out will 

not corne into contact with many of the other prisoners." Massie agreed to correspond through liis 

privatc address reporting that "many prefer to send their communications under to mc so that there may 

not be the publicity given to the prisoner's name through the post office."3 This letter writing practice 

tvas still in place under Warden Gilmour's tenure.' In 1899. Gilmour wrote to the fiancee of one 25 year 

old inmate pledging to protect hiin from bad influences. "1 beg to say that we will do al1 we can for 

William F. while he is here so that he may not becorne contaminated with the more confirmed criminals. 

1 Annual Rcport, Mercer Reformatory, 1882, 109 
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It is ever our aim to do the best possible for our men and especiaily the younger men and boys. Mr. 

Spencer. the agent of the Prisoners' Aïd Association is personally acquainted with [the prisoner's mother] 

and has already had a talk with William about his welfafe while in the prison. We will try to keep his 

mind employed so that he will not desire to think t w  much of those about him."' In 1900. the Registrar of 

the University of Toronto wrote to the Warden requesting that the si.uteen year old son of the caretaker of 

the Chernicai Building, serving a six month term for the& be kept away from the hardened criminals so 

as they will not "have a bad effect on [him]." The Warden assured him that an "excellent office?' would 

be taking a personal interest him.' In 19 13. the former ernployers of one 25 year old convict at the 

Central Prison wrote the Minister of Public Works requesting that he be transferrcd to the newly built 

prison f m  in Guelph. "The reason ... for our writing is that we feel very strongly chat he would be very 

much better off at the Prison Farm at Guelph than amongst the set of hardened criminals at   or ont o."^ 

The Long- Term Convict 

Officiais at the Kingston Penitentiary were no more successfùl in their attempts to thwart contamination. 

When askcd by the 189 L Royal Commission on Penitentiaries about the Kingston Penitentiary's system of 

classification, Warden Lavell responded bleakly, "We have no classification: we have no hopes of 

accomplishing that."' At îhe outset of the period. Inspecter Moylan outlined what the system at the 

Kingston Penitentiw essentially entailed. "It may bc described as the mixed system, congregate and 

cellular combined. The convicts are employed in associated labour, during the day, and are combined in 

scparate cells at niglit."' In other words. during the day, just as at thc Mercer Reformatory and at the 

Central Prison. there was no separation of the convicts at d l .  Also, similar to the Mercer, but unlike the 

bnitally strict Central, officiais were forced to admit that they had given up txying to enforce a silent 

~ ~ s t e r n . ~  Officials îùrther confessed that segregation of classes was physically impossible due to the 

' Central Prison, C.F. #16667 
' Central Prison, C.F. #Il7180 

Central Prison, CF. #27488 
4 Royal Commission into the Penitentiary System of Ontario, 189 1, Evidence of Warden Lavell, 3 17 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1876.9 
6 Royal Commission into the Penitentiary System of Ontario, 189 1, Evidence of Warden Lavell, 322 



wisuitability of the buildings.' There were simply not enough different types of work to go around in 

order to efféct a truc separation. 

Oficials at Kingston knew that there were problems with the congregate systern. but often the 

solutions they proposeci for it went far beyond mere classification and into the realm of total separation. 

In 1910, Inspecter Stewart even went so far as to argue that the only effective kind of classification would 

be separate prisons for different types of offenders.' To back up this line of thought. officiais 0 t h  

pointed with sensationai effect to the potential contamination of younger criminals by older ones. Warden 

Creighton picked up on this theme in 1880: 

1 do not flatter myself, however, that much permanent good can be effected 
under our present principlc of prison management. The evil associations 
which prevail in prisons wtiere the gang or congregate systern of prison labour 
exists, m u t  necessarily educate the novice in crime, and in most cases anv 
good influences brought to bear upon him have little beneficial effect, and he 
leavcs Che Penitentiary more depraved than when he entrred it .... The 
rcstraint necessarily imposcd upon al1 prisoners keeps them in a state of 
almost constant mental irritation, and this is not the proper ûame of mind to 
receive good impressions of any kind. There are far more likely to be 
impressed by the evil suggestions of vicious ~ o m ~ a n i o n s . ~  

In his testimony to the 1891 Royal Commission. Reverend Cartwright. the Protestant Chaplain of the 

Penitentiary, was a little less euphemistic about the dangers of contamination. 

Q. WC would likc to have your views as to the effects of improper 
classification of pnsoners, do you think it is a a y h g  evil? 
A. 1 think it is. A great many of the older criminals deliùerately lay 
themselves out to instruct young ones .... 1 think as regards uidecent conduct 
and convmtion and hmorality, that there is a great deal of h m  done.' 

The corruption of the young was quite a sensational topic and the officiais were weil aware of it. It is 

iinportant to note that corruption was a word not just understood to mean a mental state. but it also 

irnplied sexual activity.' It was quite deliberately used here to challenge the reliabilitative powers of the 

I Annual Report, Mcrcer Reformatory, 1 88 1, vii 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 10.6-7 
3~nnual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1880.24-25 
' Ontario. Report o/the Comntissioners Appointed to Enquire into the Prison and Re fornatory *tent of 
Ontario, Toronto, 189 1, Evidence of Protestant Chaplain Cartwright, 337 
5 Prison surgeons in Ontario were so euphcmistic about homose.wality that they likely re fend  to it 
instead as a form of masturbation. This might explain the Central Prison's Surgeon's near obsession with 
what he deemed to be the "solitary vice." See subsequent chapter on the prison family. 



penitentiary. It can be arguai that segregation was not really a reformative solution, it was a typc of 

capitulation- a refusal to look at the penitentiary as capable of anything more than confinement. 

Speakmg near the end of the period. and as if to insert a much-needcd note of moderation to the 

debate. Warden Platt tried to outline not only a practiçal but a mord objection to the separation of convict 

classes: 

Even could the separation into classes be successfully effected, if we could 
make shoemakcrs of al1 the good convicts, tailors of al1 the modmateIy bad 
ones, and stone-cutters of al1 the hardened and incorrigible, would it be wise 
and politic to do so? What hope would there bc for the worst class? Are they 
to be given up as irredcernable? ... Are we to conclude that the influence of 
evil is al1 powerful over both the good and the bad? 1s there no possibility of 
good example, set by a convict influencing his less amiable fellow convict? 
And is it sure and certain that bad example never fails in its power to 
hiluence? ' 

Throughout his career, Platt maintained that segregation was a unnaturd and inhumane state of existence. 

"if segregation be the panacea, par excellence. inside our prison walls. why not try it outside?"' Platt 

done seemed to care about the cost of so radical an approach. about what happened to mincis of the so- 

called undesirable inmates. "Ai1 over the land to-day," he argued at another point. ''good boys and girls 

are playing with bad boys and girls. Ml over the land to-day, the righteous and the unrighteous are in 

constant association. It is said the devil gets in his most effectuai work during the hours of darkness and 

idlencss. During these hours of danger, the convict is absolutely by lumself in his prison cell. How is it in 

the world outside the pri~on?"~ Platt's view of the convict was more optimistic tlian most and his belief 

that prisoners were just as good as  people on the outside cerîainly went counter to the estabtished 

opinion.' 

Officiais at the Kingston Penitentiary, who also had to contend with convicts who served the 

longest sentences of the three institutions. identifieci a more subtle kind of danger to the new inmate: the 

prisoner who had settled in too comfortably. 

It is the experience of al1 prison oilïcials that the retunied convict, in other the 
words, the 'gaol bird' or habitua1 criminal, has tact and cunning enough to 
observe the niles and to keep himself in good repute with the prison 

-- 

I Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1902, 26-27 

' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1910,283 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiq. 1902. 26-27 
' Platt was no hnctionalist. 



authonties, in order that he may not forfeit any of the remission time he carns. 
The same traits of character, combined with his accurate knowledge of the 
routine of the pcnitentiary, and of the manner in which the ofticers placed 
over him discharge their duties, enable him, with impunity, to profit of the 
opportunities h t  not unfrequently offirr to instigate others to commit 
offenses, sometirnes of a serious nature. His most congenial occupation is to 
compt  those who are comparatively innocent, by the recital of his wicked 
dceds and by depicting crime in roseate hues, and in its most seductive aspect. 
... Thus, it is that hundreds are led înto a career of wickedness and infamy, 
through contact with the c o n f i e d  and callous evil-dm.' 

A good record in prison therefore did not ensure refonnation or even good behaviour, it could in fact 

indicate the opposite, ihat the prisoner was pcrsuading others to commit infractions on hts or her belialf. 

"A large proportion of the convicts are well-behaved from purely self-interested motives," lnspector 

Moylan observed. " m e  discards al1 higher motives; he is merely serviens ad oculos -an eue senmt-  and 

thus he puts in his time. without change of heart. without purpose of amendment."' OîXcials knew that 

tiiere was more corruption inside the prison than they could ever prove or even see. 

Swing Model Convicts 

Just as it was thought that some convicts were destined to evil by their heritage, disposition and 

upbringing. officiais believed that there were others whose g d  breeding made them into unlikely 

convicts. Writing in 1889 to the Attorney General about John M.. a f m e r  convicted of false pretenses, 

Warden Massie claimed: 

He is not a criminal, and a week's imprisonment means far more punislunent 
to him, than a year would be to the majority of the men confinai here. But for 
the charity of the neighbours in that new settlement [in Manitoba], many of 
whorn as yet have not much to spare, his family since his arrest, would have 
prished of cold and hunger, and doubtless his wife's approaching death has 
ken  hasteneci in consequence of the lack of that care and proper nourishment 
hc could have provided if at libe W.... He is well eduwted, until this has 
always inoved in good society, and always bore an irreproachable character. In 
his case the ends of justice and objects of imprisonment have k e n  already 
fully accomplished, and on behalf of himself his wife and young children, 1 
depart from the understood line of duty, to be o u  to intercede at your earliest 
convenience with the Minister of Justice for his irnrndiate rclease3 

In 1876. in reference to another inmate, John M., convicted of burglary, Warden Creighton of the 

Kingston Penitentiaxy wmte to the Deputy Minister of Justice that the man was unjustly convicted and 

1 Inspector Moylan's Report, Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report, 1887. siii 
' Inspector Moylan's Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1889, xii 
3 Central Prison C.F. #10660. Wtiile a preMous attempt had failed. the prisoner was subsequently 
pardoned. 



urged for an early release by six rnonths. "His conduct and industry in the Penitentiary has always been 

vev g d .  He is intelligent. studious and well educated and judging by his correspondence bvith his 

fathcr. mother and sister, they are most respectable people." As a addendum to the case and to stress the 

importance placed on ascertainhg family background, Creighton wrote to the Prison Inspecter that "The 

labour required for the p e n d  of so many letters is irksome to me. but as 1 consider this letter 

correspondcnce with near and dear relatives and friends, one of the most important influences for g d  at 

this institution, 1 cheerfuily perform it."' At anotfier Ume Creighton deemed convict John. M. J. to have 

"already undergone most severe punishment here. to a man of his intellectual culture and refinernent .... 1 

bclieve that furcher punishment and disgrace would undoubtedly tend to deaden the good possibilities 

which still remain active within him in dlicient force to consritute him even now a worthy member of 

society."' 

Convcrsely. evcn in the wake of an extrernely bad background, if a convict could appear to be 

refined in prison, officiais could point to his or her inherent goodness. All that would be required for final 

rehabilitation was an avoidance of past evil influences. In reference to convict James McG.. Warden Platt 

stated that he "has been uniformly well-behaved and industrious during his entire term to date. He 

exhibits none of the traits of the habitua1 criminal. and from the frank and apparently honest stor). of his 

life as told to me by himself, 1 am of the opinion that he is worthy of release from prison .... He tells me 

tIiat he has no desire to return to Chatham if he can secure cmployment elsewhere and that he will avoid 

that part of the country if such a course be made a condition of his license of ~iberation."~ 

Guilt or innocence or past background did not always matter. Sometimes a convict could bc 

pcrceived as k ing  out of place stnctly by virtue of his or her good behaviour in prison. Even in the case 

of a 6 1 year old prisoner convicted of inanslaughter who had served less than half of his 20 year term, 

Warden Platt maintained that "1 do not consider [himl as one of the criminal class. His reputation [has) 

but the one stain and that, it is stated, is jmtified largely by provocation ..... He is, al1 round, the most 

excmplay man in the prison and I would be glad to see him pardoned or liberated- He wished to go to his 

-- - -  -- 

1 Kingston Pe~tentiary, Warden's Letter Book, 19 September, 1876, 26 September. 1876 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, [August?]. 1876 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 3 1, 1900 



brother on a canle ranch near Calgary. 1 don't think tliere can be any mistake in recommending the 

esercise of clemency in his case."' Prisoner John W. "has been well behaved and industrious ever since 

he came here." Platt wrote to the Justice Ministry. "He has not been reporteci for any irregularity worthy 

of pu~shment  since 1 came here as Warden.. . . 1 think myself that prison Me has done hirn al1 the good it 

can do and can see no objection to his conditional liberation."' According to Warden Creighton. prisoner 

[? 1 M., convicted of mansiaughter, "was only a boy when he came here. He has learned the trade of a 

tinsmith in the Prison. and has made himself usehl in the Institution- taking an interest in his work. 1 

think his early release would have a good effect upon M., and tend to make him a usehl member of 

society in the future."3 

These kind of recommendations were the most af£ïrming for prison ofkials. In h e m  they 

argued that the prison could be a power for good. It was a rare and happy moment when Warden 

Crcighton, for esample, was able to \ r i t e  to one convict's mother in reference to her son that "1 rhink be 

goes out a better boy than he was on entering the place."4 Superintendent O'Sullivan was generally 

positive about the influence of her reformatory. "When it is remembered that those committed corne 

principaily from a class notorious for shiftlessness and idleness, it is a matter for congratulation that their 

environment here is so favourable for the acquirement of habits of ~ r d e r . " ~  But by higtilighting the 

special merit of select convicts. either by virtue of their family background or their own dispositions and 

urging their early release, officials also indirectly typified the rest of the inmate population as k ing  

without value. These seemingly positive acts therefore had negative repercussions. Pessimistically 

dek3iling the hordes of hopelcss degenerates corning through the main door sent a message that the prison 

cnvironment had littie positive to offer to its occupants. Indeed, demonizing the convict \vas ofien the 

last resort of officials with few solutions lefi to offer. Rescuing the good convict, then, could also be an 

discouraging act. To those lefi behind, the knowledge of early releases could either add hope or add 

despair. Ultimately, to officials. there were three types of convicts worthy of notice: the incorrigibles 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. July 19, 1900 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lctter Book, July 30, 1900 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, 22 June, 1878 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, 2 1 Apnl, 1874 
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who were criminal brutes, those whose good breeding made them out of place and diose who redeemed 

themselves through especially good behaviour. As for the rest of the population, which made up the 

majority. little notice was taken of them. 

Danger to Juvenile Convicts 

When it came to considering the plight of jweniles in prison, al1 of the negative views of the criminal 

disposition came to the forefront. Fears of contamination were especially pronounced in the case of the 

young. Superintendent Gilmour a m g e d  that 15 year old prisoner John H.. serving a 24 month term for 

house breaking and Iarceny, be transierred over to the Reformatory for Boys. " amid more saluta- 

environments than at the Centrai prison."' Gilmour wrote to the sister of a 17 year old inmate. "1 am 

opposed on principlc to sending boys like F. to prison. A sound whipping with the understanding that it 

would be repeated when necessary would do much more good than having a young man in tiie formative 

years of his life mingle with the criminai dass."' To families of convicts, the public and prison officiais 

alike, the seasoned convicts posed a danger to the new ones. They womed about the recent inmates 

scttling in too much. 

On a national level. two justice ministers debated the effect of the Central Prison on juvcnilcs. 

Remarkably, for these two policy rnakers the real question was not contamination but the proper degrec of 

severity. In 1876, Edward Blake. the fcderal Minister of Justice, wrote to provincial Attorney Gencral 

Oliver Mowat in reference to Prisoner John P.. who had been transferred from the Penitanguishine 

Reformatory for Boys to the Central Prison and died there of typhus. "A sentence in the Central Prison." 

Blake wrote, "is very much more severe than one in the Reformatory and my own disposition is in the case 

of these prisoners to obtain reports from the Judges and reports of their conduct and to endeavor to deal 

with the cases by such shortening as may somewhat assimilate the punishment to iImt intended by the 

sentencing judge." "From al1 t h t  1 hear 1 incline to think ihat while sentences to the Central Prison may 

be more severe than those to the Reformatory," Mowat responded, "many of these lads are more likely to 

be advantaged at the former than the latter; partly, 1 dare say, from ils king under better management and 

- - 

Central Prison. C.F. # 15787 
' Central Prison C.F. #20862, July, 1906 



closer s u p e ~ s i o n  from headquarters. Still, 1 do not suggest any objections to what you propose in regard 

to such cases."1 Added to the danger of contamination, then, was the potential damagc that the severity of 

thc prison could pose for the young. Mowat made Little effort to disabuse Blake of the Ceniral's 

reputation; rather, he defended it. By promising "closer supervision." Mowat did seem to be 

acknowledging the potential bad influences that juveniles would be subjected to, but it is interesting that 

this issue was never openly mentioned in the correspondence. Contamination was a fear, but it \vas not 

the main concem of officiais; deterrence was. Mowat was prepared to defend the Central Prison's severity 

cven in the wake of a young man's death. 

Danger to Women Convicts 

The interior design of the Mercer reflected the somewhat conflicted ideology of reformers towards female 

criminals.' Unlike the Central Prison. which \vas happy to merely separate the Catholic inmates from the 

Protestant, and this out of desire to prevent violence and nothing more. and the Kingston Penitentiw. 

which fùlly admitted to making no attempt at classification at the architects of the Mercer 

Reformatory publicly made separation and classification their primary goal. Four different types of ce11 

dimensions in four different ceIl ranges reflected four different grades of prisoners.' lnspector Langmuir 

boasted about the prison's revolutionary design in 1879, evidence of a strict. yet humane regime. 

Different levels of accommodation would encourage obedience on the part of the inmates. whilc also 

keeping women of similar behaviour patterns together. Separation. he claimed. was the key. 

Contamination was a significant fear in men's prisons. whereby older convicts would pass on criminal 

habits to younger inmates, but in an environment where most of the residents werc imprisoned for moral 

Ontario Archives, Edwvard Blake Papers, Blake to Mowat and Mowat to Blake. May 1 1 and May 13. 
1876 
' See Chapter thm. 
3 See 189 1 Commission testimony of Warden Lavell, also Cruelty Commission on Central Prison for hvo 
separate wings for Protestants and Catholics 
4 The most punitive class of cells were 8 feet long, 1 fcet nine inches wide and 10 feet high, while the 
highest class of inmates were housed in "privileged rooms" with dimensions of 10 f e t  in length, 5 feet 
sis inches in width and 11 feet in height. The rooms of the best behaved had plastered walls while the 
Icss compliant prisoners had to make do with walls of whitewashed brick. 
5 Annual Report, Provincial Inspcçtor of Prisons, 1879, 188-9 



offenses to begin with, one can see how classification could have become a priority in a woman's 

institution. 

The presence of so many "Madames," who were thought to be aiways on the look-out for young 

recruits while in prison. was a speciai concem. Indeed, O'Sullivan identüied the convicted "Keepers of 

houses of ill-fame" as the greatest moral threat to the younger prisoners. Total separation of this class 

from the others was impossible, "since the windows of the corridor in which this class is confined 

overlook the airing yard, and communication with those in the corridor, both above and below. can be 

carried on unknown to those in charge."' Prisoners' Aid oflicials denounced the pnctice of mising of 

older criminals with the younger ones. "These have tàllen through intemperate habits, and it is painhl to 

see them mingling with those who have fallen into deeper sin."' During her 1891 testimony before a 

royal commission. Deputy Superintendent Coad was asked if "a woman who had hitherto been a virtuous 

woman must be contaminated by such associations?" "Yes." she replied, "it is bad in that way. Somc 

girls who have been sent here state that if their mothers and fathers had known the kind of place they were 

going to they would not have been sent here."3 

But m e  separation at  the Mercer was severely. perhaps totally undermineci by the lack of a silent 

system, so primary to the e.uperience of the men of the Centrai Prison. Ostensibly a dcsire to mitigate the 

harshncss of incarceration was the motivation for this decision. More than likely the real reason was a 

lack of M ~ c i e n t  money to hire enough guards to cnforce a silent system. The lack of even a semblance 

of silence created an atypicai environment for a prison. In the words of the Deputy Superintendent Lucy 

Coad, while "at dinner, and while at work they are always taikïng. Their tongues are always going."l' 

Even more damaging to the govenunent 's plans was the systern of congregate labour and eating 

that virtuaily nuIlificd any attempts at separation. Most of the inmates worked in the laundry room. so 

that d l  the separate comdors and special cell designs could ensure was a separation during the night- 

1 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory. 1 903. 55 
' P. A. A.. Annual Report. 1882. 13. 

189 1 Commission on Reformatories. Evidence of Deputy Superintendent Coad, 734-750 
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time. Efforts to create new tiers and comdors did not make the problem go away. Superintendent 

O'Reilly reiterated her frustration with the state of &airs in 1899: 

Comdor A is k i n g  divided into three separate comdors. This division will 
give us room to classi@ the women at least duruig the nighc but as  al1 the 
able-bodied women, both young and old, are employed in the laundry, they 
musc of necessity, be associated during the working hours. They are, 
however, always under the supervision of one or two of the attendants. To 
obtain a perfect system of classification it would be necessary to have separate 
kitchens, dining rmm and work hours.' 

Attempts at further separation continued through to 1910. By this time. eight corridors had k e n  carved 

out of the Reformatoxy, and Superintendent O'Sullivan was asking for funding to convert hvo vacant 

spaces over the laundry room to be used as places of better isolation for the keepers of houses of ill-fame. 

However. in an essentially small prison building, with a small population. no systern of cellular isolation 

could succeed; overcrowding in one section necessitated îhe use of empty cells in others. "The dirccting 

of the overflow from one depanment to another." O'Sullivan reporteci. "is disastrous in its 

consequences."' 

Prison onicials were also anvious that the Mercer Reformatory 's urban location could bc a force 

for corruption. "The grounds of the Reformatory are now completely surrounded by tall facto- buildings 

while railway sidings are on three sides; a shunting yard to the north makes night hideous wvith thc 

' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1899, 77 
' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1910,62. Lfthe architeas of the Mercer were mly  serious about 
separation, then why did they build a stnicture so inimical to that goal? Unlike the influcntial 
Massachusetts Reformatory for wvomen. which Ontario o&cials toured, with its separate wings. the 
government had opteû for a single building design, which Strange has reasoned had a much more 
compact structure. enabling "maternai control" "to be embedded in the very architecture." (See Strangc. 
Velvef Glove, 17) This view implied that a small building, much like the middle-class family home it 
sought to emulate. would enable a one-on-one type of surveillance to be carried out . "Mothei' wvould 
never be too far physically removed from her incarcerated "daughters," just as a real mother was 
supposedly ncver too far away from her children in the family home. 

One thing that constructing a small building did undoubteûly achieve was to save rnoney. Truc 
classification would have had to entail a cottage system of imprisonment, in use in selected jurisdictions in 
the United States. A cottage system, however, would have involved a large tract of land, a considerably 
more e.upensive set-up, accompanied with a more liberal regime than the public would probably have been 
willing to accept. (Sce Rafter, Partial Justice). In mm, the mass processing of laundry contracts for 
both the men of the Central Prison and the Canadian Pacific Railway would have been impossible, and the 
Mercer wvould have missed out on a lucrative source of income. Classification and reformation were the 
stated goals of the Mercer, but apparentiy other more practical concerns came in the way of their fidl 
esecution. The need for a small, discreet building, as self-financing as possible, as well as preconceived 
notions about women's capabilities limited the Mercer P-eformatory's destiny from its inception. It was a 
mixed fate mark& by both high ideals and low expectations. 



discordant shrieks and labored efforts of engines and trains. Toronto's prosperous growth must surely 

soon drive us into the counuy, where the aids to good living of varied work in the open, and the freedom 

from city distractions. Ml1 encourage to still greater effort."' It was not unusual for prisonen to lean out 

of their windows and carry on shouting conversations with railway men. The men sometimes rnistakenly 

tried to suike up long-distance communications rvith staff members. "1 have noticed on several 

occasions," Coad testified in 189 1. "men on the cars- railway men. signaling and waving their hats and 

handkerchiefs. Of course they know what the institution is and they could not distinguish from the 

inmates at that ~iistance."~ The reformatory's downtown site also allowed women to fa11 immediately back 

into the bad Company that helped send hem there in the first place. Almost every day, Inspcctor 

Langmuir observai, he would p a s  the reformatory on his way to work and see a cab waiting not too far 

from the front door of the institution "containing what would seem to bc questionable characters ready to 

receive these girls."3 Removed from the crime and the temptations of the city, the isolated purity of the 

couniqside beckoned. Inspecter Rogers talked of plans to move the Reformatory into the countryside, 

just as the Central Prison was preparing to move to ~ u e l ~ h . '  

In the meantirne, oficials strained to separate prisoners from bad influences during tiieir parole 

seMce. Margaret S. was one example. A nineteen year old (who claimed to be sisteen) and a Roman 

Catholic, she \vas convicted of prostitution and \vas sentenced to six months in 1906. The Superintendent 

arranged for her to be sent to the Convent of the Good Shepherd in Toronto. She "is not very mentally 

very bright and 1 trust will remain in the convent for some years.... 1 have instnicted the Sisters in charge 

not to let the girl's mother or any other relations see her unless the person bring a note signed by 

[Inspeçtorl Bruce or myself.. . . . The mother is a dissolute woman living with a man who is not her 

husband, and her father is living in another part of the province, as 1 understand. with another wo~nan."~ 

This prisoner rvas therefore quite rigorously separatecl from any possible source of corruption: from her 

' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 19 14, 60 
' Royal Commission, 189 1. Evidence of Deputy Superintendent Coad, 749. 

Royal Commission. Evidence of Superintendent O'Reilly, 730-735 
" Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 1906, xxiii. The Mercer, however, was not to make its own move 
out of wicked old Toronto until the 1960's. Its succesor, the Vanier Centre for Women was situated in 
Brampton, which t a s  apparently a more sedatc place, but it was hardly rural. 
5 Mercer Reformatory C.F. #3287 



family, her friends, fiom the city- and kept in a domestic and religious environment under close 

supervision. Furthemore. her classification as "slow" effectiveiy removed her from influence of her own 

judgrnent. Her parole was serveci in a setting that was Iike a prison and was a continuation, perhaps even 

a more profound one than before. of the battle to keep her away from bad influences. 

Though kept apart. women and men at the Kingston Penitentiary were housed in the same 

facility. Like young prisoners at the provinciai facilities. women were also lhought to be at special risk 

from bad influences. They not only had to coiitend with each other. but also with their close prosimity to 

men. Indeed. until the mid 1890's. they were kept in the same building. Thanks to the usual slow Pace of 

change at the Kingston, plans for a scparate structure for women did not corne to fniition until 1894. 

Until then. instead of housing the women in a rehabilitative or men hurnane environment, oficials made 

it their priority to keep the women out of sight. They were accordingly hidden away in a damp basement 

with poor ventilation and barely any lighting. Surgeon Strange described the primitive conditions: 

[qhe cells are altogether too srnall and k ing  sitiütted in the basement are 
until that time of year arrived for heating damp and unfit for sleeping. 
Aparûncnts: one side, the west owing to a hi& stone wall king within a few 
feet of the windows thereby in a great masure escluding light and air is not 
in any way adapted for ceils. The lower part of the passage where some five 
of six cells are situatd k i n g  almost in total darkness. Light and air are 
indispensable to health. The Ray room however is light and a@. 1 would 
further state that those occupying this building are without any exercise 
grounds. The only opportunity that they have for t a h g  exercise is during the 
hour when the male prisoners are at dinner, and it is only fine days in the 
spring and fa11 they can enjoy this privilege as the place for exercise is in the 
yard exposed to the hot s m e r  sun and the cold of a Canadian winter.' 

Warden Lave11 concurred asking. "Why the present quarters were ever used. is a question presented by 

Penologists and others, not easily answered. In no sense whatever are th- adapted for the purpose now 

used." He urged a separate building outside the Penitentiary walls. either adjaccnt to the Penitentiary 

property or within.' 

While he was surgeon, Lavell sometimes argued that certain mentally depresscd fernale prisoners 

be released. Apparently, the grim surroundings were aggravating their state. "For a long time [prisoner 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Report of Surgeon Strange to Warden Lavell, August 6. 
1890 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden L a d l  to Inspecter Moylan, August 14. 1890 



Sophia B.] has been affected mentally, troubled with hallucinations and imaginings. which keep her 

mentally troubled. She moves about with the other convicts, giving on the whole no trouble- with other 

surroundings she might recover her mental equilibrium. I am of the opinion that her condition is such, 

that she requires more fieedom of action. with pleasanter [surroundingsl to give any reasonable hope of 

recovery."' Female lunatics were secreted away with the test of the fernale population. Out of the 

appro.shnately twenty six women kept in the basement in a given year. there were often one, two or more 

of them who were insane. Their shouting and loud W n g  through the ~ g h t  kept the other prisoners up,' 

More persuasive than the arguments about cruel conditions facing the women, however. was the 

possibility of contact between the women and men. Hiding the women remained more urgent than 

housing them properly. if ofXcials were truly concerneci about the facilities for women. a far less 

expensive solution would have been having them housed them in one of the unused wings of the main 

building. or even in the prison of isolation. By erecting some structural barriers and with carefùl 

guarding, this soliition might have worked. But while the separation might have worked in the technical 

sense. it would have appeared unseemly. 

Propriety was apparentiy at least as important as safety. As of 188 1, Grand Juries were forbidden 

10 tisit the Female Prison. The sight of men, even male officiais, was deemed to be too disruptive to 

discipline. Wardcn Creighton e.upiained that he "had found that very- often, amongst ftfleen to twenty 

Grand Jury men there were some who thought they had a right to jest and talk with the female convicts 

and to use a mild term their conversation was ofien of a fnvolous character. These conversations were 

made the subject of unedifying discussions amongst the convicts aftecwards- when opportunity offercd- 

not always 1 am bound to say flattering to the Grand ~urors ."~ It appeared in this case that this masure 

was taken more for the protection of the male jurors lhan the fcmale convicts. More importantly, tliis 

move effectively made the plight of these convicts more invisible than before. Even women from the 

outside were an unwelcome intmsion. As of 1898, ladies clubs were no longer allowed to give tea and 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Surgeon Lavell to Warden Creighton, April 13. 188 1 
' See for e.uample, Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiw. Inspector Moylan, 1892, xi 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan, November 24. 
188 1 



entertainments as they were in past years.' Uitimately, a separate prison was needed Moylan emphasi7ncl. 

to "preclude the possibility of the male and fernale convicts k i n g  able to see or hold any communication 

with one another."' Keeping the fcmale convicts away from their d e  counterparts, though. was only 

part of the task. The less they knew of the outside world, and the less the outsidc world saw of them too. 

the better. And hence the wornen remained as they were- buried in the basement. 

*Male inmates did in fact pose a danger to females at Kingston and it \vas more physical than 

mord. This fact kept the f e d e  prisoners in primitive conditions, but it also subordinated the women 

employees as well. The Matron had Little authonty of her own, was paid less han a male guard and was 

subject to the authority of the Warden. Unless working in the female section. women were not hired as 

staffat all. It took one wornan. Miss Metcalfe, to change this. In 1899, she applied for a clerical position 

in the penitentiary with the support of the Minister of Justice. At first. Warden Platt refùsed her 

application: 

I... regret that 1 cannot rccomrnend the appointment of females to any position 
in this penitentiar). outside the Female Prison. Apart fiom my office al1 the 
clerical work is performed by convicts and the presence of a lady would 
necessitate the exclusion of convict clmks and render the access of messengers 
and caretaicers unpleasant and perhaps unsafe. 1 cannot refrain from 
expressing the opinion that the appointment of fernales to officiai positions 
here would be an unsatisfactory if not impracticabk innovation and would be 
likely to prove a misiaken kindness of such favor. 1 am sorry 1 do not think 
diffërently for 1 sympathize with your desire to procure a place for Miss 
~etcalfe . '  

One important factor conspired to play in Metcaife's favour. She was the daughter of the previous 

Warden. As such, she had sufficicnt connections with the Minister of Justice and familiarity with tlie 

prison itself to pcrsist. Within four months of her original rejection. Warden Platt decided that he could 

rnake use of her services d e r  all. "1 have just discovered," he wrote to Inspecter Stewart, "that the 

Convict Register in the Femalc Prison has not been kept up since 1893. 1 have also found that several 

boxes of important @les were left so disarranged after the investigation of the last Commission as to be 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book Acting Warden Leary to Mrs. Macallum. December 27. 
1898 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspeçtor Moylan, 1890, siv. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden Platt to David Mills, Minister of Justice, 

September 20, 1899 



practically useless as any immediate reference. The completion of the Register up to date and the re- 

arrangement of these fjdes demands a deal of c l e n d  work. and 1 have employed Miss Metcalfe, daughter 

of ex-Warden Metcalfe, for the purpose of bringing the Register up to date and rearranging and 

reindexing the &les of the Penitentiary above mentioned. She is given a place to carry on her work in the 

Femaie Department, and 1 propose to pay her at the rate of one dollar per day (as a supernumemy)."' In 

addition, Metcaife was to assist the Matron. Matron Fahey, Platt reported, "is gradually yielding to thc 

strain of ceaseiess watchfulness and anxiety and her usefiiiness will be greatly prolonged by relavation 

such as a second assistant will afford." Platt had long-term plans for Metcalfe. proposing to employ her 

in "my own or the Accountant's office, thiis preparing her for more extended usefulness should she long 

retain a place on our oficiai SW."' The power of patronage had securcd a breakthrough for women 

staffers. If women employees could be successfully integrated into the routine of the prison at large. 

women prisoners could see some hope of sharing the facilities more equitably. 

But soon after Metcalfe's appointment, an attack on another female staff member by a male 

convict brought home the danger to which female employees wvere exposed. Early one morning in 1900, 

Deputy Matron Smith "was assaulted by convict Charles G. without provocation. and in a most brutal and 

serious manner .... Ci., who for several years had been yard scavenger in front of Warden's office and 

outside orderly to the kitchen of the female prison, rapped at the outer door of the kitchen vestibule. Miss 

Smith, who was then on duty, opened the door and G. asked for an axe which Miss Smith handed him, at 

the same tirne directing him to split an old box for kindling. G. rushed upon her, knocking her dotm in 

the passage, and bolting the door belund him, threw himself upon her and stabbed her several times in the 

neck with an improvised knife which he had sccreted upon his person. Her cries brought female convicts 

from the laundry to the r e~cuc .~  

The fact that this prisoner \vas able to conceal a weapon, interact with female employees with no 

male supervision and make his way about the prison with such freedom said much about the Ia'Uty of 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden Platt to Inspecter Stewart, Febniary 2 1, 1900 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Bwk, Warden Platt to David Mills, Minister of Justice. Januaiy 
20. 1900 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Warden Platt to lnspector Stewart, March 26, 1900 



guarding at the penitentiary. It is also clear that if it were not for the intervention of fernale convicts. who 

came to her rescue, Smith's injuries would have k e n  far more serious and possibly fatal. For al1 the 

official concem about femaies' safety, in this case, it was leA to women, convicts and staff alike. to protect 

themselves. As for the prisoner who perpetrated the attack, Platt could only specdate "that he is one of a 

class of criminals not yet firlly measurcd and comprehended by most criminologists." ' For her part. Miss 

Smith, who did partially recover. was not to return. Within one month of her hiring. MetcaXe \vas given 

an additional assignment: Deputy Matron. 

Conclusion 

Individuais who arrived in prison had to assume roles. These they either chose themselves for their own 

reasons or wcre assigned them. They were either the unjustly accused, the penitent. the charming child or 

the fool. They could be the dangerous animal or the confirmeci jail bird. As it suited their intcrests. they 

either belonged in prison or they did not belong. Many were simply not noticeci. Most inmates knew 

about the dangerous reputation of prison and prisoners. Many hoped that they wodd not be forever tarred 

as crirninals by association with each other. Others stoppai caring, or at least claimed to. Everyone was 

aware of the dangers of contamination- whether moral or physid. Coming to terms with this reality was 

part of the process of becoming an inmate. 



Chapter 5 

Looking Like a Prisoner 

The first and most obvious thing to change after an individual's admission to prison was his or her 

appearance. Clothing in prison was plain, purposely degrading, impersonal and uncomforîable. Women 

convicts were to keep their hair plainly styled and men  cropped. Prisoners were e?cpected to look the part. 

The asceticism diat had been personally embraced by the self-reproaching Howard, Fry and Carpenter. 

with their emphasis on simple food and austere attire and which had been enforced in the earliest 

penitcntiaries had endured. Any deviations from this mandatory demeanor of penitence were punished 

with sevcrity. But of?ïcials of this era had embraced the regulation of appearance for more than religious 

rasons and look& to these restrictions as a means of enforcing discipline and facilitating security. 

William S.. a 2 1 year old convict at the Central Prison was observed in 1885 by Warden Misie  no less 

to be "wearing a cravat of cloth which Iiad been stolen frorn the Tailor Shop." For tiiis crime of snappy 

dressing. (and thefi) S. was removed to the Dark Cell for six days with a respite of a day bctween the first 

and last three. Hc also lost five days of remission.' William P. was also observed to be wearing a cravat 

that was procured under similar circumstances and was punished in the same way.' 

Under the rules of the Mercer Reformatory. convicts and staff members too were to wear only 

clothing that was made up by their fellow inmates in the institution's sewing r ~ o m . ~  For the many 

inmates who were formerly prostitutes. this plain image was tw much to bar. One Sunday morning in 

1905, Jennie G. arrived at Chapel with "hair frizzerl." She was locked in her room for one day. no doubt 

in order to be kept out of sight until her hair returned to normal.' In the faIl of 1907. Alicc B. also 

somehow managed to curl her hair and was locked in her room for one day.' Dalia W. was reported for 

disobedience as well as "dressing her hair improperly." She was locked in the nursery for two days and 

placed on bread and water for a n ~ t h e r . ~  

- -- - - -  

Central Prison, C.F. # 7553 
' Central Prison. C.F. # 7908. He was let out afler the first three days. Thcre was no lost remission. 

Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, Superintendent O'Sullivan, 19 10,62 
' Mercer Reformatory, Misconduct Register. Novcmber 5, 1905, CF #3 188 
' Mercer Reformatory, Misconduct Register. October 24, 1907, C.F. # 3650 
6 Mercer Reformatory, Misconduct Register, March 30, 1908, C.F. # 3438 



At the Kingston Penitentiary, Prisoner M. D. was reprimanded for sewing a poçket into his 

trousers.' Prisoner I. C. was found guilty of the same offense.' G.  K. was discovered to have made an 

e.wa. more cornfortable pair of slippers which he used instead of his standard issue ones3 Prisoner L. M. 

stole someone else's cloth shoes. He was made to surrender the shoes and suffered the loss of Iight in Iiis 

ceIl for ten days as well ten days remis~ion.~ Officials sometimes syrnpathized with inmates. but could do 

nothing. Warden Platt womed that both guards and prisoners alike would succumb to heatstroke due to 

their cumbersome clothing which they wore year round. Convicts sweltered in the sununer in thcir 

regdation flannel shirtss as did officers in their heavy serge uniforms6 

The evangelicals had not seen the uniform as inherently punitive, but rather envisioned it as an 

vehicle of moral decency and religious rehabilitation. Officiais, Iiowever. often used clothing as a 

disciplinary tool. A mdimentary classification system l a s  briefly attempted at the Kingston Penitentiaty. 

The bettcr behaved an inmate wvas, the less garisNy penal his clothing. There were three categories of 

prisoners. Those in the first class were first term inmates who were free of any misconduct reports for one 

year. Second term convicts could q u a l e  with a two year period free of reports. First class inmates did 

not have to Wear the standard "degrading bi-colours" of brown and yellow, but wore a more muted dark 

gray suit.' Second class uniforms were slightly less ostentatious. k i n g  a checked biack and gray. Third 

class convicts were those who had either been demoted from a higher class. or were not cligible for 

promotion at all. The commission of "heinous and unnaturai crimes," such as murder and worse, crimes 

of a s e . 4  nature, meant an automatic inclusion in the third class. Third class inmates wore "a 

distinctive tourists' check of red and gray." In effcct, a sizable number of convicts made up this 

unfortunate group, which in a typical year consisted of 58 prisoners out of a total population of 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Aprïl20, 1903 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. June 2 1, 1 900 

Kingston Penitentiary, Pu~shment Register, June 8, 1900 
" Kingston Penitentiary. Punishment Register. December 30, 1878 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's L,etterbook, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart, June 29, 1900 
6 Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letterbook, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart, Apnl 21, 1904 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1890, p. 2. 
8 This figure is from 1895 and does not include 29 inmates in the asylum or 27 female prisoners. Annual 
Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1895, 2 1 



The system was in fact iried only from 1885 to 1895, with the alternate uniforms only formaIly 

k i n g  establishcd in 1890. and despite discussion about reviving it, was not reinstated. Significandy. 

security and e.upense and not moral or rehabilitative goals were the reasons givcn for its abolition: 

Some years ago the parti-coloured prison clothing was abolished and a less 
distinct and graded system adoptai. E'rperience has shown the present qs tem 
to be extremely expensive, cumbrous and unsafe. The number of separate 
suits which may be required invoIves undue cxpense- the arrangement and 
care of the Iargc number of extra suits requires storefoom, labour and 
supervision Chat might be utilized to better advantage- and the lack of 
suficiently distinctive patterns, ùi the fust and second grades, is such as to 
facilitate escape. ' 

But one doubts that in a penitentiary so much in necd of employment for its convicts the ex- work 

created by sewing different uniforms could have been such an important consideration. The more 

pressing reason was more likely that notwithstanding the faith placed in them. even the best conducted 

convicts found the more civilian-looking outlits to be too ternptingly converted into escape oudits.' If the 

clothing experiment taught the authorities anythng, it was that prisoners were going to be untnistwforthy 

no matter what clothes they wore. And in the final analysis a change of clothing did nothing to solve 

the problem of the intermingling of hardened and novice inmates, and the authorities knew it. 

More than their femaie countçrparts. men rebclled against their regdation hairstyles. Surgeon 

Aikins complained about the Central Prison inmates coming to him to ask to escuse them from haircuts 

(as well as bathing).' Inmates were required to have al1 their heads cropped once a monîii. but some 

prisoners wçre able to confiise the guards by having sympathetic convicts trim their hair right beforc their 

appointrnents. They would be able to claim that it \vas not yet time for their clipping. Percy E. was 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report. 1896, 12 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annuai Report, 1910,6-7 

Looking back at the system from in 19 10, lnspector Stewart outlined why he was opposed to its 
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particularly proud of his ability to outwit the guards in this rnatter.' Male convicts at Kingston were 

parricularly adept at keeping their hair as long as possible. Inmate barbers would develop the art of 

giving hair cuts that were just short enough to escape reprimand. But some prisoners openly rehsed to 

have their hair cut even that length. Many refused to have their hair cut "properly," as the term for this 

compromise hairstyle came to be known. Others refused to have their hair cut at d l  .' 
There were many compelling reasons for tiie cropped head. Convicts at the Central Prison and 

the Kingston Penitentiary had their heads shaved nominaily for sanitary reasons, but more practically as a 

way of preventing escape. A totally bald head instantly identifiai a man on the sueet as an runaway 

convict. and for this reason. inmates closer to release were generally allowcd to grow their hair longer. 

Hair had become an issue at the Penitentiw. The 1914 Royal Commission took issue with the need to 

crop the hair of prisoners, calling it unnecessarily punitive. When a typical inmate were asked what his 

greatest humiliation in prison was. it was reported, he replied, "1 think cropping my hair was the ~ o r s t . " ~  

Inspector Stewart rejected any s n s e  that the head shaving process rnight have been an affront to these 

men's masculinity. Instead. he ridiculed the sensitive shaven-headed inmates. cailing them so many 

-'Samsons," as "if shom of their locks are shom their manhood." He added sarcastically that he tiiought 

it wvould have been the disgrace of having sentence pronounced in open court, and not the length of their 

hair that would have tmly borne down on these inmates. He concluded by defending the practice on thc 

basis of hygienc. 

Resisîance to the dress code could be subtie; indeed in most cases probably went unnoticed. but it 

was the most basic kind of resistance that an inmate could offer. A uniform exterior comprised of clothcs 

and hair style sought to impose the status of convict ont0 those who entered the prison. One uawanted 

result was an inmate solidarity. Another outcome !vas an obvious way to rebel by altering one's 

appearance. Changes made to one's clothes and hairstyle were also a way of publicly displaying defiance 

to the d e s .  The less institutional a convict's appearance, too. the closcr he or she could be to succçssfully 

' Central Prison, C. F. #17 11 1. See Appendix B. 
' See for e.uample, Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, October 16, 1887, involving a group of 
inmates, September 25, 1888, and September 23, 1900. 
3 Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14, 15 
' Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1905, Inspector Stewart, 12- 13 



absconding. As rvill be seen, securing civilian clothing was a vital part of any successfiil escape plan. 

Deviations from the uniform, no matter how rninor, were punished and punished promptly because thcy 

sought to restore the status, comfort and individuality that individuals used to enjoy on the outside. These 

ofien tiny glimpses of the extemal world were a threat to the authority of the prison. These struggles 

however ultimately helped obscure an even larger fact. While convicts fretted about their appearance in 

prison, the clothes they came in with, much like their old identitics, disintegrated. At the Central 

Prison. for e-uample. civilian clothes were stored ne13 to the latrines, and thanks to the rats and the dainp. 

very quickly turned into rags.' 

Annual Reports, Ceniral Prison, 1878,391; 1879, 159 



Chapter 6 

Taiking like a Prisoaer 

For ail the stated regdations and threatened punishments governing talking. prisons were extremely noiq 

places. Seeking to abrogate the loneliness of the separate system, Priestley has described how British 

inmates shared a common need to communicate with each other. The prisoner argot became a vital 

expression of the human need to form a social connection. Prisoners illegally conversed with each othcr. 

rapping out messages to each other through the walls and üuough ventilation ducts. Old-time convicts 

mastered the art of ventriloquism and sign language on the exercise yard. Loud singing in the chapcl 

covered up illicit conversations. To break the silence, prisoners coughed loudly in their cells. An 

estirnated seventy to eighty percent of al1 offenses in Victorian prisons were in some way related to the 

rule of silence.' The nighttime was fillecl with the sounds of sobbing and the moans of those suff&ing 

From insomnia brought on by depression indigestion and hunger.' 

Ontario prisoners were dauntless communicators. They talked to each other surreptitiously 

through holes in their ceIl walls. in the work shop and during chapel service and in the dining hall. They 

sang individually and they sang together and they even sang while they danced. They sang and they 

siiouted al1 the way to the punishment cells and continued singing and shouting there, only louder. Thcy 

gossiped, shouted. cursed, whistled, coughed, pretended to cough and imitated diflrerent varicties of 

anirnals. When certain hated guards walked by there would be sudden epidemics of gas rudely and loudly 

penneating dieir path. Male and female prisoners made an art form out of cursing. With perverse 

rcspcct. th- saved their best obscenities for chapel service and religious occasions. On Christmas Evc. it 

was an annual tradition at the Kingston Penitentiary to join together in the singing of ribald songs 

tluoughout the night. Fînally, wben prisoners could not a u s e  disruptions with their mouths, they used 

their eyes. They stared silently, strangely and steadily at the guards. It coiild be intensely unnerving. 

Breaking the mle of silence was tlic most punished offense in the prison. And the more 

individual reports piled up, the heavier the discipline got. #y did the authoritics react so harshly? 

' Priestley, CS'ctorim Prison Lives, 46, 87, 94-95, 201,226, 197 
' Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 10 1, 43 



Talking together undermineci the rehabilitative prernise of the prison. Convicts could teach each othcr 

bad habits. Furihermore talking was a security risk. Prisoners could plot together, planning escapes or 

mutinies. The greatest harm however that breaking the silence did was to undermine the discipline of the 

institution. The prison was run on a philosophy of elaborate deference and meticulous attention to 

regulations. Laughter and singing and rude noises made a mockery of the hoped for dignity of the prison. 

Making noise. especially rude noise, was so appealing because it was such a devastating antidote to the 

relentless seriousness permeating the place. It made a rnockery of the overblown officiousness of the staff 

and the soternn absurdities of the daily routine. Ultimately, prisoners refiised to remain silent because 

they rcfùsed to be subdued. Breaking the silence injected a note of humour and humaniîy to a grim and 

often boring aunosphere. 

Convicts were not only e.upected to look subdued. but to act that way too. The silent system was 

nominally supposai to be a way of preventing prisoners fiom contarninating each other by relating their 

esploits of crime, but it also imposed a mindless type of subsewience on îheni. Convicts were not to 

speak. the mles implied, because they had nothing intelligent to Say. The rulc of silence in fact went far 

beyond talking. It governed the entire body language of prisoners, how they walked. their facial 

e~~ressions. tiieir eyes, their arms, their legs. At the Kingston Penitentiary, inmates were advised: "The 

convicts must observe strict silence, they must not laugh or hold communication with each othcr by word. 

sign or in any other maruier, neither will they be permitted to speiik to any of the officers of the Prison. 

esccpt upon such matters of relat[tion J to their work. They must not look at any person nor wi11 they be 

allowed to speak ro a [visiter] or reccive anything from him."' Even when they were authorized to speak. 

convicts at the Central Prison werc required to affect a submissive demeanor. "Prisoners must approach 

an officer in a rcspectfùl manner- always touching the cap or forehead before speaking. When addressing 

or passing the Warden on parade to and from chapel, they mua fold their arms across their breast."' 

Convicts must "at al1 time preserve absolute silence, except when spoken to by an officer in regard to their 

1 Kingston Peniten tiary, Annual Report. 1844.443 
' Central Prison, Rule Book, 1882, Rule 22 l(5), 55-56 



work and then only in a low and respectfui voice and manner. No conversation between prisoners is 

allowed, except by special permission of the officer under whose charge they are."' 

Even when they wcre silent, prisoners were e.vpected to be withdrawn. "Prisoners shall not be 

allowed to stare idly at visitors or  strangers passing through," the d e  book adrnonished. if any outsiders 

cntered the room and if they were not working at that time, prisoners were e.upected to "stand erect, with 

arms folded- their backs towards them- and remain in that position till they have passed through."' 

Thomas W.. for e.xample. was cautioned for "naring idly at Msitors passing through the ~ h o ~ . " ~  Prisoners 

were to march within the institution "lock-step with the right hand upon the shoulder of the man in 

advance. incline the face toward to officer. and attend to and promptly obey his orders. Pnsoners passing 

through the yard must walk in file. nevcr abreast."' Fwthermorc. "spitting upon the stairs or floor. 

shuffiing of the feet. or any unnecessary noise is strictly forbidden."' 

The rules governing silence were often so extensive, so dernoralizing and so petty that they 

virtually inviteci infractions. Breaking thcm becarne a staple of prison Me and set many a convict on the 

road to ever greater resistance. But in actuality the prisoners who got punished for speaking usually went 

further than just talking. They swore loudly, cursed at officiais and incited others. They made a choice to 

break the silence d e s  to make a statement about the unjustness of their captivity and of their captors. 

Maintaining the silence was a stmggle for every inrnate. The d e  of silence. just like the many other 

repressive d e s  in prison. ensured that convicts leamcd a new way of talking in prison and a new way of 

talking \vithout talking. The new language they acquired \vas a rough one and essentialiy an m g v  one. 

Wlien they dared to spcak. the words that corne out of their mouth became magnified and distorted by the 

harshness of the prison conte.-. Their language was insolent and laced with obscenities. And when tliey 

did not s@, they still managed to communicate their bittemess with sounds, songs and otiier noises. 

' Central Prison, Rule Book, 1882, Rule 22 1(2), 55 
' Ccntral Prison, Rde Book, 1882, Rule 22 1(9), 56-7 
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At the Central Prison especially, breaking the silence was punished severely. That did not stop 

certain prisoners, however, fiom constantly socializing. Some were quite daring. Patrick R was sent to 

die Dark Ce11 for 19 hours "for not tuming out at proper time. and for laughing and talking on parade."' 

Frank S. lefi his work and started a conversation with other prisoners. H i s  ne.xt destination was the dark 

cell. for a stay totaling 39 hows. The severity of his punishment may have had something to do with his 

general attitude. Warden Massie wote  at the bottom of the report ihat S. had k e n  "doing his work in a 

slovenly and indifferent manner. There has been daily cornplaints about him from the Foreman. It is 

quite evident from his conduct that he does not a r e  to do it right."' Not al1 communications were 

congenial. Sometimes illicit conversations between prisoners could turn into violent altercations. While 

proceeding from their ce1 ts to parade. an argument bctween John Mc. and Patrick K. escalated into a fight 

that almost got the former injured or killed. Warden Massie made the following report: 

John Mc. [claims] that Prisoner Patrick K. states he called him a son of a bitch 
which he does not deny. And for king impudent and threatening the Warden 
when orderd to his c d ,  saying he would not work tomorrow. Upon inquiry 1 
I m e d  that as the prisoners wme going from their cells to parade, Mc. 
attempted to p u h  himself in-between K. and the prisoner in front of him that 
K. resistcd hirn then Mc. called him a son of a bitch then K. seized hirn by the 
throat and would have thrown hirn Gom the steps had other prisoners not 
prevented him. As both were blarnable, 1 gave orders to lock th~m in their 
cells without d i ~ e r  and supper, whereupon Mc. got violent and wouId not 
c a s e  talking and tlueatening, and was then sent to the dark ce1L3 

Once they were there, prisoners were e.upected to remain silent in the dark ceIl too. William C. t a s  

reported for "singing and shouting wtiile in the dark ceIl and disturbing the whole building." Tweive 

e.ma hours were added to the 72 hours he was already ordered to endure.' John G. added to his troubles 

in the dark ceIl by "shouting for water when he really was not in need of any k i n g  supplied with somc 

few [illegiblel previous. Aiso for calling [the guard] a son of a Bitch when told to keep quiet." For this 

outburst, G. spent 24 of his 72 hours in irons.' 

1 Central Prison, Infraction Report, 18 December, 188 1, Reporte- by Guard Franks 
' Central Prison, Punishment Report, 3 June, 1882. Reponed by Warden Massie 
3 Central Prison, C.F. # 7836. The incident took place on September 5, 1886 
' Centrai Prison. h i shrnen t  Report, 5 July, 1884. The offense for which he was originally sentenced to 
the dark ceIl is not legible. The narne of the guard reported is not legible. 

Central Prison, Punishment Report, August 22, 1883, The name of the reporting guard is not legible. 
The prisoner was a 53 year old tinsmith senring a 30 days sentence for drunicemess. 



One of the few places prisoners congregated together as a group was the Chapel. The Sabbath 

blasphemy that the anonymous joumalist described in the jails is well documenteci at the Centrai Prison. 

Fits of jwenile laughter and fou1 language frequently intemipted the s e ~ c e  and effectively undcrmined 

the seriousness of that place. Joseph alias William D., was a 16 year old plumbcr serving sis months in 

1886 for the theft of $19.00. He was reported for "behaving in a most disrespecthl manner during 

Service in the Sunday school by laughing, fooling and other misconduct thus bringing service into 

disrespect." He was sent to the dark ce11 for 72 hours. He must have caused quite a stir at thc Chapel. It 

was noted on his report that he was not to be unlockcd for religious seMces for the remainder of his 

tcrm.' Alexander F. was singled out for "laughing and taikïng during church s e r ~ i c e . ~  Patrick R. and 

Don D. were reponed for "laughing and talking in church, particularly R who seemed to take an interest 

in making others laugh and talkW3 William H. earned 48 hours in the dark ce11 for "leaving his place in 

the third aisle in Sunday school and going in the first hall to the second and aficrwards the first to 

associate with Prisoner L. Also for disobedience of my orders in refusing to go back to his former placc."" 

George K. was heard to be making '-obscene language in the  chape^."^ 

Talking in one's cell was also forbidden. Robert B. was deprived of his tobacco for this offense.6 

Pnsoncrs did not just converse in thcir cells. they often plotteci. Prisoner Ales F. and [illegibtel were 

overheard "talking while in their cells during the breakfast hour this a.m. The tenor of the long 

conversation was the e.uperience of the former in the Dark Cell and causes leading thcreto. He also said 

he was going to givc the Warden a good "M' when he got a chance." The person listening in on this 

"long conversation" was polite enough to let them finish. Of course, k i n g  one of the topics of the 

conversation, Warden Massie did have a vested interest in hearïng it out. He inust have been a littlc 

I D. had previously spent five days in the dark ceIl for putting bread into his night bucket. Central Prison. 
C.F. # 7824 
' Central Prison, Punishment Report, December 18, 1881. Reported by Guard H. White. There was no 
punishrnent listed. 

They were each depriveci of supper and R lost al1 privileges for a month. Central Prison, Punishment 
Report, 16 December, 188 1, Reported by Guard A. M. Guiness 
ven t r a l  Prison, Punishment Report, July 30, 1882, Reponed by Guard Hadey. 
5 He was sent to the dark ce11 for 26 hours and deprived of his supper for two nights. Central Prison. 
Punishment Report, November 30, 188 1, Reported by Warden Massie. 

Central Prison, Punishrnent Report, December 5, 188 1, Reported by Warden Massie. 



amused by the whole thing, for the pair was only reprimanded.' A tirade by Thomas Mc., however. was 

causing a rnorc immediate effect. and could have started a riot. He was found to be "making unnecessaq 

disturbance in the wing ce11 and inciting other prisoners to shout, and keep the prison in an uproar."' 

Indeed, much of the talk that was reported was of an inflammatory nature and ofien involved a 

refusal to work. James T. made the following statement in the workroom: "No Tobacco. No work. Down 

wvith the Guards." He was repri~nanded,~ James M. was reported for "using disrespectfiil language and 

refiising to leave his ce11 when orderai."' William S. offercd Guard Hartley "impertinence" and 

"improper language when spoken to about his work." He was sent to the Dark Cell for 87 heurs.' 

William C. t a s  "impudent and indifferent" when Guard Hartley told him to get some supplies and then 

"commenced to hum a tune and saunter about. When he was again spoken to. he "said he would take his 

time and other things 1 could not hear.'16 C. H. B. was noted for "insolence and refusing to work and 

profanity" and spent 37 hours in the dark ce11.' James H. ercpressed his refüsal to work with "impertinent 

and offensive ~ a n ~ u a ~ e . " ~  John T. 's insubordination eamed him 72 hours in the dark cell, 48 of them in 

ironsg Joseph C. was observed by Guard W e y  to be responding in a "loud angy  voice" when spoken 

about his work. Furthemore. he esclairneci that "he would not try to do his work better" and was 

"inso~ent."'~ 

There was no officia1 silent system for the prisoners to endure at the Mercer Reformatory. but 

neverrheless their speech was closely scrutinized. It was not the fact that they spoke but how they spoke 

that could land convicts in trouble. Not long before her retirement, Superintendent O'Reilly iiad 

1 Central Prison. Punishment Report. April 17, 1882, Reported by Warden Massie 
' He was deprived of al1 privileges, put in the dark cc11 for seventy-two hours and was given no supper for 
sis nights. Central Prison, Punishment Report, September 7, 1883, Reported by Warden Massie 

Central Prison, Punishment Report, August 25, 1882, Reported by Guard Frederick Hill. 
'' Central Prison, Punishment Report. November 15, 1882, CF #5028. This was his 39th report and he 
was subxquently found to be insane. Reported by Warden Massie. 

Central Prison, Punishment Report, March 18, 1882, C.F. # 4256, Reported by Guard Gilbert Hartley. 
Central Prison. Punishment Report. July 4, 1884, C.F. # 5823, Reported by Guard Gilbert Hartley. He 

wvas given 72 hours in the dark d l .  C.F. # 5823 
7 Central Prison, Punishment Report, November 15, 188 1, Reported by Guard King. C.F. # 4326 
' Central Prison, Punishrnent Report, April 18. 1882, Reported by Warden Massie. He was sent to the 
Dark Cell for 36 hours. C.F. # 4997 
9 Central Prison, Punishment Report, March 24, 1882. C. F.# 4280 
1 O Central Prison, Punishrnent Report. December 24, 1881, C.F. # 4293. He was only reprimanded. He 
had previously spent three nights in the dark cell for smoking in the broom shop. 



identifieci a core group of prisoners at the Mercer who made the most ditflculty, and among them "using 

bad language and disobedience" was the wom problem.' In her testimony before an 189 1 Royal 

Commission, O'Reilly had conservatively p l a d  the number of rnily rehctory prisoners as k ing  no 

more than haKa dozen.' The discipline reports reflect a süghtiy larger number of incomgibles. but it was 

perhaps no more than twice O'Reilly's estimate. In an institution with no more than 85 prisoners. 

however. this group was in a position to offer a lot of âismption. O'Reilly had k e n  embarrassed by 

several questions focusing on her inability to enforce proper decornm. "When the Commissioners passed 

through the Reformatory," she was inforrned. "many of the women tumed around and stared and laughed 

and generally behaved in a very unbecorning way. Do you take any steps to stop that?" "Yes. WC rebuke 

hem," she answercd. "but they still do i t. The grand j u v  pass through and the same thing oçcurs to 

them. 1 often wish that only a small section of them came to inspect the institution."' 

Despitc the criticisms. O'Reilly did not impose a silent system during her tenure. Her philosopliy 

was not as exceptionai as it secmed. In fact many of her contemporiuies in the reformatory rnovement for 

wornen believed that the silent system was unnecessarily cruel and that it created more problems than it 

solved. "Since wvomen were thought to be naturally more sociable and more excitable than men." Zendcr 

has argued. "silence might be more damaging to their nervous system. Women, it was said. lacked self- 

control. so enforcing silence among them would require even more carcfiil s u p e ~ s i o n  than among men .... 

[Clontinual reprirnands wvould do little to foster good relations between staff and inmates.. . ."4 For her 

part, Deputy Warden Coad told Commissioncrs that shc wished that the silent system would be adoptcd. 

and the sooner tlic better. The amount of unfettered talking, she believed. was al the h e m  of the 

institution's disorderliness. "[Ul nless this system is rigidly enforced," she arguai, "you can do nothing 

cffectual in the way of preseMng diripline. It has never b e n  enforced with us."' The women wvcre 

"alwvays talking." Coad complained. '*Their tongues are always goingW6 

1 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatoxy, Superintendent O'Reilly, 1898,7 
' Royal Commission. 189 1, Evidence of Superintendent O'Reilly, 730-5 
3 Royal Commission, 189 1, Evidence of Superintendent O'Reilly, 730-5 
' Lucia Zedner, "Wayward Sisters: The Prison for Women." in Oxford Hisfory of the Prison. 338 
5 Royal Commission, 189 1, Evidence of Deputy Superintendent Coad, ,744-750 
%oyd Commission, 189 1, Evidence of Deputy Superintendent Cmd, 744-750 



In the end. it was Coad's line of thiriking that prevailed. By the tum of the century. 

Superintendent O' Sullivan, O' Reilly 's successot, made a concerted atternpt to cut down on the amount of 

speaking at the Mercer Reformatory. She womed that inmates were contaminating each other wvith 

improper topics of conversation, particularly the prostitutes who were describing their former careers to 

the younger inmates. Haniet H., for example. was one inmate who was found to be "talking over her past 

life" to several othcr inmates and to discourage her. was sent to solitary confinement for three days. ' 
O'Sultivan was dso concerned diat gossip was fostering disharmony among the inmates. Etta H.. for 

esample. was punished for "causing trouble by canying tales to ~orridor."' It was time to tighten the 

rules and to atternpt the eriforcement of a silent system. One of the most tangible steps that O'Sullivan 

undertook was the abolition of the recreation period. to be replaced "with some system of relaxation for 

the women which may be improving." "The best substitute," she proposed. '7s the careiùl supcnision of 

the wornen at al1 times, the adoption of a general nile of silence that there may be no opportunity for 

"gossiping" or recalling events better forgotten, no chance for the instmcting of those less hardened by 

older offenders. or the luring of young wornen to ways of vice by the keepers of improper hou se^.^ 

Much to the horror of the middie class matrons in their charge, women prisoners' speech was 

often prodigiously laced with curses. Strange has described O'Sullivan 's efforts to establish "informal 

organizations such as the 'Clean Speech Society, ' a kind of swearer's anon,vmous for wvomen with fou1 

rnouths ...."4 Judging from the discipline reports, tlus society would have had its work cut out for it. 

Along with the swearing too came a prepondemce of laughing, shouting and name calling. Mabel P. 

was rcprimanded for "obscene lang~age."~ Mary C. f a rd  worse, and was sent to the Dungeon for six 

days for "vile ~ a n g u a ~ e . " ~  Catherine 1. was sent to the Dungcon for three and a halfdays for 

"disobedience and swearing.'" Tillie R. one of the worst behaved inmates at the Rcformatory. had to be 

' Mercer Reformatory, Punishrnent Register, July 13. 1906. See also CF # 3293 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 19. 1909. She was placed in the rehctory 
corridor for one day. See also C.F. # 36  15. 

Annual Report. Mercer Reformatory, Superintendent O'Sullivan, 1902. 73 
4 Strange, IMvet Glove, 50  

Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, Novernber 19, 191 1. See also CF #3890 
6 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, October 1, 19 1 1. See also CF #3879 
7 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, October 3, 19 10. See also CF # 3738. There werc several 
other reports. 



taken to the Dungeon by force a e r  her "obscene language and misbehaviour on leaving the D i ~ n g  

Room." Later on the same &y she was reportai by Laundress Mick for "loud talking and laughing." She 

was locked in the refractory corridor for a total of nine days.' Marie L. was locked in her room for four 

days for "swearing and using bad language." Laundry attendant Mick filed the report and may well have 

k e n  the target.' 

Certain inmates at  the Mercer seemed to be as deterrnined to undermirie the sanctity of the 

Sabbath as their peers at the Central. Sylvia H. laughed out loud in the chapel and offered 

insubordination and vile language.) Mary L. cuned in the chapel and was locked in her room for one 

~ a r i t a  T. was sent to the refractory corridor for three days for misbehaviour in church.' Marita T. 

had previously b a n  in troublc for her disrespectfid behaviour in chiuch some months earlicr and bas 

punished again dong with an accomplice, Della w . ~  Susan C.. Lavinia B. and Maggic F. were found to 

be laughing and talking in chapel. The first two women were deprived of dinner. the third, deprivcd of 

tlic privileged room.' Grace S. was "laughing in church and giving impertinence whcn corrected." Shc 

was also reported for "shouting persistently." 

Prisoners did not confine dieir bad Imguage to the chapel, Erne L. was reported on several 

occasions for "vile language" as well as "behaving badly, whistling. singing." O'Sullivan remarked that 

she "seems deterrnined to give trouble." She was locked in her room for various lengths of time. in one 

instance for five days on bread and water, in another, for two weeksg Prisoners swore at the staff and 

they also swore at each other. Lulu W. callcd a fellow inmate "vile names" and was locked in her room 

for four days.'O Lizzie L. addressed inmate H. with "vile abusive profane language" and \vas locked in 

1 Mcrcer Reformatory, Punishment Register, January 6, 1904. See also CF #304 1 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, January 1 1, 191 1. There were many more reports about this 
prisoner. See also CF #3656 
3 Mercer Reforrnatory, Punishment Register, September 8, 191 1. Prisoner #3856. She was placed in the 
refractory corridor for four days. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register. May 12. 191 1. Prisoner #3656 
5 Mcrcer Rcformatory, Punishment Register, Decernber 24, 19 10. 
G Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, May 13, 19 10. Prisoners # 3560 and 3708. 
7 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, Febmary 4, 19 12. Prisoners #39 16, 394 1,3935. 

Mercer Reformatory. Punishment Register, May 4. 1903, July 18, 1903. For the shouting, she was 
deprived of the regular diet. See also CF #2864 
9 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 7. 10, 1910, etc. See also CF #3771 
'O  Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, October 6, 1904. See also CF #3062 



her ceIl on bread and water for 36 hours. The next month she spoke to the Superintendent in a similar 

fashion and was sent to the dungeon on bread and water "until willing to perform her tasks." She 

rernained there for five daYs.' Violet B. was punished for her "rude and noisy behavior. calling 

Attendants na me^."^ 

By the turn of the century, there seemed to be an increasing effort to stamp out al1 forms of 

communication at the Mercer. For the crime of talking in the comdor after lights out. Ina N. was rdther 

severely punished, k i n g  put in the isolated room on bread and water for six days.) Due to *'persistent 

talking" al1 the inmates of "F' corridor were penalized by k i n g  deprived of light the next evening.' The 

residents of "C" conidor found themselves in similar troub~e.~ Larger groups of women rvere 

increasingly disciplined for partaking in conversations. Annie N.. Irene M., Amie C. and Mary S. were 

found to be taking part in a "loose conversation" and were deprived of breakfast.6 Liuie L. Adelaide C. 

and Eva B. were seut to the dungeon for "laughing and W n g  til afier 2 a-m." Once they were there 

they did not like it. for they were described as "hanunering and making fearfiil noise ... cursing, vile 

language and punding.. .."7 For "loud talking. insolence and vile language" Marie S, Etta R. and Mabel 

P. were Iocked in the refractory corridor for terrns ranging from three days up to t m 8  And when ininates 

were not illicitly talking, they were singing. (They were probably not singing gospel songs either). Grace 

S. and M a y  S.. for example, were two inmates who were punished for "singing and whistling" and "loud 

talking and singing" r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ . ~  

There were times when bad language was punished very severely indeeù, indicating how 

setiously this offense was now taken and how disruptive it was perceived to be. Adelaide C., adrnittedly a 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 23. 1901, December 12. 1901. See also CF #2773 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register. Jmuary 15, 1908. She spent two and a half days in the 
Dungeon on bread and water for tea. See also CF #3459 
3 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, O c t h r  28, 1907. See also CF ?Y3259 
4 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 12, 19 1 1. 
5 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 12, 1907. 
6 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 4, 1906. CF Ws: 3247, 3269, 3291. 33 14. 
7 Mercer Reformatory. Punishment Register, November 12, 1906, CF#'s: 3320. 33 16. 3295. O'Sullivan 
had written CO the Inspecter about LiWe L. 
8 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, October 13, 1910. See also CF#'s: 3738, 3739 and 3770. 
9 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, February 23, 1907 and September 24, 1906. CF#'s 3325 and 
33 14. 



troublesome inmate, was reported by Laundress Mick for "using filthy and abusive ianguage and calling 

names." She was placcd in a straight jacket in the passage behveen the Refectory and the ~eh ige . '  

Annie N. was also placed in a straight jacket and confined in the darkened room for an unspeçified length 

of time thanks to using "obscene language and rnaking noise on ce11 door." The punishment did not 

appear to work because once there, she continued to curse, use vile language and make threats.' For 

wearing in the yard at noon hour. Minnie B. was sent to the dungeon for four days and whipped. S he 

became wiid. and wore and screarned in her cell, tearing at the hot water pipes and eventually turning on 

the water in the dungeon, breaking g l a s  and destroying furniture3 For swearing and threatening, 

Barbara H. was given a "cold bath" under doctor's supervision, as well as three days confinement in her 

ccll.' Ultirnately. O'Sullivan's tougher enforcement of the silence did Iittle to cut d o m  on disobedience 

and in tiie process, the punishment register only grew in volume. O'Reilly's more discrete use of the 

silent system may have been warranted after d l .  

While there was a nile of silence at  the Kingston Penitentiary, officials privately gave up trying 

to uniformly impose it. Testifjring in 1891, Warden Lavell admitted, "Yes; we have tried to enforce the 

silent system here, but we found it irnpracticable."' As early as 1878. Inspector Moylan admitted defeat: 

It is the e'cperience of our own Wardens and other officers, as well as those 
charged with the administration of pend institutions in Europe and the United 
States, whercin the strictest discipline is enforceci, that it is alrnost an 
impossibitity to exact a strict observance of the nile of silence where convicts 
are ernploycd in associated labor during the day. To tak and commune 
amongst themselves whenever an opportunity offers, no matter what the 
penalty, is a tcmptation which few convicts can resist. It is human and 
natural. 

He added that there were simply not enough oficers to offer a close enough surveillance of infractions. 

Warden Creighton, he concluded. had written that "association without intercommunication invoives a 

simple irnp~ssibility."~ Moylan, Creigliton and Lavell may have been prepared to make these admissions 

I Mercer kformatory, Punishment Register, November 17, 1906. See also CF # 33 16 
Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 19, 1906. See also CF #3247 

3 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, July 2, 1909. She was described as a "troublesome girl." 
See also CF #3387 
4 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, July 8, 190 1. See also CF #2537 

Royal Commission. 1891, Testirnony of Warden Lavell, 322 
G Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, 1878,6-7 



to the pubtic, but as far as the prisoners were concerneci, there were no such concessions. There werc a 

vast nwnber of punishments inflicted for speech relatai infractions at the Kingston Penitentiary. Officiais 

may have known that the silent system was impossible to enforce, but they still attempted to impose it. In 

the end. it may not have been the inmates who talked who were singled out so much as the inmates who 

talked out of tum. Like the inmates at the other two institutions. prisoners at the Kingston were supposed 

to effect an appropriately subdued demeanor and the silent system. selectively imposed. was one tool in 

enforcing that. 

While prisoners were reported for talking, then, it was more often a matter of how loudly and 

conspicuously they spoke as well as what they said. Sometimes though k i n g  caught !vas merely a matter 

of bad luck. Chris L and W. H.. for e.uample. each lost two days of remission in 1 9 10 "for taiking in ranks 

when going to dinner."' W. H., H.L. and J-C. lost three days that same year "for habitua1 talking and 

lauglung at their work."' A. M. was admonished in 1904 for "talking in his ce11 yesterday at noon to one 

of the othcr convicts. and sending me a note this morning asking me not to report it."' D. S. was a 

flagrant offender. The guard reported him for "talking in the ranks on the way to the stone pile this P.M.. 

1 told him to stop talking, but he continued to ralk until he got to the shop."' 

Profanity was more often diat not an e.xacerbating factor. A. W. was sent to the Dungeon for 23 

hours in 190 1 for "cursing and swearing in the Quatry and when checked gave insolence." C. L. was 

sent to the Dark Cell on the same day for '?mcaring ... by saying 'Jesus get off me."" When John B. \vas 

told to stop taiking in 1890, he "said his mouth was his owvn and he would do as he liked with it." He 

was. howevcr, only adm~nished.~ L. T. was punished in 1905 for "using blaspheming language and 

talking in the rank~."~ William W. was discovered in 1878 to be "confemng obscene stones from one 

Kingston Penitentiary. Punishmcnt Register, August 26, 19 10. There are hundreds of cases of silence 
infractions. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, August 26, 19 10 
Kingston Penitentiary. Punisiunent Register, April 18, 1904 

" Kingston Penitentiaxy, Punishment Register, November 26, 1904. He lost two days remission. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Punishrnent Rcgister, both cases Febnüiry 28, 1901 

6 Kingston Penitentiav, Punishment Register, June 14, 1890 
7 Kingston Penitentiary, hnislunent Register, February 23, 1905. 



conMct to another." His punishment was e-xplained rather cryptically: 'To go on the stone pile. Has 

only one am.'" 

Much to the disapproval of officiais. prisoners also conversed in large groups. In 1904, a 

congregation of ten convicts lost remission "for taiking and laughing in the choir."' In 1877. ten 

prisoners were collectively named for "leaving work before the proper tirne and continually ta~cing."~ 

One day in 1888, a group of eleven prisoners was reported for talking in the dining hall and each lost 

three days remission. It \vas also noted ihat 'ïhese men were admo~shed  previous~y."~ Eight men 

undergoing punishment in the South Wing in 1877 were reportai for "singing and shouting in a most 

disgracefiil manncr." Thesc men were punished severely. "I personaily advised these men." Warden 

Creighton noted. "for their own sakes to keep quiet when they were going into the punishment cells. but 

latterly they have been setting al1 authority at defiance, and to bring them to a proper sense of their duty as 

convicts, 1 find it necessq to sentence each of them to a dozen Iashes with the Cats, to losc d l  remission 

they have eanied and their lights for one month." They were cermed as fit to undergo the whippings by 

Surgeon ~ a v e l l . ~  Practically each year, convicts at the Kingston engaged in a tradition of singing ribald 

songs as a group on Christmas eve and Christmas day. Officiais attempted to stamp out the practice \vitIl 

differing levels of severity. On December 25. 1900, a group of 31 convicts were collectively admonished.' 

In 1901, various prisoners lost two to five days remission or went to the dark ceIl for 23 liours.' 

Convicts also created spealung holes in their ceIl walls so they could converse with neighbouring 

prisoners. In 1900. one prisoner was reported for "placing a hole Lhrough the wvdl of his ceil into the nest 

ce11 for the purpose of communicating with convict O. alias Chas. G.. Hearing [illegiblel in corridor 

[illegiblel I went down until 1 came to convict T.'s ceIl and saw him standing ... wiUi a ... brick in his hand, 

the hole was in front of him, it extendeci throughout the wall. 1 made O. remove the other piece his ce11 so 

- 

' Kingston Pcnilentiary, Punishment Register, June 24, 1878 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. April 18. 1904. 

Kingston Penitentiary. Punishment Register, June 2, 1877. They lost lights for one month as well as ten 
days remission. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, June 12, 1888 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, May 15, 1877 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, December 25, 1900 
7 Kingston Peniientiary. Punishment Register. December 24, 1904 



as to rnake sure it was through." They were both sent to the dungeon for 48 hours.' In 1905. F. G. was 

also diwovered to be "having a hole though his ceIl wall to speak to the man in the next cell."' Two 

convicts were sirnilady found out in 1904 and lost remi~sion.~ This kind of ingenuity revealed how far 

prisoners were uilling to go to secure a little Company during the long hours of isolation spent in their 

cells. Loneliness wvas espeçially acute during the evening time and on Sundays. A job like this wvould 

have required some organization, time and cooperation and was therefore more likely to be seen in a place 

like Kingston where sentences were long. Convicts would have had to procure illicit tools as well as find 

sufficient tirne to perform the alterations and to hide the results. They would have had to attain the 

approval of their adjoining ceIl mate in addition to the assurance that he could be trusted not to inform. 

The most rnaddening infractions were oftcn the non verbal ones for they could be thc most 

subversive. William R and James Mc. were persistently laughing on the Stone and when told by the 

Guard to stop, laughed at him as well. It was not noted if they continued laughing on their way to the 

dark cell.' A large group of inmates was singled out one day "for looking around, smiling. chewing gum 

and acting in a disorderly rnanner in general while marching through south wing corridor of west wing." 

They al1 lost r~mission.~ Later that month, many of the same crew were again punished for "looking 

around and chewing gum in the ranks while marchingW6 On another typical day. hvo prisoners werc 

punished, one for "looking around and staring at convicts" and another. for "loaking around" and then 

talking.' A group of twelve convicts were admonished and lost remission for whistling and imitating 

various animals. including dogs and roosters."hree convicts were singled out for "imitating an organ" 

with their mouths. They s p n t  one night in the dark c d ,  lost tlieir lighting for one month as wcll as one 

month's rernis~ion.~ W. Mc. sang and whistled in his tell.'' George P. whistled and danced his way into 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, December 2, 1900 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Punishrnent Register, February 23, 1905. He lost ten days remission. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, November 26. 1904 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, November 14, 1875. One was sent to the dark ceIl for one 
night, the other "until further notice." They were also talking. 

Kingston Penitentiaq, Punishment Register. Apri123, 1904 
6 Kingston Pcnitentiary. Piinishment Register. Apri126, 1904 
7 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Apri126, 1904 
8 Kingston Penite~tiary, hnishrnent Register, August 10, 1896 
9 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishrncnt Register, January 24, 1875 
10 Kingston Penitentiaxy, Punishment Register, May 23, 190 1. He lost ce11 lights for five nights. 



his cell.' Dancing could be disruptive too. E. P. was admonished for "continually dancing in his ceIl..' 

"1 have watched hirn rattie his feet some tirne without discovery. the guard noted. "1 am sure the rattle of 

his feet on îhe concrete floor is annoying to the other convicts. Other convicts cal1 to him to stop thereby 

creating a disturbance that he is to blame for."2 F. C. was caught singing on the stone pile. and when 

wmed to stop, replied, "1 don't give a damn." He \vas sent to the dark cell- indefinitel~r.~ 

But king sent to dark cell did not necessarily break convicts' spirits. On one day, three 

prisoners started a sing-a-long in that place4 J. M. whistled and sang in the dark ce11 and when told 

that it was not dlowed, replied that "he did not give a damn and kept on singingW5 To cap offa tirade of 

threats and obscenities. Edward W. danced, whistled and swore in the dark cell. He was reported for: 

making a noise in the dark ce11 and using abusive languagr about the Wardtn 
calling him a d - d  ô - 4  and saying he did not give a d-n for old warden] 
Ferres that he had only two months and some days to put in he could do lus 
time in the Dungeon that he would not do shot drill, that there were four 
reports against him now and the Warden could only give him nine meals of 
bread and water and that wiicn he got out he would make the d - d  b-d comc 
to tirne that had been reporting him meaning the Guards, the above 
conversation was to convict S. ARenvards for whistling and dancing in the 
dark cell." 

There were less pleasant noises to contend with at Kingston. John M. shouted to his fellow 

convicts to stop coughing, yelling "Shut up you son of a bitch." His ezrplanation to the guard was that "he 

codd not sleep for al1 the coughing."' While dining, Nelson C. directed his attention at a certain guard 

and made "a noise with his mouth."' John C. was also found guilty of making. as it was politely put, "a 

noise."g Guard Walsh was slightly more frank in his description of John S.'s behaviour. He found hirn to 

be "frequently breaking wind, when I am near him. causing the other convicts to laugh. 1 told Iiim such 

conduct was unmanly and unbecoming and 1 should report it. He said I rnight report as much as 1 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. April20, 187 1. As this was his first offense. he was 
reprimanded. 
' Kingston Penitentiaq, Punishment Register, March 3 1, 1 902. He was only admonished. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. May 25, 1903 
4 Kingston Penitentiv, Pmishment Register, January 30, 1904, He lost one &y remission 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, September 19, 1900. He lost five days remission. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, October 5, 1869. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Apnl 15, 1902. He was admonished. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, April2 1, 1871. He was given one bread and water meal 

and spent one night in the dark ccll. 
9 Kingston Penitentiaq. Punishment Register, March 24, 1880. Hc lost lights and five days remission. 



like ...."' In addition to innilting select& guards, other noises had more practical uses. Louis U. used 

hissing as a way of signaling other convicts that an officer was coming. For this act. he \vas punished 

severely, k i n g  sent to the dark cell for fivc days.' Another convict hissed at a guard during dinner timc. 

This act did not seem to have any purpose other than to unnewe the fellow which it did ~ ~ c i e n t l y  to 

earn the convict a stay of 45 hours in the dark cell. the lost of one month of light and ten days remis~ion.~ 

The offense of taiking was punished harshiy at al1 three of the institutions because in the contest 

of the prison. tallllng often went hand in hand with defiance. Speaking was not always as harrnless as it 

sounded. In prison talking often meant talking back, and it was just as likely accompanied with 

swearing, narne calling and impertinence. Hence. talking was an offense for which the worst behaved 

men and women were almost always singled out. For these incorrigibles. breaking the silence formed a 

vital part of their repertoire of disobedience. Whether talking, mssing, singing, whistling. dancing. 

hissing or making other "noises." or merely watching others do so, prisoners learned that the powcr of 

language, in al1 its fonns, was a potent force in the prison. It could disrupt the routine. incite others and 

damage the dignity of ofticers and fellow inmates. In prison, these kinds of offenses were the serious 

ones. and it took a troublesome, hardened and even reckless inmate to commit them. It was yet anothcr 

irony that convicts were not usually punished for merely talking. but for iaking like convicts. 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, September 6, 1873. There is no punishment recorded. -, - Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, July 25, 1899. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Febrwuy 17, 1880 



Chapter 7 

Eating Like an inmate 

As far as the influentid humanitarian Mary Carpenter was concerned, training of convicts and juvenile 

offenders liad to be through the maintenance of "steady discipline," and "without endeavouring to lead 

them to obedience by indulgence of their appetites." Accordingly. "wc should consider it veq wong to 

give to these children more palatable and abundant food than is procurable or found necessary by the 

labouring population in general ...." The prisoner should "accept the least inviting food as more than he 

desewes."' While the dangers of contamination and the shame of a prison record embodied the 

hardships of incarceration in the spiritual sensc, food \vas the most concrete manifestation of that grim 

reality . Its presentation, quality. quantity and consumption defined prisoners and staff as inmates. 

Whether eating togethcr or eating alone, mealtime transcended ciifferences and was the ultimatc shared 

expericnce of ail inhabitants There was nothing more sacred to the inmate than food. Food was the 

prison's most precious commodity. It could bring d a c e  and cause conflict. sustain life and spread 

sickness. be both a reward and an instrument of punishment. Eating involved the most basic of human 

desires: hunger, companionship, pleasure. Food coloured emotions and shaped thinking. For most, the 

rinials surrounding food were the most Mvid memory of the prison @me. 

The prison diet did not sound so bad. Portions seemed large and meat was serveci daily. To a 

casual observer, if the menu could be faulted in any way, it couid only be for its blandness. Indeed. 

administrators often implied that a regular. simple menu promoted the value of regular. simple habits. 

Inspector Moylan emphasized that the fare at the Kingston Penitentiary "consists of a plentfil supply of 

plain, wholesome food, nutritious and well prepared. Particular case is had to the quality of flour, and 

meat especialiy. The fm supplies an abundance of vegetables, which musc greatly promote the good 

healtii enjoyed by the vast numbers of the prisoners."' At Kingston in 1883. for e.uample. the official 

menu for prisoners was the following: 

1 Carpenter, Our Convicts, 1 14- 1 17 
' Annual Repon, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspcctor Moylan, 1875. 15 



Breakfast: [3 half) pints of coffee &ce a week and the sarne quantity of tea 
on the remaining &YS. 3/4 lb. white bread, I/4 beef mutton or pork (wvith 
k t s  and vinegar once a week) 
Dinner 112 pin& soup, 112 Ib. white bread and 1 Ib. potatoes, 2 oz. brown 
bread, 1/2 Ib. beef, pork or mutton 
S u p m  12 oz white bread, 1 pint of tea sweetened with 1/2 oz brown sugar, 
112 gill of molasses in addition on ~unday' 

The Canadian bill of fxc, too, wvas distinctly more generous in comparison to the British system of four 

dietary classes. The notoriously meager Class 1 meal allowance supplied 16 ounces of bread and one and 

half pints of "stirabout" to prisoners daily, regardless of their level of labour, age or ses. In the words of 

contemporary cnminologist William Tallack the Class 1 diet "however unintentionally, WcameJ a cause 

of 'accelerating' death." Meat did not enter into the diet until the second highest level. Class III. whicli 

was available only to those convicts sewing more than one month, and only aller their first month. Thc 

Class IV diet ailowd a full range of food groups: bread. gruel. potatoes. suet pudding and mat .  but kvas 

offered to those sentenced to four months or more and started on the fourth month. But even when it wvas 

served. meat was often so overcooked or badly prepared that members of an 1878 Dietaq Committee 

Iamented that it was "converted into a condensai shnuiken mass of little or no nutritive value." Starving 

prisoners at Dartmoor were observed in the 1870's to be eating candles. boot oil. old poultices buried in 

heaps of rubbish and "bits of candles pulled out of the prison cesspool and eaten d e r  the human soi1 was 

wiped off ?hem."' 

Nevertheless, even though it contained mat ,  was not subject to classification and the portions 

seemed plentiful, the typical diet of an Ontario inmate was hardly wholesome, tasty, filling or nutritional. 

It was however undeniably punitive. It was so bland that over time, it became unpalatable. It was badly 

prepared out of substandard ingredients. Portions that may have been ample were not very appetizing. 

and frequentiy, not very edible either. SeMngs were heavy on potatoes and bread. The meat that was 

supplied was sometimes rancid and was almost always boiled or sewed in a soup. Warden Platt admitted 

Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, 28 April. 1888, Warden Lavell to Geo. L. Foster, 
Accountant of Penitentiaries, Ottawa 
' McConville. EngIish Local Prisons, 305- 3 19. 



that hç was "aware that m u e n t  loathing is produced by the continuous and monotonous round of soups 

and boiled mats  and the unbroken absence of roast and relish."' 

In fact, the food at Kingston was tembie and officiais knew it. Warden Metcalfe described the 

meat as "part grïstle. or uneatable substances."' In 1876, Warden Creighton asked the Inspector to 

dismiss a beef contractor on account of its poor quality.3 By 1882. Creighton was still complaining about 

the sarne problem, this time describing one drivcr who was in the habit of bringing in meat that had just 

failed inspection. "As I will not trust tlus man again to enter the Prison," Creighton wrote to the 

contractor, ..please send some one else as your driver who will not attempt to de~eive."~ Warden Foster 

reporteci that "convicts have brought sarnples of the tea to my ofke ,  and it is v e v  bad indeed."5 Warden 

Platt found that the potatoes supplied to the convicts. which "have been tried and for the third time. 

condemned as unfit for use" were so bad that they should be f d  to the pigs."ere were problerns with 

the bread as well. By 1892, after several years of badly baked bread. Warden Lavell worried about convict 

unrest. One option was the immediate ek-nditure of $3,000 to upgrade the miIl and the baker's ovens. 

For some time our bread has not k e n  what we would like. This is owing to 
the flour.. . . hdeed so bad is the flour that 1 have found it necessary to buy 
some of a better quality to mis with it. Something will have to be donc to 
improve it, either by improving the Mill, or abandonhg it, and purchashg our 
own suppiy. We certainly can not go on as we are; the men have rcasonable 
ground for cornplaint as to the bread, and it is not wise to embitter them in 
this matter.' 

Prisoners felt strongly enough about their food to rebel over it, and Lavell knew that they would only put 

up with so much. 

As for the general soundness of the diet. the Surgeon in his officia1 report outlined that although 

"the food furnished is nutritious . wholesome. and abundantly supplied. and satisfied the legal 

' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiay, Warden Platt, 1901, 14 
' Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Penitentiary, April6, 1898, Warden MetcaUé to C. M. Martin. Prison 
Steward 

Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Penitentiary, April 28, 1876, Wardcn Creighton to Inspector 
' Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Penitentiary, March 18, 1882 

Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Pe~tentiary, December 19, 1898, Warden Foster to Inspector Stewart 
Warden's Lettcr Book, Kingston Penitentiary. June 20, 1899, Warden Platt to I. A. McCaugherty, Farm 

Inspcctor 
' Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Penitentiary. Januw 6, 1892, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
Four years later, the problem had still not been remedied. See October 30 and November 20, 1896 



requirement, ... on a few occasions an unavoidable çmrcity of vegetables prevai~ed."~ Phelan used 

stronger language in private, urging the warden to provide more vegetables.' Ten years later. Phelan 

was experienced enough in the observation of the prison diet to move beyond focusing on any specific 

food group. It was not that any one item of food was specifically unhealthy, but radier the fact that the 

food was bcing eaten in a prison setting- The food was affecting the prisoners psychologically. "Attacks 

of intestinal derangements," he noted for example, "make their appearance periodicall y in institutions. 

apparently without any known cause. and oAen occur so frequently as Io be designated "instit~tional."~ 

Food, even good food when served in an institutional setting lost its taste and its appeal. And yet. even in 

light of al1 the problems with the diet oficials in Otîawa persisted to d l  for lower per capiia costs.' 

Inspectors may have trumpeted the wholesomeness of the menu in annual reports, but their priorities. 

much like the actual food served. were an entirely different matter.' 

There were many hungry prisoners at the Kingston Penitentiary. Convicts reacted to hunger in 

different ways. Some impulsively grabbed food while al1 could se, while many smuggled food and 

1 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Daniel Pheian, 1899,37 
' Warden's Letter Book Kingston Penitentiary, March 24. 1899. Deputy Warden O'Leary to Charles H. 
Martin, Steward 
3 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 1909,27 
4 Warden's Letter Book, Kingston Penitentiary, Acting Warden D. O. Leôry to the Steward, reproducing a 
rnemo to him by the Inspectors dated May 18, 1907 directing him to lower the per capita cost of feeding 
inmates. May 20, 1907 
5 There was one day of the year when prisoners ate a little better: Christmas. In order to offer this small 
gesture of kindness the Warden had to scrapc together money somehow, usually from the "Gate Money." 
small fces that were charged to Msitors to the prison. a s  well as miscellaneous fùnds Ieft over in the 
annual budget. And even though none of the funds had been directly supplied by the government, 
oflicials in Ottawa resented the e.xpenditure, calling upon Warden Lavell to justifi himself. He did: 

The effect upon the Convicts is saluhry, and in every sense pays and here as 
in other places, men's hearts are sofiened, and theu thoughts directed into 
channels which may be fniitful of good. Christmas day even to a convict, 
should have al1 its precious mernories revived. (Kingston Pautcntiary, 
Warden's Letter Book, January 16, 1886). 

The following year, chastened by the "exception [that] was taken by the Honourable Minister of Justice Io 
my action last year," Lavell wrote to Inspecter Moylan requesiing authorization for additional ezcpcnses. 
Once discovered. this discretionary power was laken away from him. "1 cannot." he conceded. "do 
anything in the matter without instructions." (Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 
29, 1886). Subsequently, it was ruled that extras to Prisoners not exceed a miserly 20C per head. No 
additional iùnds from the annual budget were to be appropnated for this indulgence. (Kingston 
Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January 11, 1899). 



others might even have made money by selling food to fellow convicts.' The most obvious offenders 

might well have been the hungriest. Prisoner T.J. M. was cited by a guard "for going about the tables 

gathering e.xtra food."2 B. G. was reported for "leaving his seat in DIining] Hall and corning up to front 

tables to gather e.utra food. 1 asked him if he had not got a sufEcient ration. He said 'yes, ' but wanted 

some more. 1 requested him to go back to his seat as he was not allowed to gather up extra food. He 

turned away and deliberately took what he wanted and went to his seateW3 George W. stole "a beef bone 

off of the dinner table, when passing through to d i~e r . " '  A. P. was admonished for "taking another 

man's ration of tea pouring into his own and filling it to overflowing and slopping it dong the passage."5 

1. B. was punished for taking "from the server of breakfast this a m .  a double ration of bread."6 

Prisoners at the Kingston Penitentiary also complained passionately. loudly in front of others and 

sometimes in groups about the quality of the food. Convict W. H. W. was described in the Punishment 

Register as having created qui te a stir, 

corning up to the Steward in D[iningl Hall with his meat on his fork and asked 
him if wouId like to eat that. This he did in an very impertinent manner. 1 
told him the m a t  suas perfectly good. He said again it was "rotten" and it 
was not fit for a dog ta eat. He then went to his seat and in a few moments 
aRer came up again and wanted his name on the Doctor's list. Which 1 was 
about to do, when he began again to give impertinence about the food. He 
said he was sick Crom the effccts of it and that was the reason why so many 
convicts were sick with diseases in this place. When 1 thought he had gone far 
enough 1 took him and the meat to the Deputy, where he repeated some of 
impertinent remarks after the Deputy telling him the m a t  was perfectly 
good.7 

I It took more planning and probably accomplices to smuggle food. One inrnate was found to be "stealing 
pork & sugar and taking same to the Protestant Chapel. 1 searched W. and found pork in his pockets and 
a parce1 of sugar under his arm betwecn his coat and shirt." (Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. 
Febnüiry 28, 1899. The prisoncr \vas put on the stone pile and lost three days remission). Willi'un S. and 
George B. were discovered to be taking meat that was undcr the Steward's charge. "B. says he has made a 
practice of giving meat to some men but refises to tell who. S. says he never made anytlung by it." 
(Kingston Penitentiaxy, Punishment Register, March 9, 1893. Both were sent to the Dark Ce11 for 48 
hours). William C. and Edward 0. had a cache of flour and lard in the Cupola in the Foundry. George 
R, Arthur P. and Henry F. emerged from the Bakery on March 28 1879 each with a double twist 
concealed under his jacket. They claimed, unconvincingly, thal the Baker had givcn the bread to them. 
(Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, March 28, 1879). 
' Kingston Penitentiary, hinishment Register, February 20 1897 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Febniary 10. 1897. The Guard on duty was directed "to be 
more strict in enforcing discipline in future." 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, May 8, 187 1 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. October 16, 1899. 
6 Kingston Penitentiw, Punishment Register, December 8. 1899. 
7 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishrnent Register, September 22, 1887. He was taken to the solitary ce11 for 19 
days and lost 10 days remission. 



Chief Keeper Atkins recordai prisoner A. P's complaint "that his breakfast ration was rotten and d i t  to 

eat. The ration which seems to me not only good. but a generous one. 1 handed to the Deputy Warden for 

inspection. Note from the Surgeon: 'Convict A. P. reports blue mould meat served this morning and in 

such small quanti- that if it were go04 it would not be really sufficient. He also reports pomdge not 

cooked- merely oatmeal soaked in water. D. Phelan Surgeon."' Whether the Surgeon agreed or not with 

thc convict is not noted; it is mentioned however that, for his troubles. A.P. was sent to the Dark Cell for 

four heurs.' 

Wasting food \vas another form of objection and it could often be just as dramatic as verbal 

altercations. On one &y in 1900. ten prisoners were punished for placing their bread in the night bucker.? 

In 1899. for example. a group of seven prisoners was found guilty of f ' i n g  their bread to the pigs at the 

swine tub behind the k i t~hen .~  In 1901. eleven inmates were found to be placing their bread in the swill 

tub.' This kind of bread disposal appeared to be a common occurrence at the Kingston Penitentiaiy and 

\vas more Iikely an act of protest than a gesture of affection to the livestock. 

And finally when prisoners were not stealing food, srnuggling it. complaining about it and 

wasting it, they threw it. Joseph F., for esample. threw a potato at a Guard in the dining hall, and 

Frederïck D. hurled bread at another convict at the breakfhst table5 Apparently, food could be amusing 

too. At last. the authorities at the penitentiary had had enough. By the 1880's. plans wcre afoot to 

replace congregate dining with cellular eating. At the very least, Inspector Moylan. argued. the full 

contingent of staff. including al1 guards, keepers and tradc instnictors should be provided wvith a med so 

that they could be present at the dining hall. With onIy a skeleton sta f f  present at me&, as well as the 

presence of knives and forks, the danger of violence and conspiracies was palpable."cKelvey has noted 

' Kingston Penitentiary, June 17, 1903 
' Kingston Penitentiaxy, Oçtober 15, 1900. They were dl .  ironically. punished by gctting less bread with 
their m a i s  for one week. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, December 8, 1899. They, too, were given less bread for a 
week. 
" Kingston Penitenti-, Punishment Register, Febniary 1, 1900. 

Kingston Penitentim, Punishment Register, August 26, 1874 and 24 May. 187 1 
G Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiv, Inspector Moylan, 1880,8-9 



a sirnilar sentiment in Amencan prisons. By 1900, scarcely a dozen facilities had retained their dining 

rooms.' 

Warden Creighton !vas the ody one who appeard to be in favour of the practice of congregate 

dining. Writing to a clothing contractor, Creighton detailed the sense of cornmunity that congregate 

dining provided. Seated at the front of the hall, Creighton was accessible to the convicts, a tangible 

leader of the prison who was abie to solve the problems and complaints they brought to him on the spot. 

As for the fear of insurrection, Creighton countered that it \vas not wise to give into fear of the convicts at 

an' time: 

1 have not changed my mode of f d i n g  the convicts since you were in 
Kingston. Our cells arc so very sniall, and many of them ill-lighted, that Mr. 
Moylan h a  not yet insisted on a change here. Besides, as you are aware, 1 do 
a geat deal of work in the Dining Hall especially during the Dinner hour- 
which it would be aimost impossible to undertake, if the men were obliged to 
eat in thcir cells .... I am invariably present myself to see personally to al1 the 
requirements of the convicts and I give a written order for everythng 1 think 
they need from a shoe string or a new suit of clothes. Al1 mv orders arc filled 
on the morning aAcr they are issued ... Now 1 could not possibly cany out 
these arrangements in double the tirne, if the convicts were obliged to eat in 
their cells. 1 have not f m  whatcver of any outbreak in the Dining Hall. In 
fact convicts should not have the least rason to think that one is afraid of 
them anywhere. ... M y  present plan works srnoothly, and successfully, and 
under e'risting circumstrrnces, 1 would not like a change, and 1 h o p  Mr. 
Moylan will not require me to do so.' 

But by 1897. well &ter Creighton's deparhue, cellular dining was finally put into place.3 The largest 

stumbling block had been the size of the cells and the slow progress officiais had made in enlarging them. 

Even with the majority of the cells renovated, solitary eating could only be facilitated by the purchase of 

roiling tables and the installation of folding tables for the still notoriously tiny c e l l s . b t h e r  than k i n g  

alleviated, though, many of the security concerns associateci with congregate dining prevailed under the 

new -stem. With no supervision, converting utensils into weapons was made even more possible than 

before. Warden Metcalfe accordingly instructed the Steward "that the convicts should not have a knifc or 

fork to eat with in their cells .... I would ask you to have the meat so prepared for them. that it will be 

' McKelvey. Anrerican Prisons, 182-183. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 15, 1883 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April29, 1897 
" Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. September 29. 1896 



small enough to not need much use for a knife and fork. You will understand the best method to prepare 

the food to enable the convïcts to dispense with a knife and fork."' 

These precautions served to infantilize the convicts and to make the food even more unpalatable 

than before, presenting them with what seemed to be precut baby food which they were now forced to eat 

with their fingers. The food parade, too. was fraught with security concem. Officiais e.xperimented with 

difTerent routings for the enormous single-file procession of prisoners to make i ts  way to the kitchen to 

collect their rations.' In 19 14. a Royal Commission investigating the Kingston Penitentiary took issue 

wvith the entire systern. They decmed it inflexible. demeaning and unnecessaxy: 

Reference has already been made to some of the regulations of Canadian 
penitentiaries that stamp them as purely punitivc .... in no prison where the 
congregate systern is in vogue, was the danger of mutiny considered a serious 
possibility. And this too in face of the fact that in some of those prisons thc 
proportion of guards to population was one to ten, while at Kingston it is 
about one to six. The fact is, that the more closely the trcatment of the 
prisoncrs approximates the treatment of the free man, the less likelihood is 
there of individual or organized outbreaks of violence. When men are allowed 
&O sit d o m  to a table and eat with knife and fork like civilized beings, they 
are in a more equablr fi-ame of mind than if they are made to carry their food 
to their ceHs and tear it to pieces with their fmgers.. .. . A weak feature of the 
cellular systern is its wastefulness. The portions of food allotteci are too 
generous for Mme men and possibly not sufficient for others . . . . 3  

But as discussed earlier. security continued to take precedence at the Kingston Peni tentiary. The report of 

the commission was dismisscd as hopelessly naive by prison officiais.' That institution's insistence on 

cellular eating was part of its program, highiighted by its increasing reliance on the Prison of Isolation, to 

keep inmates separate from each other as much as possible. 

Staffat the Kingston Penitentiary had grounds for dissatisfaction too. Guards on the night wcatch 

had no choice but to cat prison fare. For years they had complained about their rneals. In no uncertain 

terms they assailed the steward, detailing how "they were senteci up with the refke of the rnid-day meal 

tossed into tin pails in the early aflemoon and left to stearn with a fluid that (has] only the merest 

suspicion of a very poor quality of tea in its make up. This disgusting mess is left at dBerent posts. no 

tables, cups, saucers, plates, napkins, or any other convenicnce provided." The rest of the guards 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, A p d  22, 1897 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report, 1903, .wi 

Royal Commission into the Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14, 15 
' See, especially, Dr. Phelan's Remarks, in Annual Report, 1914, Kingston Penitentiary. 39 



petitioned over the fact that for months on end their butter "was unfit to use."' In 1903. d e r  some cight 

years of protest, Warden Platt finaily backed down and issued a directive. Leaving nothing to gdwill. 

logic or common sense, it spelled out every detail of the mealtime procedure- even specifying that dishes 

should be served out of separate pails. Thanks to the mutual misuust between the administration and the 

guards, food had become bureaucratized and regimented for the staff as well. 

Problems with the staameals highlighted religious tensions as well. Roman Catholic guards 

protested over the bony, putrid fish served to them on Fridays, tclling the steward that it was "unfit for 

human food." The Catholic Chaplain got involved and. "in a somewhat sharp mariner," spoke !O the 

steward on the matter. Warden Lavell took hirn aside and instmcted the Chaplain to corne to him direct 

beforc "upbraiding" the steward. Meanwhile. Cathoiic guards were spreading around tales of religious 

discrimination around t o m .  Wben Lave11 asked the Chaplain to tell the guards to stop doing this. the 

Chaplain backed them up, implying that there was little else they could do to bring attention to thcir 

complaints. "1 have carefully avoided the possibility of suspicion in Religious matters," Lavell reported to 

the Inspcctor. "It is not." he added, "1 am sorry to say the first time in which attempts have k e n  made to 

prejudice my administration." The situation got worse. Guard Darragh, a Catholic. rose at morning roll 

cal1 and addressed the other officers on the matter, "stating that he was going to fight it out. and asked 

those present, who were prepared to back hirn up, to hold up their hands. which several did." When word 

of the protest spread to the Warden's office, Darragh suddenly announceci that he had to urgently visit a 

dying relative and immediately left the prison. The staff closed ranks, proving the existence of a guard 

' Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, January 14, 1895, Correspondence of James Weir, 
Steward and Warden Lavell 
' "The Steward is hereby auhorizad and required to arrange (by rcguisition where necesçary) for 
fiirnishing to officers corning on Night Duty separate luncheons carcfully put up in clean and neat 
containers. Outside pails or containers may, for the present, be of tinware. Inside dishcs to be of earthen 
or agate ware. Butter to be provided in earthen dish. Each pail to contain "cold mat"  or "pork and 
beans" or both- pickles or mustard- bread and butter (or sandwiches whcn other meat is not available) - 
pie. or f ~ t ,  or fmit biscuit, knife, fork and spoon. Tea in separate container which must be of agate ware. 
Luncheon to be delivered just before kitchcn gang goes in. Distinction should be made, as to quantity of 
food supplieci, in favor of such officers as remain on duty and have no chance of getting supper at home. 
Oflïcer's mid-day luncheon may be improved by addition of some kind of dessert ...." 
(Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 25, 1903) 



"code." When asked by the Warden to reveal the names of those who r a i d  their hanci. the Deputy 

Warden, who was present during the incident, feigned amnesia and responded that "he could not." 

What did the Roman Cathoiic staffget for their trouble? Darragh, who never returned to the 

prison, was fired in absentia. As for future petitioners. "1 respectfully hope." Lavell conciuded. "these 

charges may culminate in teaching offxcers important lessons as to their ... use of tongue and pen." 

Relations with the Roman Catholic chaplain remained frosty. Lavell was furious with the Deputy Warden 

and tnisted the guards even less than before. What about the nominal cause of ail the trouble. the fish? It 

was pronounced by Warden Lavell to be "the best boneless article. tastefuily cooked." Addressing the 

issue of its relative freshness. "during the month of December last," Lavell argued. "1 was unable for rny 

own table to sscure a proper catch of fiesh fish." Prisoners. it turned out, were not the only ones subjcct io 

the doctrine of "less eligibility."' 

Guards at the Centrai Prison had their grievances about the food as well. In 1878. Inspector 

Langmuir reported t h i  "Very strong cornplaints were received from ail the guards, who assembled for 

that purpose." Afier investigating the matter. he conceded that. "It was apparent ... that on occasions some 

of the articles of food fiimished had been inferior in quality, and that the cooking was sometirnes very 

slovenly." StiII. he was not fidly convinced that the guards had a case. He ordered the Warden to conduct 

fùrther inquiries, "with a view to amving at the exact uuth or falsity of the complaint."' 

if guards found cause to cornplain about their food, prisoners wre  even doubiy justified. While 

the average daily cost of food for guards at the Central Prison, for e.uample, was 26 4/5 $ prisoners were 

allocated less than half of that. a mere 10 4/5 $.3  American prisons spent a similar amount. around ten 

cents a day per convict.' When the Inspector made his annual Msits, convicts took the initiative to protest 

about the diet, They pointed out that the portions were inadquate, that the potatoes had not been properly 

boiled, that the meat was tainted, the bread bad, the tins dirty and that the soup was watery. He admitted 

that were "reasonably good grounds for complaint." Inspector Langmuir allowed that men employed at 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January 14. 1895, February 16, 1895 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1878, Inspector Langmuir, 9 1 

Annual Report, Central Prison, 1878, 39 1 
4 McKelvey, Anterican Prisons, 183. 



especiaily hard labour ought to be fed something more substantial on soup days, and admitted that the 

flour was inferior and that the lack of an ice house frequentiy spoiled the mat ,  Nevertheless, every 

private home suffered from these problems fiom time to tirne. He characterized the protesters as vçterans 

for the most part of prisons in thc United States. where the fare was presumably more lavish.' In 

subsequent years. the men made similar complaints, which wvere likewise dismissed. Langmuir later even 

reversed his position about giving the most strenuously engaged convicts extra food. Even though he was 

somewhat sympathetic, Langmuir did not want to risk tlie convict backlash if he started granting special 

privileges. "It is clear." he concluded. "that if the food allowance be increased to meet a few exceptional 

cases. it would mate 111-feeling and gnunbling among the other prisoners. and Iiaving regard to the fact 

that the appcarancc of the prisoners indicates robust health. and h t  the records shew a gradual incrcase 

in their weights from their time of admission, 1 am of the opinion that it is not desirable to alter the 

present dietary. even to meet exceptional instances." In any event, he came to the conclusion that those 

who took issue with the diet. by their own admission possessed "appetites [ihatl were inordinately largc at 

ail times."' 

The fxc  was notoriously bad at the Centrai Prison. Prisoner James Q. wvrote the warden a viMd 

description how many prisoners felt about the provisions: 

The dishes and cups which we eat frorn are disgustingly filthy. Sir, you cari 
sçrapc on your thumb nail an eighth of an inch of mst and dirt .... The pie and 
pudding dishes arc much filthier and 1 would not let my dog eat Gom it. The 
men to show their indignation at this rind the nahue and quality of food, no1 
forgctting those villainous compounds ... "coffee" and "ka"- deliberately strew 
and slop their path Gorn table to their cells [these] delicacies not forgetting to 
trample and rub it on the steps and floor- that a stranger looking there on 
these smothered feelings of anger wouid think this the dirtiest prison in the 
~ o m i n i o n . ~  

An 1886 Royal Commission appointed to inquire into charges made against the Warden of the Central 

Prison revealed much about the type of food served in that institution, and higlilighted many inmate 

1 Annual Report, Central Prison, Inspecter Langmuir, 1878.90 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, lnspector Langmuir, 1879, 150-8 

Central Prison, C. F. #19481. James Q., a selfcIairned "intellectual," w a  seMng an 18 month tenn for 
escaping jail awaiting triai for a charge that he was subsequently acquitted. 



complaints. Some of the d i e w  practices that were k i n g  investigated were simply appailing. One of the 

matters king probed involved the S e ~ n g  of 

d i d  salt beef [that] was for a long tirne served out to the prisoners, 
materially injuring their health, until the prisoners refiised to eat the mat ,  and 
it was given to the pigs; that the matter was d l e d  to the attention of the 
Warden, and although the doctor of the prison, in July 1883, reported the m a t  
unfit for use, the diseased meat was served out to the prisoners for sevcral 
days ahrwards, contrary to the doctor's direction and report; that upwards of 
140 dishes of the said m a t  were refused in one day by the prisoners, while 
those prisoners who pxtook of the meat wcre seizcd with vomjting after 
eating it.' 

During Sundays. it \vas purportcd that prisoners were not allowed to take their buckets to their cells and 

"were obliged to use the dishes they ate from as a receptacle for their filth. and cover the contents with 

potato peelings, etc. -said dishes being aftemards k ing  used for carrying their food."' 

But beyond the sensational charges what emerged most tellingly from the Commission's cvidence 

as wcll as the prison case files \vas a portrait of a convict population h t  was hungry and sometirnes. 

starving. It w a s  reported that prisoners were so famished from the bread and water punishrnent that "they 

have rushed to the refuse barrels of the prison and eaten the refuse, until removed by the g~ards ."~  For 

those on the regular diet, it was alleged that "the food firniished to the prisoners generally was, and is. of 

an unwholesome description and bad."" 

One by one, the commissioners cither rationalized or dismissed thesc charges as insignifican t . 

As for the man who emerged from 40 days and then 20 days on the bread and water diet. and "devoured 

the offal fed to tlie pigs." it was found that his "appetite appeared to be insatiable .... He would s ted  a 

ration whencver he got the chance, and was othenvise a bad, dangerous man, as shown by the testirnony." 

Commissioners concluded that a "man who is under punishment cannot expect to be treated as one of 

good behaviour .... A deprivation of this kind is a means of punishment." Even when not k i n g  punished, 

this man \vas always hungxy, and was frequently found guilty of eating the left-over food of other 

1 Ontario Sessional Papers, 1886, Royal Commission Appointed to Enquire into CeRain Charges Against 
the Warden of the Central Prison and into the Management of the Said Prison, 1886,4 
' Central Prison Commission, 1886, 5 

Central Prison Commission, 1886, 5 
Centrai Prison Commission, 1886, 5 



prisoners. "Anyway," the investigators finished, he "left the prison eight pounds heavier than when he 

entereâ it."' The Toronto Globe, which was covering the case, countered with an article entitled "A Man 

Who Gained Weight While StaMng- Something Wrong With the Scales." The item described the case 

of an inmate who was punished for his inability to work by being put on a bread and water diet. which so 

weakened him that he tmly became unable to work. He was later punished for digging up raw potatws 

from a prison field. On release. however. he was miraculously found to have gained cight pounds.' This 

type of daim \vas nothing new. Warden Prince had written in his 1874 report that "[ilt is a noticeable 

fact. that almost cvew prisoner on his discharge has weighed from three to nine pounds heavier than 

when hc entcred the prison ~ a l l s . " ~  For his part. the prison's surgeon Dr. Aikins argued that the 

punishment diet of bread and water "weakened every power in the body." The Globe cited hirn as chiding 

the warden that "Evety old woman knew that a variety in diet was necessary."" The Commission's only 

reply was that "The rules of prison, and al1 that your commissioners visited. prescnbe a brcad and water 

diet in certain cases."5 However, they did concede that one particular prisoner. Ignatius Redden, should 

not have k e n  confïned as long as 59 days on a bread and water diet until such time as he agreed to work. 

He should have been flogged i n~ t cad .~  

Whether the cornmissioners recognized it or not, some of the more egregious cases of misconduct 

were often motivated by hunger. Some prisoners would commit any act and risk almost any punishment 

for more food. Prisoner ~ a ~ . '  for e.xarnple, started a violent altercation between himself and several 

guards when they tried to remove an extra ration of bread h t  he had stolen from a table. While the 

struggle continued, a crowd of some 150 sympathetic inmate onlookers started a virtual rnutiny. Guard 

Guinness testühA: 

1 called him to one side and was in the act of taking the mtion from him, when 
he insisted upon going upstairs with it. 1 collared him by the collar of the 
coat. He rcplied, with a jerk, 'you G-ci d-m son of a bitch, you must be a 
better man than 1 am if you take it.' 1 did seize if and in doing so he caught 

1 Central Prison Commission, 1886.25-26 
' Toronto Globe, August 15, i885 
3 Annual Report, Central Prison, Warden Prince, 1874.209 
" Toronto Globe, August 19, 1885 

Central Prison Commission, 1886.26 
' Central Prison Commission, 1886,4344 
' His narne is in the public record. 



me by the throat, and with the cup of boiling hot coffee in the other hand 
soused it in my face, saying, - 'Now you son of a bitch, 1 will give it to you.' 
He then threw his arm around my neck, when a tusste ensueci. At this 
particular moment al1 the prisoners stopped in the passage .... As soon as 
prisoner Fay was taken away tiom me by the assistance of another guard, then 
starteci the clapping of hands, then a ringing shout h m  150 voices. 1 might 
mention amongst the notable voices heafd was that of Graham, alias McGarth, 
in short îht whole proceedings were little short of mutiny. 

In this case. the investigators made no comment on the question of diet, but rather deliôerateâ whether the 

Warden was ju&ed in having t h i s  pnsoner flogged. and then imrnediately sent back to work. They found 

tiiat he was. However, they did criticize Massie for not questioning the prisoner prior to ordcring his 

punishment.' They did not seem to reflect upon the fact that for the want of an e.wa slice of bread. a 

serious riot could have broken out in the prison. 

Prisoners at the Central were as  likely to be hung- because of the inedibility of much of the food. 

During the testimony at the 1886 inquiry. one prisoner aileged that chloride of lime was used to keep 

down the smell of the rotten m a t  k i n g  served.' Convicts also described finding Worms and bugs in their 

soups and tarred rope in their bread. This finding moved one of the cornmissioners, the venerable former 

Inspector John Langmuir, to interject sarcastically that aithough he had seen insects in his food outside of 

the prison. lie had never found tarred rope in his b ~ a d . ~  As for the problems with the beef. they found the 

Warden to be. to thcir "regret" to blame for senring tainted meat on at least hvo occasions. "Thc meat 

\vas unquestionably tainted by brine by reason of mur pickle, and ought not to have bcen served .... Fless 

than one haifof it was not consumed before the hot weather of the year 1883. On the 2nd of July the 

prisoners were serveci wvith it, and also on days subsequently, and this occasioned in the prison somcthing 

like a not." They also singlcd out the "want of friendly feeling that e is ted between the Surgeon and the 

Warden" as k i n g  a cause of poor communication between prison officiais over spoiled food. They went 

on, however, to dismiss any connedon with the high incidence of diarrhea and dysentery in the prison in 

the wake of the bad mat .  Furthemore, they argusd, 

Lf îhe prisoners for one day were given unwholesome food, and nothing but 
unwholesome food, it would be unjustifiable treatment, and if it continued 
longer would, of course, become cruelty until it would becorne more serious, 

' Central Prison Commission, 1886, 30-32 
' Toronto Globe, July 3 1 ,  1885 

Toronto Globe, August 1 1, 1885 



and as serious as anythmg be. But it would not be unjustifiabIe or ill- 
treatmenf if by reason of some mistake or other, the prisoners got nothing at 
al1 for theu dimer, and if e v e q  man had got sufticient bread and vegetables 
he cannot be said to have been badly treated, even if he did not get meat for a 
fortnight .... No one was srarved, and no one poisoned, and though, of course, 
it is to be regretteci that many of these prisoners went without m a t  on a day in 
which they deservecl a prison dinner, it is probable that that often happens 
through choice or necessity to people who are outside the prison.' 

Comrnissioners likewise dismissed the charge that prisoners were forced to use tlieir dishes to hold their 

bodily waste on Sundays. The buckets. th- found, were neccssarily removed for "sanitary purposes." 

"[vhere is no doubt but that a prisoner of uncleanly habits may do rnany tiungs which would render his 

ceIl offensive to remain in." Prisoners had testif~ed that they would be rebuked for requesting a bucket, or 

simply relùsed. Comrnissioners however were of the opinion that if a prisoner needed a bucket. he had 

only to ask a guard for one.' As far as they were concerned. if there were problerns with the dining, 

commissioners reasoned that "the State is not bound to treat its vicious members so daintily in prison that 

they would be better off by reason of their vice, or to rnake exceptionai lodging for them, while many of its 

virtuous members outside are suffering from hunger." ïf"the vagabonds and criminals" w r e  to be 

furnished with "first-ckm f a "  then "they ivill not consider this sort of confinement a punishment at 

alLW3 And with that sentiment in mind. they found little fault with the diet at the Central Prison. " 

1 Central Prison Commission, 1886, 58-59 
' Central Prison Commission. 1886, 60 
3 Central Prison Commission, 1886, 56 
" Prisoners found plenty to fault with the diet. At the Central Prison too, a common sort of protest over 
the poor quality of the bread was to place it in the night bucket. Thc practice was so widespread that 
punishments as severe as 72 hours in the dark ce11 were handed out in an effort to stop it. (See esampies 
of Prisoners H. C, James T., H.C., George W., Henry M., Punishment Register, Central Prison, February 
8, 1883. May 1. 1884, 19 June, 1886,20 June, 1886). Charles W., a 19 year old prisoner was found to be 
one of a group of inmates who were "willfiilly destroying their bread ration by putting them in their night 
bucket among their urine and excrement." He was deprived of al1 privileges, placed for sis days in the 
dark ce11 with an intennission of one day between the first three and the last three days. (Central Prison, 
Punishment Rcgister, June 20, 1886). Punishments for other acts of mealtime disobedience were equally 
draconian. Michael W., was confinai in his ceIl one month on bread and water because he stole a ration 
of meat and potatoes on the moming of August 12. 1884. He was in effect k i n g  punished for hunger 
with more hunger. (Central Prison, Punishrnent Report #134, August 12, 1884). On A p d  6, 1885, one 
of many occasions, Touisant B. refûsed to take his bteakfast or go to work on account of the rotten meat 
that he was servcd. He was escorted to the dark ce11 where he remained for 72 hours. (Central Prison. 
Case File #5752). 



Prisoners often wrote to the Warden cornplainhg about the food and of their hunger. One 

convict sent him the following note: "You say thar 1 cannot have any more food- or in other words you 

will not give me enough too [sic] eat. Now why not? lfasked by my friends, you would instantly say that 

ail prisoners recieve [sic] plenty. 1 do not ask for- neither do 1 wish for anytiung that is not reasonable. 

My duty requires hard manuel [sic) labor each day, and 1 think you should give me enough to eat. 1 am 

sure that 1 dont [sic] get rnuch more than enough at present."' In 1906. one 2 1 year old former inmate 

was still sufficiently angry over the caliber of the food to write the Warden some weeks after l i s  release in 

order to detail its effects. In a colourfully worded letter, he attributed the prison menu to a thirty pound 

weight loss, health problerns and broken teeth: 

Warden Gilmour, As therc is no nerd of me making myself acquainted with 
you as 1 was one of the boys who cat soup every other day and also rust in 
thoes [sicl dishes. Warden 1 was brought up in a respectable family. .. and 
nevcr in my life did 1 ever eat so much filth and poorly cooked food in my life. 
I tvould not set the food 1 had to eat while at the Central Prison to my dog for 1 
am sure he wouId refuse but 1 could not. 1 lost thirty pounds while there and 1 
am feeling very miserable. 1 think therc should be a man [to] see that the food 
is properly served and cooked to which there never was while 1 was t h e .  .... 
1 think 1 will havc to see about my teeth as they were broken ofIf1 in the prison 
and 1 don't feel as though 1 should go to any expense as my doctor bills are 
high enough. 1 thuik your soup has put me on queer street. Hopeing [sic] you 
shall see fit to cut soup out evay other &y. 1 am Always, John S. W.' 

A. L.M. a 36 year old peddler. penciled the following note to Massie: 

Probably I may not be pardoned, or my time shortened, and so deem it best to 
ask for something to eat. The Porage [sic] or mush 1 can not eat it. It makes 
me sick and so 1 do not get enough to ait. 1 am declining fast. 1 am sick and 
miserable; and also have pains and aches. 1 have lost from ten to fifteen 
pounds in about two months working in the broom shop. 1 wish you would 
h d l y  give me some milk and also more Bread: or do whatever you deem 
bat. 1 am Ioosing [sic] flcsh very ht, and am very hungry every day. 1 
sincerely hope and pray you will do the best you can for me. 1 have one dollar 
in the office which you now [sicl you cari have for board, or can give me some 
ex*a board if you [....ilIegiblej for nothing. 

A note scrawled at the bottom of his letter by some official listed the prisoner's admission weight as 17 1 

pounds and his current weight as 180 112 and the phrase, underlined, "had ~ a i n e d  nine and a half 

- - -. 

1 Central Prison, Case File #14453. In another case, Ernest B.'s father wrote the Warden in 1899. asking 
that his 25 year old son. who was s e ~ n g  an 18 months term for larceny, be placed on light work and be 
given double rations on account of his delicate healîh. Gilmour wrote back that "Our Surgeon has 
esarnined him carefdly a number of times, and pronounces him a fairly hed  thy man.. . . Of course lie 
takes his confinement rather hard and would like to leave, but that is a common e.uperience here." 
Nevertheless, the father's request was granted. (Centrai Prison, Case File # 16394). 
"entrai Prison, Case File #20626 



~~ounds."' Was it really a case of defeaive d e s  as the Globe had alleged during the 1885 inquiry, or 

was it indicative of something deeper: the mental effect of the prison diet? Even though he might have 

been actually gaining wreight, this pnsoner may have found the food to be so unappetizing and 

unsatismng that he perceived himself to be wasting away. Consciously or subconsciously, this prisoner 

may have been vying to fool the warden into giving hm more or better food. Also. although it may not 

have been know at the time, increased weight did not necessarily imply that individuals were eating 

nutritious diets. Indced, a bad diet could actually lead to a weight gain. Therefore, prisoners could have 

still gained weight while eating unhealthy f d s .  In that case. prisoners may have had a case even if they 

did gain weight. Indeed, it was not until 1893, at Elmira, where Brockway was to commission the first 

scientific study of prison diets, with a consideration of the calories and grams of various types of 

nourishment. Al1 other pison diets had been and continuai to be premised, on a pound and quart 

analysis. McKelvey has noted that the "science of dietics received almost no attention from prison 

authorities."' Whether they were absolutely reasonable or not, the cornplaints that prisoners leveled 

against their meals indicated how important food had becorne to them. The effects of the institutional diet 

transcendai the physical. 

At the Mercer, where the silent system was not enforced until 1900 and ody imperfectly 

thercafter, convicts made the dining room an espcciaily noisy place. Prisoners. then. who were singled 

out for "talking" at the meal table were likely doing more than exchanging pleasantries. "Talking" often 

meant cornplaining, loudly, about the quality of the food. Punishments ranged from reprimands to k ing  

locked in one's room to bread and water diets for several days. The Reformatory's Rulcbook attempted to 

set out the basic tenets of etiquette: 

When you have seated yourself in the place assigned you, wïiit for the signal 
before speaking or beginning the meal. After the signal is given 'ou are 
pennitted to converse in quiet tones with those near you, but no Ioud talking 
will be alloweri. Do not cornplain of the qurility or quantity of the food while 
at the table. If you have a cornplaint to make, make it aftenvards to the 
Superintendent or Assistant Superuitendcnt. in helping yourself to bread do 
not search for a piece to your particular liking, and do not touch food that is to 
bc partaken of by othcrs. Eat and drùik cleanly and slowly. Waste of food in 

' Central Prison, Case File #14095 
' McKelvey, Americun Prisons, 1 3 7 



any manner will be regarded as a serious violation of the niles and dealt with 
accordingly. You are not ailowed to cany any food fiom the dining-room.' 

It was to no avail. The conduct that the oficials had proscribcd \vas far fiom h-vpothetical. Apparendy 

there was norhing like the e'iperience of eating bad food together to embolden prisaners.' 

Surgeons at the Mercer Reformatory and Kingston Penitentiary offered some sympathy for the 

inrnates. but not much. Dr. King at the Mercer argued that the problem with the prisoners was that thcy 

were too undisciplined to eat properly or to appreciate wholesome food. It was their criminal backgrounds 

that had made them incapable of adhering to rcgular diets or accepting appropriate portions. 

At varied intervals duruig the year 1 have inspected mals  prepared for the 
inmates, and have partaken of their dimer, and 1 am Gee to state that the 
quality of the food was good, while the quantity was abundant. In fact, the 
quantity consumed by some inrnates is above that rquired by the average man 
or woman.. .. Not a cornplaint about diet has been made the past year by any 
inmate that had foundation of fact. A big bowl of vegetable soup, beef or fish 
and a vegeîable, with bread, being the average dinner. Soups and vegetables 
v q  from day to day, and k f ,  Gesh or pickled, gives variety in that 
particda.. So, too, the fish suppiy for Fndays varies in kind and in mode of 
preparation frorn week to week .... The effect of diet is in evidence in 
comection with regular habits enforced by sojom and discipline in the 
Reformatory, and nearly every inmate leaves with weight increased and 
physical sppearance improved3 

1 Mercer Reformatory Rulebook, 9-10, as cited in Sîrange, Velver GIove 
0 t h  coniicts did more than gripe. Gertrude H. carrieci food upnairs to her cell. (Mercer Reformatory. 

Punishrnent Register. January 2, 1912). Amie V., a loud talker and persuasive instigator at the dining 
table. t;as also discovered to be taking sugar fiom the staff dining room. (Mercer Reformatov, 
Punishmcnt Register. November 18, 1907). Other residents participated in that seemingly universal act of 
protest: wasting bread. Unlike Centrai Prison and Kingston Penitentiary prisoners, who mostly discarded 
their bread in secret, Mercer inmates ofien did so in the public venue of the dining hall. This type of 
behaviour was dealt with severely. Grace Miller was locked in lier ceIl for an unspecified time for this 
offensc. (Mercer Reformatory, Punishmcnt Register, September 23, 1904). Annie W., another notorious 
troublemaker, !vas placed in the refractory corridor for six and half days for "wasting her brçad and 
talking in the dining room." (Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register. June 1 5. 1906). Lizzie L. found 
fault with the mcals, and used "bad language" to express herself. (Mercer Reformatory. Punishment 
Register, October 9, 1906. She was a chronic misùehaviour). Kate C. was punished for "talking at the 
table and impertinence." (Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, September 1,. 19 1 1). Emma K. was 
censured for her "impertinence and noisy behaviour at table." (Mercer Reformatory. Punisiunent Register, 
November 18, 19 11). Minnie S. and Martha T. were reported together for shouting in the dining room. 
(Mercer Reformatow, Punishment Register, February 9, 19 13). Etta R. a chronic source of trouble. 
caused "a disturbance in the dining m m "  once too rnany times. She was henceforth ordered to take her 
meals in the sculiery, away from the other inrnates, for an unspecified time. (Mercer Reformatory, 
Punishment Register, Janwuy 28, 1912). Residents ofien made trouble in groups. Hattie F., Mollie M. 
and Lena V. were reported for causing a uproar in the dining hall and were penalized by v w n g  numbers 
of days in the isolation corridor and their cells. (Mercer Reformatory, Punishrnent Register, November 15. 
19 14). Myrtle G. was singled out for "talking at table and complaining about her spoon not king clean." 
(Mercer Reformatory, August 16, 19 12. She was reproved). Jennie Y. 's complaints about the food caused 
a disturbance at the table. (Mercer Reforrnatory, huiishment Register, May 13, 19 12). 
3 Mercer Refonnatory, Annual Report, Surgeon King, 1899,87 



King did take cornplaints about the food seriously, but almost aiways rejected them. In order to prevent 

objections, he would frequently be present at the dining hall, eating the sarne meal the prisoners were 

served.' When a group of five convicts refused to eat their breaâ, claiming that it was spread with rancid 

butter. the slices were preserveâ and taken the next day to King's office. First he smelled them and 

finding nothhg wrong with the odor, proceeded to eat "over one-third" of one of the slices. He found the 

butter to be overall qùte  palatable. although he did admit that the bread was slightly dry from its 

ovemight exposure. He found the complaint to be  rationl les^."^ One time King did allow that the 

potatoes k i n g  served were of an inferïor quantity. but justified their use on the grounds that "this was 

when they were very scarce and expensive for a time in the spring." On the whoIe, the increased wcight 

of most of the inmates upon their discharges, King felt. p r o d  his point that the fare served !vas h e a l t f ~ ~ . ~  

At the Kingston Penitentiary, Dr. Phelan, who was still smarting from a damning 19 14 Royal 

Commission, blamed the food problems on the implacable natures of the convicts and not the institution. 

The food has been of good quality, cooked with a relish, and served in 
abundance. On my frequent visitations to the kitchen during the year it always 
appeared to me to be perfectly clean, and the cooking utensils wcre bright and 
well kept. Vegetables, when available, are supplied the prisoners in liberal 
quantities, thus adding to the relish of the mid-day m a l .  The 1u.xu-y prison 
fare has indeed many attractions for a certain class of prisoners, especiall y that 
class whose methods of existence or of eaming a Iivelihood are most 
uncertain. Nevertheless, the food question is a constant grievance wih  many 
prisoners of the habitua1 class particularly. This class is always implacable; 
they want hotel fare, no work, and to be immune to disciplinary regulations. 
The fact, however, that a nurnber of prisoners r e t m  fkom time to time to 
prison, is a fair evidence thnt the life in the pend institution is not attended 
with so much misery as usually depicted by literary ex-prisoners, by those in 
custody, and others. The rnisery fiom which a certain c l s s  of prisoners suffer 
is due altogether to their own temperament and their evil thought~.~ 

Dining in prison was not just about nounshment, it was about discipline. One was eqected to cat 

quietly, politely and without complaint. even without the use of utensils, not to ask for more but also to 

finish eveqthing on one's plate. Even when the food was M ~ c i e n t  and when it was paiatable, which it 

' Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, Surgeon King, 1906, XY.. 

' Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, Surgeon King, 1906, xw 
3 Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, Surgeon King, 1882, 1 19 
" Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Surgeon Phelan, 19 14, 39 



rarely was, it was not swprising that prisoners rebelled. The act of eating had become rituaiized and 

institutionalized. ln prison, the rnost natural and basic of acts had becorne unnatual. Food was priced 

and portioned out before it enterai the mouths of prisoners who themselves were king measured and 

weighed. Prisoners and food alike were king budgeted as daily expenditures that werc counted d o m  to 

the fractions of cents. Perhaps more than at any other time during their stay, when individuals ate. thcy 

knew they were in prison. 



Cbapter 8 

Being a Patient 

Illness was a way of Me in prison. In 1878. for e.xample, there were 33 cases and three deaths from 

typhoid fever at the Central Pison alone. "The cause of these endemics." Surgeon Aikins reported. "is 

the old story: Firstly, untrappeci, improperly trapped and obstmcted drains; secondly. impure water 

supply; thirdly, defective ventilation; and fourthly, want of carefd supervision of the &y and night 

buckets."' Warden Prince, however. did not see the need to make changes. "[Als from long esperience in 

many parts of the wvorld," he wote, "1 have found that among bodies of men. and especially among 

prisoners. some cases of Qphoid fever must invariably esist though quartered in the hdthies t  situation 

and under the strictest sanitary regulations."' As for the use of wooden buckets. Prince argued there was 

nothing unsanitw about them and they urere certainly not the cause of any outbreaks of typhoid fever. 

After all. in Illinois. two men shared one wooden bucket and therc were no major health prob~erns.~ As 

far as officiais were concemed, illness was an acceptable feature of the prison environment. So too were 

the unsanitary conditions that ofien caused it. In 1878, a prisoner complained to the inspector of having 

to bathe in a bathtub filled with water ihat had already been used by twenty prisoners previous to him. ' 
There were not enough bathtubs to do anything about that, responded ihe inspector. Again. nothing was 

done.' 

By 1896. a new warden \vas appointai at the Central Prison, John Gilinour. He took the health 

question more seriously than his predecessors. Like Warden Lave11 at the Kingston Penitentiary, he was 

by training a physician. Hiring someonc with a medical background to the p s t  of warden may well have 

signaleci just how much of a challenge it was keep the prison environment healthy. Gilmour's f'rst report 

focused on only two things: his concern that there was no means of isolating infectious diseases in the 

1 Annual Report, Cenval Prison, Surgeon Aikins, 1878,397 
Annual Report, Central Prison, 1878, Warden Prince, 390 
Annual Report, Cenid Prison, 1876, Warden Prince, 284 
In the American prison, McKelvey has rernarked upon the fact that "tub bathing" was regardcd by 

prisoners as "fearfiil" and "vile" and "had long been among the most unpopular features of prison 
discipline." McKelvey, American Prisons, 180- 18 1. 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1878, 9. 



prison and thereby halting their spread, and the inadequate ventilation in the prison hospital. ' In t 902. 

Gilmour devoted most of his report to the threat of tuberculosis. Staff were not immune to disease either. 

He a h  noted ihat along with several guards, he himself was recovering from a lengthy bout of typhoid 

fever.' 

Standing like a M c d  referee arnidst dl these health threats was the prison surgeon. He -there 

wcrc no female surgeons in this cm- was in a dificult position. The surgeon \vas supposed to safeguard 

the health of the convicts. but he was also the one who authorized punislunent. He was the officia1 who 

most ofken crusaded against the govemment penny pinchers for healthier prison conditions. specific 

improvernents like better sewage and ventilation. This role ofken put him at odds with his superiors. But 

while he was the prisoner's advocate. he could also be his or  her nemesis. The doctor was not only there 

to treat illness but also to guard against malingerers. A trip to the prison hospital could mean a respite 

from work. but it could also be dangcrous and painfil. Gwds were not tnisted either. and were 

dependent on the surgeon for authorizing sick leaves. The atrnospliere of the idïrmary was therefore 

more punitive than palliative. 

The Surgeon's authorization of corporal punishment and presence at its infïiction. his daily 

inspections of tlic punishment cells and his alertness to malingerers made hini something of a fcared and 

resented figure.3 The treatrnents that the Surgeons advocated. especially in cases when irrational 

behaviour was diagnosed. could be thinly veiled punishrnents. and some of them were brutal. Cold water 

showers, resuaints. beatings, and more bizzarely, hypnosis. were al1 prescribed to "calm" violent inmates. 

Females at the Mcrcer Reformatov resented king examineci by a male doctor. In the area of sesually 

transmitted diseases moral prescriptions were oRen dispensed dong with medical ones. Confined in a 

separate ward, women undergoing treatment for syphilis reacted with rancor and sometimes violence. 

1 Annual Report, Centrai Prison, 1896, Warden Gilmour. 15 
' Annual Report, Centrai Prison. 1902. Warden Gilmour, 45-6 
3 The surgeon's comection with disciplinary issues made him an authority figure, only a step removed in 
influence from the office of warden. Indeed, wardens from both the Central Prison and Kingston 
Penitentiary came fiorn medical backgrounds indicating how intertwined the notions of medicine and 
discipline were at the time. One of the wardens of the Kingston Penitentiay was that institution's former 
surgeon. 



Men in tum were humiliated by the Surgeon's crusade against masturbation. Medical veatment was not 

always helpfid, available or welcome, and often added to the punishment of imprisonment. 

The pettiness and nastiness that govemed relations between the Surgeon and the prisoner 

reflected the frustrations and conflicts of the prison world. The Surgeons were compelled to act both as 

healers and disciplinarians. Often the most visible Wgets for prisoner rage. surgeons were over-worked 

and under strain. Prisoners came to them hungq, ill, angry and fnistrated and treated them accordingly. 

Convicts hurled mouldy bread at them. cursed them and attacked them. Thanks to the poor diet, 

dangerous industries. unsanitary conditions and poor ventilation, the health of prisoners was always 

precarious. And it was made ail the more so by the animosity that developed betwveen convicts and their 

physicians. 

The Inmate as Malingerer and Degenerate 

In his memoirs, the influential reformer and Warden Zebulon Broçkway painted a devastating physical 

portrait of a typical convict. In it. the typical prisoner is riddled with medical ailments. al1 of them 

congenital and rootd in his or her inherent criminality. 

Compared with college students of about thc same average age the prisoner's 
average height, weight, lung capacity, strcngth of chest and back, are 
considerably l e s .  in masurements and strength the reformatory prisoners 
closely resernble the measurements of the wvomen of the New England 
women's colleges where such measurements are taken and recorded. Many of 
the prisoners show a sort of ferninine face, with little beard. Some have 
features, gait, pose, movcments of the hmds and head, mamer of dressing the 
hair on the forehead, voicc and speech that are not masculine. They have 
certain organic peculiarities. and perverted inclinations are so prevalent that 
the inquiry forces itself whether many of them are not the product ofa  faulty 
generative process which has leR the sex determination uncompleted. The 
femininity of male prisoncrs and the masculinity of femalc prisoners is quite 
comrnonly observed. ... Evidence of intempted organic development are 
plentiful: the cranium, long, broad, conical, sparrow shapen, knotted, 
variously irregular, crowned with coarse hair grown Far down at the nape of 
the neck, low upon the forehead, corning to a point there. The facc shrunken, 
right and left sides of different size, shape, and expression; eyes small, 
nmow, rodent-like, or parti-colored- 1 have observed one eye gray and the 
other hazel- the ear with adhering lobes, rimless, projecting out of due 
proportion, too large or too small; the nose awry, turned to one side; convex, 
with the extremity elevated or depressed, a humpy and unduiating ridge, chin 
rcceding and weak, irrcgular and defective teeth and ill-formed palate; the 
skin, particularly the hands, moist and clammy, or dry and scaly, the whole 
corpus suggestive of degeneracy and susceptibility to disease.' 

1 Brockway, Fi& Years of Prisort Service, 2 16-7 In another allusion to homose.Wity, Brockway womed 
about the sharing of cells, "on account of its disintegrating general effect." 270-1 



The passage is interesting not just for its Mvid animal imagery. but for the allusions it made to 

homose.wal behaviour among the inmates, a topic rarely discussed in that era. In Broclnvay's mind. 

diseasç, morality , mental backwardness and criminality were d l  inevitably intertwined. 

This view reflected the ethos of the emerging "science" of cnminology. By the 1860's 

phrenology had begun its popularity in many circles. Criminals' skulls were measured for signs of 

sufiïcient cranial development. ' Physical appearance became a masure  of criminality. 

The criminal class ... wm marked by 'peculiar physical and mentai 
chamcteristics' which wvere so plain that 'al1 prison officiais or detective 
olEcers could pick ihem out a t  any promiscuous assembly a t  chwch or 
market. ' Their criminality, easiIy dediiced fiom their famil y histories, was 
hereditaq, and allied with other disorders of the mind such as epilepsy, 
dipsomania and insanity .... Tiiey represented 'the very lowest fonn of mental 
sanity,' and they were also ' werik-mindeci. ' They had an unrnistakable 
physique, 'with rough and irregular outline and a massivmess in the seats of 
animal expression.' in such persons the early e'iperiences of 'vicious habits 
and practices' found 'a congenial soi1 for their g~owth.'~ 

Social Darwinism also made an impact in the development of a positivist cnminology. Criminals were 

seen as "reversions to a savagc state." the "blacksheep of the fa mi^^."^ Henry Boies was a British 

criminologist at the turn of the century who e.wded the typical confidence of these new tlieones. "The 

reformation of criminals is not alone a Christian theory which c m o t  be fully verified in human life." hc 

wrote, "but is now a positive and actual science. based upon facts and principles as well established as any 

in human therapcutics." The goal of the criminologist was "to lift the criminal by education out of the 

animal class toward which hc was reverted." Boies referred to the prisoner as a "patient." affording "a 

most usefiil and interesting field for scientific investigation. e.uperiment, and achievement .... The 

response of his nature to the remedies is continually tested and noted."' The prison was a veritable 

laboratov where the cure not only to the individual prisoner's lawlessness wvas at hand, but also the 

climination of al1 crime. 

1 Brockway's own bclief in phrenology was such that in one of his rare mentions of h i s  family, he 
described his father's cranium, suitably "large" and necessitating the wearïng of "7 112 hat." Brockway, 
F1iî Years of Prison Service, 4. 
' Radzinowicz, The Emergence o/Penal Poficy, 8-9 

Radzinowicz, The Emergence of Penal Poficy, 6 
4 Henry Martyn Boies, The Science of Penology; the defene of society against crime; colhted und 
systeniatized, (New York: G .  P. Putnam's Sons, 190 1)' 159- 168 



At the Kingston Penitentiary. Surgeon Phelan follo\ved the same Iine of thinking and compiained 

that the source of the institution's problems lay with the admittance of "the lowest types and the hardest 

criminals, the majority of whom [are] nursed in crime in the country to the south of us."' He also laid 

blame at the door of the "low physical organization" of certain criminals' "parentage, in reference to 

which the p e t  and philosopher have not ceased to tell us fiom time immemorial that from the poisoned 

fount no healthfiil stream can flow."' Poor health and mental inferiority, he pointed out. \vas inevitable 

"in whom there is a weak link in the ancestral chahw3 For his part. Warden and former surgeon Lavell 

claimed not ta be a "strong believer in heredity of crime." but admitted tellingly that he was "perhaps a 

little exceptional on that point.""edical m e  of the convict was so marked by detenninistic viewpoints 

that it was no wonder that prisoners were treated with cynicism and disdain in the infimaq. What t a s  

the point of lavishing too much medical attention on fundarnentally incurablç individuals? 

For staff, fighting disease ofien meant fighting the prisoners and for prisoners, fighting the 

officers. At the Central Prison. for e.uample. Dr. Aikins certainly cared about eradicating disease. but lie 

ofken âid not care much for the individual convicts. To him. âisease was almost an abstract thing, ofien 

bearing little direct relation to the suBering of prisoners. "It is a subject for congratulation that so much 

lias k e n  done by the Province for the comfort and \veIfm of this unthoughtful and crime-practicing 

portion of our community," he reponed. "if the prisoner in the Central Prison is unhappy." hc added. it is 

not owing to the absence of material, cornforts, and kindness." Shammers and potential shammers wcrc 

treated harshly. The standard test for epilepsy at the Central consisted of having a finger nail tom off." 

Persistent malingeren were branded on their backs with hot irons.' Dr. Aikins' prescribed medicines 

were often refimd. as in the case of prisoner John w . ~  Aikins was padcularly sensitive to those whom 

he felt faked insanity. "The incentives. such as f i d o m  from labour, and better opportu~ties for escape. 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiq, 1899-38 
' Annuai Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1903,22 

Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, 1906,35 
" Royal Commission on the Prison Systçm of Ontario. 1891, Evidenœ of Warden Lavell, 3 18 

Annual Report, Central Prison, 1882, Surgeon Aikins, 75 
This was revealed in the 1886 Commission into the Central Prison, 9. (summary). It was decided that as 

the sarne test was given in the army, there could be no objection made to it. 
' Toronto Globe, August 14. 1885 with reference to the 1886 Commission. 

Punishment Report No. 3 1, Centrai Prison, 2 March 1883. 



are mong enough to stimulate these e-xperts at deception to the greatest efforts in stimulating insa nity...."' 

Insanity, when found to be iegitirnate, was a recognized route out of the prison. Carl. M.. for exaniple, 

was releaseâ from the Central on account of his increasing "moroseness." According to the Surgeon, if he 

were not released won, he seemed to be in danger of "losing his reason and k o m i n g  a permanent ward 

of the  tat te."^ 

There was ofien little consensus behwn prisoners and the doctor as to what consisted true illncss 

and proper treatment. particularly because medical officers so ardently believed that poor health was a 

symptom of poor mords. Duncan F. wrote his mother complaining of "an old ignoramus, a fossilizcd 

doctor: he told me to my face that my intemal trouble was brought on by vice and liquor . and bad 

~ o m e n . " ~  Nowhere \vas the disagreement between doctor and patient more pronounced than over the 

practice of masturbation. To Surgeon Aikins. it was the single greatest threat to mental health posed by 

the prison environment. "Did life in the Central Prison tend to develop insani@?" he asked. He then 

[An] abundance of excellent food, abundance of pure air, quiet and plentiful 
sleep, rcgularity of hours, discontinuance of liquor and tobacca, cleaniùiess, 
suff~cient but not excessive cxcrcise, and increase of flesh al1 tend to develop 
hcalth; though it may be chargcd that this vcry increase of vigor without 
corresponding increase of morality, wiih an absence of frec conversation, and 
the unavoidable solitary ce11 Iifc during the long evenings, Sabbaths and 
holidays, tends to promote secret vice in the fidl blood of adolescence and 
car1 y manhood.' 

What the masturbation issue demonstrated was that for Aikins. ill-health in prison was ofien more an 

issue of morality than a symptom of physical causes. Aikins' conclusions demonstrated thc ease with 

which mcdical care could slip into the tcmtory of discipline. 

' Annual Report, Centrai Prison, 1883, Surgeon Aikins. 82 
' Centrai Prison, C.F. #24270,26 June 191 1. Carl M. was granted a ticket of leave. 
3 Central Prison. C. F. # 18532. He also wrotç the warden to complain about the surgeon's treatment of 
him. Seized correspondence of Prisoner Duncan F. to his mother, between April and August, 1902. His 
mother was similarly explosive in her writing style, assuring him in another seizcd letter that "that Papist 
Demon at Ottawa [is] nearly under his throne and will soon toter [sic) from another sorce [sic]." In his 
remission report, Warden Gilmour wrote: "In view of this man's bad conduct, 1 cannot at present 
recommend him for a Ticket of Leave." 
' Annual Report, Centrai Prison, 1894. Surgeon Aikins, 34 



Aikins accordingly cast liimself in the role of moral doctor of the prison. From the moment he 

arrived in 1875, Aikins saw this " a i l  habit*' as, dong with poor ventilation, the most serious threat to 

prisoners* health, both physical and mentai. Aikins reckoned masturbation to cause sorne $100,000 a 

year in crime, disease and death throughout the province and made it his singuiar goal to eradicate it first 

from the prison and later, from society itself. 

The evil esists, and will increase. [t must be combatcd sornetime. By silence 
and inaction the state loses money and rnorality too- manhood and womanhood 
are humiliated. It may not be easy to devise such a plan as will prevent the 
evil, but 1 believe that to a very large amount- say seventy-five per cent- it 
might be avoided by the constant employment of two or three judicious and 
intelligent medical men to lecture throughout e v q  part of the Province on 
various s a n i t q  masures, and also to communiate suitable instruction to 
parents and others having the charge of children. The cost to the country 
would be as nothing compared to the value rcceived in turn.' 

Again in 1881. Aikins was urging a government inquiry. He envisioned a panel of "distinguished men" 

traveling around the province to investigate the link berneen self-abuse and crime. Within the prison he 

pointed to the existence of a group of men with "cold. blue clarnmy hands" who were reduced to 

indolence.= T h e  secret habit of many prisoners disposes to insanity," he wrote. "Between vice and 

insanity, and insanity and cnminality. there is ofien a very close conne~tion."~ There tvere indications. 

though, that Aikins was atvare that the "solitary vice" tvas not always so solimy. Speaking about the 

comection between self abuse and insaniiy, he added. "1 again wish to point out the impropriety of 

Iiaving Mo prisoners oçcupy the same cell. as it is well known that in prison life sodomy often results 

from this practice. "' 

The diagnosis of masturbation would often be used by officials to dismiss claims of rcal 

ailments. Prisoners advancing with medical complaints were subject to this risk. "Prisoner Richard W. 

(coloured) has several times complained to me about his wrisî." Aikins notcd in his report about a 17 year 

old teenager. "1 have repeatedly examined it but always failed to discover any cvidence of disease in it. 

Previous to these complaints he tvas in the habit of reporting himself for a variety of alleged ailments. His 

-- 

I Annual Report, Central Prison, 1875, Surgeon Aikins, 268 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1886, Surgeon Aikins, 93 

Annual Report, Central Prison, 1882, Surgeon Aikins, 75 
4 Annual Report, Centrai Prison, 1885, Surgeon Aikins, 96 



han& are cold and 1 presume he has weakened himself by EMI practice."' The fact that one prisoner 

almost died from fever was also attributed to this habit. Warden Massie reported to Robert W.'s local 

clerk of the peace that he hoped that the young man "was not already too far gone." and with the 

assistance of the prison Surgeon. tiiey hoped "he may give up the habit when he r d i z e s  how near gonc hc 

\vas, but it is one of the greatest evils we have to contend with in our work of reformation."' 

Whcn persuasion did not work. more radical methods were used. Warden Massie had the duty of 

writing to Francis F.'s father the followving letter: "Your son was removed from this prison to the Insane 

Asylum at London ... king quite insane. the immediate cause k i n g  masturbation ... 1 have never known 

any who had gone as far in lunacy from this unclean vice to recover. We tried to restrain him from it. but 

lie had reached that statc of lack of rcsistance or feeling that he would do it in the sight of the prisoners 

and oflicers. I would not pain you with these particulars, but if you have other sons at home with you. 

they should be wamed of the temble consequences of this vice. which is producing more lunatics. than 

any other cause. and eveq etfort should be put forth to stem its ravages among the young people."3 Tliose 

not taken away to the asylum were operateci on. In 1900. there were 27 procedures pcrformed by the 

surgeon to "cure" mast~ubation.~ The details were not given, but other contemporary accounts have 

described the insertion of wires.' 

Inmate diarist Percy E.'s intirnate knowledge of the medical procedures undertaken at the Central 

Prison suggest that he must Iiave been at one time a hospital orderly. His ciramatic observations confirrn 

inuch of the grim evidence on medical conditions already discussed. He portrayed the Surgeon as a 

hanied and cynical figure. Prisoners, he contended, were treated callously and carelessly by the ûustces 

and the offrcers. The behaviour of one guard, as Percy E. portrayeci it, was positively psychotic. Aftcr a 

prisoner had died a long, lingering death, Percy saw the omcer "standing on him with a stick in his hand 

' Central Prison, C.F. ü7547, 12 June, 1886 
' Central Prison, C.F. #13847, 26 October, 1894 

Central Prison, C.F. #8982. 14 March, 1888 
" Central Prison, Annual Report, 1900, Surgeon Sloan, 57 
5 Descriptions of restraints for men in contemporary Ontario are given by S.E.D. Shorlt, in Victorian 
Lunacy: Richard hf- Bucke and the Practice of Late Nineteenth-Century Psychiatry, Cambridge 
University Press, 1986, 125-6 as well as for women, by Cheryl Krasnick Warsh, A4onients of Unreason, 
The Practice of Canadian Psychiafry and the Hommood Retreat, 1883-1 923, 1 28 



beating the dead on the face and h o i i e ~ g  and shouting 'what do you want to see. He is nothing but an 

old dead man. Hurrah, a dead man."' A forgethi orderly gave a young patient one and a half grains of 

medicine instead of a half grain that the doctor had prescribed and as a consequence. he died. A dying 

man asked for a drink of water and was told by the orderly to "get up and get it yourseff." An epileptic 

man was lefi in his ceil to d e r  three consecutive fits. When he asked for help. he was curtly told to get 

up and walk to the hospital himself. As far as Percy E. was concerned, a visit to the hospital was a sure 

route to danger, and if "they have any gmdge against you. why it is al1 over."' 

With this kind of medical practice, which involved branding, puiling off fingemails and 

mutilating their genitals, it was not surprising that prisoners saw the Surgeon as a dispenser of fear rather 

than a giver of healing. The infirmary, too, was far from a welcoming place, even for seriously il1 

people. who were rcgarded as a nuisance and as a drain on resources. "To mysetf." Aikins wrote one year 

with ironic understatement, -'the prisoners arc almost invariably respectful."' The charge of masturbation 

along with the accusation of shamming were, to prisoners. ways of dismissing and demonizing any claims 

to illness they rnight legitimately have. In the strange world of the prison. it was often not the illness 

itsetf that seen to be a problem. Sickness \vas accepteâ as a naturai occurrence in the prison environment. 

E.upçcting too much indulgence for illness was viewed as proof of a deeper ethical malady. Ultimately, 

physical sickness was ofien believed to be caused by mental and moral deficiencies. The many cascs of 

inmates using the guise of sickness seeking to evade labour or imprisonment also made it more diff~cult 

for those convicts wlio truiy were ill. Prisoners therefore entered the iniïrmary at their own risk. 

There was little time, however, for such rnoralizing at the Kingston Penitentiaq's c l i ~ c .  The 

Surgeon was only on site part time in the mornings. Aftewatds he had to msh to his other duties at the 

Rockwood Asylum for the criminally insane, and then to his own private practice. As such, every e.utra 

patient was an unwelcome burden and was made to feel that way. This harried state of flairs cnsured 

that the infirmaq at the Kingston Penitentiary remained an especially tense place. In 1877. Wardcn 

Creighton oullined to the Inspecter just how difficult it was to manage the prison without a full-time 

l Central Prison, C. F. #17 11 1. Sec Appendix B. 
' Annual Report, Cenltal Prison, 1882, Surgeon Aikins, 95 



medical officer. Deadly epidemics could spring up h m  one day to the next. "Two years ago." he noted 

for example, "dunng a very dry, hot period. an epidemic, something akin to Canadian cholera developed 

itseifand within 48 hours nearly one hundred men were attacked with it," The doçtor was responsible for 

the cleaniiness of the prison, the sanitation of the food the safcty of the sewage and the potability of the 

drinking water. The criminally insane neecied carefîd observation. No doctor depending on the income 

of a private practice could adequately perform these duties. Under the circumstances. management came 

to the conclusion that it wras best to have as few patients in the infimiary as possible. ' Furthcr 

cornplaints to the ministv were made in 1878, 1890 and to the end of the period and were to no avail. 

The 19 14 Royal Commission into the penitentiaty revealed that the surgeon was still on du@ for only 

one or two hours a day, and this for a population of over 500 inmates and several dozen staff as welL2 

The rest of the b y  was managed by a harassed and untrained hospital overseer. Patients in the 

infirrnary spent al1 day long locked in tiny hospital cells and were often leil there forgotten and unattended 

for houn.' A lack of timc and the skills to heal figure. into the stem Veatment of patients as much as 

anything else. Mr. Halliriay, who filled the role of hospital overseer until his death during a prison flu 

epidemic in 1890 was dcscribed by the Protestant Chaplain as "a strict disciplinarian, he nevertheless. was 

csxremely kind to those he knew to be really seriously i11."~ In view of his limited time, it \vas not 

surprising that Surgeon Suange had littlc patience for al1 but those who were gravcly ill: 

One cause why our number of admissions to hospital has, of late, increased is 
that not a few wjth trifling cornplailits, viz.: toothache, nausea, indigestion, 
&c., are taken in, in my absence, who rnight have received medicine and been 
sent to their cells. As in former years, al1 complaining of king il1 have the 
pnvilege of seeing me each moming on my visit to this prison, and those who 
1 consider require to be treated in hospital are received hto it, to the others 
medicine is administered and they are sent to work.* 

I Warden's Letterbook, Kingston Penitentiary, 27 December 1877, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, 1878, 10; Surgeon O.S. Strange, 1896, 37, 

Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14, 14 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. 1897.23 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1890, 5 

5 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1896, Surgeon O.S. Strange, 1896.37 



The timing of illnesses therefore becamc an important consideration for inmates: when in the day 

prisoners declared they were il1 could affect the reception and care they would receive, depending on who 

was on duty in ihe infirmaxy. 

Surgeon Lavell, the future warden. complained bitterly about malingerers. calling them 

"gmblers." "It is not surprising," he concluded. "that the cornforts of a firlly equipped prison hospital 

are sought for by other than the really sick. Hard work is not a Iawry for those whose previous mode of 

Me has been a constant effort to evade it and the Surgeon. having to assume the responsibility of deciding 

in the matter. has not unfrequently to submit to animadversion." As for those faking insanity. Lave11 

found "this class [to bel cunning, and it requires a knowledge of their tricks to be able to dctect them." He 

added if he lost his vigilance. there would be hundreds in the insane ward.' A successor. Surgeon Phelan 

added, "It is rernarkable how soon a prisoner wants to be cured when he cornes to prison, even though for 

years he has carriecl the most loathsome disease around with him, untreated. It is, 1 presumc. on the 

pnnciple that hc can now get something for nothing, and he usuaily gets it."" 

The strain was getting to Dr. Phelan and it showed. The 1914 Commission found Phelan to be 

guilty "of using violent and indecent language to a guard in presence of others." While he may have been 

speaking in jest, they resolved that "the Surgeon entirely forgot the dignity of his position and the 

discipline of the prison in making use of the lan,ouage in question and the incident discloses an unhealthy 

state of things." The issue of inadequate pay was also highlighteà when the doctor adrnitted under 

testimony that in several cases he had required guards to pay him a fix during their mandatory phgsicâl 

esams, which was a contmention of the p ta tu te.^ Indeed. there were indications that guards entered the 

hospital with almost as much trepidation as the prisoners. For every day missed due to sickness. they 

were required to submit to the humiliation of securing authorization from the surgeon. In that busy and 

tcnse place. arguments over the validity of their claims to illness sometimes ensued. Much like the 

convicts, it seerned that guards were not deemed above malingering either." 

1 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Lavell. 188 1, 17- 18 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 1913, 30 

3 Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiw, 19 14, 24-25 
" See chapter on working in prison. also Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary. 1914,25 



The 19 14 report aiso described the "personal animosity" between Assistant Overseer Begg and 

Nurse Wilson as well as the "animosity" betwcen Begg and Hospital Overseer Gunn. Several serious 

charges were considered. Staff were accused of "gross carelessness in making and compounding 

preparations and more especially in c o ~ e c t i o n  with an ointment containing opium." "Neglect of du@" 

\vas alleged "in ornitting to cany out orders and especially in failing to give special supplies to a convîct 

named Lawrence on the night of his death; in contravening the orders of the diet sheet in the case of a 

convict named Laird: and in refusing and neglecting to give out supplies ordered to be kept under key." 

Hospital oficids purportedy left the building in the moming after locking the food and medical supplies 

in a cabinet and took the keys with them. The hospital overseer \vas apparently treated by his assistants 

with "insolence and insubordination ... both in language and bearing, and to others with reference to him. 

and in refusing and neglecting to carry out his instmctions." Finally, it was alleged that records 

contained in the sick-officers' book were falsified, illustrating the tensions that surrounded the granting of 

sick leave to s ta f f  mernbers. Commissioners concluded that there were indeed "several rninor acts of 

insubordination and neglect of duty." They also did notice "alterations in the sick-officers' book in 

several places, which had the effect of lessening die record of Assistant Overseer Begg's absences on 

account of illness." They f o n d  Begg's attitude towards Nurse Wilson to be "improper and subversive of 

discipline" and also conceded that he "did not get dong very well" with the Hospital Overseer Gunn. 

"The antagonism behveen Wilson and Begg" they concluded, "is partly an eqwession of personai 

animosity and partly an ehpression of the general intemal dissensions. The result is a state of S a i r s  

entirely prejudicial to the best interests of the institution." ' 
The Commissioners were not finished. They took issue wiîh the primitive and uncleanly state of 

the hospital facility: 

It is dificuit to conceive what chamcteristics of the building set apart for the 
care of the sick at the Kingston Penitentiary warrant it being designated 
"hospiial." Thcre is nothing in the building or quipment which justifies the 
name. Some 36 inside cells, inferior in thcir ansingemmts to the cells 
occupied by the healthy prisoners, house those whose illness is serious enough 
to make necessq their admission. In these cells there is not effective 
ventilation, and save for an obsoletc bucket for the cxcreta, saniîary 
appliances arc absent. The two bath and water closets arc hopclessly out of 

I Royal Commission. Kingston Penitcntiary, 19 14,25 



date. Unda  no conditions are the patients pennitted to have exercise in the 
fresh air, nor indeed to leavc their cells for any purpose. The operating room 
(so-called), where serious cases have b e n ,  and must be dealt with as they 
aise, has an old wooden table, but no other equipment. When your 
Commissioners visited this room, rnany old books lay about the floor and the 
place was not ciean ..... 

The Commissioners concluded their devaslriting chronicle of the infirmiuy by questioning the competence 

of the Inspector as well as the honesty of the Surgeon: "Inspector Stewart's cornmendation of the existing 

conditions can only mean that he is not competent to e.upress an opinion upon this aspect of prison 

management Although his annual reports give a different impression, the Surgeon in his evidence 

before the Commission stated that many changes were neceswy to rnake the hospital what it should be."' 

Prison officiais may have become used the temble state of affairs in the hospital. In the conteA? of a 

prison, such medical care might have made sense; it did not, however. to mernbers of the outside world. 

The War Aglinst Disease 

In fact, officiais tried, but mosrly failed, to improve sanitary conditions in prison. For over twenty years. 

Aikins did not give up in his quest to improve ventilation at the Central Prison. Poor air circulation, he 

argued, was the cause of "sore throats, quinsies, coughs, colds, pre-diptherïc conditions, debility, and the 

infiammation of the ear."' He was especially concerned about the "foui air" in the prison worksliops. 

particularly in the tailor's shop and cabinet maker's ~ h o p . ~  In 1895, for e.uample. he attributed sis cases 

and two deaths from tuberculosis to the unhealthy prison air.4 At the Kingston Penitentiary. the sewage 

problems in the facility had finally become so pronounceci that they were beginning to threaten not only 

the inmatcs inside but residents of Kingston itself. The mouth of the main sewer of the prison opend up 

directly into Lake Ontario and added a decidedly unwclcome component to the I d  drinking water. 

Residents womed about contracting typhoid fmer.' While the Wardens remained on the defensive as far 

' Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 1914, 14-15 
' Annual Report. Central Prison, 1887, Surgeon Aikins, 94 

Annual Report, Central Prison, 1865, Surgeon Aikins, 84 
'' Annuai Report, Central Prison, 1895, Surgeon Aikins, 33-4 
' What resulted \vas a running feud through a forty year period between the penitentiary and the Kingston 
Board of Health and local council over who was liable to r e c w  the situation. In 1876, Warden Creighton 
admitted that the sewage flowed into the Lake, but added that the drains were cleaned out (albeit once a 
month) by a "reliable Guard and two convicts" before the water flowed through the boundary walls. "No 
offensive odours" he maintained, couid possibly arouse fiom such water. The night buckets, he continuecl, 
werc not emptied into the lake, but were deposited in a trough at the foot of the boundary wall, where they 



as the public was concerned, in private, they were tùlly aware of the sewage problems and the dangers 

they poseci. Inspector Moylan reported in 1878 that in the wvake of several cases of typhoid. the Warden 

had the drains cleareà out as ofien as possible. Constant vigilance was required on account of the 

defective construction of the sewers. which did not provide a sufficient incline to carry off their contents. 

At one point, the plans of the penitentiary were lost and the sewers could not be found at d l .  ' Surgeon 

Strange complained in 1886 and again in 1892 about the smell caused by the main drain. The wind 

would blow "violently up the scwer ... forcing the impure gas into the different buildings...."' 

The penitentiary's own drinking water \vas imperiled by this same problem. Water drawn from 

various wells bored on prison grounds was of dubious quality and the Surgeon speculateà that it caused 

typhoid fwer among the in mate^.^ Efforts to run water in from Lake Ontario through pipes were met with 

the Surgeon's ire. Writing on the eve of his retirement, he for once did not tq to contain his frustration. 

The prison was constmcting a pipe that would extend 500 feet into the Lake, while the city's pipe, at a 

distance of 1,300 feet was deemed to be insuniciently long and had to be extended to 2.700 feet- Even at 

were later taken by certain convicts and mixed with earth for manuring purposes. "And strange to say we 
have no more hedthy men in the Prison than those engaged in this offensive work." Creighton in fact 
took the criticism personally. He deemed the individual cornplainhg about sanitation at the penitentiary 
to be "an offïcious neighbouf' who \vas "constantly endeavowing to lowver me in the estimation of my 
superiors." ''1 have," he added angrily, "endeavoured ta perform my responsible and irksorne duties in 
such a way as to satisQ rny own conscience- at the sacrifice, 1 may say of d l  personal cornfort." (Kingstcn 
Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 30, 1876. Warden Creighton to Acting Minister of Justice). 

In 1892. Warden Lavell was fighting the same battle. which was now k i n g  covered by the 
Kingston papers. "1 dissent entirely from the views held by members of the Board of Health." he wrote to 
Inspector Moylan, "that the sewage of this Institution is as [noxious] as represcnted. Statements made by 
members of that body are misleading and not correct. For some years (lis agitation as to typhoid fever 
causes has been going on.. .. I shrink not from stating my conviction that efforts are k i n g  made to shift 
responsibility from the City authorities on to us. The grossly defective sewage, and bad sanitary condition 
of the City are the principal causes [of the dissemination1 of Fever and other.. . diseases." He referred to 
concemed citizens as "gmmblers" and as members of a "sewage cabai." (Kingston Penitentiw, Warden's 
Letterbook, June 5, 1892, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan). In 1898, Warden Metcalfe wrote to the 
editor of the Daily British Whig requesting him to be present while the Kingston Board of Health 
inspected the new Prison sewage system. He apparentiy wanted to dispel the bad reputation that the 
penitentiary had acquired. (Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letterbook, June 24, 1898. Warden Metcaife 
to Editor of Dai& British Whig). 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. Inspector Moylan. 1878. 10-1 1; 1884, vii-viii 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Strange, 1886.22; 1892,6 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1893. xiv; 1894, 5; 1895,45; 1897.4. 



this distance, there was no guarantee the water would be pure. Had he been consulted. which he \vas not. 

Strange would have adviscd the boiling of water or the constniction of a deeper well. ' 
Meanwhile, until the tum of the century, prisoners continued to cany wooden slop buckets out of 

thçir cells and down the prison comdors to the prison yard. There the buckets remainecl, filled with their 

unpleasant contents, until they were emptied later in the day. Even in the kitchen. there was no indoor 

plumbing. As late as 189 1, convicts who were on du@ there were instmcted to make use of "a large 

wooden vcssel" placed nearby. "Nothing," tlie Surgeon observai, "could have been more objectionable." 

The Warden had promiseci him to constmct two new water closets adjacent to the kitchen, but then agairi 

he had also promised to do so in 1877.' In 1899, plans were finally made to install water closets 

throughout the prison.3 "It is surprising to know how such good health has been rnaintained undcr the 

bucket system," the Surgeon noted, "which, with its fou1 and unhealthy atmosphere must have been a 

prolific source of ~ontamination."~ No one was too sanguine as to the pace of the change-over. In the 

meantime. Warden Lavell requested the authority to switch from the wooden buckets to thosc of metal. 

Evcn the Central Prison, he added. used them5 Aside from the health issues that the prison's inadequate 

plumbing and drainage systern raised, there was a question of esthetics. At one time. Warden Metcalfe 

politely describecl the odour of the prison as "very ~ffensive."~ Prisoners and staff had no choice but to get 

used to it. 

Not surprisingly, epidemics at die penitentiary were m u e n t  visitors.' Apart from the plumbing 

problems, the prison's limestone walls. so solid and secure, were dso dripping with dampness and the 

floors were "almost constantly reeking  et."^ Dunng the winter, the prison was perpetually cold and an 

1 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. Surgeon Strange. 1896, 37 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Strange, 1891,6; 1877, 22 
3 At roughly the same time too, in Arnerica McKelvey reports that "Maryland's new ceilhouse in 1899 
was the first Auburn prison to introduce toilets Mth running water into each cell." McKelvey, Anrerican 
Prisons, 18 1. 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 1899, 38 
' Warden's Letterbook Kingston Penitentiary, December 6, 1899, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan 
6 Warden's Letterbook, Kingston Pe~tentiary, April27, 1898, Warden Metcalfe to Acting Engineer. 
7 In the wake of smallpos and cholera outbreaks in English prisons. in the 1880's and 1890's British 
officiais began deveioping isolation wards and better disinfecting techniques. McConville, English Local 
Prisons, 288-289. 
8 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary. Inspector Moylan, 1899, .wii 



adquate heating system \vas not instakd until 1899.' In 1875 an outbreak of cholera affectai 200 

convicts. Oficials acknowledged that conuibuting factors were the tiny cells and the chronically 

defective scwerage and drainage. Oficials fought back feverishly by kindling fires, buniing sulphur and 

fumigating the dormitories. There were, miraculously, no fatalities.' In 1886, there was a diarrhea 

epidemic.) In 1890. an outbreak of "la grippe" Nected over 200 prisonen. 102 of them k i n g  put in the 

liospital. As mentioned before, the hospital overseer died of the strain and anxiety of coping with the 

epidemic.' A similar emption of the disease retumed in 1892.' One prisoner died of such a contagious 

case that oficials found it necessary to bury him immediately in the prison ccmetery rather than risk 

transporthg the body back to his fa mi^^.^ In 1894. a pneumonia epidemic killed six and hospitalized 26.- 

In 1895, Surgeon Strange wrote that he regretted not k i n g  able to ascertain the cause of the 

typhoid fevers that continucd to appear among the convicts at the penitentiary. Neither. he added in his 

own defcnse, had his predecessors.8 Fiu stnick the prison in 1897.' As for the preponderance of 

pneumonia. consumption and tuberculosis in the institution, Dr. Phelan concluded in 1902 that "a long 

residence in prison instead of bringing increased immunity too frequently acts as a predisposing cause of 

disease." He went on to admit that the experience of k ing  in prison, coupled with an institutional diet. 

was iiself bad for the health. "This condition prevails in al1 institutions at some season of the year. and is 

owing to the close confinement and limited breathing space. which have the effect of causing the 

accumulation in the systern of effete materials which can neithcr be eliminated by respiration or 

perspiration until nature comes to the result and diarrhoea is the re~ult ." '~ In 1902, fear of a srnallpos 

epidemic prompted the doctor to vaccinate every prisoner." In 1905, influenza and "la grippe" were a 

Warden's Letterbook, Kingston Penitentiary, September 20, 1899. Deputy Warden 10 Engineer. 
' Annual Report. Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, 1875. 15 
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major problem.' By 1906. Phelan seernecî resigned to the appearance of seasonal illnesses: diarrhea in 

the surnrner and pneumonia in the winter.' in 1908. staff and prisoners alike succumbcd to pne~monia .~ 

A small-pos scare that same year precipitated serious measures. "Order No. 1 7" decreed the 

cutting off of a11 visits, the esamination of not only al1 the guards but their families as well. the fumigation 

of al1 areas of the prison, the regular burning of siiLfirr. the setting up of a quarantine house. the 

fürnigation of ail letters, magazines and books corning through the mail and the vaccination of al1 thosc 

who have not k e n  already vaccinated, inctuding the staff. In fact, employees were singled out as a 

particular danger. "O~cers are remindeci." the order rad.  "that the chief danger is from wiîhout the 

prison rather than within and that more important than the precautions directed in this order is the care 

and discretion escrcised by each individuai officer and by the mernbers of his family. Keep away from 

persons suspectecl of eqmsure. avoid crowds either in school, in church. in theater. in sireet cars or 

anywherc else. in short keep away from small-pos and you are not likely to get it.''"y 1909. "la grippe" 

\vas referred to as an "annual visitation," and prisoners and offlcers aiike "suffered severeiy from its 

eEects." "The disease is a most trying one and leaves the system so undermined, and the Mtal resistance 

of the organism so weakened. that it is readily susceptible to the invasion of other diseases."' In 1898. 

Surgeon Phelan reflected upon the accumulation of dead bodies in the infirmas. and decided to establish a 

separate pnson morgue. "This had been found necessary," he wrote, "not only in a sanitaay point of Mew. 

but also fiom the depressing effects and the gloomy associations had upon the other patients when the 

dead were allowed to remain in the h~spital.' '~ 

Diseases in pnson were not only a daily danger to al1 inrnates of the prison. staff includcd. but 

the measures taken to fight them also were the occasion for evcn fiirtl~er separation from the outside 

world. Isolation wards. the curtailment of visits and correspondence al1 added to the Iiardship of prison, 

not to mention the physical discornfort and mental distress. The poor diet, confined air and the closed-in 

I Amud Report, Kingston Peni t en t iq ,  Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 1905,3S 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 1906, 35 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Daniel Pheian, 1908, 3 1. The general public, of course. 
sucumbed to many of the saine ailments. 
a Warden's Letterbook, Kingston Penitentiw, November 23, 1908 
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spaces of the prison environment intensifie- disease and facilitated its spread. Ultimately. becoming a 

prisoner could mean becoming sick, or worse, winding up dead. 

Disciplinary Medicine at tbe Mercer Reformatory 

There were no epidemics at the Mercer Refonnatory and thete were none of the scandals about cruel 

conditions or poor drainage or polluted water. Prison did not seem to make inmates any sicker; indeed 

they often left in better physical condition than they arrived. And yet strangely. in no other prison was 

therc as much rcsistance to medical care and such personai animosity between physician and patient. 

More than any other nccessity of life. mediai care bcçame transformed in the prison environment and 

irrevocably marked by the deniands of its location. So while convicts at the Mercer received better carc. 

few of them welcomed it and many of them fought against it. At the Mercer Reformatov in particular. 

medicine had becorne intertwined with punishment. 

How had this come to be at the Mercer? In an institution populated by women and rnostly run by 

them, one man stood out Surgeon King was dedicated and outspoken, authoritative and often 

authoritarian. While American reformatories for women were replacing male doctors with female ones. 

Dr. King remained. Indeed, in 1877, the Indiana Refonnatory fired its male board of managers and 

employed an cntirely female staff. By the 188O's, New York Reformatories hircd femalc doctors only.' 

The presence of male surgeons, Freedmari has argued, "-contradicted the theory that women's problems. 

whether medical or emotiorial, could best be treated by members of the same sex."' Dr. King's status as 

the only senior male officer in an institution otheMrise run by women gave him more power than any of 

his counterparts in the men's prisons. This fact could not help but colour his role as surgeon and govcrn 

his relations with his colleagues and the convicts. 

Sometime between 1902 and 1903, Prisoner Mary B. scribbled dowvn her interpretation of what 

must liave been the standard speech given to incoming convicts. What seemed to make the greatest 

impression on this inmate was the inevitability of hard labour. The phrases that she seemed to remember 

-- 

1 Zender, " Wayward Sisters: The Prison for Wornen," in Oxford History ofthe Prison, 3 54 
' Freedrnan, i ier  Skier 's Keeper, 7 1 



and record most lucidly revolved around ~e theme of malingering, and how certainly it would be e.uposed. 

Officials had made a direct connection in her mind between medical care and the assignment of work: 

hprisoned shut up so you cannot get away- and kept at hard labor no 
privileges no recreations are mentioned at all, rest is left to the will of the 
gov't no talking, if you run away -escape- you can be prosecuteà for breaking 
jail, if you won't work it shall be my duty to report the matter to the proper 
authorities -no woman is asked to work who is not able to work- then the 
woman who fancies haself sick are as you know only too frequently well a 
certain percentage of woman who have been shirking work al1 theu lives who 
are here because they prefer to lead ever idle dissolute life to one of honest 
tabor. These are bound by the command to hard labor as well as those who 
find in work, constant work, a welcome help in passing the w e q  hours of 
imprisonment. .. . Usually the old timers go out heavier than when they came 
in would be dead if their stay here had not restored their health- some of you 
may retum again and again- Be prepared to put in your time mith 9 hrs of 
labor- The bill of fare is not varied you make great misidcc if you thinli this 
Prison airns to give a varied bill of fare.' 

Mary B.'s observations were confïrmed by Surgeon King's own perspective on the admittance ritual. He 

outlined how he had made it his responsibility to properly assign each incoming prisoner to the proper 

form of labour. A key consideration was the early detection of any potential malingerers. 

M e r  the bath and exchange of garments îhe chief attendant brings each new 
arriva1 before me and reports the condition in which she found her and 1 am 
able fiom this report, [the report fiom the jail surgeon or committing justice of 
peace], and from personal interview and examination to satisfy myself as to 
the physical and mental condition at the time of entrance; and whcr'e specitk 
disease exists, to assign such case to the syphilitic ward, and determine the 
capacity for worli, as the case may be. At the t h e  of cntrance, more 
t'requcntly perhaps than at any other tirne is the attempt made at malingering 
or off'ering Givolous pretexl for the purpose of escaping work, and proper 
precaution is taken to discover wheîher a complaint is Gaudulent or genuine. 
This preçaution has haad a goal effect, and I am pleased to note a gradua1 
falling off in the number of these attempts t?om year to year.* 

Contributing to the strain of future interactions was the fact that one of the esaminations that 

King would perfom on convicts would be to search for signs of "self- pollution or ma~turbation."~ In 

1881 alone. he had prescribed 36 days of trcatment for "Persistent Masturbation" to nine in~nates.~ 

HaMng a male doctor make such diagnoses on them must have been intensely humiliating for the 

prisoners. King for his part had little faith in the prospects of most Mercer convicts and intimated tfiat 

' Mercer Refonnatory, CF #29O 1. Mary B. was serving a six month tenn for dxunkenness in 1902. 
Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory. Surgeon King, 1896. 89 
Mercer Refonnatory, CF #3873. King had just examined a prisoner who had given birth and specuiatcd 

whether she would be a fit mother. 
" ~ n n u a l  Report, Mercer Reformatory, Surgeon King, 1884, 12 1 



women were harder to treat than men. Even those inmates who were legitimately il1 were met with moral 

disapproval. "[qhe institution is forced into becoming a sort of rehge for old and debilitated cases. 

whose Me has b e n  a variation between an outside debauch and a prison recuperation. This class forrns 

the greater portion of those requiring medical and hospital treatment.. .. It is a fact" he continued. "that a 

very large proportion of the inmates have been prostitutes or chronic dmnkards, and in many caxs both. 

and hence I have a large amount of constitutional and chronic disease to trait. Added to this there is an 

increased arnount of sickness due to the proneness of the sex to many special ailments."' A prisoner's 

first mceting wvith the surgeon would Iikely be unpleasant and intimidating. 

More than any other surgeon, King was intimately involved with the disciplinaïy regime of the 

reformatory. While his counterparts' duties in that area would extend to examining prisoners for their 

fitness to withstand punishment, and taking issue nith the appropriatencss of certain punishments in 

general.2 King actually advocated punishments. Granted, surgeons were figures with authonty. They 

could decide who was tmly il1 and who was shamming, but they did not generally concem thcmselves 

with the orderly running of the prison. In a male-run institution, it was the warden's prerogativc to make 

such decisions, not the surgeon's. It has been seen. too, though, how easily a medical background lent 

itself to the wuden's position. In a female-run institution, a male officer could have more latitude, and 

King exercised ii. 

There were c.uamples of disciplinary çases where King's iniluence was brought to b a r .  Agnes 

S. was outspoken, violent, inconsistcnt and also capable of great insight. In 1908, she was 21 years old 

and was serving a six month term for causing a disturbance "by screaming or swearing." On Agnes S. 's 

ticket of lave  report, Superintendent O'Sullivan wrote: "Her lack of control over her temper has made her 

a very troublesome prisoner. Ai the present time however she is obedient and tractable." She did not 

thnk her suitably reformed but nevertheless recommended her release for the sake of her thrce young 

children. Writing to Agncs S.'s clergyman, O'Sullivan admitteâ, "1 have not been able to obtain the 

confidence of this woman- in some way she seerns to have been influenceci against me. To begin with 

I Annual Report, Mercer Reformarory. Surgeon King, 1884, 120 
' ~ r .  Aikins of the Central Prison had argueci against the punishment of bread and water for lengthy 
penods of time, for esample, a( the Cruelty Commission in 1885. 



she asscrts that her sentence does not state with hard labor, as a matter of fact this phrase is not in her 

cortunitment, but every sentence to the Reformatory assumes that the woman will be employed in 

whatever work can be given them." Agnes S. clearly had an ability to use words in a unnerving way. 

Continuing, the superintendent wrote. "She also asserts that she has learned more evil since king an 

inmate here. This shows disposition on her part to pick up wvith what is evil rather than is good. for you 

can readily understand it is impossible where such a large number of women are together to have a 

surveillance over them so complete that there will not be opportunity for evil taik." In her letter, 

O'Sullivan interpreted this "evil" as a form of conversation. but Agnes S. was most likely hinting about a 

broader spectrum of activities than the Superintendent wanted to put in writing. 

It is easy to see why O' Sullivan found Agnes S. to be so e.uasperating. S he was not shy about 

taking the initiative. When there were difficulties between her and an attendant. it was Agnes S. who 

requested to see the Superintendent. Agnes S. was also capable of violence. "1 questioned the inmate and 

also the Attendant." O'Sullivan reporteci to the Inspecter. "and in the course of inquiry Agnes S. used bad 

ianguage and finally brought forth the vilest torrent of abuse. She was placed in the new isolated cell. 

while here she broke the W.C. threw water al1 over the floor and when the Attendant on long d u s  made 

her rounds she found the prisoner's clothes d l  wet, the floor a couple inches deep wvith water. the straw 

taken out of her tick, the surroundings in such a deplorable condition that as it was a cold night she 

moved lier from this isolated cell to the dungeon, which is dry and wann." Such was the staffs fear of 

attack that Agnes S. was subsequently served al1 her m a l s  through a grate of the cell and slops passed 

tiuough an opcning at the bottom of the grate. Meanwlule, Agnes S.'s "rebellious course talk 

reverberated through the entire refractory comdor. "Ever since her incarceration in this institution this 

woman's threatening defiant mamer has been a bad e-uample to al1 other women and subversive of al1 

discipline." 

It was at this point that Dr. King's advice was sought. "Doctor King," O'Sullivan wrote, 

"strongly recommends that the old punishment be reinstated of shutting a woman in an empty cell 

properly equipped for tbe purpose and giving her what is known as the cold water treatment, which 

consists o f ,  as 1 have explained before to you, turning the hose not directly upon the woman but upon the 



walls of her ceIl; he States that this has usually been found effective, and one three minutes application 

sufficient. 1 beg to enclose Doctor King's statement regarding Agnes S.... " One explanation for the 

influence of the Doctor in rnatters of discipline was that at the Mercer, punishment had been euphemised 

into a kind of "treatment." Perhaps King and O'Sullivan thought that water was capable of flushing out 

die self-named "evil" that Agnes S. had acquired in prison, rnuch like an old witchcraft proceeding. 

Consistently, O'Sullivan's descriptions of the procedure made it sound quite benign. The Inspector 

though had a more realistic view of this kind of action. Responding to a request in 1903 for the cold 

water bath. he described it as a "brief period of strang[ulation] until brought to submission. 1 cannot 

bring myself to feel that this is a proper method of punishment and could not approve it." He had urged 

the Superintendent to find a means of controlling inmates that was "fke from objection on the score of 

inhuman physical suEering."' The cold bath was in fact used at the Mercer. That sanie year. Blanche R 

\vas reported by the much hated Laundress Mick: "Refusing to work, when brought to office defiant and 

boastfÙl& most disrespecthl when reproved, ordered under Doctor's direction cold bath."' 

Five years later King was still advocating this punishment for pnsoner Agnes S.. His day book 

in fact r a d  more like a indiciinent than a medical journal. He began his entry on Agnes S. by citing a 

punishment slip. "Attendant h4ick made report. Register No. 3540. '1 report inmate S.. Agnes for 

throwing contents of chamber over me. calling rnc a son of a bitch, and a black whore. and cursing and 

making threats, M. Mick."' In conclusion that day he made the remarkable prescription to place her on a 

strict bread and water diet. "While in the isolated punishment ce11 or ceIl in the dungeon 1 have to advisc 

that the inmate under punishment may and shall at regular meal time have al1 the bread she desires for 

food and al1 the water she desires for drink, but nothing additional until tirne of punishment has 

terminated." King concluded his visit with Agnes S. by receiving the following honest tmths: "Asked if 

she had any cornplaint as to sickness she replied, if I had 1 wouldn't let you know it ..... As 1 lefi the ceIl 

she called out, 'stick it in your -- you old fool you."' On his way out he asked another inmate under 

punishment, Mary P., if she was al1 right. Her reply was a cryptic: "1 guess so." Mary P. may have 

1 Mercer Reformatory, C.F. # 29 13, 1902 
' Mercer Reformatol, C.F. # 2903 



expressed herseif more diplomatically than Agnes S., but her sentiment seemed to be universal. The les  

she had to do with the doctor. she felt, the better.' 

Violet B. was another diDFicult case. By the time the Doctor was called in, she had "taken a 

violent dislike to Attendant Mrs. Mick and threatens to kill her." O'Sullivan womed that his inmate 

actcd "at times as if she were not responsible for what she says or does." With that, the Superintendent 

concluded her terse letter of a few sentences to the Inspector but appended pages of evidence and 

recommendations from the Doctor. King wrote in his day book that Violet B. was "of a vicious. criminal 

disposition and when losing her temper is reckless and does not try to control herself. At the same time 

she is fully cognizant of the fact there is no r d  punishment for her permitted for her gross misconduct .... 

1 talked with her and found al1 shc said to be rational- am W1y satisfied that with hereditary influence 

or other environment she is void of noble aspirations and is so to speak devilish and vindictive rather than 

insane." After just concluding that there was nothing medically wrong with the woman. the Doctor 

nevertheless offered a prescription: punishment. "1 have no two opinions as to the necessity for 

punishrnent in esceptional cases such as this one, and from several ycars e.uperience of the cold wvater 

punishrnent in vogue here some years ago it is a most effectua1 one in obstinate cases such as this inmate. 

It has the advantage of not doing any real injury and 1 strongly advise its adoption by the authorities." 

O'Sullivan attached her approval of King's decision. suggesting to the inspector that lie "interview Doctor 

King regarding its details" and "would urge its adoption in this institution for eWenie cases." Consent to 

this punishment, again, was not granted. The pnsoner, meanwhile. went on hunger strîke to protcst hcr 

confinement in the refractory corridor. inspector Rogers finally agreed to tougher masures. "1 would say 

that if she is to continue acting in the same wvay you will instnict your Doctor to feed her with a nhber 

tube as has been done in other institutions and under similar circumstances. This will prevent her 

staming to death. Tlien if she still continues to act in the sanie way a good spanking will probably bnng 

her to her senses." 

Ironically, the threat of corporal punislunent or medically sanctioned "treatments" did not seem 

to work such an effect on pnsoner Violet B. as did the loneliness of soliîary confinement. In a lettcr to the 

' Mercer Reformatory, C.F. # 3540, 1908 



Inspector rnarked personaI, OISuilivan admitted that Violet B. was not responsible for her actions, was 

temfied of k i n g  left alone, and despite her promises to behave, her "pe~tence rnay not last more than an 

hour or W." In the end it was the Superintendent who spoke tike a caregiver and the Surgeon who spoke 

likc a disciplinarian. O v e d i n g  King's earlier mordistic objections. would the Inspector please, shc 

implored, arrange to have prisoner Violet B. sent to an Asylurn. Within days, she tvas transferred. 

Effie L. was a resident of the Mercer's syphilitic ward. which was the second most tense place in 

the prison after the laundry room. To make matters worse. the hated launâry room attendant, Mrs. Mick. 

officiated tliere part time there as well. T h e r e  were seven inmates there and Efie L. \vas one of thc most 

vesatious. Surgeon King had a difficult time maintainhg order in the ward and wrote the 

Superintendent a long memo describing his problems. He singled out Effie L. who was "not only noisy. 

curses, swears, uses bad language. pretends to be lame or sick or unable to do anything she is asked io do. 

but is extrernely \~ndictivc towards not only [Attendant Hunter] but the inmates of the ward .... Attendant 

Mick in addition believes her to be dangerous and terribly ueacherous." King then proceeded to go on a 

fact-finding mission, interviewhg al1 the other residents of the ward for their impressions of Effie L.'s 

behaviour. Each of them, he reportai, conflrmed the fact "that she r e h s  to work. refiises to sit at the 

table and eat with them, picks up her dish with food and repairs to her own room, makes herself willfully 

troublcsome, has the girls in fear. tells.lies. is noisy nearly the whole tirne, pretends to be lame but when 

she thinks she is not watched has been seen standing and walking with any lame back: she refuses to be 

amenable to discipline ...." Apparently Effie L. \vas enough of a threat to the other inmates for them to 

inform on her. But then again, her actions were so patenlly obvious that they were not revealing anything 

the doctor did not aircady know, excepi, that is, for two details. For different reasons of self-interest. thesc 

pieces of secret information they were prepared to share. They must have shared some vicanous pleasure 

in revealing the first fact. Emc L., Kipg learned to his outrage, was in the habit of cursing the oficials. 

especially the Surgeon, "the latter she designates 'a son of a bitch' though not to himself." More 

seriously, inmates aIso divulged that L. was planning to use her infection as a weapon against other 

inmates of the ward, as well as againsbstaff rnembcrs. She "threateneà to put stuE in the tap. in their 

food or drink on their dishes and if possible on the person of Mn. Hunter and when 1 asked what they 



meant by stuff they told me fluid or solid excreted or discharged from her own body (which is syphilitic) 

for the purpose of inoculating or poisoning Attendant Hunter. and as a Mndictive act make the girls eat or 

drink it." 

King, having concluded his personal inquiry. had each of the other six inmates and the two staff 

members endorse his report. He thereupon made his recommendations. "1 cannot too strongly advise that 

there are only three solutions in sight; 1st is absotute isolation continuous during her term; 2nd the 

efficient use of the spanker, to be repeated if there should be a recurrence of the improper actions and 

language; and 3rd a trial before the Police Magistrate for the threatened determination on her part to 

irû'ixt or poison the Attendants with whom she cornes in contact with syphilitic poison of her own body; 

and secondly for expressed threats of compelling the other girls to eat or drink the syphilitic poison of her 

own body ...." He deemed a "long sentence in the penitentiary" as  the most desirable response, failing 

that the use of the spanker and failing that prolonged isolation. 

Superintendent O'Sullivan's report to the Inspecter was a little less impassioned. She womed 

about the fact that Erne L. had lain in bed rehising to work so long that shc developed bedsores. Thc 

other inmates were afraid to corne near her and so hers remained the only ce11 they had not whitewashed. 

Placing her in the isolated cells in the bungeon would only put her health at risk, as it was too cold. A 

bread and water diet had failed to change her behaviour or curb her vocabulq. The attendants were 

worn  out with her conduct." ~nl ike ' the  doctor. she did not request the authority to punish Efie L. any 

fwthcr. Rather. she asked for the ability to transfer her back to jail. King had been free to makc his 

reconunendations. but in the end, it was O'Sullivan's opinion that counted most.' 

The case of Winnifred Mc. retealed the extent to which the Surgeon and the Superintendent were 

prepared to go to "medical" means to ensure rehabilitation. Wiruiifred Mc., an elementary school tcaclier 

who was also temperate, was not a typical inmate. This 26 year old had been given a sis month tenn for 

theft. As she did not appear to be a source of trouble in the prison, King's "treatrnents" seemed 10 be 

preventative rather than impentive. While O'Sullivan watched. King apparently hypnotized Winnifred 

Mc. into trames, where imagcs of her aunt would supposedly appear to die prisoner and exIo1 her to better 

Mercer Reformatory. C.F. # 377 1, 1910 



conduct.' O'Sullivan appended copies of "trance" statements written down and signed by Winnifred Mc. 

on two separate occasions.' 

There are several possible interpretations of these remarkable events. It is potentially truc that 

King \vas able to place this prisoner into a trance. Her spirit might d l y  have been able io see and hear 

1 O'Sullivan sent a report of the proceedings to the inmate's aunt: "Dear Miss B.. Dr. King has given 
Winnifred three treatments- one Wednesday, another on Thursday and again today the third treatment. 
He bclieves that the suggestions made to Winnifred while in a trance- like condition will bear good fmit 
and the resolutions she has made will be stnctly adhered to. 1 enclose in this a copy of what Winnifred 
wvrote in this trance state today. 1 do not think she knows she wrote it. nor does the Doctor intend to tell 
her just now. Today also he to use his.expression "sealed her up" so that no one could place her in such a 
trance state without first obtaining her permission. This is e.uactly what he said: "No one will be able to 
put you into the trance condition as 1 have done, against your will, except by my permission." He also 
uscd the following test. 1 again quote his words: "And now 1 have to request to you Winnifred to go to 
your Auntie B. wheresoever she may be and note anything of interest such as what she is saying, or doing 
at this hour- what position she is now in, or the house or room or place she is. so that she can be told of it 
by letter and retum to your body here and report to me in ten minutes. That was at 1 1 :5 1 A.M. Frïday, 
May 10th 119071. She began to talk and said "Mercy's sakc Auntie is housecleaning just like Auntie on 
that stepladder." She carried on a long conversation about the hanging of pictures etc. Then she seenied 
to see a little girl Mary coming fiom school and talked to hcr and about her to her mother and to you. The 
Doctor is much interested in this as he thinks not that her mind really travels out of her body to you and 
back again but what he calls her spiriti'ral senses are awakened and she can see and hear what is taking 
place at a distance. My own impression is that slie speaks of what is uppermost in her mind and that the 
conversation is what she wvishes to say and the situation given that which she thinks is likely occurring. 
While 1 believe the Doctor can do her good by strengthening her will to resist evil- 1 go no further wvith 
him. You would have been greatiy edified by çverything Wiruiifred said in her trame-state. Her thoughts 
are beautifid and beautifuily e.xpressed. Arnong other things, she spoke of the great debt she owes al1 of 
you saying "Up to now or quite recently you could mite across my life Failure. While 1 have failed with 
empty pockets 1 have benefited in expericnce. 1 feel like calling my creditors together and tqing to pay 
back. 1 owe my mother more than 1 can ever repay [;1 you are the heaviest creditor- 1 shall liquidate that 
date- don't press mother, don't foreclose- 1'11 be such a comfort mother, 1'11 pay your debt- Jim's-- 
1'11 be companionable- I'll make homë so happy for him when he has a home of his own lie can look 
back on the happy home here. And Auntie your debt is too great to tackle i fear at all. But 1'11 devote my 
life to you and mother-- ifyou start that lodging house it looks small but still if 1 can make a home for 
people however humble. [O'Sullivan continues at some length quoting Winnirred in her trance state) 
May o u  dear Lord and Savior Jesus Christ give her the grace to live out these sarne thoughts. Winnifred 
certainly sleeps better as a result of the treatment and she says she feels better." 
' "1 do faithfuily promise through or by the help of the Unseen yet Guiding Force, that we cal1 God, to 
hereafter refrain from doing or saying anything debasing or grievous to any of rny family or friends. that 
the kind advice given- by Dr. King and Mrs. O'Sullivan 1 will remember and adhere to and be a Iielp and 
confort to my family and friends and earn by so doing the respect and confidence of family friends and 
humani ty . 

"The cross roads are before me, and 1 stand to choose my path. Strange to say 1 do not hesitate. 
for 1 can clearly discern the best road to walk on. Maybe it's the narrowest, thereby not permitting any 
useless luggage of the past to accompany me. From this time forward 1 am going to walk that road cost 
what it will, and when 1 retm to those nearest and dearest to me it will be with that resolution aimost a 
reality, which in time wi1I 1 trust become part of myself. 1 can't do this in myself yet 1 feel after seeing 
Dr. King that 1 could move mountains almost, and 1 feel sure that the good helpful influence he and Mn .  
O'Sullivan have liad over me will tell for good." 
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events at a distance as King believed it was. Or, as O'Sullivan more cautiously thought, the trance rnay 

have simply enabled the prisoner's imermost wishes and hopes to be expresseci. For al1 her prudence, 

though, the fact that O' Sullivan felt the need to describe to the inmate's aunt the out of body visi tation 

Mc. ascribed to the woman may have implied chat she was hoping for some confirmation of its vaiidity. 

Unfortunately, no corroboration is available for there is no record of the aunt's response on file. While we 

have a fairly clear idea what went throvgh the minds of the Superintendent and the Doctor. we can only 

guess what the prisoner was feeling. She couid have been a gifted clairvoyant. Altematively. the stress 

of king in prison could have made her more easily suggestible to King and O'Suilivan's cues. Or. she 

also could have been a gified performer. It is indeed possible that Winnifred Mc. was giving King and 

O'Sullivan a carefdly constmcted exhibition, replete with the good intentions and personal ilattery that 

would have been calculated to secure better Ueatment and an earlier release. 

The efforts to reform this prisoner were more benign and keeping with her class -there was no . 
talk of shower baths and spankings for this prisoner- but the hypnosis, in its own way, t a s  also invasive 

and not without treachery. Had the procedure revealed unpleasant facts or other unknown crimes. had she 

incriminated herself through a careless slip of the tongue or through tactlessness, it could have made 

Winnifred Mc.'s stay more dficult, or longer. Appropriate behaviour. on the other hand. would effect 

the opposite rçsult. If it was indeed an act, it was one that required some skill. Ultimately. who 

h-vpnotized who? It is also conceivable that Winnified Mc. iikcd the attention, and either being or 

wanting to be closer to the King's and O'Sullivan's class, preferred to spend time with them than with the 

other inmatcs. She may aiso have enjoyed fooling them. It is clear that the superintendent and surgeon 

were fascinated with this educated and polished inmate who possessed such a "beautfil" way of 

expressing herself. O'Sullivan lavishcd pages and pages on Winnifred Mc., recording her every word as 

if it were the finest poetry. The actions of this poIite and pious prisoner must have k n  a welcorne tonic 

to the usual fou1 language and nasty insults hurled at them by the rest of the inmates, who were mostly 

illiterate proslitutes. And for the prisoner, hypnosis rnight have been an interesthg diversion fiom the 



unpleasant prison routine. In an odd way that would have only made sense in a prison. this convict, the 

Superintendent and the Doctor may have actually needed each other.' 

Doctor King's relationship with the irunates was in the end Far more complex than his 

counterparts at the male institutions. This reality was chiefly due to the arnount of time he was able to 

give to his p s i  tion. It would have been impossible for the Kingston Penitentiary 's Dr. Phelan. for 

esample, during his flying two hour Msits, to find the time to conduct lengthy inquiries into the behaviour 

of certain inmates. to argue wi th  prisoners over slices of bread and certainly not io hypnotize them into 

trances. King honestly believed that the inmates liked him and perhaps many of them inily did. "A 

matter to which 1 have never before alluded in a report, but which 1 am constrained to mention now. is the 

conduct and rnanners of inmates towards myse If.... Inmates," he wrote, "with rare exceptions. have shewn 

me every respect by word and act. Many come to me before their departure to thank me for what 1 have 

done for them."' It is likely that the reports of the incorrigible inrnates have commandeci too much of our 

attention. There were certainly no shomge of discipline reports detailing the "grossly insulting" epitaphs 

(King's phrase) hurlcd at him.3 Perhaps to many of the inmates King was a kindly figure. 

Conclusion 

It is clear that King and his colleagues at the other two prisons werc more than just doctors. The office. 

loçated in prison, took on the regulatory and punitive quality of that place. And patients in the infirmaq 

or those interacting momentarily wi th .the doctors were never just patients. They were always prisoners. 

invariably looked upon with either pity, condescension, suspicion or open skepticism. Doctors could 

relieve them of suffering but they could a h ,  if skilhlly duped, relieve them of work. Indeed, the rule 

book of the Central Prison, for example. which was distributeci to s w a n d  prisoners alike. plainly stared 

that "In performing his duty, [the Surgeoni must bear in mind that with many prisoners every means will 

be resorted to in order to shirk the work, and much depends upon the skill of the Surgeon in detecting 

I Mercer Reformatoxy, C.F. # 3352, 1906-1907. For an interesting fictionalized account of a historical 
case involving the hypnosis of a female convict at the Kingston Penitentiaty in the 1830's. see Margaret 
Atwood's Alias Grace, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1996). 
' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, Surgeon King, 1888, 123 

See, for example. Mercer Reformatory, C.F. # 3695 



feigned sickness."' Dactors could excuse convicts fmm punishment but in other cases they could alço 

authorize and even advocate it. And so for the prisoners, doctors were always also their jailers. They may 

not have üked it or even been conscious of it. but both doctor and patient were given these rotes the 

moment they entered the prison. 

' Cenual Prison Rule Book, 1882, Rule 46. 18 



Cbapter 9 

Prison Memoirs: A Window into the Convict Mind 

lnmate diarists brooded over their fates. They left behind repetitive and obsessively detailed accounts that 

mirrored their uneasy States of rnind. McKelvey has remarked that American inmate writings have been 

marked by "the injustice of their trials or with the coarseness, corruption. and bmtality of their keepers. 

but by their very preoccupation they mcal much concerning the atmosphere of the great walled cages 

called penitentiaries. The reforms and improvements that occupied such a large place in oficials reports 

w r e  seldom noted by convict annalists."' Much like their American counterparts. the two major 

suniving Ontario accounts are marked by self-absorption as well as a mania for complaint. Protcst was a 

u n w n g  force among the prisoners and it helped them acclimate to each other. allowing even the litcnte 

and educated prisoners. such as these diarists, to eventudly foel at home with üieir fellow convicts. 

Finding fault also promoted a sense of.contro1 over one's sunoundings and it dso was a means of proving 

one's knowledge of the institutional routine. But, as  will be seen, mulling over the details of 

impnsonment masked a deeper psychological issue. What these accounts ultimately reveal is that 

prisoners were often more uneasy about their status as cnminals than the deprivations they suffered while 

inside. On many levels. convicts harped about the mdiments of institutional life, like the diet, so as to 

keep themselves from too easily acccpting their fate.' 

1 McKelvey, American Prisons, 17 1 .  He has also complained that the nineteenth century accounts "lackcd 
the candor of several of the better ones of the ne.xt century." Hc does not offer individual citations froni 
them, however. 

For an interesting and more current inmate account of life inside the Vanier Institution. the successor to 
the Mercer Reformatory, see Patti Stan, Tempting Fate: A Cautionary Tale ofPower and Politics, 
(Toronto: Stoddart, 1993). chapters 17-1 9. Starr spent two months at Vanier in 199 1 for her part in a 
Ontario political scandal. She touches on al1 the themes that convicts of an earlier era have emphasized: 
her innocence and the fact tliat she did not belong wiih the "me" criminals, the terrible food, the 
demcaning nature of the stnp searches, the unsanitary and unprivate bathing facilities, her religious faith 
and the cmclty and vulgarity of many of the guards, particularly one narned Betty JO. Nevertheless, the 
middle- aged and middle- class Starr seemed to grow fond of her mostly young and destitute fellow 
inmates. Like many other inmates before her, her acculturation to prison was facilitated by her desire to 
publicize her plight and to "fix" the prison. A history of espousing charitable causes as well as her own 
mated is t i c  feelings towards the o&er prisoners prompted her to promise to advocate a new campaign: 
prison reform. 



Inmates knew that they needed to adapt to sunive. but they were uneasy about which direction 

that adaptation should go. As Goffman has describecl, every person's life is comprised of a series of 

"changes in his way of conceiving selves, including, imporîantly, his own." These perceptions together 

join over time to create an individual's "moral career." The prison was a particularly intense 

environment, and the shilüng emotional States that these inmate diarists e.uperienced were in effi t  

compressed versions of a person's naniral psychological evolution. The indignities of imprisonmcnt that 

assaulted these inmates so immediately facilitated an accelerated proçess of personal change: 

The recruit comes into the establishment with a conception of himself made 
possibie by certain stable social arrangements in his home world. Upon 
entrante, he is immediately stripped of the support provided by these 
mangemcnts. In the accurate language of some of our oldcst total 
institutions, he  &gins a scries of abasements, degradations, humiliations, and 
profanations of self. His self is systcmatically if not unintentionally, 
mortified. He begins some radical shifls in his morwl crrreer, a career 
composed of the progressive changes that occur in the beliefs that he has 
concerning hirnself and significant others.' 

Through the process of writing, prisoners strove to come to terms wvïth imprisonment and. on their own 

terms, define who thcy were. Writing, they hoped. would redcem them. but this very introspection was 

also a symptom of their institutionalization. 

A series of articles detailing an inmate's first impressions of imprisonment appeared in 1883 in 

The Labour Union, a Hamilton wvorkers' paper. The writer, who chose to remain anonymous, produced a 

dramatic indictment of prisons and those who ran them.' More than a critique. however, the document is 

1 Goffman, Asylwns, 24 
The full te.xt of the articles is included in "Appendix A." The writer of these articles like man' of liis 

fellow convicts ultimately had conflicted feelings about where he truly belonged. His choice of venue 
suggests several interesting questions. Why would a former prisoner choose to write for a labour paper? 
For sorneone with a criminal record. being associated with the labour movement encouraged a subtle 
elevation in status. This exconvict could hope to move out the degraded criminal class and insiead join a 
sub-group of die working class. Why, too, would the labour press publish a series about prison 
conditions? From the union movement's perspective, the articles told the story of a fellow member of the 
working class suffering at the han& of the capitalist machinery. The paper's editors no doubt thought 
that this kind of narrative would resonatc with a readership sympathetic to the notion of class struggle. 
As a former inmate, how could he acknowledge his identity without darnaging his self-image? One 
solution would lx to argue tiiat his place belonged not with the criminal class, and not even with the 
working class, but as a part of sornething separate- a prisoner class. A prisoner need not be automatically 
assumed to be a villain, he suggested, but rather a victim of society's villainy through its agent, the prison. 
The fact, though, that the ex-prisoner wrote anonymously indicated tliat he was not optimistic that the 
stigma of his former status as a convict would cver tnily fade away. 



a testament to personal endurance and of an individual's ability to adapt. To suMve in prison, to endure 

the indignities and hardships of Iife inside, he argueâ, one not only had to have a strong constitution. one 

had to have a strong character. "You must not be thin-skinned in prison." he warncd. "else you will get 

into endless trouble. .. if you have never k e n  in jail before, the sight of the iron doors. the clanging of 

keys and the clin.  of heavy locks will take out of you what little hart  and sou1 the pnvate prosecution- 

rather persecution- police officers and prelirninary e.uaminations have left." The anecdotes related in the 

articles moved through three thematic stages: fear, rage and boldness, each mirroring the author's 

changing state of mind. 

The first set of impressions detailed his reactions to the other inmates. SuîTering from an acute 

sense of culture shock. the newly minted prisoner regard4 his ceIlmates as "little better than wild beasts" 

and takes exception to their "vile" vocabularies. "Sabbath." he recalleâ. "was a temble day. Blaspherny 

worse than ever hold high carnival-" He had not overcomc his sense of shame, and found the routine 

strip searches to be "indelicate and demoralizing. .. . not calculateci to improve the mords of prisons." 

And while hc was appalled by the open toilet facilities, for e.xample, the other prisoners "scoffed at his 

daintiness. 

The articles then shifted in tone from fear to anger. His chef areas of complaint, the guards and 

the food, united him in protest with his fellow prisoners and were a sign of his acculturation. He deemed 

the food to be "a standing disgrace and cruel injustice, crying to heaven for speedy vengeance." The 

guards, he decided, "were not worthy of the name of men. Cringing fawning, time s e ~ n g  brutes ... which 

the public would with one voice despise, abhor and disband without one hour's notice, if they really knew 

them." "The bread," he cornplaineci, "is very dark colowed. the grue1 very thin. and the water is pourcd 

into the cup out which you took your gmel wiîhout k ing  washed." If only he were in charge of the 

prison, he exclaimai, he would have fimi them al1 on the spot. These criticisms led to a comrnonly held 

fantasy: the desire of the prisoner to take conirol of the prison. This hope was linked with an intense 

desire to expose the suffering of prisoners to the outside world. Many prisoners half consoled and half 

deluded themselves with the e.upecbtion that if oniy citizens on the outside knew what was going on in 

prison, they wouid corne to their immeâiate rescue. This belief in the public coming to his rescue no doubt 



cnanifésted a type of the powerful escape fiom prison fantasy that pervaded inside. It also manifestcd a 

desire to wreak revenge on l i s  jailers. Collectively, these beliefs werc evidence that for many convicts the 

world of the prison had become dl-encornpassing. 

The last set of recollections focused on the writer's growing boldness and his new awareness of 

and participation in the contraband trade. To amuse himself and his fellow convicts. he would spread 

rumours of escape plans. The chef attraction of this activity was that each prisoner would then be 

subjected to a strip search, a prospect that would have filled hirn uith horror at the outset, but now scemed 

a way in which to counteract some of the monotony. Tobacco and alcohol, he discovered, wvere worth ten 

tirnes their value. "Never." he advised emphaticdly in his last article, "go to the Penitentiiq without 

cash if you can help it. It gets you ... new clothes ...., a patent swing bed, easy chair, carpet slippers for the 

evening and as many différent kinds of boots and shoes as your taste may suggest for working in. It 

converts your government straw pillow into something soft and nice for your uneasy head. Puts sugar in 

your coffee, butter on your dry bread. milk in your tea. beefsteak on your table. collars on your 

Goverment made shirts, fancy ties around your neck, silk handkerchiefs in your pockets, pomade in your 

hair, opens the way for, and often secures a 'sofi job' and procures you a bottlç of 'boozc.' ..." In a space 

of few weeks, he was no longer a Frighteneâ and prudish "fish," but a seasoned survivor. 

The author's message to the public was mirrored by his own growth inside prison. At first. the 

reason for his writing seemed simply to reveal how bad conditions were inside prison. especially for a 

respectable person like himself. But as he saw how brutal the systern itself was. he soon e.xpanded his 

argument to include a plea for respect for al1 inmates. Prisoners were not the mie criminals. but rather it 

was the craoked system that sent hirn there and the callous officials who ran these institutions. Finally, 

as he came to tenns with the way in wwch prison has changed him as a person, his perspective had 

widened considerably, and he concluded that prison was making hirn and everyone else into hardened 

criminals. As he approached the Kingston Penitentiary, he realized that he was no longer afraid, and 

that very fact seemed to frighten him. 



Convict Percy E.'s journey taken through the Centrai Prison had much in common with the 

eqeriences of the prospective Kingston inrnate.' On October 24. 1900, at  9:ûû a-m.. 25 year old 

bookkeeper Percy E., departeci from the Centrai Prison on a ticket of leave, having served some nine 

months. During that period, he had managed to produce a detailed and vïvid account of convict Me. 

which hc had hoped to bring to the world's attention. if only the public \vas to be made aware of his 

predicament, Percy E. naively hoped, they would rush to his rescue. Percy E. wrote not just to expose the 

crueltics of prison, but to prove to his anticipated audience, and most of al1 himself, how hndarnentallg hc 

did not belong in that place. But despite his outrage at k ing  placed in prison, he could not help but be 

infiuenced by tliat place. 

Like the Kingston inmate, he became fixateâ on minutiae. The boredom of incarceration made 

every small event take on a heightened importance. and nothing proved to be more ~ i g ~ c a n t  than the 

food. Pages and pages of reproach were devoted to the prison diet. The beefsteak was in his estimation 

"more like leather." the soup was "fit for pigs." "Elverything we get is boiled." he complained. "This is 

not so bad as some of the things s e  get to eat, but meat we get sometimes you had better try & cut it rvith 

an ase or saw rather than tq to bite it for p u  cannot. 1 had the misfortune to lose 4 teeth which 1 had to 

go without till 1 finished my term." After observing a cattie's eye floating hauntingly in the soup. he 

vowed nevcr to eat it again. 

Percy E.'s ezrperience in prison was marked by the hardships and indignities of daily life. Hc 

felt "degraded" by the admission rituals. He described the e.uperïence of having his "hair al1 shaved off 

the hcad and face. then photographed for the Rogue's Gallery." MorZified. he detailed the weighing and 

1 Central Prison, Case File # 17 1 1 1. On December 13, 1899, Jan- 17 and Febniary 13, 1900, Percy E., 
a bookkeeper from Ottawa, wrote himself three cheques, one for $7.50, a second for $15.00 and a third for 
$6 .0 .  On Februaxy 26, 1900 he found himself in the Carleton County Police Court k ing  sentenced to a 
twelve month term for forgery. Percy E. had no prior convictions, was single. Roman Catiiolic, temperate 
and was 24 years old. In March, 1900. Percy E. became prisoner # 17 1 1 1 at  the Central Prison of Ontario. 
Percy E. in fact kept two separate diaries. 1 have quoted from both. An undated, unsigned letter in Percy 
E.'s handwriting a n  be found impounded in his case file. It is hastily written to an illegible name with 
no address other than New York: "Dear Sir, 1 enclose you a s d l  sketch of Life in [the] Central Prison 
& dexribe it as fully as possible. 1 think it w o d i  publishing, as it has never been described before. 1 
enclose you a few pictures of the ofiïcers and buildings which 1 cut out of a yearly report to the 
Government. Hoping you will sce your way clear to find space enough in one of your well known 
magazines, 1 am yours t d y ,  [no signaturc].'* Perhaps the letter was just a draft to some hypothetical 
American publisher that Percy E. was hoping to someday contac!. 



measuring process by the "famous Bertillon system." the bath. the assignment of clothes. When he 

complained of a simple sore throat. to his outrage. the doctor suggested medication for syphilis. At first. 

he regarded his fellow inmates with suspicion. "It is not right throwing and mixing up prisoners as tiiey 

do," he protested. "There ought to be classification somewhere." 

Every curt command hurled at hirn by a guard \vas analyzed with indignation. Like most 

prisoners, Pe rq  E. hated the guards. He found them to be crude. vulgar. uneducated and dishonest- 

beneath him in every way. He moçkingly reflected on the fact that Guard Miles could not spell for "it 

takes him al1 his time to writc his name on his reports, all he can do to write his name, he ought to be sent 

to school & put in the first prirnaxy." ' "Why should a prisoner have to c lan  a guard's b o t s  and clothes 

and tubber coat?" he gnimbled. "1s that an instance of one of the rules of the institution to humble 

yourselves before these Guards?" "The language they sometimes use." he continued, "it is a wonder they 

do not get stnick down dead when tliey are letting those oaths out of them." Percy E. was an educated 

member of the white colla workforce and look& upon the guards as no more than glorified labourers. 

envisioning them driving scavenger wagons or using a pick and shovel. To mark his contempt for the 

office. he thereafter put the word "guard in quotation marks. if there were real criminais in prison. he 

reasoned like so many others in his position, it was the jailers and not the convicts. 

There were rnany concrete reasons for blaming the guards. but there was a psychological one as 

well. Prisoners needed to wash away the stigrna of k i n g  declareci a criminal. They did this by pointing 

dramatically to what they felt was an even more temble crime than the one that they had comrnitted: the 

crime of imprisonrncnt. Whether they were casualties of an uncaring public, brutal guards. an unfair 

system or the bad influence of fellow inmates, prisoners were forever assigning blame. They felt they 

were judged harshly and they judged back- with qua1 harshness. Every minor and major act of 

disobedience therefore contained an element of revenge. Percy E. concluded his diatribe against the 

guards with an account of a highly improbable (and more likcly fantasized) exchange between hirn and 

Guard Miles. "Well I told him, I said, 'One &y Mr. Miles you are afiaid to go downtown Mer dark or 

1 He did, in fact, rnake spelling mistalces on his punishment reports. 



before dark for fear some one is laying for you. Weil. 1 tell you there is a lot of ex-prisoners waiting for 
4 

that one chance."' 

One of the Iast anecdotes in Percy E.'s diary revolved around his miraculous discovery and return 

of some lost valuables to the Blacksmith Foreman. In a poignant moment, Percy E. informed a fellow 

inmate that being thanked by this man was more prccious to hirn than the purchase of contraband tobacco 

that die articles could have bought. The incident, whether imagined or not, touched on sornething that 

Percy E. and other convicts seemed to crave above al1 else: the acknowledgrnent. more for their own sake 

than for anyonc else's. that they were honest persons ailet d l .  Likewise, Percy E.'s prayertùl conclusion 

to his diary where he thankcd the Salvation Amy Pastor and attested to his conversion \vas calculated to 

demonstrate his piety. 

The irony of Percy E.'s constant protestations that he did not belong in prison and that he was 

above his captors was how well it facilitated his institutionalization. Percy E. never acceptcd his status as 

a criminal and always saw himseif as better than the prison he was sent to. To him the stigma of 

incarceration was real and its deprivations were deeply felt. But by fighting every aspect of imprisonment. 

Percy E. revcaicd how deeply affecteci he was that e.uperience. H i s  belief in his own innocence and his 

hatrcd of the judicial system was itself an adaptation to imprisonment for it sustained him. Like many of 

his fellow prisoners, Percy E. aspired to rise above his status as convict by condemning his captors. but in 

so doing he could not liberate hirnself from his own preoccupation with that institution. 

There were several other, briefer inrnate commentaries that have survived. ' Central Prison 

inmate David McD, made a poem out of the Warden's 1907 Easter Sermon. His lyrics illustrated the 

barrier of understanding between convict and keeper: 

1 There were at least four other notable attempts by prisoners at creative expression, al1 of them mentioned 
in the records of the Central Prison. It is revealed in Sanford J.'s case file that "a small note book was 
taken ... by Sergeant Lyons." Warden Gilmour cxamined the contents and found that the book "contained 
an e-xtensive collection of falsehoods regarding prison management and prison officials ... It was the most 
voluminous collection of falsehoods 1 have seen prepared by a prisoner since 1 have been in charge of this 
institution and that is saying considerable." Upon his release, the prisoner wrote to Inspcctor Noxon. 
requesting the book's return. Noson in turn wote to the Warden, asking that the book be sent to the 
department. It \vas too late. Gilmour had already ordered the book to be burned. (Central Prison, Case 
File #18183. April, 1903. He was a 49 year old agent h m  Toronto seMng an 18 months tcrm for 
forgery. This was his first offense.) J. J. Mc. wrote p t r y  depicting the evils of drink and how it brought 
hirn to prison. Gilmour read it al1 and was not an appreciative audience. He described it as "voluminous 



The Warden took the preacher's place, 
A pleasant smile upon his facc. 
While he talked to us  about our soul, 
And read a paper on self control. 

And of nature's laws, exclaimed its beauty, 
While he emphasized the phrase cdled "duty." 
And he talked of "Innocence" and the dove, 
And drew the fine "honest duty and Love." 

And warbling on as is his style, 
While the saddened face was forced to srnile, 
As he talked of lighter brighter days in store. 
On either side the prison door. 

And led us on our [thoughtsj to dwell, 
On happiness within our Ceil, 
While in our mind the path WC troc4 
Which to happiness and God. 

It did not seem like prison at all, 
As Gorn his lips those words did fall, 
And 1 hope the Lord will pardon me. 
For looking for what 1 could not see ....' 

John C. was sening his second term at the Central Prison in 1915 when he wrote an wocative 

essay on what it felt like to be an inmate. The inmate's composition is notable for his depictions of the 

prison's gloomy architecture. Like his fellow diarists, his writing reflected a progression of emotions. At 

first, he dcscribed, the prison surroundings lead to depression, later to thoughts of rebellion and finally. 

To the unfortunate transgresser of the law who has received a sentence, his 
first glimpse of the Old Central Prison as he approaches it tends to discourage 
and dishearten him. The fancy stone walls, with guards on top, gun on 
shoulder and the black iron bars al1 bear a cold forbidden aspect to the new 
mival  about to enter the old grey portiils to spend y m s  perhaps. And thesc 
-- 

poeuy galore." As for the author, "hot air" he concludcd, was "his principal avocation."(Central Prison. 
Case File #24985. He was a 57 year old labourer who was sening six months for assaulting a police 
officer. The onc poem preserved in the case file was quite dull). Sidney F. was a 17 year old who was in 
the habit of making up stories and then regaiing his fellow inmates and the staff with hem as a form of 
escapism. Gilrnour wrote the police magistrate that F. "is one of the most untmthfid and tricky men in the 
prison. 1 cannot rex:ail another prisoner arnong the ten thousand 1 have dealt with who has been as 
persistently and flagrantiy untauthfiil and deceptive as FIowers is under almost every circumstance. What 
makes it worse in F. 's case, he has considerable ability, perhaps a litîle more than our average inmate." 
He wrote the inmate's father that "I think it my duty to tell you that your sons narratives about whaling 
ships, polar bears, exciting rescues, wrecks. etc. etc. are al1 a fiction pure and simple. Your son has never 
k e n  within thousands of miles of whaling ships, and polar bears, and if 1 permittecl him to continue his 
romantic narratives to you when 1 have the supervision of the correspondence, 1 would simply be a party 
to it." (Central Prison, Case File #2949). 
1 Central Prison, Case File #2 1364. David Mc. was 30 years old, serving two y w s  less a day for assault. 
He was released in April, 1907. The poem continues at length. 



first impressions are lasting because the srnall dismal ce11 upon the inside only 
emphasize the utter hopelessness of the ening one's lot. ...El very opportünity 
for spiritual betterment has been put in the way of al1 inmates in the Central 
Prison. But regardles of ali this the atmosphere was of the sort, that tends to 
discourage and keep a man's thoughts at lowest ebb for life in a mal1 
cheerles ce11 has always a tendency to breed thoughts of vindictive nature, 
and the vengehl spirit of getting even with those responsible for his 
imprisonment is ever manifest. The bars, and locks hold not only the body of 
the imprisoned one but the ingrained good, the better self that is within every 
man no matter how Iow he has fallen, is forever hidden and buried by the bars 
and bolts of a person rebellious antagerism (sic], and a seeming defiance of 
mles and regulations is sure to ensure, and the man who rebels ogainst fate is 
the hardest mortal the prison authorities have to deal with ... . ' 

Dr. H., a Brantford physician sening one year for shooting a man. was probably the only 

prisoner ever to see his thoughts in pnnt. Ironically, his comments were the most impersonal of d l .  His 

recommendations for bettcr ventilation, increased safety measures and new sanitary buckets were 

published on May 14. 1902 in the Brunfird Courier as well as in the Toronto Globe. Throughout the 

article, Dr. H. took on the air of one who had entered the prison merely to tour it as an inspecter rather 

than as a convicted criminal. In any event, that was the impression that the disgraced Dr. hoped that lie 

would lave  his readers with." 

While officiais wvomed about the dangers of association and contamination. prisoners were far 

more aware of their fallen status than they were thought to be. Writing, dissembling. obsening, blaming. 

complaining and even praying: these were ail ways for convicts to give their intellects some masure of 

freedom. Try as they did to rise above their problems. however. they eventually returned to reality. The 

rhoughts they revealed al1 focused on the eveqday challenges of esistence in prison: food, healtii. 

Company.  communication^ These often mundane conçcms symbolized a more deeply ingrained desire to 

forever escape the prison and with it, their degraded status as criminals. But just like the inmate poet 

who could only briefly glirnpse Warden Gilmour's images of peace and doves, convicts inevitably found 

themselves falling back to whcre they started: the gloomy world of the prison. Try as th- would, while 

they were in prison, redemption eluded them. 

' Central Prison. Case File #2949 The inmate submitted the papa  to Warden Gilmour for his comments. 
His only known response was to file it away in the case files. He describecl John C. to the parole board as 
"a stocky built strong man." He recommended that his libration be conditional on his enlistment. 
' Central Prison, Case File #18414, alsa The Branvord Courier, May 14, 1902 and The Globe, Toronto, 
January 23 1902, 



Section N: 

Relationships. Work ruid Violence: L i v i n ~  in a Prison Society 

Introduction: The Struggie to Remlin Human 

Perhaps the most surprising fact of prison life was that despite its great brutaliîy. it was not completely 

dehumanizing. The physid facts of imprisonment- hunger, confinement. privation. isolation- al1 

enswed ihat prisons rernained cruel and harsh and yet these same factors made acts of personal kindness 

al1 the more essential. Convicts bore the brunt of society's wish to chastise and deter. but thcy werc far 

from passive. As a group they also braught their own values to the inside. Prisoners personalized the 

prison with their speciai brand of justice, humour, bravery. love and entertainment. Human relations 

transfomeci the otheMise g i m  and predictable prison environment into a spirited and vibrant society. 

The society that came to fruition inside the prison was the product of a volatile mis of interpersonal 

relationships. of inevitablc functional realities and importai perspectives. The prison, forever burdened 

by its own inefficiencies and philosophical conundmms, came to rely upon individual and familial 

gestures to fiuiction. 

Fundamentally, these relations were defined by the struggle between the young and the old, a 

metaphor for the continuous granting and taking away of power that took place in prison. No one played 

rheir assigned parts without reservations. Prisoners wcre reduced in many ways to the status of childrcn. 

but they were not real children and wardens were not their true parents. The diminished power of the 

prisoners infantalized them, but they were never totally subjugated. Thcy struck out in seemingly 

childish and random ways, but there was usually a logic to their actions, even if it was hidden away by 

the secretive dictates of the "code." The illusory parent-child relationship that evolved between the 

warden and his or her convicts was both a mcasure of the genuine affection behveen the two sides and the 

degree to which manipulation and deception clouded al1 communications in prison. When wardens doled 

out punishments, they were not only painfùi, but were humiliatingly modeled on the ones given to 

children. When bey granted favours, üiey did so in an e.xtravagantly matemalistic or paternalistic 



fashion. Prisoners befnended each other and fonned alliances with guards but there was usually a price 

to pay for these relationships. Affection was sometimes enough to e-xplain camaraderies. but often the 

chance for s e . d  and financial e.uploitation was a powerfirl motive. 

Too much passion and too Iittle professionalism meant that prisons could not operate as 

financially viable concems. Prisoners and officers alike were fiusuated, angry and afraid. They did not 

wvork diligently or capably. In their endless stniggle with each other guards and inmates often abandoned 

their better natures and neglected their faculties of judgment. Forced to work without remuneration at . 
boring and eshausting industries, inmates doomed al1 industries to failure. They resisted in thc only ways 

they could, with adolescent acts of rudeness, carelessness and recklessness that were at times as harmful to 

the prison as they were to themselves. Prison entertainments were likewise simple. crude and ofien 

juvenile as well and yet afforded much needed amusement. Convicts performed well only when their 

rnanner of treatrnent rnoved beyond aie prison mode1 and thcy were offered some additional measure of 

personal dignity, whether it be a gratuity or e.utra responsibility. Much like the prisoners, the guards also 

strove to be treated like human beings and they rebelled against the para-millm code of absolute 

obedience imposed on them. Wardens who did not possess the proper tact to deal with their staff soon 

found themselves undcr siege. . 
There wvere certain fundamental facts about the prison experience. universal and eternal elcrnents 

of daily life that brought a certain grim predictability to interactions on the inside. The arriva1 of so many 

disparate pemnalities from the outside, however, also always brought with them an element of chance. 

Evcn though prisons continued to be brutal places, there were glimpses of hurnanity. Wien they finally 

adapted to the prison, convicts found that the folklore and common traditions of the prison subculture 

were capable of sustainhg and protecting them. but they never allowed the prison to overpower their 

personalities. 

The staff, Erom the warden down to the guards often acted as individuals rather than employees. 

Although they were capable of much coldness cmelty in the name of their duties. they sometimes found 

themselves stmggling with their own consciences. Many employees coped with their misery by either 

drïnking, by quarreling with each other and heir superiors or by becoming callous and apathetic. Others 



followed their hearts, with often une.xpected results. Their relations with convicts were personal and 

sometimes, unprofessionai. When it suited them. the jailed and jailer inside the prison were able to move 

beyond their predetermined identities of punished and punisher. Moments of cmelty and camaraderie 

aiike were never experienced in detachment. The intensity of the prison environment threatened to 

overwhelrn individuality as much as it highiighted the presence of it and indeed the need for it. There 

were many instants when staff and prisoners both realized the fact that they had something in common. 

that they s h e d  the status of inmates. While the prisoners and oficers hated each other as a mater of 

policy. they often genuinely liked each other as individuals. 

People were fundamentally changed by their stay in prison, but the prison did not so ovenvhetm 

personality as to inake it irrelevant. The intensity of the prison experience demanded that pcople played 

predetermined roles in prison. but they continued to be people. ff there was one irnperative in prison. it 

wvas the stmggle to remain human. 



Chapter 10 

The Prison "Family" 

introduction 

The models that officials had hoped would pertain to the prison had failed to successfully apply to that 

environment. The prison \vas neither a business. a school. a family nor a military instillation. Prisons in 

Ontario were neither profitable nor educaîive and certainly not efficient, Despite their best intentions. too, 

prison officials were no substitute for loving parents. But of al1 the archetypes that inspired the prison. 

the family came cloxst. Prisons were. in the end. places whcre personal interactions mattered. whcre 

maternaiism and patemalism and other familial relations did bring a measme of order to the chaos. 

As seen in chapter two, much has k e n  written in the sociological literature about the uniqueness 

of the prison family. especiaily by functionalists. Both men and women have been shown to require the 

imports of the opposite ses, but their means of bringing these roles to life could not have been more 

Merent. Female prisoners have been portrayed as having the capacity to develop loving relationships 

replicating the roles of spouses. parents, children and aunts. "Marriages" between women. albeit 

turbulent and short-lived, were made possible by the willingness of certain convicts to espouse eithcr 

stcreotypically masculine or feminine be haviors. These unions were often not forged by sesual urges. but 

rather by the need for loving companionship. The threat of withdrawn afktion rathcr than violence 

cemented many such relationships. Couplings of surrogate "aunts," "uncles," and "grandparents" of 

different generational groups joined together to create extended families. On the other hand, in the male 

prisons, alliances often proved to be grounded by force and carnal urges. Men who played the feminine 

role werc airnost always seen as unwilling participants and the victims of these associations. The 

supremacy of racial gangs added a further dimension of power and fear to the world of male partnerships, 

where men acting the feminine role became cornmodities to be traded and acquired. Subjugation nther 

than fricndship has come to epitornize the masculine family prison setting. Because men felt the stigma 

of homose.uuality more acutely than women, sexual acts became fodder for even more violence as men 



sought to compensate for their insccurities. Furthemore, few of the features of the e.xtended farnily 

present in women's prisons, with older convicts providing emotional mentoring to younger ones, were 

present. 

Sociologists have made se.wality a focal point of prison society. But in the prisons of early 

Ontario. the phenornenon of seual paruiership is al1 but absent from the sources. Certainiy in the men's 

institutions there is mention of rapes and sodomy and masturbation, but these references were rare and 

ofien e-xpressed in such euphemistic tenns chat one has to tread cautiously, lest our own century's values 

e-xaggerate their significance. Nevertheless. at least in the male prisons the references to violence and 

power are present. In the wornen's prisons, however, there are vinually no allusions to mamiage or 

gender role playing at all. In fact, the most oven hints of sexuality in the womcn prisons seem to be 

suggested by generalized fighting and strife and the danger of contracting se.wally transmitted diseases. 

the very behaviour that sociologists have claimed was so distinctiy u n f e d e  about prisons. Does an 

absence of observation however, mean that the fernale family did not e.uist? if twentieth century 

sociologists were to magidly descend upon the Mercer Refonnatory would they find it, or would they 

find the tenninology of "butches" and "fexnxnes" to be an anachronism? The fact that it is difficult if not 

impossible to ansver these questions calls into question the feasibility of applying a mid- twentieth 

ccntury mode1 of the prison family, or indeed even highiighting the absence of it. 

Because of a combination of factors, then, the prison family in early Ontario cannot successfully 

be defined through the "marriage" rnodd. The sociological rnodel of recent times is not wholly 

applicable not only because of a lack of available evidence. but because, obviously. the sensibilities of the 

1870's to 19 10's were different than the 1960's and 1970's. when many of the best sociological studies 

were conducted. Nevertheless, familial designations did exist. The pr imw dialectic of that period 

however appeared to be "parent" to "child" and "older sibling" to "younger sibling" rather than 

"husband" to "wife." The values of materrtaiisrn and to a lesser extent paternalism dong with evangelical 

chariîy and religious mentoring were the stated philosophies of prison leaders. Relationships in prison 

could not help but be affected. Because prisons werc small places, with a predominantiy young convict 

population presided over by an older and seemingly omnipotent warden, the parent-child relationship 



became a criticai one. Prisoners, too, realized that since they were e-upected to act like children, assuming 

that role could bring them certain advantages. Guards, who were subordinate to the warden, but superior 

to the prisoners, ofien played the role of older sibling. To better control their inmates. prisons in carly 

Ontario sought to infantalize them. and to a certain extent it was a strategy that worked. A child could be 

more pliably reformed, more easily punished and better controlled than an adult. The totality of the 

institution reduced the power of the inmates to such an extent that prisoners operated from a position of 

diminished capacity. Because tnatemalism was more overtly a stated goal of the women's reformatory 

rnovement, female convicts were strongly conscnpted to a daughterly role. In the male prisons. the 

parent- child dialectic was less ritualized but whcn it presented itself. it was freer of artifice. 

Nevertheless. adults, acting childishly or not, could still be dangerous. When prisoners rebelled. 

they slnick back in a fashion that was both spontançous. fearless and cdculated. The turmoil caused by 

fcrnale "breaking out" behaviour. for example. most closely resembled a child's tantrum.' Childlike 

insubordination brought the maximum damage that a lirnited autonomy could deliver and injected a 

unique and inexorable element of chaos to the prison. Prisoners formed a unimpeachable solidarity with 

each other that \vas akin to that of naughty school pupils.' 

There are dangers that are inherent to this interpretation. It is necessary to concede that the 

nature of the sources, king mosüy organized from the warden's viewpoini, have much to do with the 

prominence of the parental archetype in the family rnodel. Also, by foçusing on the staff-inmate 

refationship, one runs the risk of overlooking the inmate to inmate dynamic. Finally, one cannot say that 

scwal partnerships did not take place in prison. but rather that the evidence of them remains clusive. 

Nevertheless, the primary mcans of family organization in prison appeared to be achieved through a 

different kind of role playing. The family wvas mimicked not via the rituals of m a g e  or mating but 

rathcr through the prctense of age and youth. 

There never really was a prison "family," but there was an undeniable atrnosphere of family 

inside the prison. The different relationships that will be d i s d  in this chapter paralleled outside 

"Breaking out" will be discussed on the chapter on violence. 
' see in particular the work of Go£iïnan, Asylums 



relationships but many were mostly contrivances and others were only vaguely reminiscent of more 

concrete family co~ections. The Warden only acted as a parent- Meanwhile. convicts sometimes crossed 

paths with real parents, brothers or sisters. or cousins or neighbours. Mothers brought their babies with 

them and other inmates enjoyed playing with them in the nursery. Jweniles, both prisoners and cluldren 

of d members, enlivened the institution. Some were coddled by the other inmates, others were 

sesually molested. Prisoners cngaged in physical relations, somc e.uploitative, some not. or made friends. 

When it suited them. guards and convicts forgot their natural enmity and joined forces as fellow 

smugglers and conspirators. inmates and staff embraced familial models when it served their purposes. 

and ignored them when they did not. Accordingly, these interactions, inconsistent as they were, brought 

h t h  order and chaos to the prison. The mernories of the outsidc world that they invoked comforted 

lonely convicts and reassured self-righteous officiah. But much like the deliberately artifïcial world that 

the reformers had created in the prison. the rote of parenL child, friend and lover was often no more 

sincere than the alias that many prisoners humedly created for themselves when they were convicted. 

Like an assumed identity. a prison relationship could often be expedient, but, fundamentally, it was built 

on a lic. 

The Warden as "Parentw 

Quite often. wardens and prisoners established very personal bonds. Like a parent. the warden relied on 

more than just force to secure good behaviour. Affection. compassion and fiiendiiness were as much a 

part of his or her repertory as punishment and coercion. In an environment where staffwvere outnumbered 

approsimately ten to one, emotional control was just as important as physical constraints. A warden had 

to command respect. This defcrence was eamed through a persona that was capable of inspiring both 

terror and affection. Famed figures like Zebulon Brockway and Eliza Farnham were mode1 wardens of 

the late nineteenth century. They were charismalic, dauntless and Msiocmy, but also personable and 

nurturing. Their individual failings as well as their administrative defeats fhdamentally did not d i m i ~ s h  

their stature but instead revealed their humanity. Smng leaders like Joseph Ragen have also figured 

prominentiy in twentieth century sociological analyses of prisons, particularly in those subscribing to a 



functionalist viewpoint. It has been demonstrated by several of these scholars that the warden had the 

means to shape prison society to suit his or her own despotic ends. 

Wardens in Ontario were indeed persuasive and powerN figures. but they aiso interacted on a 

humane level. Much likc their nineteenth century counterparts in the United States. their actions werc 

often motivated by charity and piety. They had both the power to punish and the desire to help. 

Prisoners came to reaiize that a sympathetic warden could be in a position to assist them. Wardcns 

worked hard to prove themselves capable, Prisoners appealed to their warden for help in securing an 

earlier rclease, references for a job on the outside, assistance to their families and improvement of their 

conditions while in prison. Wardens always took these requests seriously. 

Prisoners at the Mercer Reformatory were encouraged to cal1 their superintendent "mother." 

Materna1 feminisrn had become a vehicle for women of the middle class to participate in social reform. 

The acccpted role of women as sustainers of the family opened up the spheres of health care, education. 

poor relief, and finaily the reformatory prison to f e d e  professionais and volunteers. The total 

cnvironmçnt of the reformatory prison was an ideal piace for activists to attempt io recast errant rnembers 

of the lower class into the role of dutifiil daughters. ready to serve their middle class mothers. The 

matenialistic warden was at tums religious, genuinely motherly and also very much a captive of her own 

class interests. 

Forms of familial address were less overt at the male institutions, but prisoners were unfailingly 

designated, by staff and by themselves, as the warden's "boys." In addressing a note to Warden Gilmour. 

for example, prisoner A. E. Mc. signed off as "one of the BO~S."' The male warden was not olrrcially 

c.upeçted to play the part of nurturing father, but quietly and with less fanfare he oAen did. As public 

figures. male wardens lived up to their role as disciplinarians, but they were actually more well roundcd 

individuals than they appeared to be, king capable of kindness as well. Similarly, even though their 

rcputations were not built on strictness and cnielty, women wardens could be quite as tough as their male 

counterparts. 

Cenual Prison, Case File #23040. This prisoner was requesting a parole recommendation. 



In addition to their primary role as incarcerator, wardens played the role of parent, fiend. 

disciplinarian and social worker. But despite their sincerest efforts. prisoners and wardens did not always 

understand each other. Class differences oflen created an insurmountable divide. The interaction 

between wardens and prisoners was marked by their cüffering goals. While wardens strove for order and 

obedience, individual prisoners wished for better conditions. In the process, there was much 

manipulation by both sides. Failed relations were marked by anger. frustration. pettiness and cruelty, 

Nevertheless, there was also an effort to reach out to each other. Even in the case of the m e  

incomgibles, relations between warden and inmate ofien ended on a note of mutual forgiveness. A 

violent and often punished convict who might have earlier threatened to kill the Warden could also turn to 

him or her and ask for help in finding a job or in settling down in the outside world. The assistancc 

would be graciously offered and received. Both sides were ultirnately able to see beyond their prison 

personas and interact on a human level. In prison. the role of the symbolic parent and child was needed 

not just for reasons of expediency and power, but also as a means of injecting a note of humanity to an 

otherwise grim association. Kindness could be self- atlfinning. 

Both compassion and cruelty in prison were dispensed face to face. Prisoners and their keepers 

did not just love and hate each other in the abstract, but came to have feelings for each other on a personal 

Ievel. The most active pcrpetuator of this personalization of punishment was the Wardcn. who. througli a 

combination of ruthlessness, charisma. courage and charm, became indelibly etched in the minds of thc 

convicts and staff. Despite the inherent risks, Wardens chose to walk freely among the prison population. 

The Warden was not a removed figure. His or her presence was a feature of daily life. He or she \vas 

available for personal interviews, often dined with the inmates and delivered the Sunday sermons. The 

Superintendent of the Mercer did not even bother to lock the door to her apartment. They knew that ihis 

kind of accessibility put them in jeopardy of bodily hann, but they were willing to take the risk. Braving 

the assaults of angiy prisoners eamed these wardens the respect of their respective prisoners. Families of 

the wardens lived inside the institution as well and were well known to the convicts and their families.' 

1 Convicts at the Central Prison and the Mercer Reformatory fkequently referred to children of their 
respective Wardens by name. 



There were few boundaries between the personal and professional lives of the wardens. By putting a face 

to their position they were able to both reassure and impress the prisoners with a commanding parental 

persona. They also were able to show everyone, &and prisoners alike. that they were personally in 

charge. But wardens paid a price for their availability. One vety real risk was contracting that scourge 

of al1 prisons, typhoid. The Central Prison's Warden Gilmour, for example. was out of commission with 

the discase for the summer of 1900.' 

But men more prevalent was the danger of physical attack. Warden Massie for one made a habit 

of making himself personably accessible to the inmates. He moved about them with minimal guarding 

and sometimes under no escort at d l .  Every Sunday at I1:OO a.m. after drill exercise prisoners who 

wished to speak to Massie on any topic were given the nght to file into the dining hall and put their case 

to him directly. Usually between 40 to 30 and sometimes as many as 80 men would take advantage of 

this privilege. Only one guard would be posted in the hall to help the Warden keep order. Massie 

estimated that in usual circumsîances it took him from between 20 minutes to an hour to hear the 

prisoners out, meaning that a convict could typically e-xpect to receive l e s  than a minute for him to 

surnmarily render his judgment. 

One such session in July of 189 1 started out badly and quickly deteriorated. A group of twenty 

prisoners hcaded up the line, complaining volubly about misconduct reports. Massie was flustcred and 

took considerably more time to deal with their objections than usual. Word spread of the Warden's 

W~culties and before long an usually long line up of prisoners formed in the hall. lmpatiently waiting 

his turn was a 3 1 year old recidivist s e ~ n g  under the alias of "D.." The prisoner had a violent lustory 

and had frequently fought with other inmates. For one such outburst, he had recently stood sis hows in 

irons. When Massie finally gave him his attention, D. started out in "an ove-ng manner," 

complaining about his removal from the kitchen brigade. Massie curtly explained that it was the prison's 

policy to put trained chefs in the kitchen whenever possible and that one such qualifiecl prisoner had 

recently arrived, necessi tating D. ' s replacement. Having concluded his explanation. Massie brusquely 

turned to the next prisoner, oniy to find D. blocking his way. D. refused to budge and commenced to 

' Central Prison, Case Files # 16963, 15883 



threaten him. Without asking for help from the guard, Massie described how he then took the prisoner by 

the arm and led him toward the north wving. D. made a few steps but then "tumed short round and gave 

Massie "a violent kick between the thighs, and broke from [himJ. In following him up he kicked Massicl 

a second time in the same place." Finally the lone guard interceded and caught D. from behind and with 

the lielp of others he wvas removed to his cell. Massie was in no condition to hear any more cases. "1 had 

to dispense the others," Massie wrote, "without giving thern the privilege of saying what tiiey wanted. and 

suffered fiom the pain aH the afternoon." As for D., he was soon to suffer from pain as well, k i n g  

reconunended for either a strapping of ten strokes or a flogging with the "cat" "to the e.xtent 

permissible."' 

Why did the Warden subject himseif to such danger? Had the elderly oflicial forgotten his owvn 

age when he tried to engage a violent man who was half his years? Why was the room not better 

watched and why, too, was the lonc guard standing so far away? The lack of protection was in this case 

deliberate. Having the guards standing too close would have implied that the Warden was afraid to 

stand up to his inmates. The presence of employees would have also diminished the prisoners' capacity 

to speak freely to the Warden. especially if complaining, or better still informing, about particular guards. 

Paradosidly, t w  much securïty could aiso hinder security. P ~ S O ~ S  were not particularly msting places, 

and Wardens were no different. Massie and his colleagues never held too much fait11 in their employees. 

The Sunday sessions were one opportunity for the warden to exercise pure power, to stand alone and 

uninhibited. It was also a chance to play an appealingly paternalistic role, like a feudal lord dispensing 

srna11 favours to his impoverished constituency of convicts. The risk was there. but there were many 

practical rasons for keeping relations on a personal and direct levcl. 

Also, to Massie and his nineteenth century colleagues, it was most important to exhibit persona1 

bravery. In the wvords of Kingston's Warden Creighton, a Warden should never give in to fear of an 

inmate under any cimunstance~.~ Prisoners respected strength in each other and likewise admircd that 

same quaiity in their leader. Hence, when Massie wvas assaul ted, his first act was not to cd1 for help, but 

' Centrai Prison, Case File # 1 1 5 13, July 1 3. 189 1 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 15, 1883 



to proceeded to physically apprehend the offending inrnate with his own bare hamis. He took the convict 

on even though he knew that he was no match for him. Direct contact with the inmates and possible 

injwy was a chance that the Warden was willing to take if he or she was to secure their regard and 

cooperation. It was a risk a Warden took, but not an unreasonable one. These attacks happened only 

rarely in Ontario and. unlike prisons in the United States. were never fatal. This relative imrnunity of 

the wardens to danger was a testament to both the respect chat their office inspired and to the comparative 

civility of the prisoners.' 

At the Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Creighton was always prepared to demonstrate his 

bravery. On one occasion in front of 500 convicts assembled in the Dining Hall. he single-handedly 

battled a notorious trouble-maker. Arrangements at Kingston were much more formal than at the Central 

Prison. Inmates were required to make an appointment to see their warden and he would see a ma..irnurn 

of only eight per day.' W ith reduced access, inmates who wished to make a point sometimes had to take 

drastic measures. Convict Maurice B. had just emerged a few weeks earlier from more than a year's 

confinement in the dungeon. It was tumoured that he was now looking to establish hirnself as "the hero 

of the penitentiary." After breakfast. it was Creighton's practice to dismiss the Roman Catholics to chape1 

and to read a biblical passage to the Protestants who remained seated. B., a Roman Catholic. defiantly 

left his place before he was supposed to and loudly proceeded to exit. Creighton cautioiied him to remain 

scated and to await his tum. "Must I?" he replied, while advancing toward the Warden with a fork raised 

in his hand. Creighton described how he "instantly grasped [the convict's] two arms. and bore him back a 

short distance, and finally to the ground. During this time [the prisoner] was making desperate efforts to 

stab me with the fork, saying, 'iake that- take that' and no doubt he would have killed me if he could- but 

I tield him so tightly that he had no power cxcept from the waist, and only succeeded in pricking me 

siightly in the neck and abdomen -just sufficient to draw blood." Two guards, apparently the only ones on 

duty in a room filled with hundreds of prisoners, finally nished to Creighton's aid and removed the 

prisoner. Meanwhile, in a remarkable display of respect for Creighton, the convicts remained impassive. 

1 unlikc the violent atrnosphere that prevailed in American institutions, particularly as described in Lewis, 
From ,Vewgate. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 1, 1897 



Sitting speechless and motionless for the duration of the struggle, not one inmate took advantage of the 

situation. On the oîher hana not one inmate nished to the Warden's defense, either. 

Despite the "painhi wounds" he had just received, Creighton tried to act cool. "1 immediately 

retumed to the desk ... and procceded ... as if nothing had happened- although 1 must admit that the 

struggle with B. tmk away some of my wind. But to make as littie of the matter as possible, and to 

prevent excitement, 1 took no notice of the blood uickling down my ne& nor did 1 examine the prïck in 

my abdomen till after the men had gone off to work." Creighton looked back on the incident with 

satisfaction. It was true that he had been no physicaI match for this convict. Prisoner B. may wvell have 

killed him if not for the intercession of the guards. But what was important to Creighton  vas that he had 

stood up to him. "Any Warden who wishes to maintain his authority over the class of men 1 have to deai 

wvith, must nevet show the white feather. My motto is 'Be Just, and fear not' - and God helping me 1 will 

carry out h t  motto to the best of my ability in this Penitentiary." More than anything else. Creighton 

was glad that he iiad not "lowered" himself "in the eyes of the other convkts." ' 
Warden Lavell, Creighton's successor. would have his character tested in similarly tense 

situations. During the noon- time rneal, convict George [illegiblel approached Lavell and "in a very loud 

and exciting tone" defied him to punish him for an "unjust" misconduct report. Lave11 ordered him to his 

seat. The prisoner turned away from the Warden but then impulsively jumped up and pulled a guard off 

from his stool. Practically al1 of the convicts instanîaneously rose to their feet, hissing and cheering. 

Lavell immediately shouted to them al1 to "sit down!" His firmness had the required effect. They did so 

at once. The incident was over in a few seconds, but for a few terriQing moments when the prisoners had 

reacted more by instinct than by reason a riot could have ensued. In those fleeting instants tiiere was no 

time to cal1 for more guards or to employ rational arguments or even apply force. It was up to the Warden 

to draw on the strength of his own personality and al1 the emotions of fear and respect that his position 

inspired. Like Creighton and Massie, Lavell emphasized the importance of not appearing to be 

frightened. "1 coolly asked the officers on duty in the hall to report the names of convicts who acted in the 

manner they did. 1 did this in the presence of al1 the convicts. 1 was perfectly collected, and it was plainly 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 18, 1876. Warden Creighton to Inspecter Moylan 



seen we were ready to suppress any mutiny, ... 1 find aiways the advantage of being cool and firm in 

emergencies and 1 wilI not be taken by surprise." LaveIl's neai, however. to repeatedly assure his 

superiors that he \vas not muous strongly suggested that he was not as cairn on the inside as he appeared 

to be on the outside. He admitteci that he had faced these types of ernergencies too many times before and 

pressed for the abolition of congregate dining. Shortly d e r .  his wish w-as granted.' 

In an era when guards were grossly outnumbered and generally unarmeci, there were times when 

thc sheer force of a warden's personality was al1 that kept a prison from falling apart. It was a terrific 

burden which demanded that the warden manifest a certain cha.risma and inspire a felial deference. How 

did these men and women cany it off! Massie, Creighton and Lave11 were part of a tradition of larger 

than life wardens in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, reputations that were frequently 

nounshed by myth making and legend. Lewis retates a notorious anecdote about Elam Lynds. an 

infamously fierce warden during Auburn's early years. Lynds had heard of a plot of a certain inmate 

barber to cut his throat. Lynds imrnediately ordered the inmate to shave him. "When the prisoner had 

complied with the order without carrying out the plot. Lynds is supposed to have told him, '1 am stronger 

without a weapon that you are when armed.'" There was a similar story being told about Amos Pilsbury. 

Warden of the Wcthersfield prison in Connecticut. Such talcs, Lewis argued, fed into the "popular 

stereotype" of the nineteenth century Warden as strongrnan.' Brockway for one had heard of the Pilsbuy 

version of the story and cited it approvingiy in his memoirs. Brockway's version was more colorfid with 

this pariicular prisoner giving no more trouble untif the warden's retirement, whereupon he killed the 

depiity warden and was l ~ n ~ e d . ~  Indeed. in the early nineteenth century. American wardens frequently 

paid for their accessibility with their lives. At the Charleston State Prison, for example, Warden Walker 

was stabbed to death in the chapel, becorning the third warden in a row to be killed at that institution." 

Facing up to danger made Wardens look tough in the eyes of their inmates. During his famed 30 year 

-- 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, February 6, 1896. The prisoner was to be flogged and to 
be placed in the prison of isolation. See chapter seven for more on the history of congregate dining at the 
Kingston Penitentiafy. 
' Lewis, From Newgate, 88-9 

Brockway, F i m  Yeai-s of Prison Service, 35-36 
" Brockway, Fi& Years of Prison Service, 36-40 



reign of Stateville Penitentiary, Warden Joseph Ragen boasted that lie only employed inmate clerks who 

were convicted murderers. ' 
For their part, Ontario officiais were convinced that the warden had to convey an aura of 

strength, and even terror. Inspector Moylan reported with favor a case where it was the "painfid duty" of 

Warden Creighton to order the floggings of a group of troublemakers rccently transferred from Quebec's 

St. Vincent de Paul Penitentiary. wtuch had been mn by a weak Warden. ''[iJt is fatal," Moylan urged. "to 

manifest any weakncss or indecision of character, or to allow convicts to see or think they have gained the 

upper hand."' Moylan's successor lnspector Stewart concurred arguing in a paper given to a National 

Prison Congress that too many wardens were naive and indulgent. "It delights [the neophyte warden'sl 

har t  to meet the seemingly hamûess demands of his wards, and he congratulates himself on the ease with 

which an institution can be administered when new methods are adopted. It is only after a few montlis of 

experience that he realizes that evev  special privilege granted by him has been abused. that the abuse has 

been established by his own authority and cannot be eliminated without admission of his previous 

incornpetence. If hc is superior to his OIMI weakness, he will admit his error and by self stultifïcation 

endeavour to bring back discipline to the point where he found it, but in doing so he is apt to incur the 

antagonisrn as wcll as the contempt of his wardsV3 

In the case of the female prisons. the influentid Masf Carpenter hoped that the wornan warden. 

through prudently dispensed kindness, could not oniy be an effective leader, but to be able to set the 

proper emotional tone for the institution. She was quite frankly worried about the tcndency of certain 

friendships between convict women to develop into "romantic and devoted attaclunent[s]." It was the 

warden's job to redirect these naturdly occurring female passions through the more proper channel of a 

motherdaughter relationship. She thereby gavc het cautious approval to "the same power of affection, if 

rightly directed between a Matron and a convict. So long as she was acting out of "Christian charity." a 

"kind look or word" "rnight be the means of great good." It would be better for the convicts to bc 

1 Jacobs, Stateville, 44 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiaq, 1876, Inspector Moylan, 10. 
3 Inspector Douglas Stewart, Chairman of the Cornmittee on Prison Discipline, Paper given for National 
Prison Congress, October, 1905. Appendix to Annual Report, 1905, 10-1 1. 



imocently devoted to their warden, Carpenter hoped, than perhaps l e s  imocently so to each other. 

Nevertheless, she deemed "humouring and indulgence" to be "very injurious" to these women.' 

While establishing a reputation for toughness was essential to earning respect, the Wardens' 

position as religious leaders also gave them a commanding air of authority. According to Lewis, many 

American reformers and wardens forwarded the ideal that "God was the great reformer of sinhl men."' 

Their Christianity and deep personal faith gave them the assurance to talk to individual prisoners 

without fear or personal doubt and the conviction to deliver thundering sermons to the inmate assembties. 

This devotion was shared by their counterparts in Ontario where most wardens acted as unofficial 

clergymen. giving daily sermons at meal times and leading prayers on religious occasions. 

To the renowned New York Warden Zebulon Brockway, the prison was his home. and the 

prisoners, his family. He noted in his biography how hard it was for him to move out of Elmira 

Reformatory afier 25 years of residence. He also admitted that his devotion to his prison family came at 

some expense to his own. When writing about the death of his wife, (only his second mention of her and 

a fleçting one at that) he admitted: "It is now a source of painhl remembrance that during Our twenty-five 

years at the reformatory- owing to the c-xtreme occupation of my time both days and evenings- 1 did not 

devote myself to her pleasure as much as 1 ought to have done." Brockway's biography was full. howevcr. 

of incidents detailing reunions with former inmates, sometimes as many as 25 years afler their release. It 

was also replete with stories of individuai prisoner success stories. He proudly dexribed their maniages. 

careers and how many children they later had. His account was also M l  with the many times he secured 

discharged inmates jobs both outside the prison and within. Not one to discriminate bchveen the 

d e s e ~ n g  and undeserving, Brockway helped the dmcult and troublesome inmates upon release. He had 

no disdain for the alcoholic, the pariali of the evangelical movement. These men were sometimes so 

unrcliable, and sometirnes had such chronic drinlcing problems, that they were dmcuit to place, meaning 

that Brockway would often end up giving them jobs inside the prison. He saw this solution as a way of 

sccuring them an understanding employer as well as retaining them under his good influence. When 

1 Carpenter, Our Convicfs, vol. 2 ,  236 
' McKelvey, American Prisons, 55, 74-5 



descnbing an 1888 investigation into Elmira. Brockway proudly focused on the fact that the 

commissionen recognized the fact that he knew each of his inmates by name.' 

There was therefore a softer side to the patemaiism of male wardens and matemaikm of female 

ones. It was marked by personal dedication and a sense of religious and moral responsibility. These were 

endearing qualities that helped make prisons more harmonious places. This kindness was especially 

apparent where young inrnates were concerned. "According to promise," Robert W., who was seventeen 

years old, wrote Warden Massie to assure him that he arrived home safely to Ottawa "the train k i n g  1 

1/2 hours late." He added that he was spending his first week home al1 day long at the Exhibition, and 

seeing a show eve- night. He closed by wishing him "al1 the pleasure the season can afiord."' Warden 

Gilmour wrote a sentimental and passionate letter to the Federal Minister of Justice in an attempt to avert 

a court- ordercd whipping of a tifteen year old boy, who in the Warden's opinion, "does not look more 

tlian thirteen." "B. is only a child in knickerbockers and to think of baring his little back for the lash 

would be a fou1 blot upon Canadian penitentiaries." He also doubted the veracity of the charge of indecent 

assault found against him. Gilmour arranged to have the young man transferrcd to a children's institution 

under the care of J. J. Kelso. Gitmour had no children's clothing at the Central Prison, and. lie 

concludeâ. had no desire to make them.' Massie took a similar interest in Robert W.. a 16 year old 

convict. Writing to the boy's family clergyman. Massic described, "How much 1 desired to do more than 

it is possible for me at present for the young lads placed under my charge, 1 cannot tell you. 1 love my 

work and its responsibilities, presenting as it does sucli vast possibilitics for helping them ..." Massie 

observcd Robert at work in the machine shop, "unsettled, boy-like, giving to lus work very indiffkrent 

attention ... k i n g  more ocnipied with what was going around him than wth  his duties." m e r  some days. 

he d l e d  hirn into his office. Massie had a fatherly chat with the young convict and the Warden was 

clearly charmeci. Robert "spoke very pleasantly" to Massie, who found hirn to have "a bright pleasant 

face.. . . me is not a criminal in his make up; al1 he requires is a knowledge of a trade." M e r  six 

' Brockway, Fm Years of Prison Service, 377, 384, Jobs secured: 2 1 1, 156, 54-55; 330 
' Centrai Prison, Case File #9282, September 28, 1898 
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months of close supervision and encouragement, Massie confidently applied for a pardon. (lt was 

denied). ' 
Wardens frequently concealed their oflen quite genuine feelings of paren ta1 fondness behind an 

intentionally gruEexterior. By taking the younger prisoners in hand, they claimed. they would only be 

providing the proper discipline and direction that the prisoners' own parents had neglectcd to provide. "1 

hold chat nothing tends so much to produce criminals," Warden Massie wrote one young inmate's parents, 

"as the want of proper control in the family. which allows boys to grow up without any fis4 purpose for 

their fume. They continue indolent habits, which lends to their k i n g  either of Iittle use in any station in 

life, or they become criminals. and 1 realize it is to be my duty as long as they are under rny charge. to 

incdcate habits of activity, and strict obedience to the rules and regdations laid down for their 

observation." Massie assured the parents of Edward S. that such severity, however, did not mean thc 

absence of afTection. Thanks to frcquent conversations, he found the "lad" to be "quite cheertiil" and 

"bright" and kvas making sure that he was receiving proper instruction fiom the officers in the field of 

engineering. Over tirne however, the Warden noticed that Edward was no longer robust and growing 

pale. Satisficd with his character, he arranged for his carly release, some two months short of his one year 

sentence. Edward's father wrote Massie a note of thanks. "You have granted to hirn some privilegcs to 

which, from what my son says, he was not strictly entitled. Thank you very much." And then he added 

touchingly, "1 have delayed a few days in wrïting, but the first days of my son's retwn were so short, that 

1 did not find time to write. My son who had occasion to know and appreciate you has the best of 

souvenirs. and for my wife's and my own part, although we are not favored with your acquaintance. we 

nevertheless may Say that know how kind you are, and if ever 1 pass through Toronto, 1 will stop and 

make it my duty to cal1 on you." The ne.- month Edward's fathcr wrote to Massie to inform him that his 

son had secured a job at a sash and door factory. Massie replied with delight, but reluctantly revealed that 

as Edward was leaving the prison, he stole some tobacco from the conservatory and distributecl it to the 

I Central Prison, Case File # 1432 1, August 1, 1895 



prisoners. Massie wanied that there was still more parenting to be done. The boy had "to guard against 

a bad trait of character which needs to be eradicated."' 

Warden Creighton's comment on one teenage convict was "if he had been as obedient to his 

Parents as he is to me 1 do not think he would have been here." "1 treat the Convicts with ... kindness." 

Creighton continued. "but not with too much indulgence. and that is where 1 think his Parents have failed 

in their duty- by not controlling their sons in their childhood and youth." Nevertheless. Creighton had 

taken a persona1 interest in ensuring that this convict learned a irade that would earn him a good living 

upon release.' Ofien rvardens helped younger inmates and many aged inmates for that matter because 

they liked them. and the rhetonc of proper parenting was merely a justification for their efforts. 

Not al1 attempts at parenting, however. were successful. or applaudcd. Warden Gilmour "very 

strongly" adviscd the father of William C. not to pay his son's fine and Ict hirn instead remain under his 

care. "The way to prevent him from drinking is if possible to break lus appetite and noihing will do that 

so cffectually as keeping hirn entirely away from liquor for some months." But William's father would 

have none of Gilmour's pseudo-paterndism and decided to inject a note of reality. "1 ask a favour of you 

but not your advise," Mr. C. replied angrily. "1 want advise from no man .... if you want to blame 

anybody blame the Magisuate for sending him there for it is an outrage to send anyone to the Central for a 

simple drunk. 1 will be up at Central Prison about 1 P.M. to pay his fine." In a separate letter to his 

son, (which was impounded by the management) Mr. C. reveaied that he had littie faith in the warden's 

sanguine depiction of the prison. "1 have heard in court that prisoner(s1 are not safk in the central prison 

for every few months we hear of knifing or some mudderous [sic! &air or the whipping machine, it seems 

that there is brutality both by the convict and the warden ...."3 

On an other occasion, Massie appeared to be taken with a particularly charming young convict 

named George D. alias B.. Writing to the sentencing judge, Massie echoed a sentiment ofi repeated by 

convicts that "al1 the great criminds are not behind prison bars." "IM]any get there," lie philosophized, 

' Central Prison, Case File # 13880, 1884-1885 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 15, 1877, Warden Creighton to Z. A. Lash, 

Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa. This convict had an older brother in the Central Prison. 
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'"who by a very slight divergence at one time of their lives, fkom the line which circumstances laid for 

them, would have changed their whole course of Me, and they would have been very Ueren t  men." In a 

letter to his parents, -rge described how Massie had been delighted with his essays on prison reform. 

which the warden was promising to publish. George had also given the Central Prison and Massie 

himself a glowing report. Indeed, Massie enjoyed George's letters to his parents so much that he had his 

secretary copy them out before allowving the originals to be sent off. According to George. the Central 

was "well and nicely constructed. and perfect order and cleanliness abounds every where about the 

prison." The cells were large. well ventilated and clan.  Amazingly, this convict found that the food was 

"good, well prepared." To top it al1 off. the "oflticers from the warden down are polite gentlemen." He 

saved most of his praise for the Warden himself. "The Warden takes special pains and interest in the 

wclfare of the prisoners. 1 have had one of two conversations with the wuden and find he is a perfect 

geniieman and scholar and any prisoner who behaves himseff and is worthy he will do anything he can to 

assist him." Four months later. white Massie continued to petition rigorously on his behaK the prisoner 

successfully escaped. In an earlier Ietter to the sentencing judge. Massie had written. "1 have sometimes 

been badiy taken in and deceived, but against that 1 have assisted many who have proved worthy." The 

remark proved tmer. and more prophetic. than Massie had realized.' 

Wardens who were seen as approachable and wise were also in a better position to control thc 

prison. The more inrnates confided in them, the more their wardens were not only able to help them. but 

also gain insight into their inadquacies and wlnerabilities. Inspector Moylan obsewed that Creighton 

alwvays made an effort to "converse in a free and friendly manner" with convicts. "Bad as some convicts 

are, there are but veq few who will not appreciate a favor; and any indication of kind feeling or assurance 

of sympathy on the part of those who rule over hem, is not only elevating to their depressed spirits. 

encouraging their h o p .  but in itself, is a controlling power."2 When Creighton was dying, Moylan 

remarked that the convicts showed their esteem to the old Warden by "their exceptionally good conduct" 

for the duiation of his illness, taking care "to do nothing that would, in the lest degree, disturb or annoy 

' Central Prison, Case File # 1 1026, Febniary- lune 189 1 
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him." ' Creighton's succesor, Dr. Michael Lavell, aimed to have an equally personal relationship with 

the convicts, striving to know "every prisoner and secure his confiden~e."~ Lavell's background as 

surgeon at the Penitentiary for the previous twelve years had made him a familiar figure and was given as 

a reason for his engagement as Warden, owing to his "thorough acquaintance with the character of the 

pri~oners."~ 

Prisoners also knew that if they had any complaints, it was better for them to rnake their case 

directly to the Wardcn than to try to go over his or her head. The Warden may have been a stem and an 

imposing figure. but he or she was never a remote one. The Inspector on the other hand rarely took 

irunate protests scriously for hc had not developed any sort of relationship wvith the inmates. And this was 

a dependence that the Warden guarded jealously. In the words of one ex-inmate. during his visits. the 

Inspector would "go around with the governor, and in a pompous lordly fashion, stops at a ce11 door and 

wiih terrible words shouts as if he was Jehovah's vice-regent upon earth: '1 am Her Majesty's Inspector of 

Prisons! Have you any supposed cause of cornplaint?' The governor is there with him: the poor fellow 

addressed in this awe striking marner, look through the bars of the cell, and knowing that the tmth 

would bring him bread and water diet and lodgings in the dark ce11 and certainly no redress from the 

inspecter. the cmsheû mortal without lifting his head pronounces a guttural. 'no."'%en. for esample, 

Inspector Stewart once carne to the prison to question convict K. about his previous escape. K. refused to 

spak  to him, ciairning that he did not know who he was and that he  could therefore not trust him. He 

wouid only speak to the ~ a r d e n . '  

This emphasis of k i n g  approachable meant that Wardens camc to believe that they knew their 

charges well enough to bestow upon certain ones extraordinary favours. The processes of familiarization 

was facilitated by the personal contact that wardens entered into with inmates' familics and their 

circumstances. The demands of the families of convicts kept prisoners and officiais aiikc grounded in 

t Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, 1885, xi-xii 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Lavell, 1886,6 
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reality and ensured that the prisons maintainecl an uneasy dialectic with the outside world. The prison 

could never be seaieci off from society, and no warden no matter how parental could ever replace a real 

parent. But for a while, the warden. thanks to the powers of his or her office and his or her human 

sympathies, was in a position to play a swrogate role. The more the warden knew about a prisoner's 

e1;ternal family. the more effective he or she codd be in this endeavour. Since wardens read most 

incoming correspondence and met virtually al1 incoming visitors, they were abte to make a quick study of 

each convict and his or her situation. 

Warden Creighton was impressed with the loyalty that prisoner James S. inspired in his wife, 

who, in order to live closer to her husband, moved away from Waterloo and took up a position as a 

domestic in ~ i n ~ s t o n . '  Warden Platt sympathized with Robert Y.'s nervous mother suff~ciently to urge 

Robert to write to her more often.' Warden Foster m e  one prisoner's sister requesting her to stop 

writing him about local robberies, and to another convict's girlfnend to remind her that he was a legally 

married man.) Warden Massie and his successon never hesitated to wade into the personal lives of his 

convicts. Massie in particular \vas dauni les  He tried many times to put a stop to extra-marital flairs by 

writing ferocious letters to mistresses and routinely withheld letters from girlfriends whom he thought 

wcre bad influences. When he did not have faith in the suitability of the partncrs he adviscd against 

marriagc even in the case of pregnancy and he had no qudms about getting involved in complicated and 

sometimes violent family di~putes.~ Sometimes families had to be persuadeci to simply back off. Warden 

Gilmour wrote 33 year old convict Henry F.'s sister to implore her to convince the farnily to stop witing 

so many sentimental letters. Henry bas  enough of a "baby" as it was, and Gilmour \vas "in hopcs he may 

get a little manhood put into him wlule here."5 

And when prisoners' families and al1 their problems did not intnide througb their letters, they 

came in person. f nsoner John McD.'s sister was a particularly disruptive, though a not uncommon kind 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April2 1, 1882. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Convict's Letter Register. June 20, 1905 
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of visitor. Warden Gilmour gnunbled to the Inspecter that she never failed to create a disturbancc in the 

prison by her "arrogance and dornineering proclivities ... .. Mrs. J. never makes a request. it is always a 

cornrnand, and if her over-bearing, domineering troublesome propensities continue we should be 

compelled to debar her from the Institution as her Msits result in an outburst from McD. that makes this 

place a hell on earth."' 

And while wardcns could be moved to anger over the cificuit prisoners with their troublesome 

families and friends, they just as quickly grew sentimental over what they considered to be the worthier 

cases. Massie wrote to an inmate's brother to request that he send some cloth to the prison so that they 

inay be made up free of charge into a respectable discharge suit. Otherwise, James V. rvould have 

nothing to Wear upon release but rags.' Warden Gilmour was concerned enougli about the fate of convict 

Samuel S.'s wife and eight children that he took the initiative to wite  to the inmate's pastor to requcsr 

that he check that his farnily were not lacking in the nccessities of In another case Gilmour asked 

the sister of an inmate to look aRer his wife and family rvhile he was inside.' These contacts led wardcns 

to believe ihat they understood their prisoners as whole persons. or so they thouglit. The Mercer's 

Superintendent O'Sullivan asked for the early parole of a favourite convict so she could take her along on 

a family vacation. an c~mordinary but not unusual request that was flatly refüsed. When 18 year old 

prisoner Hattie F. absconded from her parole with an other former prisoner, O'Sullivan sent her several 

cajoling letters, assunng her that she was not angry at her and hoped that she would return to custody. so 

she could "begin once more and be the good little girl we al1 liked so well here." Hattie F. rcplied that 

"evcry timc 1 get a Iettcr from you 1 am more aslmed of my self." After nurnerous messages back and 

forth spanning from September, 19 15 to Febnüiry, 19 16, Hattie F. agreed to corne back. but not until the 

Superintendent promised to take her holidaying rvith her to her new cottage in ~afonta ine .~  O'Sullivan 

1 Centrai Prison, Case File 26225. April, 19 13 
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worked very hard to get Sarah D.. who like the majority of inmates, had a drinking problem a position as 

a domestic at the home of a "respectable" Toronto woman that she knew. She was thcrefore able to press 

for a ticket of leave rather than a fûil discharge for this inmate, enabling her to keep a "hold on her" 

which "will probably be the mcans of her leading a better life."' These exceptional gestures of faith would 

not have been possible without the wardens' determination to get to know k i r  inmates. 

When prisoners turned to the wardens for help in getting jobs aiter their release. they frequently 

put their personal reputations on the line to help them. Warden Massie did not hesitate to write letters of 

recommendation to his own fkiends urging them to hire es-prisoners. For example, he wrote to the wife 

of a bed irame manufacturer he knew asking her to persuade her husband to give prisoner William B. a 

position at his factory. "I will be very pleased if your husband will give him employment." he wrote. "if 

not continuously, at least till he gets a start, after he will make his way. He is very impressible. and if you 

speak a word of encouragement to him when opportunity presents. it will go a long way towards 

overcoming difficulties." Massie urged William B.'s family not to give up on their son. After d l .  he 

assureci them, it \vas the middle of an economic depression. He sent them two dollars of his own money 

for Christmas. He apologized that he could not give more but he had given so much to local charities. 

which he had found to be "a very considerable drain on my lirnitcd income." He promised to visit them 

when he ne.xt visited Rochester. where the family resided. Massie not only successfully campaigned for a 

pardon for 26 gear old Ale--der O. but he offered him a job as a guard.' To help a former convict along 

with his ncw fmit-growing business, Massie placed a large order of peaches from the rccently liberatcd 

Stephen F., only to be disheartened by their poor quality when they arrived. Massie even lent prison tools 

dong with ten dollars to discharged prisoner Albert S. to help him get a start in the pattern-making trade 

in ~eterborough.~ 

One way of helping an ex-pnsoner as well as extending the relationship was for the 

Superintendent of the Mercer Reformatory to secure her a job with one her relatives. Lizzie B.. a former 

Mercer Reforrnatory, Case File #3093. May, 1905 
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pardon February 24. 1890. 
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prostitute, was posted at O' Sullivan's son's house as a domestic. The house was within walking distance 

of the Mercer.' Rose B., a 2 1 year old convicted under the vagrancy act  was an other one of many 

difficult to employ prisoners whom O'Sullivan placed with members of her family. But alas for Rose B.. 

the transition from prostitute to domestic was too difficult. "The girl herself seemed satisfied and happy. 

but without a moment's warning left the house, doors open, taking only with her what she wore and no 

word or trace of her Iiave we had since."' 

Warden Gilmour regularly wrote letters of recommendation for prisoners who were about to be 

released. "Louis P. goes out on the 28th insi.." Gilmour wrote to one prospective employer. "Had he been 

working on salary, he could not have b e n  a better man. Can you do anything for hirn by way of 

employment on the C. P. R ? 1 hope you may." Charles P- wondered if Gilmour would be willing to 

bend the tmth a Little bit in his letter of reference. "1 am sure of the job," P. wrote to Gilmour, "if you 

don't have to state in the recommend that 1 was in the Central." Knowing that a criminal record was not 

esactly an asset in the job market, the warden was happy to oblige. On a blank sheet of paper with his 

home address typed at the top, Gilmour wrote: "Charles P. has applied to me for a reference, and 1 beg to 

say that P. was in our employ for a considerable time over a year. He is a competent bmsh hand, 

enameling beds. We found him steady, industrious and temperate, and 1 can cordially recommend him to 

anyone requiring such help. I might say," hc added with delightfül irony, "tliat he lefi on his own 

account.. . . . J. T. Gilmour. ~ a n a ~ e r .  "3 

The male and fernale wardens were at turns fierce and temble. patemai and aectionaie but they 

were always approachable. They werc determinai to get to know their inmates and in the process they let 

the prisoners into tlieir lives as well. While they subscribed to the harsh crirninology of their era, they 

were also a product of a time when the barriers between one's professional and one's personal life were 

not yet so tightly delineated. Being a warden was more than a job for them, it was a vocation. Family. 

' Mercer Reformatory, Case File #3389. 
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friends, personal contacts were al1 solicited to help these idealistic matriarchs and patriarchs go about 

their job.'. 

Indeed, where certain favourite inmates were concerned, wardens wodd stop at nothing, 

particularly in the pursuit of early releases and pardons. Warden Gilmour engaged in a massive 

correspondence with the lawyers of John F. in an eEort to ove- his conviction, even going so far as to 

tip them. off the record he  hoped as to certain "unfair rnethods of warfare" that he had I m e d  that the 

prosecuting constable was known to employ.' Gilmour entered into a similarly enonnous exchange of 

letters on behalf of convict Robert C.. In one letter to the Minister of Justice, Gilmour urged for a ticket 

of leave. "Unless he is at liberty and in a position to protect hirnself, 1 am afiaid he may M e r  serious 

financial loss." After talking to locals at C.'s home town of Cayuga, he was able to assure the Minister of 

his "inoffensive" character: and as he himseif had observeci, C. was 'hot bright ~nentally."~ Judge John 

Ardagh of Sirncoe County wrote to the federal Minister of Justice protesting Gilmour's interference in his 

sentences, particularly in the case of convict Norman S.. This convict wodd be finishing a two years less 

a day term at the Central Prison and was on route to serve another two years two months at the Kingston 

Penitentiary. Gilmour had subrnitted that the addi t iod time at the Kingston was cruel and sarcastically 

attacked the "pcculiar" thinking of the judge in devising such a sentence. "The tendency in nuai 

Iocalities," Gilmour had comrnented sweepingly, "is to bc too severe on young men." "His criticism of my 

'fine process of reasoning. "' Ardagh retorted furiously, "1 might e.upect to find in some irresponsible 

newspaper, but coming from an official who holds the position he does, (and knowing very litiîe of the 

facts he undertakes to write about)- and offered moreover to the head of the Department of Justice for the 

whole Dominion, upon the conduct is entmsted with the administration of Justice ... is objectionab~e."~ 

The Mi~s t e r  of Juslice, too, was growing weary of Gilmour's explosive language. ''Llet me say," the 

Minister warned him, "that 1 think the language you use in your letter is rather vigorous. No doubt you 

1 While no great fan of the patriarchal system, Jacobs holds it in grudging esteem and in particular laments 
the emergence of "emotionally detached management" and "detached bureaucratie administration" in the 
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have Witten e.uactly as you feel about the case. but when o u  cry out so emphatically for 'Justice! 

Justice! ' do not forget that in exercising any authority 1 rnay have in the matter of releasing prisoners. 1 

am not carrying out the decree of 'Justice' but interfering with them ...."' 
In response to another one of Gilmour's increasingly feverish crusades for an early release. 

Deputy Minister of Justice David Mills apparently felt the need to help the Warden to regain some 

perspective. "If there is any modification of the sentence." Mills impatiently e-xplained. "it is a inatter of 

grace and not of right on the part of the convict, and so action is never urgent in order that justice may bc 

done. The party is in confinement due his own misconduct .... 1 do not know precisely what you mean by 

hoping that the future may have sornething better in store for you. unless you assume that it is my du@ to 

act upon your recommendations at once. and wvithout inquiry, and so substitute your judgment for my 

owvn."' In response to another case, Minister of Justice A. B. Aylesworth wrote to Gilmour that "1 do 

not see how 1 can properly apply a different nite to prisoners who have been sentenced to the Central 

Prison from the course of practice which obtains in other similar institutions chmughout the country."' 

In another vigorously argued plea for clemency, Gilmour seemed to be haranguing the Minister: 

"Where is the justice? .... Which is it?" Aylesworth tried to be as diplornatic in his reply as possible. 

Fundamentally, Gilmour was letting his emotional feelings for certain inmates o v e d e  his objectivity and 

if Gilrnour did not see it, the Minister did: "We should always like to have the opinion of the head of the 

institution in which a prisoner is incarceratecl as to the effect ... the imprisonment has had on him and 

whetlier his conduct generally entitles him to a Ticket of Lave; but 1 am sorry to say that in the case of 

the Central Prison, Toronto, reports on prisoners are in almost al1 cases limited to the words "prcmaturc to 

make a rec~mmendation."~ In his impassioned and often unprofessional efforts to spare sçlcctcd inmates, 

Gilmour was compromising his duty to the others, and unwittingly, tamishing his image in the criminal 

justice community. It would have impossible for him to extend the same amount of effort to al1 the 

inmates. A combination of chann, youth and sheer luck enabled certain prisoners to capture his 
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attention. The warden knew the price- to his time, to his reputation- that these petitions entailed. ï h a t  

he was willing to proceed wvith them d e m o m t e d  his paternal feelings towards many of his inmates. 

At the Kingston Penitentiary, the warden ofien used his power to petition as a disciplinary tool. 

If an inmate was well behaved and indusirious while inside. the Warden would frequently campaign for 

early release regardless of the inmate's relative guilt or innocence. "The fact that rny recommendations 

generally receive attention a t  headquarters." Warden Creighton wrote. "has an escellent effect upon the 

Convicts: inciting them to good behaviour and industry. They al1 know very well if they are not d e s e ~ n g  

nothing witl be done for thern by me." Creighton did not seem overly concernai with the veracity of a 

particular charge. He perfùnctorily cited a convicted rapist's claim to innocence and added rather lamely 

and more as a justification than a defense, that "the young woman has b n  since mamed." What 

mattered most to Creighton was the convict's good behaviour inside. "[The prismerl has always been 

honest and tmthfiil here. He has not been reponed for any offenses during the whole term of his 

imprisonrncnt."' Aifred W. ran a sewing machine in the tailor shop and was "very industrious at that ." 

His few reports were chiefly for talking, and hence, his early release was recommended.' Convict Robert 

B.. a carpenter, was convicted of setting his \de 's  lover's property on fire. Thc lover was now dead. so 

in Warden Lavell's rnind. B. was no longer a threat to society. Besides, he added. he "fûlly believe(d1 the 

man has repented of his [rash] act." Most importantly B. had performed valuable work for the prison.3 

Pnsoner L. had made himsclf usefiil as a handy man around the prison, having "spared no pains" to 

perform his work with diligence, Warden Metcalfe petitioned in a letter to the Minister of ~ustice.' 

But like their counterparts in otiicr prisons, wardens at the Kingston Pe~tentiary could oftcn let 

their sentiments overrule their discemment. tuming them into earnest advocates. M e r  conducting an 

exhaustive amateur invcstigation, Warden Creighton not only felt ready to conclude that convict Thomas 

G. was innocent of an assault conviction, but was sure he could prove who really was culpable for the 
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crime, namely a tavem keeper.' In another case, Creighton wged the early release of convict John W. so 

that he might take up a job as sales agent for ''fit evaporators." "We have now 774 convicts," 

Creighton reminded the Minister of Justice. "Two months imprisonrnent in a case of this kind is of little 

consequence.. . for the want of.. . immediate employment is the greatest difficulty discharged convicts have 

to coniend with."' As for the case of prisoner William H.. a man sentenced for multiple rapes, Creighton 

was sure that the women accusing him of the crime were prostit~tes.~ Warden Platt asserted that there 

were "grave doubts" as to the guilt of Convict Charles B. for the man testifjing against hirn \vas "a 

scoundrel." He had aged parents in Germany to take care of. "Pardon him." Platt wrote to the Minister of 

Justice, "and let hirn go home." The next month, B. was pardoned.' Platt even arranged for a la\wer to 

represent a convict charged with assaulting one of his own ofl lcer~.~ One former prisoner felt sufXcient 

faith in the powers of Warden Foster as well enough confidence in their relationship to ask him for legal 

advice some time after IUs release. Foster assured hirn that he would do what he c o u ~ d . ~  

Officiais in Ottawa were getting concerned about the flurry of legal advocacy coming out of the 

Warden's office. For many prisoners, the Warden's apparent power to pardon took on magical 

properties. The Warden basked in the appreciative glow of desperate convicts hoping to secure favour. 

Inspecter Moylan womed that the incoming prisoners becamc fi.uated on the idea, not realizing that the 

Warden could not always deliver on his promises. As a result, inmates, he obsewed. became "uneasy and 

irritable." For Wardens, the promise of early release became a disciplinaq cmtch that was only effective 

in the shon term. "Neither the Warden nor any otiier officer has the power over the mind and action of 

the convict that he ought and woufd have if it were not for the continual idea of pardon .... [ w h i l e  one 

may be made happy by clemency king ehqended to him. hundreds are made miserable because they think, 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 1, 1877, Warden Creighton to 2. A. Lash, Deputy 
Minister of Justice, Ottawa 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 6, 1879, Warden Creighton to 2. A. Lash, Deputy 
Minister of Justice, Ottawa 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lctter Book, October 9, 1882. Remission Form signed by Warden 
Creighton 
4 Kingston Penitentiaxy. Warden's Letter Book, Juiy 19, 1900, Warden Platt to David Mills, Minister of 
Justice 
5 Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Lctter Book, June 1, 1900. Warden Platt to John McIntyre. Q.C.. 
Kingston. Ontario 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 27, 1899. 



and, in most cases, know that they are as much entitled to pardon as the one who received it.' Those 

rejected for pardon "consider themselves martyrs; they k o m e  dissatisfied. restless and give no small 

share of trouble."' Even Warden Platt, one of the most enthusiastic of advocates to ever hold the omce. 

wondered if the petitioning was starting to gei out of hand. "As the practice now is, fiends and relatives 

of some of the worst and most undeserving succeed in getting petitions for parole before the minister, and 

the consequence is that eveq man in the prison thinks he has an inalienable right to peti tion." To cut 

down on the "scores" of petitions, Platt recommended that only first-class convicts be given the right to 

apply, escept upon special recommendation by the ~ a r d e n . ~  Platt also voiced concern about the 

inciternent of visiting lawyers, and wished to curtail their access as "they tend to destroy the discipline of 

the place."' Lawyers' interviews with convicts, Platt reiterated, were e.upressly forbidden except in thc 

Warden's presence or that of an oflicer of his choosing.' 

Oflticiais and wardens alike could cornplain of the workload and the discipiinc problems d l  they 

wanted. but finally Wardens cherished the power and prestige their role as petitioners brought them. as 

well as the information about convicts' backgrounds that the procedure afforded. One prisoner made the 

mistakc of going over the Warden's head and had a formcr employer apply directly to the Governor 

General for a remission, He had perhaps correctly thought that he would have had a better chancc of 

succeeding if he liad a person sponsoring him who did not come from the prison service. Warden Lavell 

was most perhubed and promptly took control of the case. Henceforth, LaveH assured Inspector Moylan, 

the petition would be sent through "the proper channel," narnely the office of the utarden.%d that is 

where successive wardens ensured that i t remained. 

The wardens at the Central Prison and at Kingston went about their duties gnifny and performed 

their acts of occasional kindness with little ceremony. They took an interest in some convicts and ignored 

I AnnuaJ Report, 188 1, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, fi-xvii 
' Annual Report, 1891, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, xM-Mi 
3 Annual Report, 1902, Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Platt, 26 
1 Kingston Penitentiq, Warden's Letter Book, October 6, 1899. Warden Platt to G. Martin, Barrister at 
Law, Chatham, Ontario 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 11, 1901, Warden Platt to the Deputy Minister of 
Justice, Ottawa 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 13, 1890. Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan 



many more. No one expected them to play the role of father to al1 their inmates. The nurturing mode1 of 

refonnatory superintendence that the Mercer Reformatory's Emma O'Suilivan was expeçted to follow was 

a far more diEicult relationship to sustain, for both her and the inmates too. For al1 to see, OISuiiivan 

wvas supposed to become the adoptive mother of ail her charges. It was however an obligation that she 

strove to fidfill. and like her male colleagues, she often went beyond the cal1 of duty. 

When orphaned young women were suspected of dabbling in prostitution they wcre often 

shipped off to the Mercer Reformatory by their concerned commu~ties. These motherless girls were 

placed in the care of Superintendent OISullivan who was in eEect given the m a d e  of "moral mother" of 

the province. Ada V. was an eighteen year old servant convicted under the vagrancy act who, in the 

opinion of the county crown attorney, was desperately in need of a proper authority figure. "1 hope under 

your care and instructions." he wote Superintendent OISullivan, "the girl may grow physically and 

mentally strong and resist evil." The local clergyman added that her foster mother. a "kindhearted good 

widow" who had adopted her out of the poorhouse when Ada was a small girl had "done the best she 

codd for her" and now had to wony about her two other young girfs, whom she did not want 

"contaminated." In a m e r  letter the crown attorney e.uplained thât the convict's natural mother had 

dicd "of disease conmcted through immorality ," thus compounding Ada' s troubles with " heredity . " As 

far as the local clergyman was concerned, Ada's foster mother and by e-utension the community itself 

regardcd their "duty and connection and responsibility ended."' Ada L., a twenty-two year old native of 

Peterborough, was also sent to the Mercer under a charge of vagrancy. At her trial, a local wvitness. Mr. 

F.W. Miller, teflied to the fact that she was inclined to "wander around the street begging people to givc 

lier a night's lodging." Furthemore, she had a two year old child, was not strong intellectually and was 

unable to take care of herself. She had no father, was illegitimate, was lame and not "strong of body" 

though still able to perform some kind of work. The local Sdvation Army had sent her to Toronto once. 

but she came back. In this man's opinion, "she will be on the sireets unless confined in some refuge or 

jail." Another witness, Isabella Rice. swore to the fact that Ada "has no home, no visible means of 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Case File #2 t 59. Ada V., a resident of Salem, Ontario, was sentenced to one year 
and ten months on June 22, 1896 from the Police Magistrate's Court in Guelph under a charge of 
vagrancy . 



support, and no relations that can take care of hcr. She goes to people's homes asking for lodging and 1 

understand she is immoral."' 

In other cases. fnistrated relatives of "dissolute" women arranged for them to be sent to the 

Mercer. Louis B.. a 24 year old native of Muskoka, was in the midst of her second unmarried pregnancy 

when, at the initiative of her parents and brothers. she was sentenced to twelve months for prostitution. 

In her own testimony, she blamed men for coming "to coax me to do it." Her brother Roderick stated, "1 

know my sister Louis is a comrnon prostitute and keeps the Company of bad men ..... She is on die Street- 

she insists on going on at nights with bad bad men. She ought to be sent for a term to the Andrew 

Mercer Reformatoq." Her brother Willington concurred. Louis' father William swore that his daughter 

"was beyond his control- 1 cannot keep bad men away fiom her. It is a terrible thing- God help her." 

Her mother, Isabella, stated that she was "very sony" and that she was a "goal mothef' and Wied her 

k s t "  but it was "al1 no good," and in her opinion. too. Louis "ought to be sent to the Andrew Mercer 

~efonnatory."' It was Mary L.'s own husband who brought charges of prostitution against her. eaming 

her a six month term. But four months into her sentence, he reneged, rcralizing that he needed her to look 

after their chi~dren.~ 

In other cases, it was the job of the Superintendent to protect inmates from their own families and 

fiiends. particularly exploitative and cheating husbands. O'Sullivan quickly came to conclusion that 

M a q  C.'s husband was a disagreeable man and a liability. Not much of an provider, he seemed to 

depend upon her eaniings as a prostitute to get by, and had developed S ~ ~ O U S  financial problems upon her 

incarceration. He \vas constanùy writing to her at the Mercer asking for money towards childcare and 

various medical problems stemming from an ingrown toe-nail, and then from an abscess tooth. both of 

which he described in fat tao much detail. Finally, he issued an ultimatum: either she commit to coming 

back to him, or he would commence selling the fiuriinire. Meanwhile, he e.xpected O'Sullivan to help 

effect a teconciliation between the two of them. O'Sullivan swung into action. She arranged for the baby 

I Mercer Reformator)., Case File #2439. Ada L. was sentenced to two years less a day on March 2, 1899. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Case File 2074. Louis B. was sentenced to 12 months at Muskoka on July 25, 
1895 on a charge of prostitution. 
Mercer Reformatory, Case File #2472. Mary L. was a resident of Trenton. The case was heard in 

Police Court, Belleville on June 16, 1899. The husband's request was apparently denied. 



to be taken in by a respectable woman in town, negotiated a fair pria  and found a sponsor for the fee. 

O' Sullivan also made her sympathies clear, frostily writing the husband that she was tired of his 

"impertinent" inquiries. "You have not contributed to the support of your child, leaving it dependent 

entirely upon strangers .... It is dinlcult to reconcile your letters. 1 do not intend to advise your wife in this 

matter nor to ask her any questions .... 1 see no object in your addressing yourself to me in this matter."' 

Prisoner Maud K.'s husband John wrote Superintendent 0'Sulliva.n from his ce11 at the Central Prison 

wondering if she would allow his wife to receive his letters. He had written her before. but had received 

no response, postulating that it \vas "probably owing to jealousy on the part of a girl" at the Mercer whom 

he "used to keep Company with." O' Sullivan did not appear to d i g w  his request with a reply. and 

neither. apparent1 y, did his wife. ' 
For O'Sullivan. playing the role of mother was more than just an act. and ultimately more than 

just a responsibility. It was something shc t d y  wanted to do. An obviously affectionate woman, she 

made heartfèlt attempts to create lasting relationships with the prisoners. But there was a practical side 

to her devotion too. O'Sullivan believed that the greater the emotional bond she could establish with the 

inmates, the greater chance she would have to influence their rehabilitation. Nowhere was this desire on 

her part manifested more powerfully. and poignantly. than in the months following release. Jennie O. 

wrote the Superintendent about a year after her relcase io tell her "fncnd." as she addressed O'Sullivan. 

that she had gotten mamed, as she knew she would have hoped to h a .  "1 wasn't very long after getting 

out was In?," she proclaimed proudly. adding her ncw marrieci name. O'Sullivan was dclighted. but 

countered witti some practical concerns and homespun advice: "Did you not tell your intentions to your 

parents until &ter you were mamed? I judge from your letter that you did not. Write and tell me what 

your husband's occupation is and where you are going to live. You ought to be an espert housekeeper, 

but one must be a home maker as well. A husband must find a happy and contented wife as well as a ncat 

- - 

' Mercer Reformatory. Case File #3052. Mary C. was 2 1 years old and convicted at the Belleville Police 
Court on March 1 1, 1904 of prostitution for a term of six months. 
' The Warden or Superintendent in each institution would personally read Mrtually al1 incoming 
correspondence. ostensibly for security reasons. His or her deputies or occassionally the guards would 
read the mail when their superiors were il1 or out of tom. Mercer Reformatory, Case File #3658. Maud 
K. was a 38 year old domestic and had been sen tend  to a six month term to the Mercer from 
Bracebridge for the crime of "obscene and abusive language." 



h o u . "  She concluded by asking her former inmate to write her soon "with further particulars," but there 

was no response. ' 
The chance to correspond with women who no longer resided at the Mercer and help h e m  with 

their problerns was for O'Sullivan the ultimate verification of her role as parent. But the cold fact was 

that these communications would have in most cases never existed had they not been a condition of 

parole. Nevertheless. while the former prisoners followed regulations and wrote. many indulgently sent 

her letters that were far more detailed and vastly more tender than the letter of the law dictated. often 

signing them sentimentally, and much to her deiight. "daughter." But when parole was over. so too. 

inevitably, was the eschange of letters. O'Sullivan arrangeci for 2 1 year old Ruth W. to be placed at the 

home of reliable middle class matron in Penetanguishene while she worked as a hospital cleaner. "1 am 

doing real wel1 now Mrs. O'Sullivan [. 1 1 am quite happy up here .... My little sister in the Holland 

Landing was very much s q r i z e d  [sicl indeed to hear 1 was out but she said she laughed about me k i n g  

in Penetanguishene as she knows a little song by that name." She listed her daily schedule as well as the 

Christmas gifts she was given, consisting of a box of handkerchiefs. a dollar, a pair of leggings. a box of 

chocolates, a vase of flowers. four cards from home and some homemade candy. As arrange4 she was 

using a pseudonym at work. Soon. however, Ruth W. was homesick. She relocated to Bame to be with 

her parents, but was apprehcnsive about O'Sullivan's reaction to her abrupt move. "There will be no 

scolding from me," O'Sullivan replied, "as long as you do what is right, and it is grat*ng to read what 

you say that you are detennined to be a good woman. that nothing will tempt you to be any daerent." 

Several letters later, Ruth W. wo te  O'Sullivan to inquire that as her parole was set to espire in a few 

days, would she be required to report any more to Ottawa. M e n  she found that she would not have to 

\ r i te  any more, after almost ten months of detailed and friendly correspondence. she tried to take her 

l ave  from O'Sullivan as gentiy as possible. "if you do not hem from me again Mrs. O'Sullivan I hope 

you will not think 1 have gone back to my old ways because 1 will never do that. But 1 don't want to 

become a nuisance to you for the rest of my Me. 1 feel very gratehil for the trouble you have taken with 

1 Mercer Refonnatory, Case File #3300. Letters Jan. 1, Jan. 15, 1909. This prisoner was convicted at Lhe 
age of 17 for "vagrancy." 



me already and 1 thank you very much Mrs. O'Sullivan." At least on the surface, O'Sullivan took Ruth's 

tacdui display of modesty at face value. "Don't think 1 shall mer wnsider hearing from you or good news 

of you a 'nuisance. ' 1 shall be more than pleased to hear from you and shall endeavor to answer your 

letters promptly." But there were no more letters.' 

Claudia M. was a 20 year old ex-prostitutc who signai al1 her parole reports to O'Sullivan as her 

"faithful child," but the motherdaughter relationship behwecn these two was oflen strained. O'Sullivan 

arrangeci for her to be sent !O as prison- like an atmosphere as possible, employing her as a domestic at an 

island in Muskoka, a truiy isolated place far away from compting city influences. The former prisoner 

continuaIly taiked of her loncliness. her fatigue and the swarms of mosquitoes. "AI1 you can see cve- 

place you look is islands." She also found the job of cooking and cleaning for a farnily of ten with only 

one other senrant to work with to be endless and tirïng. "Every place I go." she wrote, "1 seem to have 

such a lot of dirt to clean." "1 don't seem to ever get rested, she continued, "1 alwvays fecl sleepy 1 donTt 

know why 1 go to bed pretty eariy & never get up before half past 7." With disarming and childlike 

openness, she listed her daily e.uperiences in minute detail, even mentioning a time she cut her finger. 

which her employers treated with Listerine. She later described a rash on her hand. O'Sullivan showcd 

her concem by having Dr. King prescribe an ointment for it and having it rnailed up to Muskoka. 

Despite her confinement on an secluded island, Claudia tried to make her life as unfettered as 

possible. The one thing that the former convict made the bcst of was the outdoors and the freedom from 

enclosure and cells. Her employer gave her a bathing suit and she soon took vivacious delight in 

spending her recreational time and doing as much housework outside clad in her ncw costume. going 

fishing in it and even doing the washing in it by the riverside. O'Sullivan countered with some concern 

ostensibly about her spending too much time close to the water. "Muskoka lakes are notoriously 

ueacherous," she warned her, but it was clear that she did not like the idea of the parole parading about 

so scantily clad. O'Sullivan was sure that she was proud of her new bathing suit, but did she remember to 

-- 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Case File #345 1, Ruth W. was s en t end  on December 12, 1907 to a term of six 
months as well as a fine and costs for vagrancy. 



attend to her prayers? But afler donning a grim uniform for so many months, Claudia was deterrnined to 

wear her cheerful bathing suit as much as possible. 

Soon her reports became more obtuse, and hinted, sometimes tauntingly, at l e s  childlike 

activities. She boasted to O' Sullivan that a wealthy young man from a neighbouring island had taken to 

rowing her about, of course while she sported her cherished bathing costume. But O'Sullivan \vas not to 

worry, Claudia assured her, because her gentleman caller came highly recommended from a respectable 

famiiy. Furthemore. the girl who worked with her often (but not always, in fact maybe only once if at ail) 

carne dong to chaperone. She \vas a Salvation Arrny girl, who \vas "always lalking about God" and was 

"always singing hymns" and "playing a srnall harp." no doubt serenading the young couple with prayers 

as they went rowing down the river (on the admittedly rare occasions b a t  she did accompany hem). 

O'Sullivan was nonplused. "Under no consideration would 1 go alone boating with any man." The entire 

Mercer "family" continued to pray for her, O'Sullivan wrote and suggested that she do more of the same 

lierself. Claudia's last letter was full of similarly "innocent" news that was seemed calculated less to 

delight than to subtiy torment the Superintendent. There was a disiinct element of hostility underlying 

this mother-daughter relationship. In her final letter, sensing that her parole was soon over, Claudia 

inquired, "Mrs. O'Sullivan may 1 ask you how long 1 have to repori?'Apparently not any longer, 

because the letters stopped. ' 
Margaret A. \vas sent out to be a domestic for a church minister at Bethany. She could have 

hardly been sent to a more obno'iiously wholesome environment. but like Claudia and others like hcr, she 

made the best of the situation. Shc delighted in the open spaces. "Believe me," she wrote upon her 

arrivai. "nature never seemed so beautiful as it did yesterday." In so many ways, her new home was a 

happy antidote to die privations of prison. She loved the variety of delicious foods scrved and joyfully 

described hcr new clothes, parlicularly her new underwear, a wondrous article of clothing in itself which 

she only wished the Superintendent could see. Her letters were long and affectionate, replete with 

declarations of thanks and "loving thoughts and kind wishes" and full of amusing tales about barnyard 

animals, many of whom Margaret had given names. O'Sullivan kvas ove joyed to r a d  her letters, 

' Mercer Reformatory, Case File #3583. Correspondence From July, 1910 to December, 191 1 



promising to buy some of the tasty foods Margaret had described at the minister's next social. She 

reciprocated with small talk of her own, complaining about the muddy streets of Toronto and col& that 

various inmates were suffering from. But ail good things were to come to an end; in this case. with 

Margaret's parole. "Now Margaret. although you are not obliged to report to me any longer," O'Sullivan 

wrote. "1 shall e.vpect to hear from you and will like to hear from you." Just in case the correspondence 

was to stop (which it did), O'Sullivan added what was to be a final bit of advise. "1 ho W... that you wi11 

bc so interested in making happiness for others that you will be the happicst one yourself- that is the 

rcward of heIping others."' 

Orher former prisoners sincerely wished to extend the emotional bond with the Supenntendcnt. 

Matiida C. wrote the Superintendent about how busy she was at her new job at Montreal and hoped that 

she would extend her regards to O'Sullivan's "lovely family," whom she apparently got to know well 

during her stay in prison. O'Suilivan responded with news about her son's marriage and her recent 

vacation. She promised to come and visit her when she nest traveled to Montreal. These letters could 

well have been written by two long-time fiiends.' Ethel B. wrote O'Sullivan asking her if she could come 

and stay with her for a while, for she was so vexy ionely. O'Sullivan responded tliat that would be 

against regulations, but enclosed "a Iittle Xrnas card similar to those given here." "1 sliatl always be glad 

to hear from you," she concluded. "and hope your next letter will not be so despondeni."' 

O'Sullivan complained many times that the sentences at the Mercer were not neariy long enough. 

Slie despaireci over the tact îhat the average sentence was for only six months and 28 daYs.' But she also 

recognized that for many prisoners. parole would give her a chance to exercise more influence than she 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Case File #3683. Margaret A. alias Mrs. Charles A. B., age 27, sentenced 10 two 
years less a day for bigamy, from Magistrate's Court, North Bay, November 30, 1909. She was granted a 
Ticket of Leave on August 2, 19 1 1. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Case File #3505. March- September, 1909 
3 Ethel B. alias Jane Smith was sentenced by Police Court, Ottawa, June 27, 1908 for a term of six months 
for vagrancy. She was 23 ycars old and pregnant. She gave birth to a female child while in prison. and 
contmy to the Superintendent's advise, did not agree to give up her child, but took her back with her to 
Ottawa. O'Sullivan remarked to that Ethel was "somewhat wveak-minded .... 1 know tliat she cannot look 
after herself." At the time of writing her letter, Ethel was in a house of industry at Perth, Ontario. 
Mcrcer Reformatory, Case File #35 14, Januaxy 13, 19 10 

Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, Superintendent O'Sullivan 1902, 73 



could in prison by giving inrnates an incentive to give up their bad habits. particularly drink.' She sawr 

prisoners, even the habitua1 drunkards and recidivists, as valuabie, capable people who "usually manifest a 

desire to ref~mi."~ Becoming a mother was not ody a way for O'Sullivan to offer these women some 

affection, but was an attempt on her part to establish a bond with them. She hoped that she could 

esercise a reformatory influence chat would e.xtend beyond their bief period of incarceration and parole. 

It \vas difficult for O'Sullivan to let go, but usually not so hard for the inrnates. The mother-daughter 

relationship, so beauWly acted out by both sides for a time. would inevitably corne to a close. 

Built on an enforced infantalization, the warden- inmate relationship was not easily achieved but 

it was a compelling vehicle for creating order. Wardens, forced into the role of parent, tried many tactics 

to maintain control. Whcn it was necessary, like any ideal parent, they were also legal advocates. 

nurturers. spiritual leaders. disciplinarians and friends. Wardens were dauntiess and suong because 

they knew that the aura of invincibility that they projecteà was so vital to the survival of the prison and to 

the rehabilitative agenda that it cspoused. They altemted between severity and kindness. despotism and 

personal charm to secure the affection and obedience of the inmates. Even when wardens failed to 

measure up to their own standards. when their physical weakness became apparent during attacks or 

when their absolute power was diluted by parole, convicts. at least begrudgingly, respected them for their 

character and tenacity. Through their unstinting efforts, wardens won a small masure of unconditionai 

love from the convicts. The respect that each Warden earned brought not only order to the prison. but a 

measure of civili ty . 

Siblings, Children and other Family Members 

The prison family was made up of many cliatacters and came in many incarnations. Often the prison 

farnily was rooted in kinships formed in the outside world but at other tirnes it was a makeshift crcation of 

the inside reality. Many convicts h v e d  with relatives. friends and neighbours; others amved knowing 

no one. There were many fkiends, neighbours and familiar faces in prison. John S., for esample, anived 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Case File #366 1. O'Sullivan argued in the case of Prisoner Alice P. that parole 
would help her cure herself of drink better than prison. 
' Mercer Reformatory. Annual Repott, Superintendent O'Sullivan, 190 1.48 



at the Kingston Penitentiaq with his father- in- law, both men serving sentences for forgery.' Jane and 

Mary P. were sisters, aged 17 and 16 respectively. who were sent to the Mercer for frequenting a 

disorderly house.' Sara and Charlotte M. were 16 and 19 year old sisters convicted under the vagrancy 

a ~ t . ~  Mary Mc., age 46. anived at the Mercer with her sixteen year old daughter Elizabeth, although 

both were convictcd of different crimes. h t  the Central Prison, lames H. serveci time with his 16 year old 

son John. who was. in the words of Warden Massie, "a very childish and inoffensive lad." Both were 

committed for vagrancy. When John became the victim of a savage knifïng, the father held a vigil at his 

bed side for several days and nighîs until he regained cons~iousness.~ Indced, siblings were often 

sentenced together. adult children wvith their parents. uncles with nephews and aunts with nieces. 

By far the most cornmon farnily connection in prison was that of motherhood. Many women 

were either admitted with their babies. or arrived in an e.upectant state. The presence of these infants 

brought out materna1 feelings in the rest of Che inmates, and they became popular objects of affection. In 

1888, for example. 20 babies populatcd the Mercer nursery.6 In 1893 alone. Surgeon King delivered 12 

babies.' Heartbreaking deçisions had to be made about whether childcare should be arranged or whether 

adoption was a better option. Mothers who chose the latter sornetimes enlisted the help of the 

Superintendent to later reverse their decisiom8 As for the presence of so many babies in the prison. 

Surgeon King was of two minds. He ofien felt that the babies were more trouble than they were worth. 

As far as he \vas concerned, babies of prisoners were better off from the start in an infant's home. The 

case of prisoner Deborah S., who while scMng a tetm seven years earlier had been admitted with her 

baby. and now was under suspicion of abandoning the child. tended to corroborate his ~ i e w . ~  In addition. 

Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book, May 3, 1878 
' Mercer Reformatory, Case Files #944 and 945. Both were sentenced at Hamilton's Police Court on 
Januaiy 14. 1886 to a t e m  of 12 monihs. 

Mercer Reformatory, Case Files #636 and 635. Both were sentenced at Kingston's Police Court on 
January 16, 1864 to a tcnn of one year and 360 days and one year and four months respectively. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Case Files #796 and 795 
5 Central Prison, C. F. #16826. The attack took place on December 1, 1889. Both were released early as 
a resdt of the stabbing after seMng four out of their six months term. 
6 Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory, 188, Surgeon John King, 125 
' Annual Report, Mercer Reformatory. 1893. Surgeon John King, 105-6 
8 Mercer Refonnatory, See Case Files # 3 167. 3776, 19 18 for example. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Case File #3207 



there were no proper provisions to take case of the babies while their mothers were working al1 day long 

and these toddlers interfered with the proper discipline of the institution. Also, childless women 

sometimes fought with each other over play time with the infants. Superintendent O'Reilly observai that 

inmates placed with children required more supervision than those without as "the mothers would 

quarrel."' "mn many cases." King concludeâ, prisoners *'malce their infants the excuse for evading those 

mies they might keep."' But on the other hand. he was forced to admit that "the a r e  of the child lm a 

softening effect on the mother, and is a great incentive to her reformation."' There were plenty of 

children at the Female Prison at Kingston as well. In 1891, for eauample, two children were boni to 

femalc convicts and two were boni in 1897 and these out of a typical population of about thirty women." 

Warden Lavell describeci their "enlivening" effect on the rooms, but also complained about how they 

would "interfere with maintenance of discipline."5 On the whole, there appeared to be less tolerance for 

children at the Kingston Penitentiaq than at the Mercer. Some children in particular were deemed to be 

a "nuisance" and the Matron, oflen with the help of sociaiite Lady Aberdeen, arranged to have the infants 

placed in orphanages until the mothers were liberated6 

Being in prison was also a tirne when convicts were cmelly rerninded of the families from which 

they were separateci. Malcolm Mc., a resident of Port Arthur who was convicted of thefi wrote the 

Warden at the Centrai Prison: "1 am a boy of 17 years ... sentenced to 23 months in Prison that is a long 

time to live for a boy of My age. Will you be so kind as to let me know if i will get out in 2 or  8 months as 

1 want to go home and will you forgive mc for what 1 have done as 1 want to see my dear dear mother, 

Father, Sisters and brothers. 1 have never been in trouble before. And 1 hope God will for give rnc for it. 

And do you think vou could help me to Get out."7 Nineteen year old Elson B., who had amassed a long 

resurne of convictions, had a widoweâ mother who misseci him and dmfted him five page letters. "1 have 

your picture lianging up in my bedroom," she wrotc him, "and 1 think 1 can see you ail the time." 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, Superintendent O'Reilly, 1890, 102. 
' Annual Report, Mercer Refonnatory, Surgeon King, 1889, 1 13. Also 1885. 1 16 

Annual Report. Mercer Refonnatory. Surgeon King. 1882, 110 
*' A n n d  Report, Kingston Penitentiw, Surgeon Strange, 1894, 2; 1897, 24 
5 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 18942;  1895,26 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Septernber 9, 1897, May 29, 1899 
7 Central Prison, Case File # 22612. He was given parole aller serving 15 months. 



Regrettably, a failed escape attempt h m  the freight yard added another three months of picture gazing 

for this convict's motber. ' Convict George S., a laborer, was a 24 year old husband and father seMng a 

two year sentence for assauit and battery. He wrote his wife that he was working very hard in prison to 

earn the gratuities he was sending her out, but was clearly frantic over the fact that she was not coming to 

visit him with their baby. "1 want you to come and see me," he told her. "When you get this letter. do as 1 

told you. You c m  w a p  youtself up and the baby tolo]. You havent [sicl got M a  mile to walk you will 

bc on the cars al1 the way to the Prison .... Dear wife if you dont [sic] come to see me you neednt [sic] not 

wite to me any more or send anytlung at al1 for I can do without them and 1 will not make 'my more 

overtirne. Dear wife 1 will not write to you any more so gou will know by this letter what 1 mean to do and 

I do not want you to write to me any more if you do not.. . .. P. S. Dear wifé if you dont corne d o w  this 

week you need not come at d l .  You said you would send me the baby Picture but 1 dont want to see the 

baby Picture, 1 want to see the bab y. . . ."warden Creighton observeci that. "although a sensible strong 

minded man," whenever prisoner Martin S. heard about his wife and children. "the tears almost 

invariably roll d o m  his cheekw3 

Indeed, many prisoners were also parents and they missed their own children. Staff noticed the 

emotional toll that the sight of child visitors took on the convicts. The throngs of visitors who made thcir 

way into the Kingston Penitentiw during the summer months with their children in tow posed a special 

hardship on the inmates, Warden Platt arguai. "I consider it a monstrous cmelty to place convicts upon 

e-xhibition before men, women, boys and girls. and 1 do not blame them for resenting it .... Besides, it must 

not be forgotten that many convicts have mothers and wives and sisters and children at home. and that 

painful thoughts and emotions and yearning for home and freedom are often aroused by the sight of those 

who, in sizc, age, appearance or carriage resemble their own loved ones."j Visiting children of convicts 

also ended up circulating among the inmate population too and staff were ill-equipped or were simply too 

' Central Prison, Case File #2898. He had already served two stints at the St. John's Indusuial School at 
ages 11 and 14. His five convictions were al1 for theft. 
' Central Prison, Case File # 143 13. The letter was written sometime between 1895 to 1897. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. no date, early 1877. Remission report. Creighton added 
that he doubted that the man was guilty, adding that to a sensitive man like him, "the short period he has 
k e n  here has been a greater punishment to hirn than 6 years' could be to a hardeneci criminal." 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary , Warden Platt, lgO2,28-9. 



amused to control them. Warden Creighton wrote a long letter to Inspector Moylan complaining about 

the inappropriate behaviour of the 15 year old step-daughter of a certain convict. She was smuggling 

brandy into the pe~tentiary and brought groups of her girlfnends into the prison, whom he found 

gossiping with several delighted inmates in the infirmary. Worse, she was in the habit of bringing her 

rambunctious younger brother with her. "1 found this boy running about amongst the Convicts- away 

from his sister and [the prisonerl." Creighton appealed for the authority to reduce Visitation privileges 

for certain inmate relatives who abused this right. The persistent complaints about these wildly behaved 

guests harkened back to a previous age and certainly challenges Our perception of the supposediy silent 

and orderly "reformed" prison. 

Very young prisoners. including many incorrigibles transferred from the reformatories, provided 

a juvenile content to the prison population. Officials womed about the contamination threat that older 

inmates posed to h e m  and also about how to control them. Convict John F. was only a "lad of 16 years 

old," but in the words of Warden Platt, "proves to be incomgible ... The lad seems to be half f i l  and half 

devil." Platt found him to be so uncontrollable that he had the young man confined in the prison of 

isolation indefinitely.' Warden Lavell, for example, estimateci that over 60 per cent of the Kingston 

prisoners were under the age of 30. "many of them mere boys.""n 1896. for example. 52 out of a total 

604 convicts, or almost nine percent were under the age of 20,296 or just under half were between the 

ages of 20 to 3 0 . ~  Surgeon Strange commented in 1890 that there were 29 convicts under the age of 20: 

14 nineteen year olds. 12 eighteen year olds and 3 sixteen year 01ds.~ Lavell remarked that it is a "pity" to 

see so rnany young fellows "mixing with the older and hardened inmates, who are evcr ready to influence 

hem in a wong direction and annul any good ihey might otheMise receive."' Speahng about the 

"more than half of the whole convict population of mere boys and young men." Inspector Moylan warned 

that "[t)he architectural construction of our penitentiaries does not permit the complete separation and 

Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book. July 25. 1900. Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart. 
Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Lavell, 1890,3. See annual statistical tables for age. 

Typically, just under 60 percent of the population was under the age of 30. 
3 Annual Report, 1896, Kingston Penitentiary, 1 12. 
' Annual Report, 1890, Kingston Penitentiaxy. Surgeon O.S. Strange, 6 

Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Lavell, 1890,3 



classification required to prevent the banefùl effect arising from the CO-mingling of the neophytes in crime 

with those who are seasoned with guilt."' Protestant Chaplain A. W. Cooke hoped that the public would 

be made aware of the high number of youths k i n g  sent to the penitentiary. He began a bible class for 

youths under the age of 20, and %ad to say." he had a turnout of about thirty.' 

Charles L.. was a typical young inmate. He was sent to Kingston from his native Hamilton in 

1883 at the age of 15 for the crime of burglary. His remission report read that his "conduct has been very 

good." The Surgeon added Uiat he found no reason why "confinement would shorten his ~ i a ~ s . " ~  Andrew 

W. was sentenced at the age of 16 for sheep stealing. The Warden deemed his conduct to be '-veq good" 

but characterized hirn as "a poor delicate lad." "very quiet" with "weak" intelligence."" Warden 

Creighton womed about one young prisoner, Frederick W., who was not only a teenager. but appeared to 

be devclopmentally challenged. "He has been quiet and inoffensive here, and 1 regret to see a boy of his 

education and reference (for he has a fair share of bth)- confined amongst a lot of the lowest type of 

criminal lunatics.. .."' 

There were even younger convicts at the Central Prison. James A. was a tweive year old 

incomgible, transferred in 1889 from the Ontario Reformatory for ~ 0 ~ s . ~  Aifred McC. was a II year old 

transferred from Penetanguishine for "incomgibie conduct," dong with a group of sirnilarly behaved 

juveniles from that reformatory.' John H., a 15 year old house bwglar, was transferred from the Centrril 

to   en et an guis hi ne.^ Roy G. was only 1 1 years old when he arrived at the Central Prison. He was one of 

sis incorrigibles transferred over a two day pend fkom Penetanguishine. The Warden arrangcd for his 

Mason S.. a "child still in knickerbockers" claiined that he was 17, but Warden Gilmour had 

his doubts. He suspected that Mason, who was found guilty of vagrancy, gave an older age in order to 

I Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 189 1, Inspecter Moylan, ?ri-.xii 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Protestant Chaplain A. W. Cooke, 1912,55; 1906.47 

Kingston Penitentiaty, Warden's Letter Book, August 3, 1885. Remission Report. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter B a  June 12. 1878. Remission Report. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 3 1, 1881. Warden Creighton to 2. A. Lash. 
Minister of Justice. Ottawa. 
6 Central Prison, Convict Register, Case File # 100 14 
7 Central Prison, Convict Register, Case File # 19 176 
8 Centrai Prison, Convict Register, Case File #15787 
9 Centrai Prisoii, Convict Register, Case File # 19 177 



avoid going to an industriai school, a common practice with many boys. "In my humble opinion this is a 

serious reflection upon the Administration of Justice in Canada that this boy, but little more than a child. 

without crime should bc confined for six months in the Prison where the environment and surroundings 

are anythmg but what they should be in the formation of character."' 

The many juveniles confined to the Central Prison also posed a distinct disciplinary challenge. 

It was not seemly to apply the brutal punishments ihat were available to the adults and yet the behaviour 

of children could be just as disruptive, or worse, as the grown-ups. Massie was at his wit's end as to how 

to cope with "two little boys" sent over From Hamilton. Charles B.. aged 14, and Frank L.. "the srnailest 

of the two" and aged 15, were "wholly unmanageable and both thoroughly spoiled." To prevcnt further 

disorder in the cell block he had them held in the basement.' Michael M., a 16 year old three years into 

a four year sentence for larceny, was an incorrigible sent over from the Penetanguishene Reformatory. In 

short order, he was cited for talking in his gang, throwing his b r a d  out of his ceIl. loitering in the gallery. 

shouting in his ce11 and swearing. among other acts3 Ninc ycar old Thomas C. was an absolute terror in 

the shops and Massie was at "a loss to know what to do with hm." In the tailor shop. he broke scissors. 

put the sewing machines out of order. "and by rnany tricks played on the prisoners. was so annoying ihat 

he had to be removed." He hid bmshes in the paint shop, smeared the goods and "al1 sorts of boyish 

tricks." A placed a large iron nut into one of the mills. "and had it not been discovered in time, it would 

have srnashed the whole machine to pieces." Massie was wary of keeping him confined in a ce11 and 

acknowledged that he could not "be brought under discipline, like ordinary prisoners." Alarmed at the 

prospect of his 18 month sentence, he urged for lus transfer to an industrial school or failing that a 

rerni~sion.~ A si~qeen year old incorrigible from Penetanguishene fought in the paint shop and was put in 

the dark ce11 for one hour "when," according to his punishment report, "he cried bitterly, and beggcd to 

1 Central Prison, Case File #24097. Warden Gilmour to Ministry of Justice, Ottawa, August 18, 1910. 
Gilmour wanted J. 1. Kelso, Superintendent of Neglected Childrcn, to take the boy in band- 
' Central Prison, C. F. #14210. Massie tried to have them sent to an industrial school at Mimico, but 
there is no record of his success. 
3 Central Prison, C. F. #7847. He amved at the Cenval Prison around May, 1886. 
' Central Prison, C. F. # 1 1 494. The boy was eventually transferred to the Industrial School at Mimico by 
authority of the Govemor General, but not before three months and 10 days of "mischief." 



be forgiven and would not offend again. ~eleased."' Sixteen year old Gustav B., "of German descent 

suong, healthy, and active," was also "without exception the worst prisoner" under Massie's charge. "He 

defiantly disregards the prison rcgulations and when put in the darli c d ,  keeps the whole [institution] in 

an uproar. 1 have admonished, reprimanded. wamed and punished hirn to purpose .... Yesterday he 

annoycd and provokcd another prisoner while at his work till he threatened to punish him, then B. took a 

broom handle and stnick hirn three times breaking his nose." The warden enclosed a long. detailed report 

of B.'s many transgressions for the Inspecter's perusal. Massic wrranted that "a good spanking would 

take the conceit out of him but" he regretted, "1 am not at liberty to administer that sort of correction." 

Instead. he requested the authority to apply the lash.' 

Senid Interactions 

Sociologists searching through conternporary sources and even nineteenth century historians like O' Brien 

have found considerably more evidence about s e d  relations in prison tlian 1 have k n  able to uncover. 

The reasons for this disparity suggest several interesting questions. 1 have found that s e d  behaviour 

\vas secret and fiutive. and i t only emerged as an issue when it provoked violence. Nevertheiess O'Brien 

has argued ihat sex bas one of the most prominent culturai properties of prisoner life. Homose.dity. as 

O'Brien has contended. was not only openly tolerated as a kind of "safety valve" by prison authorities, but 

it was also used by them to mark prisoners as a species apart fiom civilized society. Once having 

participated in it, inmates were considered to have been irrevocably changed. It "becarne another element 

in the branding and difkrentiation of inmates from free ~ o c i e t ~ . ' ' ~  

Sexul  beliaviour, O'Brien continued, offering solid evidence. undenvent a "transmutation" in 

t ris on.' Women's rclationships were more widely premised on romance and affection, with espressions 

of love similar to mother and child and husband and wife. "Male" and ''fernale" designations in these 

relationships were not rigid, and intercepted notes between partners overwhelmingly containcd intimate. 

rather than s e d ,  imagery. These kinds of findings are, of course, dependent on the documentation. 

1 Centrai Prison, C. F. #7847. Punishment report of May 29, 1886. 
' Centrai Prison, C. F. # [numbers lost], correspondence of November 8, 1883, Warden Massie to the 
Inspector. No record of Massie's request for a lashing k i n g  granteci. 
O'Brien, The Promise cf Punishnrent, 90-98 

4 O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, IO 



While there is evidence of many contraband notes from the Mercer Reformatory or from the fcmale ward 

at Kingston, none of their contents have been preserved. And so whle 1 found rnany indications of illicit 

note passing, unlike O'Brien 1 could only postulate as to their contents. This shortcorning, as MI1 be seen. 

contributed to the overall skctchiness of my account of women's sexual interactions. 

Men, on the other hand, premised their associations more on power than love. O'Brien has been 

able to prove that nien were trapped into assigneci sex roles with young prisoners k i n g  traded arnong 

older partners in exchange for money and contraband. Those who were able to pay for favours maintained 

high status within the subculture and those who sold them rernained poorly regarded. While male sesual 

interactions were more easily dixernible to me in my own research, again 1 was unable to paint nearly as 

clear a picture of masculine mating rituals as O'Brien. As 1 will endeavoiir to demonstrate. the male 

convicts. even though they were not as reticent about their sexuality as the women were. still kept their 

activities relatively quiet. And when they avoided violence and did not cause disruptions to the routine. 

officiais, particularly at the longer- term Kingston facility. were prepared to look the other way. Both men 

and women, O'Brien concluded, used sexuality to adapt to imprisonment and in effect to shape the 

character of their imprisonrnent. Ironically. it is probably the relative peacefulness of inmate interactions 

in Ontario that has caused evidence of the types of elaborate sexud adaptations that O'Brien and others 

have suggested to largely elude me. ' 
Nevertheless, 1 have k e n  able to uncover compelling evidence of s e . d  behaviour and desires 

in prison. It is clear that boy convicts were valued for their appearance by the older inmates. Much to 

the constcrnatioii of the medical authorities, prisoners engaged in the "solitary vice." and thanks to thcir 

shared cells, not always so solitarily. Convicts were also cited in the discipline register for engaging in 

the act of "sodomy." Friendships between male prisoners sometimes disintegrated into violence and 

jealousy, suggesting more physical and emotional attaçhrnents. While convicts largely honoured the 

unspoken rule of silence when it came to contraband activi ties, in the case of s e . d  liaisons they 

sometimes disregarded their own code and gossiped. Prisoners have also offered evidence, perhaps out of 

malicious motives, of g m d s  se,nially exploiting the convicts. Women convicts passed notes and spread 

' O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 90- 107 



nunours and judging fiom the werity of some of their punishments. they rnight well have been 

discussing senial matters. Women confined to the syphilis ward were bitter over their fallen status and 

lience they brandished their infectious status like a physical weapon. For their part, officials generally 

reacted to inrnate semality with restraint and only reacted when the participants acted without discretion 

and the general discipline of the institution was risk. The nced for secrecy and discretion when it came to 

sexual matters was perhaps the one area of agreement that oficials and convicts shared. It was likely for 

this reason that inmates who were sentenced for sexual offenses were generally kept in isolation. The 

s e x d  inunorality of these convicts was a known commodity and hence was condemned by officials and 

prisoners alike. 

In the male institutions, child convicts undeniably were objects of physical desire. And just as 

the warden-prisoner relationship revofved around an age ciifference, sexual unions often relied on the 

contrast between youth and adulthood. Oficials at the Kingston Penitentiary saw how the older inmates 

looked at the younger ones. and more generally too they knew that the young and the old were having ses 

with each other. Almost on a yearly basis, Protestant Chaplain Cooke made urgent appeals to classi@ 

prisoners by age, for he was convinced that they were k ing  d u c e d  and coerced into homosexual acts by 

the older inmates. He anviously concluded that "some boys may be so debaseci, that they can. and do, 

compt other boys of the same age, and younger. Tme: but must it not be granted that a bad boy cannot 

possibly compt another boy to the saine extent that an old, e.uperienced criminal can." He reported that 

he discoverai a lettcr "written by a very bad man to a youth of si.xteen, from Toronto. ... The contents 

were vile beyond masure. Such shocking depravity as that letter revealed is hard to imagine .... 1 had 

several long talks with this convicr ... 1 found him indifferent, callous. He 'didn't case.' The moral sense 

seemed to be almost extinguished. And there are many Ike him, at this moment in this penitenti~." '  

Cooke felt that he was fighting a losing battle. It pained hirn to see how, as these "boys ... become 

accustomed to their surroundings. signs of sorrow and fear and sense of shame wear away." He was 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Annuai Report, Protestant Chaplain A. W. Cooke, 19 10. 288 



certain that "some of the older men take pleasure in cormpting the minds of the younger."' Nevertheless, 

Chaplain Cooke recognized that his warnings were fdling on deaf cars.' 

The unavoidable absence of the opposite gender did not only make the young subject to perverse 

attention but made young and old alike prone to another even more prevalent act of 5 e . d  degeneracy. 

masturbation. "Self abuse," "the secret vice," and "the solitaq evil," as it was variously cailed, was an 

activity looked upon as a symptom of insanity and its many disparaging euphernisms only reinforced its 

position of shame and disdain in the period.3 Poor ''mental hygiene" was regrettable but what perturbeü 

officids even more was the fact that this habit \vas in practice not as "secret" or "solitary" as 

administrators pretended. For example. in a prison like the Central where up to a quarter of al1 convicts 

were forced to share cells the size of 40 square feet.%t was hard to envision much occasion for privacy. 

Oficials admitted that the sharing of cells promoteâ "practices which it is indelicate to particularize." 

Not wishing to openly face up to the fact, the disposition became emblernatic of the widespread sarne- ses 

contacts in prison, a reality that officiais knew that they were powerless to stop. While the Surgeon at 

the Central Prison vigorously sought to stamp out this behaviour, at the Kingston Penitentiary. Surgeon 

Lavell for one had little energy left to combat this "immoral habit." "As a f a c ~ "  he conceded, "it is no 

more than might be e.upeçted, considering the class of persons who are inmates .... In such cases the 

diseased Brain and pernicious habit react upon each other, rendering relief hopeless." Lave1 1 believed in 

ail the contemporary myttis surrounding masturbation, including the manifestation of bad eyesight and 

rcduced strength and health. But he wrote the Warden that he would rather not file a report on the subject 

6 of masturbation after d l ,  even though one was requested by the Inspecter. Ultimately. few measures at 

the Kingston Penitentiary were taken to combat these activities, solo or duo. because inmates wvere not 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Protestant Chaplain A. W. Cooke. 1908.47 
' See the section in Chapter 2 about the failed attempts at achieving classification at tiic Kingston 
Penitentiaxy 

Sce, for e.uample, S. E. D. Shortt, Victorian Lunacy: Richard M. Bucke and the Practice ofLate 
Nineteenth- Centuy  Psychiatry, (London: Cambridge University Press, 1986) 
' Annual Report, Central Prison, 1872-3. Cells were 5 by 8 feet. 

Annual Report, Central Prison, 1894, 13. In 1895, for example. up to 94 inmates werc forced to share. 
Annual Report, 1895, 14. In 1896,74 inmates were sharing. Annual Report, 1896, 14. That year 
between 356 to 395 prisoners made up the total population. 1896, 1. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lctter Book, December 3, 1878, Surgeon Lavell to Warden Creighton. 
Also March 3 1, 1873, Lavell to Creighton: Re: medical diagnosis of a convict. 



terribly motivated to stop, nor were officials particularly inclined or very well equipped to stop them. 

And thus most officers simply looked the other way. 

S e d  activity was so prevalent arnong the men that even when therc was clear evidencc of it. 

officiais chose to deal with oniy the discipline infractions and violence that were caused by these 

encounters. They were extremely reluctant to investigate the se.wal relations themselves. J. B. B. had 

struck up a friendship, rnost likely more, with Edward P. in the tailor shop and the two were never far 

from each other. The guard for one found their attachent to each other to be "improper," but chose to 

foçus on their constant taiking rather than investigate things fiirther. He had it arrangcd that they be sent 

to separate places of work. J. B. B. took exception to this development and. 'in a bullying manner." 

approached the guard at the dinner hour and shouted emotionally that if he could not continue to work 

wvith convict Edward P. and talk to hirn ail that he liked. he wvould rather go CO the dungeon. Oficials 

were pleased to oblige him and he was sent there for a wveek to cool down.' In a more overt case. Convicts 

McI. and P. were reported for fighting in one of the shops, ostensibly ovcr a pair of rnissing scissors. 

Md. ended up rushing P., punching him in the face, cutting him badly on the forehead and bruising his 

nose. Instructor Tweddel was apparently too buq  washing his hands at the time to intcrvene, but when 

questioned, said that in his opinion. the fight was not about the supposedly missing scissors at dl, which 

wvcre in plain view on the table al1 dong, but was rather due to the fact that "McI. seemed jealous of and 

enraged at P. for some attention s h o w  a boy convict." These kinds of illicit attentions must have been 

cornmonplace if even a trade instructor wodd know about them, and indeed took them as  a matter of 

course. A laissezfaire attitude that prevailed in these cases ek~iained why Tweddel suddenly became so 

engrossecl in hand washing at the tirne of the clash. The guard on duty seemed similarly inclined to let 

the twvo convicts fight it out for he made no effort to stop convict McI. fiom angrily walking a distance of 

some ten feet in order to attack prisoner P.. As for Warden Platt, he was not tembly curious to get to the 

bottom of the problem either, for though he placed prisoner McI. in the Prison of Isolation for six months 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, April25, 1877. He was placed in solitary confinement for 
one week. 



for the attack, he elected not to file a report explainhg the reason for his misconduct.' As far as the 

prison managers were concemeci, the less officially said and done about semial acts in prison, the bctter. 

O'Brien has specuiated that s e x -  acts may have been tolerated in the period because they were seen as 

"a dety valve."' Because of the long sentences at Kingston. it appeared that oaicials decided not to 

interfere in these matters unless absolutely necessaq. Indeed, while the nominal punishment for "bestial 

and unnatural" acts in prison. as these se& acts were deemed to be. was whipping. it wvas almost never 

~ a m e d  out? 

When it came to deding with men convicted of se.& offenses on the outside such as child rape 

and particularly Iiomose.nial activities. howvever, officiais acted proactively. They did not want these 

provcn "degenerates" circulating among the gcneral population. They also knew that these inmates would 

be exiremely unpopular with the rest of the men. These convicts were irnmediately put into the Prison of 

Isolation and kept there initialiy for at least six months and then usually bçyond. Charles S., convicted of 

attempted buggeq, at the last report filed was serving six months in isolation. a fact that the warden 

dcemed "beneficial," not specifying however if this segregation was "beneficial" to the convict himself or 

rather to the institution. Frank D. was sentenced for the same offense and was nearing seven months of 

isolation. a fact which LavclI also noted with approval.' Prisoner Albert W. was received for buggery and 

sentenced to ten years and 18 lashes, and was sent directly to the Prison of ~solation.~ William H.. 

however, who was sentenced for having "canial connection with a girl under 14 years." was reputed by his 

sentencing report to be such a good worker that Warden Platt asked for permission to relax the nile of 

isolation in his case. Nevertheless, the fact that he had to receive authorization to put this prisoner in with 

the rest of the population proved how entrenched the policy of isolating sex offenders was.' 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Convict Letter Register, January 20, 1905, Warden Platt to Inspector of 
Penitentiaries 
' O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 98. 

Annual Report, Inspector Stewart, 1895, 9. 1 have never corne across a discipline report where a 
prisoner was given corporal punishment for semai acts. 

Kingston Pcnitentiary, Warden's Letter Bwk, December 13, 1895, report on inmates in the Prison of 
Isolation 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 3 1, 1898 

Kingston Penitcntiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 21, 1900 



Apparentiy convicts knew al1 about sexual affairs, and, unlike the prim officiais, enjoyed talking 

about them. Prisoner R was "admo~shed and cautioned to keep his tongue still in future" for spreading 

m o r s  about the "imnioral conduct" of two inmates, "causing bad feeling to exist in the gmg."' The 

Commissioners of 1914 commented with amazement about how readily inclined the prisoners were to 

talk, in great detail, about the prevalence of "sodomy" at the Penitentiaxy. Three convicts in particular 

"gave sensational and disgusting evidence in support of the charge." OBicials and guards. on the other 

hand, reacted with a combination of prudery and inciifference. "[Wlithout exception. [theyl either denied 

the existence of the practice or dedared they knew nothing of it."' But sometimes there was more than 

just gossip to go on. Joseph H. and Adolph C. were found "concealed behind the door at the foot of the 

stairs ieading to the school room- imrnediately afier dinner. and judging fkom the marner and appearance 

of both- 1 am of opinion that the convicts," the guard wrote. %ad been indulging in disgusting and sinful 

practices not fit to be rnentioned amongst Chnstians." But even in this most obvious of cases. the convicts 

were not officially punished for their s e x d  activities, but rather for "concealing themselves behind the 

OBicials at the p n i t e n t i q  tried to deal with s e . 4  relations in as quiet a fashion as possible. 

They likely deçided that rebuking semal behaviour in front of al1 the inmates wodd only sensationalize it. 

Scx at the Cenual Prison, too, was furtive. but frequently discovered. Prisoners were regularly 

caught in the act while in their cells. Prisoner Richard N. was found to be having "another prisoner in his 

ce11 contrary to orders, and was caught by an onicer in the Mlest of imrnorality with ~ r n . " ~  Patrick O. 

was observed to be "in an immoral position on top of lprisonerl S. and going lhrough an imaginary 

intercourse and ... kissing S."' Prisoner Idilton B.. scarcely a hardened jailbird at the age of 19, was 

reponed by the Warden for taking an even younger fellow convict John B., a boy sent over from the 

Refonnatory, into his cell and then k ing  "caught in the act of committing an unmentionable offense 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, February 9, 1905 
' Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary. 19 14, 18 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Rcgister, September 14, 1869. They were punished with four meals 
of bread and water as well two nights in the dark cell. 
' Central Prison, Case File #1383 1. Warden Massie arguai in Aprîl 13, 1895 letter to the Deputy 
M i ~ s t e r  of Justice that this prisoner's clemency should be denied on account of his immoral act. 

Central Prison, Case File #7534. Patrick 0. was 24 years old. He was reprimanded. 



against nature."' There were plenty of youngsters to "compt" at the Central Prison. In 1897. for 

e.uample, 26 prisoners out of total yearly turn-over of 599 were under the age of 18: in the following year 

42 out of 604 were in the same age group.' 

In effect, s e . d  activities ventured out of the shadowy realm of the prison subculture cluefly 

when they were a cause of violence. Not al1 advances were welcomed and in fact many were brutally 

rebuffed. Oliver B. was reported for brutally assaulting another prisoner because he had made a pass at 

him. Warden Gilmour not only forgave him for the offense. but in the strongest language possible. put his 

official stamp of approval on his actions. Feeling powerless to put a stop to these acts. Gilmour saw 

nothing wong with leaving their punishment to the intenial culture of the prisoners themselves. "1 can 

quite understand il," he wrote the Minister of Justice in reference to the attack. "for in this prison we have 

to guard the fresh and youthhl looking boys from a certain class of lcwd crirninals with al1 diligence 

possible. Occasionally similar assaults have been made here and 1 invariably approve surnmary and 

severe punishment of any man attempting this vileness even though that punishment may be adrninistered 

by a prisoner. 1 am anxious to have it plainIy understood that no punishment or treatment is too severe for 

such conduct. 1 never knew the existence of this vile side of life until 1 came here. The assault rcferred to 

was ccnsidered in the prisoner's favor rather than other~ise."~ 

From the safety of his new home in Detroit, one former Central Prison inmate wrote the wuden 

to inform him that on Saturday and Sunday afternoons. it was the practice of convicts to gather in "#l 

Dormitory" for sex. "1 do not know just how to word it but in plain English it is "cock sucking." I know 

this will be a shock to you. It makes my blood mn cold when 1 think about it." He hastened to add tiiat 

he had never had "any personal knowledge of iLW4 An anonqmous former pnsoner writing in the labour 

press charged tliat guards derived a perverse s e m l  pleasure from administering strip searches: 

1 Central Prison, Punishment Register, March 2, 1886. He was depnved of al1 privileges and given 72 
hours in the dark cell, 5 1 of which were remittcd by order of the Warden. 
' Central Prison, Annual Report, 1896. 23, l897,23. Also in another typical ycar, 1883, 12 out of 632 
inmates wcre under the age of 18. 

Central Prison, Case File # 2348 1. Letter of December 17, 19 10 by Warden Gilmour in his capacity as 
secretary to the Parole Commission to Hon. A. B. Aylesworth, Minister of Justice, Ottawa 
4 Centrai Pnson, Case File #2899 1. Letter of Febniary 7, 19 16 to Warden. David H., who also included 
details of the contraband trade, mosdy focused on his difficulties in getting a job d e r  release. 



[The] 'screws,' can 'tum you over' scientifically. That is, take off every stitch 
of your clothing, look into your mouth, examine every inch of your naked 
person, Gom the soles of your feet to the crown of your head in the hope of 
fmding a chew of tobacco or the sturnp of an old pipe. This indelicate and 
demoralizing performance is so rnuch enjoyed by these 'screws' that wve have 
secn the governor search a pnsoner and hand him over to a tunikey, who soon 
as the governor's back was tumed, wmt through the same pleasant du@ 
despite the prisoner's protest. ...[q he officiou way it is performed, with the 
sole expectatiori of discovering a piece of tobacco or a scrap of newspaper, is 
not calculated to improve the morals of prisons or improve the discipline.' 

A t d y  sensational piece of evidence was offered by Thomas L., a 24 year old sening a one year term for 

theft. He wrote a letter to the Warden describing how a certain guard in the machine shop had assembleci 

a group of young prisoner "punks." When Thomas L. refusai to play dong. he claimed that he wvas put 

out of the shop for poor work. The loss of this favourable job position was apparendy enough for him to 

forgo any fear of reprisals and file a complete report on the incident, including the names of al1 who were 

involveâ: 

1 was put out of the machine shop on Tuesday P.M. into the drill gang. With 
the understanding Gom Mr. Miles that there were no work for me, but 1 have 
been told since that it was a f m e d  up job, Chat got me out of there. That is 
was [Guard or ïnstnictor?] William Muir that was the cause of it, as Muir and 
1 haven't been on V ~ I Y  good s p c a h g  t m s  lately, due to the fact that 1 
wouldn't be a Punk for hm, on several occasions he has tried to have 
connections with me in the Basement, under the machine shop, and with some 
of the oher boys in the shop that work in co~ec t ion  with the work that he is 
on, he has offered me tobacco and sandwiches, as he did wîth some of the 
other boys, if we would take d o m  our pants for him. And as 1 wouldn't stand 
for this kind of work Gom him he has been making it disagreeable for me in 
the shop, making the remark to the other prisoners that he would have me put 
out of the room, as he had charge of the work that 1 was on, he has given me 
quite a mount of smoking tobacco as well as a number of sandwiches trying to 
coas me to be a Punk for m. He has charge of a certain amount of work and 
also of Prisoners, and he has some of the boys go down stairs pretending they 
are doing work, then he goes down after them, then he tries to have 
connections with than, as they have told me, and he hm tried the same trick 
with me. So! Since he has found out that 1 wouldn't stand for this he has 
been making the excuse that 1 was lazy and was çpoiling al1 the work Uiat was 
given to do. So as to get some one else on the job that he can do that business 
wi th.... They are Dan D. and Aiex T. And the boys that hc has been fooling 
around with and trying to have connections are-Alex L., Harry C.. A) G., 
Edward B.... What 1 have stated in this letter is the tnith and nothing But the 
truth.... 1 am willing to m e t  Muir and the 0 t h  boys at any time and say the 
same as it is nothing but the t r ~ t h . ~  

1 See Appendix A. This prisoner was detailing searches performed in jails. 
' Central Prison, Case File #25843. The prisoner made the allegation on Febnüuy 19, 19 13 in a letter to 
the Warden. Therc is no record of a response or any action taken against the guard. 



There is no record of the Warden springing to action in the wake of these revelations. Perhaps the 

Warden did not believe this Prisoner, or maybe if he d i 4  he discretely put a stop to this particular group. 

In the end. it appeared that officials felt that the quieter these cases were kept within the prison walls, the 

bcner. 

Sex between the men was infiised with power and violence. As shown, older convicts and even 

guards used their power to gain access to young convicts. Children in prison particularly the 

incorrigibles transferred from the refonnatories. were often exploited. It is difflcult to find obvious 

evidence of uncoerced romantic s e m l  e.xpression in prison. At bat. there are reports of men k ing  

found to be together in their cells. Prisoners requesting to be bunked together gave dubious excuses such 

as citing the necd to practice togcther for choir seMcc. One self-professed born-again Christian, 16 year 

old Prisoner William S., wrote the warden hoping to be allowed "to lodge in the ce11 28T with Herman 

C.. because he is a Christian (has been converteci in this prison) as 1 understand, and I would like to be 

with a Christian so that we can pray together and talk (in a whisper) about Jesus Christ to each other."' It 

is telling that the most predictable indicator of sex between men was the accompanying violence. the 

fights over "punks," the vicious repnsals for unwanted attentions. On one such occasion for e.uample, 

convict F. B. at Kingston was reported for leaving his place of work and going over to fellow prisoner H. 

S. and making the rernark: "1 c m  fuck you." H. S. responded that he could do the same to F. B. They 

both started "to scrap." H. S. was next observed mnning after F. B., thmwing Stones at him.' To ooaicials 

and to inmates alike. sex. in the final analysis, was not so much about love or even morality, but a 

problem of violence, and a dangcrous but inevitable side effect of imprisonrnent. Both sides realizcd that 

it could never be elirninated. The fact that acts of genuine affection between the men were even more 

Iiidden away by convicts than acts that involved force said much about "macho" prisoner values. For 

their part, oficials believed that the less said about sex, violent or harmonious, the better. They 

'cenual Prison, C. F. #14183. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, muiishment Register, June 14, 1904. F. B. was placed in the punishment cell for 
two days and lost five days remission. H. S. was put in the punishment ceIl for five days and lost seven 
days remission. 



acknowledged that se.wal eicpression between men was something that had to be tolerated but kept in 

check- and if quietly, al1 the better. 

The Kingston Penitentiary. where both men and women were housed in separate sections. 

provided a rare instance of heterose.wality in prison. There is evidence of at least one male inmate at the 

Kingston Penitentiary wlio was able to çarry on a love-afllair with a fernale prisoner. Convict Charles M. 

was engaged in water and gas pipe work in the Female Prison and made friends with prisoner Mary D. 

Charles , it was revealed, had "found excuse to come occasionally on pretext of attending the piping, and 

wlule therc this 'woman' went to where he was working and both accomplished tiieir end." This 

apparentiy both literal and metaphorical bout of plumbing culminated with the discovery of convict Maq 

D. 's pregnancy. Warden Lave11 angrily censureci the Matron, Mrs. Leahy. and her Deputy for allowing 

"this great scandal" to happen. There was too much Iaxity in the Female Prison while men were at work 

there. and he gave orders that no prison workmen were to be allowed without an officer to accompany 

them. It was remarkable that this precaution was not thought of earlier. but it did point to the ease with 

wlùch prisoners were allowed to circulate in the institution. ' 
No eh~licit evidence of sexual activity between the women prisoners has been uncovered. This 

fact may be e.uplained by the tendency for relationships between women prisoners to be defined more by 

companionship than by power and violence. With no physical fighting to point to ses there was less for 

o ~ c i a l s  to notice and rcport. Accordingly. there would have becn fewer of the dcscriptivc punishment 

reports that the male institutions have provided. The spreading of vicious nunors. however, was well 

documented. A retributive activity that sociologists have argued were more prevalent in femalc 

institutions, these verbal acts of violence could have been caused by failed re~ationshi~s.~ 

While women's institutions have therefore yielded, at best, subtle evidence about 

that tiiey were places that were charged with s e m l  tension- and danger. Women in the 

sex, it was clear 

syphilitic ward 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 24, 1886. Warden Lave11 to lnspector Moylan. As 
ever, the Matron was treated as a subordinate to the Warden. 
At thc Mercer Reformatory in the 1960's, an inmate a n n o u n d  that she was pregnant. The male 

employees, much to their embanassment. were subject to immediate questioning. It turned out that the 
wornan's pregnancy was false. Conversation, 1995. with Aideen Nicholson, Warden of the Mercer 
Reformatory during that era. 
' Sec particularly the work of Rose Giallombardo. Also refer to first chapter of this thesis. 



of the Mercer Reformatory, bitter over their status as moral pariahs, made no secret their ability to use 

their infecteci bodily fluids as potential weapons against the uninfecteci.' Mention of the moral corruption 

of the younger women by the many experienced prostitutes who were imprisoned with them could have 

also pertained to physical contact. A crown attorney voiced a typical concem in lus letter to the 

Superintendent. He was afhid that convict Agnes S., a 28 year old first time offender not convicted of a 

"moral" offense, but rather horse stealing. would come into contact with "the vilest women," which would 

"only make her worse instead of possibly better." He was aware of the Reformatory's repuiation as "a sort 

of hot-bed for turning out many unfortunate girls and fernales to fates, which means that their latter state 

will be worse than their first state when thcy entered."' One inmate noted the existence of much "evil" 

inside the Mercer, but the comment was left unexplained3 When prisoners were given unusually severe 

punishmenis for "gossiping," as in the case of Nancy K. who was placed in the dungeon for two and a 

halfdays, it is probable that their comments had a sexual content. Likewise. Eva B. was locked in the 

refractory comdor for four days bewuse she wrote "vile notes."' 

Prisoners worked out their own kind of intimacy between each other. Many of these relationships 

were crudely modeleci on familial roles. Whether acting out of anger or affection, people in prison 

eqressed their feelings for each other forcefdly. Hunger. illness, danger, deprivation and s e . d  

fi-ustration al1 cnsured that passions became heightened in the prison environment. Love. lust, jealousy 

and hate sirnultaneously held prison society together and tore it apart. When inmates were able to sustain 

quiet and violence-fiee se?rual relations, they were generally left alone. particularly in a long term 

institution like the Kingston Pcnitentiary. As far as officiais were concemed, morality always came 

second to security. The inmate "code" of secreçy, too. facililated the impression that these encounters 

were either routine and ummarkable or that in fact rarely happened at d l .  This level of discretion has 

ensured that our understanding of se.wal relations in prison will always remain incomplete. Officiais 

' Sec the case of Attendant Mick, in the previous section 
' Mercer Reformatory, Case File #34 11. Henry William Peterson, Crown Attorney, Guelph, to 
Superintendent O'Sullivan, August 29, 1907. Agnes S.'s husband was concurrently s e ~ n g  at two year 
term at the Kingston Penitentiay. 
3 See chapter 8 for the story of Agnes S. Mercer Reformatory, C. F. # 2913, 1902. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, Januaxy 4, 19 12; October 1, 1906. 



were almost equally as reticcnt when it came to the portraya1 of s e . d  behaviour. As has been seen. it is 

diff~cult to ascertain if their concern about masturbation for e.xample, was meant to be taken literaliy. or 

was a euphemism for a Mder range of sexual activities. Human interactions and strong feelings most 

likely echoed the familial roles and power relationships that the inmates had left behind them in the 

outside world. Se.- expression injected an element of chance, danger and mystery to prison soçiety. 

Friendsbips 

Bonds between prisoners were most conimonly made on a fnendship basis. Women inmates at the 

Mercer, especially the incomgibles, often acted together in groups. They became a cabal of hardened 

troublemakers who had likely began their association with each other in the outside underworld of 

prostitution.' Male and fernale prisonen impulsively gave their food to hungrier inmates. made a point of 

sitting together at work. smugglcd in supplies to prisoners in the isolation block and. at some risk. 

protested the punishment of their fellows. James Mc. was placed in the dark ceII for a lengthy time for 

protesting the punishment of W. H. W.. who had rehsed to work.' W. H. W. was apparently the type of 

convict who was worth supporting, for hc was punished earlier, and rather severely too, for "giving a 

quantity of pork and onions to convict E . " ~  D. B. J. was alw caught passing his senting of pork to a 

fellow prisoner and was punished by losing his meat ration for three days4 Napoleon L. somehow 

rnanaged to sneak bread in for convicts on the punishment block.' At the Kingston Penitentiary, it was 

not uncornmon for recently discharged prisoners to organize petitions to get fellow inmates released carly. 

Friendships could continue even &ter the return to the ~utside.~ Convicts also risked their lives for each 

1 The bcst indicators of outside friendships often surfaced in the punishment reports, where. at the Mercer 
Reformatory for esample, the same group of women were time and again singled out for bad behaviour. 
See çspecially my previous section on the Mercer Reformatory's laundry room troubles. Also, another 
gauge of previous association is the inmate register, where fnends and relatives from the same district 
were sentenced together. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. July 2 1, 1885. James Mc. was given 29 hours in the dark 
cell. W. H. W. was sent to the dark ceIl for six and a halfdays. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, October 29, 1883. He was sent to the dark ceIl for 18 
hours, indicating how seriously officiais took the passing of food from one inmate to another. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, July 2, 1900. 

Kingston Penitentiary. Punishment Register, Apnl 8, 1877. He lost five days remission. It could have 
been a lot worse for him. 

Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, August 1, 1877. Warden Creighton describes how a 
petition for early release for convict Julien M. was organized by a recently discharged inmate named C. 



oser. When one convict engagcd in unloading wood h m  a vesse1 at the Penitentiary's dock slipped into 

the harbor. a fellow prisoner, Arthur J.. impulsively jumped into the cold water and saved him. Whilc 

Warden Lavell stated for the record that the officers would have eventually corne to the prisoner's aid, he 

had to admit that the fact that the convict could not swim made Arthur J.'s immediate rescuc a lifesaving 

act. He was also suiliciently impressed to report upon the good deed to the Minister of ~ustice.' And 

when prisoncrs were at their loneliest, they tamed rats, mice and insects. Priestley has documented this 

propensity to befkiend animals in his study of Victorian prisons.' Claude F., for example. was reliably 

nunoured to be secretly harburing a pet rat in his cell. The Warden offered him clemcncy if he would 

kill it, but the prisoner could not bear to do it, and chose to go to the dark cell rather than harm h i s  little 

"fiiend." (He quite literdly would not "rat" on a rat).3 Inmates not only misbehaved together but were 

capable of immense loyalty and touching and potentially nsky acts of kindness to each other. 

Friendships made lifc in prison more bearable for d l .  

Relations betweeo Guards and Convicts 

Surprisingly, guards and prisoners were also capable of developing warm relations. Many guards felt 

sympathy for the prisoners, even a sense of identification. Both the guards and the convicts were 

subordinate members of the prison family for Me inside was not easy for either group. if the prisoners 

Iiad the status of srna11 children. the guards were the moody teenage siblings. in their own way rebelling 

against iheir warden "parents." As Goffrnan has described. in the infantalizing environment of prison. 

many made favorites of certain of the more charming prisoncrs. ' Most oflen they slapped down their 

bratty younger brothers and sisters, but sometimes they indulged them too. Indeed, many of the guards 

came from the same class background and were the same age as the convicts. This comrnon social 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, 29 Mardi, 1892, Warden Lavell to R Sedgwick, Deputy 
Minister of Justice, Ottawa 
' Priestley. Uctorian Prison Lives, 47-48. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, September 23, 1880. He remained therc for 48 hours. He 
also lost five days remission. 
1 Goffman, Asyiums, 252-258 



heritage created much bittemess between the two factions, but also gave birth to moments of sympathy 

and solidarity.' 

Guards helped convicts pass notes, gave them treats and handed them newspapers. Papers and 

magazines addressed to guards were so often found in the cells of convicts that the warden banned guards 

f'rom receiving any printed material on penitentiaq grounds. Al1 such mail was henceforth to be 

redirected to the post office in ~ i n ~ s t o n . '  In their own way, too. guards could be as rebellious. volatile. 

coasse and as unrnindfiil of regulations as the convicts. These common behaviours were as capable of 

antagonizing the two sides as they were of bringing them togetlier. Oficials were well aware of the 

elemcnt of informality and unprofessionalism that had entered into the guard- prisoner relationship. 

Inspeçtor Moylan charactcrized the guards as immoral bumblers. "unacquainted with the various phases 

and peculiarities of human characters." deficient of the "experience, tact and self-control requisite for the 

due fùKllment of the trust confided to them." He also descried the poor e.uample created by their fou1 

tempers and especially their obscene l ang~age .~  He characterized the guards as mere "eye servants," 

who canied out their instructions perfunctorily. who were quick to "fault-find wvitii whatevcr in the niles 

or discipline does not square with [their] own pet ideas."' A guard "should be a man capable of 

controlling his temper and goveming himself under al1 circumstances, avoiding al1 famitiarity. and 

discharging his duties faiffilly. firmly and ivithout ostentati~n."~ Impector Stewart also grew 

disenchanted with the quality of the guards, whom he deemed to be physically and morally weak, too out 

of shape and old to properly supervise the inmates and too lax and informal to outwit the population of 

hardened incorrigibles that compriscd the penitentiary.' In a paper presented to the 1905 National Prison 

Congres, Stewart observed with disdain the "familiar" f o m  of speech exchanged behvecn guards and 

convicts, where guards were "apt to e-xpress sympathy regarding the vexatious restrictions imposed by 

' See Gofian ' s  comments on the "buddy" relationships prevalent between staff and inrnates in A&nrs, 
257 
' Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book. Note by the Warden Posted in Penitentiary, Aprit 5. 1880 

Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan. Annuai Report 189 1, sii-.wi. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, Annual Reports, 1891, xix; 1883, 17. Warden Creighton used 
the sarne "eye servant" phrase to depict the guards in Annual Report, 188 1. 38 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Inspeçtor Moylan, 188 1, xviii 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Stewart, Annual Reports, 1898, xvi; 1902, 10-1 1. 



regulation, hoping thereby to gain the admiration of those whorn they are e-xpected to control and not 

coddle." Too many guards were offering explanations for their orders, even "inviting discussion," "The 

iiistitution is a prison," he reminded his audience, "not a debating club." He put this behaviour down to 

"the egotism of ine.uperienced guards.'" 

Many guards catered to the convicts and in the process. broke regulations. Trade Instructor 

David Kiely, who was posted in the Binder Twine Factory, was suspended and then later fired for giving 

tobacco to convicts. He had becn xen handing out the plugs with the assistance of a convict. His 

defense was that he "did not think there was any h m  in it."' Guard Albert Reid was suspended and 

ultimately fired for similar rea~ons.~ We cannot know how altruistic these acts tmly were, however. 

given the well developed systern of contraband operating in the prison. 

Indeed. much of the cwperation between convicts and &uards was motivated by a mutual desire 

to make profit. Guards pilfered supplies wvith convict assistance and enjoyed an enthusiastic partnership 

in the contraband trade. It is difficult to judge which side benefited more. Convicts were able to gain 

Iitxuries that they would not otheruise have been able to procure, mainly in the fonn of tobacco. But the 

grossly underpaid guards came to rely on a mucli needed supplement to their incomes. Both O'Brien and 

Priestley have obsewed that the low salaries of prison guards made them universally amenable to 

contraband tiade."he payments that guards offered convicts were only a fraction of the goods' Street 

value. The report of the 1914 Royal Commission into the Kingston Penitentiary saw the relationship in 

an exploitative light, maintaining that guards would inevitably "rob the convicts" in their dealings W h  

each ~ t h e r . ~  The illegal trading at Kingston \vas deeply entrenchcd. Warden Crcighton's attempts to put 

a stop to the commerce almost always ended in failwe, partly because he had so little hard evidence to go 

on and pady  because guards were so resistant to giving it up. The warden admitted to the inspector tliat 

behind his back guards constantly rnockecl him. saying that he could "bark a Iittle sometimes- but seldom 

' Kingston Penitentiary, "Paper Prcpared for the National Prison Congress, October 1905." by Douglas 
Stewart, Chairman of the Cornmittee on Prison Discipline. Subject: "Prison Discipline; its objects and 
obstacles," Appendis to Annuai Report of 1905, 1 1-15 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. November 20, 1895, Warden Lavell to Inspecter Stewart. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 16, 1896, Warden Metcalfe to Guard Reid. 
' O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 207; Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 26 1-3 
5 Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14,4 1-42 



bite." Any speeches to the guards on the topic of contraband were met witb "great offense." And in the 

wake of his firing of a guard who was working with prisoners to pilfer goods, the warden reported that 

relations between himself and the staff had becorne frostier than usual. ' 
One of Creighton's few successes in e.uposing coniraband trade involved the seMces of a convict 

informer. Prisoner John G. was in charge of the shoe shop. and with Creighton's blessing. he helped irap 

the presiding guard, Mr. Lonneyan, whom it turned out was smuggling shoes out of the prison for sale. 

The prisoner's motive for "ratting" appeared to be lus dislike of the officer. Shoes were k i n g  made to 

order f i e r  hours in individual convict's cells and were taggeû with the passage "thou shah not steal" 

ironicaily inscribeci on a piece of paper beneath the insole. Thanks to John G. 's detailed information, 

Creighton was able to confront Lonneyan at the precise moment when he had two pairs of contraband 

ladies' shoes in his pocket. Caught red-handed. Lomeyan had no choice but to resign on the spot. but 

later retmed to the warden's residence and threatened to e.xpose his unfairness first to the Inspector of 

Prisons and then to Prime Minister Macdonald and failing that to various "Grits" and finally to the press. 

Other guards were as guilty as he was. hc chargai, and they were not fired. Creighton replied that he 

would "be very glad to be rid of hem" as well. if only he could find out who they were. Lonncyan 

however was not prepared to give specifics. Intcrestingly, in thcir joint investigation Creighton and his 

convict informer seemed to overlook the naming of any convict participants. John G. 's reluctance to 

"rat" on h i s  fellow inrnates was l o g i d  and indeed he may have made the refusal to eqose  fellow inmates 

a condition of his entraprnent of the guard. Creighton, however, seerned to have been so swept away witli 

tlie joy of finally catching a cormpt guard that he was prepared to at least temporarily forget about the fact 

that convicts were paiiicipating as well.' 

With al1 joint ventures in prison, bemyal was a constant risk. It is understandable why convicts 

believed so strongly in the "code" for oftcn the only t h e  that officiais were able to detect the contraband 

vade was when confidences were broken. Vengeance, cowardice and greed often got in the way of 

discretion. Ales H., a prisonet at the Centrai Prison who was privileged to be in charge of stock taking, 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febniary 25, 1874, Warden Creighton to Inspector 
Moylan 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febniary 12, 1879. 



was caught with a stash of money and other valuable contraband in his d l .  Hoping to spare himself. he 

wote the warden to inform him that the mastermind behtnd the scheme was G w d  Miles. While he had 

been employed as a blacksrnith, AIex W. claimed he had perfonned al1 manner of c.vtra repair work for 

Miles. Furthermore he was witness to a thriving repair business conducted on prison grounds. Broken 

furnaces and stoves were regularly coming in through the south east gate of the prison. There was also a 

steady stream of fancy bras work "befitting lawyers' ofXces" k i n g  exporied. "1 heard," he added, 

"other officiais remark that the warden does not know that such things are leaving the institution." 

Furthermore. lie offered. Mr. Miles would take an hour's sleep every aftcrnoon through the summer while 

one of the prisoners stood watch and was compensatcd for his efforts. The prisoner additionaily alleged 

that Miles paid his network of workers with plugs of tobacco and matches.' 

Es-pnsoner John P. wrote a rambling letter to Massie complaining about how poorly he was 

dressed upon release. In passing, he also detailed the corruption of certain guards (who dso had 

something to do with dispensing the discharge ouffits) who were paying prisoners with plugs of tobacco in 

rcturn for weaving horse hair chains. Massie disregardeci the comments about the state of John P.'s 

undexwear but understandably did become quite fwused on the prisoner's intimations of illicit trade. He 

wrote back with a long series of leading questions about the nature of the transactions. Was the es- 

prisoner angry with Guards Hume and Hunt for "beating [himl out of the price of so much tobacco or the 

proceeds of trading?." "1s it me," Massie continued, "that you furnished prisoners with pipes and tobacco 

and smoked with them in the loft above the stables?Moreover, wasn't it the case that John P. was a 

conduit for "a large quantity of contraband articles" and when discharged, lefi with a "considerable sum of 

money?'And if so, Massie continued. he would need a lot more evidence about the guards before he 

took his allegations seriously. Massie's attempts to goad this ex-prisoner, however, were unsuccessful. 

John P. wrote back angrily denying al1 charges, contending that he Ieft the prison with e.uactly what he 

came, 50 cents.' Prisoner Alex J. complained that the Binder Twine Foreman told him that "he did not 

want a nigger for the place but wanted a white man. He aIso said he would do every thing he could to gct 

' Central Prison. C. F. #19233 
' Centrai Prison, C. F. #11914. John P. was 43 years old, from Eden Mills and served a one year term for 
arson from 189 1 to 1892. 



rid of me." Apparently, another guard had immediately defended the prisoner, praising his excellent 

time, which further prejudiced the foreman against him. Alex J. was not about to stand for it. "1 and five 

others 1 can name," he contended. "are witness to Foreman Sykesj bringing in money, tobacco and 

whiskey. If you wish to hinher investigate this matter. 1 am at your senice."' 

Warden Massie was suflïciently concerned about the contraband vade that, like his colleague 

Warden Creighton, he took the e-xtreme step of hiring a double agent. Frank P. \vas a fifteen y e r  old 

inrnatc who made his way to the Centrai Prison thanks to "incorrigible behaviour" at the Penetanguishcne 

Reformatory. A veteran inmate since the age of 13. Frank was cool. articulate and self- assured. In 

retum for a handsome payment of S 15.00. Frank rnethodically gathered evidence. He reported that guards 

were selling inmate crafts like hair chains and paying them back with tobacco as well as butter and tootli 

picks. He also knew of one skilled inmate tailor in charge of clothing repairs who boasted that he had 

carned a five dollar gold coin. At prearranged times, the warden surnmoned him to his office and Frank 

presented e.xhibits of contraband. "Send up in the shop for me Monday moming about nine o'cloçk." 

young Frank confidently instructed Massie, "so the prisoners will think that 1 am reporting for something 

and ifthey ask me 1 will say you wanted me for writing with ink on my letter and drawing a bird." 

Timing was important because he knew of certain guards in the moming who did not bother to search 

prisoners before leaving the work shop. He warned Massie not to blow his cover: "1 want to explain to 

you how 1 wish ?ou to act towards me so thcy wont [sicl have suspicion on for me for 1 want to keep it 

from them so long as 1 cm." If anyone were to begin to doubt him, he explaineci, the prisoners would no 

longer confide in him and the guards would "be down" on hm.' 

Federal oficials placed the btame for the epidemic of covert activities squarely on the slioulders 

of the staff. Creighton complained that the guards ivcre treating the convicts "with too much 

indulgence." He went on to conciude that solitary confinement of the worst class of criminals would be a 

desirable course of action, not so much out of a neeâ to segregate these convicts from each other, but 

' Central Prison, C. F. #l87 17. February 15, 1903 to Warden Gilmour from ce11 #229 10. Ales J. was a 
58 year old labourer sentenced to two years less a day for wounding. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #11028. Frank P. received his money after release, but only aller numerous lelters 
of reminder to the Warden. 



rather to proiect them from the improper influence of the guards.' Father Twohey, the Roman Catholic 

chaplain at Kingston looked at the situation pragmatically. He hoped that with a raise in pay. a better and 

more honest group of oficers could be hired. "[A Guard] should be a man of intelligence and at least of 

some education, that convicts may not look on hirn as their inferior." "A prison official," he argued, 

"should not be rankcd as an ordinary laborcr." In fact, guards were paid less than the average labourer. 

on the grounds that their work was not so physically tauing.~ommissioners in 19 14 concluded that thc 

guards at Kingston were "not qualified by education or character for the positions they fiIl." They cited 

Inspecter's Hughes, who "condemned the systern of placing a man who is inferior in every way to the 

convict who is under him. in charge of that con~ict ."~ Ultimately. stopping the contraband trade was 

largely a rnatter of rnoney. If officiais had been prepared to supply the prisoners with better rations and 

the guards witli better pay. a large part of the illicit trade would have become unnecessary. In the end 

though it was cheaper. and more e\pedicnt. for oflicials to delegate these matters to the underground 

economy. 

On rare occasions, relations between guards and prisoners could rnove beyond commercial 

motives. They could become friends. Onicials acknowledged their f i  of this eventuality by not only 

enCorcing the silent systern with the convicts but irnposing one on the guards as well. They did not want 

prisoners and guards exchanging pleasantries with cach other. Employees at the Central Prison. for 

example. were "strictly prohibited from talking with prisoners at any tirne, except as the nature of their 

business may require. and ail familiariry between employees and prisoners," the nilebook stated. !vas 

"absolutely prohibited." Guards were also instmcted to "refrain from signing, whistling, imrnodcrate 

laughter, boisterous conversation" and from offering "witticisms or sarcasm."' Forcmen and uade 

instructors were also suongly advised to act in a more professional mariner. Warden Prince warned them 

îhat any additional "farniliarity" with the prisoners would not be tolerated. Furthemore, he noted that 

I Kingston Penitentia~. Warden's Letter Book, June 30. 1877, Warden Creighton to Inspecter Moylan. 
See also Annual Report, 1877, 18 
' Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, R. C. Chaplain's Report. l883,45 
3 Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14, 4 1-2 
" Ontario Archives, IMng Papers, Central Prison Rule Book, 1882, Rule #189,47; Rule #146. 38. 



that many officers' reluciance to "to report breaches of prison rule [was] injurious to the preservation of... 

order and discipline" and made thern "unfit" for duty.' 

At the Kingston Penitentiary in particular, where sentences were longer and people had more 

lime to get to know each other, remarkable lapses of protocol took place. Accountant Hughes helped 

prepare a convict's petition of grievances against the Warden and \vas chastised for acting as an 

"advocate" of prisoners.' Engineer William Demy was fined ten dollars for helping a pnsoner to wite a 

letter of complaint to an ~f f icer .~  These staff mernbers may have had dterior motives for getting involved 

in convict protests, perhaps taking advantage of these prisoners to act out their own grievances against 

management and each other. 

But on other occasions the camaraderie between certain guards and prisoners seemed to be quite 

genuine. Chief Keeper Hughes and Engineer Darcy were suspended for visiting nvo recent es-convicts at 

a i d  hotel.' Guard Taylor was fined five dollars for letting a prisoner into the carpenter shop. where he 

was posted. to talk with one of the convicts there5 Guard Milligan \vas fired for passing notes from 

convict H. to the out~ide.~ On his offkiuty hours, Guard Adt was in the habit of taking convict Richard 

B. on outings to the notorious "Stone House," a local brothel not too far from the penitentiary grounds. 

The prisoner, who \vas nearing the end of a sentence, had k e n  trvsted enough to be lefi unsupenised on 

the prison farm, and lived there mostiy alone day and night. The guard claimeci tlrat he needcd to borrow 

Richard B. to help him move some hea\y Stones. The gossip surroundhg the two was so tremendous that 

no one in the prison believed thc guard's excuse and he was di~missed.~ 

Deputy Warden John Flannigan was strongly censured for his informality with the convicis. Hc 

would go about in the prison with his children and chat amiably with the inmates. The guards objected 

especially to his sons becoming so friendly with the prisoners, noting that "the practice is subversive of 

' Centrai Prison, Annual Report, Warden Prince, 1878, 390. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August [?], 1907. E.vtract fiom the Inspector's Letter 

Juiy 30, 1907 cited by Acting Warden O'Leary and sent as a memorandum to W. S. Hughes, Penitentiary 
Accoun tant. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April 11, 1898 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 6, 1898 
5 Kingston Penitentiar)., Warden's Letter Book, August 6, 1896, Warden Metcalfe to Guard Taylor. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 10, 1897 
7 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 22, 1889, Warden Lave11 to Inspecter Moylan. 



discipline." He would also allow inappropriate visitors into the penitentiary and not charge them the 

customaxy gate fee. Flannigan clairned that these "guests" were members of his family and prison 

officials, ostensibly coming in to obtain in te~ews  with him. Actuaily, though, they were more ofien 

friends of convicts, people who would have certainly not have been otherwise authorized to enter the 

penitentiary, even if they had paid. They were to be found milling about in the yard with the rest of the 

inmate population and even down in the shops conversing with prisoners. At times it \vas M ~ c u l t  io 

ascertain who was an inmate and who was not. The security implications were disastrous. "1 don't think 

any of us has a right," Creighton wrote his Deputy, "to make himself a good fellow at the espense of the 

Penitentiary ." The Depu'y Warden's congeniality was most apparent. however, when he was discovered 

to be inviting a certain convict E. W. to spend the night with hiin in his private quarters- only. 

coincidentally, when the Warden was out of town. Prisoner W. cmelly repaid Fiannigan's hospitality by 

attempting an escape.' Was Flannigan demanding any kind of favours, semai or otherwise. in return for 

his acts of kindness or was he simply, as the warden put it. king a "good fellow?" 

Good relations revealed themselves most strikingly when certain guards relùsed to fire on 

escaping prisoners and most exceptionally, in the few cases where guards actually helped prisoners to 

breakout. On August 24, 1876. Convict Joseph W. alias George L. escaped from the Quarry Gang. 

The guard on duty, Andrew C. MacMahon. was supposai to be stationed on an elevated stand with a rifle 

in hand, and was directed to be "constant aiert" as the escape risk for outdoor work was high. Instead 

MacMahon hung up his rifle on two nails in his stand. stepped down and entered into a fnendly 

conversation with two convicts who were showing him how they were putting a handle into a pick. 

While his accomplices were thus diverting the guard, prisoner W. crept up unto the stand. "stealthily 

withdrew the Rifle and started to run with it." The guard won noticed what was going on. and ran in 

pursuit. He had aimost caught up witli W. when the esaping convict threatened to shoot him with if he 

came any nearer. MacMahon t r i 4  to reason with h m  and when lhat failed. tri& to seize the ritle from 

him. Even though he was only five feet four inches tall, W. was apparentîy stronger than a guard who 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January 10, 1878, Warden Creighton to Deputy Warden 
John Flannigan. Flannigan was not let go. 



was required by statute to be at least five foot eight and knocked him dom.  The convict resumed 

running, and rather than pursuing him any more, MacMahon returned to the gang (which had been after 

al1 le& unsupervised) and afterwards to the prison. In the meantirne a small boy who had witnessed the 

tussle from across a field ran over to the prison and infonned the Chief Keeper of what had taken place. 

It was too late and despite exhaustive searches, W. was never found. The most rernarkable part of the tale 

emerged later. Throughout the entire incident, Guard MacMahon, although he was relieved of his rifie, 

was still armed with a revolver, wliich he never once drew. let alone fired. This officer was either 

unusually incompetenf especially hurnane, or was an accomplice. In any event, he was dismissed.' 

Indeed, there were other cases of such incredibly lau guarding -where untrustworthy convicts dong with 

assorted relatives and children were virtually allowed the mn of the penitentiary- that one had to wonder 

whether the officers in question were capable of such naiveté or were passively letting these individuals 

escape. To be fair. one also has to acknowlcdge the fact that al1 escape reports were written by the 

administration and they had an pronounced tendency to place blame on the guards.' 

These escapes also became compreliensible because guards and prisoners had allowed a 

surprising climate of informality to evolve at the penitentiary. Guards were adrnonished for giving 

inmatcs of the prison of isolation forks and knives to eat with. despite the danger they posed as wveapons. 

Indeed, not even regular prisoners were allowed cutlery3 A specific order also had to be posteci 

forbidding staff fiom allowing convicts to use the telephone.' One officer would leave the yard 

unsupe~sed  to go eat lunch in the guard house.' Guard Gray was left to oversee the entire tailor shop by 

hirnselfwhile Instructor Tweddell went to the back room for a haircut by a convict barber.6 The Steward 

j a s  chastised for swanning off with his assistant while 24 convicts scattefed about virtually unwatched. 

1 Kingston Penitentiw, Warden's Letter Book, August 25, 1876. Warden Creighton to Inspector 
Moy lan. 
' See for e.uample Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Apri16. 1876, Wardcn Creighton to 
Inspector Moylan. Ex-guard Thomas Johnston was requesting to be restored to his former position. He 
Iiad been in the practice of allowing convicts to go on outside errands. Two such men escaped. 
3 Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book, September 22, 1896 
' Kingston Penitentiq, Warden's Letter Book, December 3. 1897. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 6, 1897, Deputy Warden O'Lcary to Warden 
Metcalfe. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 14. 1906, Chief Keeper Atkins to Warden Platt. 
Insuuctor/Keeper Tweddell was sununoned to the warden's office. 



some in the mess rwm, some in the bakery and the rest in the cook room, while only one guard remained 

posted in the kitchen.' A performance by the Roman Catholic Choir to which members of the community 

were invited turned into a public relations disaster when the media observai that convicts seemed to be 

circulating k l y  with the guests and their families after the program was over.' So many tools and 

potential weapons were floating around in the institution, that as late as 1903 Trade Instmctors were 

given the seemingly seFevident directive to stop allowing convicts to ficely access their supplies. 

Henceforth, they were adviseci, prisoners would have to request articles fiom an officer who would make a 

note in the shop blotter of what they borrowed and for what purpose they needed k3 As for the 

persistent problcm of penitentiary visitors. officers were repeatedly reminded not to allow these guests to 

circulate without the accompaniment of a member of the staff, and not to be allowed inside in the first 

place without the authorization of the warden or his deputy."arden Metcalfe was perturtied to meet 

visitors "wandering" round the prison yard, and also by one particularly domesticated outsider whom he 

discovered k i n g  shaved in the officer's barber shop by the convict barber.' By 1908. officials could no 

longer cope. Al1 visits to the Kingston Penitentiary were ordered suspended until further notice, or at 

least until the end of the busy season. Henceforth, only criminologists or persons conducting official 

government business were to be allowved i n ~ i d e . ~  

Still, there is little doubt that certain guards were guilty of more than just ambivalence. Some 

clearly aided in escapes. The "traitorous" Guard Edward Brydon helped convict William W. abscond in 

1877.' Brydon was a recent cmployee who \vas stationed in the kitchen and dining hall. He becamc 

acquainted wvith Convict Robert S., apparently a man of some means. S. arranged for his wife (who kvas 

l Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book September 6, 1907. Warden PIatt to W. J. McLeod, 
Steward 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Wardcn's Letter Book, February 15, 1895, Warden Metcalfe to Inspecter Douglas 
Stewart. Metcalfe angrily denounced the media coverage as false. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Leiter Book, September 1. 1903 
Kingston Pe~tentiary, Warden's Letter Book Novernber 10, 1896, for example. A similar directive was 

given on January 27, 1899. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lettcr Book, November 15, 1896, Warden Metcalfe to Chief Kccper 

Hughes. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 15, 1908. Order No. 14. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. November 25, 1878, Warden Creighton to Z. A. Lash, 
Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa. No details or motives for the cooperative effort were given. 



at "least half his age," according to an appalled Warden) and later one of his sons from a previous 

marriage to corne and speak with the guard and help with the preparations. These arrangements included 

the payment of a one hundrcd dollar bribe, the purchase of the guard's train fare to the United States. the 

duplication of various keys and the acquisition of two suis  of clothes from the store roorn. With inside 

assistance al1 of the contraband items were easy to attain. At the appointed hour, the convict's son \vas to 

be svaiting outsidc with a horse and cutter. The intricate plan was partially foiled by a child bystander. in 

another case of a family member k i n g  given free access to the penitentiq grounds, one of the guard's 

sons noticed the convict and Brydon plotting near the stable doors. The youngster humed to the 

Warden's office and reported the matter direcùy to him. (Indeed, one has to wonder if there actually was 

a benefit to having so many children milling around in the institution, given their posvers of perception). 

But by the time Creighton rushed to scene, prisoner S. was gone. M e r  offering some muted excuses. 

Brydon confessed his guilt to the Warden and was dismissed on the spot. He promptly left the city of 

Kingston, lucky that the Warden was too flustered to have the presence of mind to have him arrested 

before he could lave t om.  Creighton's attempt to get more information of Robert S.'s one known 

convict accomplices was met with a steadfast refusal to speak about the matter before a period of six 

rnonths had elapsed, as that was his vow to the two conspirators. Not sis  months but nine months later, 

convict M. finally sent word from his solitaq cell that he was ready to commu~cate.  Creighton's 

anticipation. however, was only cruelly rewarded with what was a lengthy but also estremely convoluted 

(and also barely literate) written statement. For al1 his testimony, the prisoner rnanaged quite s k i l ~ l y  to 

honour the inmate "code of silence" and actually disclosed nothing of use. Worse. as he now claimed to 

have long ago bumcd al1 the notes, clodiing and other pertinent evidence in the boiler room, none of his 

facts could be verified. The real goal of his narrative seemed to be to reveal the existence of no staff and 

inmate accomplices other than himself, and it was one that he achieved. The incident had Creighton 

clearly c;uasperated and moved him to cornplain to his superiors: "What an irksome, wearisome position 

i t is to be Warden of a large Peni tentiary . Little rest or relaxation 

to year's end. Saturday and Sunday - al1 the sarne."' 

I Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book, March 12, 1877. 

for either mind or body from p r ' s  end 

Warden Creighton to Inspecter Moylan. 



In prison. familial fmlings were rarely sanctioned and benevolence itself \vas liable to become a 

type of contraband. Ultirnately, though, it is dacult to put a price on fnendship. çven in prison. Guards 

and cmployees were motivated to jeopardize their jobs out of a mixture of sincerity and compassion. 

bitterness and rebelliousness and outright greed. Nevertheless, the risks often outweighcd any rational 

benefit. if these incidents prove anythmg they demonstrate once again that relations in prison were not as 

formal as the official records have led us to believe. 

Conclusion 

Relationships in prison attempted to bring in a little of the warmth of the outside world to the inside. 

These necessary associations were a comfort for some and a curse for others. Parents. siblings, children. 

friends, lovers, even pets were d l  eerily. vaguely present in the prison. The resulting emotions of greed. 

lust, love and anger. howwer, were no mimicry. The ability of these actors to successfiilly adapt 

friendship and familial relations to the prison environment combined with their glarïng failures to do so. 

ironically gave these alliances an enhanced quality of verisimilitude. The endless disputes and lapses of 

judgment by al1 concernai only helped further to compel and fascinate their bored and lonely audiences. 

However keenly fclt. the familial designations werç often a gross distortion of the outside reality that they 

had tried to reproduce but inmates- staff and prisoners alike- cleariy craved them. 

Also Statement of Pnsoner Edward [illegible]. accomplice in prisoner S. escape case. 18 November. 
1877. 11 is not absolutely clear from the account if prisoner S. actually escaped or not, but he likely did 
because there is not mention of his k ing  interrogatai or captured. 



Chapter 11 

Working under Protest 

Int roâuction 

There were hvo warring labour forces in prison: the convicts and the guards. But the bitter animosity 

behveen the two groups could not obscure a most incongrnous similarity: both prisoners and guards 

worked under a grudge. The unremunerated captives worked as slowly, as badly and as little as possible. 

Convicts did however possess a healthy supply of energy for illicit hobbies. pilfering, smuggling, acts of 

sabotage. gambling and smoking. Management had few incentives to offer most of its prisoner workcrs 

escept the abscncc of punishment. For a minority. there were better positions and, in selected cases. 

gratui ties that were pal t q  at best. 

As for the guards. even though they were paid, tiiey were paid badly, werc treated roughiy by the 

administration. worked long hours and were subjected to violence and verbal abuse on a continuous basis. 

They were accordingly an unhappy, volatile and rebellious workforce. with many prone to alcohol abuse. 

And when not retaliating against management and convicts, guards often had no recourse but to turn their 

misery against each other. They bickered. feuded and fought amongst themselves. Reflecting the strained 

relations between Catholics and Protestants on the outside, guards also sometimes split up into rivahous 

cliques. Management was forced to react by hiring a few of the most favoured prisoners as trustees, who 

in the proçess eamed themselves a measure of privilege and stahis. if not for the existence of these 

reliable convict workcrs, the prison would have dexended into total chaos. 

Paradosically, prisoners had to be compensated to do îhc tasks that paid staffcould not be relicd 

upon to perform. Payment for both worker groups ofien came in the form of contraband Iuuries and the 

relief from labour. It was an ironic fact that the designers of the reformed prison ensured that it would be 

a place of work. What they did not envision was how subversive that work would end up k ing .  Inmates 

and staff had embraced their owvn kind of work educ. It was one distinctly at odds with the goals of the 

prison but at the sarne time uniquely a product of its peculiar environment. 



Indeed. work on the inside bore f m  resernblances to the extemal world of capitalism. The 

working cxperience in prison was confounded by a slew of endless and unsolvable problems. Prison 

industries proved themselves to be a conundnim. Despite the brave hopes and considerable financial 

investrnents they inspired, in practice they were poorly conceived and difficuft to supe~se .  They failed 

to engage the entire convict population in productive labour and never tumcd a profit.' Priestley has 

rernarked that prison industry was an exercise in "make believe," with even the few skilled prisoners 

working too slowly to be acceptable workers on the outside. He cites a contemporas. obscrver as 

exclairning that a gang of convicts "appeared to move with a certain rhythmiçal precision. in slow tirne. 

and in a machine-like mariner, as if the regularity of their prison life were starnped on the proceedings. 

and official routine had cntered into their bones and muscles. To see one of these parties playing at work 

was ... an object lesson in ergophobia."2 "'Nobody learns a trade in prison' John Lee was cited 

cornplainhg after twenty years inside, 'To bcgin Wh. the kind of work that is done is prison is utterly 

unlike anything that is to be found outside.' And even when the work was a valid tradc outside. the tempo 

at which it was conducted inside rendered it useless as any kind of trainingw3 O'Brien has concluded that 

the constant sabotage and shoâdy work by prisoners was a measwe of their disdain for their work. and 

short of striking or escaping, was as far as they dard protest their plight. "Prison labor \vas cheap," she 

resolved, "but no one clairned that the quality of workmanship was high."' 

Personal feelings, both afltectionate and hostile. were never absent from the prison environment. 

Working in prison was more than a job; it was part of the al1 encompassing prison e-xperience. Prison 

was a dangcrous place and the work regimen was no exception. Punishments, deadly accidents. 

rebeltion. anger and violence were al1 part of the daily routine. The struggle betwçen the classes: the 

inmates and their jailers, the staff and their employers was al1 part of the Iarger contest to swMve in 

prison. 

I The case of the Central Prison was the most glaring example of lh is  failure. See chapter 3. 
' Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 139-144. 
3 Priestley. I/ictorian Prison Lives, 144 
' O'Brien, The Promise of Punishmenf, 180. 



Convicts as Workers 

Convicts itrevocably defined the way prisons were W. Because they were not motivated. not paid and 

poorly treated, they reciprocated by k ing  carelas and disobedient. They set fires, wasted materiais, idled 

away their time and were prone to accidents. Work in prison was gruelling, punitive and boring. With 

justification, they complained about dilapidated machinery and despotic supervision. They found dieir 

tasks to be mind- numbing and body wearying. Work was destroying their health, Punishments for non- 

cornpliance were terrorizing them. Grahrities. when granted, were minuscule and only earned for 

unusually high outputs. For the îypical convict. labour was shaped by resistance. suffering and protest. 

And for o&cials. productivity was usually only won througli coercion and punishrnent. and not 

successfully either. In the arena of work, the relationship between prisoners and officials was shaped by 

frustration and cornplaint. 

As a repayment of the cruelty of their rnastcrs, convicts as a group put a powerful curse on the 

prison that could ne\,er be lifted. Through resistance, indifference and open rebellion. they ensured that 

prisons would nevçr bc profitable places of indum. As will be seen. prisoners saved their best energies 

for subverting the routine, engaging in the contraband trade and in creating hobbies and recreations for 

themselves. To the disrnay of officials, fnistrated and angry convicts soon found their tme vocation. one 

that was direcdy at odds with the goals of the prison. 

Convicts at the Central Prison found work there to be demeaning, mindless and draining. They 

collectively longcd for better and less menial positions. James Q. wrote the warden to let him know of his 

extensive crcdentials as an army nurse and newspaper proofreader. "Sir. would you allow a man that 

humbly boasts of having some intelligence and abilities to waste eighteen months of his life in the 

Machine Shop where 1 am absolutely of no use? Surely you could utilize my abilities to some purposer'' 

James M. suggested that after 14 months of "faithful" seMce in the broom shop, he was deserving of a job 

that was less "monotonous." Claiming to have experience as a nurse, most recently in the prison 

1 Central Prison, C. F. # 1948 1. James Q., age 42, was sentenced on June 3, 1903 to 18 months for the 
crime of escaping from Fort Frances. [ronically, he was clearcd of the offense for which he was awaiting 
trial. 



infirmary during a term he had served four years before, he requested the position of hospital orderly. ' 
William M., a 42 year old accountant seMng 18 months for forgery. hoped that he codd  become the 

prison clerk and libmian.' Henry B. wrote requesting work as a machinist or an steam fitter. He 

complained that "of course 1 don? like the work 1 am at. 1 have always been used to machinery and the 

sort of Boy's Work 1 am at is hard for me."3 Charles J. wrote the warden that his position as fircrnan was 

"so simple that a child codd do it." He would like a job that would "exercise" his "brain more." He 

longed to be tmted with more intellecnially challenging work, for something that wodd make him "feel 

more like a man."" 

Other prisoners described how eshausteci and broken their work made them. In letters to family 

rnembers and prison officiais, they yeamed for relief from the mental and physical strain. Sidney D.. a 47 

year old labourer serving one year. pleaded for a reduction in his task in the broom shop, and the 

commutation of his punisiunent for failing to meet his target: "My whole energies have been bent upon 

the work to keep the men supplied with handles & in the rapidity of varnishing 1 have not been as careful 

as 1 ought to- See, the handles were (no11 entirely covered and for the very reason time would not permit 

3,400 handles passing duough my hands daily besides sorting 1,500 handles...."' Eighteen year old 

Thomas McB. had so much trouble meeting his quota in the broom shop that he was temfied of becorning 

the nest pnsoner to be tied up and flogged in the dreaded "machine," as the device was called. Was "1 

sent here." he asked, "to kill myself? 1 want justice and hope you will see to it. The pnsoners are treated 

like dogs and fead [sic] like pigs ... They have raised the task, ... and they want to make the ones that arc 

lcfi to kill themsclf to make brooms. And 1 would like you to find out if 1 am sent here to do a task more 

1 Cenual Prison, C. F. #12586. James M. was 50 years old, an upholsterer and was seMng an 18 month 
term. He was sentenced in December, 1892. He also wrote to the warden to alert him that there was a 
convict with a "fearful" cough, whom he was a h i d  was dying. He requested that this man be sent to the 
infirmary. 
' Centrai Prison, C. F. # 13 898. Letter written to warden by convict on November 19, 1895. 
Central Prison, C. F. #10878. He was sentenced to one year for horse stealing on May 20. 1890. There 

is no indication of what work the prisoner was objecting 10. 
J Centrai Prison, C. F. #12563. Letter written to Warden on July 23, 1893. Charles J. was a 25 year old 
commercial traveler convicted of bigamy and sentenced to 18 months. Like many other convicts, he too 
requested the position of hospital orderly. See dso the similar petition of Peter C. in 1895. C. F. #14127. 

Centrai Prison, C. F. # 1375 1. He was admitteci on June 20, 1894. He later applied to the warden for the 
position of hospital orderly. For an account of life in the cordage shop, see C. F. # 13520. 



than I am able." He also added that his parents may as well tell his curious fiend that the inside of the 

Central Prison resembled "Hell," and "rnay he never see" it. As the letter was not delivered. the 

prisoner's parents wcre not able to offer the necessary consolation, and consequently an escape attempt 

added another twelve months to his misery.' Owen M. wrote the warden, objecting that he was k i n g  

unfairly bwdened with too many coats to mend. and could not do any better on account of the machine he 

was assigne4 which he deemed "an old worn out affàir."' Frank S. wote  asking for lighter work. He 

complained that since coming to the prison, he bas Mer ing  from varicose vcins; his "kg has assumed 

twice its natural size; to say nothing of the continuous achîng al1 day and the painhi cramps at ~ ~ h t . " ~  

William K.'s father wrote Massie detailing his son's pains in his back and also in his head. and asked for 

lighter work.' In a letter to the warden. eighteen- year-old Henry H. graphically conveyed his daily 

plight: 

1 cannot understand it, I've been in trouble ever since you sent me in the 
Brickyard. Mr. Massie its [sic) just like this, after 1 have been weeling about 
hvo Hours, my feet get sore & rny legs get weak & commences to pain me in 
the knee joint & then 1 walk kind of lame, & when night cornes 1 am played 
clean ouf & when 1 come up to my ce111 take a couple of mouths full of Bread 
& a sip of tea & then 1 undress my self & get into Bed, & 1 am sound a-sleep 
before 1 know if but 1 most allways [sic) wake up about one or two o'clock in 
the morning, & then 1 feel al1 Broke up, my legs pain me a11 over, & my fect 
feels sore, & the cords or sinuses each side & around my n a k  ... are sore & 1 
feel al1 st iE .. in my knee, my legs are al1 stiffened up & 1 can scarcely turn 
my head around, because it is so stiff in the mornings that rope 1 have around 
my neck seems to tear my neck al1 to pieces. 1 know 1 had a good job once 
when 1 was cleaning in the wing, but 1 did not know if until 1 got into this 
Brick-Yard & thcn you bet 1 was sorry for not behaving myself but it was to[o] 
late. Mr. Massie 1 hope you will not have any more bad feelings against me, 
I'vc only got 32 more days, so 1 ask you will you be so kind as to give me 
another Job. It does not matter whût the Job is. job in the prison is better 

' Central Prison, C. F. #l7S 16. Thomas Mc. was sentenced in September, 1900 for sis months for 
burglary. 

Centrai Prison, C. F. 14188. Owen M., a watchmaker, was 30 years old, and sentenced to two years less 
a day in May of 18% for the defrauding of $15.00. Warden Massie had the following to say about the 
prisoner: "@l.uperience has taught me, that if a man is crooked outside, he will be crooked here." He did 
howcver, promise not to put him "at anything beyond his strength." (Letter by warden to detective 
representing the prisoner. ) 
3 Central Prison, C. F. #10609. Frank S. was a 25 ycar old sailor sentenced on December 12, 1889 to sis 
months for bnnging stolen property into the country. "1 do not wish to leave the Prison with any bad 
impressions, but 1 cannot help," he wrotc, "at times entertaining h m h  feelings towards the oflkials when 
I receive no answer to my supplication ...." 
'' Central Prison, C. F. #9323. William K., aged 24, was sentenced to 9 months in February. 188 for 
acsault with intent to rob. There is no record of a response by the Warden. 



than the Brickyard ..... Just give me one more chance & 1 will be the best boy 
in the prison. ' 

The advantages of youth and physical strength brought Iittle protection fiom the prison work regime. 

Inmates young and old suffered the curse of hard labour at the Cenlral Prison. 

E-xhausted. untrained and placed at work on dangerous rnachinery. prisoners were accident 

pronc. An atmosphere of perpetual distrust fiuthcr endangered the prisoners. Because so many 

complained of ailrncnts, the ones with real ones were not taken seriously. Joseph B. was a man with 

cataracts who had constantly complained to the swgeon of poor eyesight and had made frequcnt 

applications to the deputy warden for a change of assignment. He was ncvertheless compelled to work on 

the circular saw. the '*most dangernus machine in the prison." Inevitably, he injured his hand. ' Ninetecn 

year old Edward C.. a typist by profession, lost a finger and consequently his trade to that sarne 

mechani~m.~ A sixteen year old inmate was so afraid of k i n g  discovered leaving his place to talk to 

another prisoner that he did not cry out for help when his foot became caught in the tailroad tracks. A 

train approached and hc was crushed to death. A coroner's report urged that guards watch the tracks 

more carehilly." But basic safety prccautions were deemed to be superfluous. Charles F. was not 

provided with a face mask and consequently lost an cye while breaking stone. His claitim for compensation 

was rejected because "rnasks have never been used h ~ e . " ~  Indeed. there was little use in applying for 

recompense as it was viewed as incentive to further reckless behaviour. George McG. lost his fingcrs and 

the use of a hand on the binder twine machine. Warden Gilmour responded to him and to scores of other 

ciaimants that prisoners had the same status as sailors and soldiers on duty and were therefore no1 cntitlcd 

to any ~ a p e n t . ~  

1 Central Prison, C. F. #75 18. Henry H. was sentenced on October, 1885 to 6 months for stealing. One of 
his many disciplinary infractions was listed as "throwing snowballs," for which he received 72 hours in 
the dark cell. He was also punisbed for fighting, malingering and attempting to escape. 
' Centrai Prison, C. F. #16968. He was given $10.00 in compensation in July, 1900, some months after 
his reIease. 
3 Central Prison, C. F. #2 1337. He was granted a pardon in Deccmber 8, 1906 as compensation. 
4 Central Prison, C. F. #13992. Ironically, Thomas S. was seMng a six months sentencc for obstructing 
railroad tracks. Also mentioncd in Annual Report, 1896, 3 1 
5 Central Prison, C. F. #16163. Correspondence between convict's lawyers, inspecter and warden. 
Febnüuy, 1899. 
6 Central Prison. C. F. #19064. The accident occurred in 1904. 



At the Kingston Penitentiary, prisoners endured the dangers of working with stone. Prisoner 

Andrew N. lost an eye after k i n g  accidentally stmck with a rock.' William J. also lost an eye in the stone 

breaking shop due to a flying chip.' In one year prisoner Jean C. hactured his tibia while falling off a 

stone banker, and Ludger H. crushed two fingers in the quarry due to falling stonesa3 F. N.'s little finger 

was crushed by stone in the quarry4 and three inmates were wounded by falling stones in the quarry and 

stone shed. Frank B. spent the better part of the year in the prison hospital afler k ing  injured in the 

stone pile, another prisoner in the mason gang, Meivin H.. fell fiom a d o l d  and spent 246 days in the 

prison hospita16 and inmate A. W. was totally blinded and fractured his jaw during a blasting operation in 

the q u a ~ . 7  Requests for compensation were not seriously considered. Convict's G. VanA.'s petition to 

receive payment for his faIl of some twelve feet onto solid rock was accompanied by a Surgeon's report 

that completely refuted his claims.* 

Reckiessness was always a problem as well. H. S. was disçiplined, for e.uample. for bre;iking 

stone in such a careless fashion that he was in danger of blinding fellow inrnate~.~ Officers, too, were not 

immune to convict negligence if not maliciousness. During the constmction of the prison of isolation, a 

convict up on scaffolding let a wheelbarrow NI of stones slip from his hands. It struck one of the guards 

on his head, killing him.I0 The Masonry Trade Insuuctor also died when he was struck by a falling 

wheelbarrow.ll Ultirnately, stone work was accountable for the rnajority of canialties at the Penitentiary. 

1 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1908, p. 32 
' Warden's Letter Book, November 4, 189 1, August 15 and 17, 189 1. In both cases the Warden countered 
that the prisoners' eyesight in their lost eyes was defçctive to begin with. (He probably meant that they 
wore eyeglasses). 
3 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1875.59 
" Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1899, 106 
5 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 189 1, 10 
6 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1907, 117 
7 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, 1904,94 
8 Kingston PeNtentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 25, 1887. The prisoner claimed to have fractured the 
bones in his foot. The surgeon retorteû that the convict had been complaining of problerns in his foot 
even before the accident and also maintained that he could find no broken bones. 
9 P ~ ~ s h I n e n t  Rcgister, Kingston Penitentiary, April 15, 1904 
10 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, 189 1, xii. 
1 1  Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 5, 1880, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
Lavell maintained that no one was to brame for tliis accident. 



One prisoner e?rpressed his fears quite clearly: he wanted to be put in a punishment ce11 rather than work 

on the stone pile. He got his wish. and stayed there. in de fini te^^.' 

As usual, the two sides blamed each other for the many casualties in Officiais felt that 

injuries were the price that prisoners paid for k i n g  careless. inattentive and refusing to follow orders. 

Convicts were also accused of mutilating themselves on purpose in order to secure earlier releases as well 

as maiming themselves in the course of sabotaging machinery. Even those recognized by officials as 

k i n g  excellent workers were given little recourse. Prisoners who felt constantly tired, harassed. bored, 

unprepared and unmotivateci denounced the prison for causing their injuries. The very machinery that 

wvas supposed to rehabilitate them often wounded thern into unemployability. Prisoners and officials felt 

little incentive to work togethcr to make the workplacc a safer place. In die end. both sides accepted the 

accidents as another inevitable punishment of irnprisonment. 

Most prisoners worked as badly and as sluggishly as they possibly could. Warden Lavell 

lamented that many convicts arrived dready too contaminated by their previous lifestyles ever to be able 

to perform "work requiring mechanical ski11."~ The penitentiary lost a ctothing contract with the 

Mounted Police because the quality of the garments was so poor.' Indeed, by 1890 the department of 

Indian Mairs was the only government agenq placing orders at ~ i n ~ s t o n . '  Despite the assignment of 

ffiy convicts to the job, construction of a new East Wing was moving dong so slowly that the warden 

' Punisiunent Rcgister, Kingston Pe~tentiary, Scptember 15, l9OO 
' At the Central Prison, see the following C. F.'s for more examples of accident and death reports: 
# 19525: loss of fingers. prisoner blamed for disregarding orders; #12556, slipped and fell in the kitchen, 
buming his legs with hot tea; #15929, loss of thumb through "improper use of saw"; serious injury to a m  
due to "thoughtless" operation of cordage belt; #17 124, loss of finger at machine, ailegedly a premeditated 
act of "mutilation" in order to get compensation; #23950, loss of hand while working at the quarries: 
# 14324, loss of eye. The warden felt the prisoner might as well have lost it at sorne outside occupation: 
# 13 162, eye injured by piece of steel. Viewed as an excellent worker, an avalanche of petitions and letter 
by warden to gain remission or pardon was met with no success. #14764, stonecutter by profession looses 
the use of a hand; granted a stipend of $ 5 0 . 0  to be meted out in small amounts only upon proof of need. 
#16039, loss of finger; rccommended for a $3.00 grahiity. #17298: eye injury on cordage machine, 
blamed on sabotage of the injured prisoner. There were rnany more cases. For more details, see 
Berkovits, "Prisoners for Profit: Convict Labour at the Central Prison, 1874-19 15" 
3 Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report, 189 1, 1. Also see Warden's Letterbook, June 20, 189 1. 
" Kingston Peni ten t i~ ,  Annual Report, Inspecter Moylan. 1885, u i i  
' Calder, The Federal Penitentimy System in Canada, 3 10-3 1 1. 



decided to contract paid labour rather than have "the work dragging dong for two or three years."' 

Warden Massie observed that "if deceittiil pretenses, lying or shamming could avail. [convicts] would not 

do a stroke of work." ''Plvery increase of the daily task," he concluded. " has been strongly opposed by 

the prisoners."' 

Prisoners at ail three institutions were endlessly reproached for thetr poor performances, to little 

effect. Prisoner P. C. was described as "killing time at his work. This convict just raises his hammer. 

and lets it fd l  without any intention of doing any ~ o r k . " ~  Convict G. S. left his machine idling while he 

went to cornplain about a guard's persecution of him.' T. M. was careles with his machine. allo\rlng 

twine to becorne so entangled that he delayed the work of the shop.' N. B. S. was discovered to be actively 

and repeatedly destroying hemp.= A. H. acted as a look-out man for his shop. alerting his CO-workers with 

a hiss at the Deputy Warden's a n i v a ~ . ~  John B. S. "swaggered" around the shop. giving "defiant stares" 

at the keeper. but did not do any work. The keepcr was so incensed by his attitude that he threatened to 

draw his revolver and shoot him.8 Peter S. preferred to tum somersaults and stand on his head rather 

than do his assigned work. Serenading the guards with curses. he was subsequently taken away to a 

punishment ce11.~ When H. H. was reprimanded for his "lazy work." he "picked up his hammcr and 

ihrew it towards the guard, telling hirn he could do it hiinseif ifhe did not like it."1° M e d  W.. a 16 year 

old inmate at the Cenird Prison, was reported for "idling his time and neglecting his w o r k  and was 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September to November 1902. correspondence of Warden 
Platt to Inspector 
' Cenual Prison, Annual Report, Warden Massie. 1882, 55.65. 1881,427. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, September 6, 1904. He was adrnonished. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, January 11, 1905. He was put in the punishment ceIl for 
four days. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Iunc 14, 1904. He was placed in the dark cell for 24 
hours. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishrnent Register. February 23, 1904. He was placed in the dark cc11 for 46 
hours. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Regiçter. January 24, 1900. He was admonished. 
8 Kingston Penitentiq, Punishment Register, October 2, 1874. The warden urged the keeper not to allow 
his "personal feelings" towards the inmate overwhelm hirn to such a degree. 
9 Kingston Penitentiary. Punishment Register, April 30, 1874. He was placed in the South Wing for five 
days and nights on bread and water without light. He also lost d i  remission to date. 
1 O Kingston Penitentiw, Punishment Register, August 8, 187 1. He was given one meal of bread and 
water and one night in the dark cell. Warden Creighton conceded that the inmate was not well enough to 
do proper work, but should not have been so impertinent. 



consequently placed for 72 hours in the âark cell. one hour of them in irons. ' At the Mercer, prisoners 

like Frances T. reîùsed to do her work and Alice L. ran out of the sewving room \rithout leave.' 

When it came to resisting work. prisoners understood the power of numbers. Situations that 

involved large groups of inmates congregated together were powder-kegs for they underscored the fact 

that the prisoners seriously outnumbered the guards and they were ideal places for gestures of protest. 

The dining hall was an especially dangerous place. as were the workrooms and the chapel. Januaq of 

1899 wvas a particularly bad rnonth for officiais at the Kingston Penitentiary where inmates participated in 

four successive strikcs. Seventy-one Kingston inrnates participated in a three day soup slrike. During the 

same pend. the binder-hvine detail halted work followed by the stone-shed gang and then the w o n s .  

A flu epidemic which had taken eleven to thirteen guards as well as the Deputy Warden out of 

commission had significantly compromised security and made the timing of these protests especially 

propitious. Sixteen men who were identified as ringleaders of the soup strike and were punished with 

stays of six rnonths to one year in the prison of isolation, with the added privation of a special diet 

(hopefully without too much soup). The rest were deprïved of light and library privileges. Other 

3 mutineers were sent to the prison of isolation for one year. There were other rebellions at Kingston. In 

1898, ten convicts haited work before the gong had sounded and rehrsed to resunie when ordered to do 

4 so. Officiais were justifiably concerned about work stoppages. The most outspoken prisoners werc 

wtched carefully and were cited for uying to incite strikes.' 

Prisoners who were not motivated to work were ofien not tenibly concerned about workplace 

sakty either. Poor s u p e ~ s i o n  compounded the problem. Sparks flew in the prison factories both 

I Central Prison, C. F. 5837. The incident took place on July 17, 1883, and was one of many offenses. 
' There are many examples. Mercer Reformatory. Punishment Register. September 25, 1905. She was 
placed in the refractory corridor for half a day. Alice L. wvas put in the dungeon on bread and water for 
three days and two nights. C. F. #3995. 

Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book, January 3 1, 1899, February 4, 1899. Warden Foster to 
Inspecter Stewart. AIso Punishrnent Register, January 23-25, 1899 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishrnent Register, December 24, 1898. T h y  were al1 sent to the dark ce11 for 
24 hours and eight of them lost two days of remission. 
5 Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book. October 22, 1897. Convict Arthur C. uied to incite his 
fellow wvorkers digging a hole for a drainage pipe to stop work. He was rransferred to a separate ward for 
sis months. There are also many examples in the Punishment Register. Sa, for instance, March 17, 
1896. John H. was "urging others to stop working altogether." 



figuratively and literally. Temperamcntal convicts operated equaily unsteady machinery. Industries 

powered by fire codd easily set fires too. At Kingston. there were blazes in the laundxy room. binder 

twine room, carpenuy shop, officer's mess room, the chapel. an almost catastrophic explosion in the 

boiler room and a catastrophically pungent inferno at the manure pile. At the Central Prison. there were 

seven major blazes. Suspiciously. these fires fkquently broke out at night when prison authorities were 

les t  able to detect or prevent them. Since evacuation posed such a serious sccurity challenge. officials 

oRen elected not to sound the alarm. Instead. they tned to make do with guards and convict volunteers 

who doused the fires as quickly as possible. As for the convicts, the= \vas an unwritten code when it 

came to fires. As work inhibitors, prisoners coveted fires for they halted industries. dismpted routines and 

destroyed property and goods. But when fires escalateci to the point where their collective safety becarne 

threatened, previously unrnotivated prisoners heroidly swung into action, putting them out before there 

were fatali ties. ' 
And yet while prisoners toiled languidly and under duress, they always seemed to find the energy 

for covert enteminments.' Indeed, the culture of prisoners was marked by their constant struggle to 

mitigate their deprivations and hardships. These transgressions made life a little more cornfortable for 

the convicts, and provided a salufaq diversion fiom the grim environment in which they lived. Convicts 

were quite capable of creating their own amusements and procuring small comforts. As an antidote to its 

1 For depictions of fires, see Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 26, 1873: fire in the 
officer's mess room, d e d  accidental; June 12, 1874: annual list of cash rewards for staff'on fire brigade. 
totaling $300; November 20, 1879: two guards blamed for sleeping on job as firc starteci in the carpentry 
shop; July 7, 1885: srnoldering sawvdust caused nighttime fire in the Roman Catholic Chapel. The general 
alarm was not sounded in order to avoid panic; Decernber 22, 1886: Prisoner William G. was 
recommended for a gratuity in honour of his eEorts to stop the fire in the chapel; February 2 1. 1895: the 
cause of a fire in the boiler room of the binder twine factory could not be detennined; Annual Report. 
1898. 46. Dried palm caught fire in the Roman Catholic Chapel during a senice. Convicts heroically 
succeeded in extinguishing the fire. Some were badly bmed  in the process. June 20, 1899: a fire in the 
manure pile likely caused by careless blasting near inflammable material. November 15, 1906: Memo of 
Deputy Warden to Chief Keeper delineating fire safety procedures during the nighttime. Constant 
vigilance was urged particularly in the binder twine shop and other shops that used fires. June 24, 19 13: 
lives were endangered when an attendant was carelessly watching the boiler room. Amual Report, 19 14, 
25: a fire in the laundry room and the change room caused the loss of the roof of the building housing 
them. For more details on Central Prison fires, see chapter 3. 
' Prisoners had the least chance for entertainments at the Central Prison, where supetvision was the 
strictest and were aiso quite Iimited at the Mercer Reformatory. At the Kingston Penitentiary, where 
terms were the longest. there were more opportunilies. 



own solemnity, prison society was often dive with illicit fûn-making. Against the regulations, inmates 

smoked, drank and gambled. They brewed their own liquor and proçured tobacco, often with the 

assistance of the guards. Prisoners were A l y  only discovered when they had drank too much. Percy 

E. describecl a group of five or six prisoners who had managed to get drunk on of a large bottle of 

Methylated spirits and of another occasion when some convicts had gotten so inebriated that they couid no 

longer waik and they had to be carried to their cells.' External supplies were bought with extra work 

done by the more skilled prisoners. Tailors and shoernalcers were able to sel1 their goods to the outside 

world with the aid of staEmiddle persons. Prisoners were also prodigious note passers. They arthilly hid 

them and supplemented them with secret signs. For writing paper, they ripped pages out of library books. 

They passed pomographic pictures around the prison. With the help of guards and other staff. cconvicts 

passed notes in and out of the prison. Notes were an important means of disseminating information, for 

they often gave details on how to smuggle even more items and money into the prison. Women at the 

Mercer, for e.uamplç, sent and received messages and items through the windows of the prison and carried 

on shouting conversations with people standing outside. Some of the more daring inmates used the 

telephone. 

Indeed, prisoners who were apparentiy too tired to work nevertheless found the energy to exercise 

with rnake-shift weight-lifting apparatus.' The acquisition of tobacco. too, was a universal passion. 

Tobacco was the most potcnt form of cunency in the underground market. Coveted items like toothpicks. 

for e.sample, were sold for 15$ worch of toba~co .~  Even the hardest hearted of the guards ofien found it 

hard to resist "the sentimental pleadings and inducements" presented to them by the convicts." One 

convict testified that he had made $160. in tobacco sales in only two years. A guard accomplice poçketcd 

haif that amount in addition to a commission of 20 percent.s Even though it had been recently officially 

' Central Prison, C. F. #17 11 1. See Appendix B. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, August 14, 1904. Prison G, L. was adrnonished. In total. 
he had in his possession enough to stock a general store: a quart whisky bottle, hidden behveen the water 
tank and the wall, as well as four pairs of boxing gloves, two sets of dumb bells, four pipes. three cigars 
and a song book, al1 stored in an adjoining ce11 that was unoccupied. Weightlifting is now one of the 
premiere hobbies in penitentiaries. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punislunent Register, March 18, 190 1. 
' Kingston Penitentiaq, Annual Report, Inspectors Stewart and Dawson, 1906, 3. 

Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14, 16- 17 



banned fiom the penitentiary, in 1899 Surgeon Phelan found that the institution was permeated with 

tobacco odors. Saliva was k i n g  e.upect0rate.d throughout the building, on the walls and floors of the 

cclls. "Tobacco juice on the floor of a cell," Phelan observai with disdain, "where it is subject to 

puirefactive and fermentative processes. cannot be healthy." He also contended that so many prisoners 

were sharing plugs that syphilis would surely be spread among the population.' Banning tobacco had 

been a total failure. Warden Platt admitted. and had only increased its value on the contraband market.' 

He privately conceded that if it were reinstate. the value of convict labour would increase from thirty to 

fifty per cent.3 The Protestant Chaplain went so f i  as to suggest that tobacco be used as a reward for 

good work.' Wornen at the Mercer also coveted their illicit tobacco. Prisoners were frequently discovered 

to be smoking in the corridors or in their cells. Inmates chose to go to the punishrnent block rather than 

reveal their s tashe~.~ Grace S.. a frqucnt smoker, only confessed directly prior to her release how she 

received her supplies. A woman on housework was picking it up from the front lawn where it was k i n g  

left by ex-in mate^.^ Lillian P. not only smoked but used "most blasphemous and vile language when 

spoken about it."' Prisoners also engaged in a lively alcohol trade. Convicts were adept at hiding their 

manufacturing process and suppliers but were frequently not so skilled at concealing the end result: 

drunkenne~s.~ Convicts also amused themselves by gambling with homemade d k g  Two convicts were 

' Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report. Surgeon Phelan. 1899, 37-38. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Warden Platt, 1905, 26. 
3 Kingston Penitentiaxy. Warden's Letter Book July 3 1, 1899, Warden Platt to Acting Inspector Foster. 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report. Protestant Chaplain C. E. Cartwright, 1897.4 1. 
"ercer Reformatory, Punishment Register. Some e.uamples: Grace S. #3 17 1, was reported for 
"Smoking in Corridor and refusing to give up tobacco." August 25, 1905. She was placed in the 
Dungeon and tiicn rcmoved to the isolation room for one week. Julia P. #34 14, was reported by 
Attendant Mick for "smoking in the conidof' on Novernber 11, 1907. She was locked in her room and 
deprived of recreation in the yard for one day. Laura I., was reported by Attendant Mick for "smoking 
when locked in and denied having it when it was found in her cell." September 25, 1912. Her 
punishment is not legible. The Mercer wodd have been an ideal sctting for the "Virginia Slims" ad 
campaigns of the 1970's. 
6 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, November 1, 1905. Grace S. #3 17 1. punislrd for smoking 
in her room. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Rinishment Register, September 23, 1912. Mentioned in report on Evelyn W.. 
who was passing Lillian P. a parcel while under punishment. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishnient Register. See for example: August 14, 1904. On September 6, 
1883, James Mc. and Walter J. were placed in the dark ceIl for 24 hours for being "under the influence of 
liquor." On May LI, 1897, prisoner E. P. got dmnk in the piggery and was sent to the dark cell for 24 
hours as well as losing 10 days remission. On July 8, 1880, John H. was found with a whisky flask on his 
person. He Iost 10 days remission. Many other instances of dmnkenness and possession of alcohol. 



chastised for not only gambling but smoking at the same time.' Indeed, smoking and gambling went 

together well as the most frequentiy wagered item was t~bacco .~  Another pair of prisoners were 

audacious enough to play a game of car& in the shoe shop. Worse, the car& had "coarse" pictures on 

t l ~ e m . ~  

Much of thc contraband and the raw materials for it were availabie inside the prison. Prisoners 

stole bread and meat from the kitchen and brazenly cwked meals in the shops. C m i n g  banes \vas a 

popular hobby at the penitentiary, and with the aid of staff and relatives these arhvorks wcre sold for cash 

on the outside. Making chains out of horse hairs was another favourïte c d .  Some of the better 

creations were worth a plug of tobacco to some guards. Prisoner lames McC. tried to cut out the rniddlc 

inan and was promptly discovered selling some of his bone work to some sailors at the peni tent ia~ 

wharf." The bone work was the riskier activity of the two as it required the possession of a contraband 

file and a saw. These hobbies rarely brought more than an admonition or the loss of some remission.' 

One inmate, an engineer. had managed over a ten year term to put together a small engine constructed of 

scraps and wished to iake it home with him as a memento. Warden Lave11 could not bring hirnself to 

take it away from him.6 

A vibrant underground economy flounshed at Kingston thanks to the efforts of enterprising 

piîferers and smugglers. Items were passed agilely from cell to ce11 with the aid of "fishing poles" which 

were constnicted out of long threads and rods improvised from broom sticks and bed legs. The activity 

9 Many exarnples. A spical case: Kingston Penitentiary. Punishrnent Register, October 8. 1879: 
"Gambling with dice in the Tailor Shop. They would noi give up the box or dice." Punishment: "To lose 
lights one month and five days remission." 
I Kingston Penitentiaq, Punishinent Register. October 8, 1879. They were placed in the dark cell for 48 
hours. 

Kingston Penitentiaq, h~ShIrIent  Register. Typical Case: Septembcr 27, 1901. Two prisoners were 
found rolling dice for tobacco. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, May 14, 187 1. The two prisoners tlirew tlic cards on the 
floor angrily rathcr than hand h e m  over. 
" Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, 22 April, 1871. He spent extensive time in the dark cell. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Some typical exarnples: November 30, 1898, for 
possession of bone work equipment, the loss of th= days remission. August 3, 1878. loss of five days 
remission for filing bones in his cell. August 30, 1899, admonished for bone work. Aiso October 10. 
1899, onc day's loss of remission. Examples of horsc hair chains: August 12, 190 1, one day's loss of 
remission; April 11, 1900, one &y's loss of remission. The guard mentions in the report tlmt the 
prisoner e.upected the guard to give him one plug of tobacco in return for the article. 
6 Kingston Penitentiivy, Warden's Letter Book, Decembcr 26, 1895, Warden Lavell to lnspector Stewart. 



was collectively refened to as "fishing."' Prisoners passed notes of instruction that were wrinen on 

sheets of "necessafy [toilet] paper" and the tom out pages of library books and hymnak2 They sometimes 

transported these missives in their mou th^.^ These communications tvere often supplemented with secret 

signs." Notes and even parcels were passed under the cover of the chapel s e ~ c e . '  Delivety persons like 

the millunan werc sometimes persuadai to help out by attaching Ietters to the milk receipts6 On other 

occasions, foremen acted as accomplices.' Kingston inmates managed to accumulate so much contraband 

that Warden Metcalfe ordered the shelving in each ce11 to be lowered by six inches so that passing guards 

could see their contents more easily.' 

The most ready source of goods was in the shops. Convicts in the tailor shop. for example. 

purloineci cloth. Warden Metcalfe wrote the instructor to inform him tiiat he was sending him "a quantity 

of Red & Black cloth and some other found in one of the shops or store houses other than yours. 1 

presume it has been clandestinely taken from your department. 1 therefore r e m  it for prison usewg 

Prisoners resisted meeting their daily quotas but creating e . m  goods for black-market sales t a s  another 

matter. Items from the shoe shop and tailor shop were k i n g  made to measure and then tradcd for 

tobacco. A convict's girlfriend wote  the dimensions down on a note. He was to pick up "the stuff' at 

the penitentiary school the following day.'' "Outside sources" informeci Warden Lave11 that convict N.. 

with the assistance of his colleagues in the shoe shop, uras making a goal living "making discharged 

work." The informers were not descriptive enough however to give the warden any proof. His only 

1 Kingston Penitentiary. Punishment Register. Some of the many esamples: September 10, 1900, April 
13, 1900, June 15, 1899. lune 29, 1902, January 145, 190 1. Prisoners were either admonished or lost a 
day or a few days of remission. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, May 11, 1904. 
3 Kingston Pcnitentiary, Punishment Register, luly 2, 1904. 
" Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Jdy  7, 1904. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, May 7, 1904, passing of note in chapel. May 8, 1904, three 
convicts found to be passing parcels in the chapel. 

Kingston Penilentiary. Warden's Lctter Book, November 22, 1898, Acting Wardcn Fostcr to Inspector 
Stewart. A prisoner given the authority to sign for the rnilk instead of a guard was abusing his position. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 15, 1879. 
8 Kingston Penitentiw, Warden's Letter Book, August 24, 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Chief Engineer. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lettcr Book, March 5, 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Tailor Shop 
InsLnictor. 
1 O Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, April 1, 1889. Tluee prisoners wcre involved in this 
particular casc. 



recourse was to withhold a ten dollar bonus that prisoner N. had ironically managed to earn for exceeding 

his quota, as Lave11 thought that he had dready profited enough from his industriousness. ' 
A surprising amount of hard cunency was found in the penitentiary as well. Convict John N.. 

who was working in the shoe shop, had managed to accumulate $24.15 through his clothing and footwear 

businessz Selected inmates were accorded the privilege of not having their correspondence inspected and 

therefore family members were able to enclose cash with their letters3 Inmate J. H.'s letter to a friend 

was intercepted where he gave specific instructions on how to smuggle cash into the penitentiary.' The 

anonymous labour correspondent who had written about his experiences at the Kingston Penitentiaq 

alleged that inmates arrived with considerable amounts of money, and were able to purchase virtually 

anythng5 Not al1 goods were procured for outside sale, of course. Prisoners individually and collectively 

hoarded food. Three convicts were discovered to be making pancakes together. Two were punished for 

taking bread and m a t  to the shop and cooking it there. Six inrnates formed a stolen fruit smuggling 

ring6 

But not al1 convicts profited from the booming trade. Dischargai prisoners alleged that their 

original clothing and other valuables were stolen from the store room. Their claims were taken seriously 

enough to be investigated, but their property was almost never recovered. One prisoner contended that he 

\vas too afraid to check his ring in for safekeeping and he gave it instead 10 a guard for safekeeping. The 

gu*ud, he çharged. had ended up selling it.' Many complained that their possessions were k ing  stolen 

by fcllow inmates. "The law punishes us," they protesteci to the chaplain, "but it does not protcct us."" 

The women at the Mercer a h  engaged in an active and sometimes daring pursuit of contraband. 

Tliey accessorized their clothes with the help of stolen articles from the laundry and even stole clothes. 

I Kingston Pe~tentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 19, 1890. Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 12, 1890. Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febrtmy 5, 1895, Warden Lavell to Inspeçtor Moylan. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, June 17, 1897. 
5 See chapter 9 and Appendix A. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, December 6, 1879, (judgment was deferred); December 16, 
1900. hvo days loss of remission; November 14, 1898, 7 ciays loss of remission for d l  six. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 1, 1895. Warden Lavell to ex-prisoner William 

D., St. Cathenncs. The warden acknowledged hcaring the nunor about the prisoner's ring but 
maintained that the penitentiary was not responsible for items that were not checkd. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Protestant C haplain C. E. Cartwright, l9O2,7 1. 



reading material and food fiom the superintendent's quarters- But unlike many of the men, the items uiat 

they pilfered were not generally motivated by profit. The purloined items were mostiy small. inexpensive 

cffects that any woman on the outside would have taken for granted- things like combs or handkerchiefs. 

Laura St.J., for e.uample, made herself a doIl out her own clothing.' Sarab E. and Jessie Mc. were 

reported for taking toilet articles from Attendant Kehoe's room.' Teresa W. tmk food from the sta f f  

kit~hen.~ Alice M. was placed in a position of trust by three vacationing stan mcmben and ended up 

taking "articles that did not belong to her" and also using the telephone.' Della W. stole supplies from 

inrnates in the dining room and was later discovered to be giving these items to other prisoners. It is 

unclear whether she was seiling them or merely rnaking gifts of them. but her light punishment suggests 

the latter.' Josephine M. was discovereû on at least hvo occasions of stealing articles from another 

inmate's r ~ o r n . ~  

The Mercer launâty room was a logical source of goods.7 The clothes room was an even bcttcr 

one. considering the fact that ncither the Chef Attendant nor the Deputy Superintendent had good 

qesight and had to take prisonen into the room with them to help select the discharge outfits8 The 

clioicest or at the least the most interesting comrnodities were always to be fourid in the superintendent's 

apanments, which at least under the tenure of the 6rst Superintendent. Mrs. O'Reilly. were never l ~ c k e d . ~  

Matilda K. helped herself to a magazine and enjoyed reading it so much that she was caught telling 

"untruths" about its contents. Della W. paid a surprise visit to Superintendent O'Sullivan's quarters and 

"borrowed a little sugar.'O Etta H. stole a broach from the superintendcnt's daughter and nearly a 

' Mercer Reformatory, January 4, 19 1 1. She was locked in her room for one day. 
' Mercer Refonnatory, Punishment Register, December 5, 1903. They were locked in their rooms. 
3 Mercer Refonnatory, Punishment Register, October 9, 1903. She was placed in the refractory ward for 
one a half days. 
4 Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, July 27, 1907. Prisoner # 3395. She was put in the dungcon 
during the day and the refractory corridor at night as well as a bread and water diet for two days. 

Mercer Reformatory. Punishment Register, February 2 1, 1910. She was locked in her ceIl for half a day. 
G Mercer Reforrnatory, Punishment Register, September 3, 1906 and Decemkr 23, 1907 
7 Mercer Refortnatory, Punislunent Register: Some typical cases: December 17, 1904; July 26, 19 10. 
taking handkcrchiefs; October 1, 19 10, three inmates reported jointly. 
3 Mercer Refortnatory, C. F. #3896, Letter of February 17, 19 12 concerning stolen plume from the hat of a 
prisoner. 
9 Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Enquire into the Prison and Reforn~atory Systenr of Ontario, 
1891, 738. Also cited in Peter Oliver, "To Govern by Kindness," 566. 
1 O Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, June 27, 1909. 



decade after her release wrote to O'Sullivan to apologize for the act, who most emphaticaily forgave her.' 

The prisoners were throwing and catching so many things through the bars of their windows that \vire 

screens were fitted on al1 füty of the rear windows.' That did not stop inmates from calling out and 

shouting instructions from their windows to fkiends and potential accompli ce^.^ 

Convicts. particularly the longer term ones, made themselves at home at prison. It took some 

ingenuity and daring to have fun in prison. but breaking the minor rules was not al1 that dificuit. Many 

of the hobbies and enterîainrnents had already been enshrined in the prison culture. All the tools and 

rituals had been discovered and established and they had only to join in. Inmates made good use of 

their secretive inmate "code" and specialized argot to facilitate their material needs. Mary of these 

small acts of disobedience were innocuous and merely helped pass the time. Meanidde. oficials either 

joined in. did not have the tirne to notice or simply looked away. These many varied extracumcular 

activities- from pilfering to trading to setting fires- provided inmates with extra goods or a lighter 

workload, a little fun, or at leaçt a good thrill. They d l  required ingenuity. skill, perseverance and 

initiative. Ironically. it was often only on these missions that were so at odds wvith the pison that 

prisoners became the "diligent workcrs" that penologists fiad hoped th- would becomc. 

On the select occasions when prisoners were allowed time off from their labors. therc was a clash 

of cultures. For example, chapel senice, which was Mrtuaily the only bit of recreation that the convicts 

were mandated, rarely translateci into the inspirational or meditative ezrperiences that they were designed 

to be. Rev. Cartwright, the Protestant Chaplain at Kingston, for example, had spent several ycars raising 

money for new stained glass windows in the chapel. When they were finally installed. the Chapel was 

the one place, he announced with pride, where the depressing bars on the windows were not to be visible. 

He hoped Lhat the stained g l a s  "wouid have a soothing effect on the men's minds and dispose them to 

' Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3615. "1 was a very bad girl." Etta H. confesseci in 1921 in a letter filied 
with family news and piety. "Yes 1 forgive you about the matter of the broach," 0' Sullivan wrote back. 
"so let your conscience be easy upon that matter. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, Superintendent O'Reily, 1898,8 
3 Mercer Refonnatoy, Punishment Register, For example: February 7, 1906: Florence K. and Millie O. 
were reported for talking out of the windows and deprived of recreation. May 24, 1906: Irene M. was 
calling and shouting frorn her window and was locked in her room, where she hopefully stayed away from 
the window. 



listen with less antagonism."' But rather than thank him for this grft of spiritual enrichment, prisoners 

upbraided him. A few "grunbled that they would have rather he had spent the mon- on more worldly 

undertakings. such as providing better meals. Meanwhile, Catholic prisoners cornplaincd to their 

chaplain that the new windows barely opened up any more, which made the chapel much hotter in the 

sumrner.' 

As for the entertainment value of the service, prisoners adored organ recitals and choir music. but 

not always for the same reason that officials offered them. The songs were admittedly cheerfiil, but they 

more importantly provided an excellent cover for group talk.ing3 Loud singing was a commonly 

employed strategy arnong convicts to cover up illicit conversations. as Priestley has observed.' Indeed. 

during chapel service. convicts tended to choose their own delights. Prisoners werc cited for spitting on 

the chapel fiwr, chewing gum, defacing church books, reading library books. passing notes. staring at the 

guards, offering impertinence to the chaplains. "stalking" about, having their feet up on the seats in front 

of thcm and most commonly for talking and laughing.' In the end  reiigious services were not as 

1 Kingston Penitentiw, Annual Report., Protestant Chaplain Cartwright, 1893. siii 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Reports, Protestant Chaplain Cartwright. Catholic Chaplain James 
Vincent Neville, 1896, 59-60. 
3 At the Kingston Penitentiary, the organ, often played by an inmate or sometimes a guard, accornpanied 
al1 chapel services. A request by Inspecter Moylan in 1877 for a professional organist at the cost of $100. 
a year was apparently not granted. (Annual Report, 1877, .di) In 1899, Guard George Sullivan was 
recommended for the p s t  organist and choir master in the Roman Catholic chapel. with the annual 
allowance of $100. The request was approved in 1900. (Warden's Letter Book. January 2. 1899. Annual 
Report, 1901, 55). In 1900, for e.uample. there were three senices a week. once on a Wednesdag. and 
twice on Sunday. (Warden's Letter Book. August 6. 1900. Warden Platt to Prisoner's Aid Society). 
M u s i d  perfonners sometimes Msited chapel services. In 1905, the "Meister Singers," members of the 
Westminster Abbey choir, came in November. Several musicians from the city also came to take part in 
the services. (Protestant Chaplain A. W. Cooke, Annual Report, 1905.6 1). In 1906, R. Harvey, an 
organist at St. George's Cathedral, Kingston, and his brother, the ieader of the choir conducted scveral 
singing s e ~ c e s  that year. (Protestant Chaplain A. W. Cooke, Annual Report, 1906,SS). In 19 10, D. 
Couper, the Mayor of Kingston, paid hvo visits and, in the words of the Protestant Chaplain. "charmed 
everybody by his nch solo singing." (Annual Report, 1910, Rev. Cooke, 53). 
4 Priestley, ficlorian Prison Lives, 94-95. 
5 See for example, Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, October 8, 1 903, (spitting); Deccmber 6, 
190, (chewing gum); May 12, 1900, (defacing church books); November 22, 1879, (talking and laughing 
during service); Septembcr 26. 1878, (writing messages on his hand to other prisoners, staring at guards); 
Febnüiry 17, 1877, (shewing disrespect and impertinence to the Catholic Chaplain in the Church); 
November 20, 1876. (having his feet on the seat in front of hirn in Church); August 2, 1875, five inmates 
reporteci for talking in the church. Many more instances. 



worshiphil as officials had endeavoured to make them, but as far as the convicts were concemed they 

certainly were entertaining. 

Nevertheless, in some select cases, prisoners and officiais declarod a truce. By securing positions 

as trustees, some prisoners made it to the top of the prison hierarchy. Some of them attained such 

cmaordinaq levels of trust that they blurred the line between their status and that of the paid staff. 

Wardens came to rely upon prisoners to help run the prison, especially since they often did not trust their 

employees to do their jobs. Prisoners were certainly in a more dependent situation than the staff. who 

could simply quit. leme and find another job. Wardens also realized that if they could help certain 

prisoners. they would gain valuable allies. 

Tn;stees rose to prominence at Kingston especially. Paradoxically. the longer terms allocatcd to 

pcnitentiary inmates allowed for greater informality, with sîaE and prisoners k i n g  at liberty to develop 

relationships that lasted years. For Warden Creighton, engaging tnistees went beyond securing a free 

labour force: it presented an opportunity for prisoners and officials to bond together and work towards a 

common goal. It also gave certain worthy inmates a chance at a type of intemal parole. Creighton was 

proud of the personal interest he took in every inmate's well k ing and placing inmates in positions of 

rcsponsibility. he felt. was the ultimate expression of his faith in their eventual rehabilitation. His stated 

goal throughout the process was to "cultivate and increase if possible their self respect." He claimed to 

be an ideal employer. personally available to taik to any prisoner at least twice a day, at breakfast and at 

dinner. But there was a more pragmatic side to his agenda. "By this constant personal supervision," he 

proclaimed, he was "able to reduce the number of staff from 102 to 75." saving the govcmment, he 

estimated. about $8.000 dollars a year.' 

James Mc., for esample, was one inmate in whom Creighton took an interest. Mc. was 

convicted of burglaq and amved at Kingston "depressed and restless about the length of his sentence." 

First of d l ,  Creighton heard him out and told him that he believed that he was innocent, or at least 

manipulated by others. Then, he made a deal with him. if Mc. would take charge of a gang of eight 

- -  - 

I Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book, September 21, 1882, Warden Creighton to George W. 
Barbidge, Deputy M i ~ ~ t e r  of Justice, Ottawa 



other convicts with a truck and bring in and take out stone from the stone shed, and "take no advantage of 

opportunities that wouid be thus afforded him and his gang for mischief," when he had served fivc years. 

Creighton would bring his case before the Department of Justice. Despite the jealous reactions of his 

fellow convicts and several of the officers, Mc. tumed out to lx an excellent worker and handled his gang 

superbly, perfonning "more work with his men than the same gang would have accomplished under many 

of the oficers." Creighton had surely turneci the prisoncr's situation to his own advantage. securing a 

well-motivated and unpaid worker. but he also gave a demoralized convïct a sense of hope and purpose- at 

lcast for his initial five years. At the end of that period. Creighton enthusiastically advocated a pardon for 

him. but there was no record of one k i n g  granted.' 

Creighton frequently e.xpressed his preference for putting convicts in charge of industries. There 

was a savings in money for the institution, but also a boost in confidence for the individual prisoner. In 

the case of the shoe shop, for e.xample. where a prisoner was in charge for over fifteen years. Creighton 

found that the inmate took a far greater interest in the penitentiary's well k ing  after "the responsibility of 

good management (was] thrown directly on him."' There were many other cases of convicts k i n g  given 

positions of trust. A convicted murderer spent close to seven years in charge of approximately CXty fellow 

prisoners in the shoe shop. He had replaced a paid trade instxuctor. The convict ended up getting. rlianks 

to Creighton's efforts, a pardon as well as a füty dollar gratuity.' A prisoner was placcd in charge of the 

wash house for four years and was reputed to have the clothes more thoroughly cleaned than when an 

officer was employed to superintend the work.' A carpentry trustee "couid not have worked more 

faithfbily had he k e n  receiving thc higliest wages."* Convicts also worked in positions of responsibility 

as firemen, mechanics, handy men, accountants, clerks, librarians, dentists, ran the painting gang and 

1 Kingston Penitentiay, Warden's Letter Book. Warden Creighton to 2. A. Lash, Deputy Minister of 
Justice, Ottawa. 
' Kingston Pcnitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April 27, 1882, Wardcn Creigliton to Inspector Moylan. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 18, 1877, Warden Creighton to 2. A. Lash, Deputy 
Minister of Justice, Ottawa. December 3, 1877, Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
" Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 18, 1883, Remission Report. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 2 1, 1887. 



played the organ during chape1 services. Al1 these workers were given the warden's fullest support when 

it came time for remission reports to be filed.' 

Some convicts occupied positions of e.xîraordinary trust. Prisoner Arthur D. was placed dl alone 

in charge of the changing room, and for rnany yetirs rernained there in sole authority. wvithout any officer 

k i n g  present.' Prisoner H. D. W. workcd separately for most of the day in the boiler room and "acted as 

ifprotecting his own house."' Convict John D. spent close to five years in control of the piggery, alone 

and more than half a mile away from the prison. and when necessary even spent the evenings out there 

without supervision.' Until the next warden put a stop to it. for several years one convict was permitted by 

Creighton to go into t o m  by himself to buy supplies for the penitentiary f m . '  One inmate served as an 

orderly to the Warden. He also worked in the accountant's office and was also in charge of cleaning the 

oficer's mess room. A successor was given the right to have a plate of porridge and a cup of coffee in the 

kitchen of the officer's mess room evecy morning6 

In these cases, it was not diff~cult for the lines of distinction between the paid staff and the 

incarcerated trustees to become blurred. As a result, the institution's s e m t y  could be compromised. 

With Creighton's departure, there was an effort to ostensibly take away some privileges. Due to the 

jealousy they engendercd among the other inmates, al1 extra perks accorded to trustees, particularly 

speciai meals. were to be officially if not in practice curtailed.' The Deputy Warden was instructed to 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, accountant: November 28, 1896; office orderly and book 
bindcr: Fcbruary 10, 1897; in charge of painting gang: December 22, 1884; in charge of harness repair: 
February 2 1, 1885; in charge of mechanics gang: June 25, 188 1; warden wants to employ convicts as 
firemen as they are the most reliable: October 14, 1885; Prisoner John R acting as dentist for staff and 
inrnates: Febnrary 17, February 27, 1899, more correspondence about gratuities December. 1899. The 
pnsoner wanted over $200. but the prison offered him $61.50; in charge of stables: March 12, 1898; 
worked in mechanical and engineering departments: May 8, 1895; foreman of the shoe shop: July 5, 1886; 
convict organists: Annual Report, 189 1, xviii; in charge of Ubrary: Annual Report, 1895, 8. Many more 
e.uamples. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. October 29, 1889, Warden Lavell to lnspector Moylan. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 10, 1885, Warden Lavell to A. Power, Acting 
Inspector. 
4 Kingston Pe~tentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book, March 30, 1887, Warden Laveil to lnspector Moylan. 
5 Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book, April6, 1896, Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. 
6 Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book, January 10, 1888, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moyian. 
August 6, 1897. Warden Metcalfe to the Steward 
7 Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, Annual Report, 1887, .uxiii. 



remind al1 officers not to allow convicts to occupy positions beside them on elevated platforms.' The 

Chief Trade Inslnictor was cautioned to search the tool boxes of individual workers for contraband more 

vigilantiy as well making sure that al1 the loch on the supply cabinets were in order.' In 1897 and again 

in 1898 Inspector Stewart was forced to state the obvious when he issued the order that "no convict shall 

under any circumstances be in possession of a key."' For the most part. trustees offered reliable and 

skilled work that would not have been otheMise available. There was always a risk of betrayal, but for 

the prison managers. it was certainiy a chance worth taking. Trustees saved the administration money 

and were prized esamples of rehabilitation to visiting officials. 

With its short sentences, the Central Prison did not rely on trustees in the same way as the 

Kingston Penitentiaq but it did offer small graruities to its best workers. This policy flew in the face of 

conventional penology. Not so long ago, the idea of wages had been strenuously rejected by the 1849 

Brown Commission for fostering "a tendency to break down those proper barriers which distinguish the 

honest artisan from the convict labourer."' Nevertheless, prisoners were first offered bonuses in the 

broorn shop in 1881, where production was low and the contractor was eager increase the output. 

Convicts were provided with a dividend of ten cents per each additional dozen brooms they assembied 

over their required àaily assignment. The money would be kept in trust until the inrnate's release. The 

system \vas abandoncd afler a few months, but revived again in the 1890's.' By 1902, a typical inmate 

would have had to tie about eleven dozen brooms a day before king allowed to claim for overtime. The 

tlmshold constantiy varied however and was lower in the 1 880's1 when the pay outs were the r n o ~ t . ~  

Despite the difficulty of earning overtime and the slightness of the pay-outs, prisoners worked hard to 

receive whatever money they could. Charles C., for example. was able to accumulate eight dollars over 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. August [26j1 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Deputy Warden 
O'L,eaIy. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Order No. 40. By order of Douglas Stewart, Inspector, 
August 26, 1897. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Order No. 39, issued by Douglas Stewart, Inspector. 
August 26, 1897. Repeated on Jdy 10, 1878. 
4 cited in Rainer Beahrc. "Origins of the Penitentiq," 205-206. 

Central Prison, Annual Report, 188 1, 160-1. The system was oficially discontinued aAer two months. 
but revived at various times. 
6 Central Prison, C, F. #17684, mentioned in correspondence of June 24, 1902, Warden to Inspector. 



his hvo year term.' Joseph M. eamed $17.08 in a twelve month period.2 Between 1896 to 1898. when 

the contractor was especially mxious to h s t  production, prisoners were discharged with arnounts 

ranging from arnounts as paluy as one dollar to as princely as Some of the amounts sounded 

large, but when worked out to a daily basis, they were not so generous. After a two year term, convict 

William McG., for e.xample, was discharged 4 t h  a gratuity of $15.00. mostly eamed in the brooni shop. 

That translated into about two cents per day." Prisoners were also awarded honorariums for e.uira work in 

the tailor. woodworking and machine shops. the brickyard and the woolen miil.' John M. acted as fireman 

for eight months and was granted $5.00.~ Prison barber Theodore M. earned a toial of $20.75 in tips 

during his 23 month terrn, $5.00 coming fiom Warden Gilmour alone. After his release. he wrote 

Gilmour that fie was thinking of setting up his own business. ' Convict William F. was a medical doctor 

sewing a 20 month term for forgery. In retuni for his senices in the prison hospital, Warden Massie 

wvanted to pay him $IOO., but was only authorized to award him $50.. minus $5.00 for his return ticket.* 

In the end. not al1 gratuities were awarded. Gilmour was f ' o u s  when the Inspecter reîùsed to approvc a 

gratuity of $5.00 for Prisoner 0.. who was the only coat maker in the institution "at a time when [the 

prison1 n d e d  his services badly." In just five months, the convict had eamed the prison $240. As a 

' Central Prison, C. F. #15990. from 1898- l899. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #15760, 1898 
' See for e.xample, Central Prison, C. F.#'s: 1593 1 : S 1.00 for one month's work; 14620: $ 15-93 far about 
7 months; 1457 1 : $2.00 for unspecified time; 15733: $12.50 for 3 months; 15379: $42.74 for about 9 
months; 152 19: $6.00 over 3 months; 15383: $14.88 ovcr 4 monîhs; 15 140: $6.18 over 3 months; 15040: 
$3 1.20 earned over about 9-10 months; 14985: $7.00 over about 4 months; 15199: $12.44 over 5 months; 
15069: $8.65 over 7 months; 15020: $13 -26 over 1 1 months; 14628: $40.0 1 over two years. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #14673. 
5 Central Prison, C. F.#'s: 14 105: $ 13.00 for carpentq; 12628: $20.00 eamed in machine shop over 20 
months, paid posthurnously to widow; 12260: $5.00 for cleaning and repairing convict clothing and bcd 
mats, eamed over one year, 12630: $8.40, an average of 18e per day for making coats; 9202: $25.00 plus 
suit of clothing for work in brickyard; prisoner asking for more; 27919, $15.00 for mechanical work in 
woodworking shop; 14 107: $10.00 for work in wooden rnill; 15624: $30.00 for "exceptional" work on the 
new tank in the brickyard. 
ven t r a l  Prison, C. F. # 13449, Janii;uv 3, 1895. 

Centrai Prison, C. F. #24650, Sentenced April, 191 1. He referred to the Central Prison as the "Crystal 
Palace." 
8 Central Prison, C. F. #Il81 1, Sentenced October 6, 1881. When the doctor returned, he wrote the 
Warden that he found his wife alienated fiom him. Massie wrote back with his syrnpathy and prayers. 



result, mernbers of the staiT pitched in voluntarily to help the man out, who had a destitute family on the 

outside.' 

It was also prison policy to compensate prisoners for acts of heroism. Thomas T. was awarded 

$10.00 for k i n g  the first to discover a fire in the broom shop. He also received a $ 15.00 gratuity for 

"good conduct, faithfd service and attention to the work assigned to him." Earlier he had escaped from 

the prison but voluntarily retumed and apparently al1 was forgiven.' Two prisoners were also presented 

wïth $10.00 each for averting an explosion in the boiler r ~ o m . ~  

Certain prisoners were given cash awards for reasons related to likeability, family circumstance 

and character. Prisoner Charles C. was discharged with $5.00 in honow of his "industry and good 

conduct."' Convict J. was such a "good little boy" during his three months in one of the shops that the 

foreman requested diat he get "any little assistance" the Warden thought he required. Prisoner G. M. was 

an "esceptionally good boy'' and was recommended for a gratuity of 50$ per month plus a discharge 

o ~ f f i t . ~  Prisoner Charles J. was "not a good tailor" when he arrive4 and did not impress the foreman with 

his work. but over time he had improved enormously. He also had a destitute wife to support with five 

children. Accordingly he was noininated by Warden Massie for an immediate gratuity of $5.00 to be sent 

to his wife plus a monthly stipend for the last w e n  months of his terme6 

Overall, gmtuities made up a small, but signifïcant portion of the Central Prison budget. In 

1896. for example, $2,478 was given out: in 1897, $2,281; $1.952 distributed in 1892 in amounts 

ranging from 1 le  to over $100: $1.095 in 1900: $763. in 1903; and $878. in 1904.' Ofientimes the 

amount of the gratuities were not as important as the gesture of gratitude and esteem they conferred upon 

' Central Prison, C. F. #22486, letter of Warden Gilmour to Inspecter Rogers, May. 14, 1908. A stung 
Gilmour wrote Rogers: "1 cannot understand you in this matter, it is so unlike you. 1 have few men in this 
world whom 1 have thought took greater pieasure in doing a kind act than you. This \vas not kindness. 
and 1 wish 1 could cal1 it justice." 
' Central Prison, C. F. # 1 2903. He was a 1 9 year old serving a hvo year sentence commencing in 
November, 1892. 

Central Prison, C. F. #1752 1. The incident happened in November, 1900. 
Central Prison, C. F. # l6  176. March 2 1, 1900. 
Central Prison, C. F. #12965. Both were recommended by the same foreman, Samuel Smith, in 1893. 

The name of the shop is not noted. 
Central Prison, C. F. #11069, Correspondence between Massie and Provincial Secretary from January to 

September, 189 1. 
' Central Prison, Annual Reports, 1896, 14; 1897, 12; 1892,96; 1899, 10; 1900,43; 1903.38; 1904; 40. 



their recipients. Massie observed that the granting of gratuities was "an inccntive to diligence and good 

conduct. and its effect upon many has been productive of the best and most encouraging results."' 

Wardens believed in the bonus systems and prisoners, often desperate to gain respect in the eyes of their 

peers and their families. worked hard to earn them. 

Guards as Workers 

Guards could have benefited from a M e  more encouragement of their own. Indeed, the paid staffoften 

worked less reliably and with less enthusiasxn than many of the prisoners. mit in the unpopular position 

of having to enforce the d e s ,  guards were maligned by the inmates as k i n g  too cruel and the 

management as king too soft. Their jobs brouglit Iittle status and less satisfaction. They were subject to 

excessive regimcntation. their pay was low, their benefits poor, and they were in constant danger of attack. 

O'Brien has observeci that the status of contemporary guards in France was "at least as low as the soldier. 

In the terms of their living conditions and their daily association with criminals, one guard claimed that 

their status was even lower." One French prison critic commented in 1909 that "[olf al1 state occupations. 

that of the prison guard is the most monotonous. the saddest. and the most lamentable. It is also the most 

precarious and the most e.xploited because he is iwilated. misunderstood and di~dained."~ According to 

Priestley, nineteenth century British convicts looked down on their guards, various regarding them as "a 

set of brutes ... the roughest type of men a man can meet with" and as "foul-mouthed. bullying completely 

uneducated men and totally for any position of t~ust ."~ Priestley describeci how tense guards from 

Dartmoor prison "were driven for relaution to the public-house, and for the rest of their time to 

quarreling among themselvcs. The quarrels e-xtended even to the superior officers, who seem to have been 

morbidly sensitive about their dignity."4 

Like their counterparts in Europe and America, Ontario guards coped with their lot badly. 

Guards were often the authors of their own misfortune. They frequently acted unprofessionally and 

exercised poor judgment. Thcy reacted to the animosity of the convicts with Mndictiveness and in the 

' Central Prison Annual Report, 1892, 96. 
O'Brien, The Promise ofPunishment, 209-2 10. 

3 Priestley, Vicforian Prison Lives, 254-5. 
4 Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives. 259. 



process gave them even more reason to hate them. As will be seen, too, they came to wrork dnink, slept 

on the job, leil before their s h f i  were up and sometimes disappeared altogether. They mouthed off at 

their supenors, sometimes in fi111 view of al1 the inmates. Such actions compromised security and in some 

cases could have incited general mutiny. Officiais bernoand the bad e?sample that they set. 

The greatest stniggle in the prison workplace however took place behveen the guards and the 

convicts. Prisoners not oniy hated the guards - the animosity ran deeper than that- they looked d o m  on 

them. One convict's letter of cornplaint to the warden of the Central Prison typilïed many of his fellow 

inmates' sentiments. "lt is very tme 1 had some difkulties with a couple of your guards." 43 year old 

Robert C., a carpenter. started by admitting. And then. gathering al1 the high vocabulary and sarcasm at 

lus command he launched into a long tirade: "1 know it to be an established fact- nothing short of one of 

the darling absurdities of the nineteenth centuxy- that there is as present men acting in the capacity of 

guards in b i s  and other similar institutions who in the discharge of their fûnctions alloçate to themselvcs 

a certain degree of probity which is to exclude al1 imputations and al1 inquiries, their assertions are to bc 

deemed equivalent to proof...."' Perq  E. remarked that " 'the guards' would just as soon shoot you as 

look at you. There are roughly speaking out of them in al1 the prison, 'that is the Guards.' there is about 2 

decent Gentlemen amongst them dl, the rest are not fit to drive Scavenger Wagons or to use the pick and 

the sho~el ."~ 

Angry, capricious and powerful, the guards were the most hated members of the prison 

conimunity. They were also the most misunderstood and overlookeà. Guards were capable of both 

cmeity and kindness. At times they could rise above the inevitable constraints of thcir job description; at 

times they codd not or would not. Inevitably, their power to punish and control h e m  made the typical 

convict's antipathy to the guards deep-seated, tribal and in most cases, well eamed. In nim. the 

I Central Prison. C. F. #7528. Robert C. was 43 years old carpenter, a resident of Hamilton. He was 
sentenced to sixty days plus a four dollar fine for dmnkemess. He wrote a very long, very v e h s e  lettcr 
to Massie in handwriting that was as fnlly as his vocabulary. ("Excuse bad writing," he nevertheless 
apologized, ""for 1 have no table.") "1 graduate on the 3rd December," he promiseci, " and 1 am satisfied it 
will be a long while beforc 1 take another drink of liquor." He enclosed with his letter "a sample of a 
horse shoe pin of my own invention which you can present to some of yow family. They look vcry nice 
on a table." 
' Central Prison. memoirs of Percy E., found in C. F. # 17 1 1 1. 



prisoners' persistent defiance and rudeness gave the typical guard's hatred of the convicts an inlnnsic 

intensity that was tinged witb equal parts of dread and revulsion, 

Gilbert Harlley, a guard at the Centrai Prison, exernplified the nastiness and dienation that 

characterized convict-guard relations. In charge of the hated broom shop. a miserable place that the 

prison surgeon hirnself referred to as s "purgatory," ' Hartiey was easily one of the most despised men in 

the prison. In an estraordinq series of letters he wrote to his fiancée Mary, Hartley revealed much of the 

complesity of tus personality.' Time and again, he declareci how much he found Iumself out of place in 

prison. Hartley considered himself a kind man and a refined gentiernan and it rankled him tliat he was 

forced to associate witli "the best l i a s  and thieves." In an ironic fashion, Hartiey's sense of dienation 

had much in conunon with many of the prisoners he guarded. Even his style of writing was strangeiy 

evocative of an other inmate diarist. the pretentious prisoner Percy E.. Like Percy, but from an obviously 

different perspective. Hartley soon formed a poor opinion of his colleagues. Indeed. by the end of his first 

ycar, he concluded that it would be "better not to be intimate" with the other guards. 

Hartley was capable of much sentiment, but in the end had few feelings lefi for the prisoners 

under his supenision. In prison, he decided, "there is nothïng that is elevating and refining. Al1 is base 

and vile." He saved his passion for the abstract aspects of Me on the outside: art, nature. the elevating 

kind of love possible between a husband and wife. He loved p ü y ,  gloried in sunsets and cherished 

flowers. To his fiancée, he would describe the lengths to which he went to preserve "that rose and sprig 

of geranium you kindly gave me as we parted." wearing it first on his breast and later pressing it in a 

volume of Scott's poetr).. But in the same letters he would coldly illustrate how one particular prisoner 

received f if ty lashes. "Do not think 1 am cruel," he wrote Mary, "but 1 find that the only way to manage 

the thieves and roughs who number about three hundred and fifty is by stem measures, kindness to most 

'central Prison, Annual Repon, 1879, Report of Surgeon, 44 1. "The broom shop is the purgatory of the 
institution. The steady drilling during the winter of those not occupied in the above is also very 
objectionable to this fastidious gentry. Many pretenses are deviseci to escape these objectionable 
employments in lieu of less disagreeable and lighter labour." 
' City of Toronto Archives, Gilbert Hartley Papers. First cited in Peter Oliver. "A Terror to Evil Doers: 
The Central Prison and the 'Criminal Class' in Late Nineteenth Century Ontario," in R. Hall et al., 
editors, Patterns ofthe Pasr: Interprefing Ontario 's History, (Toronto: D u n d m  Press, 1988). 
3 Hartley Papers, Febniary 9, 1879 



of them is like throwing pearls to swine." The ugliness of the prison world had made Hartiey emotionaily 

estranged h m  it. Within its walls. much of his morality and kindness seemed to be held in abeyance, as 

if better directed elsewhere. 

The one thing that Hartley did appear to revel in was his absolute authonty and he \vas therefore 

a man with iittle room for leniency. He boasted that he had si.xty men in his gang, fifly of which were 

under his "entire control." "1 rhink 1 will have no trouble in managing them," he assured Mary. "as I kcep 

them in their place and maintain a strict discipline."' The result was a wretched experience for the 

prisoners under his charge as Hartley's disciplinaxy routine relied on a steady stream of reprimands and 

reports. Indeed. no single guard filled out as many discipline infraction slips as he did. Prisoner William 

C. was 18 years old and was serving a 23 months term for the burglary of one dollar. In a letter to the 

tvarden, he Mvidly captured the climate of incessant recriminations in Hadey's broom shop: 

Dar Sir, 1 write these lines to you in hope you will not be angry .... 1 do tq to 
do al1 1 can up in the shop and every place .... Do not think me a crank for 
writing but 1 cant help it. You have given me report aAer report aRer report 
half of my time is passed aiid 1 am (rying to make it the worst half. That day 1 
was reported for getting behind in my work it was not al1 my fault. Mr. 
Hartley put me doing some crooked corn that kept me busy al1 the morning 
about half past two Mr. Hartley came and spoke to me rather stem and said 
therc was not a bundle of sirait corn for the next Ray and he went and reported 
mc. 1 told hirn 1 did al1 1 could but he would not listen to me so 1 was in your 
han& and 1 thanCr you for letting me off. 1 do try my best to do what is nght 
and keep Crom them reports but 1 dont know what to do at all, al1 the blamc 
was put on me that t h e  so I dont sre what hc meant when he reportcd me for 
Idoasmuch ... as somemen making 15$ and25é aday .... mfIspeak to M. 
Hartley] about the corn he dont give me a strait answer. He is always stem to 
me yet he can laugh and talk with others .... 1 am trying to do right and 1 am 
trying to put the other half of my tirne in without a report. If 1 wris out of the 
broom shop 1 would be happy. This is all, 1 mean what 1 say and it is me.'  

Prisoner John M. wrotc a long letter to the warden compla i~ng  of Hartley's judgmcnt. He had been "put 

down as a bad man. but ... I can sincercly tell hou] that 1 am not nothing near so bad .... Ur. Massie 1 

am a young man of twenty two & you are a gentleman advanced into many ycars & is it possible that you 

think that after 1 have served eleven months out of 18- that 1 am going to run a risk of gotten another 6 or 

12 montlis .... Mr. H d y  [sic] rnay talk as he thinks about [me] but white I remain in the C. P. & when 1 

I Hartley Fapers, August 29, 1877, December 19, 1878 
' Central Prison, C. F. # 1 172 1 



go out in the city of Toronto 1 hope to showe [sic] those who saith 1 am not to [bel trustecl 1 will show 

thcm that 1 can be trusted....."' 

For al1 his power however. in the end, Hadey found few fnends in prison, virtually no respect 

and little job satisfaction. He did not get on with his fellow guards, the prisoners hated him and the 

visiting luminaries ignored him. He wondered enviously why prisoners wcre getting so much sympathy 

from the missionaries from the Y. M. C. A. but guards, and specifically. one safely assumes. Hartley 

himself, were receiving none. "Fijembers.. . of both sexes will pet some of the vilest creatures who only 

laugh at what thcy Say. will make them presents of books, bouquets. handkerchiefs, and other trifles but 

scarcely recognize any of us. 1 am by no means jealous of ptisoners who receivc thcir attention but I think 

it shows a strange Christian spirit to ignore the wvorthy and pet thc miserable wretches who only use thcm 

as tools."= 

To top it al1 off. Hartley was quite frankly worried about k i n g  killed. Hadey's fears were 

justif~ed. He detailed to his fiance how one of the convicis in his gang was discovered to be plofting the 

murder of a comdor guard as pan of an escape attempt. The prisoner had even wwitten rhymcs 

celebrating his caper which he had callously planned to lave behind in his tell.) During his tour of du@. 

Hadey would have also known the guard who was fatiilly stabbed by a prisoner and another colleaguc 

who was thrown to his death from a gallery.4 Dunng Hartley's tenure. tm. the foreman of the broom shop 

was almost killcd in a knifing, his lifc saved by the intervention of a prisoner.5 H d c y  himself was the 

target of at least one assassination attempt.6 Knowing that that he was unpopdar only increased his 

ansicty. "1 may as weil tell you," Hartley adrnitted to Mary, "that I am not liked by the prisoners at d l .  

' Central Prison, C. F. #Il0294 
' Hartley Papen, March 2, 1879 
3 Hartley Papers, May 1 1, 1879. He noted with satisfaction that the prisoner was to be flogged the next 
morning. 
"entral Prison, Annual Report, 1888,90 

Central Prison, C. F. #17380. In honour of his heroism, Prisoner Walter C. was recommended for one 
month's early release. 
G Central Prison, C. F. #14 125 Charles L. was overheard to be plotting with an other prisoner to 
assassinate Hartley. 



The reason of this is of course that I endeavour to cany out the rules of the prison and anyone who does 

that may expect to have their il1 will but 1 c m  not a snap for it."' 

But despite the draconian punishments at his disposal, prisoners continued to defy hirn and 

ridicule him. Hartley became an easy target because he was such a busybody and was also so easy to goad. 

When H d e y  passed by the ce11 of prisoner Christopher V., he noticed that he was not eating his 

breakfast ration. \#en Hartiey necdlessly demanded to know why that was the case, V. seized his 

opportunity. He replied that it was plain to see that the bread was mouldy and m e r m o r e  l e n t  on to say 

that as far as he was concemed. "no wonder you can eat mouldy bread. you are fit to eat anyrhing." 

Hartley was flabbergasted by the response and dernanded fiuther e.uplanation. "Any man who would make 

such a report as you made," the prisoner gladly esplained. "can eat anything." What ensued was a 

ridiculous and lengthy debate between the two on the palatability of mouidy bread, when Hartley would 

have been wiser just to laugh off the convici's initial obse~ation, or more appropnately to ignore the 

man's eating habits to begin with. Ultimately, Hartley and prisoner V. revealed themselves to be two 

lonely and bord men. one of whom should have known better.' In an other case of excessive vigilance. 

when prisoner John Mc. complained of diarrhea, Hartley insisted on e.uamining his bucket in order to 

detennine whether the contents betrayed any "evidence" of this type of illness or not. This kind of 

investigation was apparentiy too revolting cven for the prison surgeon to perform and he happily 

delegated it to Hartley. It is quite possible that prisoner Mc. knew that Hartley would lx likely to be called 

upon to "analyzc" his bucket and was playing a perverse joke on t~irn.~  Hartley did have lus sentimental 

side t m  and \vas not immune to begging and t e m .  When Charles R. emotionally implored Hartley to 

spare hirn from a whipping. he put in a good word with the Warden. But a few months later. al1 

compassion was forgotten when another Hartley report m e d  hirn a flogging4 

- p~ - 

' Hartley Papers, March 16, 1879 
' Central Prison, C. F. #6730. Pnsoner Christopher V. was a uoublemaker and was eventuaily subjected 
to corporal punishment. His case was investigated by the Cruelty Commission of 1886. but his cornplaints 
were dismissed. 

Centrai Prison. C. F. #6149. 
" Central Prison, C. F. #9236. This prisoner was 18 years old. For a knife throwing incident, he was 
ordered rcceive 20 Iashes. 15 were applied on 27 June 1888. 



Prisoners did not take kindly to Hadey's officiousness and endiess goading to boost production. 

Si-uteen year old convict Joseph D. for one loudiy informeci Hartley that "he would not do 'a han& tum"' 

and had to be bodily removed from the broom shop.' Convict Edward D., under punishment in the Dark 

Ce11 thanks to a Hartley report. let lwse a torrent of abuse about the guard when Msited by Surgeon 

Aikins. "He put me in the Dark Ceil.," he gnimbled. "He would not tell me what he put me in for God 

damn him the Gray son of a bitch. He punished no one like me because 1 am a Negro. 1 will kill the God 

damned bugger and go to hell. By God I will. 1 am not able to do the task if I do it one day 1 get pains in 

my shoulders the nekq. The prisoner," the hospital guard added, "was still talking when 1 closed the Dark 

Ce11 door."' One prisoner put it to Hartley more succinctly: "If you make any more reports about me," 

lie shouted. "1'11 knock the hell out of you."3 

Working in prison had made Hartley a bitter man and it w a s  the prisoners who ultimately 

sde r ed  the most for his unhappiness. They in turn repaid hini with every bit of contempt and disrespect 

they could muster. As he was passing his cell, seventeen year old convict James W. made a "noise with 

his mouth in imitation of passing wind." The sensitive man who would rather have thought about sunscts 

and poeûy failed to see the humour of the act. "It was evidently done to annoy me." he wrote in the 

punishment report, "and was an impudent contemptible thing."" Several prisoners were cited for 

sarcastically refemng to Hartley as the "~ommodore."~ Hartiey had a low tolerance for mockety and 

inmates and fellow officers knew it. He w o t e  a letter to the Warden complaining that. "Whenever 1 

approach a gang 1 am insulted with a loud chirping which is kept up in every instancc until 1 leave .... 

Tonight when 1 entered the broom shop there was a perfect fusillade of it ...." Hc accused thc othcr guards 

of their complicity, for they would pretend not to notice. His frantic efforts to secure thcir corroboration 

' Central Prison, Punishment Report of September 28. 1882. He was given ten lashes. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #6262 

Central Prison, C. F. #8792. Hartley took the threat seriously and drew his revolver and "threatened to 
shoot him if he attempted to do any harm." The broom shop was in an uproar and al1 work ceased. The 
prisoner was removed by another guard and received corporal punishment. Acwrding to Hartley's report, 
the prisoner drew a knife whilc making the threat, thus explaining why he drew his revolver. According 
to an other guard's report, there was no knife drawn at dl ,  making Hartley seem considerably less heroic. 
' Central Prison, Punishment Report of August 3 1, 1886. Prisoner #8004. John W. received 72 hours in 
the dark cell. 

Centml Prison, Punishment Report of July 13, 1886. See C. F. dl7826 Sec also Punishment Report of 
March 14, 1884 for another case of "mockery." 



later were oniy met with "loud impudent stares."' Prisoner James K., a personable 18 year old who was 

not a troublemaker in prison, must have picked up on some of this antipathy for he took Hartîey aside and 

asked him if he agrecd with Ium that Guard Routledge was a "darnn dirty stinker."' Hartley's excessive 

reporting and relentiess dnving likely did not endear him to his inmates. Coupled with his snobbeq and 

pretensions, Hartley was not tembly popular wvith his colleagues, either. 

Unhappy at his job, inconsistent, high strung and self-important, Hartley made life a tonnent for 

his charges, and they in turn made life dismal for him. Hartley may have been more pornpous than his 

colleagues and he certainly left behind a more complete record of his thoughts than the typical guard. but 

despite his eccentricities and forthcomingness he was not a rernarkable figure. Guards like Gilbert 

Hartley were d l  in their own way curious figures, at the same tirne barbarous and pathctic. essentially 

humane and yet resolutely cruel. The man who had initially felt that he did not belong working in prison. 

who maintained that he was too refined for this type of work. ended up despite himself personwng ail the 

cruelty, pettiness and baseness of the job he was hired to do. In the name of maintainhg discipline and 

keeping up production, he had acquired an immense capacity to rnake life in prison a misery- for prisoners 

and ultirnately for himself. Like his fellow inmates, the convicts, he too could not help but bc 

transformed by his environment. 

Much like Hartley, the typical guard at the Kingston Penitentiav was made well awvare of his 

hated status arnong the prisoners. He was constantly subject to insults and threats of bodily harm. which 

convicts conveyed vividly and with commanding and graphic imagery. Viewed individually, the durs 

oftcn sounded overblown, childish and ridiculous. but measured by the sheer force of their volume, the 

emotional price they ç.uacted on the guard was devastating. Napoleon L. swore at an officer who had just 

reported him, and then, putting his fist to the guard's nose, threatened to break it.' David W. threatened 

' Cenual Prison, C. F. #8637 
' Central Prison, C. F. #7497. Instead of concurring or offering sympathy, however, Hartley did the 
professional thing and sent him to the dark cell for 72 hours. James K. was an 18 year old butcher from 
Port Arthur. He was sentenced to 23 months for robbery. Afier release James K. maintained a follcsy 
correspondence with Warden Massie. He was also friendly with the broom shop instructor, Mr. Perry. 
' Kingston Penitentiaq, hinishment Register, June 13, 1878. He was assigned four days and four nights 
in the dark cell and lost al1 his remission to date. 



to "knock the brains out" as well "cut out the guts" of Guard Thomas pape.' Charles B. swore that hc 

"would take out the Warden's heart" and called him a "pig-headed, fat-bellied son of a bitch," among 

other things. Furthemore, he promised "to drain the blood out of' the Deputy Warden. the Chief Keeper 

and "the sons of bastards" guards."' William M. promised a guard that he would "knock his head off' if 

he came near hirn and would get even Hith hirn even if it took ten years to do k3 Another prisoner more 

that he would "rip the guts out" of a certain guard.' On route to the punishrnent cell. a convict screarned 

that he would kill guard for taking him there.' When inmate James M. was adviseci not to enter an 

unauthorizcd area. he jumped over to the guard and vowed to "knock the teeth down [hisl throat."" 

Pnsoner F. R. told a guard to "stick his job and insolence up his ass."' Convicts also made it quite clear 

that they could not stand the sight of their keepers. They repeatedly wamed officers not to stare at them 

as they were either "tired of k i n g  looked at" or "looking at" their guards while others would discourage 

eye contact by making grotesque expressions at anyone who observeci them.' 

Guard Corby was able to rernember prisoner D. Humphrey 's tirade against him in such detail 

that his report read almost like a dictation: "You God damned cock sucking son of a bitch." the prisoner 

yelled at hm, "you are always imposing on me, there will be a day when 1 will get even with you. you God 

damnai short assed bastard, if I've got to hang for it; if you say 1 took the hammer, you are a son of a 

bitch of a liar, send me to the dungeon you basîard that is al1 you are good for."g These reports were 

an-vtking but rare. It is no esaggeration to claim that virtually evev page of the pu~shment register 

contains threats and insults leveled against the guards. They recorded with al1 the thoroughness, 

seriousness and outrage that the receiving parties could muster. The fact that the officers often seemed to 

I Kingston Penitentiq, Punishment Register, October 23. 188 1. He received 120 hours in the dark cell 
as well as the loss of ten days remission. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, December 9, 190 1. He was sent to the asylum. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. December 20. 1901. He was sent to the asylum. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Febnüuy 16, 1900. He was put in the dark cell for 72 
hours. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punislunent Register, March 20. 1903. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Rinishment Register, October 3 1, 1877. No punishment was recorded. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punislunent Register, March 20, 1903. This prisoner ended up receiving 15 
suokes of the lcather paddle on his aforementioned body part. 
8 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. May 16, 1900, May I l ,  1900, March 25, 1877. 
9 Kingston Pcnitentiary, Punishrnent Register, March 28, 1904. The pnsoner was kept in the dark ce11 
for 20 days and lost 20 days remission for this outburst. 



lavish a greater level of detail upon these flashes of lost tempers and mostly pathetic grandstanding than 

on some of the more serious infkactions, such as the refisal to work or the trading of contraband reveded 

how deeply these threats and insults affectai them. Guards could a h  never be quite sure how many of 

the threats might actually corne to fruition. Additionally, the constant barrage of verbal abuse esacted a 

toll on the officers and ofien made them lose perspective. In their battle against the guards. prisoners had 

a tveapon- their mouth- and they knew how to use it. 

At the much hated laundry room at the Mercer Reformatory, a core group of fmtrated and 

outspoken convicts turned that place into a bedlam. Laundress M. Mick, who was put in charge of the 

enterprise. for over ffieen years bore ihe brunt of it and sometimes made rnatters wone.' Much like the 

unpopular Gilbert Hartley, her position. and her personality too, made her one of the most rcviled 

individuals in the Reformatory. During her career. the disciplinary records contain dozens and dozens of 

repom made by Mick against inmates in the laundry room. A fiequent infraction was the refusal to work 

while there, another. the refusal to report there in the first place. OAen this noncompliance was 

accompanied by "vile" language, with Attendant Mick inevitably on receiving end of it. Mick called for 

sizable punishments ranging from confinement in the refractory ward and the bread and water diet. 

Prisoner Jennie C.. for e.uample, rehised to do her work on December 16, 190 1. She \vas placed in the 

Refracto~ Corridor until willing to perform her duties, where she stayed for two hours. On Feb- 10. 

however, she again refused to do her work. this time with bad language directcd against Laundress Mick. 

Slie was placed in the Refractoq Corridor on bread and water for two days. Prisoner Charlotte B. was 

reported by Mick for talking. laughing and refusing to do work on February 19. 1903 and placed in the 

Dungeon Cell for one and a halfdays. On January 5, 191 1, Emma K. left her work undone and refused to 

follow any more of Mick's instructions. Thanks to her noncompliance on Apd 7, 19 1 1, Annie W. was 

locked in the nursery on bread and water for one day. Dora S. refùsed to report to the laundry rwm on 

September 7, 191 1 and was placed in the Refractory Ward for four daYs.' 

1 Attendant Mick started her tenure at the Merccr Laundry Roorn in 1900 and was in charge there for at 
Ieast another 15 years. 
' See Mercer Punishmcnt Book, for esample: December 16 and February 10, 1901, Prisoner #2760; May 
30. 1902, Prisoner #279 1 ; Febniary 19, 1903, Prisoner #286 1; July 4. 1903, Prisoner #2946; September 



Other fernale inmates displayed even more active defiance against Mick, not only individually. 

but in groups. Violet M. and Grace S. refuçed to stop talking when told to do so by Mick. while Lavina S. 

joined in with "disobedience and impertinence."' On January 18, 1 904. Prisoner Emma F. was caught in 

the laundq room blithely toasting bread and crocheting. Earlier in the day, shc was reported for refusing 

to do her work and insolence. Less than two months later, dong with Prisoner Annie S., she !vas 

discovered by Mick in the act of throwing water on fiesMy ironed blouses.' On January 26. 1906. 

Prisoner Lizzie L. threatened. swore at and then threw water on Mick he r~e l f .~  Her temper exploding, 

Nom T. went on a rampage on October 29, 1909, offered "gross impertinence." broke the window and 

overthrew a laundry machine.' On August 17. 191 1, three inmates participated in a mini revolt. Etta 

R, Bessie M.. and Reda B. tore launâry while talking ~ o u d l ~ . ~  Rosie P., one of the most refractory of al1 

the Mercer inmates. was reported by Laundress Mick for "cursing. loud talking, calling vile names and 

refusing to stop, etc." on one of many. many such occasions. At another instant, Rosie P. attempted to 

kill her.6 Another notorious troublemaker, Tillie R. went so far on September 1 1. 1905 as to attack Mick 

with some sharp object "that crit her face and battered her head." The attack was so severe that the inmate 

was taken to court and sentenced to five years in Kingston ~enitentiary.' When inmates were not 

1 1, 1903, Prisoner #293 1 ; April7, 19 1 1, Prisoner #38 15; January 5, 19 1 1. Prisoner #3808: September 7. 
191 1, Prïsoner #3869. Emma K. was placed in the refractory comdor for five days. 
Mercer Punishment Book: October 2 1, 1902. Prisoners # 2854 and 2864. They were put in the 

Refractory Comdor for 12 hours. Also, August 6. 1903, Pnsoner 2933. She was locked in her own cc11 
for one day. 
' Merccr Punishment Book: Januar)t 18, 1904, Prisoner #3002 and March 2, 1904. Annie S. was given the 
dungeon with no dimer and then the dark room on brcad and water for two days. Emma F. \vas given the 
dungeon with no dinner, and then a bread and water diet for the ne.xt five days 

Mercer Punishment Book: January 26, 1906, Prisoner #3249 She was sent to the dungeon with no dinner 
for five days. According to Superintendent O'Sullivan, Lizzie L. was "a very bad troublesome woman." 
4 Mercer Punishment Book: October 29, 1909, Prisoner #356 1. She was sent to the punishment corridor 
for threc days. 

Mercer Punishment Book: August 17, 19 1 1, Prisoners #3 739, I?], 3847. niey were each placed in either 
in isolation cells or the Dungeon for four days. 

Mercer muiishment Book: June 8, 1903, Prisoner #2937. Too many similar incidents to list. The 
murder attempt is detailcd in the chapter on heaith. 
7 Mercer Punishment Book: September 1 1, 1905, Prisoner #3 163. Surprisingly, Tillie R. does not appear 
to have been much of a troublemaker a t  Kingston. for her name does not seem to appear in punishrnent 
records or prison correspondence. 



fighting Mick. they created fiirther turmoil for her by fighting each other. Georgina W.. for e.uample. was 

reported for striking a fellow inmate. ' 
Management recognized the unplcasant atmosphere in the laundry room and the difficult nature 

of the Laundress by sending some of the worst behaved inmates there for punishment. When inmates 

Margaret N. and Deborah S., for esample, were caugbt quarreling in an unspecified section of the 

institution, part of their punishment was a one and a half day stay stint in the laundry room.' The 

superintendent also did not always take Mick's infraction reports seriously. Inmate Annie W.. for 

esample, \vas reported by Mick as: "Talking and refiising to stop when told, d l e d  me vile names and 

insisted in talking and defied me to take her d o m  stairs to punishment and \vas still talking wvhen 1 came 

off duty." And yet Annie W. was merely reproved. This woman was such a temperamental prisoner that 

the Superintendent probably decided tliat it was better to overlook the incident. The lack of punishment in 

this case and in others as well was likely an appeal for calm. a quality sorely lacking in the laundry 

room's inhabitants. The stress of superintending the laundry room for more than fïfteen years had not 

improved Mrs. Mick's disposition, or judgment. Her attitude did not bring out the bctter natures of the 

convicts e i t h ~ r . ~  Guards like Hartley and Mick wieIded an immense power, but it was not absolute. 

They could command a measure of fear and a degree of obedience, but ncver respect. Prisoners were still 

willing to endure severe punishment for the simple and life-fl~rming pleasurc of showing the guards their 

defiance. And by doing that, they made their jailers' lives a little more miserable as well. 

Employees had equal reason to be troubled over poor working conditions and severe treatment 

from the management. Guards complained of favouritism and unequal pay. They filed petitions, worked 

to mle and complained to the Minisuy of Justice. Fiery staff meetings enipted into insults and later 

produced finngs. At the Kingston Penitentiary management relations with the staffwere especially bad. 

Wardens Creighton and Lavell became increasingly preoccupied with nrmours being spread about them 

- 

' Mercer Punishment Book: November 10, 1905, Prisoner #3203. She was locked in her ceIl and placed 
on a limited diet for 6 and 314 days. Superintendent 0'Sulliva.n added the following remarks to the 
record: "At this time this woman does not seem responsible." 
' Mercer Punishmcnt Book, Jan- 10, 1906. Prisoners #3 167 and 3207. Superintendent O'Sullivan 
remarked: "Thcse women ... each have a child- result is trouble when they are together." 

Mercer Punishment Book. July 12, 19 12, Prisoner #399 1. 



by certain p u p s  of guads. Lavell even resorted to using inmate informers to report on alleged 

improprieties committed by certain guards. There was also much nit-picking over deductions and sick 

lave.' Even though Guard Walsh, for example, produceci a certificate v e w n g  his illness. he was 

nevertheless fined because he used the seMces of his own doctor and not the prison medical officer. 

Ironicdly, Walsh's own physician. Dr. Phalen, was reputable enough to succeed the penitentiw's own 

surgeon.' Guard William G r d m  was w, angry to discover a one day 's deduction on his pay check that 

he announced his resignation and stormed out of the p e ~ t e n t i a ~ y . ~  

Wri tten admonitions to staff used scarcely different language than the prisoner misconduct 

reports. Punishments, ranging from fines to suspension to summary dismissal. could be severe. Guard 

Pa-me was caught sleeping on the job. He was fined ten dollars, and as an added humiliation that evoked 

the public punishment of convice, he was reprimanded in the presence of the rest of the oflicers.' For 

their "inexcusable lack of vigilance," watchmen Northrnore and McCue were suspendeci for thirty days. 

with Northmore to be fired at the end of his suspension.5 Tailor Instmctor James Tweddell \vas one 

officer who frequentiy found himself in trouble. On one occasion, he was fined the sum of $10.00 for 

getting a hair cut from the inmate barber while he was supposed to be on Tweddell was in troublc 

again for being absent from duty without leme and without procuring a surgeon's certificate. He was 

given a letter which sternly ordered him to report to the Warden's office the following rnorning to "answer 

the above charge," adding that he was relieved from duty until that time. Tweddell did not show up. and 

l See previous section on liealth in prison, particularly the evidence of the 19 14 Royal Commission into 
Kingston Penitentiary 
' Kingston Pe~tentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April 27, 1897. Warden MetcaLfe to Inspector Stewart. 
Walsh wrts fined $26.03, which was the amount of salary for the nineteen days he \vas absent. 

Kingston Pe~tentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book. April2, 1908. Warden J. M. Platt to Guard Graham. 
Platt was requesting Graham to retum penitentiary property as well as four days pay which he had not yet 
earned. He urged him to retire "honourably" mther than to be dismissed. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 27, 1891, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
The guard claimed that he was not sleeping but that he was ill. Lavell did not believe him. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 20, 19 10, Warden Platt to Inspectors Douglas 
Stewart and G. W. Dawson. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January 18, 1907. Tweddell's fine was part of a list of 
fines detailed in a letter to the prison accountant. 



was given an other written notice infonning him that he was suspended pending the Minister's 

consideration of the incident.' 

Officers were not perceived as professionals and were treated accordingly. An order circulated 

in 1896 made it clear that guards were required to sign into the register at the time of their arriva1 and 

departure from the penitentiary, a responsibili@ they frequentiy did not cany out.' In order to prevent 

subterfiige, a subsequent memo made it clear that the only part of the register that the guards were to fil1 

in \vas their names. The guard on duty at the gate was to record the tirne of amval and departum3 In 

1897. notice was posted that every oatcer was required to read and initial each regdation in the order 

book. "No escuse." the memo stated, "will be taken for non-compliance with these instructions."' 

Guard Mills for one had had enough of the reprimands. One day in 1882. Warden Creighton 

took him to task for his handling of a fight berneen two convicts and specifically his vague recollection of 

the details. "1t was strange," Creighton reported, ''that he never could give me the real facts. so that it was 

difficult from his reports to decide who was at fault, that this indicated inattention to duty." Creighton 

further fanned the flames by adding that he had known for years that Mills was not qualified for his job. 

He had in fact told him so from the beginning and perhaps it was finally time he thought about resigning. 

Mills e.uploded. He inf'ormed the warden that he wished that he had quit his job the first time Creighton 

had criticized him and not waited until now. He dard him to fire him. Not waiting for a responsc. he 

p rocded  to the yard and "in the presence of convicts and officers who were mustering in the yard 

screamed that Creighton "wished to work men to death" and "was not fit to be over the Institution." In 

the face of this fiery denunciation and open incitement to mutiny by both staff and convicts alike. 

Creighton was forced to fire the guard in front of much of the prison population. Mills Icfi the grounds 

"thrcate~ng v e n g e a n ~ e . ~ ~  

I Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, December 5, 1907 
Kingston Penitentiary, Wardcn's Lener Book, November 20. 1896 

3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 23, 1896 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January (?]. 1897. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 26, 1882, Warden Creighton to G. A. Burbidge, 
Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa. (Inspecter Moylan was on leave at the timç). 



Statfdissatisfaction also contributed to a host of security problems. Warden Lavell for e.uample 

was shockeû to walk through the prison one evening in 1891 and observe. at the ringing of the quater bel1 

for the men in the shop and the yard to fall out. the complete absence of officers. Kecpers and guards 

were tliere, but al1 the other staE had lefi. leaving the prison in "great danger" as "the convicts were lwse 

wandering to their cells." The officers were in such a rush to depart at "the earliest moment" that "some 

departments were letl in charge of convicts." LaveIl's only ezrplanation of their behaviour \vas "that some 

oüicers magniQ their importance not thinking so much of the interests of the Institution as their own 

pcrsod importance." Lave11 soon realized that the oficers and the guards too were consciously 

participating in a job slowdown. Two weeks later, a more subdued warden held a staff meeting where he 

agreed to fonvard a request for increased salaries to the Ministry of Justice. ' 
Creighton understood the dangers posed by an angry workforce. But he lacked the tact to 

comrnunicate with his employees and the fun& to pay them adequately. His priotity instcad becarne to 

nin the prison with as few paid staff as possible. He ofien preferred the services of convict trustees 

because he could control them better. Indeed, by 1882, he reported that he had "wed out and reduced the 

staff of keepers and guards to a minimum." "Yet 1 feel safcr," he admitteâ. "with the srnaller nurnber of 

rcliable men than 1 did when 1 had nearly &ce as many as 1 now have. many of whom who were 

dissipated and not reliable."' Ultimately. Creighton was to value the loyalty of his employees over thcir 

competence. Among a srnall core of long-term employees he had inspirai great devotion. but the trouble 

was that most of them had ceased k ing  up to the job years ago. When it came time for his successor Dr. 

Lavell to takc over. at least nine of Creighton's most tmted vcterans were ordered to retire. Their 

individual years of seMce had ranged from 14 to 30 years. Lave11 assured the Inspector that they were 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April 1, 189 1, April 14. 189 1. Warden Lavell to 
Inspector Moyian. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. March 10, 1882, Warden Creighton to lnspector Moylan. 
He also requested a raise in saiary for the guards. The guards in Manitoba and B.C. were k i n g  paid 
$200. more annually than the Kingston guards. He was &raid that even the good officers he \vas Jefi with 
would be quitting soon because of the inadquate wages. Creighton includcd a petition signed by the 
guards asking for better salaries and endorsed tlieir claim, wging an addition to their wages of $ LOO per 
a m m .  



k i n g  let go on account of their advanced ages and "inefficiency." But when it was Lavell's turn to retire, 

a similar housecleaning of aging staff ~ccur red .~  

Such was the animosity between the guards and the office of warden that Creighton was not 

inclined to cooperate with an Inquiry into Labour and Capital k i n g  conducted in 1877 for fear of the 

guards' tcstimony. He assured the commissioners most emphatically that he couid not spare any guards 

to go test@ in Toronto. He advised that the cornmittee instead limit their intenlews to hirnself and one of 

the prison contractors as their "testimony will be more intelligent and useful than which can be gieamed 

from subordinate officers."' In a letter to the provincial Inspector of Prisons, Creighton warned against 

vesting too much power into guards, for some could tum out to be "unscmpulous" and "spitefùl." Matters 

like assigning remission. he thought. wcre best left to the wardena3 

The fact that ernployees did not hesitate to spread damaging rumeurs about the prison to the 

press and senior management, often anonymously. unnerved wardens and made them trust their staffs 

even less. Creighton suffered so much from gossip that he observeci with satisfaction that Guard Howard 

Connolly had been sentenced to sis months jail for libel. Connolly was convicted for h d  information 

he had published in the Giobe a few years earlier regarding former Warden Ferres and Creighton hoped 

that his fellow officers would l m  from the e.m~nple.~ But Creighton was not so fortunate. He stated in 

his 188 1 annual report that he was sufZering anxiety from the "detraction and fault finding, both inside 

and outside the Peniten tiary.... [T]he very parties who censure and criticize. within the walls at least, are 

often the wrongdoers themselves- thinking they are clever if they can put the warden into a corner."' In 

the same public report Inspector Moylan concurred, urging that it was t h e  that Creighton stopped k i n g  

so "kind and forbearing" with his smii and dealt with "his detractors and censors, within the wall. as thcy 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book Febniary 21, May 25, 1885, June 5, 1885. Warden Lavell 
to Inspector Moylan. 0 t h  retirements of long time employœs ranging fioin 18 to 30 years are recorded 
October, 18, 1887, December 14, 1889, April 1 1, 1890 and April 15, 1895. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 9, 1877, Warden Creighton to W. H. Lockhart & 
Gordon Esq., Barrister etc., Toronto. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lener Book, January 17, 188 1. Warden Creighton to J. W. Langmuir, 
Inspector of Prisons, Toronto. 
"ngston Penitentiary, Warden Letter Book, Febniary 24, 1873, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan 

Kingston Pcnitentiary, Annual Report, 188 1, Warden Creighton, 1. 



deserve."' In 1883, an embattled and agitated Creighton found it necessary to privately wam Moylan. 

"Don't feel any annoyance or surprise at anything which may be intimatexl about my sayings or doings 

unless it cornes direct from mysel f.... Evecything works here as smooth as oil," he advised, "so far as the 

Convicts are [concernedl, at least when 1 am present with them." He also asserted that he was 

"humiliated" about cornparisons k i n g  made about his guarding system and St. Vincent de Paul's and 

woiild resign before "reverting" to that penitentiary's way of doing things.' Over the years, Moylan 

consistently backed Creighton up. During Creighton's illness in 1884, Moylan portrayed him as a martyr 

to lus position. The warden's health problems, he wrote, had been "superinduceci in a great measure. by 

his too close attention. early and late. to the laborious duties of his position and over-solicitude for the 

welfare and progress of the institution under his care." To Creighton's credit, Moylan felt it necessary to 

add, no rninister of justice had ever seen fit to order an inquiry "in any way" aec t i ng  his adn~inistration.~ 

When Dr. LaveII took over from Creighton as Warden, he naively thought he coutd start with a 

clean slate. He held a staff meeting where he made the mistake of encouraging al1 the guards to be Frank 

about their grievances with custodial procedures. What ensued was an e.uplosive encounter which shocked 

a totally unprepared Lavell. He was so offended by one outspoken guard's rernarks that he wanted hirn 

summarily fired. The Inspector successfûlly reminded Lavell h t  the guard in question had an cscellent 

record and suggested a suspension and fine instead.' Unnamed inside critics were able to discredit 

Lavell's administration as surely as they had his predecessor's. Much 10 Lavell's horror. guards rescrved 

the right to talk to the Inspector in confidence. During one official inspection, guards lined up to 

cornplain to Moylan about Lavell's management style. Among other things, they accused him of frequcnt 

absences, of prejudice against Protestants and unfair hiring practices. Lave11 was so demoralized by the 

e~pxience  that he threatened to resign. "[Iln a serious matter involving rny fitness for the office 1 hold," 

iie wrote Moylan, "in al1 faimess I should know by whom the charges was lain." As a result of the 

infonnants, Lavell was put on the defensive. He was forced to itemize and jus@ his every absence from 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1881, Inspector Moylan, zr'uii. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1883, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan, January 11. 1883 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report. 1884, Inspector Moylan, v. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 5, 1896. 



the penitentiary whether it be due to family deaths, official business or personal illness. As for the 

accusation by certain guards that he was a fanatical Roman Catholic, he emotionally declared that he had 

not "ever" in his entire life "ken  suspecteci of bigotry." "Clergymen and laymen of this city of al1 

creeds." he asserted, "will 1 am sure readily accord to me al1 1 claim. 1 dare not venture fürther on this 

matter, for it touches me vety sensitively." As for the charge of partiality and improper hiring. he denied 

it, but did admit that he had made some honest mistakes. Indced. in his final report as Inspeçtor, Moylan 

acknowledged the existence of "much dissatisfaction" by scveral of the guards over the warden's 

exemption of one particular colleague from night du@. "through favouritism." But as these cornplaints 

had ' k e n  veq freeIy spoken of, outside the prison," Moylan thought it was only fair to publicly refùtc 

them.' 

Laveil and Creighton both appeared to became more and more troubled as they approached the 

end of thcir careers. Much like Creighton had lamented before him, Lave11 frequently complained of the 

physical toll and "mental strain" exacted by his job. LaveIl wrote so rnany long and emotional letters of 

seîfdefense that he himselfcould not help but acknowledge in one of them that it must havc been 

"lengthy" and "wearying" for the Inspector to read them dl .  Lavell nevertheless maintained that hc had 

no choice but to counteract the efforts of some "to lessen confidence" in him. given "how far these 

rumours have estended in that direction." "1 have no wish to retain office," he asserted. "only as long as 1 

may be usefiil and can have the confidence of my superiors." Lavell was placated and staycd on.' An 

anonymous letter to the Inspector the following year however reopened old wounds. It made its 

allegations of embezzlernent by Lavell and his senior staff so compellingly that Moylan initiated an 

interna1 investigation. A guard who signed his name HI th the nom de plume "Neno" maintained that 

Lavell was making personal use of penitentiary coal, wood and potatoes fiom the prison f m .  as well as 

reserving the smaller pigs for private family meals. He also alleged that the accountant and store keeper 

were selling bags of scrap iron for their own profit. Lavell was. howevcr, cxonerated of al1 charges.' 

1 Kingston Penitentia.ry, Annual Report, 1894, Inspector Moylan, xix 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. May 25. 1891, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. He 

also wished for the Inspector to forward a copy of this letter to the Minister of Justice. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 9, 1892. There were other allegations, but the 

document becomes illegible. 



A &ng feud ktween Warden Lavell and his Deputy William Sullivan \vas another e.xample of 

the bad relations that had developed between staff and management. Such was the distrust between the 

two men that in 1893, Lavell found it necessary to ask the Inspector to conlïrm an order that Sullivan had 

claimed that Moy lan had given him. "If he received this instruction from you some months ago. " Lave11 

wote  Moylan sarcastically, "strange he would have delayed informing me on putting lit] into force. 1 

suppose he did it for the best."' By the end of 1894. Laveli was embroiled in a bitter dispute between 

Sullivan and Guard Pugh. They each accused the other of gossiping about the warden. spreading rumours 

chat placed blarne on him for an escape. sewage problems and for failure to properly discipline guards. 

Each man demanded the other's dismissal. Lavell's support of Sullivan, whom he had never Iiked. was 

luke-warm. "1 am unable to reconcile the contradictory statements." he observcd. "and therefore in the 

absence of supporting evidencc deem it unwise to fonn a judgment. It is a question of veracity between 

two officers." Lavell did ailow tliat Pugh "evidentiy used his tongue tm freely. Enough has been put in 

evidcnce to show at least, that he has a loose tongue. He certainly is one of the gossipers of ihis 

Institution." On the other hand, as for Sullivan, "1 cannot bring myself." Lavell conceded. "that the 

Deputy Warden would seriously use the language alleged." but neither could he understand how Pugh 

could have "invented" such charges. Aftcr almost three weeks of glumly pondering the matter over. he 

had to rnake a difftcult choice. Firing Sul1 ivan would have publicly confirmed the fact that his own 

deputy thought so poorly of hirn and worse, might have encouraged guards to be even more critical than 

before. But Lave11 was in no mood to exonerate his deputy either. Therefore. ratlier than dismissing 

either part)., he took the most moderatc course possible. He censured Pugh in front of the entire staff and 

suspended hirn for two weeks. Uitimately, Lavell knew Chat vengeful gossip about hirn by "mischievous 

tongues" was pervasive and probably no single person was guiltier than the other of it. He came away 

from the incident more convinceci than before of the bad relations he had fostered with his employees. "1 

am not in a Paradise." Lavell realized grimly. "and have been keenly made to fwl kV2 

1 Kingston Pe~tentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 8, 1893. Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
The order in question was permission for one of the Teamsters to take a convict with him to "help load the 
sleighs or wagons when hauling manure." 

Kingston Penitentiaiy, Warden's Letter Book, December 11, December 22, 1894, January 19. 1895 



The tenure of the Depuiy Warden  vas far from tranquil either. The problems he had with his 

subordinates paralleleci many of the confîicts the Warden had suffered frorn hirnself. The 19 14 Royal 

Commission looked into a myriad of cornplaints brought against Deputy Warden O'Leary (Sullivan's 

successor) by various officers. O'Leary was accused of "petîy and persistent persecution" of guards and 

keepers, political partisans hi p. religious persecution against Protestants, t a n s  falsely at 

investigations held at the prison, consorting witli ex-convicts and findly, "gross neglect of his duty" 

resulting in attempts at escape. Evidence revealed that many of these charges were rooted in the past. 

e-uposing bad blood that had started accumulating more than a decade before. The Deputy Warden and 

his secondaxy, Chief Keeper Major Hughes, the commissioners observed. had fostered "unfriendly 

relations" that "were a matter of common knowledge in the prison." Guards fiirther cornplaineci that the 

Deputy Warden was "spying" on them. Two ex-guards also emphasized O'Leary's callousness in 

reference to several incidents involving a convict who was prone to suicide. These guards werc apparcntly 

chastised by the Deputy Warden for k i n g  late at winding d o m  their clocks. Whcn they explaineci that 

they had b e n  forced to stop dong the way in order to cut the convict down from his rope before he was 

sirangleci to death. O'Leary allegedly instructed thcm if they "came across a convict hanging, to let him 

hang and attend to [theirl clock first." The fact that the f l a i r  took place more than fifieen years before 

and that the disturbed convict in question had died of tuberculosis ten years previously made matters hard 

io prove. but it did demonstrate how long staff were capable of nursing a gmdge against each other. Over 

twenty more guards and ex-guards came fonvard to give fiirther evidence of the Deputy Warden's cmelty 

or inhumanity towards prisoners. Al1 in d l ,  an embaitled O'Leary was subjected to three months "of the 

closest scrutiny." Even though nothing concrete could be proved against him, due in part to the fading 

mernories of many of die witnesses and the antiquity of much of the charges, the commissioners were able 

to perceive more generally the state of staffrelations. They concluded that an "unhappy spirit of distrust 

and suspicion ... seerns to pervade the institution."' 

' Royal Commission into the Kingston Penitentiaq, 1914, Charges against Depu- Warden O'Lew,  20- 
24 



The cycle of discord made its way down the chah of command. O'Leary's assistant, Chef 

Keper  Hughes, could not get dong with his subordinates. Over a two year period- Wardcn Metcalfe was 

frequently called upon to mediate between Guard Fowler, a ringleader arnong the guards, and Hughes. 

During that time, Fowler and a colleague, Guard Givens, wete instmcted to salute respectfully to their 

superior officer. Fowler was aiso called into the warden's office, fined $7.00, and persuadcd to sign a 

written statement of regret over improper language he used to Hughes. Several other otlicers were at the 

same time similarly reprinianded for their impertinence. ' Hughes also landed in the rniddle of a sectarian 

battie between the Catholic and Protestant guards. Hughes was resented for either reprimanding staff 

incmbers for racial durs or not doing enough to stop them from making h m . '  Staff also complained 

anonymously to the press regarding Hughes' treatment of the Catholic officers, whom they felt he was 

firing ~n jus t ly .~  

The guards, who were at the bottom of the staff hierarchy, did not get along with each other 

either. A legacy of hatred between the Roman Catholic md Protestant staff boiled ovcr in the prison 

environment and exacerbateci tensions. Catholic staff felt particularly under siege. Religious durs were 

common and when tensions got out of hand, guards presented petitions Certain groups of guards did not 

speak to other groups of guards, keeping up the silent treatment. in the case of some veterans. for as long 

as twenty years. Everyone inside the prison knew about these conflicts and even prisoners were cnlisted to 

relay messages from one camp to the other. Other guards spread vicious mrnours about their colleagues 

and still othcrs took each other tc court. Guard Bannister, for e.uamplc, borrowed some tools from fellow 

oficers and brokc them. When he wanted them to be fixed by prison workers, 0 t h  guards complained 

to the warden, who was forced to  ned dia te.^ Guard Germain launched a law suit against his colleague, 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lener Book, September 5, 1895, Warden Metcalfe to Inspector of 
Penitentiaries B. S. Lange, Ottawa; March 9. 1897, March [?], 1897, Metcalfe to Inspector Stewart, 
Metcalfe to Chief Keeper Hughes. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 12, 1898, Warden Foster describes Hughes' 
reporting four or five guards for "having used language dculated to cause sectarian strife arnong the 
officers." 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April20, 1896. Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart 
4 Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book, November 16. 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Inspector 
Stewart. 



Keeper Doyle, for cutting down his fruit trees. He was urgeâ by the warden to drop his case. ' Guard 

Dowsley was k i n g  sued by F m  Insuuctor McCaugherty for having "improper conduct and improper 

relations with [hisi family." Warden Platt urged McCaugherty to press his case in front of the Inspectors 

rather than the courts before so as to prevent the Penitentiary frorn becoming an object of ridicule.' One 

guard quit e.xpressly because he could not get dong with the Penitentiaq archi te~t .~ 

Staff also banded into rival groups. On one occasion, the warden was handed a letter signed by 

various guards accusing other guards of gross incompetence."n one Saturday evening in 1882, Warden 

Creighton was witness to a gangland style fight between two groups of guards. They were using ceIl keys 

and batons as weapons. f risoners were present during the altercation and were taking sides. Keeper 

Davidson ran towards Creighton. urging him to help put a stop to it. Creighton noted with alarm that 

Davidson had "a gash on forehead nearly an inch long and also a contusion on his cheek under his right 

eye, and a cut on the side of his cheek." It had been common knowledge in the penitentiaq that for inany 

years past "a bitter and personal feud had been going on between Keepers Davidson and Ellesmere. 

They were both veteran ernployees with over 20 years of seMce each. Each man had "his srnall clique of 

followers. both amongst officers and convicts." In the ensuing internal investigation. many remarkable 

facts were uncovered. Several guards confirmcd that they had not spoken to each other for as long as 18 

years, and that they had corne to rely on convicts to relay basic communications to each other. Members 

of both sides vocally referrcd to each other as "Sons of Bitches," both to each others' face and behind their 

backs. Apparently. salaries were at the heart of the dispute. Guards were resen$ul of pay raises that 

rnernbers of either faction received as well a s  k i n g  angr-y whenever one of the parties authored a petition 

for a raise. The old Protestant- Catholic nvalry was likely another factor. Creighton was unsure about 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Septernber 19, 1905 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 27, 1909, Warden Platt to Mr. J. A. 
McCauherty. Farm Instnictor. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. December 7, 1878, Warden Creighton to Inspector 
Moy lan 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April 5, 1892, Inspector Moylan to Prime M i ~ S t e r  
Macdonald. 



how to deal with the problem. He thought about imposing fines. but rejected the idea for fear of an 

"avalanche" of protest. ' 
Another likely contributor to the clannishness was the employment, against official regulations, 

of so many related staff members. In 1892, for e.uample. there were two pairs of brothers and three pairs 

of uncles and nephews employed in the penitentiary. Two sons of personnel were also in the process of 

k i n g  hired.' Commissioners in 19 1.l o b s e ~ e d  a charged situation. "Political jealousies and religious 

animosities prevail to such an e~3enL" they concludeci. "that they have seriously affécted the welfare of 

the inmates.. . . When officers are quarreling, nursing personal grievances and imaginary wongs. and 

making them the subject of prison gossip ftom day to day. their influence on the prisoners cannot be 

good."3 

The two provincial institutions had their share of pemnality clashes too. Often emotions came 

to a boiling point over religious ciifferences spilling over from the outside world: other times otikials 

clashed over matters of basic etiquette. An 1885 commission to inquire into cruelty at the Central Prison 

revealed die e.uistence of "a good deal of antagonism and not a little ill-feeling" between Warden Massie 

and his staff." Massic also had aggravated his Surgeon, Dr. Aikins, who was tired of k i n g  treated 

"disrespectfully and contemphiously by the Warden." Aikins \vas not, the surgeon added sornewhat 

provocativcly, "in the position of the guard for he e?cpected to be treated like the "gentleman" that he 

uuly was.' Massie's fights with Father Jeffcott, the Catholic Chaplain, were legendaq and were covered 

by the press. Both men were observed as becoming "hot" and "losing their tempers" with cach other. 

They clashed over the Protestant \varden's refusal to allow prisoners under punishment to attend Catholic 

services. The turn out became so low at chape1 that Jeffcon implied that Massie was punishing a 

disproportionate nuniber of ~ a t h o l i c s . ~  According to the Globe, Massie bld  Jeffcott that he "would have 

' Kingston Penitentiq. Warden's Letter Book, March 6, 1882, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
' Kingston Penitentiq, Warden's Letter Book, September 17, 1892, Acting Warden Sullivan to Inspector 
Moylan. Also, August 30, 1892, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 

Royal Commission, Kingston Penitentiary, 1914, 41 
' Royal Commission into Cruelty at the Central Prison. 1886, 17 

Globe, August 19, 1885 
Royal Commission into Cmelty at the Central Prison, 1886, 14-15 



no impertinence."' Massie was m e r  blamed for not finng a foreman "who had used grossly insulting 

language about priests and nuns in the presence of several prisoners."' For his part. Jeffcott had had 

enough and retired. But matters were made worse when Massie apparently refused to let his successor 

enter the In possibly the most interesting development in the story of poor labour relations at the 

Central Prison. shop overseers went out on strike over the hiring of ex-convicts in the broom shop. A 

paiiichng Warden Gilmour requested leme from the justice ministq to grant early tickets-of-leave to 

certain prisoners on condition that they stay on as s cabs .h t  the Mercer Refonnatory, Superintendent 

O'Sullivan, a Catholic, had an uneasy working relationship with her assistant. Mrs. Coad. a Protestant. 

Their enmity was brought to the surface with Coad's poisonous testimony about hcr superior at the 189 1 

royal commission.5 At the Kingston Penitentiary. Warden Lavell had his own problems with his deputy. 

Life in prison seemed conducive to fighting. Working relationships that were supposeci to be professional 

often degenerated into personal conflicts and emotional arguments. if the wardens were the symbolic 

parents of their respective institutions and their senior staff the metaphorid aunts and uncles, their 

frequent arguments provided a p r  example to their inmate children, but they also demonsuated that thcy 

werc only too human as well. 

Rampant abuse of alcohol was at the root of many lapses in both duty and judgment. One can 

postulate that employec stress and dissatisfaction drove many to drink. That is why guards so frequently 

fell asleep on duty, were late to work and were absent due to "illnesses" without proper medical 

documentation. Warden Lavcll admitteci that some of his officers "iuifortunately give way to intosicants 

which causes their ab~ence."~ Not for the first time, Keeper McGhein was obsçrved by staff and convicts 

alike to be intosicated. The evening bcfore he was thought "to be a little muddled" and was spoken to 

about it. Warden Lavell lamented the poor e.uample th oficer offered not only to his colleagues, but thc 

convicts as well. Only the employee's "eficiency when sober" and his long years of senicc prevented his 

1 Globe, August 6, 1885 
' Royal Commission into Cruelty at the Central Prison. 1886, 15 
3 Royal Commission into Cruelty at the Central Prison, 1886, 15 
4 Central Prison, correspondence containeci in Case File #16794 
5 S e  chapter 3. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 2, 1892, Warden Lave11 to Inspecter Moylm. 



outright dismissal. ' Keeper James Farrell reported for duty "so dnink as to be unable to walk straight." 

m e r  several admonitions, he wis told to resign.' The blacksrnith instmctor. Neil McNeil. was fined five 

dollars for coming to work "with the smell of liquor from [his] breath." The Deputy Warden and two 

guards tried to cover up for McNeil. maintaining that he was not intoxicated but merely tired. The 

warden dismissed hirn reg~dless .~  Guard McCrae was fired for king asleep at his post. His defense that 

he was merely sining in his chair and not sleeping was re je~ted.~ Guard Arthur McConville's drinking 

problem was so severe Chat the Warden had hirn anaigned before the police magistrate for k i n g  dnink 

and disorderly. where he was privately admoni~hed.~ The records are hill of notices of fines and 

dismissal due to drinking.G 

Evçn though many officers were dismissed for alcoholism, not al1 officers were dealt with 

severely. Long ycars of s e ~ c e ,  likeability as well as loyalty and cornpetence in various areas were 

frcquentiy enough for officiais to look the other way. The fact that several such employees were able to 

serve for so many years, indicated that alcoholism was often looked upon as less an offense than an 

unfortunate symptom of life in prison.. Warden Creighton had put up with his cterk Henry Jones's 

alcohol problem for nine years. "1 have borne long with your shortcomings." Creighton wote  him, "and 

made myself a dmdge in doing work and confining myself to the office to make up for your deficiencies. 

On an average, during the past [nine] years you have not given one 4 hours sober work in the day." But 

Creighton could not bring himseif to firc him. though, and gave him one month's probation to sober up.' 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 7. 1891. Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. The 
spelling of the Keepcr's name is not entirely legible. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lettcer Book, Febnüuy 18, 1880. Wardcn Creighton to Inspector 
Moylan. . 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 26, 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Neil McNeil, Acting 
Blacksmith Instmctor. Aiso, a report to the Prison Inspector. On April 13, 1897. another blacksmith 
instmctor was hired. 
4 Kingston Penitentiw. Warden's Letter Book, April27, 1896. The spelling of the guard's name is 
uncertain due to illegibility. Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. See also another case, March 11, 
1897. 
5 Kingston Penitcntiary, Warden's Letter Book. Januaq 18, 1888. He was ultimateiy fircd. 
6 See for e.uample, Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 2, 1887, March 10, 1896, January 
3, 19 13, April26, 1892, October 7, 189 1, January 7. 1892, Decernber 3, 1897, May 6.  1898, April 1 1, 
1898, two cases on Septernber 10,1888, July 10, 1888, October 11, 1875, July 16, 1895 and many more. 
7 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Januaq 20. 1880. Warden Creighton to Mr. Henry A. 
Jones, clerk of the Penitentiary. Mr. Jone's messy records eventually facilitated the hiring of Miss 



Guard B. McGuire, a veteran of forty years, anived in the morning in a "condition unfit for duty." 

Warden Metcalfe wrote a letter suggesting that McGuire resign, but then canceled it.' 

Not only alcoholism, but a combination of occupational illness and malingering made the staff an 

unreliable workforce. Because he was so ovenvorked. the surgeon did not have time to adequately ueat 

his patients. At Kingston in 1909, for e.uample, the surgeon treated 128 cases of sick officers and received 

1.2 18 stafïvisits. Seven officers that year suffered from typhoid fever, seven from pneumonia and 33 

from bronchitis.' Bronchitis. consumption and the flu incapacitated large groups of M a t  a time. 

necessitating the hiring of temporary officers3 Dr. Phelan admitted that the scatfsuffered from a high 

rate of illness. a fact that he attributed to the "irregular hours. cold air and the constant vigilance and 

mental strain incident to their duty."' Treatment was harnpered by the fact that relations at Kingston were 

never gwd between the ya rds  and the'surgeon. One oficer was so disappointecl in the surgeon's 

senlces, whom he felt always dismissed his illnesses. that he paid for and received rnedicat attention from 

a private physician. The prison doctor alleged in r e t m  chat the guard was a ~ n a l i n ~ e r e r . ~  

Conclusion 

Work in prison was impeded by a host of problems fiom both the outside and inside worlds. Prisoners 

comprised an angry. suffering and unpaid workforce. Guards were often just as angry, suffering and wcre 

badly paid. If the guards did have one thing in conunon with the prisoners it was a sense of persecution. 

Indeed, the lines between guards and prisoners were sometirnes not so clearly defineâ. Racial strife, p r  

M e t d e  to clean them up, the first fernale clerk in the pcnitentiary's history. See previous chapter on 
association. 
1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 28, 1897. Warden Metcalfe to Inspeçtor 
Stewart, The letter was rnarked "canceled." See also the case of Guard Bernard McAdam [name 
diffrcult to read]. whose long years of sewice apparently also "canceled a letter of dismissal. lanuaq 3. 
1888. 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Surgeon Daniel Phelan, Annual Report, 1909'27 
3 See Kingston Penitentiw, Warden's Letter Book, Annual Reports. In 1902 there was an outbreak of 
bronchitis among the officers. See Annual Report, 1903,22. In 1894, as many as 1 1 guards were off sick 
at one time. Annual Report, 1894,6. The "grip" epidemic of 1899 necessitatecl the hiring of 4 
temporary oficers, including a deputy marron, for about two weeks each. Warden's Letter Book, 
Fcbniary 18, 1899. By March, the Matron was il1 as well. See Warden's Letter Book, March 27. 1899. 
A "severe cold. .. epidemic" in 1897 rcquired the hiring of temporary officers. Warden's Letter Book, 
Novcmber 4, 1897. In 1907, the Warden was too iil to file an annual report. See Annual Report, 1907. 
19. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, Annual Report, 1904, 22. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 22, 1891, Warden Lave11 to Inspecter Moylan. 



health, securïty issues and logistical challenges also ensured that the prison was not a productive working 

environment. Poor economic conditions on the outside practiçally guaranteed that whatever product that 

the prison somehow managcd to produce would have little prospect of selling. Prisons became adept at 

maintainhg themselves. Convicts created their own amusements and subversive entertainments. As 

Rothman and others have observed, the institution was self-perpetuating, and work was a crucial 

component of that metaphor.' At Kingston, for example, convicts worked to erect stronger walls and 

separate punishment wings. At the Central Prison, prisoners toiled to create an impressive front lawn 

with ornamental shnibs and a large fountain. Women at the Mercer washed away their grime and their 

sins with endless loads of laundry. Unhappy M t o o k  out their fnislrations on the inrnates and inrnates 

retaliated recklessly and brutally. In the end, it did not matter if work was productive or profitable. 

Work in prison was ultimately p a i  of an endless cycle of resistance and punishment. 

I Roilunan, The Discovery of the Asylum, chapter 1 1. 



Chapter 12 

Violence, Rebellion and Punisbment 

Introduction 

Violence was always imminent in prison and with it came the potential for chaos, injury and death. 

People confincd in close quarters under pend conditions could not be e.upected to get dong. Fighting 

!vas often motivated by impulse and anger, but it frequenlly went beyond that. Convicts oRen used 

physicai force as a safety valve and a f o m  of retribution and it was meted out with a special kind of 

justice. Prisoners settled scores with their fists. both with each other and with the W. Guarcis aiso knew 

chat if they went too far, they were subject to attack. Ironicaily, too. barbaric violence was often the 

instrument of choicc in the enforcement of the noble ideals of convict "code." OfTxcials responded with 

their o\vn kind of rationalized violence: corporal punishrnent. Just as the "code" of convicts dictated how 

they fought, the administration attachai its own strange ceremonies to their punishments and the 

fearsome implements they used to cany them out couid be evey bit as hannful as the improvised weapons 

that the convicts employed. Staff quarrcls, too, sometimes came to blows. For convicts and staff alike. 
e 

physicai force was ofien the only effective medium of communication. Prison was dierefore always 

volatile and nevcr an easy place to manage. Violence, punisiunent and retribution were a part of daily 

life in prison. The unique coping mechanisms that convicts and employees developed crcated the peculiar 

apartness that characterized prison life. Both sides, inmate and staff, developed their rituals. made their 

compromises and fought baclc with their choice of weapons. 

What was it about the prison environment that made prisoners conduct themselves in such a 

deadly fashion? A simple answer is that conMcteci criminals, many of whom were serving time for 

crimes of violence, were a brutal group of people. Furthemore, functional ists have presented a 

persuasive case that officiais left al1 but the critical area of security to the discretion of the inmatcs, 

thereby allowing convicts to behave as they pleased with each other. Functionalists could therefore daim 

that convicts were violent precisely because that was their tradition and instinct. But while there is a 

certain truth to the claim that foikiore and environment determined prison behaviour as much as any 



individual actors did, the actual picture was less predictable. Prisoners were not one large faceless goup  

of pre-progyamned players. Rather, they often formed srnailer groups of comrades committed to 

particular causes, whether they be the desire to talk, smuggle, mutiny or escape. Racial identities alço 

provided a measure of solidarity and collective strength. Nineteenth and early twentieth century 

prisoners may not have fomed the same rigidly defined gangs that more recent observers have witnessed, 

but they did have affinities. establishedthrough familial, local and religious ties. Moreover. it is dificuit 

to imagine officiais k i n g  quite so disinterested in convict interaction for, in prison. practically every 

movc. no matter how minor, had security implications. Prime examples of institutionai rigidity. for 

esample. were the ernployment of the silent -stem and the Auburn shuffle. 

Therc is actually little to suggest that prisoners were inherently violent either. but rather that th- 

made use of force when it suited certain ends- goals that were bound to be at odds with their institutions. 

To argue that prisoners were quarrelsorne in part thanks to their criminality or to group them togethcr 

sweepingly as a members of a convicted underclass is to hearken back to the criminological arguments of 

the nineteenth centuxy detenninists and phrenologists.' if there was one huictionaiist truth. however. it 

was the unavoidability of violence in a prison setting- not so much because of the actors. but because of 

the Mering objectives of the individual inmates and that of the regime imposed upon them. Eveq 

prisoner wished to mitigate or subvert in some mesure his or her punishment. Every convict initiative 

\vas therefore doomed to clash with management's quest for order, an endless qc lc  because m e  harmony 

would be impossible to achieve.' 

The punishment of prisoners consciously emulated the worst aspects of the parent- child 

relationship. Severe as they were, physical penalties were also demeaning precisely because they were so 

infantalizing. Even the most benign of approaches could be intensely humbling. Hattie R. was required 

for e.xample to pen a letter of apology to the Mercer Superintendent pledging "[tlhat 1 am tircd of doing 

what is wrong and that 1 make ihis last tnirhfirl promise to do what is honest and right in the future. 

I See. for example, Radzinowicz, The Ernergence offenal Policy, chapter 1, for a good summaiy of these 
theories. Sec, too, my chapter on health as well as my account of Brockway's memoirs. 
' See chapter 2, especially my discussion of Invin's work. 



There is no pleasure in sin."' The worst of punishments, such as shackling and beating. were ofien 

carricd out in front of others specifically because of the mortification they ensured. Physical pain in itself 

was not considered to be -ciently devastating without the additional component of humiliation. But 

the sense of powcrlessness that officiais had tried to cultivate sometimes backfired. Beyond any specific 

bonds they might have shared with each other, prisoners were given. thanks to ttieir suffering. a collected 

sense of identity and if not a organized association, at least an imate awareness of each other. 

The cycle of violence and punklunent was also fueled by imported factors. On the work front 

especidly, many of the dismptive influences of the outside world were present in the prison. The imports 

of racial disharmony, gangs, basic concepts of union solidarity and svike actions al1 made their way into 

the institution. Tempered by its presence in the total institution and by the powertùl d e  of the prison 

"code." prison work became doubly cursed by the problems of the interior and the exterior. The stmggle 

between employee and employer became intensified by the prison locaie. The toughening environment of 

the prison had always made a virtue of the qualities of strength, mthiessness and endurance. This legaq 

created a type of worker who. when rnoved to protest, could be more formidable. desperate and temble 

than any of the most hardened labour agitators on the outside. Prison rebellions and mutinies took labour 

protests to the ultirnate level. A virtually tribal instinct to hate the guards and those in control heightened 

the natural tensions between employer and worker. The absence of wages, thc inability to fire 

troublesome workers as well as draconian prison discipline and inferior living conditions turned the 

workplace into a powder keg. The security problems of the prison, too, tumed industq into a logistical 

nightmare. Any tool, for example, could instantly be converted into a lethal weapon. The inescapable 

problems of imprisonment and the dauntless resistance of convicts virtually guaranteed Uiat no indusiry 

could ever be successful in prison. Prisoners and staff were Iocked into a powerfiil workplace struggle 

that, in the total environment of the prison, lasted a grueling 24 hours a day. For reasons of both 

environment and eh?enial pressures, life in prison was bound to be violent. 

1 Mercer Reformatoq, C. F. #3772. The letter is dated January 14, 19 10. Hattie R. was Jewish, 17 years 
016 a cterk and was sentenced to six months for vagrancy. 



Violence and Rebellion 

There were a myriad of weil documented instances of violence in prison. Some fights were motivated by 

racial and religious prejudice, others by personal grudges and feuds. Prisoners resorted to physical force 

to showcase their toughness; sornetimes they fought impulsively and out of boredom and other times for 

the pure sport of it. The secrecy of the inmate "code" ensured that many of the causes of convict fights 

wiIl never be revealed to us. Guards. who were hardly a harmonious workforce, fought with each other as 

wvell, proving how endemic the atrnosphcre of violence was inside the prison. Fernale convicts were also 

quite capable of employing physical violence. While some critics have tended to psychoanalyze their 

behaviour away as a form of selfdirected "breaking out." as wvill be seen, much of their violence was 

motivated by such understandable goals as protest and revenge. Oficials have always tned to regard 

prisoner violence, both male and fcmale. as proof of their brutish and irrational natures and their crirninal 

backwardness. But when prisoners attackeû guards, acquired weapons, worked in together in groups and 

engaged in advance planning, they posed a formidable challenge to authonty. Inmate violence was an 

inescapable and ail-encompassing reality of daily Me. 

There were pronounced racial and religious divisions in ail three institutions. an ugly fact of 

conternporary life that contributeci to the tense environment of imprisonment. The rnost conspicuous 

demarcation was between the Catholics and Protestants. Then: were two separate wings for the 

Protestants and the Catholics at the Central Prison. Prisoner George D. remarked upon the fact in a leiter 

to h i s  parents, adding that "in the Catholic Wing it is turmoil ail the time."' Whcn dying prisoner 

John McKelvey requestcd the ministrations of a Roman Catholic pricst. his request was denied. an act of 

callousness that shocked even mernbers of the Ontario ~e~is la ture . '  There were two chaplains at  al1 the 

prisons. Convicts at Kingston used the same chape1 on a rotating basis. At the Mercer Reformatory, 

Superintendent O'Reilly reportcd happily that a room opposite the chapel was fitted up for a separate 

Catholic chapel, therefore enabling seniais to be held at the sarne time.' 

1 Cenual Prison. C. F. #11026. Letter to parents, sometirne in 1891, copied out by warden. The prisoner 
liad promiscd Massie to wvrite a flattering account of the prison for future publication. He wrote so 
glowingly about Massie to his parents that Massie had his letter copied for his own files. 
'ontario "Newspaper" Hunsurd, February 19, 1877. 
3 Annual Report, Merccr Reformatory, Superintendent 07Reilly, 1898.8 



Minority prisoners did sufTer corn racism. Convict H. S., in his 26th tirne appearing before the 

Warden to explain his misconduct. cornplaineci of the "staff generally of k i n g  after the colored convicts 

and asked to go to the Prison of Isolation as he couldn't get fair play outside." Platt \vas not entirely 

unsympathetic and suggested instead chat yard work would be better for him as he would be able to lead 

"a more quiet life" there.' But when convict George S. was singled out for troublemaking in the stone 

cutting department, Platt partially escused his behaviour as k i n g  due to "the fact that a coloured convict 

was for a rime a sort of Deputy Instnictor ... and was not well liked by S.."' Persons of colour were subject 

to profanity and derision. In the presence of the entire gang. Prisoner J. B. told Keeper Doyle, "1 wvill not 

work for a God damned negro 1 ike you. 1 don? care a damn for you or h e  Warden and you can tell the 

Warden so.. .. . @ou1 can fuck the Warden . . . . &ou] are nothing but a God damncd cock ~ucker."~ Warden 

Creighton did not recommend an early release for prisoner John A. on the grounds that once liberated "he 

would again r e m  to his vicious practices as a gyp~y."~ And in the case of prisoner Hamy P.. Warden 

Lavell refused to believe the convict's fater assertion that he was Jewish. When he was first admitteci, he 

had Church of England placed in the register. What Lavell failed to recognize was that Harry P. might 

have been too intimidateci to initially classm hirnself as an "Israelite." "His deniai," as Lavell saw it, 

"stamps him as untruthfi~l."~ Being a member of a minority in prison put an inmate at the bottom of the 

hierarchy. 

The fiutrations of prison Iife prompteci convicts to lash out in anger- at each other and at 

otïïcials. When it came to avenging a grudge, prisoners could be capable of great cmelty and Mciousness. 

Indeed, as we have seen, unpopiilar guards were subject to attack, especially those in charge of hated 

prison industries, such as laundering at the Mercer and broom making at the Central. Convicts also 

attacked guards in retaiiation for what tiiey felt were unjust misconduct reports. At al1 three institutions, 

angry convicts audaciously knocked guards off their chairs, slappeâ hem on the mouth, slashed thcm uith 

I Kingston Penitentiw, Convict's Letter Register, April6, 1905. 
Kingston Penitentiaiy, Warden's Letter Book. July 10, 1900, Warden Platt to Minister of Justice. 

3 Kingston Penitentiaiy, Punishment Register, June 22, 1904. The prisoner was placed in the Dark Ceil 
for 15 days and lost 20 days remission. It is not clear whether Keeper Doyle was black or whether the 
prisoner was using the description as a form of derision. 
"ngston Penitentiaiy, April 19, 1877. 

Kingston Penitentiaiy, April 16. April22, 1896. Warden Lavell to inspector Stewati. 



razors and hit them on the head with hammers, threatened to kill them and in some cases followed 

through. Prisoners nursed gmdges against each other for weeks, and at the opportune moment. attacked 

each other. Even guarâs fought with each other, in fùll view of the inmates. Weapons were al1 too easy 

to improvise, especidly when there were so many tools around. Even a fork could be deadly. Prisoners 

battied to prove their toughness to each other and to intimidate the guards. They succeeded. There werc 

many scared convicts and staff  in prison. 

Prisoners at Kingston and at the Central Prison prided themselves on their fearlessness and as 

such many used violence as an expression of their own toughness. Bmtal as they were, many of the 

@es appeared to be unmotivated and impulsive. At Kingston, convict C. V.. for esample. assaulted a 

fcllow inmate, and when apprehended. declared for al1 to hear that he would "fight any man in the gang 

which he was ar work."' Convict Thomas B. "ran up behind" convict Damase P. and stnick him. While 

guards lned to separate the two. Thomas B. resisted with fierce kicking and cried that he "would have p. 

P.'s] lire."' Without any visible provocation, W. B. C. stmck William S. with "a piece of iron, knocking 

him d o m  and cutting severely on the head." The cries of the victim as well several other convicts. who 

feared that William S. wodd end up k ing  killed, brought guards to the rescue.' Some misplaced laughter 

landed a convict a blow on the head with a cooper's hamrner. The assailant's only explanation for his 

violent reaction was the "satisfaction*' he would get from "kill[ingl the son of a bitch."' John T. beat 

another convict with a shovel and threatened "to knock his brains out."5 Thomas B. threw a pair of 

shears at another pri~oner.~ Thomas C. (hreatened .'to knock convict He's brains out with a hammer."' 

A fight over a pair of lost spectacles culminated in the stabbing of an inmate and the application of Iwo 

1 Kingston Penitcntiary, Warden's Lettcr Book, November 12, 1898. Warden Foster to Inspector Stewart. 
The warden wanted this individual to be sent to the prison of Isolation for six months. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, October 20. 1872. Report by Deputy Warden who 
classified this man as a "dangerous lunatic." 
3 Kingston Penitentiq, Punishment Register, September 4, 1873. Warden Creighton ordered the 
attacker to receive three dozen lashes with the cats as well as hvo weeks confhement in a Solitary Cell on 
a diet of brown bread and water, as well as the loss of light and of al1 remission. 
4 Kingston P e ~ t e n t i q ,  Punishment Register, August 1 1, 1896. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, November 24, 1885. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, April6, 1888. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, January 18, 1883. 



dozen lashes with the cats, "well put on." for the aggressor.' An attack with scissors landed a convict in 

the hospital for thirty daYs.' Another stabôing, chis time with a fork, was covered by the local paper. the 

British mig.) Another inmate was slashed with a ra20r.~ An impromptu fist fight escalated into a stone 

throwing match, with a bystander ending up k i n g  cut on the head.' At the Cenual Prison. James T. was 

reported "for striking a man behind Ium a blow in the pit of his stomach without any cause or reason." 

John T. hit John P. "wvith lumps of frozen clay." Miles C. fought in the broom shop, Charles W. got into 

a scufne in îhe broom shop water closet while James S. threw nails out through a shop window at another 

prisoner. It was one of many altercations that he was known to get involved in.6 Convict George S.. an 

18 year old labourer seMng a three month sentence for larceny was killed by a fellow inmate.' 

Many times, old feuds motivated the attacks. A long-standing quarrel between two inmates 

culminated in a fight. which in tum resulted in two dozen lashes for one the parties.' Another prisoner 

admitted that he had been waiting sis weeks to stab a prisoner who %ad been tallcing about Ium." When 

the right moment arrived. he wounded him in the back and in the a m  with a shoemaker's I~n i fe .~  

Eighteen year old James L. repeatediy stabbed twenty year old prisoner H., who occupied the adjacent cell. 

with a pair of scissors. L. had apparendy been expecting an amck from H. and had sought to preempt it. 

According to reports, "there had been some trouble between them cach provoking the other" and the two 

unfriendly neighbours were known to dislike cach other.1° A grudge between John McG. and Patrick K. 

first resulted in insults, a scuffie and might have ended in death had other inmates not intervened. "As 

the prisoners were going from their cells to parade," Warden Massie leamed, "McG. attempted to push 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. 
because of his long hospitai stay. 

Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, 

June 22, 1874. Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
December 23, 189 1. The victim lost days of remission 

February 1, 1897. Warden Metcalfe wondered how the 
story, which he claimed was "greatly exaggerated" was leaked outside to the press. 
4 Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book, October 15, 1896. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 26, 1900. 
6 Central Prison, Case Files and Punishment Reports interspersed within the case files: May 13, 1882, 
March 15, 1882, March 23, 1882, C.F. #7825, July 14, 1882. Many moree.uamples. 
' Central Prison, Convict Register, #14528, Died fiom Assault F e b ~ a r y  8, 1896. 
"ngston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 3. 1895. Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. 
9 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. August 10, 1893. Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
Lave11 recornmended the use of the "cats." 
' O  Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 27, 1890. 



himsetf in between K. and the prisoner in front of him, that K. resisted him then. McG. called hirn a son 

of a bitch then K. seized hirn by the throat and would have thrown Ium from the steps had other prisoners 

not prevented hirn."' 

Prisoners saved some of their greatest füry for the guards. At the Central Prison in 1888, two 

guards met their makers, one fatally stabbed by a prisoner and anothet falling to his death from a gallery 

in the south cell block, an apparent accident. The only satisfactory development that Massie could point 

io was the fact that the murderous prisoner was "speedily" t r i 4  and executed, which he prayed wouid 

"q uell ... the evil tendency of the worst c l a s s . " ~ ~ c i a l s  hoped that severe punishment wauld te* 

inmates into better behaviour. As a grim example to hture instigators of violence. Charles M., one of the 

ringleaders of a not in the prison basement, was handcuffed to the cell gate for thirteen ~iours .~ But 

convicts were frequently too enraged to think about the consequences of their actions. Twcnty year old 

Elmer B., incensed over a report for talking in the chapel, rnarched right up to the guard responsible for it. 

pulled hirn off the high stool where he was posted in the dining room and commenced to strike hirn 

repeatedly with his fists. The attack elicited an rom of approval fiom the hundreds of convicts who w r e  

assembled for thcir dinner. For this flare-up. EImer B. was given a flogging of four dozen lashes with the 

"cats." a severe punishment even by penitentiary standards.' Charles J., who was transferred From the 

Central Prison due to his assault of a guard there. was again in trouble for beating an officer. threatcning 

"to get even with him" if he reported hirn for it.' Timothy D. stabbed an officet? On his way out of the 

punishment cell, prisoner H. R, who was under a life sentence. "came over to the guard's shanty at the 

wvood yard and dealt [Guard Thomas Moore] a heavy blow on the left cheek with his fist and said take that 

I Central Prison, C. F. 7836. John McG. was 26 years old serving a twelve month term for larceny in 
1886. B o a  were blamed. 
' Central Prison, Annual Report, Warden Massie, 1888, 90 

Central Prison, C. F. #82 12. He was aiso kept on a bread and water diet for ten days. He had a very 
long record of infractions, 
" Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, September 14, 189 1. Rather than prosecuting him, 
Warden Lavell recommended that EImer B. receive four dozen lashes with the cats, as that would have a 
greater detcrrent effect than ex- time. See also correspondence of Septcmber 28, 189 1, October 7, 189 1 
and November 14, 1896, when B. was caught attcmpting an escape. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book November 5, 1895. The acting warden recommended 
that he given 24 lashes as well as a six rnonth stay in the Prison of Isolation. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 11, 1900. He was to be tr iai  in court for the assault. 



God damn you...."' As his gang was departing the stone shed, convict W. H. asked Guard Newman if he 

codd speak to him. "In tuniing to answer him" Newman reported. "he deliberately and without 

provocation struck me with his fist, or sorne hard substance, which took the light fiom rny eyes for some 

time, cut my nose and blackened my eye." When asked why he did it, the only comment this convict was 

willing to rnake was to coolly state that "he j a s  ready to take his punishment." Warden Lavell could 

only conclude that the twenty five year old man was uying to incite a revolt by his e.uample. Lavell was 

frankly worried about the frequency of attacks on guards. "There is a tendenq to a littie bullying of the 

Guards," he wrote the Inspecter, "and 1 think a deterrent punishment .... is needed." Accordingly. three 

dozen lashes with the "cats" was deemed an appropriate r e ~ ~ o n s e . ~  There were also many cases of 

convicts e.uploding during routine searches. "Mind yow God damned business" was a fiequent refrain. 

In the course of these esaminations. individual inmates wodd as a rnatter of policy slap guards in the face 

as well as pull out concealeci weapons and strike them with them.3 

Fights were also an undeniable source of entertainment. In one report. Convict Michael B. 

"came up bchind convict B. and "knocked hirn down and began stnking him, the others shouting 'give it 

to him,' 'leave thern alone to settle it.'" Apparently, the guards enjoyed the spectacle too. for they twk 

their timc in breaking the two up.' m e r  times. prisoners joined in on rather jwenile play fighting, such 

as water throwingS On another occasion, eleven prisonen were written up for going to observe a fight." 

But it was not always safe to watch. Two dueling convicts almost threw a bystander over the rail of the 

range.' i-iowever. when they fclt that the partners were mismatched or one of the two was sympathetic. 

convicts intervened. They could also e,upect a reward for their effotts. Two prisoners came to the aid of 

Mr. L. B. Spencer. a contractor. when he was knocked down by an angry convict. They were 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, August 25, 1898. The prisoner was not fit for copra1  
punishment and was sent to the Prison of Isolation for six montlis instead. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 26, 1890. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Regkter. Many Examples: June 11, 1872, October 25, 1882, 
August 16, 1902, August 3 1, 1904, to name but a few. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, Januaq 18, 1896. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register. See for example, July 17, 1876 and April 7. 1887. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, June 3, 1880. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April7, 1899. 



recomrnended for three months remission each. ' The two rescuers of Guard Weir were granted an entire 

year's remission.' 

When it came to controlling violent inmates, guards were capable of a bmtality of their own. 

During a fight between chronic troublemaker Elmer B. and another convict, Guard Patterson stepped in 

and k a t  Elmer B. into submission with his club.3 During an other altercation involving some ten 

inmates, guards came in with their clubs swinging. One officer descnbed his attempt to subdue an inmate 

with an almost clinical detachment: "the first blow 1 stmck him with my stick on the thigh, and as he 

would not desist but continu4 to svuggle with me. I struck him a g a i ~ ~ . " ~  Central Prison convict George 

C. wote to Warden Gilmour complaining of Guard Newman's rough treatment of him. "He said shut up 

dont [sic J talk back to me and then pushed me by the back of the neck into the ce11 and slammed the door 

shut causing me to hit rny sore a m  against the door jam when he pushed me.. . ."' 

When officers acted with obvious brutality, management was not entirely without sympathy for 

the convicts. When prisoner James S. punched Guard Co* twice in the face. calling him "a dirty son 

of a b--," Warden Platt did not have him flogged, nor did he have him charged in the courts, as would 

have been two typical sanctions for this type of an offense. Platt could see that Corby had been goading 

S.. who was an othemise evemplary inmate, and saw that he was sent to the Prison of isolation instead! 

During the admission ritual, where prisonen' bodily markings were noted, officers were often dismayed to 

observe the signs of rough treatment likely accorded to them in previous violent altercations with officers 

and the law. Israel C.  arrived at the Cenual Prison with a scar on his forehead and marks on his back.' 

Upon cropping John B.'s hair. an official "was surpnxd on examining kis head to find it literally covered 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January 23, 1883. The attacker was flogged. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Novemùer 27, 1885. Warden Lave11 io Deputy Minister of 
Justice, Ottawa. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June II ,  1896. 
1 Kingston P e ~ t e n t i q ,  Punishment Register, May 12, 1873. Prisoners involved in the rioting received 
two dozen lashes of the "cats" each. 

Central Prison, C. F. #26098. George C. was 23 years old, was identifie. as "coloured" and was serving 
a two years l e s  a day sentence for horse stealing. He was sentence. in October. 1912. The incident 
occurred while C. was apparently k i n g  chastised for mnning around in the gallery, a charge which he 
denied. 
6 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. October 11, 1904. Warden Platt to Inspectors. The letter 
includcs the reports of Guard R Corby and A. Atkin. Chief Keepcr. 
7 Central Prison, Inmate Register, C. F. # 16523. 



with scars which led me to conclude that the poor fellow had corne in contact with many a policeman's 

baton."' 

Proving how endemic the atmosphere of violence in prison was. officers were also capable of 

coming to blows with each other. A dispute over the work assignments between Engineer Dniry and 

Guard Simmons tumed into a nst fight. According to G w d  McConMlle, a witness, Dray had told 

Simmons "not to talk like a baby." In a loud voice, "Simrnons said 'who's talking like a baby?"' Dray in 

tum shouted for him to "get out of here." In deference to the guard's "code," however, McConville 

denied that anyone raised a hand to each other while for his part Warden Metcalfe Lried to play down the 

incident by claiming that "no serious injuries" could be found on either 

Unlike men who usually attacked the guards or each other. women prisoners have ofien b a n  

typified as king more likely to injure themselves or destroy thcir own clothes and belongings. Scholars 

have been particularly interested in phenornenon of female aggression in prison and have designated it as 

"breaking out." Most notably. these types of outbwsts were chiefly self-directed. involving disrobing, the 

tearing of one's garments or pulling of one's hair. They were also accomjxïnied with shouting and 

swearing and the destruction of one's cell, breaking furniture and wrecking other prison property. "For 

reasons not difficult to guess," Priestley has resolved, "women were more prone to vent suppressed 

emotion on their imrnediate surmundings than on the personai representatives of a~thority."~ Tlreaking 

out" has been well documented. Ignatieff descrïbed the wild behaviour of a group of female convicts at 

Bri.xton and Millbank prisons in the mid-nineteenth century. In an extended protest against the end of 

transportation, they tore up their bedding, set fire to thcir unifoms. banged on their ceIl doors. stripped 

naked, chanted and yelled obscenities. "In 1859," Ignatieff recounted, "the director of convict prisons 

confesseci that the BrixZon women were 'entirely beyond control, beyond the bonds of al1 propnety and 

decency, bcyond hope Save in the exercise of some miradous agency."'4 Lewis related how females 

imprisoned at Sing-Sing in the 1840's banded together with the men in a general protest over the 

' Central Prison, C. F. #26638. The inmate had escaped Erom the Central Prison and upon his recapture, 
wanted to be sent to the Kingston Penitentiary rather than back to the Central. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 27, 1897. 

Priestley, Mctorian Prison Lives, 208. 
4 Ignaticff, A Jusl Measure offain, 203 



punishment of an inmate. "'Ten or hvelve other women joined in,' stated one account of the episode; 

'they More and cursed, and broke benches, spoons. beds, eveqthing they lay han& on. The guard \vas 

called in, but the women would not obey, and seized things to strike the guard ...." A doorkeeper testified 

that f i e r  the convicts had finaily been forceà into their cells. 'they made such a noise as might have been 

heard in the State  ous se."" Zender has teponed on the behaviours of incorrigible women in nineteenth 

century America and England. She cited joumaiist Henry Mayhew who characterized the penal class of 

women at Millbank and later Parkhurst as "the very worst women in existence." At Ohio's penitentiary. 

too, officials claimed its nine female inmates gave more trouble than fifty men. During the 1850's and 

1860's. there were 154 rampages of furniture breaking and attacks on guards. "In this panicularly 

intense form, such outbreaks." Zender concluded "seern to have k e n  confined to women's prisons and 

were always considered to be a peculiarly female response to long-term incarceration." 

Much to the amazement of contemporary observers, the e~plosive reactions of the so-called 

"~veaker sex" proved how iniùsed with violence the prison was. At the Mercer Reformatory. women 

were raucous for many reasons and in many ways. Convicts did not always get dong and the result was 

that they frequently physically fought with each other. Gerlnide S. was reported for "threatening and 

striking inmate Ida H." Ida H. herself was punished for swvearïng and stnking Grace M. Mary JO H. 

fought with Lizzie L. Previously Mary JO H. had srnashed her chamber pot when told to tidy her room. 

Florence L. slnick an inmate in the yard, but the attendant did not actually see the event take place. 

Thanks to the "code." none of the prisoners witness to the altercation chose to givc any particuiars. and so 

Florence L.'s punishment was light.' 

1 Lewis, From Newgaie, 175 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register. Some examples: August 19, 190 1. Gertrude S. threatening 
and striking Ida H., Refractory Ward for one and a half days. Febniary 27, 1902. Ida H. nvcaring and 
striking Grace M. Locked in her ceIl for haif a day. March 13, 1902, Mary JO H. and Lizzie L. fighting 
with each other. Mary JO H. reported for the chamber pot breaking on March 10, 1902. punished by 
k ing  placed in the Refractory Ward for half a day. September 1, 1905, Jennie G. and Florence W. 
fought with each other and were placed in the Dungeon on Bread and Water for one day. September 1, 
1906, Florence L. struck an inmate in the yard, but no one willing to be a witness. She was deprived of 
recreation. August 24, 1909, Helen O'D. and Alice M. fought in the yard and were placed in the 
Dungeon on bread and water for two days. April 1 1, 1910. Sadie G. and Marie L. were reported for 
fighting and were locked in their rooms for four and a half days. Other examples. 



Several prisoners' behaviours also e.xhibited elements of "breaking out," and they emotionally 

lashed out at reformatov personnel and property. Lillian P.. a frequent source of trouble. used bad 

language and destroyed knitting needles. She was simultaneousIy reported by the Assistant 

Superintendent and two attendants, who were al1 signatories to the report b u s e  they were Iikely al1 

three needed to subdue her. Frances C. gave impertinence, vile language and "violent resistance" and was 

similarly suppressed by three attendants. Mary B. tore her clothing, broke her chair. threw her food on 

the floor and refused to do her work. Minnie B., "a very willfiil and troublesome little girl," tumed on 

uie gas jets in the corridor in August and refiised to go to her room. Mary P. caused a disturbance in the 

workroom by knocking over two tables and using bad language. Helen McJ. broke her bread into pieces 

and threw it about in the dining room. slamrned doors and used vile and insulting language. As she was 

under the doctor's care for a morphine habit, the Superintendent urged forbearance. In a fit of rage. Mary 

L. broke a chair while undergoing punishment in a refractory cell. Annie C. threw dishes on the floor.' 

Prisoners also posed a physical threat to the staff. Annie W. struck Attendant Minty with her 

fist after she was reproached for changing her ce11 without Ethel M. kicked Carpenter Hill 

so hard that the surgeon womed that he "may never recover from the effef<s."' Rosie C. was suspecteci of 

hahoring a weapon, namely a workman's file. Shc was locked in her ceIl and placed on bread and water 

untii such time as she returned it. By the ne.* day she was throwing water out of hcr ceIl in protcst. She 

1 Mercer Reformatory, muiishment Register: May 23, 19 1 1, LiHian P., locked at end of A Corridor for sis 
days. May 27, 19 11. Frances C. placed at end of A Comdor for two days. April28, 1904. Mary B. was 
placed in the Refractory Comdor on bread and water for one day, punishment extended. August 28. 
1907, Minnie B. was placed in A Comdor for one and a half days. On July 18, 1907, she was put in the 
Refractory Corridor for disobedience and quarreling with inmates on a bread and water for tea for one and 
three quarters days. The observation is by Superintendent O'Sullivan. January 29, 1908, Mary P. was 
locked in her room for half a day. Febniary 21, 1910, Helen McJ. was reproved and sent to the Rcfractorq. 
Conidor "where her breaches of discipline would not affect others. To remain there until there is 
improvement in her demeanor and until she is physically improved." (remarks by O' Sullivan). 
September 23, 190 1, Mary L. was placed in the A Corridor on bread and water for seventeen hours for 
"imperlinence and swearing in the laundry and swearing and using bad language in the workroom. For a 
subsequent offense of breaking her chair in her punishment ceIl on October 15, 190 1, she was placed in 
the Dungeon from 3 p.m. until IO a.m. the next day. August 3, 1906, Annie C. was placed in the 
Darkroom in the Special Ward on bread and water for an unspecified time. 
' Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, Iune 11, 12. 1912. She was placed in the isolated ce11 at the 
end of A Corridor for five days. The Superintendent found her ''sausf when interviewed." 

Mercer Reformatory, Punishment Register, March 6. 1903. She was cofined in the dark ceH for ninc 
days, then the light cell, in solitary confinement, on ordinary food for eight days. 



had hid the tool so cieverly that body searches failed to turn the file up, but the pnsoner later voluntarily 

surrendered it to die ~uperintendent.' Elizabeth L. was a hventy year old recidivist under treatment for 

syphilis in the isolation ward. Apparently, her grudge against Laundry Attendant Mick was as long 

established as her criminal record. Placing a secretion of her infected fluid on a pair of small scissors 

that she had managed to purloin she patiently waited for the rigbt moment. When Mick was Mthin 

range, she sîabbed her in the cheek in the hope that she would also be contaminated with the dreaded 

disease2 

In groups ranging in size fiom d m  to five, prisoners jointly caused disturbances. In September 

25. 1912. for example. Annie McK.. Rose R, Sylvia H. and Nice L. took part in a "not" in the sewing 

rmm. Annie McK. got things started by turning the hose on. In October of 1909. four inmatcs refused 

to report to the laundry room for duty. and al1 were conflned to the refractory comdor without beds for an 

unspecified time. During the first two months of 19 1 1, there were no less than three large groups of 

women reported together for causing upheavals.' 

There was also a small number of women passing through the Mercer every year whose 

behaviours were so incomgible, so troublesome to the institution as a whole. that their own preesisting 

personalities were on the whole Iikely more responsible for their conduct than the tensions of the prison 

environment. It was this vociferous group that dominated the punishment register, preoccupied officials 

and overtumed the daily routine. Superintendent OIReilly observed that out of the approsimately LOO 

inrnates received on an annual basis, just a few individuais were misbehaved, with the only inmates 

1 Mercer Reformatory, Punishrnent Register, August 8. August 9, 1901. 
Mercer Refonnatory, C. F. #2624. The attack took place on April 26. 1901 and is described in Surgeon 

King's day book. King urged for criminal prosecution of the prisoner. 
3 Mercer Reformatory, Punisliment Register. See for e.xamplc: October 2, 1909, Jessie McM., Muriel W., 
Etta R and Ethel T. refusing to go to work; reported by Attendant Mick. September 25, 1912: Rioters in 
the Sewing Room. Three imnates were piaced in the Refractory Comdor with various limitations on 
their diet for the next day, while the "ring leader" was placed in the Dungeon with no supper and a 
limited diet for the next day. Januuy 17, 19 1 1. Three inmates were reported jointly for "utter disregard 
of the d e s ,  vile and filthy language." They were locked for seven days on b m d  and water, two in their 
rooms and one in a punishment rmm. On January 29, 191 1, five inrnates were jointly reported for 
disorderly conduct and were locked in either the Dungeon or the Refractory Comdor for behveen one to 
three days. On the same day, five others were jointly reported for "causing distuhance" and were placed 
in the refiactory comdor for three days. Som afler, on Febniary 1, 19 11, three more inmates were 
punished for causing a disturbance and were placed in the Refractory Comdor for behvcen two and two 
and a haif days. More examples. 



requiring punishment k i n g  "the same few u d y  ones."' Her successor Emma O'Sullivan med the 

existence of these "Mcious women, whose sole desire is to thwart the discipline of the home and to 

terrorize al1 that come in contact with them."' Officiais were sornetimes successful in sending acute cases 

back to jail, such as convict Mary F.. a chronic alcoholic and recidivist whom Inspector Noxon was forced 

to agree was "entirely unfitted to perfonn any of the duties required of inmates. and entircly insusceptible 

to any Refonnatory inlluence."' But more of€en than not, the Reformatory was lefi to cope wilh somc 

very challenging cases. 

Rose P. was so ferocious that O'Sullivan was not confident that fernale staff alone could contain 

her. On several occasions, two or three men had to be brought in to take her to the punishment cell. She 

was such a threat to the other convicts that she was forced to exercise in isolation and spent much of her 

terms in a separate hall, "Staff are positively afraid of Rose," O'SulIivan confided to the Inspector. "and so 

are rnany of the inmates, in fact nearly dl." Dampness in the dungeon prevented her from staying there 

for the full duration of her sentences. In one particular "frenzy," Rosie P. "srnashed a heaw chair in the 

hall." She disrupted chape1 services. cursed and threatened in the workshop and while under isolation. 

made herself"hoarse from load talking." Dr. King descnbed that she "has been known to scream and 

yell for twenty four hours without sleep and to imitate the noise made by anirnals." "In these paroxysms 

of rage," King continued, "she uses the most profane language as well as fou1 and indecent language and 

se& to do injury to persons and properîy." During one confrontation with a fellow inmate stemming 

from a missing handkerchief, she "took up a hoc and threatened to smash lier. The day before. the two 

had been pulling each other's hair. She refuscd to eat and when question& about the food she 

sarcastically told the Surgeon that "it's very good, very nice." If the Superintendent did not let her out, 

she reportedly exclaimed to Dr. King, "she would kill her before she left the Institution." During the 

course of Rosie P.'s more than twelve committals to the Refomtory, O'Sullivan's repeated entreaties to 

commit Rosie P. to an asylum, to rehun her to jail, in effcct to send her any place other than the Merccr, 

' Mercer Reformatory, Superintendent O'Reilly. Annual Report, 1896, 76. 
' Mercer Reformato N, Superintendent O' Sullivan, Annual Report, 1 906, xxiv. 

Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #2768. Correspondcnce of October 30, 1901, Inspector Noson to 
Superintendent O'Sullivan. 



fell on deaf ears. On one occasion, upon reading about Rosie P.'s latest conviction in the evening paper. 

O'Sdlivan immediately wrote to the Inspcctor, seeking to preempt her sentence to the Mercçr, but it was 

to no avail. Her certification as insane by Dr. King as well as several bouts at the Toronto Asylum for 

Insane did not prevent her many readmittances to the Mercer. 

And yet over the years, O'Sullivan and this convict were able to establish a bond. Believing that 

she w a s  better off out outside an institution than inside, O'Sullivan ananged parole for her under the 

supe~s ion  of the Salvation Army. Indeed, while on the outside, Rosie P. appeared to be more lucid and 

healthy, presenting herself in letters to O'Sdlivan as literate and self-aware. In fact, the two rnaintained 

a lengthy and warm correspondence with each other, full of personal greetings and details about family 

members. O'Sullivan did her best to help her find jobs and at one time wrote her a letter of reference. 

Rosie P. eventually came to look upon O'Sullivan as a social worker. a role that the Superintendent 

seemed glad to play, With an utterly charming lack of guile, Rosie P. dosed several of her letters to her 

with the hope that O' Sullivan would not forget her.' 

Tiliie R. was another inmate whose violent and erratic disposition put officiais to the test. Tiilie 

was a recidivist with over ttürty convictions to her namc and more than e.xpiosivç eight stays at the 

Mercer. Terrorizing the Reformatory with her violent ways, she eamed a fierce reputation. She managed. 

for example, to accumulate an arsenal of weapons, king caught at various times in the possession of 

scissors, a picce of a looking glass, a table knife, a piece of a wood window frame studded with nails and a 

crochet needle. She was at least the second inmate to slash the face of the much- maligned Mrs. Mick 

with a pair of scissors and when apprehended, toudly lamented that she was not permitted to kill the 

woman. In her own words, she had a long-standing desire to "lay her out." In a report to the Inspector. 

O'Sullivan frankly worried that "the life of any Attendant who would attempt to shut her up against her 

wvill, or cross her in any way would not be d e . "  Indeed, al1 of the staff, O'Sullivan reponed. were afraid 

of her. When confined to her cell, her shouting was so loud that people outside on the Street could hear 

her. When three male guards were brought in to subdue her, she threw the contents of her chamber pot 

over their heads. Putting her to work was no good, as practically every industry supplied her with 

' ~ c r c e r  Reformatory, C. F. #2837. This is a vast file. 



impromptu weapons. While in the laundry room, for e.uample, she deliberately scorched the clothing 

given her but the attendants were not too anvious to report her for fear that Tillie R would throw her iron 

at them. 07Sullivan's and King's joint request to have her subjected to the cold water "treatment" was 

rejected by the Inspector. as were their pleas to have her transferred out of the Reformatory. Viewed 

within the conte.xt of the provincial prison system, where certain men were capable of many times more 

aggression than these women, this type of behaviour was not as exceptional as the Reformatory officials 

thought it was, and it certainly did not shock provincial officials to the same ehqent. Ultimately, the lesson 

chat these incomgibfes taught was that the rnost e.utreme forms of violence. even by women, were 

îündamentally not seen as out of place in a prison. Whether O'Sullivan liked it or not. as far as Inspector 

Noxon was concemed, it was her --duty to receive al1 prisoners regularly committed to the ~eformator~."' 

Physical violence at the Mercer Reformatory therefore manifested itself in a variety of forms. 

While several inmates did ''break out" in the classical fashion, many of these individuals were likely 

suffering from pre-existing mental disorders or dmg addictions. Others proved themselves to bc as 

vicious as their male counterparts. And while rnany directed their anger to ihernselves. many provcd 

quite capable of taking their frustrations out on each other. Far from lashing out spontaneously or 

emotionally, female inmates were also capable of coordinating their efforts in groups as large as five in 

order to create the mavimum upheaval. These forceful acts were not simply manifestations of "hysteria" 

but were rational gestures of protest. Revengc, anger over working conditions, personality clashes as 

well as mental stress and illness. - combincd the inescapable imtations of prison life- werc potent 

cataiysts to violence. 

The inrnate "code" guaranteed that prisoners were rarely forthcoming about the reasons for 

attacks. Therefore the exact reasons for the many quarrels and outbursts in prison were rarely found out. 

Convicts, even when they were bitter enetnies. did not "rat" on each 0 t h .  OAen, officials did not bother 

to question inmates in these cases. "There are a lot of God-darnned stool pigeons." onc prisoner was 

reported for reniarking in a menacing tone, and his low tolerance for these "rats" was a common 

1 Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #2786. Another very large file. 



sentiment.' M e r  the stabbing of Deputy Matron Smith at the Kingston Penitentiary, Warden Platt 

complained that he "was uiiable to get the details of the affair from anybody."' Prisoner James K. 

emerged from the tailor shop with a black eye and a fat lip. but r e f i  to tell officers who assaulted him. 

When the Warden personally interrogated him, he proved to be less afraid of angering Iiirn than his fellow 

inmates, and for his reticence eamed himself a stay in the pueishment ce1L3 Prisoner C. L. was very 

nearly killed by another inmate on the stone pile who bashed him on the head with two hammers. 

Nevertheless. he maintained that he did not know who had attackeà him. His attacker, Maurice B.. was 

discovered only because he had made repeated promises to kill and stab people in the prison. most notably 

the Warden and the Deputy Warden. C. L. Iiad apparently ezrpressed doubts about Maurice B.'s 

seriousness and he set about to prove his vicio~sness.~ Percival K. was sent to the Prison of Isolation for 

sis months for knifing a fellow convict. When asked to give a reason for the attack. he refused to give 

one and, predictably, his fellow inmates were not forthcoming either.' For fear of reprisal, Prisoner C.  

refused to name his attacker, even &er the man had confessa! to hitting him with a hammer in the 

carpentry shope6 

In the end, wardens rarely got to the bonom of causes of individual fights. The inmate "code" 

ensured that prisoners were as tight lipped as possible about the details and motives of their quarrels, a 

fact that may have attributcd a greater aura of randomness to violence in prison than was actually the case. 

Retribution was far and away a motivator. Just like the whippings imposed by officiais, inmate offensives 

were often public for a purpose. The victims of these attacks were meant to serve as examples to the rest. 

What must have secmed as irrational to the authonties may not have been quite as unfathomable to the 

1 Kingston Penitentiw. Punishment Register, May 10, 1904. 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, March 26, 1900, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart. The 
attack is descibed more fûtly in the previous section. 
3 Kingston Penitentiaxy. Punishment Register, March 9, 1905. The guards had their own theones on who 
\vas the likely assailant. 
" Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book March 18, 1874, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
Creighton did not think the attacker, who was serving a sentence for killing a fellow soldier while in the 
military. was quite sane. As for the victim, he was a "feeble old harmless old man of si.xty sening his 
second tenn for a trifling larceny charge." 

Kingston Penitenthy, Warden's Letter Book. March 5, 1897. 
G Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 29, 1896. Warden Metcalfe to lnspector 
Stewart. The officiating guard was blamed for not watching the tools more carefully and the warden 
urged for a $5.00 fine. 



prisoners. Prison officiais may not have known or understood the precise reasons for these skirmishes 

and we never may leam them either, but doubtiess many of the other prisoners did. 

Women's violence was not as imtional as it appeared either. In her e.qlication of the 

phenornenon of breaking out, Zender acknowledged the prejudices of contemporary theorists. 

"Ezrplanations of 'breaking out."' she cautioned, "rested on the belief that women were incapable of 

controlling their more violent passions and so. under the intense pressure of imprisonment. gave way to 

hysteria."' Ultimately, as Zender has suggestd efforts to classrfy female violence have not dways been 

persuasive. Indeed, they sometimes have had the effect of rninimizing it by virtue of over- adys i s .  as if 

it were an isolated "fernale" medical disorder rather t l m  k i n g  a more general symptom of imprisonment. 

In the e n d  attaching the label of "breaking out" can have the effect of putting the focus on the mental 

condition of the woman rather than more appropriately emphasizing the punishing prison environment 

that brought her to that state. Masculine aggression. on the other hand, may prove equally di&cult to 

rationalize, but it has aiways been more or less taken for granted. While it is tme, then. that in the 

process of "breaking out," the individual inmate could harm herself, she in the process quite effectively 

placed the entire institution into disarray. Whether women convicts leveled destmction on thernselves or 

on others and whether their actions were psychologically eqhinable  or not, it rcrnained a fact that 

women wcre capable of violence. And by either explaining masculine brutality too little or elucidating 

female aggression too much, historians often overlooked true character of the violence itself. Ultimately, 

violence in prison ofien serveci reasonable ends, even if its logic was not readily apparent to outsiders. 

The more elaborate and premeditated the attacks were. the more they required weaponry. In the 

industrial prison, there were many items that were readily adaptable to these ends. At the Kingston 

Penitentiq, saws, files. mallets, scissors. knives and jackknives were some of the most commonly stolen 

tools. Prisoners cleverly hid them behind fiirniture, in special spots in the work shops and most 

ingeniously, inside the soles of shoes.' One of the prime motives for getting rid of the old straw 

' Zender, "Wayward Sisters: The Prison for Women." in The Oxford History of the Prison, 348-350. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, many examples. Some typical ones: June 11. 190.1, 

possession of jack-knife; March 6, 1897, jack-knife; March, 2, 1896, concealing a knife; September 20, 
possessing two srnall saws; Apri126, 1877. concealing some files and a saw in his box in the shop; July 



mattresses at the penitentiary and replacing them with a new iron bedstead design was the elimination of 

the straw itself, so convenient a hiding place for tools. These contraband implements also possessed the 

addeâ versatility of k ing  quite usefiil in escapes. A file, for e-uample, could be used to cut iron bars at 

one moment and to stab a guard in the next. ' 
Officials had good reason to feat weapons. Impulsive fist fighting was dangerous enough. but 

when armaments started getting involved, the potential was always there for more wïde ranging chaos. 

When weapons started k i n g  stockpiled and convicts startcd fighting together for a cornmon cause rather 

than out of random fiutration, officiais could have a mutiny on their hands. Indeed, some of the 

pilfering was elaborately coordinated and evidenced careful planning by a large group of prisoners. 

Several prisoners assigned to the tin shop, for example, worked in cooperation with other inmates 

assigned to other industries to construct two tin bombs. They filled them with blasting powder that t a s  

given to them by convicts working at the quarry. Next to the bombs. oficials found 100 feet of webbing 

which was stolen from the vade stores rom,  a pinch bar, a pair of tongs and several other articles such as 

books. Inmates went about their work so discretely that Warden Lavell was ncver able to find out which 

convicts wcre involved in this conspiracy. The scheme was obviously part of an escape plan with a 

distinctiy destructive bcnt, designed to paralyze the penitentiary to the hillest extent possible.' 

When prisoners attempted major acts of rebellion. they were always organized. ConMcts at the 

Kingston Penitentiary, who had the most time on their han& to plan ahead. were the best strategists. 

Several elaborate escape plans hinged on taking controi of entire sections of the prison. In 1883, convicts 

coordinated a cornples, though ultirnately overly optimistic, plot to take over the prison. Four chicf 

conspirators were discovered. but oficials suspectai that many more convicts were in on the cntcrprise. 

Prisoner W., the ringleader, approached Kitchen Guard McNeil. and fdsely alerted him to the fact that a 

convict had just struck the librarian at the nearby Protestant Vestry. McNeil hastend upstairs to the 

library but could sec no one there. The convict urged McNeil to go farther inside thc room and upon 

22, 1877, concealing behind his bedclothes a saw and thrce small saws in the insole of his shoe; January 
25, 1873. throwing a matlet at the guard. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Inspeçtor Moylan, 1880.6. 

~ingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, March 12, 1895, Warden Lavell to Inspecter Stewart. 



entenng the Vestry door, McNeil was blinded with pepper. He cried out, but was stmck in the face with a 

poker, and then tied up and gagged and "informed that if he did not keep quiet it would be madl for him." 

Two other convicts were found there also tied and gagged. Meanwhile, accomplices assured a guard that 

McNeil was off at the Chaplain's room playing cards. When the Steward nevertheless went up to 

investigate, prisoners tipped W. off, who was prepared for his arrival. " Wisking" the poker "with both 

hands." he struck a blow to the Steward's neck that forced him to the ground. Brandishing the wveapon. 

he prcpared to hit him again, but hvo of his CO-conspirators implored him to stop. Eventually. a platoon 

of guards with batons stormed the room and the rebels surrendered. ' 
Many plots were hatched and grievances aired under the cover of singing at the chapel. 

Prisoners also took advantage of the situation to settle scores with companions that they might othenvise 

not see. Guards were surprised when fights would appear to spontaneously empt during the musical parts 

of the service. These altercations could quickly spread into generai rioting. in June of 1905, for 

example, the always incorrigible Elmer B. started a fight with çonvict F. H. R during chapel service. At 

the tirne Elmer was awaiting trial for an attempted escape and so he had little to losc. The two men had 

begun trading insults during the singing and then graduateci to blows. W. B. left his seat and came to 

Elmer's assistance. encouraging the other convicts to join in what could soon have become a general riot. 

"Thc whole congregation rose to their f a t  to see what was going on." To avoid an escaiation, tirne was 

of the essence. Chicf Keeper Atkins irnmediately ordered al1 the convicts to sit dom.  "[Wle were fully 

alive to the danger," he wrote in his report, "of such a disturbance becoming contagious where so many 

men are congregated." He had the three woublemakers M I y  removed, but not beforc F. H. R. had a 

chance on the way out to d l  Elmer "a cockaucking-sonlof-a bitch." The storm blew away as quickly as 

it had started and the s e ~ c e  resumed in less than a minute.' 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 8, 1883. Warden Creighton to Inspecter Moylan. 
Creighton urged for the application of three dozen lashes with the cats for the four ringleaders, as the 
length of their t e m  would only rnake them "laugh at the idea" of having an extra year or two being 
added to their sentences. He also planned to have them placcd in permanent segregation, so as to prevent 
them from encouraging future revolts. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Convict's Letter Register, June 7, 1905. 



The tensions and fnislrations of prison life erased inhibitions and could produce daring acts of 

violence and rebellion. Too much bravery could be a powerfiil antidote to too much submission. Warden 

Platt had a sense of the effect that institutionalization played on inrnate minds. "The general tendency of 

prison life. or reformatory Me, or congregate life of any kind. is towards the formation of mischievous if 

not vicious habits."' The realization that one was part of a group. even if that group \vas oppressed. could 

be empowering. 

Punishment 

For each respective side. punishment and miscotïduct became weapons in an institutional war berneen two 

opposing camps. Just as violence perpetrated by the inmatcs was ofien public and purposely instructive. 

physical punishments inflicted on the inmates by officiais were often conducteci in the open too. 

Punishments were supposed to be inflicted for rational reasons, with restraint and concern. But oficials 

did not always act that way. Vastly outnumbered by the convicts, and subject to many of the same 

imtants. staffofien focused on the danger of their own situation. Officiais despaired that the convicts 

were so hardened and thought of even more fkightening ways to punish them. Warden Massie at the 

Centrai Prison desigried a frame to hold convicts during whippings that impeded nearly al1 movement. He 

called it "the Corrector." More punishment cells were built. An entire punishment ward was erected at 

the Kingston Penitentiary. Maintaining order, even basic decorurn, was a constant challenge. Eveqone 

inside the prison became capable of e.xtreme behaviour. Sometimes the struggle mattered more than 

anything else. it was waged over Iittle matters and big matters with an qua1 passion. It overpowered 

individuality and dcsuoyed objectivity. Misbehaviour and punishment fed off of each other. fueled by an 

endless cycle of convict protest and institutional retaliation. With each broken nile, individuais were 

subjected to more and more severe discipline. Along the way, convicts and staff became Iiardened by the 

process. To prisoners, the infiiction of punishment was another recognized wrong. It was to be avoided 

if possible, endured defiantly if necessary and avenged if conceivable. To officiais, punishment, at bat. 

became a grim science calculated to create oùedience. During its infliction, prisoners became objectified 

and depersonalized. At worst, it became an emotionally charged act of vengeance and frustration. The 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Warden Platt, 1910, 280-1. 



daily grind of imprisonment was bad enough for the convicts' well-king, but the m u e n t  punishments 

damaged their constitutions further. These sanctions ranged from the bread and water diet. to 

confinement in the dark cells and in chahs, to cold water dousing, to whippings. 

Floggings and other corporal punishments were employeà by officials because they wvished to 

advertise their strict enforcement of discipline to the outside comrnunity and to terrorize the prisoners and 

break their spirits. Prisoners understood that the actual pain of these punishments was not so important to 

the officials as the humiliation that they imposed on their recipients. They accordingly stmggled to 

demonstrate their courage and defiance during their infliction. For many. the real danger of corporal 

punishment was not physical but psychological. it was the risk of too openly submitting to authority and 

of losing face in front of their fellow prisoners. 

A belief in corporal punishment. readily and mthlessly applied. was what most helped the 

Central Prison to eam its singular reputation for brutality. Officiais. raiher than counteract this notoriety. 

made every effort to sustain it. There was always the feeling at the Centrai Prison that. with its short 

sentences and smaller scale, it did not have the time or resources to make an impression on the inmate in 

the same way that the Kingston Penitcntiary did. Rather ihan making a virtue of its clifference and 

embracing its smallness, as the Mercer did, which attempted to create a homelike atrnosphere. the Central 

Prison instead chose to be as much like a penitentiw as possible- and if imaginable even more so. "For 

this reason the discipline of the Central Prison rnust be even more stringent than that of a Penitentiary," 

its management proclaimed. "or it would entirely fail in accomplishing the objects for which it was 

established."' Oficials were also feariùl of the high ratio of prisoners to guards. There were about 360 

convicts to 17 guards at uie Central Prison, while at Kingston there were approximately 70 officers to 690 

prisonen.2 Rigid discipline, Warden Massie argueci, must produce " a  wholesome dread upon the 

criminal class3 The very first step in establishing an orderly prison must involve "the entire 

subordination of the will of every prisoner to consthteci a~thority."~ 

1 Central Prison, Annual Report, 1880, 159. See also Ontario "Newspaper" ffansard, Febniary 19. 1877. 
' Central Prison, Annual Report, Warden Prince. 1878,391. 

Centrai Prison. Annual Report, Warden Massie, 1887, 77-78. 
Central Prison, Annuai Report. 1876,8 1. 



While the administration at the Central Prison had argued that Uie short sentences of its convicts 

dcrnanded a sharper response. staff a t Kingston employed the reverse hypothesis, main taining that wvith 

their long sentences, convicts, many of them recidivists to kt. became more hardened and incorrigible as 

time wore on. Accordingly beatings were ''calleci for," Inspector Moylan e.upiaineâ. but only in the case 

of a "srnall number of. .. habitua1 violators of the des." "By many penologists." Moylan continued, "the 

use of physical punishments of al1 kinds is deprecated; they believed that moral means, if properly applied 

are al1 sutlicient. They say, the cat-O-nine tails can never open the way to the hea rt.... It should. however. 

be remembered that convicts are persons who must be brought to a proper fiamc of mind by discipline. It 

would be almost impossible to preserve discipline -under ow system- and protect the officerç- a mere 

handtùl of men amongst large bodies of prisoners, many of violent character- without the fear of copra1  

punishment." ' 
According to officiais, the Iash was oniy to be used for "e.weme" cases. The List of whippable 

offenses at the Central Prison. however. included virtually everythng: attempting to escape and helping 

others to. refusing to work. suiking other prisoners, fighting, shouting and cursing. It was equally 

employed for malingering and tallcing and impertinence. In the same spirit of restraint, "no more than 50 

lashes were to be given."' At Kingston, the Warden had a virtual cornucopia of implements of beating to 

choose from: rawhide, the cat-of-nine tails or the leather paddlc. in addition to the use of the ice-watcr 

shower. "Who is to decide what instrument of torture is to be?" Warden Platt once sarcastically asked, 

wondering if strands of yarn would be next added to the ~ i s t . ~  Warden Massie had a spccial apparatus 

constructed of his own design to hold prisoners in place during whippings, a grim contraption which 

inmates and oficers alternately dubbed "the machine" and "the corrector." In an i n t e ~ e w  with the 

Toronto Telegram. Massie talked proudly of his invention. "He found that lashing to a triangle." he was 

quoted, "gave the prisoner too much latitude for squinning and h v i ~ t i n g " ~  Percy E. remarked at the ease 

1 Annual Report, Kingston Penitentiary, Inspector Moylan, 1875, 8, .d. 
' Central Prison. Annual Report, 1880, 147. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 22, 190 1, October 3 1, 190 1. One convict was to 
be punished for insolence and "the use of obscene, filthy and blasphemous language towards an officer." 
As he was suBering from rheumatism. the use of the cold water hose \vas ruled out. The convict referred 
to in the second letter was to be whipped by order of the court. 
' Toronto Telegruni, Febniary 13, 1895. Clipping included in Central Prison, C. F. # 136 14. 



with which the beatings were routinely applied. "[IJf you tumed around to do an-ything," he quipped 

"why you wouid go to the machine and [getJ 10 over the ass ... Work went along pretty smoothiy in our 

shop for some time when one day in May one prisoner for talking was marched into the Warden's by the 

guard and was subjected to 10 lashes. They have a machine against the wall what CUES your feet CUES 

your han& above your head [and] a belt around your trousers. Then after you're in the Machine he got 

ten lashes across his sit down & he felt them for some time, his body k i n g  a mass of blisters ailenvards. 

That is one of the mean ways they have of kicking you here."' 

No matter how hardeneci they were. witness after witness never failed to be shocked at how 

ferocious prison floggings were. Guard Hartley could not stop himself from describing to his fiancec how 

a prisoner named K. from Hamilton "was flogged getiing fifty Iashes." 

On Sunday last during Sunday School he sûuck one of the guards. Flogging is 
not a very refuiing medium but it is one that cools down a man very quick .... 
The man to be flogged is stripped to the waist. He is then lashed to the 
triangle - a framework similar to an artists' easel set in the ground fumi y. 
The man is tied to that part which is used by the artist to support the picture, 
the breast resting against a cross bar and hands lashed above the head. The 
whip or cat is composeci of nine knotted lashes which are sepanted before 
stri)iing so that each one makes itself felt. On Tuesday al1 the prisoners werc 
drawn up around the square so that each could see the penalty of 
disobediencc. When ail was ready îhe Warden r a d  the sentence and Guard 
Hill took the whip the warden then gave the words one-tul*three-four-five 
and so on up to twenty five at each count the lash fell with terrible effect on 
the pnsoner's shoulders. The fust ten or twelve it was fearful to hear him c v  
and beg and twist around in fact he did get one hand loosed when they had to 
stop and tie it up again. His shoulders were al1 purple and blistered and a 
sore place for many many a &y to corne. This marks the third time for him. 
Please excuse me talking up so much space with material that is hardly fit for 
a Iove letter but 1 want to keep you posted.' 

The Toronto World described the eEect of whipping on a convicted rapist: "The cat was whecled around 

the guard's head two or three times. whizzed in the air and fell across the prisoner's shoulders, making a 

sickening sound. The victim winced slightly. 'Two' and another blow was dealt. At the third blow blue 

streaks crept across [the prismer's] back and he sank down until his weight was supporteci by his arms. 

As each additional stroke fell the marks became more pronounced until the back for a width of six inches 

' Central Prison, C. F. # l î  1 1 1, diary o f  Percy E. found in the file. 
' City of Toronto Archives, Hartley Papers, letter to Mary of Dçcember 19, 1878. 



was a m a s  of bluish-purple fles h. bmised but not bleeding ." ' Other eye-witnesses described feeling 

squeamish at the sight of the bared back of a convict, "now covered half-way down with pwple welts and 

here and there little trickles of blooâ, the area of white skin below (whiter by contrast with the purple and 

red above) rapidly lessening."' 

Floggings at the Centrai Prison were ody  a telephone cal1 away. once the Inspector could be 

reached for his authorization. It twk  the Deputy Wardea two guards and two prisoners to take 2 1 year- 

old Frank H., "a well built fellow." who stmggled at every tum over to the "machine" and fasten hirn into 

it. "When securely placed in it he looked with sconifiil conternpt on us. but manifested astonishment at 

the machine which held hirn so tightly in its grasp." Massie went off to place his telephone cal1 to the 

Inspector and got a positive reply. "1 sent for Guard Myles," Massie recounted. "and after talking to 

Frank H. 1 about the folly of his conduct, and the result, had the guard apply five sharp strokes. and left 

him to meditate on his position. About 5 p.m. 1 returned to hirn with the guard. and afler waming him as 

to what a continuance of insubordination would subject hirn to, applied another five well directed strokes. 

but wlth more force than in the forenoon, then told [him] he would be put to work in the conduit the 

following morning, and if he gave any fiirther trouble, his punishment would be cumulative every rime till 

he became obedient to the discipline of the prison.'' Massie e-xpressed satisfaction at the fact that the 

prisoner had put an end to his malingering. "He went to work," he concluded. "keeps at it diligently. eats 

and sleeps well and 1 apprehend will give no funher troub~e."~ 

Prisoners convicted of rape and other crimes of sesual indeçency were given whippings at the 

Cenual Prison and at Kingston Penitentiary as a part of their sentence. Unlike the beatings given to 

prisoners for disciplinary purposes, these punishments were not ordered by prison 08ticials themselves and 

accordingly prison oflicials were for once not held accountable for them. Indeed, members of the press 

were frequently invited into the prison to observe their infliction. The accounts they wrote often refïected 

the curious tragi-comic tone of these brutal proceedings. The individual convict's bravado, or lack of it, 

' Cenual Prison, C. F. 1 1796. Newspaper clipping of The Toronto Worfd, October 3 1, 189 1. 
' Manitobn Free Press, April 16, 1917. 
3 Central Prison, C. F. #14293. His infractions were feigning illness. striking a guard, insolence to the 
Warden and refiisal to work. 



as wvell as the awkwardness of ail the participants always added a touch of black humour to these grim 

events. Playing to their audience, prisoners prided themselves on their ability not to cry out. Priestley lias 

observed how Victorian convicts considered it a mark of personal toughness not to admit suiTering and 

Ontario prisoners certainly subscribed to this tradition.' Recaicitrant prisoners would be brouglit in to 

wvatch and be hopefùlly fnghtened into better behaviour by the spectacle. Afterwards, some whipped 

convicts would try to ruin the effect by exclairning to observers that it did not hurt ail that much. Others 

tumed to their tomentors and cursed them. 

In one such newspaper article. the flogging of convict John Holt was depicted. Holt was a 

nineteen year old "English Methodist" f m a n d  wvho was convicted of indecently assaulting a Iittlc girl 

under 12 years of age. The sight of the te-ng devices of punishment. the first time had had ever seen 

such uiings, was enough to put the convict into a state of anuiety: first the fearsome "machine" into 

which the guards immediately began Qing him and then the dreadfùl looking "cat-o'nine-tails." The 

"cat" was such an exotic apparatus to the average citizen chat the reporters were called upon to describe it  

as k ing  "a wooden handle about 1 8 inches long, to which are attachai nine twisted cor& of about qua1 

length, about two inches at the end of each tail being unraveleci into six original strands." It was no 

wonder that Holt lost his composure: 

'Mr. Massie, be a little erisy because 1 am not very well,' he pleaded as he 
was being tied in place, 'especially my legs' .... but Dr. W. B. A i b s  said hc 
was quite able to tûke his mcdicine .... As the guard gave the implernent of 
punishment a prepatory swish, Holt cried out, 'Oh Mr. Massie, Mr. Massie, 
wait a minute, wait a minute. 1 wait a drink of water. I'm thirsty.' And tic 
beggcd to let off, appealing to the doctor as to whether he was abte to stand it. 
Hc said he wrote to the Sheriff of Welland to get him to ask the judge to write 
to the Minister of Justice and ask him to intercede but Warden Massie 
esplaincd that hc had no alternative in the matter and the performance wcnt 
on. 'ONE, W O ,  THREE, counted Wuty Warden Logan and upon the third 
stroke the prisoner burst into a prolonged "Oh-h-h-h that lasted with various 
inflections and much twisting and tuming of his body until fifieen strokes had 
been counted. 

Reflecting contemporary prejudices, the reporter was not in the end tembly scandalized by the young 

man's ordeal. "His back whcn the officer was through was a pretty pattern of criss-cross and stripes," 

the correspondent conceded, "but he did not look very much hurt. The athietic guard did not lay on at d l  

1 Priestley, Victonan Prison Lives, 2 17 



heavily, and many a youngster has had as severe a bcating at the hands of some sternly irate parent in 

days gone by." As for prisoner Holt, with his ordeal now finished. he tried to put on a brave face. "When 

he was resuming his clothing he smiled as though he was not very much hurt and said 'I'm glad it's ovçr. 

I don't like this kind of business. "' He was sent back to work a few hours later.' 

The Toronto World carried another account of a whipping. Valentine Dolson. "a short. thick set 

young fellow" of 28 years of age was "pale. but wore a detetmined e.upression, and for the purpose of 

assisting hirn to endure the irying ordeal had his teeth firmly set in a piece of lead." Dolson seemed to be 

a lot tougher than Holt. He made no pleadings for mercy and produced no noise at al1 during the go- 

infïiction of the twenty five strokes except to give a "slight sigh of relief' when the beating was over. 

"While he was dressing The CVorld reporter stepped to his side and exchanged a few words .... 'You bore 

up pretty well. Was it very pairifiil?' 'Let me tell you, young fellow, it isn't Iike hitting a man with a 

sponge!' Just then the deputy-warden stepped up and asked Dolson if he wished to go back to his ceIl or 

to the workshop. 'Oh!' he said with a smile. '1'11 go back to the shop. I'm al1 right. "' The reporter might 

as well have been covering a spoNng event.' 

The Adanifoh Free Press carrieâ a two part description of a whipping given at the Central 

Prison. "The man on the tripod had begun to howl with the first lash," some of the witnesses told the 

reporters. "He abandon& himself to vigorous howling in a way that somehow prevented our having as 

rnuch pity for him as Ive felt we should have. Our callousness surpriseci us, and made us ashamed." As 

far as the spectators were concerne4 the only sympathetic figure to emerge from the tableau was the 

Warden. who \vas in effect the agent of the beatings and not the sufferer of them. Tliey hailed Massie "as 

a man with integrity and digni ty of strong character in every line of his mgged Scottish face."3 Wi tnesses 

of these whippings focused on their brutaliîy, which they rccorded with a combination of clinical accuracy 

and honifkd fascination. but they were equally interested in the relative bravery of the victims. The real 

' Central Prison. C. F. # 136 14 refemng to newspaper article from Toronto Telegram, Febxuary 13. 1895. 
Centrai Prison, C. F. # 1 1796. Clipping fkom Toronto WorId, October 3 1, 189 1. Dolson claimed that hç 

was innocent of the charge of sexual assault and exclaimed afler the wliipping that "Al1 1 hope is that the 
punishrnent will corne back on her." 1 am including the fûil names of the prisoners cited in the media 
because their names were already placed into the public record. 

Manitoba Free Press, April 14, 16, 1917 



tragedy of these beatings as f u  as the convicts and the spectators alike were concerned, was not the pain 

that they caused but the loss of cornposure that they nsked. Men were e.upected to act strong. Convicts 

undergoing tlus punishment knew what their audience's e.qectations were, and if they wanted to save 

face, not just in front of the reporters, but in front of their fellow inmates, they tried to act as tough as 

possible. 

Beatings were so féared that sometimes just the threat of one was enough to reform inmates. 

John Mc.  as authorized to receive 25 lashes for breaking another inmate's jaw, but Massie deerned that 

the inmate was sufficiently cooled down by his impending fate that he decided to give him another 

chance.' Hector Mc. was placed into "the corrector" where he was given several hours to contemplate his 

behaviour and its potential consequences, but was not actually whipped.' Other times, prisoners were 

brought in to witness floggings. An incomgible prisoner was surnmoned by Massie to witness a beating 

and was told that he would be ne.-. At the sight of the other man's agony he '%ad sunk down into 

himself on the floor, limp and abject in animal terror, his face an ashen gray, his eyes round and staring 

from his head in wild, staring fnght, and his lower jaw moving up and down with incredible rapidity." 

The spectacle had had the desired effect. "You will not be flogged," the warden announced. "You will 

be taken back to your cell. 1 advise you to think over what you have seen and to decide that you will mend 

your ways.'" On an other occasion, one prisoner was in such as state of apprehension over a court 

ordered lashing, that Warden Gilmour wrote the sentencing judge asking for clemency. The prisoner had 

alrcady rcceived the first of his two whippings and. he observed, was appearing "to have a nervous 

breakdown."~risoner R. H. W. was confined to a punishment cell. It \vas not clear if he was about to 

' Central Prison, C. F. ##6 149. Guard Hartley investigated this inmate's claim to false diarrhea. See the 
previous chapter. 
vent ra l  Prison, C. F. #11130. Massie did go about securing petmission to beat him should he decide to 
follow through later. 
3 Manitoba Free Press, Apnl 14, Apnl 16, 1917. The reporters were reflecting on a whipping they had 
witnessed at the Central Prison many years ago, probably in the 1880's. 
"enual Prison, C. F. #22366. 



receive or had just received a thrashhg but he wrote the warden to wmplain that he wouid be "only be a 

fit subject for the Hospital when my sentence expires."' 

Punishment inside the prison was not only meant to deter but was calculated to break the spirit. 

At the Kingston Penitentiary, for e.uample, when whippings were given. they were given by alternating 

guards in sets of twelve lashes. The pause behveen each new set was designeci to give the convict a 

chance to beg for mercy. The rotation also ensured that the guards remained fresh and that each set of 

blows wouid be delivered with maximum force. For his assault on guard Birmingham, Elmer B. was 

given a dozen strokes each by Keepers Brennan. Mills and ~rthurs.' William H. attacked a guard and 

was also given three dozen lashes of the "cats." twclve fiom Officers Milk, Money and McLean 

 respective^^.^ if the warden \vas satisfied that the convict was suffïciently contrite during the short break 

between the sets, the rest of the piinishmcnt would be suspended. Convict John A.. an othenvise mode1 

prisoner and a skilled engineer, got into a violent altercation with a w d .  Warden Creighton sentenced 

him to three dozen lashes. "Mer receiving one dozen," Creighton recounted, "he d l e d  me to him and 

begged off, as hc said he could not take any more. Since that time 1 have not had any more cause of 

cornplaint against A."' Warden Metcalfe oRen gave convicts a chance to repent f i e r  the first twelve 

lashes. but promised more if the conduct did not improve.' But many convicts made no request for me- 

or immediately reversed their pleas. Convict George L., who had punched a guard, took bvo sets of the 

"cats," and when it came time for the third guard to resume the punishment, "hc begged off and promised 

' Central Prison. C. F. #16787. Inspcctor Noxon authorized Warden Gilmour to apply only ten strokes at a 
time until the prisoner's refusal to work came to an end. It is not clear whether the R. H. W. wrote the 
letter to the Warden before or after thc strapping. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Septernber 28, 1891, Acting Warden Sullivan to lnspector 
Moylan. Guard Birmingham's swom statement of the assault appeared in September 22, 189 1. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, March 20, 1890. 
"ngston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Novernber 21, 1878, Warden Creighton to 2. A. Lash, 
Assistant Minister of Justice. Creighton was requesting an early release for the convict due to his poor 
heal th. 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book Warden Metcaife to Inspecter Stewart, Janwuy 3 1, 1898. 
Three convicts, including the incorrigible Elmer B. were about to receive 24 lashes each. 



good conduct in the future." Creighton remitted the final dozen, but the moment L. was reieased from the 

triangles. he regretted his contrition and cursed the keepers who had flogged him.' 

Flogging was not the only severe punishment available. At the Kingston Penitentiary and the 

Mercer Reformatory, there was "hosing," an excruciatingly painfid and humiliating ezrperience that 

convicts described as "terrible." Oliver Mowat had first advocated the punishment as a more humane 

subsiitute for the "cat." At the Kingston Penitentiq, incorrigible convicts were placed a specially 

constructed ceIl where they were douscd with powerfùl blasts of ice cold water. During a demonstration 

in an empty cell, observers were stmck that "[w Jhen the water was fully turned on. the sueam through the 

dueequarter inch nozzle stmck the opposite wall almost unbroken .... The Mctim musc cry out for mercy 

or suffer pliysical collapse." Warden Platt testif~ed that its effect was to take "the defiance out of'  

convicts. "1 suppose it is the impact of the hose against the body. it knocks the wind out of them." Much 

likc the whippings, where convicts were allowed to plead for mer- afler every twelve lashes. if prisoners 

promised repentance convincingly enough (and loudly enough too, for the blasts of water were quite 

deafening), the warden would have die hose tumed off. But while a large part of the esercise was to 

compel convicts to "surrender." many held on as long as they could. Warden Platt reçalled that the 

longest an inmate was able to withstand the onslaught  as three minutes, a length of time that frankly 

surpriscd him. "It is usually thirty seconds to a minute. Very fcw men \Ml1 not give up in that time. They 

can give up whencver they like; they can make i t ten seconds if they wish." When Platt was asked 

whether hosing jas  the worst punishment, he halfjokingly responded, "No, 1 think shooting is more 

severe." (He did concede however that whipping was "more severc and dangerous.") Inspector Stewart. 

when he was acting warden at Kingston, adrnitted that he used the hose "pretty freely," while Platt. who 

claimed that he did not like it, imposed it on seven convicts over several years.' Memkrs of an 19 14 

' Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book. March 2, 1876, Warden Creighton to Inspcctor. 
Creighton does not reveal whether the inmate was placed back into the triangle to receive his final dozen 
las hes. 
' According to the punislunent statistics listed in the Annual Reports of the Kingston Penitentiary, the 
hose was used seven times in 1913 and five times in 19 14. 



Royal Commission "readily agrec[d) that hosing as a punishment is effective.. . . But as a disciplinary 

agency, it should be ranked with the rack. and the thumb screw, cruel and inhumane."' 

As it was considered unseemly, as well as illegal. to flog women, "the shower bath." as the 

procedure was more euphemistically referred to in their case, was employed in e.xt.reme situations. But 

while men endured a maximum of uiree minutes of the treatment, women, who could not be beaten in any 

other way, could e.vpect longer durations. "Hosing" was the fernale equivalent of flogging and was 

accordingly made more fearsome. Prison officers promise. to mitigate the cruelty of the procedurc by 

using smaller hoses and by blasting the water at the walls of the special booth rather than directly at the 

inmate but inspectors were under no delusions as to its devastating impact.' In the case of one 

incorrïgibly violent fernale inmate, a woman Warden LaveIl dcclared to be the most "utterly depraved and 

reckless ... human being, man or wornan ... it has been ... [his] misfortune to come into contact with." he 

recomrnended a dosage of ten minutes. to be given not just once, but on a regular basis. whenever she 

became "unmanageable. "3 

Being sent to the dungeon was by far the most typically employed punishment. The dark ce11 at 

the Central Prison. descriptively termed "the sewer" by many inmates, was actually more iike a pit than a 

ccll. k i n g  a hole dug in the basement with a metal grate at the top for ventilation. It was in that fou1 

place that inmates spent days, weeks and even months.' Prisoners at the Central Prison came to know 

that place al1 too well. In 1903, for esample. labour statistics revealed that out of the 14 1, 745 days of 

available work days in the prison. 1,170 of them were spent "under punishment," about 0.7 % of the total 

tirne.' The punishment ward at the Mercer Reformatory was far from pleasant either and Dr. King 

complained that it "has, at times. been damp from leakage, and this ward, more than another, lacks 

I Royal Commission in Kingston Penitentiary. 19 14, 17- 18. 
For the debate on the safety of the "shower-bath" for women, see previous section on Health 
Kingston Pcnitentiary. Warden's Letter Book. March 16, 1892. Warden Lavell advocated the use of thc 

"shower bath in the case of the violent and incorrigible prisoner Martha B., alias Kate S. She fought 
with fellow inmates. bashed the Matron's forehead with a bottle. When repeatedly told to go to her d l .  
with "the most profane and obscene languagc, as an example of whicb she said she would not go if Jesus 
Christ himself were to ask her." Warden Lavell describeci the hose as "small." 
' Central Prison, C. F. # 7478. Former prisoner H. F. C. refers to the dark ceIl as "the sewer" in a letter 
to an inmate still incarcerated there. 
5 Annual Report, Central Prison, 1903, n.p. 



perfect ventilation."' None of the cells at the "Dungeon" at the Kingston Penitentiarv, located in the 

basement of a "strong stone building" had windows, light or direct ventilation. There was a corridor 

averaging four feet wide numing around between the block of cells and the outer wall of the building 

where there were "three large windows." There were two irons doors to each of the cells. "the inner one 

an open grated door, and the outer one close, made of boiler plates." If a prisoner rernained quiet and 

well behaved, the outer door was lefl open allowing some light and air into the cell. He would also be 

permind to wak up and down the narrow corridor during the daytime.' 

Inspector Moylan urged for an end to a "too liberal use of the dungeons" but not out of a sense 

of sympathy to the prisoners. During their stays of one and two months and even longer. he womed that 

they were getting too accustomed to habits of idleness . He would have rather they be disciplined in a 

sharper and more e.vpeditious fashion and then returned to the w~rkforce.~ Accordingly, when 

confinement in a dark and stu@ ce11 was not deemed punishment enough. k ing  placed there in irons 

added a jolt of physical pain. "The latter punishment is adrninistered," Inspector Langmuir descnbed. 

"by causing the refractory prisoner to be handcuffed to a ring in the wall about even with his eyes. the 

anklets king used to secure the legs to another ring in the floor. Physicai pain is. of course. caused by the 

elevation of the Iiands and anns and the general fivity of the body, which, however. does not prevent the 

prisoner from shifüng his position and resting the head and shoulder against the \vall." First time 

offenders were "strung up" for an hour or two; repeatets were locked in place for days. 'Tompassion" 

dictated that these prisoners were always, however. taken down for the night and at inealtime.' In a 

dcbatc about discipline at the Central Prison, one membcr of the Ontario Lçgislature recounted how a 

prisoner with frostbitten feet had been suspendai from a ring for days and was "subjected to the most 

dreadful torture. "' 

I Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, Surgeon King, 1887, 1 16. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Wardcn's Letter Book, Oaober 18, 1875, Warden Creighton to unknown in 
reference to Prisoner B., sent to the dungeon for an escape attempt. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1892, Inspector Moylan. ix-x. 
' Central Prison, Annual Report, Inspector Langmuir, 1876, 8 1. 
5 Ontario "Newspaper" Hansard, February 19, 1877. This discussion was held in the wake of a death of a 
prisoner. Captain Prince had ordered the inmate buried before an inquest could be held. but the details 
spilled out anyway. Two notoriously cruel guards were singled out. See Peter Oliver, "Terror to Evil 
Doers: ' Prisons and Punishments in Nineteenth-Century Ontario, 4 19-422. 



Women inmates were restrained as well. but in their case they were placed into straight jackets 

which were rather genteely refened to as "muEs." At Kingston, the "mufXs" were described as a "belt 

which is attached around the waist and is fasteneci in the back with a small yale padlock."' Minnie B.. a 

"coloured girl" wlio officials estimated as king between the ages of 13 and 16, "did more destruction than 

can be repaired in sometime" at the Mercer Reformatory. She had been "breaking-out*' in classic fashion. 

flooding the basement and shattering panes of heavy glass. She was put into dry cfothes and quickly 

placed in the "muffs" to "prevent her fiom doing further mischief. She promptly sat down in the water 

and commenceci cursing and screaming so loudly and powerfully that it was heard on the Street, sounding 

"as if she were k ing  cruelly beaten." The "muffis7' did not seem have much of a therapeutic effect but 

they certainly were unpleasant.' 

Other recalcitrant prisoners were chained to ceIl gates as an e.uample to otliers. For his refusal to 

work the "devilish convict Frank G. was handcuEed to his ceIl gate during the working days. Being 

"something of a glutton," he was a h  put on short rations for two or three Prisoner John T. 

declared to Warden Platt "that he would not work until the Surgeon gave him better treatment .... For this 

he was tied to ceIl door during working days for five consecutive days, during which he was very insolent 

to officers." Platt changed approaches and had him placed out of sight and out of mind at the Prison of 

Isolation "until he shall serve six months without report for bad conduct," in effect, indefinitely." 

Escapees were made to W e a r  a bal1 and chah for up to the rernainder of their sentences. M e r  four and a 

half months of dragging the heavy apparatus around, Charles Q. wrote the Warden that he "was tired of 

canying it around and so would you or any person else carrying it around as long as 1 have."' 

As seen, the Miction of corporal punishment frequently had nothing to do with the interna1 

discipline of the prison. Central Prison and Kingston Penitentiary officials were calleci upon to cany out 

court-ordered whippings sometimes at the start of, at the middle or at the end of selected inmates' 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 11, 1898. In this case, the m a s  described 
were used on a inmate confined in the criminal lunatic asylum. 
' Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3484. 

Ccnual Prison, C. F. # 19522. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 9, 1900, Warden Platt to Inspector Stewart. 

Central Prison, C. F. #19502. 



sentences. Officiais sensed that coldly canying out these sentences made them look needlessly cruel in 

the eyes of the prisoners. Inspector Langmuir felt that the judicial whippings were to be regrettai as "the 

moral effixt of such punishment is to a great extent lost by its infliction at a distance from die spot where 

the crime was committed, and ... that the frequent infiiction of corporal punishment would have a 

hardening effect on the inmates of the Cenual Prison by rendering them familias with such an cxweme 

punishment." Langmuir implied that he would have rather have reserved the threat of this penalty for an 

intemal act of disobedience rather than c.xploding convicts' fears at the outset.' Dr. Phelan. the Surgeon 

at Kingston, observed that waiting for the infliction of their court-ordered "flagellation" "impairs the 

prisoner's health and undermines his constitution. M e r  the infliction of the penalty prisoners frequently 

improve physically on account of k i n g  relieved of the mental suain." But rather than argue that the 

practice be abolished, he recommended that it be carried out in the local jail before the convicts' arrival at 

the penitentiary.' Inspector Stewart concurred. arguing that the floggings hindered rchabilitation and 

worse, were bad for prison security as they "compelled to incur the hatred and enmity of the prisoner at 

the very commencement of his term of incarceration. The convict 's heart is thus steeled against al1 

reformatory influences and no matter how long his imprisonment, he harbours revenge against the 

oûïcials of the prison and against society in general."3 Commissioners in 19 14 took issue in partïcular 

with the floggings of prisoners near the espiry of their terms as "calculated to nuIli@ the good effects of 

any reformative treatrnent by the officiais and send the feilow out vengehl and embittered."' Ultimately, 

officiais objected to these beatings not because they were opposed to corporal punishment. but because 

thcy were adverse to discipline that did not suit their own ends. 

There were conccms that too many physical punishments could have a bmtaiizing effect on the 

inmates, but corporal punishrnent was always easily rationalized. When it came to beatings that were 

earned by infractions committed within the prison, most concerns were tossed aside. The Central 

Prison's Warden Prince for one had no room for sentimentality, and instructed the contractors that despite 

' Central Prison, Annual Report, Inspector Langmuir, 1875, 57. 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 1901, 33. 

Kingston Pe~tentiary, Annual Report, Inspector Stewart. 1902, 15- 16. 
4 Royal Commission into Kingston Penitentiary, 19 14, 17 



what they might think on the matter, prisoners were to be sent back to work directly after punishment with 

no respite at dl.' l n d w  Prince. who in the early years of the prison steadily introduced more and more 

whippings into the daily regime, credited the better conduct of prisoners. especially the troublemakers, to 

their ''ciread of the lash- as the only punislunent calculateci to deter them from giving trouble to the 

a~thorities."~ When his acting Chief Guard Richard Stedman b e r n e  the subject of an inquiry due to his 

reponeû cruelty towards many prisoners, Prince defended his senices as "valuable" and of k ing  "of the 

greatest assistance to [the warden] since the opening of the Prison. in strict supervision of the Prison 

di~cipline."~ Prince was not tembly concemed that Stedman had b e n  charged with abusing convicts in 

23 separate cases. Witnesses testified that Stedman whipped juveniles, viciously beat an insane man 

whom he first had handcuffed and fitted with a wOoden gag to prevent him from shouting, punched 

another convict with his clenched fist. knocked the head of a prisoner against the wdl  until he bled from 

his ears, refbsed to excuse sick men from work, struck convicts with his cane h i l e  they rnarched on 

military drill and kcpt someone in irons for 72 hours. Inspector Langmuir, who presided over the 

inquiry, concedeci that Stedman had a problem controlling his ternper, but he did not in general condemn 

his use of physical force. "1 desire to say," he concluded. "that 1 wish it were possible for the discipline of 

the Prison to be maintaincd without inflicting physical pain, and that moral suasion and kindly 

admonishment alone would accomplish Lhat object; but as far as 1 can ascertain. both agencies are 

necessary in al1 well regulated prisons." In the end, the comptainants were dismissed as incorrigibles. 

and "it just became a question whether the of5cers or the prisoners should be mas ter^."^ 

For al1 the attention that they gamcred and fear that they generated, though, it is a surprising fact 

that corporal punishments were not often employed. At the Kingston P e n i t e n t i ~ ,  it was typical for a 

year to p a s  by with not a single flogging listed in the punishment statistics. and for most other years to 

have between one to five whippings with many of them carried out as part of the convicts' sentences. In 

1 Central Prison. Annual Report, Warden Prince, 1876.2834 
' Centrai Prison, Annual Report. Warden Prince, 1878, 390. 
3 Central Prison, Annual Report, Warden Prince, 1876. 285-6. 
4 Central Prison, Annual Report, Report of Inspector Langmuir on Inquiry into Alleged Cruelty of Acting 
Chief Guard Richard Stedman, 1876, 8 1-84. For more details, see also Peter Oliver, Terror to Evil- 
Doers, Prisons and Punishments in Nineteenth- Century Ontario, 4 19420. 



yean like 1909, for e.uample, when there were as many as eleven floggings listed, or 1912, with eighteen, 

al1 of the beatings were court ordered. Typically, roughiy forty to sixty per cent of the inmate population 

receiveâ no punishment of any kind.' At the far suicter Centrai Prison, corporal punishment was more 

common, but typically not more than ten prisoners were flogged pcr year and at least several of those men 

were condeznned to thïs fatc by Judges as p m  of their sentence.' How do these statistics compare to 

other jurisdictions? McConville has shown that during roughly the same period in England, the cases of 

copra1 punisliment were equally rare. widi the percentage of men who were beaten confined to a group 

of incorrigibles. who hovered amund one per cent out of the totai prisoner population.3 In Arnerican 

institutions. corporal punishrnents have been portrayed as common place. McKelvey. for one details the 

Iibcd use of the 'kat." so frequently employed in the course of a day that officials began to worry that the 

undried blood of one inrnate was in al1 possibility spreading syphilis to the next recipient. He also Iists 

other grisly Yankee inventions such as the shoçk- inducing "humming bird."' Lewis' account of 

nineteenth century Arnerican prisons is hardly any less grim and is marked by deadly violence and the 

routine application of the l a ~ h . ~  In Ontario, aside from a core group of troublemakers. such as Elmer B. 

at the Kingston Penitentiaxy. or Chistophcr V. at the Central Prison, Ontario convicts were generally well 

behaved and not given to rebellion. It is not improbable that their deference was secured precisely 

because the penalty for serious acts of disobedience was so fearsome and more importantly, so well 

- 

I Every Annual Report of the Kingston Penitentiary contains an annual return of punishmcnts. In 1885. 
1887, 188, 189 1 and 190 1, there were no floggings listed. In 188 1, 1886, 1889. 1890. 1893. 1900 and 
190 1. only one flogging kvas listed pcr year with the 1893 and 1900 beatings ordered by court. In 1892. 
1907, 1908 and 19 10, there were two floggings per year. In 1894 and 19 1 1 there were three floggings. 
al1 of the 19 11 beatings king court ordered. In 1876, 1882 and 1897, there were four floggings pcr year. 
with al1 of the 1897 ones ordered by court. In 1895, then: were five floggings, three of them ordered by 
court. In 1903, there were six. In 1896, ihere were eleven floggings, but nine of them were court ordered. 
In 1909, al1 eleven floggings were court ordered, as were the eighteen in 19 12, the eight in 19 13 fourteen 
in 1914, and ten in 1915. 
' For a itemized report of each flogging at the Central Prison during a typical year. see, for examph, 
Ontario, Sessional Papers (No. JS), 1880, Report of J. W. Langmuir, Inspecter, detailing the number of 
prisoners who were flogged and the reasons for îheir punishment at the Central Prison during the year 
1878 and a portion of 1879. The total nwnber of prisoners who wete flogged dwing a fourteen month 
period was eleven, with two of those floggings ordered by Judges. The report also describes the 
dimensions of the "cat" as well as the height that prisoners are to be raised while k i n g  placed in irons. 

Sean McConville, English Local Prisons, 1860-1900,246-247. 
1 McKelvey, American Prisons, 188-189. McKelvey does not give punishment statistics. 

Lewis, From Newgate. He does not give punishment statistics. 



publicized within the prison community. And much like their British counterparts at least, the 

punishment of a few prisoners was enough to sçt an example for the rest. 

Conclusion 

Every act comrnitted in prison was inîùsed with power and responded to with force. Being made to Iook 

weak was worse than any pain that a punishment could inflict. Prisoners sang loudly in the dungeons 

and the dark cells and laughed &er whippings to indicate to the rest of the inmate population that their 

spirits remained high. Prisoners tried to turn their punishments into instnunents of empowerment. In its 

own interest. the prison. in an inconsistent fashion. granted prisoners the power to commit certain minor 

offenses. But even committing the smallest of offenses required effort and risk. The larger ones twk 

esquisite planning and daring. Prisoners tolerated the ezristence of some tnistees and befriended certain 

guards because of the benefits these individuals brought to them. But there were certain behaviors that 

could not be pennitted. What developed for the two sides was an eerie symmetry. Prisoners who broke 

their own code of silence and discretion could be expected to be violentiy beaten or even killed by their 

fellow inmates. Convicts who cliallenged the fundamental security of the institution couid be e.upected to 

violently beaten or even killcd by their jailers. The ability to inflict physid punishment and in turn to 

endure it were also signs of power. The nsk attacheci to every wrongdoing and the intensity of its 

punishment by both sides ensured that the stakes were always high and that prison remained a uniquely 

dangerous place. 

The cycle of resistance and punishment \vas the ultimate e.upression of a power struggle that was 

going on between staff and convicts. Both sides used their own type of weapons, whether they be humour 

or te-ng instnunents of correction or lethal contraband armaments. This everlasting warfare 

embaiied al1 the conflicting virtues and vices of prison society: bravado and begging, bravery and fear. 

forgivencss and retribution, coldness and passion. 



Section V: 

Leavin~ Prison 

Introduction: The Return to Self 

Convicts adapted to prison, but never so completely that they did not wish to l ave  it. The contraband 

irade. familial relationships, convict argot and the violent punishments metcd out in the name of the 

"code." were al1 devised to make life inside prison more bearable to the inmates. But while much of the 

culture of convicts was naturally focused on the inside world of the prison and on the values of the 

collective, much of if looked to the outside and a return to autonomy. Prisoners took cornfort from the fact 

that the sacrifices and compromises they had to made inside were temporary. 

As prisoners contemplated their retum to rnainstrearn soçiety. they began a process of self- 

assertion. Indeed, as will be seen. many of the qualities of a successful escape exemplificd an 

individual's mastery of his or her surroundings. Escapers benefited from many of rhe attributes of the 

"code:" the contraband tradc and fiom the silence of their fellow inmates. But as much as to the rest of 

the prison population as to themselves. they also afirmed thcir personal bravery. skill and intelligence. 

Creating the conditions for a successful departure from prison was paradosically the lughest e.upression of 

a prisoner's adaptation to that place. 

As witl be seen. individuals who committed suicide demonstrated their inability and indeed their 

refisal to cope with imprisonment but their tragic acts were ofien aiso calculated acts of revenge. The 

inmate culture Iiad failed to sustain them and prison authontics had failed to protect them from their own 

grief. Despite the efforts of officiais to hide the true nature of their deaths away in vague statistics. 

inside the prison the few convicts who cornmitteci suicide dramatidly called attention to themselves. 

Their acts were not only self-destructive, but hurtflll to the entire prison. Their actions lefi fellow inmates 

and staff members distu* and traumatized. 

For those who made it out of prison, life was often a new beginning. Ex-prisoners often returned 

to the outside world with a new perspective and a heightened appreciation of thcir own individuality. 



Surviving the cmelty of prison gave many a greater awareness of their inner strengths. Every act înside 

prison, whether perfomed in cmelty or in kindness, whether as an individual or as part of a group. had 

b e n  about suwival of the self. And as convicts prepared to leave their oId prison identities behind them 

this was the one lesson that they remembered best. 



Chapter 13 

The Lust to Escape 

Escaping from prison was an industry in itself, and for many convicts. no doubt the most important and 

engaging enterprise of d l .  The rituals of prisoners eager to escape were as highiy developed as the 

securiîy measures designed by officiais eager to keep them i n d e .  Escapes werc a product of an alternate 

sector of manufacture wvithin the prison. in effect the highest e.upression of the convict subculture and the 

anti-prison within a prison that they successfully created. More enticing than any kind of legitimate 

prison labour, the manufacture of the perfect set of conditions for escape promiseci a better payoff than any 

paltry gratuities or accumulated remission time could offer: instant liberty. Every ski11 l e m e d  in prison. 

every scrap of intelligence and professional e-vrience whether gleamed inside or out, every ounce of 

daring and every physical and mental tool at a prismer's disposal was enlisted in the science of breaking 

out. Warden Creighton found it necessary to constantly rernind his staff. and even himseif. that as far as 

escape, "there are five hundred plotting against fifty."' The ve- first words in Prisoner Percy E.'s 

recollections of life at the Central Prison focused on escape. Having just entercd the institution, he 

commented that the door looked to be "Rather a difficult lock to pick, even supposing that the guard could 

be disposed of in somc way."' 

But often more important than the act of exaping itself was the satisfaction that preparing for an 

escape brought. For an escape to have a rd i s t i c  chance of success, convicts were required to devote 

weeks, months and even years of careful planning. Collecting the necessary implements and adapting the 

toob to rnake them as well as finding ingenious ways to alter prison property was challenging and skilled 

work. These kinds of methodical preparations could be quite comforting to a depressed prisoner. It was 

1 Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book, October 16, 1875, Warden Creighton to Inspecter 
Moylan, in reference to a double escape from the dungeon, made possible with outside assistance. 
' Central Prison, C. F. # 17 1 1 1. For a detailed text of Pcrcy E. 's memoirs. see Appendix B. 



also precisely the kind of labour that prisons did not legitirnately offer convicts. The industry of escape 

was a thrilling antidote to the boredom of the prison regime and the mindless tasks that inmates were 

called upon to do. Despite the very great danger involved, every step of the process offered a sense of 

affirmation. 

Escape was a vocation and an art. but it was al1 the more compelling because it was also a dream 

and a passion. The reality was that few escapes wcre successful. only a fraction were well planncd and 

fewer d l  were actually carrieci through. The perfeçt escape was a fool's paradise and deep inside every 

prisoner knew it. But most every pnsoner had a plan in min4 just in case. Even a timid and relatively 

confonnist prisoner like Central Prison inmate Percy E. had an escape meticulously charted out.' Many 

of the escape plans that were acted out were botched. others were impulsive and pathetic and as for the 

relatively few successfùi ones, even they often ended tragically. But to the most desperate convicts. these 

daunting odds hardly matterai. And as for the rnajority of the more sensible ones, thcy Iived vicarïously 

rhtough the daring of others. 

When it came to the art of escape. convicts at the Kingston Penitentiary were the unsurpassed 

masters. Their escapes were so brilliant, cunning, and well organized and also so daring. random and 

outrageous that they could not always be thwarted. Prisoners came to recognize that d l  the ingreâients 

for a successful escape were there for the taking in the penitentiary. This was an insight that was 

sharpened by desperation, ycars of folklore, and plenty of time to think. Convicts at the Kingston 

Penitentiary were more motivated to risk escape because their sentences were the longest, but likc the 

shorter term prisoners the impulse for freedom ofken went beyond mere logic. Indeed, it was not 

uncornmon for Kingston inmates to attempt escape late in their terms, an ine'rplicable folly considering 

the consequences of capture. 

' Dunng a long and fanciful account. Perq E. wrote: "[Tlhe bu11 dog came baying and barking fiercely. 
To have tried to make over the wall would be useless, though [the prisoner] would not have hesitated to 
bear a few bites for the price of liberty." Central Prison, C.F. # 17 1 1 1. For the full te.xt of Percy E. 's 
rnemoirs, see Appendix B. 



Critics have written about the "architecture of controi" that was embedded into the very design of 

the prison, enswing convict docility and relative1 y few uprisings and escaps. ' "Everything around" the 

convict, British Prison Inspectors advised, "should present the appearance of a barrier, against which the 

utmost exertion of his strength. seconded by his most skiltfiil ingenuity and the most untiring 

perseverance. m u t  contend in vain."' As Priestiey has descri- miserable and squalid living conditions 

that should have brought about escape attempts and uprisings scarcely ever did. The prison was designed 

to bear down on inmates and sap their will to resist. The Revcnnd David Nihill, a conternporary prison 

reformer, \vas cited as praising the "passive and inanimate obstacles" that are embedded into the very 

design of the prison. "If prisoners are not to look out windows." he continued. "let the windows be out of 

reach. if they are not to converse with those in a d j o i ~ n g  cells, let the partition walls be made too thi~k."~ 

if it was not the likelihood of escape. then, it was the possibility of escape that kept convicts' Iiopes dive 

and eyes open. And at the very moment when that possibility came a reality, no matter how devastating 

the rcsults, many prisoners took advantage. One Central Prison inmate, for esample. a hospital orderly. 

was letl alone in a broken down section of the infxrmaxy and he seized his opportunit-. He escaped with 

only four days letl to serve.' Why did these prisoners act so illogically? These kinds of hot- bloodcd acts 

were the hallmark of young and impulsive criminals, and they were the purest e~pression of the same kind 

of recklcssncss that had landed them in prison in the first place. 

"[Tlhe natural desire for liberty and the means to cany it into effect" a frustrated Inspector 

Moylan commented, "occupy the minds of most convicts in their hours of wakefu~ness.~ Calder has 

describcd the collective convict rcaction to captivity as a "lu st... to be free." a "compelling preoccupation ... 

to regain freed~m."~ Many prisoners escaped because escape was an art in itself and out of al1 the special 

argots, protests, piiferings and ruses that inmates had created for themselves, it represented the convict 

I For the most powerfirl affirmation of the thesis that physical structures could embody moral goals, see 
Foucault, Discipline and Punish. Also see the writings of Jeremy Bentham. For an Ontario-centered 
study, see C. J. Taylor, "The Kingston, Ontario Penitentiaq and Moral Architecture," Histoire 
Sociale/Social Hisfory 12 (November 1979), 385408. 
' Priestly, fictorian Prison Lives, 225. 

Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 225 
' Central Prison, Annual Report, 1876.86. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 189 1, Inspector Moylan, vii. 
6 Calder The Federal Penitentiary Swem in Canada, 32 1 .  



culture's highest form of expression. Indeed. the lengths that prisoners went to plan escapes together 

were the most potent evidence that a conkict culture existeâ. Measured together, these escapes were the 

defining act of a society whose desire to lave was compelling, inspiring and uniQing. Nevertheless, 

escape was relatively rare and successfiil ones men more so. Why would convicts bestow such a great 

importance on an essentially hopeless cause? It was the possibility of escape, the planning of it. the 

mythologizing of it, that gave convicts a sensc of mastery over tlieir surroundings. Preparing for escape 

offereù an opportunity for chailenging work. and also afforded the inmates a chance to physically alter 

their surroundings. whether by digging holes or filing bars. These activities were reassuring because they 

suggcsted to prisoners that they were not as locked inside as securely and hopelessly as it might have 

appeared. The impulsive escapes. even those that ended badly, celebrated values that were treasured by 

convicts: strength, bravery and optimism. The better planned escapes were proof of inmates' superior 

intelligence and conversely the stupidity of their captors. Aside from the practical liberty that it ogered. 

escape was a compelling enterprise becausc it offered inmates a chance to define their surroundings and 

themselves on their own terms. 

For al1 the planning that it ofien entaileci, therefore. escape was in essence an emotionai. rather 

thm a rational act. Brockway claimed that convicts had an innate instinct for escape. Without any 

outside information. he believed, prisoners were able to ascertain which guards were the sharp-shooters 

and which ones were the poor shots.' Even though sentences at the Central Prison were short. inmates 

still escaped. Seventy three percent of inrnates served terms of under six months. Only ten percent of the 

population were sentenced to the statutory rnasimum, two years less one day.' And yet a prisoncr would 

still risk severc punishrnent, even death, by escaping. And if he would not be killecl, he would be forced to 

Wear a bal1 and chah for the remainder of his term, or would be whipped, or would be transferred to the 

- 

' Brockway, Fi& Years of Prison Service, 1 76- 177 
Oliver, "Terror to Evil- Doers, " stiitistics compiled for Centrai Prison inmates from 1874-1 900. Inmates 

sexving 1 month and under to six months: 73.2%. 6 months one day to 12 months: 16.1% 12 months 1 
day to 24 months: 10.3%, 2 years 1 day to 5 y-: 0.4%. 



Kingston Penitentiary to serve additional terms of three and even twelve years, or would be made to M e r  

a combination of the three.' 

Every convict knew the risks. When it came to stopping an escape, guards at the Central Prison 

were authorized to shoot to kill. Guard Hartley described how one recent escapee had "stirred the guards 

up so much that al1 the officers joined in on a fresh round of rifle piactice. "We are learning to use our 

arms and will make it warm for some of them." he promised.' And yet prisoners still escaped. While 

attempting an escape one such convict, Robert Scott, was gunned down. He had been sentenced to only a 

nine month term and had finished less than two months of them before he embarking upon lus deadly 

gambit. Authorities. however. strove not to let sentiment get in the way. The Judge at the ensuing inquest 

into prisoner Scott's death concluded that he could 'hot forebear pointing out how impossible it would be 

to keep under control the large body of prisoners confined in the Ontario Central Prison. or to prevent 

insurrection, or bold and open prison breach, if the guards were not clothed with authority such as is 

conferred by the ~ules ."~ Officiais knew that if the guards werc not empowered to kill escaping convicts, 

even more wvould take flight. 

The escapes of the exemplary convicts and those near to the end of thcir tenns were the most 

perple.uing to the autliorities. Why would someone so privileged be motivated to escape? These 

prisoners, howvever. viewed their circumstances from a different perspective. Freedom. even to a favoured 

convict, Bas always preferable to imprisonment. The sheer sense of accomplishment that escape brought 

also outweighed any consequences. Convicts regarded cscapees as tme heroes. In a practicai sense, too. 

these inmates also knew that because they were the most trusteci prisoners they were also the most loosely 

watched. When some realized that they had more chances to escape, they could not help but be tempted. 

Prisoner Thomas C. was sentenced to 23 months for thefi. One and a half year into his term. hc escaped 
and was recaptured ten days later. He was sentenced to a further twelve years at the Kingston 
Pcnitentiary. Central Prison Register, C, F. #16108. C. F. #14150. Frank G. was rccaptured. "He does 
not take kindly to the leg bracelets and pendant he has to Wear but 1 will see that he selves out his tenn 
here Lhis tirne," an angry Warden Massie wrote a local police chief who had apprehended the prisoner. 
The prisoner was thereafter transferred to the Kingston Penitentiary for a m e r  three y m  term. 
' City of Toronto Archives, Gilbert M e y  Papers, May 26, 1878. 
3 Central Prison, Annual Report, 1883, 84-87. The prisoner's full narne is cited because it was part of the 
public record. C. F. #5920. Letter by brother written October 3 1, 1883. Sentenced to nine months for an 
assault on a Peace Omcer. 



In 1892, convict John F.. who was working witli five other short tenners at repairing a fence at the prison 

farm, led his cohorts to a successiùl escape. A bewildered Warden Lavell lamented that "up to this he 

had been one of the best behaved convicts and the last one ... expeaed to have performed such an act."' 

A group of three convicts at work on the prison farm, another prestige job, with one of them nearing the 

end of a ten year term and the others at the ends of short sentences, suddeniy bolted from the rest of the 

gang.' Two convicts who were trusteci to operate the lime kiln, a round- the- clock job that was largely 

unsuperviseci, ran away. They had had only two months left to serve.3 In their escapes. prisoners oftcn 

displayed the same kind of impulsive behaviow that led them to prison. 

Naturally, the more favourable the conditions for escape. the more men would escape. Dunng 

the early years of thc Central Prison, when the buildings were in a particuiarly shoddy state. guards 

untestsd, and routines not successfully put in place, escapes were more cornmon.' In 1875. there were ten 

escape attempts, with eight successfùl. Under the noses of five armed guards, two men slid through the 

asylum drain pipe to their freedom. One braved a hail of bullets to climb over the wall. Two convicts 

knew that the draAy North-West Towcr was bitterly cold during the winter and îhat the guards always left 

' Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book. May 14. 1892, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
Convict F. was more than halficay through a five years term. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 17, 1897. Warden Metcalfc to Inspector 
Stewart. The entire prison was locked down and the guards, together with local fanners participated in a 
massive hunt. The three eventually surrendered. The farmers were given a reward of five dollars each 
for assisting in the capture. Thcre many more escapes from the farm gang. See, for exampie, Warden's 
Letter Book, November 20, 1897. Two well-behaved prisoners late in their terrns escaped from the f m  
gang by climbing through a root cellar. Oficials became so concerned about the lack of adequate staff 
levels that they werc ironically forced to re-hire two ex-guards who had been fired carlier for not stopping 
previous escapes. Also, see Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report, 1903. 5, whcre Wardcn Platt describes 
the escape of a young first timer on a short sentence. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 1, 1896. Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. 

The first prison uniforms were also not distinctive enough to arouse suspicion arnong the public shouid 
convicts make their way outsidc. Warden Prince remarked that he knew of a "prisoner who escaped 
tluough the bars of the outside construction shop ... passing unnoticed by a number of working men .... 
'Why, we thought he was one of us,"' the employees exclaimed, '"Why do you dress 'em in that way?' ... 
A couple of persons called upon me," Prince continued, "and stated that they Iiad just passed five of the 
Central Prison prisoners walking d o m  Henry Street, describing their dress .... 1 went myself on this 
voyage of discovery, and sure enough, there wcre five men on Bathurst Street that (had 1 not been a pnson 
offrcial) 1 should certainiy have taken for escaped prisoners, so similar in make and colour was their dress. 
bzuring the "C. P." These letters, howevcr, are easily erased with a litîle dirt.. . ." (Central Prison, Annual 
Report, 1875,262-3). Adding to the confusion of these inaugural years was the presence of forty free 
labour men intermingling with the prisoners and who from a distance were dïflicult to distinguish from 
the inmates. (Central Prison, Annual Report, 1878, 389-90). 



their posts at mealtime. Accordingly, the prisoners waited until the guards commenced eating and forced 

open thc lock of the tower door, climbing their way to the outside. Another pair of inmates cut through 

the bars of their ce11 doors, hid in the dining room, and then proceeded to the clothes storeroom, where 

they brokc the lock, stole civilian clothing, and made their escape by forcing open another lock. this time 

in one of the towers. They were never heard from again. An additional prisoncr manageci to squeeze 

hirnself through the bars of one of the badly built workshops of the ill-fated Canada Car Company. It was 

not that he was unusually thin, the fact was that the bars were not placed very closely together. a careless 

design ovenight indeed.' In chese a r l y  yeam Warden Prince complained that the lumber yard. with its 

jurnble of wood and plethora of hiding places was a "beacon towards escape upon which the eyes and 

thoughts of every prisoner is divided." Convicts needed oniy to climb a sixteen f i t  wall. easily done if a 

ladder \vas stolen. and once insidc the yard, "they are lost to view." Guards could let loose a veritable 

storm of bullets, but "without effect." He concluded that an additional tower overlooking the lumber yard 

was imperative.' 

Ofien, the conditions for escape. at least on the surface, looked so easy that it was impossible to 

resist. Convicts certainly took advantage of aging and oiten inebriated guards who were not as alert, fast 

or as physically strong as they were. One such guard who fell asleep with his rifle in his lap was quickly 

killed by two inmates hoping to make their escape. "Had p r  [Guard] Traille been on his feet and 

vigilant in watching his convicts," Warden Creighton lamented, "he would have k e n  able to defend 

hirnself against both of them. Indeed if he had been acting thus it is doubtful if he would have been 

attackedV3 Two prisoners escaped from die dungeon in 1875 thanks to the fact that the onc guard on duty 

I Central Prison, Annual Report 1875. 63-65. Some examples of negligcnt guarding werc: In 1879, a 
tnisted prisoner was laying sod dong Strachan Ave apart from the gang. The oficer was not watclung 
him and he successfully ran away. A night guafd allowed himself to be fooled into thinking that a trusted 
inmate was going by himself to the stable when in fact he was only stopping there on route to the South 
Tower, where hc successfully climbed over the wall using the stable hay-loft ladder that he had just picked 
:p. Annual Report, 1879.434-5. 

Cenual Prison, Annual Report, 1876, 286. On one occasion, two prisoners were recaptured after a mn 
of three quarters of a mile and brought back to the prison within seventy minutes from the time they 
scaled the wails. "The thermometer," an out-of breath Warden Prince commented," k i n g  96 degrees in 
the shade at the time." 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febniary 18, 1876. Warden Creighton to Inspecter 
Moylan. The two convicts were re-captured at an expense of $2.000. Convict M. was han@ and S. was 
sentenced to 14 years additional time. The widow of Guard Traill was awarded a gratuity of $1,000. 



had fallen asleep.' Convict D. seized his chance to escape when the one guard on duty at the Prison of 

Isolation was foolish enough to corne into his ceIl to investigate a cornplaint D. had made about his wash 

basin. The prisoner immeâiately leapt out of his ceIl and locked the door behind him, leaving the 

unfortunate guard stranded.' Guards were so vehementïy and so consistentiy portrayed by successive 

Wardens as inattentive incornpetents that one is ternpted to dismiss their portraya1 either as a truisrn or a 

persona1 vendetta. Nevertheless the cumulative evidence of their neglecüùlness is as ovcnvhelrning to thc 

modem reader as it must have been to the convicts. "1 contend that if the officers wvere increasingly 

vigilant and constantly thinking of their duty in looking after the convicts in their charge," Creighton 

concluded. "no successfûl escapes would ~ccur.''~ In addition certain guards were known to be either 

sympathetic to the cause of inmates. too "soft" to fire at them and even cornplicit." 

Sometimes. too, the more absurd the atternpts were the more likely they werc to work. The 

element of surprise could be effective. Without warning, prisoners on various occasions absconded from 

the Quarry, jumped off the loading pier into the water, grabbed the rifles of guards and ran across fields of 

wheat, scaled telephone poles. hid in forests and leapt ont0 moving streetcarscafS5 The open portion of the 

1 Kingston Penitent i~.  Warden's Letter Book. October 22, 1875. Warden Creighton to office of the 
Ministcr of Justice. 
' Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter Book June 5, 1896, Warden Lavcll to Inspector Stewart. The 
convict ran d o m  the conidor, and proceeded downstairs to the key closet. He broke it open. hoping to 
find a Revolver. McanwhiIe, the unfortunate guard trapped in his ceIl shouted for Iielp. Another Guard 
heard him and liberated him. Eventually, convict D. was marched back to his ce11 "at the point of a 
revolver." Warden Lavell remarked that D. "is a Crafty and Treacherous Convict and 1 am surprisecl 
such an experienced and carefbl officcr could for a moment err as he did." 

Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Lerter Book, September 22. 1882. Warden Creighton to Inspector 
Moylan, A prisoner had escaped from the Quart). Gang by claiming to need to use the "water closet ." He 
ve- resourcefully made into downtown Kingston, where he was last seen, but not captured. He had only 
ten months lefl to serve. 
' See previous section on personal relations between guards and prisoners. 

There are many examples of escapes from outside labour gangs. See Kingston Penitentiary, Wardcn's 
Letter Book. Some examples: May 18, 1886. While working in the Mason Gang, Convict Levi K.. so 
fleet-footed and so cunning that he was nicknamed the "cowboy" by the guards and the other prisoners, 
made his escape. October 26. 1889: A young and active 24 year old convict John B. dove into the 
underbrush and âisappeared while working on the f m  gang. July 28, 1887: Another "young and 
active" convict Owen Mc., employed in the Quarry Gang, "made a dash up the road and towards 
Princess Street. November 3. 1894: Angus Mc., a member of the Mason Gang, suck away, and having 
hidden civilian clothing in a secret spot, cnissed the field and into downtown Kingston. The fact that 
Kingston was populated by so many offduty prison personnel and families proved his undoing and he was 
spotted. October 3, 1892: Samuel J. (alias J.) tan away while working in the coal house and hid inside a 
local Kingston's resident's cellar. He was caught, but not before violentiy resisting his apprehension. 
August 17, 1892: While on outside work, convict Henry R with lightening speed took a crowbar, broke 



drainage pipe was, Warden Metcalfe remarked, "specially [noted] for convicts making a quick bolt if not 

very closely watched." While on outside work, for e.uample, two convicts dropped into the drainage 

opening and slid along into the large sewer, where they hid for several of what must have been the longest 

hours of their lives.' One prisoner on route to test@ at the Barrie Assizes jumped off a train that "was 

moving at considerable speed."' When one guard happened to look up, to his shock he discerned Convict 

Israel J. hanging from a ceiling rafter, where he had been silently hiding for hours. already wearing an 

escape suit made out of old linen.3 Oftentimes these "young and active" "fleet footed" "cowboys" badly 

outran the elderly guards in their pursuit. Banking on the poor target skills of most officers. the most 

daring convicts did not even stop when guards fired their rifles.' Prison society valued bravey and 

endurance, and what better cause to apply them to than escape? Warden Lavell shook his head in 

disbelief at the escapades of "the young and daring characters we now have."' 

These escapes, which were inevitably portrayed as reckless and desperate by the administration, 

may also have taken place as otten as they did because the inmates knew that they had a better of success 

at them than officials were willing to admit. Indeed. not all escapes were as impromptu as they appeared. 

Prisoners often had civilian clothes secretly prepared as well as hiding places cased out. With only nine 

months left before his release Prisoner Amos A. triumphantly made his escape from the field gang outside 

open the drawer in the guard's shed, stole a revolver and sneaked out of the gate and out of the prison. He 
had the bad luck to be spotted in downtown Kingston by the wife of a guard. He escaped carly into a long 
sentence of 14 years. December 6, 1898: Prisoner Jean C. escaped from the sewage works gang. May 26. 
1885: Two prisoners escaped together from the Quany Gang and were not missed for about an hour and a 
half. August 13, 189 1: Prisoner W. Mac. jumped off a ship he was loading with prison-produced stone. 
I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 27, 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Inspector 
Stewart. They were recaptured after several hours. Warden's Letter Book, April 16, 1 885 : Warden Lavell 
had to launch into negotiations with the Bell Telephone Company to at some e.xpense move their 
telephone poles farther away from the prison walls and gate due to the fact that prisoners were using them 
as escape ladders. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1875, 1 I. He was not heard from again. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, December 1, 1186. Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan. 
The escape attempt was so outrageous that the Warden did not blame the guards this time. 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. June 5, 1875, Warden Creighton to the Deputy Minister of 
Justice Hugh Richardson, Ottawa. See Also June 2, 189 1. Convicts William D. and Joseph J., aged 2 1 
and 19 respectively, escaped from the Quarry Gang and into the bush. They were fired upon, but without 
effect. They were "fleet nurners." They were, however, recaptured with the aid of some citizen 
volunteers. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lctter Book, August 15, 189 1, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
Lavell was writing in reference to escape attempt of several men from the Quany Gang who hid in a box 
to evade capture. 



the prison wall. He had made two previous unsuccesdi11 attempts which had added 18 months to his 

original sentence of two years. Not only had he been undeterred by his previous failures, he deemed them 

to be chances to perféct his plan. This time, he had concealed an additional set of civilian clothing 

undemeath his prison garb, in addition to tuming his prison- issue cap inside out to hide hîs shaved 

head. ' 
Not only escape, but the proçess of planning one was exciting for convicts because it offered a 

diversion from the boring routine of institutional life. Putting together the components of a serious cscapc 

attempt required skilled work and imagination. precisely the kind of labour that prisons rarely offered 

their inmates. For the prisoner with perseverance and a creative mind, then, al1 the raw materials for 

escape were readily available in the penitentiary. The one positive factor for escape-rninded prisoners 

with long sentences was that time was on their side. Convicts were especially proficient at digging and 

cutting thcir way out of the penitentiary, a task that often demanded patience and tenacity. Forty- four 

ycar old prisoner Edward G., who was undergoing a life sentence for malicious wounding, managed to 

procure an impressive collection of saws and knives. Even though he was an ailing man, he had 

nevertheless over the course of several weeks succeeded at cutting through his ce11 bars. He had also 

slowly drilled through a wooden partition separating Ce11 Block C fiom B as well as k ing  able to cut his 

way through the door at ttie South end of the yard. Due to his poor health, he had to nip and bore at 

inteavals and evçn when his work was complete, he was forced to rest up a few days before attempting his 

escape. Ironically, his preparations had taken their toll and he was too e.uhausted to put up much of a mn 

for it once he made it outside. He was quickly "and without much noise" recaptured. Warden Lavell 

almost felt sorry for him. "[Tlhe convict feels his age as k ing  now [doubleci]. He looks much older. and 

is not a suong man."' 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden7s Letter Book, October 28, 1876, Warden Creighton to Inspector. as well 
as Statement of Guard John Morrison. 
' Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden7s Letter Book, August 24, 189 1, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
The prisoncr "was willing he says k i n g  a life man, to take al1 the risks, as Life was no object." In light of 
his sentence, his previously excellent behaviour, his physical ilIness and his depressed mental condition. 
Lavell was not in favour of punishing him for the escape. Prisoners were fiequendy cited for filing 
through their ce11 bars. See Punishment Register, for example, September 12, 1875. 



Convicts went about their illicit renovations with dogged determination and in the process they 

displayed a m e r y  of their surrowidings and a k e n  awareness of the physical weaknesses of the 

architecture that con£îned them. One prisoner cut through three ceil walls to effect his escape.' Convict 

B. filed a little bit through his ceIl bars every day and then filled then in with a decoy substance until the 

job codd be ~ompleted.~ Pnsoner R McC. cut a concealcd hole into the floor of his cell. Guards found 

an imposing arsenal of contraband in his ce11 consisting of, arnong other things: severai pairs of scissors, 

two foot rulers, some paint, glue, a few old knives. a spoonful of blasting powder as well as the remnants 

of different kinds of c ~ o t h s . ~  The indefatigable Elmer B. together with three accomplices k i n g  held in the 

Prison of Isolation were discovered to have broken a hole into a brick wall. a partition wall, as well as 

cutting through four iron bars. Additionally, diey had constructed a ladder out of bed sheets and had also 

appropriated a piece of iron from the upholstery shop which they had fashioned into a h w k  suitable for 

climbing. In light of the incident, the Warden instructed the Chief Trade Instnictor to study the feasibility 

of adding division barriers througt~out the isolation ward."uring his two years in charge of the Cod 

Vaults, convict Charles A. manage4 with the help of accomplice Matthew K., to painstakingly dig a 

tunnel fiom one of the imer  vaults under one of the penitentiary walls. The digging always took place 

behind a large pile of coal. so cven with doors of the vault wide open, guards could not see what the two 

prisoners were up to. Al1 their tools and escape clothing were similarly hidden in the secret tunnel.' 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lettcr Book, December 27, 1898. Acting Warden O'Leary to 
Inspector. He was apprehended and given twelve months in the Prison of Isolation. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book. December 5. 1895, Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. 
Statement of Thomas Thompson, Guard. The contict was apprehended and lost some remission as wcll 
as gained some time in the Prison of Isolation. As he was very penitent, he was not sent to trial. Fivc 
years carlier he had tried to organize an escape plot which was foiled. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, September 26. 1898. He was caugtit and was placed in the 
Dungeon for five days and then the Prison of Isolation for six months. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 28. 1896, Warden Metcalfe to Inspector 
Stewart. The four prisoners were each recommended for a flogging of hventy four lashes of the "cats." 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 29. 1885. Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan. 
The actual digging of the tunnel may not have taken more than a few weeks. Lavell decried his 
predecessor's faith in convict tmstees and wged for the hiring of more officers. "1 cannot avoid again 
bringing under your notice," he wrote to Moylan, "the system so long in vogue here of placing convicts in 
positions where they are not under the immediate supervision of an oficer ... The position that convict A. 
occupied should be held by a Guard." A similar escape through the coal vaults was atîcmpted ten years 
later, but was thwarted. Warden's Letter Book, April 15, 1895, Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. 
Convict K. had built himseif a "den" out of rocks near the prison dock. There he could hide out and wait 



The Lock Works, which were so propitiousiy (or preposterously) situated at the penitentiary for 

rnany ycars, were an excellent training grounds for generations of would- ôe escape artists. A group of 

three convicts painstakingly put together a set of keys by melting lead and puring them into makeshift 

moulds chat they made out of wood. Once a week, on route to Sunday service, they would try out their 

keys to see ifthey fit. Many months later, they finally produced a set that worked.' James "Doc" alias 

W. and Robert D. clcverly removeci certain bolts from several doors and "had substituted pieces of w v d  in 

imitation of the metaLV2 Prisoner John J. was particularly resourceful. With his spotless record. he 

was able to feign illness and gain admission into the prison hospital. Once there, he procured a skeleton 

key. one of the many that werc illicitly produced at the lock works. He then proceeded to let himself and 

an accomplice out of their cells. They cut through bars. climbed over the prison wall using a rope made 

out of window cords, broke into the boat house and stole a vessel. In extremely stormy conditions they 

made their way towards the United States and ~reedorn.~ 

When prisoners planned their escapes, they frequently becîme so immersed in their 

arrangements and so fascinated with their schemes that they overestimated their chances of success and 

lost sight of the consequences if they were caught. Once they had finally laid their groundwork, though. 

therc was often no turning back. if their secret twls or hiddcn openings were discovcred, they risked 

punishment whether they escaped or not. In large part, escape was compelling because the preparations 

themselves were so engaging, diverting and comforting. 

When prisoners worked together, the odds of an escape k ing  successfùl increased. Sometirnes 

long tcrmers and short termers joined forces to affect their escapes. Together they could form effective 

alliances. The shon termers had access to the least watched positions while the long termers had the 

most eqcrience, ambition and time to work out the perf't plans. According to one report. on one "dark 

and stormy" night, hvo convicts employed as night stokers in the bi ler  house cleverly engineered their 

for an advantageous night-time escape. Warden's Letter Book, April23, 1896. Warden Lavell to 
Inspector Stewart. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Convict Letter Register, ûctober 3 1, 1904. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, January 23, 1895, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
The two were discovereci due to their excessive "tampering" with the doors. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, June 5, 1883. The Night Guard at the prison hospital 
was fired. 



escape. The Deputy Warden and the Chief Keeper and several guards were off the premises attending 

court appearances of several convicts and the escapees likely knew that the penitentiary would be 

understaîied that evening.. Prisoners M. and T. had been "for some time past" employed as assistants to 

the stokers, but this time T. clairned illness, clearing the way for a l e s  trustworthy day stokcr. prisoner 

Mc.. to be allowed to continue at the job in his place. T. was likely encouraged in advance to step aside. 

The combination of Mc., a long-sentence inmate and M., a short- termer, translated into a recipe for a 

successfiil escape. Mc. \vas likely the genius behind the plan. and M.. the dependable one whose presence 

was essential to 11111 the officer into a false sense of security. M. entertained and distractai Guard Healy. 

the only man watching them, with a series of strange facial e'rpressions. Meanwhile his  accomplice Mc. 

quickly rigged the boiler to blow up. When Heaiy finally did recognize that something was wrong, he \vas 

in far too perilous a situation to worry about the fact that the prisoners were already climbing over the 

wvall . ' 
When larger groups of convicts banded together. the consequences could be dramatic. There 

were several daring conspiracies invoiving groups of prisoners at Kingston. Four dungeon inrnates staged 

a bold and well planned escape in 188 1. With their cell bars and locks sawed tlirough long ago but with 

the damage concealed. they were able to suddenly burst out of tlieir cells as a group and overpower two 

guards. They tied the guards up and locked them into cells, taking their revolvers. Thanks to some 

advance tampering with the main dungeon doors, they were able to make their way out of the building. 

They climbed over the wall with a home-made ladder. another piece of previous preparation, and were 

never seen again. Officiais could not fathom how and when the convicts had managed to carry out such a 

considerable amount of filing.' Because there were so many sick prisoners one particular night, two 

convict hospital orderlies werc not locked in their hospital cells. They had been well prepared for such an 

eventuality. One of the window's bars was already filed through. Escape ouffits, in the form of modifieci 

hospitai unifom, as well as a makeshift ladder were also in readiness. M e r  knocking most of îhe 

' Long before, they had thouglidully placed two ladders into position. Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's 
Letter Book, December 10, 1896, Warden MetcaLfe to Inspector Stewart. The two were not appreliended. 
Guard Healy was suspended. 
' Kingston Penitcntiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febniary 14, 1881. A "mortified Warden Creighton to 
Inspector Moylan. 



patients out with stolen sleeping powder, they made their way out of the prison. but not before they stole a 

g i d ' s  revolver.' 

An audacious escape was effécted by a group of five convicts in the Bakery Shop on Christmas 

Fve. 1889. The Bakery Instructor was il1 and these otherwise uninistworthy prisoners were required to 

work at night to help prepare a speciai meaf for Christmas Day. A11 of hem were early into long terms 

ranging from five to ten y m .  They knocked out three guards, apparently moving with such speed that 

they did not even wait to see their faces before they stnick, but swung their clubs the instant they saw the 

glint of their btass buttons. Guard O'Driscoll later describecl how "1 was seized by the neck by 1 think 

convict H.. who choked me down to the floor. 1 resisted and shouted as best 1 could. Otiiers pounced 

upon me .... 1 was thrown on the floor on my face .... [Tlhey said if 1 didn't keep quiet they would make 

me." The mutineers then bound and gagged the guards with strips of flour bags. Two reinaining 

prisoners working in the bakery were then asked if they wanted to join in on the plot. The conspirators 

detected their reluctance and they ruthlcssly seized them and tied them up as well. Taking the guards' 

revolvers, they proceeded to the yard. locking the bakery door behind them with a key they had taken from 

one of the captured guards. One of the escapees was "not able to keep up with the rest and was left behind 

to get along as best he could." He was captured and in the words of officials ''look(ed] pretty near broken 

up." Quickly lashing together two ladders together, the remaining four climbed up the wall. and made 

their way down the other side by means of a rope and a grappling hook that they had procured some tirne 

carlier. They stole a row boat belonging to a local resident, which they abandoned three miles down the 

river. One further inrnate was arrested in Albany New York, but nothing more was learned of the 

remaining two escapes2 This ruthless and determined gang had managed to hamess al1 the essential 

elements of a successfd escape: group cooperation, pfeparation, timing and luck. They eshibiteci the 

- - -- - -  

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 15. 1890. Despite a thorough search, and the 
enlisment of several police forces in addition to the services of the PUikerton Detective Agency, the two 
were not found. 
' Kingston Penitentiary. Wardcn's Letter Book, December 25, 1889. Warden LaveIl to Inspector Moylan. 
Also statements of Keeper Srenmin, Guard Appleton, Guard O'Dnscoll. Also Annual Report. Kingston 
Penitentiary, 1890, .W. Warden Lavell campaigned for remission for the two convicts who were tied up 
because they did not want to participate in the escape. Warden's Letter Book, May 24, 1890, July 16, 
1890, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 



ability to work together as a coileclive but they were not especially loyal to each other cither. quickly 

abandonhg any member who would jeopardize their chances. Brave and yet pragmatic. the well 

planned escapes and conspiracies managed to bring home the moral ambiguity of the convict "code:" 

somehow both noble and e.upedient. 

Not al1 large-scde conspiracies ended so fortunately for the prisoners. Convict W. tried to incite 

a riot in the Dining Hall in what was believed to be a deliberate attempt to get into the Dungeon. Once 

there, he filed through his ceIl bars and led an exodus of three other inmates. Al1 of them were. howcver. 

recaptured.' Several. but only a very small proportion, of the schemes were destroyed by "ratting." A 

plan by the inmates of the Insane Ward was thwarted by one of the schemers.' Convict William P. earned 

eight months remission for informing on a plaruied escape by prisoners W. and D . . ~  

The strangest intrigue by far was recorded in 1889. Word from two supposedly distinct sources 

reached the Warden's ears that "a conspiracy of a formidable and widespread character had k e n  entered 

into the view to break prison and escape." The mutineers were apparently planning to tie up the officer 

on duty in one of the workshops, whereupon al1 of the adjoining workshops would follow suit. Scores of 

prisoners were ne.xt espected to join forces at the West gate. They were to first empty the North Lodge of 

al1 its weapons and thcn, by making use of improvised battering rams, break their way out of the prison. 

Not having M c i e n t  confidence in the ability of his guards to overcome such a revolution, Warden 

Lavell flew into a panic and applied for the assistance of federal troops. Accordingly. f@ men of " A  

Battery arrived on the appointed day of the insurrection and were hidden in the prison hospital and the 

insane asylum. They waited silently and secretly al1 day. but there was absolutely no indication of a 

rebellion. For lack of anytiung better to do, the troops were finally paraded about in the yard before a 

frankly bewildercd prison population and afterwards sent home. There were two possible e~~lanat ions  

for the false alarm. Either the "rats" had in tum been ''mttd" upon on and the conspirators quickly 

1 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 15, 1891. The dungeon, particularly during 
Warden Creighton's reign, was notoriously badly constructed and therefore \vas ironically a favoured 
escape location. For other dungeon conspiracies see: Warden's Letter Book, December 30. 1875. Januiuy 
22, 1873, October 16, 1875. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, lanuary 16, 1886. Warden Lave11 to Deputy Minister of 
Justice. Lavell recommended ihat he be given favourable consideration. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febfuary 1, 1881. 



canceled their scheme or the ody conspiracy had b e n  to frazzle the Warden's nerves. They had 

certainly succeeded at the latter.' 

What could ofZicials do to prevent escape? Their options were limited. Guards had the power 

to shoot at the Centrai Prison and at Kingston Penitentiaq, but that did not always deter inmates. 

Furthennore. many guards were not skilled enough as marksmen or simply did not have the heart to kill 

convicts.' At Kingston. they could have eliminated many escapes if they canceled outside work. but they 

could not a o r d  to do so. Wardens personally pursued convicts and offered large rewards for their 

recapture. Upon their retum, prisoners were whipped, fitted with balls and chains and subject to longer 

sentences. But because escape was such an ernotional issue, convicts were ofien immune to 

consequences. When convicts ran away on an impulse, they were hardly thinking of what \vas going to 

happen to them. And men when prisoners planned their exits with elaborate foresight and invention, 

they were ofien too immersed in fantasy and in the satisfaction that the preparations themsclves brought 

them to realize that their plans were fiuidamentally flawed or hitile. Management was forced to accept 

that some escape was inevitable and consoled itself that the poor odds of suMval on the outside made it 

likely that most convicts would eventually be recaptured. The majority of the inmates were tw scared to 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, Inspector Moylan, 1889, .w 
' See Chapter 10 for more discussion of the guards. 
3~scaping required enough ingenuity itself, but evading capture required an additional degree of planning. 
It was not easy for inmates on the run to survive. With their distinctive unifonns and queerly shaved 
heads and faces, runaway prisoners were easily detected. Priestley has remarked that, shorn of their 
beards and whiskers. and clad in prison garb, the appearance of even the most respectable people became 
so radically changed that they were impossible to regard as free people. (Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 
2 3 )  Indeed, it was not until 1898 that convicts at Kingston were allowed to grow back their hair beforc 
discharge, and they were given only two months prior to their release date to do so. Kingston 
Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 15, 1898, Warden Metcalfe to Prison Steward. It was therefore 
particularly important to procure a unrnarked cap to hide one's shaven head. (Kingston Penitentiary. 
Warden's Letter Book, June 4, 1898, Warden Mctcalfe to Inspector Stewart. Two prisoners were 
discovered having hidden two "black caps of Farmer's satin." The numbers on their pants were also 
covered with ink. There were many other examples). Prisoner Jean B., who had formerly worked in the 
tailor shop, made good his escape from the Quarry Gang. Putting his sewing skills to the test. he had over 
tirne pilfered various garments from tlie Wash House and put together a convincing set of civilian clothcs. 
(Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 12, 1876, Warden Creighton to Inspector 
Moylan. At 2 1 years of age, and at 5'3", the prisoner was Young, fast and small. He was never caught). 
Convict James S. was employed in the Warden's residence. He had brazenly hidden an escape outfit 
under the Warden's own carpeting. He had made the suit during an earlier stint in the Tailor Shop. 
(Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 17, 1885. Warden Lave11 to Inspector Moylan. 
The escape was successful. The best that a deflated Lavell could offer to the Inspector was that he was 
"not without hope of retaking him.") Convict John M. ingeniously aquired a guard's uniform to Wear 



escape, but as for the few who were daring. feckless or simply deluâed, there was littie to prevent them 

fiom attempting escape. ' 
Escape was more than a means to freedom, it was a battle of wits. ' "1 am determineci to beat 

this place," convict William W. wrote Bob, his "one m e  fiend" and fellow inmate. "and 1 am not going 

to do half my time before 1 do it. 1 have the giii of reading the mind of the officers of this place." Even 

during his escape. (Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter Book, November 8, 1891. Warden Lavell to 
Inspector Moylan. The prisoner, a member of the Quarry Gang, was only six months into a five year 
term. He escaped between head counts and despite several sightings in t om.  was not recaptured). Often 
a convict's best chance of evading capture was to secure an outside accomplice. Warden Platt went so far 
as to propose that a regular water patrol be maintained on the harbow to discourage getaway vessels hom 
approaching the penitentiary. (OfXcials worrieà about the prevaience of outside help for escapes. 
Inspectors and Wardens alike lobbied for years to curtail prison tours, as they feared that many of thcse 
visitors were supplying contraband as well as helping prisoners plot their escapes. Inspector Stewart 
related one incident where a prison tourist was caught giving a convict "a sketch plan of the prison. in 
which certain points of possible escape were indicated. (Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report. 1897, . 4 i )  
See. also, Warden's Letter Book, July 22, 190 1, Warden Platt to Minister of Justice). 
I The Warden would have been the one to read and respond to letters like ones written by the brother of 
recently shot pnsoner Robert Scott. M e n  an other young inmate, 16 year old Samuel R.. escaped and 
was recaptured, his "hart-broken" father wrote Warden Gilmour a moving letter filled with details of 
suffering family members, imploring hirn not to employ corporal punishment on his son. The lener suuck 
a chord with the Warden. "Having passed ihrough many triais during my Me," a clearly touched Gilmour 
responded, "1 would rather at any time spare another from grief or pain if it was in my porver to prevent 
it." (Central Prison, C.F. # 13692). Prisoner J.'s father wrote to the Warden "on behalf of my unfortunate 
son" who had successfblly escaped fiom the prison some six months earlier. "[Il wvish to say that he has 
been working with me al1 the surnmer and he has been a very steady and industrious boy and has shaken 
off al1 his bad cornpanions and i think if you are merciful with hirn he will make a good man yet .... hoping 
you will give hirn la] chance ...." (Central Prison. C.F. unknown. Lener written December 30, 1882. 
There is no recorded response from the Warden). After his successfiil escape. convict George B. took the 
trouble and the risk of writing Warden Prince a letter of explanation. He specified his addrcss at the top 
of the letter as "on the road." Wishing to jus* his actions, he maintained that he did not steal as much 
as his accomplices, and in any case, they in turn stole the loot from him. In conclusion. he wvished the 
warden to know that "others are worse than me." He had obviously established some kind of relationship 
with the Warden to go to this kind of effort. (Central Prison, C. F. #786. The convict escaped from the 
prison hospital on April27, 1876, five months into a twelve month term). 

In the small prison communities, where relationships between inmates, their families and the 
administration could be so personal, these escapes and their often sad consequences were not only 
devastating to the families of the inmates, they were unsettling for prison officiais as well. But just as 
personal contact with the inrnates created a degree of mercy or at least understanding between the two 
sides, it could also provoke betrayed officiais into a rage. Mer  "spanking" one 52 year old escapee, not 
to mention equipping hirn with a bal1 and chah, Warden Massie was still seething mad and he wondered 
out loud why he did not ask for the authority to stmp this convict twice. Massie had pardoneci him for an 
earlier escape and as he saw it, a second attempt was the thanks he got for it. "[I)f he behaves himself 
thereafter," Massie allowed, "we will let hirn off with what he has got; he being partly imbecile, and yet 
very cunning." (Central Prison, C. F. #14150). Richard D., a 52 year old inmate serving hvo years less 
five days attempted to escape just three months into his tenn. Clairning that he needed to go to the 
"closet." he instead proceeded to the yard, and placed a plank against the wall in preparation of a climb. 
He was shot at, promptly surrendered, was "spanked," and made to wear a bal1 and chah for the rest of 
his time. Each breakout greatly undermineci prison routines and security measures. 



though he was already weighted down with a bal1 and chain as a result of a previous escape. William W. 

assureci his fÏiend that he would succeed this tirne, because he was prepared to employ "force and violence 

in the first degree." He warned Bob that he was prepared to betray him and any other accomplices 

because, he declared, he will "fool" the authori lies yet.' Escapes especially the well planned and heroic 

ones, were one opportunity for convicts to declare that they were smarter. men nobler than their jailers. 

The pursuit of escaped convicts could be so vigorous and often, so deadly, because oficials viewed escape, 

and not without justification. as a personal slight. Both sides had reputations to estabiish, and authorities 

did not relish k ing  made to look like fools. 

Prisoners were therefore brought back at considerable eaupense not only to complete their terms 

but to sati* the intemal justice of the prison and thereby restore the personal honour of their captors. In 

one case. an enraged Creighton, who was not a young man at the tirne. personally pursued one of his 

trustees for twenty !ive miles, and a gnieling seven hours later, returned with hirn to the prison at 10:30 

P.M.. Creighton must have been especially humiliated by this escape. The convict had been employed to 

maintain the grounds of the Warden's residence and had used the home and buggy from the Wardcn's 

own stable. ' 
Officiais made sure that the rest of the convicts were exposai to the spectacle of downcast 

escapees retuming with balls and c h a h  attached. The resulting "moral effect upon convicts," Warden 

Lavell hoped, "would be beneficial." Normaily parsiinonious o£ficials had no qualms about financing 

massive man-hunts or fiuiding the cost of transporthg escaped inmates back from distant locales or 

paying handsorne rewards to American bounty hunters. It was al1 mon- well spent if. as Warden Lavcll 

put it, "the effict of showing the other inrnates here how rnuch their chance of a successful escape are 

-- -- - - 

I He had a suit of clothes secreted away and a Ming  place chosen out as well as provisions set aside for 
up to five clays. He could not risk revealing al1 his plans to Bob but, once in his hiding place, he promiseci 
to leave a letter of instructions under Bob's turning lathe. He would likely need two or three files frorn 
Guard Hartley's desk in the broom shop, as well sornething to make an iron saw or better yet a knife with. 
Central Prison, C. F. #13929. Neither of his escapes were successfirl and he endcd up serving a further 
three years at the Kingston Penitentiary. 
kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 5. 1882. Warden C ~ i g h t o n  to lnspector Moylan. 
Another convict, with the help of a just dischargeci prisoner, stole the prison's horse and cart and made 
his escape. The Warden first noticed sornething was wrong when he was in town and saw the Prison 
horse and cart ambling d o m  the Street with no driver. The Prisoner was, appropriately, sening a tenn 
for horse and cattle theft. Warden's Letter Book, October 25, 1880. 



lessened."' Overly eager to capture a m n t  escape, Warden Massie let himseif be duped by a man 

posing as a constable. In r e m  for $4.00 in expenses, the impostor promised to bring the man in. but 

once the money was collecteci, nothing further was heard from hm, until he himself was arrested for 

obtaining money under fdse pretenses.' 

Try as they might, though, oE~cials could never d d l  the @amour of escape. SuccessN escapees 

were hailed as champions by the other inmates and those who were recaptured and punished were saluted 

for their audacity. The prison diarist Percy E. composed a rather long and e.xtremely detailed story of an 

escape. He must have seen several other inmates plot their cuit and while he was not suffïciently inspired 

by their exploits to actually escape himseif, he was impressed enough to pen an admiring tribute. Like 

most real escapees. Percy 's protagonia was cventually caught, but not before displaying his heroism, 

determination and cunning3 Indeed, in real life, if the pursuit was difficult and the plot was ingenious. it 

did not matter to the other inmates if the prisoner was ultimately recaptured. Every kind of escape. even 

the failed ones, provided a measure of encouragement to the rest. Prisoners equipped with balls and 

chahs  furuier publicized the possibility of escape. Prisoners who were shot dead in the attempt becamc 

martyrs to the rest such as thc case of convict K. who leapt into the harbour while unloading boxes, was 

shot at, and subsequently drowned. His body later washed up on a I d  beach and his story was written 

up in The Kingsion K4ig."n the end, officiais were at an impasse. Escapes, whether successful or not. 

were so well advertised within the prison community, so exciting and so readily mythologized that 

Warden Platt for one worried and not without justification that escapes, "like suicide, may becomc 

cpidemic in prison as well as o~ ts ide . "~  

1 Kingston Penitentiary, quotes taken from Warden's Letter Book, Rewards and expenses paid to the 
Chicago police: November 4, 1890; prisoner retuming to work with a bal1 and chain attached, August 19. 
1886; coordination with Tory Police Force, May 2, 1885. Many more examples. 

Hartley Papers, August 2, 1879. 
See "Appendis B" for the full text of the story. 

4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, September 2, 1887, Warden Lavell's Secretary Robert 
Creighton to Inspecter Moylan 

Kingston Penitentiary, Annud Report, l9O6,2 1. 



Officials knew îhat they were faceâ with a conundm. The penitentiary's survivai depended 

upon the work of trusted inmates to perform the outside labour as well as to run the machinery.' "My 

anxiety about the large nurnber of men now working outside the Prison Wails is constant," Warden 

Creighton admitted "but to make their labor at al1 advantageous 1 do not see how 1 can avoid it."' Logic 

would dictate that short termers with the most to lose from an escape could be relied upon not to run 

away. But reason was ofien no match for the pnsoner's intense and compulsive desire for freedom. 

These reckless, often hopeless kinds of escapes were a powerfiil indicator of the cruelty of captivity. 

When every day seemed liked an eternity what difference did it make to the individual inmate if there 

were years or months or even weeks left to serve? It was not surprising that most of the escapes by short 

termen were also the most spontaneous and loosely planned. if planned at alL3 

With the time, the motivation. large pool of accomplices and tools at their disposal. and with the 

least to lose, inmates at the Kingston Penitentiary were the perpetrators of the greatcst number of and the 

most daring of escapes. It was hardly surprising that o8icials at the penitentiary were as focused on 

security as they were. scarcely liaving the chance to make a pretense of rchabilitation. Successful escapes 

e.uposed officiais as incompetents and were accordingly viewed as personal aEronts. The greater the 

emphasis on preventing escape, the more suffocating the penitentiary becarne. The prison's single- 

rninded drive for security and the prisoner's lust for escape nourished each other. Encased in their 

fortress of Stone, convicts dreamed passionately of escape. With their short sentences, Central Prison 

inmates did not escape as often. but when they did, it was because they were not only reckless but they 

wcre saering under the most notoriously brutal regime in the province. " 
- 

1 A frustrated Warden Metcalfe acknowledges this dilemma. See Kingston Penitentiary. Warden's Letter 
Book, Deceinber 6, 1897. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Apnl23, 1877. Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
Creighton was w-riting in reference to an escape from the quarry gang. 

Convict George T., who was at work at the Quarry Gang made a break for it and hid in the nearby 
woods. His instincts were good in this case for owing to the seasonaily high sheaves of wheat and nearby 
woods, hc was able to elude detecrion. (Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, July 23, 1877. 
Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan). The prisoner eluded capture and the guards were threatened 
that they would be fired if he would not be found won. 
4 Even at the Central Prison, for example, where they were not that many escapes, the institution's small 
size and the high level of familiarity between staff and convicts ensured that the four or five escapes each 
year made a lasting impression. With the short sentences that they s e ~ e d  and the scverity of the 
consequenees if they were apprehended. what is surprising is not that few prisoners escaped from the 



The cliatacter of escape was so muted and its frequency so rare at the Mercer Reformatory that it 

scarcely bears comparison to the two other institutions. Officiais there did not focus on security in the 

same way that they did at the prisons for men. Women were not perceiveci to be as dangerous or as 

diff~cuit to handle as men. One of the most persuasive arguments that Inspecter Langmuir could offer for 

the Mercer's establishment was that would be of an "entirely dinerent and far less costly character than 

for males."' Notwithstanding the fact it was a place of detention. Oliver has commented that the Mercer 

during its early period was "one of the most harrnonious prisons anywhere." He found little in the annual 

reports to suggest that it was "a cornmunit. characterized by a subculture of resistance and hatred."' 

With a rni.xture of strictness and personal authority. officiais at the Mercer were able to kecp inmates 

under control without resoning to armed guards or a fortress-like architecture. Unlike most Amencan 

reformatories for women, too, which exiled their inmates to the sterile guiag of rural backwaters, the 

Mercer was locatcd downtown in a major urban centre.' The temptations of Toronto and a potential 

coterie of outside accomplices were literally steps awaYe4 

And yet Mercer inmates rarely escaped, and if they did, they almost never employed violence. 

What made the female convicts behave so differently fiom the men? Contemporarïes like Langmuir 

simply assurned that women were more docile. Oliver has suggested that convicts, both fernale and male. 

Centrai Prison but that so many did successfully flee. The rate of escape at the Central Prison reached its 
peak during the brutal 1880's. In 1882, for esample, one of the worst years in the prison's history for 
escape, there were ten attcmpts. with  three successfûl. The seven who were recaptured were givcn twenty 
to thirty lashes each. (Central Prison, Annual Report, 1882,66-7). In 1883, there were sis escapes and in 
1889, seven. On average, however, there were only about three to four escapes per year. (Central Prison, 
Annuai Report, 1890, 76. Up until that date officials adrnitted that there had been 5 1 escapes, with 23 of 
them recaptured. The most cornmon mode of escape was leaning a piece of lumber against the prison wall 
and climbing over. In 1885, for e.uample, Thomas F. left his p s t  at the bakery. took a plank, put it to the 
fence and escaped. C.F. #7609). 
I Annual Report, Ontario In-tor of Prisons, 1 87 1, 1 7. Cited in both Oliver and S trange. Rafter has 
quoted Arnerican conternpomy officials making similar arguments, 196. 
' Oliver, "To Govern with Kindness," 55 1 -2. 

Free&nan, Their Sisters' Keepers, 68-9, 89, 94-5. 
" Indeed, the allure of the big city sometimes proved to be inesistible. In 1889, six inmates, one of them 
duc to be released only the next day, were "excited by the crowds of people and the music of the bands in 
the exhibition grounds near by." They impulsively broke out, but five of thcm were brought back almost 
inunediately. The sixah was captured by one of the engineers and a police officer the next day. (Mercer 
Reformatory, Superintendent O'Reilly, Annual Report, 1889, 1 12). 



were a product of a more deferential age and hence were less likely to violentiy resist authority.' Feminist 

historians have argued that the women were handled more strictly than they appeared to be. As Strange 

has put it, the Superintendent was e-vpected to combine "the sympathy and domesticity of feminine reform 

with traditional pend concerns: discipline, control and efficient management." In practice that m a t  

that a Mercer inrnate could e.xpect "hard labour and privation."' 

Whether the unique e.upectations and handling of the female inmates at the Mercer e.xp1ains the 

lack of escapes or not is a fasçinating question. but what part did these factors play in the women's own 

behaviours? Was it the strict control at the Mercer, and of women convicts in general, which was 

certainly more often verbally e'ipressed and less physical than at the Central Prison. but effective 

nonetheless, that produced the low escape ~tatistics?~ Priestley has described how one contemporary 

women prisoner had observed in herself "the opiate of acquiescence.. the keeping of my sensibilities 

dulled as near as possible to the level of the mere animal state, which the Pend Code. whether 

intentionally or othenvise. inevitably brings about."" Or, was it the diminished degree of seventy at the 

Mercer that made escape less worthwhile? Or was there another ezrplanation? Ultirnately, as will be 

seen, the nature of the security, the low numbers of escapes and the types of escape from the Mercer al1 

underlined the impoverished and marginalized status of the inmates. II was not that convicts did no1 

1 Conversations with Professor Oliver. Howard Newby has made a study of the deference of 
impoverished British farm workers to their prosperous owners in the early 1970's. See The De ferential 
FVorker: A Studv o/Farm Workers in East Anglia, (London: Penguin Books, 1977). Whilç Newby found 
that the labourers generally did not protest their low salaries, poor living conditions and inadequate diet. 
he believed it dificult to classm their behaviours as entirely submissive. "Does the agriculturai worker." 
he asked, "really endorse his own social subordination or does he merely recognize his own powerlcssness 
and acknowledge that any overt protest would be pointless and selfdefeating? To answer this question 
empirically is fraught with difiiculties." (366) Newby's characterization of f m  worker culture is quite 
rerniniscent of prison society. With their poaching, secret complai~ng and gossiping, f m e r s  engaged in 
a "covert antagonism" to the injustices of their employers. (34) "The problem here is to distinguish 
between powerlessness, or dependence, and deference." (1 10-1 Il). In the end, he concluded that "rural 
working-class subculture would best be described as accommodative rather than antagonistic." (47). 
Ultimately, it seems fiom my own research that the deferenœ of prisoners. too, was at least partidly an 
accommodation. The personal relationship that wardens fostered between thernselves and k i r  inmates, 
as well as their paterdistic and maternalistic approaches, as seen before, must have also fostered the 
measure of civility that typified prisons of this era. 
' Strange, "The Criminal and Fallen of their Sex," 91-2. 
3 Despite what officials would have like to believe, wornen were certaidy capable of violent behaviour, 
however. See chapter on violence and punishment. 
1 Priestley, Viclorian Prison Lives, 49. 



want to leave, but that they often had no place to go and no one on the outside to help them. In the end, 

female convicts rarely left the teformatory unless they had some prospect of a job or familial support. 

Indeeâ, it was a rernarkable fact that with its often unlocked front door, central location. and an 

unarmed and almost exclusively female contingent of guards, that more escapes did not take place. 

Thanks to its downtown location, situated right next to railroad tracks, inmates were literaily able to peer 

out their ce11 windows directly into the faces of Free people and curious onlookers milling about outsidc. 

Likewise. letters to associates were easily thrown out of open windows and doors. or simply left on the 

front lawn to be collected later.' Unlike Centrai Prison inmates. too. retreating Mercer prisoners wcre not 

shot at. And yet, typicaliy, no more than three or four escape atternpts took place a ycar. and even whcn 

they did most of them were unsuccessful and not severely punished.' In 188 1, for example. there were 

three successfiil escapes. Two were recaptured within a day or so and the third a littk later. In that sarne 

year, there were also three failed escapes. One inmate on the third floor had tied two blankets togethçr in 

a effort to make a ladder, but apparently the knot had untied itselfand she fell. injuring her ~ ~ i n e . ~  In 

1883, there were five escapes; al1 but one of them were recaptured within hours and the remaining one 

within days. Their easy recapture highlighted their lack of outside help."n 1909. three women werc 

caught in the act of climbing out of the scdlery uindow. While Centrai or Kingston oficials would have 

resorted to corporal punishment. balls and chahs or six months or more in isolation. the reaction of the 

authontics at the Mercer in tlus case was decidedly muted. The trio was merely deprived of their writing 

privileges and of chape1 for one night.' Two odier thwarted escapees wcre punished with a few days of 

the dungcon or the bread and water dieta6 

I See Mercer Refomtory, Punishment Register, for numerous reports of letter smuggling to the outside. 
Also see previous chapter on association. 
' Estirnated fiorn annual reports. 

Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, 1882, 110. 
Mercer Reformatory, Annual Report, 1883, 146. 
Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3558, March 4, 1909. 

6 Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3002. Emma F., a 22 year old recidivist convicted of vagrancy, was placed 
in the dungeon for four and a haif days. See a h  her C. F. #2607 where she had landed in trouble for 
shattering panes of glas  in the laundry. C. F. #2718, Ethef Mc. was caught escaping and put in the 
refractory ward for six days on a bread and water diet. 



There were few of the intricate or audacious escape attempts of the other two institutions and 

virtually no violent ones. Several inmates were discovered tinkenng with locks and manufacturing 

wooden keys, but it was unclear if these activities were part of escape plans or merely to facilitate thefts.' 

But on the rare occasions that prisoners elected to escape, they evidenced al1 the ingenuity that convicts 

displayed at the other institutions. Convict Mary B. had clearly rnastered the layout of the Mercer and had 

a clear sense of its vulnerabilities. Her plan was brilliant in its simplicity. She had been employed as one 

of die cleaners in the offices and the Superintendent's apartments. She was discovered one moming to be 

missing. Another inmate revcaled that she had observeci Mary B. earlier casually leaving the Reformatory 

Ma the ftont gate. which was as usual diuing the day not locked. On her way out. she helped herself to -'a 

little coat" that had been hanging in the front hall. She had moments earlier changed into a gray skirt and 

a black hat which she had stolen from one of the rooms upstairs and she already looked quite incognito.' 

On another occasion, two convicts climbed out of a fourth story bathroom window, which they knew was 

not iocked on that particular night due to construction. They managed to break open the iron grating, 

and made their way down by tying a ladder fashioned out of sewn- together sheets which they had tied at 

one end to the bathtub pipes. By means of a plank. they got over the fence. They were never captured 

and were believed to have arrived to the United   ta tes.^ 

"Amiable and affectionate" seventeen year old prisoner May O.'s rather leisurely escape also 

underlined the lax security at the Mercer. She managed to break out of her ce11 in the middlc of the night, 

and after wandering around the reformatory for several hours uying to force various locks, made her way 

into the Superintendent's apartment, where she continu& to take her time, looking around until she found 

a faulty window. She then jumped some twelve feet to the ground. She was tracked down to the home of 

a former inmate, the mother of one of May's romantic interests. O'Sullivan enlisteci the help of May's 

mother. and she was returned. and stdiiciently forgiven to be given a parole placement, front which she 

I Mercer Refomtory, for e.uarnple, C. F.'s #3387, 3670,3946. 
Mercer Reforrnatory, C.F. #3394. It was rumored that a previous inmate confined for keeping a "house 

of il1 fame" had recruited Mary B. to come join her in North Bay, promising to send her a train ticket. 
Superintendent O'Sullivan accordingly had the police on the lookout at al1 iikely train stations, but 
nothing was lemcd of her whereabouts. Another inmate who might have known about her plans refiised 
LO "rat" and was placed in isolation. 

Mercer Reforrnatory, Annual Repon 1885, 106. 



promptl y disappeared. ' Well planned and daring, these escapes humiliating ly brought home the fact that 

the Mercer was not a very secwe institution. Nevertheless escapes were one price that officiais were 

prepared to pay for their maternalistic philosophy and the building's domestic trappings. But it was only 

the fact that they were very so rare that prevented a major re-thinking of the Refomtory's handling of 

security. 

The absence of draconian security masures at the Mercer seemed to have one benefit: they 

ensured that the escapes that did take place were rarely violent because l e s  resistance was required.' 

Officials also understood that there was more. as wcll, to preventing escape than guns and physical 

barriers. It may have been easier to escape from the Mercer, but ultimately inmates and officiais alike 

were perceptive enough to realize that the possibility of escape was not the same thing as the feasibility of 

avoiding recapture. To successfùll y evade apprehension, one needed money, outside transportation. a 

place to go to and accomplices. essential factors that were most often out of the grasp of the fernale 

convicts. The character of the Mercer facility itself might have made escape feel less imperative for the 

women confineci there. Escape was an absolutely unequivocal act and, with its potentially devastating 

consequences if caught, it demanded a very strong determination to leave. The Mercer Reformato-. witli 

its deliberately domestic design and euphemistic staff designations and unlocked doors did it best to 

eschew thc trappings of imprisonment. Life there was grim and it was a drudgery and the worncn wcre 

highly regimented, but the psychological rnitigations of its more relax& security and the matronty 

derneanour of its Superintendent perhaps made escape feel less urgent. Unlike the Kingston inmates. 

Mercer inmates did not need to ezrperience the psychological satisfaction of breaking locks or breaking 

through thick walls because the Reformatory was hardly a fortress. And unlike the Central Prison 

1 Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3938. 
' The one plan involving violence that was found occurred in 1921, slightly after the time frame of this 
study. Five women had banded together, collecting a "stout stick, some rope a number of pieces of heavy 
cord, and a piece of soap." One of the inmates, Olivia E., was "to pretend that she was sick and when 
[Attendant] Bolger would let her out, Olivia was to knock her down with the stick, and then she was to be 
tied with the rope that Mary P. had." Once the attendant was incapacitated, the inmates aimed to remove 
her keys and make their way out. The rope and other supplies had b e n  pilfered several weeks carlier, 
but the group had no supplies or accomplices to help them sunive once they were out. Once the 
contraband was discovered, however, the convicts confessed, and so the conspiraçy came to nothing. 
(Mercer Reformatory. Inmate Offense Register, May 30, 192 1). 



inrnatcs, Mercer convicts were not surrounded by armed guards. Convicts may have hated life at the 

Mercer but for the most part they chose to endure it. 

Conclusion 

The convict's basic desire to escapc and the institution's fiindamental n d  to prevent it encapsulated the 

conflict between the prisoner and the prison. In order to secure his or her liberty, the inmate was willing 

to reach for every weapon, every tool, every trick. every ounce of force Chat was his or her disposal. The 

administration was prepared to respond in like manner, and at least in the male prisons was ready to kill 

to prcvent a convict from ninning away. Every aspect of the inmate subculture came into play in 

planning escapes, and every attribute of the "code" that convicts honoured amongst themselves, both 

positive and negative. was exemplified. Escapes were plotted in secrecy and in the argot of prisoners and 

bctrayal was almost unheard of. Prisoners gathered together their contraband and pooled the dçpths of 

their perseverance and daring. But when it came to executing a well-planned conspiracy, no individual 

convict, not even a fellow participant, was ever fdly tmsted or could be allowed to jeopardize the ultimate 

goal- 

Nevetttieless, a successîùl escape and even a failcd escape was a relatively rare event in prison. 

Convicts were brdve, but they were not foolish. They knew h t  even if they made it outsidc, the prospects 

of evading capture werc not good. if an escaping prisoner tvas caught the conscquences were 

devastating: more tirne, the bal1 and chah, corporal punishment, even death. The fact that a few, 

indeed, any prisoners took this risk, and often so close to release, underscored how dreadfiil life in prison 

tmly was. But if an actual breakout was a rare thing, the possibility of escapc was always in the air. It 

kept both prisoners and staffalike dert and alive. 

Impulsively and with preparation, alone and more often in pairs or groups. in their hopes and in 

their deeds, convicts proved how fundamental the desire for fieedom was. Ultimately, it was not the well 

planned escapes tiiat posed the greatest threat to security for these were rare, but the impulsive and 

hopeless ones, the escapes that were made in flashes of passion and instinct. The perfect escape was like 

a work of art, an abstraction, evcn a miracle, an idca and a possibility that gave every convict hope and 

placed dread in the h a r t  of every officiai. Escape also brought a bit of glamour, exciternent to a du11 



existence. Whether in fanîasy or through the accumulation of tools or the stealing of a key or the forcing 

of a lock, the crafi of escape rather than the acîual act itself was satimng to convicts and gave them a 

sense of mastesr over their fate. Escape: in the brutally punishing world of the Ontario prison, that was 

at the hart of what every inmate yeamed for. 



Cbapter 14: 

Suicide: Trading One Punisbment for Anotber 

Deterrence could be a deadly business. Poor diets and unsafe working conditions damaged prisoners' 

bodies at the sarne time as thcy injured their minds. Depressing. alienating and brutal. life in prison 

proved too much for some inmates. Priestley has described the sounds of sobbing that filled Victonan 

prisons during the nighttime.' O'Brien cited one nineteenth century observer who comrnented that wliilc 

prisoners werc forbidden to hear each other speak. officiais "cannot help it if they hear each other 

scream. "' The authors of an 1 89 1 Royal Commission on Prisons and Reformatories in Ontario 

acknowledged the psychological dangers of contemporary pend practice: 

Punishrnent alonc has ncver been fond  sufficient for the suppression of 
crime, or the reforrnation of crirninals. 'Hope,' says on eminent penologist, ' is 
the master spring of human action .... Hope is the great inspiration to exertion 
in frec life. Why should it not be made to fulfill the same benign office in 
prison life? Can anything else supply its place? Hope is just as truly, just as 
viîally, just as essentially the root of al1 right prison discipline as it is of al1 
vigorous and successful effort in fiee life.' 

But while some contemporary critics may have recognized the emotional dangers of imprisonment. their 

concems were largely viewed as antithetical to the practicc of imprisonment. Many prisoners simply 

gavc up hop. In order to escape one punishment. imprisonment, they embraced a worse one. death. 

There were many motives for suicide in prison. In his study of violence and death in ninetccnth 

century Philadelphia, Roger Lane suggests several useful e.uplanations for suicida1 behaviour in prison. 

Lane saw suicide as k i n g  primarily a problem of tliose who through povcrty and foreign birth found 

themselves unable to adapt to mainstream society. This construction of suicide translateci particularly well 

to the prison environment. Indeed, inside prison, every convict was an "immigrant" confronted with a 

' Priestley, Victorian Prison Lives, 43, also 101. where he comments how easily prisoners were prone to 
tears, especially under the separate system. 
' O'Brien, The Proniise of Punishment, Charles Lucas, a contemporary French prison visitor and writer 
made this observation in 1836, 75. 

Ontario, Report of the Commissioners Appointed to hquire into the Prison and Reforntatory System of 
Ontario, 189 1, 152. The Commissioners were specifically directing their cornments to the notoriously 
oppressive Central Prison, but they were more generally speaking about al1 the prisons in the protince. 



new culture.' Suicide, as Lane observeci i t  "was often prefipitated by sudden changes in circumstances 

that were great enough to lave  the individual in a condition of 'momie.' lost in a novel world without 

traditional rules or experience as guides."' The Tact that many prisoners came from impoverished and 

foreign backgrounds to begin with meant that they were forced to conforrn on two fronts: to the values of 

Ontario society and to the i n t e d  prison culture. For somc, the effort to adapt to the strange bnitality of 

prison life was ovenvhelming. 

Suicida1 convicts experienced dienation, fear, loneliness, anger, shame and an urgent desire to 

escape. Officials were Frankly at a loss as to how to prevent suicide and they reacted to mental ilInesses 

and the undeniable depression caused by imprisonrnent with a combination of concern. mystification and 

indifference. Just as some convicts purposely injured themselves, others attempted suicide in order to get 

sympathy and attention. Ternfied inmates often tried to kill themselves while awaiting punishment. 

These factors were intensified by a lack of vigilance on the part of the guards and sometimes a downright 

callousness on the part of oficials who ofien did not value the lives of their convicts very highly. Length 

of imprisoment, however, was always the most compelling factor and it made every hardship less 

bearable. Notorious and tough as the Central Pison was. there were hardly any suicides there. and as 

grim and gray as the Mercer Reformiitoy could be. there were virtually none there either. ' But it was a 

different story at the Kingston Penitentiary, where suicide was common. 

I Indeed, the settler metaphor was central to both main sociological explanations of the prison. 
Functionalists had emphasizcd the foreigncss of the prison and its immense power to transforrn al1 who 
cntered it, usually for the worse. And diose who believed in importation theories presented the mirror 
image of the same allegory, emphasizing die uniqueness of the incoming inmates themselves and their 
profound efféct on the prison. See Introduction. 
' Roger Lane, Violent Death in the City: Suicide, Accident, and hfurder in Nineteenth-Century 
Philadelphia, (Cambridge. Massachusetts: Harvard University Press. 1979), 160-3. 22. Lane paid tribute 
to Emile Durkheim's groundbreaking work on suicide, even though Durkheim's findings seemingly 
contradicted Lane's conclusions for Durkheim had argueci that self-murder was primarily a reaction of the 
sensitive upper class. 
3 There was about one suicide or suicide attempt at the Central Prison per year. In 1905, for e.mmple, 
there was a suicide. (Central Prison, Annual Report, 1905, Surgeon Sloan's Report, 50). In 19 13, too, 
there was one suicide. (Central Prison, Annual Report, 19 13, Surgeon Algie, 54). In 1889, 19 year old 
William W. sening a six months sentence for larceny, committed suicide after serving two months. 
(Central Prison, Prison Register, C. F. #10325). In 1901, si-xty-seven year old Prisoner John B., described 
as "eccentric in mamer," but in "good health fell to his death from the gallery, a distance of about nine 
feet. His death may well have been a suicide, but the coroner mled it an accident. (Central Prison. C.F. # 
183 16) In 1879, Guard Hartley described a suicide attempt to his fiancee. "One ~ g h t  last week we had a 
prisoner attempt to commit suicide by cutting the arteries of the wrist with an old piece of hoop iron which 



Time weighed heavily at Kingston, and just as the penitentiaxy experienced the highest rate of 

escape, it Mered from the greatest frequency of suicides. With the hunger to lave so deeply ingrained 

in the hem of every convict, the necessary tools for killing oneself became al1 too discernible. Every ce11 

had the makings of an instant gallows. Al1 that were needed were a bed sheet, something to stand on and 

a pipe to attach the sheet to. Practically every guard and convict was witness to suicide at least one time. 

Because they fmed the public scnitiny, officiais, however. were not forthcoming with suicide statistics. 

if they could report a death from suicide more generally as death, they would. Rather than king killed 

by a self-inflicted wound, for example, a prïsoner would be listed as simply dying of a wound. Annual 

Reports contained no separate tables about suicides, and simply mixed the suicides and the attempted 

suicides in with the rest of the figures of accidents, deaths and injuries requiring treatrnents. Typically. 

there would be no more than one suicide listed in the annual return of deaths. Usually, none would be 

listed at d l .  Occasionally, surgeons would acknowledge thc deaths in their long mriual catalogues of sick 

ueated in the hospital. Buried in a list of ailments ranging from tonsillitis to biliousness would be an 

enûy for "Melancholia." In 1905, for example. five were treated for this illness and one died.' ûther 

sources, such as the Warden's Letter Book and the Punishment Register suggect that thcm were one or 

two successful suicides a year.' English officiais were equally reticent Co report suicide and only startcd 

listing them as such in 1882.~ 

One reason for this reticence was that ofkials preferred to Mew suicide as a disciplinary rather 

than as a medical issue. Therefore, while the medical reports scarcely mentioned suicide. the Punishment 

Register is iùll of such entries md is the best source of information. While on cvcning patrol, Guard 

McConville, with the aid of his night larnp, observed convict D. "standing on a chair, feet & hands tied, 

closet chah & towel attached to his neck. 1 called Keeper Bostridge. Just then he made a wild jump off 

he had sharpened up. He did it while he was lying in bed and was found insensible next moming from 
loss of blood. He is a crîpple and very deaf and said that he had been kicked and cuffed around long 
enough so concluded to shuffie off this morîal coil. Is it not a terrific state to be in?"oronto Archives, 
Hartley Papers, March 1 6, 1 879). 
I Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 1905, "Annual Return of Sick Treated in Hospital from M y  1, 
1904 to June 30, 1905." 47. 
"ee for example, Kingston Penitentiary. Annual Report, 1903. 1898. 
' McConville, English Local Prisons, 296-298. 



the chair. The towel on his neck stretched @y] his weight & slipped over his head, giving him a fall on 

the floor that ... stunncd hirn .... He trieci to hang himself to the closet pipes."' Another entry in the 

registry described an inmate who was f o n d  in the act of hanging himself. with "his sheet twisted on one 

end fastened to the pipe above, the other lining his neck. He was standing on the closet scat."' 

Prisoners often resorteci to suicide attempts out of a desire to attract notice or sympathy. 

Prisoncr K., who was confinai to the miserable Prison of Isolation. ''causeci a sensation" by swallowing a 

nosious- looking green mi.uture. The convict was promptly given an enema and in the moming "it was 

discovered that K. had only feigned poisoning, having mixed water and French chak with some verdigris 

from the copper in his cell. The French chalk he had been using at his work tailoring." K. later admitted 

timt he was seeking a way out of i~olation.~ During one of his rnany stays at the Prison of Isolation. the 

unfortunate Elmer B. while cutting his nails suddenly slashed at his throat with the clipper, but did not 

injure himseff seriously enough to kill himeif. Warden Metcalfe had little compassion for this chronic 

troublemaker, and concluded, with the aid of a convict informant, that Elmer B.'s real plan was to get into 

the hospital where he could enjoy a better chance of escape. Even though Elmer B. had previously 

attempted suicide. officiais dismissed the possibility that he maq' have been suiTering from mental illness 

and rather viewed his acts of selfdestructiveness as proof of his ninning.' Convicts like Elmer B. were 

known to purposely injure themselves in order to be transferred to the hospital, which had better 

conditions. Oflicials therefore frequently regarded attempted suicides and signs of mental illness as just 

anotlier form of malingeri~~g.~ 

And yct the glwminess of imprisonment was a compelling enough reason for ~uicidc.~ 

Impulsively and with planning prisoners stubbornly took their own lives. The authorities were almost 

l Kingston Penitentiary, hnishment Register. May 21, 1899. "We removed al1 articles from his ceIl that 
would aid hirn for a second attempt." 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Punishment Register, June 13, 1904. The prisoner was sent to the asylum. On 
July 2 1, 1901, another prisoner was cited in the Punishment Register for "being found.. . hanging to his 
cell door at 8:20 P.M. When cut down he was in an exhausted condition." He too was sent to the 
asylwn. 

Kingston Penitentiaxy, Warden's Letter Book. May 4, 1897. Warden Metcaife to Inspector Stewart. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, October 24, 1896. Warden Metcalfe to Inspector Stewart. 

See chapters on Food and Health. 
Wardens sometimes acknowledged that certain inmates had become so dcpressed by incarceration that 

their mental health was in danger. In the case of convict James W ., Warden Lavell had observed for the 



always unprepared. Of al1 the acts of rebellion that prisoners were capable of perfonning, suicide 

confounded the officials the rnost. Quite often it was the quiet. best behaved men who would suddenly 

make the attempt to kill themselves. One prisoner. for e.uample, shocked everyone by une.upectedly 

throwing himself out of a window and ont0 a pile of stones.' Andrew D. was a "quiet. inoffensive man" 

without a single infraction against his record. One aflemoon he retired to the water closet where he cut 

his thrat. The wound was quite severe and he nearly bled to death. He was so determined to follow 

through with killing himself that his hands had to be rnuaed for several days to prevent hirn from re- 

opening the wound. The Warden and the Catholic Chaplain were clearly taken aback by his actions and 

promised to watch him "as closely as possible in the future." Unfortunately, as Warden Creighton 

admittecl, "unless actually there al1 the time he will have numerous opportunities of committing suicide." 

"There are more than a hundred men here." he added even more pessimistically, "who appear to be much 

worse than he may."' Forty-four year old prisoner S. was a "quiet ... morose melancholy man" who 

"rarely spoke unless spoken to and then answered very civily." He was of German ongin and had read al1 

the German books in the prison library and evidently "did not know what he would do then." Six years 

into a ten year term, and with some degree of premeditation, he decideà to kill himself. He had of late 

been successNly employed as an orderly in the asylum hospital. With a piece of broken glass from a 

window pane, he slashed his throat and using his orderly's key, locked hirnself into a hospital cell to delay 

his rescue. When the Doctor finally was able to reach him and was working on hirn to tq to save his Me, 

S. asked him simply "to let hirn die." These sad occasions had become so routine tliat Warden Metcalfe 

did not sce the nccd for an inquest to be held and neither did the ~oroner .~  

past two years that he was forever brooding ovcr his circumstances, hardly eating and sleeping and was 
growing "mentally weak." He was womed about permanent damage to his mental hea1t.h or even suicide 
as a result of imprisonment. Warden's Letter Book, July 5, 1886, Warden Lavell to Inspcctor Moylan. 
Warden Creighton wrote in the remission report of Convict Richard C. that "he is very imiable and very 
easily annoyed, and sometimes so despondent that 1 have feared he wouid commit suicide." Warden's 
Letter Book, June 14, 1877. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report, 19 10, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 37. The inmate survived. 
' ~ h e n  he was found, he was taken not to the hospital, but directly to the warden's office for questioning. 
It was only then that he was conveyed to the Surgeon where he was treated. Kingston Penitentiary, 
Warden's Letter Book, March 17, 20, 1877, Warden Creighton to Deputy Minister of Justice, Ottawa. 
3 ~ h e  Inspector, however, ovemled them and held an Inquiry. Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter 
Book, April 17, 1897, Warden Metcalfc to Inspector Stewart. From Coroner's Inquest: April 18, 1897, 
Report of Surgeon O. S. Strange, Statement of James Evans, Asylum Keeper, William A. Gunn, Hospital 



Some prisoners could not bear the prospect of sewing long sentences and sought release through 

suicide. Prisoner Charles M. was a si.uty year old man serving a twenty year sentence who was caught 

planning an escape, and while in the punishment cell, was so "much annoyed at detection that he 

committed suicide."' At the beginning of a ten year term, prisoner Thomas K. was so openiy brooding 

over his fate that he was sent to the prison asylum. During the serving of supper, he snatched a bread 

knife fiom an orderly, and cornmenced to draw it across his throat repeatedly. The terrifiai orderly 

attempted to snatch the knife away from him, but the prisoner threatened to stab him, whereupon he ran 

away 10 seek help. The Deputy "at once" came to get the Warden who "at once" proceeded to the asylum 

to see what could be done. The Roman Catholic Chaplain also "nished" to the scene. This frenzied 

summoning and gathcring of various officials \vas not enough, however, to stop Thomas H. from killing 

himself. He perforrned the deed in front of a concerned but ultimately powerless audience. In the 

process. this convict had successfully terrorized most of the senior slaff of the penitentiary. not to mention 

his fellow inmates. Warden Lavell commented that the convict was "a quiet fellow never giving any 

trouble" but strove to remind the Inspector that he had landed in prison in the first place "by his own 

 action^^."^ Officiais blamed the many suicides on the fact that stafi. like the orderly above. were 

inattentive and also on the chronic failure of staff to perform routine searches on the prisoners. But with 

so many potentially lethal tools being used everywhere. officials recognized that convicts could do 

violence to themselves in an instante3 

The dread of punishment was in a few cases compelling enough a motive for suicide. But often 

staff indiffercnce and open contempt towards these incorrigibles made officials virtual accessories to the 

fact. Despondent prisoners uwe not properly watched and guzirds were ofkn not motivated to be quick 

enough to rescue some of these, their most dangerous charges. As far as the convicts were concerned, 

Overseer. The prisoner's only previous indication of possible mental illness had been a bout of dementia 
caused by a bclief that he was being poisoned by a particular item of machinery. Mer his death it was 
discovered that he had sîabbed himself in the abdomen so deeply that his intestines were ezrposed. 
t Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 3, 1898. Warden Metcalfe Io Inspector Stewart. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, February 1, 1893. Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
An inquest was to be held. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, OcIober 1. 1895. Warden Lavell to Inspector Stewart. 
While in the dining hall, Contict S. tried to kill himself with a tailor's knife he had earlier smuggled out 
of the tailor shop. 



their deaths saved them from fearsome corporal punishments and lengthy bouts of isolation. And as the 

officiais no doubt viewed it, they were relieved of troublemakers. Ultimately. suicide did the punishing 

for them. Even the strongest and toughest prisoners broke d o m  under the pressure of having to sustain 

their own public bravado. At Kingston. at least three prisoners killed themselves while awaiting 

wtüppings, proving how fearsome this kind of corporal punishment was. Dozens more attempted suicide. 

Bccaux they were oflen punished in front of other convicts, and within earshot of rnany more, convicts 

not only dreaded floggings for the physical pain that they caused, but for the loss of face that they risked. 

if a convict did not look suong while being punished his reputation was ruined among the other inmates.' 

And while convicts almost always earned themselves whippings through impulsive acts of 

violence and uncontrolled explosions of temper. they were lefi to brood over their impending punishments 

at a time when their passion and adrenaline had long ago abandoned them to the coldness of fear. 

Convict C. was ernployed making pillows and was having trouble with the job. for he kept ruining 

material. m e r  several adrnonitions, he e.uploded, punched a guard in the face and in the ensuing scufne 

tried to bite him. As he was k i n g  taken away he turned to the Guard, whose face was dripping with 

blood, and exclaimed: "You son of a b-h, 1'11 kill you." But while awaiting his fate in the punishment 

cell, the fire inside convict C burned out. He hanged himselfwith a bed sheet and only narrowly escaped 

death thanks to his discovery by a guard. Before the incident. he had just emerged from a one year tenn 

of isolation and was apparently despondent about retuming to that place so won. He claimed not to 

rcmembcr anything about the hanging. As for the attack, even the guard whom he had stmck admitted 

that the prisoner was "vcry escited" and hardly knew what he was doing. The prisoner was now not oniy 

on report for attacking an officer but for attempting suicide, which was itself an offense. He was 

therefore to be confined in isolation for an indefinite period.' 

In a spirited attack on Guard  MY, convict G. by his own admission proclaimed that he would 

have "fised him if not for the intervention of a fellow inmate. But while awaiting punishment, G.'s 

I See chapter on punishment. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Convict Letter Register. April 1, 6, 1905. Warden Platt to Inspector. Report of 
Charles Bostridge, Keeper to Warden Platt. 



defiance quickly m e d  to despair and he hung himself.' Prisoner Charles B. was confineci to a 

punishrnent cell pending what action should be taken against him in the light of a "report charging him 

with refusal to work and the use of grossly insulting and obscene language towards an officer." During 

the night of his suicide, B. was k i n g  checked once an hour, and between the hours of eight and nine 

P.M., the prisoner went from k i n g  "dl right and apparently cheerfiil" to a "body quite cold" suspended 

from a tom blanket. ln the ensuing coroner's inquiry, Warden Platt admittecl that the prisoner had 

threatened to hang himseif in the past. Platt was criticized for not watching the prisoner more carefdly. 

and was inslnicted to in future have morc than one guard watch pnsoncrs on the punishment row, and to 

have them checked upon eveq  half hour instead of every hour. Platt. however, flatly rejectcd the 

coroner's recommendations as impractical. As for the "unfortunate B.," the warden dismissed him as a 

"moral degenerate .... He was an  object of pi@ which made his case the more wcult to deal with. Al1 is 

over now and except for the tragic method of ending his Me the termination is not to be regretted with."' 

Oficials and prison surgeons often resorted to moral denunciations of the victims because they 

were so acutely at a loss as to how to medically treat suicida1 inmates. British authorities began in the 

1880's to attempt various preventative masures. such as the installation of padded cells and handrails 

dong the galleries to prevent prisoners from throwing themselves down. Also, various handlçs, window 

catches, ventilators. bclls and bars were modifiecl to make them more difîïcult for convicts to suspend 

themselves from thern. Special watches were initiated and officials tried to i d e n w  and isolate poteniid 

suicides. But by 189 1, while the national suicide rate in prisons had been reduced, it had not been 

eliminated and it numbered five as compared to the yearly average of thirteen in the previous decade.) 

Ontario officials, for al1 their efforts. had not managed to solve the problem of suicide either. There 

remained a decidedly small but nevertheless tragic group of convicts, one or two a year, who were 

immune to al1 precautions and whose state of mind remained a mystery to their captors. Convict W. S. 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Convict Letter Register, July 26, 1905. Warden Platt to Minister of Justice. Platt 
was writing in reference to the heroism of the intervening convict and only mentioned G.'s suicide in 
passing. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Janua~y 18, 1903. Warden Platt to Inspecter. . The 
prisoner had a history of incarceration since boyhood. 
3 McConville, English Local Prisons, 296-298. 



had spent so rnany years in prison cutting himself and twisting his joints out of shapc and slitting his 

wrists in suicide attempts that Warden Lavell feared that he would soon become permanently paraiyzed. 

And yet Lavell, himsclfa former prison surgeon and ever on the watch for malingering, could not be sure 

if S. was maiming himself out of genuine despair or out a desire to secure an early release on medicai 

grounds.' Centrai Prison inmate Don L. was convicted of selling cocaine and was an addict himself. 

There was no therapy available for addicts like him and he lapsed in and out of "mental derangement." 

In one such state he jurnped off a bridge leading from the ce11 block to the chape1 and was killed by the 

impact.' 

While they were often genuinely sony for selfdestructive inmates, oficials dmost always . 
shnigged suicide off as an inevitable fact of prison Me. Considering the necessary stnctness of thc regime 

and the "inherently defective" mental and mord capacities of criminals, some prisoners were bound to 

commit suicide. Society a h  viewed suicide and attempting suicide as a crime in itself and so when 

prisoners took their own lives they were in effect only confirming their criminal di~positions.~ For 

e.uample, in response to a special Inspecter's inquiry into one prisoner's suicide, a man with a spotless 

record, the only explanation b a t  Ward&n Creighton couId offer was that, "In my opinion defective 

intellect is a great source of crime."' Prisoner Burswell S.. who was serving his third term at the 

penitentiary, jumped off the loading dock and drowned. Creighton allowed that the inmate "was scarcely 

responsible for his acts either in the Prison or out of it," but maintained in his  own defense that he "nevcr 

saw any signs of suicida1 tendencies about him." Still. the Warden did not moum his loss too deeply. 

"His habits were ... lazy and filthy, and my opinion was that he was sent here to be got rid of as a nuisance 

by the localities where he resided when out of the ~enitentiary."~ Deputy Warden O'Leary's apparent 

attitude toivards suicides was made public by a 1914 Royal Commission on the Penitentiary. "if 1 came 

' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 18, 1891, Warden Lavell to Inspector Moylan. 
' Central Prison, C. F, #26OO3. 
3 Indeed, it was not uncornmon for convicts at the Central Prison to be seMng tirne for the crime of 
"attempted suicide." See the Convict Register, Central Prison, for e.uample C. F.'s #15228, 20875, both 
sentenced to six months. 
1 Kingston Penitentiq, Warden's Let to  Book, March 17 & 20, 1877, Warden Creighton to Deputy 
Minister of Justice, Ottawa. 

Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 26, 1884, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 



across a convict hanging," he supposedly told several guards on Merent occasions, "[1 wouldl let him 

hang and attend to my clock first."' With regards to convicts who "prcfer" suicide, Surgeon Phelan 

thought it best to quote the words of Seneca and the "stoic philosophers:" 

The death of a cnminal is no punishment, but is for him, as for e v a y  other 
mortal, only the end of al1 earthly troubles, cares and suffering. In vain, does 
the multitude of suicides show us daily that death is no evil, and therefore no 
punishmcnt, for the men who thus abndge their days, manifestly prefer death 
to the endurance of the evils of 

"The manner of dying is." Lane has observeci, "ofien a reflection of the manner of living ...." 

Dying in prison, whether through suicide or violence or disease. was an ignominious end. Even a 

hardened figure Like veteran Guard Hartiey was moved to remark. "What a terrible thing it is to die in 
O 

prison."' Prisoners thought that they could escape the cruelty of institutional life by killing themselves. 

but for many, fùrther indignities awaitèd them. Families who could not a o r d  to have their d e c d  

ones shipped back home direct& them to be buried near the prison in crudely marked graves that were 

ofien paid for out of small discharge a l lo~ances .~ The unclaimeci bodies of still more inmates were duiy 

collected by the office of the Inspector of Anatomy. who promptly delivered them for dissection at meâical 

co~leges.~ Whether suicida1 prisoners understood the distinction or not, suicide was not an escape. 

1 Royal Commission into Kingston Penitentiary. 1913, 23. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Annual Report. 19 12, Surgeon Daniel Phelan, 34. 

Lane, Violent Death in the C i w  1. 
% d e y  Papers, March 2 1, 1879. 

1 have been unable to uncover accounts of what happened to the bodies of suicides. but have estrapolated 
that at least some of their families were unable to pay for the costs of burial. When a Kingston 
Penitentiary convict sentenced from Niagara- on- the- Lake died of consumption, his destitute mother 
instmcted the Warden to have liim bwied at Kingston and have the grave identifid with a temporary 
marker. Shc hoped that she would saye up the money to send him back home and given a proper burial in 
the sumrner. The Warden arrangeci for the burial to be paid out of the convict's discharge allowance, a 
sum of $10.00, creating a precedent that was used in later cases. (Kingston Penitentiaq, Warden's Letter 
Book, April 14, 1896, Warden Lave11 to Inspector Stewart). 
6 Twenty-eight year old prisoner Henry T. died of blood poisoning in 1900. "Do not ship the body," his 
wife telegraphed the Central Prison, "am unable to bury it." (Central Prison, C.F. #17117) Convict 
Eugene O., who had no known relatives or fiends at his deaih in 1900, was handed over to the Inspector 
of Anatomy. (Kingston Penitentiv, Warden's Letter Book, August 7, 1900. Warden Platt to Inspector 
Stewart). The Inspector of Anatomy was so aggressive in claiming his right to the body that even fnends 
of the diseased had to secure an order fiom a Police Magistrate to prevent him fiom taking possession of 
the remains. The Reverend H Walsh, a fnend of 38 year old Patrick O., who died in 1892 less than four 
months into his sentence were forced t'b secure an order from a Justice of Peace certifLing to the fact that 
he was a "bona fide fricnd" before he was allowed to arrange for his burial. The Toronto Inspector of 
Anatomy, who was reluctant to surrender the body, pointed out the Reverend that "the colleges here have 



Neither did it offer any speciai kind of status. In their annual reports, officiais very rarely reported 

suicides apart from the rest of fatalities and were reluctant to mention them at all. To the rest of the 

prison community, a suicide was just another death in prison. 

Life in prison was tough and violent, weakness was not tolerated and strength and cnielty were 

respecta! if not openly admired- Suicide was a natural byproduct of such an alienating and unforgiving 

society and ofien provided the most drastic and tangible embodiment of the bnitality of the prison systcm. 

Suicide was a product of a society that tolerated and even glamowized violence. At their core, suicides 

wcre a drastic. but compelling form of protest. Some suicidal inmates simply craveci sympathy and 

attention. Others wished to subvert the routine and divert the staff. These acts of selfdestruction 

terrorized and demoralized the entire population, convicts and guards alike. and created an atmosphere of 

tension and gtoom within the prison. They also likely encouraged still other prisoners to follow their 

e.uample. 

In an atmosphere which was al1 but designed to produce despair, suicide was inevitable. For a 

variety of reasons, many prisoners could not adjust to life inside and rather than endure the slow 

punishment of imprisonment. they reacJwi for a faster but deadlier one. Ironically, it was ofien not a lack 

of compassion, but a basic ignorance of the causes and treatment of suicidal behaviour that failed to 

prevent most cases. Thc desire to leave the prison, and leave it at any cos& l a s  the greatest rnotivator of 

suicide. 

- - - - -  

so short of matcriai that they find bat they m m  secure al1 that the law gives them." (Central Prison, C. F. 
# 12503). The body of twenty-nine year old Newton K., a native of the United States, who died at the 
Cenual Prison and was delivered to the Inspecter of Anatomy in 189 1. His parents were too destitute to 
arrange a fimeral. (Central Prison, C. F. # 1 1 102) 



Cbapter 15 

Life After Prison 

A free person entered the inside world and becme a prisoner. How Uiat individual looked, dressed. 

talked and walked was changed. How he or she thought, felt and regarded others was different. Living 

inside was a physical reality but sunival in prison was a state of min& and that was one lesson that was 

not soon, rnaybe never, forgotten. J u s t  as incoming convicts brought a little of their outside world wiili 

hem, ex-prisoners always took a little of their inside world back outside with them. Those who made it 

outside dive went on with their lives, but they never forgot what it was like to be a prisoner. A free 

person entered the prison but no one ever left that place truly free. The memory marked their behaviour 

and their attitudes for life. A prisoner's time was never up. 

Prisoners left with thçir own unique perspective, and if they were not rehabilitated in the 

vaditional sense. (and few werc) they were certainly changed. Like rnany other historians, Patricia 

O'Brien has maintained that prisons were incapable of rehabilitation; al1 they produced in the end were 

"ex-convicts."' But just because they were not refonned did not mean that they were not altered in a 

t'undarnental way. Indeed, O'Brien has suggested that former inmates left the prison with a newfound 

sense of ciass identity. While nineteenth century French prisons brought in farmers and e.uposed them to 

the workings of the factov, they also took in largely casual criminais and introduced them to a network of 

career outlaws. "[Tlhe process is a complex one: prisons contributed both to the formation of the national 

culture and to the creation of a deviant sub culture .... (Plrisoners did develop ideas obversely related to 

the moral consensus, to the s h e d  values of a national community. In the process both the subculture and 

the culture were reinforced, As French became a universally spoken laquage, taught evcn in the prisons, 

a criminal argot was also k i n g  nationalized. Symbols of patriotism and a national community had their 

1 O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 244. Sec also Ignatieff. Calder, Beattie, Rothman, Oliver, 
Strange, Rafler, Freedman. a 



own parallels in the world of the inmates .... Exclusion was a dialecticaî process whereby a deviant group 

was defined and defined itself."' 

It is doubtfiil however that ex-prisoners in Ontario quite so consciously identified themselves as a 

special class. But former convicts did reenter society with a changed perspective. They retumed to the 

outside world with shared traumas and hungers. The stigma of a criminai record in itself was a definite 

cause of dienation. Upon release it is certain that the outside world looked newer and stranger than it 

ever did before. The first impulse for many discharged convicts was to binge: to drink, garnble, fornicate, 

to let al1 their pcnt-up desires cxplode out into the open. This was a sure method for getting into more 

trouble. But thcre were positive consequences too. For many young es-convicts. leaving prison was a 

new beginning and a corning of age. Many elected not to r e m  to their homes and their families and set 

out on jomeys around North America and the world. As World War One began a lot of men ended up 

in the army. For most getting a job was the first order of business, but the taboo of a criminal record 

made securing employment a challenge. Some turned to each other for help. or launched their own 

business ventures. They made successes of their lives. More, too, fell in with old bad influences and 

were soon back in prison. Many professai to ernbrace the principles of rehabilitation. but ended up 

interpreting these ideals on their own terms. Not nearly enough is known of life after prison. but what 

evïdence esists suggests that for most ex-convicts, the e.uperience of freedom. despite the adversity, was a 

lot happier one than imprisonment. 

For many ex-prisoners, the austerity of imprisonment did not so much relieve them of their 

cravings for "wine, women and song" so much as heighten them. It was dfl~cult enough, too, to maintain 

an austere lifestyle within institutional walls, but resisting the temptation of drink and bad Company wlulst 

re-immersed in the outside world was another matter. Maggie C., for e.uample, a parolee with a history 

of alcoholism, soon found herself off the wagon. Ciaiming that she was "not feçling well." she 

announced that she was leaving her position as a domestic ostensibly to stay with her grandmother until 

she recovered. Oaicials were not fooled and they tracked her d o m  and retmed her to the prison.' As 

1 O'Brien, The Promise of Punishment, 30 1-302. 
' Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3759. She was not staying with her grandmother in Guelph but had acnially 
gone to live with her mother in Hamilton. Her mother was aiso a heavy drinker. 



the more carefree ex-prisoners saw it, they were only compensating for months and years of forced 

abstinence. Prison authorities, however, were considerably more judgmentai. For officiais who were 

witncss to tliese binges, the awarding of discharge money became frriught with moral difflculties and they 

handed out gratuities with increasing reluctance. They knew that discharged prisoners needed some 

fun& to reestablish thernselves. but they were loath to finance the drinking spree of any es-prisonet. No 

matter how modest the allowance was. they womed, it could always be put to some bad purpose. In 

1871. in addition to uaveiing money, convicts discharged From Kingston were supplied with a gratuity of 

50 cents per month for the first six months of irnprisonment. 75 cents per month for the following year 

and one dollar a month for each subsequent year. This amount had been rcduced from 1873 levels where 

convicts received $1.50 a month for each year beyond their second. But oficials womed that even this 

meager amount of money would present too much of a temptation to discharged inmates. Warden 

Creighton commented that in kis "practical ezrperience... giving any considerable sum of money to a 

convict on his discharge is so much money thrown away. In seven cases out of ten it is squandered.. . and 

the convict seldom looks for employme'nt until it is spent." As for the highly skilled inrnates. they could 

earn gratuities upwards of one hundred dollars which in Creighton's opinion was "wasted in Taverns and 

Houses of Prostitution within a week." Twenty dollars was more than enough for anyone in his 

estimation and he won got his wish.' 

Officiais were not opposed to helping discharged inmates. but they did so selectively and with 

fmgality. Accordingly by 1896, it was the policy at Kingston to fwnish departing convicts with a new 

suit of clothes, ~ ~ c i e n t  money to purchase return trarisportation to his or her place of sentence and a 

cash amount not esceeding hventy dollars. Prisoner H.. for e m p l e ,  had been employed at the tailor 

shop for about three years and was not a very good worker. Creighton described him as "a cranky old 

fellow and very fond of having his own way." But when he was discharged in 1884, he was supplied with 

$12.00 and a "good suit of new clothes." Another inrnate, a stonecutter. was released with $20.00 plus a 

set of stonemason's tools. Inspector Stewart had no problem with assisting the "accidental inrnate" or one 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April 1, 1874, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moylan. 
Gratuity qstem in 1873: Warden's Letter Book, May 14, 1873, Warden Creighton to Inspector Moytan. 



who "is anxious to reform," but "in the case of a professional criminal, or habitua1 offender. [the 

discharge allowance] merely a8[0rds the means by which he may add to his degradation." Consequently. 

Stewart campaigned for police surveillance of discharged inmates. as well as better supervision by 

Prisoners' Aid Associations. He also suggested that instead of giving cash for transportation, the tickets 

should be supplied.' Of course, at the Central Prison, where this policy was already in force. it \vas not 

unknown for discharged convicts to sel1 their return train fares to scalpers wai ting outside the main gaie. 

Families ansiously especting the return of their sons ai the train station would wait in vain.' 

There is no evidence to suggest, however. d u t  most or even a significant percentage of inmates 

squandered their discharge allowances. Indeed. many convicts were married and had families Io support 

and the diligence with which these prisoners pursued every penny that was corning to them suggested how 

responsible they tnrly ~ e r e . ~  When a familp was deprived of its breadwimer, young cluldren of their 

mother or an infirm parent of his or her child. the consequences could be catastrophic. Faced wvith 

foreclosure and auctioneers, the stress proved too much for Louis B.'s wife, and she t m e d  first to drink 

and then. s~ ic ide .~  Frank S.'s wife wrote Warden Massie complaining of the suiTering of her five 

children. if' he was unable to send money, could the Warden at least arrange for an early release so he 

could help feed his family?' Dave Ha's mother was in desperate need of five dollars and wrote him a 

letter beseeching his h e ~ ~ . ~  Mary H.'s twenty- cight year old son Thomas was her "chief support." She 

was tao old to work and was having trouble paying her rent. water rates and purchasing hiel or food.' 

The vast majority of inrnates had stories like these to tell and yet parsimonious officiais ofien chose to 

I Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, May 19, 1884. May 25, 1898, Annual Report, 1896, 13- 
I I -  Annual Report, 1902, 16- (Resolution presented to Wardens' Convention), 
' The Ceniral Prison's Warden Gilmour m t e  a letter to a Grand Trunk Railway official complaining 
that. "We have a peat difficulty in preventing ticket scalping, as many [ex-prisoners] arc inclined to get 
their ticket, seIl it and then loafaround Toronto." In reference to the failure of discharged convict 
Frederick C., aged 18, to arrive back home in Brockville. Central Prison, C. F. #18339. 
3 Sce in particular the chapter on work in prison where the gratuity system is discussed in greater detail. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #233 12. 

Centrai Prison, C. F. #9309. Massie wrote back expressing his sympathy, but ezrplained that due to the 
seriousness of Frank S.'s offense, larceny, he would have to let the law lake its course. 

Central Prison, C. F. # 15 122. 
7 Central Prison, C. F. #1062. 



focus on the reckless spending of certain notorious individuals. The effect was to reduce the aid offered to 

Indeed, the majoriîy of ex-convicts faced many dianilties and were in legitimate need of heip. 

It was hard for recently released inmates to find a job because so many were dischaqjed without skills. 

fnends. money, or their health. Alexander C. was a 66 year old convicted vagrant and he womed that 

once he was released he was going to be faced with destitution again. "1 am." he wrotc. "without money. 

friends, home or a place to lay my head ..... When 1 look the situation square in the face 1 tremble. 1 would 

ask no favors ifcould get work for 1 am not lazy but able and willing to do good work at anything"' 

Warden Massie had to admit that in the case of inmate Henry H., turned out "without friends or home or 

any one to are and look after him. what can the lad do but steal?"' The register of the Central Prison. 

for e.uample, is hi11 of inmates serving subsequent times. Edward Clark was a 33 year old labourer serving 

his seventh tenn. Patrick alias Thomas B. was sentenceci to an eighth session of 60 days for drunkenness. 

William C. was only 25, but he was already experiencing his seventh visit at the Central Prison, this time 

for va gr an^^.^ Twenty four year old Arthur T. had managed to make his way to Aubum Prison. He had 

prcviously served three sentences at the Central Prison under a dinerent name. He had been only 18 years 

old at the tirne of his first ~ o ~ n e m e n t . "  

Thomas D. was another life-long convict wlio had started his career as an inmate at the age of 

12. He graduated to the Kingston Penitentiary at 17. and was at the Aubum State Prison by the age of 22. 

In a lettcr to Warden Gilmour from Aubum, he offered a powerfùl explanation of how life in prison had 

hampered his social development and destroyed his prospects of an honest livelihood: 

I had no money & having ken shut up so long, I did not know how to get any. 
1 was b a s h l  of everybody & awkwardly afraid of the police. 1 fancied that if 
1 went to the mayor or a town & asked for assistance, he would have me 
locked up a s  vagant, or if 1 told him my real circumstances, he would refuse 
to aid me, upon the grounds that 1 should not have gotten in prison in the first 
place. Again, even if I known how to secure Employment & even if 1 had 
succeeded in getting it, 1 was not strong enough to hold m y  job. 1 am still 

' Central Prison, C. F. # 12983. 
Central Prison, C. F. #14309. Warden Massie to Clerk of the Peace, Goderich. Massie hoped that he 

couid find some appropriate employment, "not requiring skill." 
3 Central Prison, Convict Register. There are many, many e.uamples. See for example: Inmate #: l8546m 
18467m 18558, 18320, 16307. 
4 Central Prison, C. F. # 1455 1. Correspondence hom Auburn Prison. 



broken down from long confinement. It h m  caused me to be fierce-tempered 
suUcy Br cranky much as 1 ûy to govem mysel K... Here 1 am- going on- 22 
years of age, & yet 1 have no physical or mental manhood, other lads are 
caretiilly nurtured & s grow up taIl, powerf'ul & maniy, 1 never had such an 
opportunity. My fmt conviction initiateci me in the fmt  principles of a 
criminal car-, my second finished my criminal education. The question, 
then, is: Am 1 to blame for king here now? - or am 1 not?' 

The Wardens togetlier with the local Prisoner7s Aid Association (P. A. A.) did what they coufd. 

but their resources were limited.' In 1883. the P. A. A. r a i d  the funds to buy a house at 148 Bay Strcct 

for a surn of one thousand dollars. With an agent living on the prernises, it was used as an ernergency 

shelter and a distribution centre for food and clothing. In 1890, the Association was able to move to 

larger quarters on 150 Simcoe Street. By 189 1. the P. A. A. reporteci expenditures of $5057. Over four 

liundred doilars out of the total had been r a i d  by individual subscnptions and the rest by govcment 

grants. A small broom-making shop was set up to occupy the residents.' In 1885, for example, the 

association helped find ernployment for 384 former prisoners, donated furniture to 68 fanulies. provided 

food and board to 380, sheltered 250. paid rent for 24, paid f m s  to the places of work or back home to 29. 

disîributed 339 articles of clothing and 59 tools. lent $552.24 and received repayrnent of $4 16.9 1 .' In 

anorher typical year, loans of $268.97 were advanced to start businesses or set up house keeping and a 

total of $60. was turned over by es-convicts for de-keeping6 Sunday School tcachers at the Mercer 

were on hand to supply clothing "including boots, dresses, ha&, underclothing, outside wraps. etc." to 

discharged convicts and opened their homes to their former students on more than one occasion. In 1882. 

these volunteer instructors pcrsonally donated the better part of $69.05 to a clothing fimd for released 

prisoncrs. 

The problem was that both Central Prison and Mercer inmates did not much like the P. A. A. 

officiais. The P. A. A. was an evangelically based organization, which explained the personal kindness 

' Centrai Prison, C. F. #19508. Thomas D. served under many aliases. Warden Gilmour was 
sufflciently moved by his letter to promise to look into his case. 
'I Many Wardens personally lent out small arnounts of money to prisoners. 

P. A. A., 1883 Annual Report, 8, 1890 Annual Report. 
' P. A. A. , 1891 Annual Report, 29. 

Splane, Social Welfae in Ontario, 186. 
Prisoners' Aid Association (P.A.A.), 1883 Annual Report, 16. 



of many of its individual members. Ncvertheless its religious ideology coupled with its liard-line 

approach to criminal justice was not conducive to producing a meaningfiii communication with 

discharged convicts. The Association was on record for urging longer sentences, was ardently anti-drink 

and anti-smoking, advocated indefinite sentences for recidivists and endorseci a system of strict solitude in 

prisons.' Officials were also quick to discriminate between the "deserving" and "undese~ng"  cases. 

"Most of the prisoners are taken from the lowest stratum of society," one officia1 wamed. 

Correspondingly. Mr. Taylor, the agent of the Association, prided himself on the ability to "exercise a 

much more intelligent discrimination of really d e s e ~ n g  cases."' Radzinowin has commented that 

British convicts Mewed these associations as k ing  composed of pauonizing "pseudo-charitable people." 

with more than half of released inrnates choosing to have nothing to do with them at d l .  and only 13 

percent of those actually receiving any h e ~ ~ . ~  

As far as Ontario discharged inmates were concerned. the Prisoners' Aid Association was a far 

from idcal organization. Despite the good intentions of its members, its fun& were restricted and it could 

not help everyone who asked for help, no matter how deserviiig. Worse, its judgmental tone and austere 

values were too closely linked with punishment and imprisonment. For former Central Prison inmates, 

for esample, the Association's employment of broom making for its residence was an unfortunate 

reminder of a most hated indusîq and offered yet another unpleasant punitive connotation from their past 

experience as inmates. Ex- prisoners wanted to look to the future. 

The first order of business for most dischargecl convicts was, then, to find a means of livelihood. 

But in Toronto, for e.uample. the job market was especially cornpetitive, and the added stigma of a 

criminal record did not help. Warden Massie admittecl that it was "useless ... to look for employment in 

this city, there being hundreds of young men who can get nothing to do."" Mercer Superintendent 

O'Sullivan acknowledged, too, that "it is not an easy life that a young woman faces when she leaves 

1 See, for esample, Annual Reports of P.A.A.: 1875, 3-4: 1883, 12; 1882,9; 189 1, 12-13; 1889, 18. 
' P. A. A. 1883 Annual Report, 6, 1890 Annual Report, 7. 

Radzinowicz and Hood, The Emergence of P e n d  Policy, 615-6. 
4 Central Prison, C. F. #13733. Massie was commenting on the job prospects of recently released inrnate 
Jesse L., and of the job situation in general for ex- convicts. 



here."' Because prospective employen usuai!y asked for job references from immediate past positions, 

ex-prisoners were at a disadvantage. Former prisoner Louis F. applied for the position of commercial 

traveler with a garment manufacturer. He tried to hide his past, but a Company official was suspicious 

nevertheless and sent a letter to the Central Prison inquiring whether he was a former inmmz2 OAen it 

was the way that ex-inmates dressed and looked that gave them away, and indeed, many did not even have 

suitable clothes to wear for  interview^.^ Kingston Penitentiary Warden Creighton made it a policy to not 

reveal details on es-convicts unless those inqui ring were governmen t officiais. "On their di scharge 

convicts have many diffidties to contend with - particuiarly if they desire to be honest" he observed. 

Creighton had been witness to several blackmailing schemes initiated by former convicts against each 

other. where ex-prisoners were threatened with exposure at their places of employment if money \vas not 

paid." 

References were so crucial that some former inmates had no choice but to request 

recommendations fkom the Warden. Warden Gilmour penncd a letter on behaifof Fred C., who was 

applying for a job as a cab driver. "Fred C.." Gilmour cuphemistically wrote, "was in my employ for some 

time, after his term expireâ Iiere. 1 think he is mxious to do right, and 1 would recomrnend h m  as a 

suitable petson."5 George S. wrote the Warden two years after his release. "Sir, 1 am Just out of work 

at Present, and my wife asked me to write to you been as we was thinking of you. 1 have k e n  working on 

the railroad al1 summer for the G.T.R. road in Sarnia. 1 have had quite a M e  ups and downs since left 

the Prison but never k e n  before any Judge or any body els[e], and never tuched [sicl liquer [sic] of any 

kind since 1 have out of their [sicl ...." He hoped that Gilmour would now see his way to offering him a 

job at the prison.6 Other inmates e n d 4  up performing odd jobs a t  the prison until they could get better 

jobs. Former convict Ira H., for e.xamplc. \vas given a temporary job as an clerk in the Warden's office, 

I Mercer Rcformatory. Annual Report, 19 14.60. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #l84 16. The Warden tactfiilly ignored the letter. 

Central Prison, C. F. #14247. William S. requested a decent suit of clothes to Wear for future job 
interviews. Many more examples. 

Kingston Penitentiw, Warden's Letter Book, December 10, 1880. Warden Creighton to William Harty, 
Kingston. 

Cenual Prison, C. F. #13887. 
Central Prison, C. F. #15574. Gilmour had no openings but promiseci to keep him in mind. 



ostensibly until he could find another position.' As a condition of early release was the guarantee of 

employment. Warden GiIrnoiu personally secured convict George M. a job as a free labourer in the 

prison.' Warden Massie arranged for Ale.uander O. to secure a job at a Guelph firm with which he had 

dealings in the pst3 Nellie McM. was employed as a cook by a Mrs. E. V. O'Sullivan, quite possibly a 

relative of the Superintendent. The two were not getting dong, and abmptly without infonning the 

authorities, Mrs. O'Sullivan dismissed her "for her impertinence and insubordination."" But there was 

only so much that prison oflticials could do to help. Many inmates had no choice to go back to their 

hometowns and work for relatives until they could rebuild their reputation~.~ But even family jobs could 

be difficult to secure. Kingston inmate Emma R, for example. \vas assured employment by her sister's 

husband. a situation which she had fonnerly held, but the offer was contingent on her immediate re~ease.~ 

Not everyone had a family to go back to. however. and some exconvicts went home with fellow 

prison-mates. Mrs. G. the mother of inmate William G.. wrote Warden Massie to inform him that "a 

Young man Edward S." had k e n  sîaying with her at her home in Peterborough fkee of charge "going on 

eight weeks" and was planning to remain d l  winter. He was unemployed. was not likely to find a job. and 

to her dismay, was thinking of "going to the woods." Could the Warden send her some money. or at least 

contact his parents for support? Nevertheless. the kindly Mrs. G. had no thoughts of throwing Edward 

out. Because her son had made friends with hirn while in prison, she could not, she assured Massie. "be 

hard with Edward ." Massie wrote Mrs. G. back, thanking her for her compassion towards Edward. In 

' Central Prison, C. F. #11383. "A quieter more obedient man 1 never had under my charge." Massie 
proclaimeci. 
' Central Prison. C. F. #L5358. "Deputy Warden Logan," Gilmour added, "twenty three years in this 
office, possibly tainted with skepticism characteristic of d l  e.uperienced prison officers has faith in M.. 
and 1 am to some extent guided by hirn in this rnatter." 
3 Central Prison, C. F. #12996. For more cases of Wardens helping inmates find jobs, see the prcvious 
chapter on "Family" relations between prisoners and wardens. 
4 Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3593. Nellie gladly obliged her and her whereabouts became unknown. 
Inspecter Rogers was fiirious over the fact that an employer would be naive enough to fire a parolee 
without first informing the Reformatory. 

Centrai Prison, C. F. #14364. More examples. 
Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book March 3, 1879. Warden Creighton to S. A. Lash Deputy 

Minister of Justice, Ottawa. Creighton urged for Emma R 's  early release by one month. "Emma R ' s  
conduct here has been excellent. She is a spare, delicate creature, yet she has made herself very usefiil 
with her needle, working a sewing rnacliine, &c." On March 6 and 29, 1879, Creighton mentioned that 
Emma R had indeed been pardoned. 



his own correspondence with Massie, Edward had expressed his gratitude for Mrs. G. 's help. Massie was 

looking around for jobs for hirn in Toronto. but the prospects looked dim. He suggested that Edward mm 

his attention to the United States, where there were likely fewer questions asked. It did not look like 

Edward would be l d n g  Mn. G.'s house soon.' 

The longest-term inmates ofien faced the worst prospects. Old and in poor health. their 

sometimes decades of imprisonment had lcft them out of touch with their families and uncertain of where 

they belonged- Warden Plan was concemed about the fate of James L., an aged and "feeble" prisoner 

who was "both mentally and physically not fit to take care of hirnself when (at] liberty." James L. was 

due to be released nexq month but had no real idea of where he would go. Al1 he could express was a 

desire to go to Sira$ord to live with a sister with whom he had not communicated for over thim years. 

Platt wrote the mayor of Stratford to inquire if such a relative even esisted. In the intetim, Platt was 

busily making arrangements for James to be placed in a house of industry or some other charitable 

institution either in Kingston or in his native  raceb bridge.' Convict Sophie B. had been at Kingston for 

twenty years and was duc to be released. Warden Lave11 was able to successfiilly track down her son, who 

was living in Quebec. She was "weak rnentally" but, he asswed her son, "very well behaved." She was 

also in no condition to travel alone and would have to have a member of a family corne to take her home.3 

Convict G. was about to be discharged, but had lately b a n  confined to the insane ward and could not be 

trusteci to care for himself. Warden Lavell telegraphed G.'s mother, instructing her to send someone to 

accompany him home. S he respondcd, "Impossib1e to go, put him charge of Conductor of first train 

' Central Prison, C. F. #13601. Mrs. G.'s son William was still an inmate of the Central Prison at the 
time. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, April25, 1900. Warden Platt to Mayor of Stratford. May 8, 1900, Warden Platt 
to Mayor of Kingston. May 13, 1900, Warden Platt to Bracebridge County Court. James L., Platt wrote 
to the Kingston Mayor, "is aged and imbecile but he is well-behaved, useful, industrious and cleanly." 
James L. escaped fiom the Kingston House of Industry, was captured and taken to the Rockwood Asylum. 
His sister's family finally materialized a month later, and was willing to take him in, but Platt 
recommçnded that they leave him at Rockwood. June 25, 1900. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 9, 1886, June 15, 1886. Warden Lavell to son of the 
inmate and to G. Powell, Under Secretary of State, Ottawa. The inmate's son agreed to take care of her. 



going West." Ga's family ignoreci any M e r  correspondence and Lavell elected to keep him at the 

penitentiaxy.' 

When there were no relatives, officials endeavoured to make other arrangements. One of the 

Kingston chaplains arrangeci for discharged convict K. to ôe placed at a Marine Hospitai in ~uffalo.' 

Prisoner A. H. A. was relçased in the care of a friend. an individual who was recommended by a convict 

acquaintancx at Dorchester and whom penitentiary officials went to considerable effort to locate.' Sarah 

L. had absolutety no family or fiiends who would care for her and so she was boarded at the Rockwood 

Asylum, which promptly sent Warden Metcalfe an invoice.' But these efforts were purely voluntary and 

not ail discharged inmates received the help they fecluired. Prisoner Michael F. died almost immediately 

after leaving Kingston. Officiais tiastened to point out that he had long been both physically and mentally 

il1 and could not even dress himseif. They maintaineci that he would have just as easily died in prison 

should lie have stayed.' Michael F.'s fate underlined the grim prospects facing discharged prisoners who 

were either aged or ill. 

The healthy and the young ex- convicts were for the most part able to get on with their lives. 

however, and rnany of thein wrote back to their Wardens detailing their e-xperiences. For the majority a 

successfiil start was achieved only aller assurning a new identity and moving far away from either 

Kingston or Toronto. For many, this change was necessary to wash away the stigma of their criminal 

convictions. The damage to women's reputations could be acute. Former Mercer inmate Ida B. had b e n  

sentenced to one year for the concealment of the birth of her child. She proceeded to Manitoba where, 

Superintendent OISullivan hoped, "she can begin life anew away fkom her former cornpanions ..."6 Clara 

R, who was a convicted prostitute, returned to Woodstock but found herself ''50 well known that.. she 

1 Kingston Penitenti;uv, Warden's Letter Book, June 19, 1895, Warden Lavell to Undcr Secretary of State 
of Ottawa. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Lettet Bock Febniary 18. 1897. Warden Metcaife to Inspector 
Stewart. 
3 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, Apiil5, 1897, Warden Metcalfe to Dorchester Warden 
Foster 
4 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, November 9, 1896. Warden Metcalfe to Inspector 
Stewart. 
5 Kingston Penitcntiary, Warden's Letter Book, Febniary 15, 1873. 
G Mercer Refomatory, C. F. #3027. 



would never find any nice girls to be fiiends with her." "1 cannot but think," her local clergyman wrote 

07Sullivan shortly after Clara's r e m ,  "the hardships, the snubs which she might rneet with would prove 

too much for her."' Josephine D., a 22 y= old former prostitute. headed straight to the Convent of Grey 

Nuns in Ottawa. She did not wish to go back home, as "she fears she might again give way to 

Men convicted of se.& offenses were also liable to face an unfriendly reception. Twenty- seven 

year old Hany B. was sentenced to six months at the Central Prison and twelve lashes with the cat for 

indecent assault. His wife wrote him detailing the hard times that had befallen his young family since his 

conviction. ‘.Yeu know what it is to be lonely," she remarked, "1 am sony for you Harry. 1 pi- you for 

what you have yet to go through, but 1 cannot help you. 1 have shared hard times with you in silence. but 

what a lot 1 have had to ~ v d l o w  on account of tbis affair."3 Oîher husbands and fathers retumed to find 

tlieir wives living with other men."rederick S. was sentenced to ten years for the "abduction" of a 

young woman. M e r  five years of imprisonment, Warden Creighton reflected on the devastation that had 

been wrought on his  home life. His "business was ruined, his estate thrown into bankruptcy and his 

family of eight motherless children left to the cold charity of the ~ublic ."~ 

Nevertheless the future could be bright for the great many former prisoners who were single and 

still relatively young. Thcse were the individuals who did not yet 10% their zest for Iife. Ove joyed to be 

out of the grim environment of prison, they attacked Me with a renewed vigour. Florence K.. whorn 

Superintendent 07Sullivan once describeci as a "frivolous. foolish girl," went on to work in the ladies 

neckwear department at Macy & Co. in New York. Slie was amassing a "lovely" new wardrobç and 

I Mercer Rcformatory, C. F. #2646. Superintendent O'Sullivan promiseci to tq to find her a job out of 
town. 
' Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3014. Someone ffom the convent was supposed to rneet her at the train 
station. 
3 Central Prison, C. F. # 13785. The wife was likely refemng to Hany 's impending flogging. Prison 
oficials were so moved by this letter that they had it copied before giving it to Harry. 
'' Kingston Penitentiaxy, Annual Report, 189 1, 5. Report of Protestant Chaplain C. E. Cartwright. "1 am 
frequently made aware," he wote, "of distressing cases in which the wives and children of convicts W e r  
severely from destitution produced by the imprisonment of the bread-wimer. Not infrequently the 
woman, &er a longer or shorter struggle to e m  her bread, succurnbs to the temptations that assail, 
especially a woman in her position, and seeks an easier living by forming a liason." 
5 Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, June 3, 1879, Warden Creighton to the Secretaxy to lus 
Excellence, the Governor General, requesting clemency. 



wished O'Sullivan could corne and see her at work. Failing that. she was planning to send her a photo of 

herself. A new last name was necesSay, she added, "as to cover up past ~istory."' John M. joined the 

United States Marine Corps. Throughout his travels in America, he made a point of visiting (voluntarily) 

prisons and reformatories. He gleefùlly reported that he was s h o w  through the Elmira Refomtory "on 

account of [havingj been dressed in uniform." (The regime at Elmira was rather strict as far as he was 

concerned). He also inspecteci the Ohio State Prison, among other institutions. He promised to send 

Warden Gilmour a photograph of himself in "thil uniform dress." Enclosing his mailing address and 

carefully spelling out a pseudonym that he had chosen for himself, he closed by directing Gilmour "not to 

say anything about the prison in your letter please."' George W. triumphantly wrote Warden Massie a 

letter on the lenerhwd of a Buffalo hotel. "No doubt you will be glad to hear that one of your boys (at 

least) is doing well since lcaving your case." he opened. He was employed as a book keeper and a reporter 

for the New York Pennsylvania Rail Road, and was proud to be eaming $125. a month. He was going to 

be Msiting Toronto the ne.- w e k  and hoped he could drop by to return five dollars that Massie had 

personally lent him upon his release. A warm correspondence continued between the two, with the 

Warden ultimately signing his letters simply as James ~ a s s i e . ~  Former convict Albert N.. whom Warden 

Gilmour had once describecl as a "wild man," wrote the Warden hvo years &er his release that he found 

himself "in a state of happiness which 1 had not e.uperienced." After a bitter m g g l e  of two years to find 

employment he was hired by the Pany Sound Lumber Company. Not only did his new forcman not 

flinch when he confesseci to k i n g  a es-convict, he advanced him a much-needed supply of clothing and 

promised to "raise me on my feet.""s-prisoner John L. was now a bee f m e r  in the township of 

Holland, Manitoba, some eighty miles from Winnipeg. He had "a very nice fm [andl the Assiniboine 

River nins through it," He was clearly enjoying nature and the wide open spaces. "1 think this is a fine 

' Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3 130. O* Sullivan m e  Florence's father, remarking that "it is very 
gratifjmg to receive, unsolicited, such a proof that good work is k i n g  done in our institution." 
' Central Prison, C. F. # 1639 1. 

The stationery of the Bunalo hotel proudly proclaimed: The Hotel Iroquois: "Absolutely Fire ProoJ" 
Cenual Prison, C. F. #10140. In a final letter to W., Massie wrote. "1 am pleased to see by your letter that 
you had a trip to England also and that you enjoyed it: did you bring back a life cornpanion with you?. . . 
Take an English girl, and you will have someone to c h a r  you, and something to live for. 1 have more 
than a special interest in yow future." In another sentimental moment Massie also offered that "as you 
know my duties are wearying and 1 am not as young as 1 once was." 



place for bces there is so many blooms of al1 kinds there is cherries, plumes, junebemes, cranberries in 

large quantities ôesides willows and al1 the smaller kinds." He wondered, he added, if Warden Massie 

wodd send hirn somc of his own bees.' 

With the advent of World War One, many convicts at the Central Prison were offered parole on 

condition that they eniist. During his frfth term at the prison. twenty six year old Earl Edgar S. was 

assigned to the tailor shop, a trade which he plainly hated and swore that he wouid have nothing to do 

with again. According to the Warden he had "practically lived in this institution for the past sevcn or 

cight years" and he considered him ''Iazy and proud." Notwithstanding, Earl was offered an early release 

on condition of enlistment and he took it. Writing from his training camp at Petawaw. he sent Warden 

Gilmour an enthusiastic account. "[TJhis certainly is a great camp. We are soldiering here not playing at 

it and although the work is hard every one seems to enjoy it and there are no grumblers in our battery .... 

We are firing with real ammunition ... and believe me it is great work. Axtillery is by far the most 

intcresting branch of the service and 1 am not sorry 1 enlisted." He proudly signed his lctter as "Gunner 

G. E. S." Gilmour was so p1eased with the reports of enlisted convicts that he considered asking the 

Department to appeal to the Minister of Justice for permission to form a Company selected entirely from 

Ontario Reformatory Institutions. "1 believe one of the reasons that r e M s  are made," he postulated, "is 

that other soldiers resent having to rnix with ex-convicts."' By 1915. it was common for prisonen to be 

released on condition of enlistment. Nineteen were granted consideration in 19 15 alone, and by 19 16, 

Gilmour rcmaiked that many of the guards had leA to sign up as well.) 

Many former inrnates, however, were resùess on the outside and were making questionable 

decisions. M e r  "running away" from his first job, nineteen year old Richard S. assurned a new name and 

hired with a f m e r  at Thomdale, but found the milking to be very hard on his wrist. He hoped the 

Warden would find hirn a factory job in the ci@, but Massic advised hirn that situations in the city werë 

Central Prison, C. F. #Il746 1. 
t Central Prison, C. F. #769 1. Warden Massie did send some bees. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #SIS95 1. 

Central Prison, Sec for e.uample, C. F. #'s: 25770,29824,29041,29837, 29836,29591,28824. 



difficult to obtain.' John T. started a job as a Cooper, and was doing well. but wondered if Warden 

Massie would do lüm the favow of lending hirn some money. He had met a new girlfriend and wished to 

move out of the company lodgings and into an apartment with her. What fünds he had k e n  sent from 

home had already been spent. as he had been "out entirely of under clothing." Six dollars would do him 

nicely and he promiseci to pay it back the following month.' James B. was making preparations to seek 

his fortune mining gold in Centrai Africa. and only the cost of the voyage stood in his ~ a y . ~  Upon his 

relcasç. John C. decided to make a clean break from his old life. His whereabouts were unknown to his 

wife, but they apparently were to his new girlfriend.' The parents of Henry W. were aniously awaiting 

his return, and wote the Warden wondering where he could have ended up? Massie had no choice but to 

respond that he had heard that Henry had been seen "in the company of some other idle man on one of the 

whawes last wek. looking very dirty and ragged." He had spent al1 the discharge money that his farnily 

had sent him and his new set of clothes was already gone.' After her release. Superintendent O'Sullivan 

understood that Ellen C. had settled down to a very "comfortable" and "propet-" life in Toronto. And yet 

some twenty years later, she was arrested and convicted of shoplifting at New York's Macy Department 

d tore.^ And when prisoners were not making bad plans. others were making hem for them. The mother 

of Sarah E., a 19 year old convicted prostitute, had a "marriage" lined up for her daughter as soon as she 

was releascd. The gentleman in question was an "about" 38 years- old brick layer who had first 

"proposed" to the mother. Her mother allowed that he was known to "take a little spree" now and again. 

but "he declares that he will never drink if he had a woman like mc and you are as near like,"' 

' Central Prison. C. F. # 1 1458- Massie also admonished him for leaving his employer without any 
notice. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #9063. There is no response on file from Warden Massie. 
3 Ccntral Prison, C. F. #IO50 1. Warden Massie was not supportive of the venture and urged James B. to 
think it through. 
' Central Prison, C. F. #16938. 

Centrai Prison, C. F. #9101. "So long as he is supplied with money by his friends in sununer." Massie 
continued, "he will do nothing for himseK, k a u s e  he can hang around the city charhies, and get shelter 
in sheds and railway cars, then as winter approaches, get sent up for six months as a vagrant. This city is 
full of such characters, and although there is plenty of work, for all those who are willing to do it, they 
will do nothing so long as thcy can prey on Society and their relatives." 

Mercec Refonnatory, C. F. #2734. Ellen C. was released in 1902 and got into îrouble in Ncw York in 
1920. A New York probation officer wrote O'Sullivan to inquire about Ellen C.'s pst. 
7 Mercer Refonnatory, C. F. #3O 12. Superintendent O'Sullivan angrily wrote back Sarah E.'s mother: "1 
am very much surpriseci to receive such a communication from any mother as that enclosed to me in your 



Former prostitutes found the transition to a "straight" life the most challenging. They niight 

have stood a chance if they ended up staying in the city and employed in a factory job.' Evelyn R.. a 

former prostitute, seemed to be quite satisfied with her job at the Kodak factory, where she was able to 

work alongside her mother, and was earning $5.00 a week.' But as Superintendent 07Sullivan made it 

quite clear, she had "no use for factories as places for young girls to work in."' Onciais womed that the 

freedom that a career presented would lead cx-inmates back into temptation. And so as a condition of 

their parole. rhey were therefore inevitably assigned to domestic situations. if a far-flung rural location 

could be found, so much the better. The authorities seemed to believe that keeping them away from 

enticements would prevent recidivism, but they did not recognize the extent to which this joyless existence 

ended up providing a poor alternative to their old way of life. Domestic work was aiso so physically 

tauing that evcn the officiais realized that only the healthiest women could enter the service. Despite her 

interest in finding a position, Gladys McG.. for esample, was no candidate for it, O'Sullivan decided. as 

she was a consumptive, and she might end up dead from the ~ o r k . ~  And yet even the halest and hardest- 

working women in prison soon declared themselves otherwise as soon as they commenced their 

placements. Maggie H. wlio was condemned to domestic seMce on an island in Georgian Bay wrote 

O'Sullivan detailing her eshaustion and boredom. "My word to you," O'Sullivan wrote back sternly. "is 

to persevere and not gct tired. Sometimes work seems monotonous but is not nearly so much as 

idleness .... Your work can be made as much as prayer as if you got on your knees and said al1 the prdyers 

in the prayer book; oaer it up every morning with the pure intention of seMng ~od."*  Sarah B. was an 

alcoholic and a former inmate of a "house of ill-fame." Sincerely wvishing to better herself. she had tumed 

herself in to the Police and was sentenced to two years less a day at the Mercer Reformatory. But once 

-- 

daughter .... 1 refuse to convey to her the information containeci in your letter to me and tell you that no 
letter will be delivered to her containing similar matter to that addressed to me." 
' For an account of the new factory lifestyle available to women, see Strange, Toronto's Girl Problem. 

Mercer Reformatoty. C. F. #3592. 
Mercer Rcformatory, C. F. #339 1. O'Sullivan made the comment to a convict's father in reference to 

her future job prospects. 
4 Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3740. Gladys ended up at the Toronto Free Hospital for Consumptives in 
Weston. O'Sullivan tater sent dong a pair of eyeglasses. 

Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3716. Her sister was also an inmate at the Mercer. They were convicted at 
the ages of 23 and 16 respectively and were both ex-prostitutes. 



released she found her netv way of Me to be more dif l ïd t  than she had anticipated. She was first 

assigneci to the home of a respectable lady in London. Ontario. Within a week, her employer was rcady to 

send her back. "She has spent much of these days," Mrs. Marshall reported, "in bed crying and 

complaining she is not strong ..... 1 haven't asked her to do anything for me, except wash the few dishes 

and then 1 told her to l a v e  them if she was tired but really therc seems no life or ambition in the poor 

girl ..." Sarah missed Toronto and a beloved sister in particular. who was also a prostitute. A subsequent 

posting at the Pinehurst Hospital in Toronto was no happier, for "no mistress can stand the constant 

gnrmbling of a girl that she is not well." O'Sullivan womed with some justification that Sarah would be 

soon rejoining her sister in her former uade.' 

Try as they might to replicate the same atmosphere of control, no private residence could ever be 

a prison and the prospects for a successfid disappearance for these ex-inmates were vastly improved in 

these settings. Because they eanied money, parolees were able to accumulate a littic cash which they 

could spend on train fare, ideaily to some place outside of Canadian jurisdiction. They were no longer 

required to Wear prison garments and were thus much less conspicuous. As for the danger of recapture, 

their assignments were oAen far out of the reac h of prison search parties. Their almistic church- going 

employers, too, were neither guards nor wardens and were simply not up to the job of supewising these 

women and were not nearly wise enough to their tricks. One Mrs. Abraham wrote the Superintendent to 

report that as Frances C. seerned to be "SO contented and was such a good worker" that she gave her 

permission to go downtotvn but she did not corne back until one in the morning. Not wanting to reproach 

' Mercer Refomatory, C. F. #3084. Some other e.uamples: May S.. a convicted prostitute. vanished fiom 
her situation in Hamilton five days afler her amival. She told her employer that "she might go out for a 
little walk; she did not r e m . "  She had previously assureci both Superintendent 07Sullivan. and her 
Mistrcss that she was "perfectiy satisfied with her situation." An astounded and disappointed O'Sullivan 
first womed that the convict may have "met with some accident. " She personally traveled to Hamilton to 
investigate but came up empty handed. After four months on the lam, however, May S. was sighted 
"about the streets" in Toronto, having "gone back to her old method of living. Maggie S., an alcoholic 
and a "follower of the lurnber camps" was taken under the charge of a Mrs. Hamilton at the Pinehurst 
Hospital, at Broadview Avenue in Toronto. According to the Superintendent, "she had lived in other 
years with this lady and had been an excellent servant. She began drinking some months ago but between 
Mrs. Hamilton and myseif WC straightened her out and she went back to work again. Some three weeks 
ago however, Mrs. Hamilton suspecteci her of tippling again, and she went out on a message and did not 
return." Mercer Reformatoxy, C. F. #3 172, 3673. Maude M. hated her job as a domestic, and spiriting 
through a cellar tvindow, took her leave. C. F. #3390. 



her, Mrs. Abraham waited until she came down for breakfast, understandably late due to her lack of sleep 

the night before. But before Mrs. Abraham could say a word, Frances immediately announced that she 

was going out shopping, and did not come back until late in the evening several days later. Upon her 

return, the prodigal Frances was much too tired to offer anylhing in the way of ezrplanation. and went to 

bcd, sneaking out a few hours later .... Realizing that the kinâiy Mrs. Abraham had been far too genteel 

to consider the fact that Frances had been a convicted prostitute. an exasperated O'Sullivan had no choice 

but to advise her that. "For your direction in the future, let me tell you that no girl from the Reformatory 

can be trusteci who remains out late at night. Any girl who fails to come in at a decent hour is not doing 

what she ought to do."' 

The Mercer Reformatory case files afTord a detailed view of inmate attitudes towards parole. 

something that the records of the Central Prison and the Kingston Pe~tentiary do not offer. ' While 

female convicts generally endured conditions at the Mercer and rarely escaped, their patience usually 

came at an end when it came time for parole. Invariably rtssigning them to domestic positions in the 

homes of respectable middle class matrons and church wives. Mercer officiais endeavoured to make the 

conditions of leme as stringent as possiblc.3 Convicts barely tolerated this kind of maternalism inside 

the prison, but once liberated from the confines of the institution. ex-prisoners proved that they had very 

' Mercer Refonnatoy, C. F. #3 769. Mrs. Abraham's husband went "just about crazy" about the 
behaviour of the parolee. He gave her enough train fare to r e m  from Peterborough to Toronto and the 
Reformatory. She was, of course, not heard from again. Superintendent O'Sullivan did not have the heart 
to be too harsh wvith Mrs. Abraham. Besides, willing ernployers were a scarce commodity. "You have no 
reason to reproach yourself," she commiserated, my regret is that in the heat of summer you should be lefl 
wvitiiout help. Application has been made to have some of the younger women released on parole, and 
should this be successfiil, I may be able to send you one of them. However, 1 will write to you again. it 
may be that you will not care to try another of our unfortunates." 
' The Ticket of Leave, a restricted form of parole, was established in 1898. See Strange, The Velvef Ghve 
for an exphnation of its development and implementation. 
3 A typical parolee was required to write out sentimental pledges to the Superintendent much like the 
following: 
In the presence of Gd: 
1 promise to perfonn faithfully such duties as may be assigned me. 
1 promise to remain in every evening until such tirne as my employer has confidence in me. 
1 promise to make no acquainiances except those approved of by my employer and to wite no lettas except with her 
permission. 
1 promise to attend faithfully my church. 
1 understand 1 shall rcceive per the present a wage of $3.00 a week. 
1 promise to report once a month to the Superintendent. 
(Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3938). May O.. as discussed earlier, absconded from her parole position. 



different priorities in Me. F i d y ,  but with a total absence of violence. abruptly and with a minimum of 

confrontations and with littie possibility of capture. they were able to effectively break free of further 

control. The granting of parole demanded the development of many months of good will and trust while 

in prison. But the breaking of parole revealed that convicts had radically difFerent ideas about what was 

good for them than officiais irnagined. Prisoners were prepared to play the part of duiifiil daughters 

while in prison if that suited their purposes, but once outside, for better or worse, they were back to their 

Vue selves. 

They were imprisoned ostensibly to ôe rehabilitated and actually to be punished. They werc sent inside to 

learn that crime was wrong and they came back outside discovering how to be tough. Prison may not 

have made them into "hardened criminals." as many contemporary refomers worried that it would, but 

they did become hardened. Convicts learned many things in prison: how to eat, how to wlk. how to talk. 

how to work how to think, when to obey and how to disobey, how to make do and when to take, how to 

suffer and when to be strïke back. Prison had both strengthened them and mortified them. trained them 

and warped them. made a few into better citizens and others into better criminals. 

A dischargeci prisoner's best source of help, likc any desirable piece of contraband, was not from 

official sources. Some knew that they could rely on their families. Others helped each other. Most 

depended for better or for worse on what had got them into prison and through it in the first place. their 

own ingenuity. Some succeeded. Some did not. The lives of the following three prisoners, one frorn 

the Centrai Prison, the Kingston Penitentiary and the Mercer Reformatory were indelibly markai by their 

prison experiences. They were all changed by prison, but Uiey never lost their character and thcir 

individuality. if they were rehabilitated, it was on their own terms. 

"Pete" (an alias) had made friends with prisoner John L. while inside the Central Prison and 

soon m e r  his release, wrote him a letter updating him about himself and some other former inmates: 

You must excuse me for not writing sooner but 1 have king  having such a 
good tirne since I left that 1 kept putting it off but dont [sic] think that 1 forgot 
you for such no so. [AIS soon as 1 got out we came down town as  1 went to 
work and 1 am still at Wagner's Piano factory and am gettïng good money. B. 
and me has got down a jig togecher and a hot one too. I seen Charley R. the 
othcr night and was t a h g  to him. N e ' s  working here to[o]. [qhere is one 



thing that cause me to Blush and that was getting full 4 Cimes the fmt week 
but 1 had very good luck and got off safe. But poor Frenchy is doing 30 days 
over the don for a druik. IH]e cornes out on the fmt ofseptember. 1 think for 
1 dont [sic] remember for 1 was Busy my self. 1 hope you are in good health 
now and keeping out of the sewer [the dark cell] and be a good '%BOY' .... 1 
can get you a good job as won as you get out so dont [sic] light out of town 
when you corne out. 1 am boarding at home just now and the Coks wont [sicl 
let me go away any more. Bob got a good welcome home for he hits not been 
sober since and it is Past 12 oclock [sic] now and 1 have to get down at 7 in 
the rnorning so good Bye for the present Gom your old and affectionate Friend 
~ e t e . '  

Despite cheertùl "Pete's" mischievous tone. it was also clear that he was also working long hours and 

living under the close scrutiny of his parents. The worst deed he codd point to was getting drunk on a 

few occasions. His pen-pal John L. had amassed quite a lengthy punishrnent record and it likely that 

"Pete" ws just as rambunctious on the inside. But it also looked that "Pete" was someone who was 

getting serious about his life. Although he was working hard. he was enjoying Iiis freedom and was quite 

exciteci about his prospects. Significantly too, he was waiting on the outside to help John find a job. 

"Pete" was a success. 

An electrician by profession. prisoner Charles H. had been employed in the elecîric light 

department of the Kingston Penitentiary and thanks to his term there, had amassed a "considerable 

knowledge of that business." Upon his release. he moved to Chicago, and proceeded to establish a 

lucrative operation in the telephone and electrical trade. By posing as a Ontario govenunent official and 

as Penitentiaty Engineer. he was able to order. "on account" of course. a considerable amount of supplies 

from at les t  three companies that the Penitentiary had dealt with during his term and with whom he had 

become farniliar. Hc was apparently so convincing that the Warden had to Mite letters to several 

telephone and clecirical supply companies to wam them about him. He wvas, however, evcntually 

1 Central Prison, C. F. #7478. "Pete" included a name and an address for John L. to contact once 
released. It is unlikely that prison officiais forwarded this letter to the inmate due to its salacious content. 
' Kingston Penitentiary, Warden's Letter Book, April28, 1899. Warden Foster to electncal and 
telephonc supply companies in Chicago and Milwaukee. Also April26, 1899, to Chicago Chief of 
Police. 



At the Mercer Reformatory, Lillian P. was a tnie horror. Among her rnany infractions, she threw 

her soup on the floor, continually used "vile, obscene language," smoked, was insubordhate, made threats 

and tossed the contents of her ceIl out into the comdor. Being one of the few Jewish prisoners at the 

Mercer, (although she s t eadf 'y  refuseci to declare her religion) she rehised to attend chapel.' Lillian P. 

\vas outspoken, but she was also intelligent and in her own fierce w y ,  articulate. One day, she t-ipped the 

title page out of a libraxy book (Shrines and Monuments ofParis) and pemed Superintendent O'Sullivan 

her first letter. "1 think you are a unjust heartless woman." she began, "1 sent for you three times. You 

have always been unkind, prejudiced & heartless toward me. I wish they had of [sic] sent me to 

Kingston .... 1 c a ~ o t  accustom myself to the absurd nile here of apologizing to the guard for the least 

trivial offense, sometimes it is there [sic] nagging that drives us to extremes. ... 1 would like to 

compromise: if 1 can succeed in not having a report against me for 2 months. will you help me to get out 

on parole, this will be a inducement for me to try my best as 1 was not guilty of the charge anyway." 

At the age of twenty seven, Lillian P. came out of prison a convicted Madame and was soon 

abandoned by hcr husband, a suspected bigamist. Four years later she wrote O'Sullivan a second letter: 

"1 have made al1 the Restitution God has brought before me & 1 want too [sic] ask you forgiveness for the 

way 1 talked & acted white an inmate & 1 am indeed sors.. To think two years the 20th of this month a 

vile woman as 1 was. should cal1 on the atoning Blood of Christ & in my misery & despair, should really 

in my heart be willing to forsake sin & in that moment ......" 

Lillian P. was now a part-time seamstress and evangelist and was residing at the Apostolic Faith 

Mission at Portland, Oregon. She enclosed a copy of a pamphlet she had personally written detailing her 

considenble suiTerings at the Mercer Reformatory, which she hoped O'Sullivan would give her 

permission to have distributed to each inmate there. The Superintendent tactfully declined, e.uplaining 

that it would "hardy be fair of me to take advantage of my position to thmst any particular doctrine upon 

those who do not wish to receive it." Lillian P. was undeterred and sent O'Sullivan several more very 

lcngthy testimonials. Ten years later, she was still writing, taking stock of the Superintendent's "evident 

- 

I Her husband was Jewish and Lillian P. most probably was as well or eIse she wvould not have refuseci to 
reveal her religion upon admission. 



severity too [sic] me, [whichl made me so incorrigible but oh the ail seeing eye of God how pitifiil and 

merciful& loving, brought me among the children of God to who have been so tender and kind to me." 

She also added proudly, "You know 1 weigh 205 Ibs. now and work for my living." She was still 

requesting permission to circulate a pamphiet which she had wrïtten detailing her conversion at the 

Mercer. "Mrs. O7Sdlivan.'' she concluded uith what seemed to be mock innocence, for every inmate 

knew full-well how religious the Superintendent was. "if you would only accept Jesus as your friend. He 

aione can forgive sins and fit you for heaven." (Either that, or Lillian P. was too self-absorbed to notice 

the Superintendent's piety). In the final analysis, it seemed that Lillian P. was as angry in her apparent 

contrition as she rvas in her previous state of criminality. 

Ten years later, Lillian P. was still txying to live down the shame of imprisonment. And yet for 

ail to see, she was a success. She had been a declared atheist, been manied to a Jewish man and she had 

been a prostitute, and now she rvas a devoted Christian. She was working and was living in a mission. 

She no longer needed to tear pages out of library books to have her say but was now publishing pamphlets 

of her own. She exuded al1 the language of repentance and offered ail the indications of a rehabilitatcd 

criminal. And despite it al1 it was al1 just a veneer for the imer  Lillian P. had scarcely changed at d l .  In 

her mind she was still back in prison, fighting the same battles and defiantly hurling the same insults. 

Prison had mught her to be more belligerent than ever.' 

' Mercer Reformatory, C. F. #3842. Also Punishment Registcr, January 23, 19 12. November 14, 19 1 1, 
February 29, 19 12, August 25, 1912. 



Conclusion 

It is difficult, probably impossible. to capture a definitive picture of the early Ontario inmate and of the 

world that he or she lived in. A huge, almost ovenvhelming, body of evidence comprising tens of 

ihousands of individual case files. a fulsome collection of correspondence, detailed punishment records 

and numerous royal commissions of inquiry reveais much about the minutiae of daily Me. but it ajso 

leaves many broader questions unanswered. The silence of the prisoner "code" as well as staff' solidarity 

continues to guard the priva- and the secrets of inmates. It is a testament to the "code's" utility that it 

was fkquently only when the "code" broke dom that the best clues are to be found. Many of the causes 

of violence and the types s e . 4  expression, for example, will fofever remain unknown to us and that is 

thanks in large part to the wishes of the prisoners themselves. The sheer dullness of daily life also brings 

the charisma and ingenuity of the convicts and their keepers into sharper relief. In an environment 

where an individual's identity was at the very heart of every issue, prisoners were acutely conscious of 

themselves and even though we cannot visit them or speak with them directly, they continue to control 

and manipulate their own portrayal. 

It is my hope that further investigations will be made into this fascinating and diverse group of 

people. In the future. sociologists might wish to propose theones specifically designed for the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Social historians may want to design cornparisons between the 

contemporary family of the outside world to that of the prison- more sophisticated ones than 1 have been 

able to foxmulate. 1 wonder if those who have a better understanding of medical and dietay conditions of 

the era might also assume a less tnisting attitude towards convict complaints about these issues. 

Criminal justice historians like Strange are beginning to look at aspects of fernininity and masculinity, 

suggesting a more complex appreciation of the agency and the plight of the convict. 

The histoq of the prison remains a grim topic, and is justifiably dominated by talcs of 

deprivation and sutTering. Confinement is undeniably a cruclty. But the swprising fact about 

imprisonment is that despite its inherently punitive nature, it was not totally dehurnanizing. Prisoncrs 



and officials alike struggled to retain their humanity. The stniggle was not always successfiil. And 

despite a multitude of raw evidence, an absolutely clear picture of the nature of that struggle remains 

elusive. But the fact that thete was one at al1 might explain why the e.uperiences and personalities of 

convicts and their keepers continue to resonate so suongly. 



Epiiogue: 

One Last Piece of Contraband 

Much has been written by soçiologists about the causes of convict behaviour. Some have maintained that 

the functional environmen t of the prison predeterrnined the attitudes of inrnates. m e r s  have arguai tfiat 

the importation of outside identities such as race and even gender governed their conduct. ' At the core 

of every hypothesis was one question: MiIo was the convict? Prisoners continually asked themselves the 

same thing. The architects of the prison had designed it, through a combination of deterrence and 

rchabilitation, to transform the criminal. But in the process they also assaulted the very humanity of 

those who entered their strange creation. Indeed, the very mechanisms and regimen of the institution. as 

Rothman has e.uplained, "promised to transform the inmate's character so that he would l ave  the 

institution a different person. The reformatory regimen would alter not only behavior but also 

penonality."' In the end, the defining characteristic of imprisonment was a quest for self- 

determination. Dificult as it is to reassemble life in the prisons of early Ontario, it is still more 

chailenging to trace the careers and e.uperiences of former prisoners. Es-convicts had a vested interest in 

maintaining their anonyrnity. But ttierç is no denying that imprisonrnent was a powerful, life changing 

e.xperience. Just as every individual "imported" a littlc of his or her own essence into the institutional 

element, he or shc undoubtedly "e~pxted" a little of the prison atmosphere on his or her departure. After 

suliering the cruelty of imprisonment and the suiXication of confinement, for many life on the outside 

again was an adventure and a new beginning. Food tasted better, even the plainest civilian clothes never 

felt more fashionable, money was more vaiuable than ever before and the use of a name, even an alias, 

rathcr than a number, brought with it a special sense of status. 

In his analysis of the birth of the prison. Michel Foucault has described how society had 

conspired to inscribe its power into the very "body of the condernned," at first physicaily, and then witli 

-- 

1 See the introduction. 
' Rothman, The Discovery of the Asylum, .nv. 



the prison, mentally and psychically. With the prison, society would be able to 'hot punish less. but to 

punish better ... to inseri the power to punish more deeply into the social body."' Prisoners in early 

Ontario had an innate scnse of the prison's power to change them, but they were far from passive 

participants in this metamorphosis. Ex- prisoners were mortifiecl by their uansformation but they were 

dso  fascinateci with it. After suffering the mental and physical effects of imprisonment. they regarded 

their bodies and their new selves on the outside with a heightened degree of introspection and pride. 

Time and tirne again, former convicts made plans to take a photo of themselvcs, which they 

promised to send over to their old keepers and friends at prison. They began imagining this photo while 

they were inside prison and could not wait to take it once they were outside. Whether they actually took 

that picture and sent it dong did not matter, and most onen they did not. They could just as vividly paint 

a self-portrait with their words: describing their faces. the clothes they wore, even how much they 

weighed. In tliis idealized photo they would be wearing something far removed from their drab convict 

attire. It could be a wedding gown or a soldier's dress uniforan or a lumbe jack's shirt or the smart outfit 

of a shop assistant. Where they posed would be important too. It wouid be at a respectable job, or in a 

pretty meadow or with children and other family rnernbers. The picturc would show the world the face of 

a new person. To the undiscerning eye it would look like the photo of an ordinary person. But to the es- 

prisoner and to those who worked in the prison it would portray sorneone who had once been but was no 

longer a prisoner. It was a picture of a survivor. The secret tudden in this mental picture \vas the last 

item, the only item of contraband that each prisoner needed to take out with himself or herself. And to 

those who understood what that meant, and to those people alonc. that \vas something precious. 

1 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, 82. 



Appendix A: 

The Road to Kingston Penitentiary 

A series of articles detailing an inmate's first impressions of prison appeared in 1883 in The Labour 
Crnion, a Hamilton workers' paper. The writer. who chose to remain anonymous, produced a drarnatic 
indictment of prisons and those who ran them. His venue suggests several interesting questions. Why 
wouid the labour press publish a series about prison conditions? From the union movement's perspective. 
the articles told the story of a fellow member of the working class suHering at the han& of the capitalist 
machinery. The paper's editors no doubt thought chat this kind of narrative would resonate with a 
readership sympathetic to the notion of class struggle. Why would a former prisoner choose to write for a 
labour paper? For someone with a criminal record, k ing assoçiated with the labour movement promoted 
a subtle elevation in status. This es-convict couid hope to move out the degradcd criminal class and 
instead join a sub-group of the working class. The fact. however, that he wrote anonymously indicated 
that he was not optimistic that the stigrna of his former status as a convict would ever tnrly fade away. 

The writer of these articles like many of his fellow convicts ultimately had conflicted feelings 
about where he t d y  belongeâ. As a former inmate. how could he acknowledge his identity without 
damaging his self-image? One solution wouid be to argue chat his place belonged not with the criminal 
class, and not even with the working class. but as a part of something separate- a prisoncr class. A 
prisoner need not be automatically assumed to be a villain, he suggested. but rather a Mctim of society's 
villainy tluough its agent, the prison. 

And yet at otlier times, the author e.xpressed his disgust with his fellow prisoners' hopeless 
criminality. Ultimately, like many convicts, his sense of identification with his fellow inmates was not 
cettain. Was it enough to say that he alone suffered unjustly or ought he claim that al1 inmates suffcred? 
Was it the institution of imprisonment that was solely culpable for his suffering or was it also the other 
prisoners? The author himself was not always sure of who he was and who to blame. 

Beyond the very serious charges the writer invoked and the anti-goverment messages the 
publishers may have wished to convey, was an individuai's plea for understanding from his fellow 
citizens. Fundamentally the writer was saying that a prisoner was a person too. Even a convict was 
capable of feelings. He or she could be as sensitive and honourable as any other member of society. This 
prisoner acutely felt the shame of imprisonment and strove to rise above the stereotypes it imposed on its 
inmates. His mer-shifling feelings towards his fellow inmates and towards his jailers captwed the essence 
of every inmate's painfui and confhing journey into the prison. 

At first, the writer perceived no sense of identification w i t h  his fellow convicts. calling them "the 
vilest of creatures." He was horrif~ed by the conditions of imprisonment, and was appalled that he had to 
associate with prisoners. He found their appearance and deportment to be dreadfùl. His humiliaring strip 
search would signal the beginning of his profound hatred of the guards. His preoccupation with food 
began almost immediately. The quality was so poor and the quantity so litîle that cornplaints and 
d i b a n c e s  were comrnon in the dining hall. No grace was said afîer meals, he suggested wryly. 
because oficials were too ashameci to ask a blessing for such a miserable spread. The more established 
inmates looked upon him with suspicion, indicating the large psychological gulf between the newly 
arrived and the institutionalized. They stood around and laughed at  his embarrassrnent a t  using the 
bucket. He in tum exprcssed his horror at their dirty language and obscene songs, especially on the 
Sabbath. 

His first impressions had focused on the shame of imprisonment and its potential for moral 
contamination. These concerns f a d d  with time. His attention gradually turned from the behaviour of the 
inmates to the conduct of the staff- This change suggested a growing sense of solidarity with his fellow 
convicr. Also, his view of his own place within the prison had begun to evolve, his stance moving from 
passive receptor to more active participator. 



He began to document the failwes and absurdities of the institutional regirne. He depicted the 
prison inspecter as a pompous, loud and intimidating charmer. He portrayed the prison captain as 
sarcastic and the doctor as distant and negligent. He described with outrage how grand juries touring the 
jails treated inmates like statues, staring at them as if they had no feelings at dl .  The guards were 
sadistic, low class brutes for whom he felt hanging was too good. Ifonly he were in charge of the prison. 
he exclaimed, he would have fircd them al1 on the spot. These criticisms led to a wmmonly heid fanîasy: 
the desire of the prisoner to take control of the prison. This hope was linked with the intense desire to 
expose the srnering of prisoners to die outside world. Many prisoners half consoled and half deluded 
themselves with the e.upectation that if only citizens on the outside knew what was going on in prison, 
they would corne to their irnmediate rescue. Collectively, these beliefs were evidence that for many 
convicts Ihe world of the prison had become allencompassing. 

The writer's i ~ t i d  sharne and shock slowly becorne replaceci with bittemess and finally 
acculturation. The writer becarne aware of the contraband economy in the prison and regretted not 
bringing more money with him to hidc. The Kingston Penitentiary loomed as a frighte~ng apparition. 
sustained by rumors and gossip spread by staff and prisoners. He began to prepare for his arrivai and 
became more resourceful. This would entai1 cooperation with other inmates, quick thinking and some 
daring. Dunng his first weeks of tutelage in the jail. he had learned how to be a prisoner. On the cve of 
his arrivai to "the Big House," he was no longer the samc person. 

Article 1 

The writer intimates that convicts are frequently more bonest tbui hw enforcement onicials and, 
hence, his story i s  worthy of  credibility. 

In revealing the home Me of our criminal population, we will require to rnake statements so opposed to 
the common belief of the general public that many will scarcely be prepared to accept the plain facts that 
will be laid before them from time to time. Before we have finished, the scales may bc removed and 
doubters satisfied. We are not in the employment of either convict or o ~ c e r .  We write because we have 
contracted with the editor of the Labour Union to supply important information upon a subject that is little 
understood by the public. The diffïculties standing in the way of obtaining both sides of the question have 
been beyond al1 conception immense. But for the fact that guards and keepers of our pend institutions 
a n  ôe bought for a 'consideration,' we would not have been able to present such a hl1 and thorough 
eqmsition of the sayings and doings of officers and convicts within the prison walls. Before touching 
upon the interna1 management of prisons it may not be out of place to speak of the relations esisting 
between professional thieves and the tiead officers of out police force. A rnajority of the public reposes 
confidence in the detective agency and the coistabulary force, and believe them capable of protecting 
society against depredations of dishonest men. Unfortunately, facts have comc to Iight in our own 
country, as well as across the lines, that have shaken the faith in some and led many to believc that the 
average detcctive now-a-days is more an abetter of crime than a conservator of justice within the walls of a 
prison.. . [tlhere is no profession sacred enough to prevent a person from king roughly handled; no 
position too exalted to hide a man's public misdeeds. For this reason, we desire to place upon record the 
opinions of professional law breakers, conccming the honesty and faithlùlness of the detectives. ln 
passing let us correct a popular mistake in supposing that because a man bas ken convicted of his 
honesty- perhaps under terrible fate of circumstances- that he is therefore untmthful. We have in our 
mind's eye scores of criminals who would scorn to tell a falsehood, even to gain substantial personal 
advantage. There are others whose 'whole life is a lie,' full of treachery and deceit. Real professionals 
hate to speak about their dealings with detectives. It is only afler they have come to respect you as a man 
who has a real desire to know things as they are really practiced, with a view to do good, that they open 
their imer Me to anyone outside their professions. Hundreds 'blab' and talk and create a passing 
sensation but are regarded by [the thorough professional man to be] too lazy to work and not smart 
enough to make a living by dishonesîy. ... .. ' 
1 "Our Penal Institutions: Article 1: The Relation of Professional Thieves with Detectives and Chiefs of 
Police: Strange Facts by their Showing," The Labour Union, Hamilton, Febniary 17, 1883 



Article II 

Tbe author is, he feels, unjustly indicted. Amving in jail, he is subjected to a humiliatiag strip 
searcb at the bands of unsavwry guards. 

In the eyes of the general public, to be sirnply arrested, is enough to blast the character for ail time. You 
may be 'honourably dischargd' but the stain is never wiped out unless you become rich and powerful. 
Get into the 'toils' on suspicion, or through the blunder of the authorities, and the self-righteous feeling 
ever after is 'he must have k n  guilty. ' It does not hurt anybody but confirrned blackguards, to pass a few 
years in the penitentiary. The experience gained repays a thousand fold for al1 the suffering endured. 
Heartless chiefs, hard swearing prosecutors, biased judges, packeâ juries. vindictive governors and 
blasphemous associates are seen as they really are. Indeed, many contend that rninisters of the gospel. 
who pretend to do the Master's wvork, ought to rough it in the Kingston penitentiaxy for two years as an 
essential part of their ecclesiastical curriculum. Al1 who have escaped conviction have a radically false 
idea of the workings of the law and the probity of its administrators. We dislike k ing  too personal, but 
must occasionally come very close to individual cases in order that ail may see as the prisoner does. Let 
us take a case that occurred in our own city vamilton] a few years ago. An arrest was made upon the 
charge of embezzling $30.00. But two hours before it, the supposed culprit ..... etc. etc. [details of briberyl 
At the lock up, the process of degradation commences. Eves.body believes you guilty. They never pause 
to think about the evidence. You are not oniy îreated as dishonest, but are set down as a lia,  a hypocrite 
and a dangerous scoundrel. Your pockets are riflcd. your word is doubted, and no matter who you arc or 
what you have been , if you have no money and cannot command any, you are cast into a dirty cell, or to 
some is worse, into a dirty dismal room where men are beastly dnink, and the stench is something a m .  
You may take your choice, stand al1 night, lie on a damp floor, or, under certain circumstances. have the 
lwyuly of a sleep upon the soft side of apine board. 

In the rneantime, the prosecution have given the press their version of the story .... The public do 
not know, or clse they forget, that the prisoner never knows what the papers are saying; nor are they 
permitted to sec anyone except in the presence of an officer, and even then ofien through an iron grating. 
and are not permitted to write anything that does not come through the hands of the governor. .... The 
next step in the legal machinery is a remand, pcrhaps thrice repeated, which means twenty-one days 
compulsory association with the Mlest of creatures. Your quarters are then changed to the big house on 
Barton Street, gencrally called the 'county goal.' Everything outside is neat and inviting. Quite a 
respectable looking home, somewhat aristocratie, costing a pile of money to outwardly beau@. 

You are first taken into the governor's office but do not be disappointeci if you fail to see the head 
of the establishment. Unless you are either popular or notorious, the boss is not at home. His deputy or 
subaitem, classidly designated 'hunkey' but by the blacklegs, emkzzlers, bums. etc., universally called 
'screws,' can 'tum you over* scientificaily. That is, take off every stitch of your clothing, look into your 
mouth, esamine every inch of your naked person, from the soles of your féet to the crown of your head in 
the hope of finding a chew of tobacco or the stump of an old pipe. This indelicate and dcmoraiizing 
performance is so much cnjoyed by these 'screws' that we have seen the govemor search a prisoner and 
hand him over to a tumkey, who soon as the govemor's back was turneci, went through the same pleasant 
duty despite the prisoner's protest. Such a procedure is in certain cases necessary, as sometimes saws and 
tools are concealecl upon the person with a view to their use to assist in escaping; but the officious way it 
is performed, with the sole e-upecîation of discovenng a piece of tobacco or a scrap of newspaper, is not 
calculated to improve the mords of prisons or improve the discipline. An exception must be made in the 
case of the governor, who seems to attend to this matter as a duty requinng to be done. 

You must not be thin-skinned in prison. else you will get into endless trouble, for the insinuations 
by ignorant turnkeys are neither few nor far between. The law wisely provides that 'screws' must not. 
under any pretense speak to the prisoner under his charge upon any subject except what pertains to prison 
duties. But you would suppose that their first and most important duty was to catechize the 'fresh fish' 
accepting the newspaper stones as gospel, and hinting that he wodd be sure to get a dose in the K.P. 



If you have never been in jail before, the sight of the iron doors, the clanging of keys and the 
clink of heavy locks will take out of you what little heart and sou1 the private prosecution- rather 
perseeution- police olXcers and preliminary e'iaminations have left. ' 

Article III 

The writer is confronted with tbe "wild beasts" wbo are bis fellow inmates. He aIso finds it 
dificult to cwntenance the terrible food, the profanity of bis cell-mates ;is well as the primitive 

toilet facilities. 

The principle of the right of society to avenge itseifon the criminal is fast dying out. The worst feature 
we have now to contend with is the avowed vengeance of a private prosecution worked out through paid 
influence under the cloak of law and justice. But taking a wider view, and looked at fiom a higher plane 
of things, there is now a wide-spread feeling that society at large is responsible for the vices that we are 
bom and matured in it. We have always been eager to share in the glory of our heroes but have only 
recently been disposed to admit that when we depnve a criminal of his liberty, it is with the aim of 
purwng and improving him and leaving vengeance to a higher administration. But, while the theow of 
reforming the law breaker is lcavening society, the reality is hideously opposed to such an idea. We speak 
now of our own gaol here and that of Toronto. The man who is shut up in either of these places as at 
present conducted is made worse by the change. and cornes out tenfold more the child of the devil than 
when he entered. We are not speaking of the law and its provisions and emctments at present, we rather 
mean the rnany 'coaches and sis' that officiais wantonly derive them to the temporal, spiritual and eternal 
injwy of those placed under their charge. 

Even supposing a criminal to be satisfied with the justness of his sentence he is subjected to so 
much disgraceful humiliation in the carrying out of it and sees so much rascality practiced by those who 
are in charge of him, and whose operations seem to be beyond the grasp of the law, that there arises in his 
sou1 an eradicable feeling of injustice. and he l e m s  to hate wiih an undyng hatred that section of society 
to which his degradation belongs and seeks revenge immediately upon his liberation. 

Perhaps we cannot do better than pubiish the experience of one who has been confined in the 
mansion on Barton Street. We have eliminated personalities and vouch for the truth of e v e ~  particular. 

1 was arrested in Wamilton on a charge of fraud connecteci with the business 1 was engaged in. in 
another Province. The hand of an officer never was laid upon me before, nor were the iron bracelets ever 
upon my wrists. 1 passed the first night at the lock-up arnong a handfid of poor miserable dninken 
creatures who seemed little responsible for their revolting blasphemy. Burning uith indignation at the 
law that compelled me to associate with such companions, and cherishing the hope that 1 would be 
discharged on the morrow 1 paced the floor of my prison, giving way to a thousand unmanly thoughts. 
There was no cvidence to hold me for trial, so was remandeci for a wveek. 1 had to p a s  the whole day at 
the lock up. 1 was now dowvn stairs. and right opposite me was a female held upon a charge of keeping a 
house of ill-fame. She was the worse for drink and "swore like a trooper." A child of eight or ten years 
clung to her pleading for her to come away from this ... place, the only answer was a string of oaths. In 
the aftemoon a young woman was lockéd up with this debased [captive?]. Her charge was the stealing of 
a [ring?] fiom her mistress. She was discharged three months after .... 

It was dark that evening when 1 was removed to my new quarters on Barton Street, so 1 could not 
admire the outward beauty of my new palatial residence. Every article was taken from me. Fancy a mean 
despicable false hearted abominable cur of an officious turnkey putting his hands into evey pocket 1 had. 
1 felt like giving him a cuffon the right side of the head. 1 was finally taken away and thmst into a ce11 as 
if 1 had been a durnb brute, and without one word of instnictions was lefi there. 

There was light smcient to render darkness invisible. I got my bed in order and tried to sleep 
but the prisoners from the adjoining cells kept up an incessant interrogation which rendered sleep 
impossible. When they found 1 wvould not answer, they cornmencd to sing al1 sorts of vile songs. 

"Our Pend Institutions: Article II: The Relation of Professional Thieves with Detectives and Chiefs of 
Police: Strange Facts by their Showing: lnside our County Goal, Introduction to Captain Henry and his 
Staff," The Labour Union, Feb- 24. 1883 



At six in the moming our cells were unlocked and 1 was face to face with about a dozen human 
beings which in my experience I was half inclined to regard as little better than wild beasts. None of the 
turnkeys deigned to instmct me as to what 1 was expected to do. Some of the prisoners who saw I was 
green poked fun at me and repeated a long list of prison dulies which 1 found had no existence. I was 
relieved of my embarrassrnent by a younger man who was also in prison for the first time. He e'tplained 
that 1 was first to fold up my bed clothes. so; sweep out my cell, thus; wash myself there; comb my hair 
with rny fingers and be prepared to masch out to the yard with our night buckets. M e r  this solemn 
performance we were assembled in the dining room, about forty men were present. The meal consisted of 
gruel, bread, salt and water. The bread is very dark colored, the grue1 very thin, and the water is poured 
into the cup out which you took yow grue1 without king washed. No water is allowed unless the gmel is 
caten. 1 have seen the water poured into the tin cup half filled with gruel. Sometimes there is rebellion at 
this slovenly method. Not knowing any better 1 began to take stock but was threatened with the dark cell 
and bread and water. Not k ing able to eat any bread 1 passed it to my right hand mate, and both nearly 
got 'run in,' he for taking it, and 1 for offering it. One poor fellow could not eat al1 his rations and 
concealed what was lefi in his coat that he might partake of it between meals, but on leaving the hall the 
sin was discovered. Words ensued and the dark ceIl had another occupant. Therc was no grace before 
meal or thanks d e r  it. Prisoners said that the officiais were asharned to ask a blessing upon such a 
miserable spread. 

During the day convicted prisoners went to the stone-breaking, and those like myself, waiting 
examination or trial, numbering about a dozen, passed away our tirne in the corridor opposite Our cells. 
Lord Save everybody from such an e.uperience. The only water closet available in that grand residence for 
three months, was a bucket set at one end of the hall upon which you had to perch in full view of a 
xoffing crowd, when you had to answer the calls of nature. It scarcely tended to increase a person's self- 
respect. We had not a solitary book, not even a bible, to beguile the time. Obscene songs. blasphemous 
relations of the&, murders. rapes. sodorny, &c., &c., was the order of the day from moming to night. 
Some of the evil spirits, for lack of better occupation, would concm a story of an improbable escape and 
in confidence tell the turnkeys or govemor. This plan gave us a change for we were ail taken in turn. 
stripped and sçarched for saws to cut the bars or clubs to fell the tunikeys. Even this became monotonous. 
and new devices were contrived which occasionally setved as a newspaper sensational, although it was 
generally to the disadvantage of the pnsoner. ' 

Article IV 

The prisoner cornplains of the poor fare, which is often spoiled, or pilfered by corrupt officiah 
before i t  i s  served to the convicts. H e  has nothing but contempt for the "mean and cowardly" 

guards. He resents having to be confined with convicted crimiorils when he is still only awaiting 
trial. Cursoq inspection by oniciais does aothing to correct any of the injustices. 

At dimer the same formaiity prevailed as at the breakfast table. None of us had any idea of what the law 
allowed us. We dare not look at the 'screws,' far l e s  ask about anyhng. Some months de r ,  when at 
liberty, 1 had the privilege of reading the legal bill of f m ,  and felt like lynching the officers of that 'big 
house.' The food, as provided by the authorities. is not to be complained of, but as xrved to the prisoners 
is a standing disgrace and cruel injustice, crying to hcaven for speedy vengeance. 1 do not believe the 
governor is aware of the wholesale 'weeding' that gues on. He is not in (on] the secret. NI 1 would blame 
him for is that such extensive mulching should be practiced by those under him. They tell me he has no 
voice in the choosing of his subalterns, which may be some excuse for the disgrace. But he certainly 
should see that the cook and others do not rob men who are not in a position to protect themselves. 

If the governor would S o r d  prisoners reasonable opportunity of laying their cornplaints before 
him, and treat the complainants as men entitled to be listened to, it would take away the feeling, which I 
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also shared, that the governor was substantiaîiy interested in the pilfering that was going on. Instead of 
thai, however, he acts as if prisoners had no rights, and makes them feel as if they had incurred his 
displeasure and they fa11 into dogged sulkiness, and sometimes into open rebellion. Some of the prisoners 
who were waiting trial got their meals sent in to them. This was a clear gain to the pilferers and ought to 
have satisfied them, but it did not, as these very meals were reduced one third, and sometimes one-half. by 
the officiais through whose han& they passed. No adequate conception can be formed by the public of 
the dishonest practices prevailing in the serving of prisoners' allowances. The butcher meat that they are 
allowed is not only of the poorest kind but in some instances actually putrid. The doctor called to see a 
patient one day. A prisoner who had been in solitary confinement for five weeks, called hirn in passing. 
and asked him what he thought of such food, handing hirn through the bars a piece of puvid fîesh he had 
bcçn served with for dinner. The turnkey tried to prevent it. but the poor fellow was not to be put down 
that time. The doctor put the s t u E  to his olfactory nerves, instantly pitched the so-called butcher meat out 
of the open window, remarking 'you mua not on my account eat that.' The only effeçt wvas that ne.xt 
'flesh day' matters were worse. 

Sabbath was a terrible day. Blasphemy worse than ever hold high carnival. Deputations from 
the Y.M.C.A. came to preach to us. Al1 had to assemble to hear the exhortation. They secmed to be vey 
earnest, but poor fellows they did not know what they were talking about. Had they been aware of Iiow 
much sin and blasphemy their presence and injudicious remarks was the occasion of, before and after. 1 
don't suppose they would ever put in an appearance. They forgot, or perhaps they did not know, that out 
of the forty before them there were twelve not even guilty in the eyes of the law- ten of whom were never 
convicted of the offenses chargeci, still they railed as if d l  were wnvicted law breakers. 

1 was remanded fiom time to time for twenty-one days, and at last evidence was supposed to be 
found to commit me for trial. 1 applied for bail. It was refiised in Hamilton, but obtained at Toronto. 
Before the papers reached me, the private prosecution trumped up a second charge- rather the same 
charge broken up into two- 1 could not afîord a second application and so iay in jail to (await) my trial. 
Al1 my letters were opened before delivery, and every line to my friends had to pass through the hands of 
the curious. Like others. 1 Mered  terribly for the want of tobacco. and finally agreed to purchase it, 
unconstitutionally, for ten times its value. Some had to pay handsomely for very small vessels of spirits. 

The governrnent and society make a temble blunder in compelling prisoners confined for a first 
offense, to associate with c r i m i d s  of long standing, young people never get over it. Stories of adventure 
and successful robberies have a powerful influence. Relations of the enjoyment from wine and women is a 
sore temptation to some. Open blasphemy, immoral songs and the mysteries and pleaswes of the sinfül 
Iives of prostitutes have a lasting effect. 

Perhaps the worst feature that [one] obtains in the jail is the debasing practice that turnkeys have 
in making a prisoner feel his position on ail possible occasions. This in a great part aises from the fact 
diat the tunikeys are as a d e  inferior in every way to the men they have to take charge of. Captain Henry 
as a mle stands well with his prisoners. His subordinates are unworîhy the name of men. 

Three months dragged their weary length dong. 1 was taken to rny own province to bc tried and 
was acquitted, but while time 1x4s and reason prevails 1 will never forget the meanness 1 was subjected to 
and the injustice 1 suffered. 1 now know, and hope 1 may be aiways bold enough to maintain that there are 
worse mcn out of prison than in it. 

Editor inte jects] That is one experience and he puts it very mildly. We would emphasize his 
rernarks about the pecdations of the cook and the scurvy treatment of prisoners by the 'screws.' They 
subject men who are a thousand times their superior to insults and insinuations that of€en lead to 
resentment with evil results. Why not complain, asks the reader? That is just what we said. Cornplain! 
To whom? The inspector who sometimes visits the jail. Everything is in applcpie order then. He goes 
around with the govemor, and in a pompous lordly fashion, stops at a ce11 door and with temble words 
shouts as if he was Jehovah's vice-regent upon earth: '1 am Her Majesty's Inspecter of Prisons! Have you 
any supposed cause of cornplaint?' The governor is there with him; the poor fellow addresseci in this awe 
striking manner, looks through the bars of the cell, and knowing that the truth would bring him bread and 
water diet and lodgings in the dark ceil and certainly no redress fiom the inspector, the cmshed mortal 
without lifting his head pronounces a guttural 'no. ' 

We have not words at command to convey our feelings of loathing and disgust for the subaltern 
officers of the Hamilton Jail. Contcmptible, mean, cowardly, time-serving, de-bearing scanda1 mongers 



that they are. hanging is too good for them by one haif. Captain Henry is different, and his deputy is 
much better that the other 'screws. ' if the Captain wouid only exert hirnself and see that even-handed 
justice is done he would be a still greater acquisition. He is a Iittle -perhaps a great deal- vindictive. 
although he protests to the contrary. He errs in telling prisoners that it is their place to get an article 
surreptitiously and his to duty to prevent it, their business to effect an escape and his to keep them. It 
wouid be infinitely better al1 round to treat prisoners as men. To tell them plainly that it was their duty 
and would be to their advantage to miûce the best of their unfortunate position. Make them familiar with 
the d e s  and show them what is e.vpected of them and exercise his power and authonty in procuring fair 
play and justice while in jail. 

The doctor would be stirred up. We know of prisoners waiting trial who reported for seeing him 
four days and the request was not attended to. 

Solitary confinement is said to be the severest of al1 punishment and we know of men who. while 
waiting trial, have been kept in a ce11 for nearly three months, eating al1 their mals,  the only rest k i n g  
their night bucket. It is not vety pleasant or healthfiil to eat your meals in a water closct, to say nothing of 
living in the same place, night and day, for threc months. No book. no change of linen, no comb. no seat. 
no walk out, a living tomb. without even a visit from the doctor. 

We have no wish to weaken the hands of the authorities, hence we have suppressed many things 
that would startle the unsuspecting public, believing that their publicity would only tend to increase petty 
tyranny towards prisoners without securing a reform. Society would be better served and the tases better 
spent in providing means of visitation and inspection, than it is for beautifving the outsides of our jails 
and residences of our governors. The Detroit Free Press is bold enough to give its opinion on prison 
reforms, and as it agrees with our sentiments, we do not hesitate to repeat it. Among other good things it 
says that the reform needed is in visitation and inspection. It must be made eamest, searching. thorough. 
We cannot expect men of angelic attributes. to fil1 the position of keepers and guards. Neither the pay 
nor the character of the work to be done is attractive to such. And as it is only men of angelic attributes, 
or of a very high order of attainrnents, who can be tnistd unwatched with despotic power over human 
beings, the keepers and guards who are neither, must be watched unceasingly, and must know that they 
are watched. Any system of prison inspection, or visitation, which does not provide for such 
watchfulness- thorough, persistent, unceasing- is [. . .illegibIe... . 1 against the abuses which disgrace Our 
prisons. We will rest the county jail a little and in the ne.xt article take a look in to the Toronto Prison and 
see how things are conducted there, and then [look atl the Great Model Institution, the Kingston 
Penitentiary. with its hospital cmelties. medical shams and government contracts. etc.. etc. ' 

Article V 

The prisoner cornplains about the unfaitmess of his trial. Directing bis fury again at the guards, hc 
describes them as unmanly bmtes. For the second time, he accuses officiais of skimming the rations 

with a view to profiting from the sale of food to hungry inmates. H e  deeply resents the way he is 
displayed like a specimen in  front of scoffing grand juries and prominent visitors who routinely tour 

the jail. 
On route to Kingston, be is bumiliated by the staring crowds. He is dso made aware of the 

contraband trade at the Penitentiary and the need for money. 

The public ezrposwe and official disgrace that has corne to light in cotuiection with the Toronto jail lately, 
tempts me to copy, for the benefit of your rcaders, a letter written nearly two years ago: 
'Finally 1 was sentenced to four years in the Kingston Penitentiary . De Jure  1 was guilty, de facto, 1 was 
innocent, and that intensifiai my sufferings. The uncharitable remarks of the judge hurt me more than 
the severity of the sentence. In the intercst of even-handed justice they were quite uncalled for. and in my 
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opinion tended to lower the dignity of the Canadian Bench. Besides, had he been in possession of füller 
knowledge he would not have done it. At present 1 have no desire to express my opinion upon the nature 
of the evidence. or cast reflections upon the character of the witnesses, or observations to rnake upon the 
unneçessary vindictiveness manifèsted by the private prosecution. My statement of actual fact wodd not 
be credited. It is past in my case and may never be repeated in the e.uperience of any other mortal. 1 
suffered iuijustly, and the wholesome advice of fkiends and well intentioned pious e'dioriations of religious 
instnictors were equally lost upon me. Every effort to c h e r  and reconcile me to my fate added fuel to the 
flame. Still no one ever heard me gnunble. 1 have been asked to give some account of the interna1 
management of the Toronto jail. 1 will be very brief. The chef officer was too fussy and consequential by 
many percent, and far too great importance was attachai to the e.xact fiilfillment of very minor rules. 
punishment for which was the endless source of irritation and oftentimes disorder among the prisoners. 
The underofficers were not worthy of the name of men. Cringing, fawning, time serving brutes- 1 write 
that strong word a d v i d y  and after four yean have passed away- which the public would with one voice 
despise, abhor and disband without one hour's notice, if they really knew them. As to the prisoners' fare. 
had each received al1 that the d e s  allowed and public pays for, they would have fard  as well. if not 
better, than many fami lies that 1 know. But k i n g  weeûd mulct, thimed, in short, plundered 
unmercifiilly before it reached the prisoners, it fell short of s a t i a n g  those engaged at manual labor. And 
what was le& king designedly spoiled in the preparation, was not only unpalatabte but very unnuuitious 
and disgustingly dirty in its surroundings. This was done with a view to makc the prisoners waiting trial 
to purchase their own food. The larger the number who refisxi the prison fare, the more extensive the 
plunder. Personaily, my 'whole head was sick and the whole heart faint' they might have siarved me in 
roto for anything 1 cared. 

At certain oft recuming periods the mania for cleaning and cleanliness -outwardly like whited 
sepulchers- would take possession of officiais and extra hands. The entire arrangements were conducted 
too much on the show of principlc. Timc and money were needlessly wasted in spccial preparation for the 
perennial visits of grand juries and others, who, 1 am sony to Say, were only privileged to see the unreal 
side of everything. 

Perhaps the greatest injustice infiicted upon those waiting for trial is that they are compelled to 
straighten ihemselves up. back against the wall, like so many immovable columns, to be inspected, and 
e.uamined, and comrnented upon by juries and prominent visitors as they pass through. In this case the 
accused, perhaps before a true bill has been found against them. certaidy before they have been tried or 
found guilty, are pointed out with such explmations as 'that's the notorious bank robber who beat the 
state prison.' 'Herc's the fellow that embezzled eighty thousand dollars,' and 'yonder is the forger who 
came it slick on the insurance Company. ' 'They are al1 sure to be booked for ten yean to Kingston.' 

It tickled the grand and petit juries imrnensely. They opened their mouths as well as their ears in 
astonishrnent, and the more inquisitive would ask the fleshly statues how they possibly do such awfully 
clever things so often and never be caught. It never once seemed to have occurred to them that the 
accused might be as innocent of 'such awfiilly clever things' as they are desritute of common sensc in 
believing such base insinuations. This is an injustice that the Canadian public 1 am convïnced. wodd 
never countenance or pennit one &y, were they as satisfied of its practice and evil results as the writer 
now is. 

It lays the foundation of deep seated hatred, unquenchable malice and deadly vengeance, which 
no kindly offices or well intentioned religious instruction will ever eradicate. On paper. and in officia1 
reports the prison mies are very strict, but the prisoners who have friends and a little money need never 
want the luxwies of pipe and tobacco, the daily papers and the choicest liquors. Even collusions can be 
formed to secure witnesses to prove an alibi and pervert justice. The reader of this will doubtless be as 
skeptical as the writer once was. May he never be experimentally undeceiveci. 

TORONTO TO KMGSTON 

1 was not shackled, but my hands were tighdy wedged in No. 20 best patent handcuffs, as 1 took my seat in 
the evening car at Toronto, en route for the Peni tentiary, my future habitation. In taking my seat, 1 
obsecc'ed five other convicts al1 booked for the same destination. It was my first ride at the Govenunent's 
expense, and 1 felt as if 1 would rather pay my own fare and go atone. The crowd at the depot was 



temble. What did they expect to see? Could the public not spare me even that pang. The officers were 
v e 9  carefd to explain that nothing 1 could take with me would be of any use to me, as everything was 
taken away from the convicts at Kingston. In my ignorance, 1 believed them. However. a kind &end 
thrust $10 into my coat pocket. God bless him! The officers were lamentably mistaken. Money is the one 
thing needful thete. Never go to the Penitentiary without cash if you can help it. It gets you when there 
were new clothes cut in the latest style. and served with as many colorai threads as you choose. It 
furnishes you with a patent swing bed, easy chair, carpet slippers for the evening and as rnany U e r e n t  
kinds of boots and shoes as your taste may suggest for working in. It converts your govenunent straw 
pillow into something soft and nice for your uneasy head. Puts sugar in your coffe, butter on your dry 
bread rnik in your tea, beefsteak on your table, collars on your Goverment made shirts, fancy ties 
around your neck. silk handkerchiefs in your pockets, pomade on your hair, opens the way for, and often 
secures a "sofi jobn and procures you a bottle of "booze" -the penitentiary term for spirits- as often as you 
may want it. But how does the money get in? Where do ail these things corne from? Wait and see. 1 
have anticipateci too rnuch aiready. We are only leaving Toronto. ' 

Article VI 

The writer continues describing bis depressing and humiliating train ride to Kingston Penitentiary. 
He offers more details on the contraband trade. 

To give your readers some idea of a journey to the Penitentiary in Company with the 'Iimbs of the law,' Ive 
continue the letter that was begun in the l m  arlicle. 

'During the joumey fiom Toronto to Kingston, an ungovernable desire to write to my wife took 
possession of me. The manner in which 1 was handcuffed rendered it impossible. 1 implored both my 
guards to free my right hand and secure the other to the odd prisoner in the other criminal gang. They 
shmk their head and ironically anstvered, 'It's too d 4  thin. ' 1 offered him my ten dollars for the 
privilege of writing a private letter. This made matters worse. Finally, the guards in charge of the other 
prisoners had a brief tête-à-tête with mine, which resulted in the fieedom of my right hand and die 
shackling of my left. In the dim flickering light of a dirty lamp, 1 wrote buniing words of impassioned 
feeling, much in the telegraphic style- tcn words for twenty-five-cents- not for want of pend or paper. but 
condensing for lack of time. A passager kindly agreed to drop the packet into the oaFice at Napance. 
While 1 write, four years later, it lies before me blwred and blotted with tears of tender love and sweetest 
affection, a cherished mornento of a terrible d e r i n g .  

About 2:30 a.m. we reached 'Old Sam's' an hotel in Kingston of local and Penitentiary fame. 
The g e ~ a l  proprietor was "safe in the arms of Morpheus." In a short time he was en debout and little 
time was lost in crowding six of us -perhaps it was eight- into a small suEocating compartment. We were 
still al1 chained together, one officer only was lefi with us, the others having gone for refkeshments and a 
few Iiours sleep. Poor tired dears! I now wished to be releasecl from the chained gang and handcuffed 
alone as when commencing our journey. The intelligent [?) mortal left to care of us, however, again saw 
in this request a sure sign of intention to work an escape, and would not grant it. In a few minutes, 
however, he too was asleep. With a little ingenuity on my part, and considerable help from my fellows, 
wc rnanaged the separation, but did not take the trouble of handmng myseIf. While the vigilant 
government representativc slept, dreamed and snored, 1 received my first lesson in the language and 
knowledge of prison life. Two of the gang were bonafide 'jail birds,' and had served terms in the K.P.. 
Their sentence this time was two years. but it caused them no ansiety. They told me any one could stand 
on their head for that length of time. 

They al1 had considerable money. One, whose sentence was fourteen years. had $200 in two bills 
which had never left his petson al1 the time he was waiting trial in jail. The old hands engaged to 
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circurnnavigate it through al1 the guards and officers to its final resting place, to be a fùnd for providing 
such luxuries as that rnentioned in the last article during the terrn of his imprisonment .... [more details on 
the h a n d d s ,  and acrobatie maneuvering about in them] 

We have reached the very gates of the Penitentiary now, but before lifting the veil that shows the 
sights "behind the scenes," we will, for the satisfaction of the curious and impatient, in our next article. 
indicate the different departments that we mean to pas  in review, and give the names of the officers 
whose virtues and Mces we intend to make public" 

Letters to the Editor 

To the Editor of The Labor Union. 
Dear Sir,- 

1 don't see exactiy what your correspondent is trying to make out with his articles on prison 
matters. One fellow 1 notice cornplains very hard of board and other accommodations hc got. Now, 1 
wonder if he e.upected to get champagne and corkscrews and ten cent cigars, and ail that sort of thing in 
jail. and to find the best soçiety. As far as 1 can l e m  it is generally believed that the convicts in ow 
prisons get better board and better times than the honest laborers outside. who have to work for a dollar a 
day and suppon their families. As to society, the writer ought to know that the high-tond and respectable 
ciass of thieves don't go to prison, they go to parliament or get government offices. 

Yours t d y ,  
ONE WHO DOES NOT EXPECT TO GO TO PRISON OR PARLIAMENT' 

To the Editor of the Labor Union. 
Dear Sir,- 

Replying to your correspondent, 'Who does not expect to go to Prison or Parliament' let me say 
that the writer of the articles on prison matters has no aim 'to make out' any one thing in particular. He 
knows that the 'general beliefs' of the public referred to are the greatest obstacles we have to contend with 
in the propagation of correct idcas and plain tmths. (... .attacks detectives and police for corruption.. .. 1 

There is one thing 1 wish clearly to make out before the articles are furnished. Again, the public 
pay handsomely ..... Frorn official reports and cooked accounts the 'general belief is that they are honest 
and spend the money as directed, but one aim of these articles is to show that this 'general belief is wrong 
and that we are swindled while the prisoner is wronged. 

Further through our representatives we have framed laws for our p e d  institutions and expend 
enormous sums in salaries to cany these enactments into effect. Bluebooks, speciaily prepared. and 
accounts systematically cooked by the unworthy receivers of the moiiey voted, tell us that every dollar is 
properly spent and al1 the salaries honestly earned. Another a h ,  then, is to show that the blue books are 
a vile fraud and that the public are regularly duped. 

Take Kingston Penitentiaq for instance. A heavy item every year is appropriated and spent for 
carpenters', printers' and tinsmiths' tools. By the blue book it is al1 O.K., and the 'general belier is that 
the tools are there, but one aim of the writer is to correct such an erroneous belief, and tell the public 
plainly and unequivocally that the tools are not there and that neither Keeper Davidson, nor Chief 
Instmctor Adams, nor even Warden Creighton can produce them or trace where they have been smugglcd 
to, although the money has been expended. 

In the same institution we pay a doctor the handsome remuneration of about $ 6 . 0  every working 
day of the year. The 'general belief is that he is giving value for his money, but one airn of the writer of 
the articles on prison matters is to reveal the fact that he does not eam one dollar a day, rneasuring his 
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s e ~ c e s  by what 0 t h  medical gentiemen are paid, who are not in the empioyment of the govement. 
The falsity of the 'general belief and the e.xtent of the swindle will be made plain in due course. 

Another 'general belief is that guarâs and keepers in the pe~tentiary are reliable and honest. 
The writer has means of proving, and shall not mince matters in saying, under the proper heading, that 
for lying, swearing and dishonesty îhey are worse than the vilified convicts. 

One more 'general belief is that there is honesty arnong thieves. Not rnuch, indeed! Al1 this 
comes under the wvriter's aim and will be illustrated plus tard. No prisoner e.upects to get champagnc, 
etc., in prison but we al1 expect that they should receive the ski11 and treatrnent that the law ai1ows and 
that we pay for. As to e.upeçting good soçicty it is surely not too much to cd1 to the attention of the public 
to the fact that persons waiting trial, and who have never been in prison before, and who are not yet 
convicted, and perhaps rnay never be, are compelled to associate with hardenecl criminals and live night 
and day in an atmosphere of blasphemy. 

1 am no authority as to the respectable thieves going to parliament going into govemment offices. 
but. 1 do know that your correspondent. never having been in prison, is no guarantee that he is more 
honest than some who are there now. Yow correspondent will remember the stoq of the parent who 
whipped his child, not for steaiing, but for k i n g  caught at it. This principle has a wider application than 
some are inclined to admit. 

Perhaps 1 have said enough to show what 1 intend 'to rnake out of these articles on prison 
matters,' at al1 events for the present nothing more than au revoir. 

The Wnter of the Articles on Our Pend Institutions, 
Hamilton. March 20th [ 1883 1' 

The Labor Union, March 24th, 1883 



Appendix B: 

The Diary of  Percy E., 
Centrai Prison Convict #171111 

On December 13. 1899, Januaq 17 and Febniary 13. 1900, Percy E., a bookkeeper fiom Ottawa. wrote 
himself three cheques, one for $7-50, a second for $15.00 and a third for $6.00, On Febniary 26, 1900 he 
found himself in the Carleton County Police Court k i n g  sentenced to a twelve month term for forgery. 
Percy E. had no prior convictions, was single, Roman Catholic, temperate and was 24 years old. In 
March 1900, Percy E. became prisoner #17 1 1 1 at the Central Prison of ontario.' 

An undated. unsigned lener in Percy E.'s handwnting can be found impounded in his case file. 
It is hastily written to an illegible narne with no address other than New York: ''Dm Sir, 1 enclose you a 
small sketch of Life in [the) Centrai Prison & describe it as fully as possible. 1 think it worth publishing, 
as it has nevcr been described before. 1 enclose you a few pictures of the officers and buildings2 which 1 
cut out of a yearly report to the Government. Hoping you will see your way clear to find space enough in 
one of your well known magazines, 1 am yours truiy, (no signaturej." Perhaps the letter was just a draft 
to some hypothetical American publisher that Percy E. was hoping to someday contact. On October 24. 
1900, at 9:00 a.m., Percy E., now 25 years old, departed from the Central Prison on a ticket of leave. 
having served some nine months. During that period, he had managed to produce a detailed and vivid 
account of convict life, which he had hoped to bring to the world's attention. He leA the Central Prison 
however without having contacted any publishers and he left without any of his writi ngs. Percy E. 's 
thoughts were never published in his lifetime, but they were not lost either. They provide a remarkable 
window into the mind of a convict. As for what happened to Percy E. afler he was freed nothing is 
known. Still king a young man, and not likely to repeat his offenses, his ezrperiences in prison likely 
fadcd in signif~cance as he got older. When he left, Percy E. re-joincd the same outside world that he had 
earlicr found to be so indifferent to the plight of convicts. The lot of the prisoner probably did not mean 
as much to him when he wvas no longer incarcerated. 

1 have put together the following highlights from two separate diaries that Percy E. contributed to 
at different times during his incarceration. 

Higbligbts from Percy E.'s Diaries 

On entering in the large, spacious grounds in front of the prison you will see very pretty flowers, trees. 
etc.. which you will no doubt notice to take a look at, because it rnay be a long time before you see them 
again. Well, on entering at a side door, you wvill yourselves m] confronted with a guard who keeps watch 
at the baned gate to open, which a key two f a t  long is used. Rather a diff~cult lock to pick, even 
supposing that the guard could be disposed of some way. 

On entering the Central Prison on Thursday morning March at 7:00 am. to complete a 12 mos. 
term wc were given for breakfast a piece of supposeci to be beefsteak (but more like leather) and a cup of 
coffee. That finished, OUT. .. clothes. .. werc recorded. then degraded to the extent of getting the hair al1 
shaved off the head and face, then photographed for the Rogue's Gallery. That having k ing  done, we 
were taken to be weighed and then we were given a b a h  and a change of clothes for the regulation prison 
ctothes. That being donc we were given dinner, k ing  soup fit for pigs and a piece of sour bread better 
known as punk. Mer  dimer we were al1 taken to the recording room where our measurements were ail 
taken by the famous Bertillon system. That done we were shown to our respective workplaces, 1 king 
lucky enough to fa11 into the situation of keeping tools for the Machine Shop. 1 also had the good luck to 

- 
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' the pictures were not retained on file 



be under a good hearted Christian for a foreman and about one of the very few Christians around the 
place. And [as] for the guard what was in the Machine Shop, well 1 can say he was one of the meanest in 
the whole prison. Six o'clock came. We were washed up, then marched Lockstep into the prison for Our 
respective places, for to get our supper a piece of sour bread again or rather punk and a tin of supposed-to- 
be tea, then locked up for the night. 

Friday Moming we were ... up at 5:30, unlocked at six for a breakfast consisting of a tin dish of 
skilly or supposed-to-be-pomdge, another piece of punk and a tin cup of coffee. Seven o'clock we were 
marched up out to work, work going dong nicely til 12 o'clock. Then marched in again for Dinner 
consisting of a tin dish of Pork and Beans & three potatoes & a piece of Punk that is the best meal WC get 
at any time. One o'clock out to work again, work going along soundly til sis then lockstep again to get 
supper, same as before (supper is always the same), locked up till called on. 

5:30 a m .  Saturday Moming: for breakfast we get what you could or would cal1 Irish Stew. Oh! 
by the way, everything we get is boiled. This is not so bad as some of the things we gct to eat. but meat 
we get sometimcs you had better try & cut it with an axe or saw rather than try to bite it for you cannot. 1 
had the misfortune to lose 4 teeth which 1 had to go without till 1 finished my term.' One o'clock out to 
work again til4 when we go in and then we take turns that is the North & South Wings get turns for a 
bath. We were lucky enough to [get] ours that day the 24th March. [in oîher words, his Wing got to use 
the water first]. Then locked up til Sunday at 7 a.m. Get for breakfast a dish of boiled rice & a piece of 
punk & a cup of coffee then back to our ce11 til 8:00 then out with our buckets then back to our ceIl again 
till9:30 then Sunday Schwl for an hour and a haifthen we were marched around the yard in lockstep for 
an hour or so then dinner another dish of soup and a piece of punk and a tin cup of old dough & bread 
callcd DUE. You could eat a little of it & that would put you to sleep & you would sleep until you were 
unlocked for Church at 3 til4 and then locked up for supper. We got a piece of punk and a cup of tca. 
Locked up iill Monday then. [several more paragraphs followed describing the food] 

One day the Deputy was going through the kitchen to look at the food for us and it happened to 
be soup day. He uied to taste the soup- why it was cattle's eyes & everything- Since then 1 have eaten no 
more soup on soup days. A piece of bread is good enough for me. The prisoners who work in the kitchen. 
tliey do not care what they put in our meals simply because they do not have to eat the same [food]. They 
get the very best of meals: beefsteak, sugar, milk. coffee, pies, puddings & in fact everything the same as 
the guards get. While us poor devils have to eat what they give us or starve. 1 would rather starve than 
eat the skilly & soup & sometimes the [ d a .  Oh, 1 can tell you tmly they (are] somcthing awful at times. 
Onc look is enough for nie without eating any of them. 

Work went along pretty smoothly in our shop for some time when one day in May one prisoner 
for talking was marched into the Warden's by the guard and was subjected to 10 lashes. They have a 
machine against the wallZ what c a s  your feet cuffs your hands above your head [and] a belt around your 
trousers. Then after you're in the Machine he got 10 lashes across his sit down & he felt them for some 
time. his body k i n g  a m a s  of blisters aftewards. That is only one of the mean ways they have of 
kicking you here.. .. 

Our fkiend Geo. Daniels- the librarian- he let mc [corne] for prayer meetings every Mon- and 
every Saîurday nights. And 1 tell you 1 thought that a great privilege for twas there 1 found the Lord Jesus 
Christ. 1 gave myseif to him & was a changed man from that day for evermore, never to sin again- no 
never. Then 1 was asked again through Mr. Daniels if 1 would join the choir which 1 readily consenteci for 
that made it much (more] nice for me. We got out at 2:30 Sunday aftemwn to practice and al1 the 
members of the Choir k i n g  turned Christians we had turns every Sunday before practicing the hymns to 
say a prayer & thank the lord for what he has done for us. 

' He must be exaggerating. 
' Warden Massie had devised this machine. See Chapter 12.. 



May 24th came in. Had a splendid time thanks to Cap't Archibald and Mrs. Col. Read & others 
of the Salvation Army who gave us a splendid time. I guess that was one of the best days 1 ever spent in 
my life. The text that Mrs. Read gave us I shall never forget for that is a clay joineth himself to the potters 
han& to be made over again. Then she told us how she met a poor fallen fellow in Windsor Ont. who 
was on his deathbed & who sent for her and he asked her if she knew him well. She said 1 think 1 have 
seen you faIl somewhere but 1 do not know. Well, he said, it was in the Central Prison & it was there 1 
found the Lord Jesus Christ. She asked hirn if he was prepared for the [ill] on high for him & he replied 
he was, for the Lord [was] with hirn & he had noihing to fear. Oh, that was so nice, hirn king on his 
dcathbcd and al1 prepared to go on high and meet his master- well, the p r  fellow passai away soon after 
that. 

A little later on, one of the poor fellows that came up with me from Perth, his name was Geo. T.. 
the poor fellow he took sick and was put in the hospital for a long lingering death, for he was never 
washed, never looked after properly or attended to medidly or otherwise. [in] consequence he died. 1 
was very sorry for hirn the poor fellow. He was very nice and good hearted. 1 can thank the Lord he was 
prepared to meet his master the great omnipotent, he having also found the Lord Jesus Christ. Within 
these wall they put 1Um in the dead house, then npped hirn open, of course, to look at him. There was 
also a guard named - standing on hirn with a stick in his hand beating the dead on the face and hollenng 
or sliouting "what do you want to see. He is noching but an otd dead man. Hurrah. a dead man." This is 
another instance of the nice treatment we get. Why do not the Government look into this if not for their 
sakes why for our poor souls. We are failen beings as well as they are, and indeed some of us myself 
included are better than they are. T h q  treat the poor prisoners worse than dogs. The language they 
sometimes use. it is a wonder they do not get struck down dead when they are letting those oaths out of 
them. 

Monday June 25 at about 5 o'clock in the afternoon, another poor feHow died named T. and only 
19 years old too. Three weeks ago he was as well as any one couid wish to be. On Sunday afternoon. 
June 4th 1 think he twk sick. They took hirn up to the hospital for treatment. The poor fellow did not get 
properly attended to either. If he wanted anything he had to get up & get it himself. Just one incident 
previous to his death he was told by the doctor to give him- that is T.- a 112 grain of some kind of 
medicine. What did the orderly do but give hirn 1 1/2 grains of it. Then when the Doctor came around lie 
asked him if he gave hirn his medicine he said 1 thought 1/2 a grain was not enough so 1 gave him 1 1/2 of 
it. The Doctor said - "Whew" 1 was nsking only 112 a grain. Just before his death, an hour or so, he 
asked the orderly for a drink of water. The orderly said. "get up & get it yourself," which he had to do, 
consequence: another harm & he was dead. Non-treatment, bad care, lack of medical attention. etc., 
never washed since k ing  in the hospital: somebody ought to do something to prevent this. 

If you take sick thcre they put you in the Hospital & if they have any gmdge against you, why it is 
al1 over. You are going to die sure. Treated worse than dogs. 1 would not treat my dog at home like that. 
1 have more respect than that. 1 myself am going to bnng this matter up before the proper authorities .... 
These are true facts, 1 myself having been therc and 1 know therefore. 1 will see if something cannot be 
done before it is too late. 

Another instance on Monday night June 25th. Just a few minutes afîer sis o'clock when we 
were locked up a poor fellow subjected to fits took a fit. We ail caIIed the officer or guard to come & take 
hirn out. Well ... at 8:30- an hour and half f i e r  he was taken out of his ceIl. He came to, the doctor and 
the Deputy Warden says, "here you there, is nothing the matter with you? Get up and wak upstairs to the 
Hospital." 1s that Human treatment? It is nothing but a slavery and a big case of [illegible] this 
government in Canada. Another instance this same fellow who was subject to take fits took 3 one night 
one right after the other & what did they do for him, why nothing at dl .  Just left hirn there and when he 
came to, told hirn he was doing that on purpose. The same thing happens every day. 

1 was very sick. Had an awfiil cold & intluenza bad on Aug. 20th and went in to [the] Doctor to 
get some medicine. What do you he gave me, why carbolic acid. He would just as soon poison you as 
give you medicirie io restore your health. Went in again on Aug. 2 1st and asked him for some Balsam [?I 



or something 1 could take for my throat and cold. He said the only Balsarn 1 have is for tlie clap. 
[syphilis]. Well, 1 said, 1 do not want it for it is no good to me. 1 have not got the clap. 1 want something 
to make me better, or had to be contented with a few genuine pills. Time wore on and soreness in the 
throat got better & heal up when 1 was very glad, indeed so. 1 thanked the Lord for helping me to get 
better. 

Why they. "the Guards" would just as soon shoot you as look at you. There are roughly speaking 
out of them al1 in the prison. "that is the Guards" there is about 2 decent respectable Gentlemen amongst 
them dl ,  the rest are not fit to drive Scavenger Wagons or to use the pick and the shovel. 

Another fact: the men who had the privilege to attend to the Warden's horses and other things. 
and the Iibrarians. sergeants, orderly as well, as the men who done Jobs around the yard and also the men 
who were working around the kitchen, why should they good beefsteak and fried potatoes and butter, milk 
and sugar for their meals and more than any other of the prisoners. They are common prisoners the samç 
as any other, no better. In fact. some of them not so good. In all, out of about 345 prisoners, there is about 
between 12 to 15 real Christians who are deserving of better traitment than they get. Oh, for a change in 
Govement, to root out some of those blackguards that have offices, such as Guards and ofiïcials when 
they should be using the pick and axe and selling rags and making about 3 or 4 dollars a week instead of 
holding a position such as they have when they are not capable to hold it. 

However, 1 trust the day will corne when this will be attended to without fail as it is most 
important. Guards Barry, Higgins & Reid are goal as you can make them, for they are liked and 
respected by al1 the prisoners but the others Clancy, Lilly. Muir, Dickinson, Edward and Miles are simply 
no good at ail. They should be shoveling mal or buying rags or something similar as in fact these 
positions are too good for them. They would be more competent to fil1 a scavenger's place than anything 
else. Especially Miles who is the worst and meanest Guard in the prison- a fact that a Guard that cannot 
spell' and it takes him d l  his time to write his name on his reports. al1 he can do to write his name, he 
ought to be sent to school & put in the first prirnary. However, al1 is well that ends well as the sayiiig 
goes, so what 1 & a good many other had to do was to first keep quiet, do our work the best we could and 
saw wood. or say nothing and be contented. Why al1 the time we are molesteci by the Guards themselves. 
Why nearly every day when I was doing my work the desk not any too big- the old fool of a Guard Miles 
he wanted to take the paper out of the desk and open it out right on top of my writing or what ever 1 was 
doing and 1 had of course to wait for hirn till he was through. Of course that was against & breaking the 
niles whkh he was not supposed to do, but if wc turncd around to do anything why you would go to the 
machine and [get] 10 over the ass. He is simply no good to tell the mth. One day he was showing some 
tisitors around the prison. When he came to the Machine Shop he said, "ladies and genuemen. This is 
my department. 1 superintend this department." Why, he could not superintend to drive a hose or in fact 
a pig let alone to have human beings under him. A curse is what he is if the tmth were known. 

You may talk of some of these poor unfortunates, that is, prisoners like myself who have fallen 
down and immediately thrust into prison. who if the truth were know, why nearly evey one of the Guards 
& officiais in the prison should be under the lock and key and behind the bars, if 1 had my say in it. There 
is some of them who would be under lock and key and behind the bars for the rest of their lives to starve at 
that. There is more robbery done inside these prison walls than outside them and that is no small robbery 
neither. It is simply a grand extensive robbery .... 1 have myself seen enough to convict certain of the 
Guards to sentences ranging fiom about 15 to 20 years each. Why do not the papers bting these facts to 
the people's cars and fire those guards? Fire them al1 if needs be and get new ones. Why should a 
pnsoner have to clean a guard's boots and clothes and mbber coat? Is that an instance of one of the d e s  
of the institution to humble yourselves before these Guards? 1 don't think if the tmth was made known it 
would be altogether Merent in the Central Prison. However, while we are here we have to what we are 
told the same as dogs.. .. 

Therc is a grant of $1000.00' per year for prisoners ço the prisoners and by enforcement society 
to keep such poor unfortunates as myself and others but we can say we never seen a cent of it. It went 

' He did, in fact, make spelling mistakes on his punishment reports 
This figure is of his o m  invention. 



where the rest should go, down deep into the pockets of =me of the officials and e ~ c h  them for a rainy 
day, if the facts & tmth were known. if were al1 the houses of the officials and officers and foremen of the 
Centrai [Prison1 of Toronto searched you would find there is more robbery & theft done by them than by 
the poor Wortunates rvho have fallen once and thnist into prison at the tender mercies of these brutes 
called officers of the Central Prison. They are M t  for any other m d e  or calling, to get a position as 
guard in the Central Prison. We prisoners are sent here for to become better Bi live an honcst Ise. How 
can a prisoner become to live an honest lifc when you have officiais over you who are stealing al1 the 
time? 1s that the way to properly lead prisoners to refonn? Well that is the way they do in the Ceniral 
Prison ..... 

You will no doubt remember or h o u .  chat any mail we get or send out is al1 read. So on 
Saturday August 18th when the guard who was on duty Iiappened to be Guard Miles he had of course to 
stop & read the contents of the letter before you wodd get fit]. He stopped in front of my cell, read a letter 
and then put it in his pocket. 1 did not expect a letter if there was one for me you rnay be sure he would 
take it home to read it before you get it. 

He [Guard Miles J used to play dirty mean with me. We were supposed to get our hair al1 clipped 
off every month, and 1 positively refûsed 2 months running so lie went to the Deputy m d e n l  and told 
the Deputy- that was when the Warden was sick in bed with Typhoid, "Deputy, this man won't get his 
hair cut" & 1 said "No Sir- simply because 1 expect to get out next month." "Well. he said. "if you don't 
get it cut now you will get it cut later on in 2 weeks so 1 said. "1 will get it cut in 2 weeks." - Well, in the 
meantirne 1 went to one of the prisoners and got him to trim my hair with a pair of scissors so 1 got ahead 
of him that way but 1 expect he will wait for me the next tum. However, 1 will do my best to beat hirn 
again if 1 can .... 

What did you ever hem of any one k i n g  drunk or getting drunk in the Central Prison? Why on 
July 20th there was 5 or 6 prisoners got hold of a large bottie or Methylated spirits and drank it and got 
good and dnink on it and sometime in June 1 guess it was there was something similar to it happeneci only 
then they had to be camed in to thcir cells. [Theyl could not walk. Why the little affair might have cost 
every life in the Central prison. 

It is not right throwing and mixing up prisoners as they do. There ought to be classification 
somewhere. If it is brought before the public in the right way, I know it would be attended to at once. 
And for a clerk to have to bnish down one of the guard's clothes who had such a high position before he 
got into trouble and who used to earn more in a month than the guard in 3 or 4 months. to have to humble 
yourself and clean boots & brush & c l a n  clothes. 

One day wlûle working in the office cleaning up the stock, I $vas lucky enough to find some 
money. Well, now- 1 had started to live an honest Christian Me. 1 dccided there and then to return it to 
the foreman who would in tum find the owner which he did do, and would say it belonged to the 
Blacksmith. The foreman [isJ a very nice man, too very good. 1 would do anythng for him too. he and 
the Machine Shop foreman. Well, was thanked very liberaily for retuming the cash property and that 
done me as much good as any reward. Well the next day one of the prisoners came up to me & said "Why 
did you not keep it & buy tobacco with it?" Indy said, "it was not mine as 1 retumed it to the owner & 
was better off îhan if had even 5 plugs of tobacco." Well the Foreman promised me faithfully he said, 
"Percy, my boy, 1 am glad to say that you are the most honest boy in my cmploy or ever had under me and 
that kind litîle act you done will reap a reward. For that 1 will help you some &y." Wcll sometime aiter 1 
was again tucby enough to find a diamond stud in the office again, gave it to the Foreman who in mm 
looked around for the owner who was again the Blacksmith Foreman. When returned to hirn he came to 
mc & said "when did you find that?" And 1 showed hirn and he told me he had losî that one a year ago 
and never expected to ever find it again. Well 1 was very liberally thanked for it too, so I was happy once 
more to say that 1 done the right thing by retwning it. 



1 guess 1 am on the right and only path to iread on & that is the Narrow path of Righteousness & 
e-vpect to keep on it for the rest of my days as 1 have given tlie devil good seMce for 25 years, though the 
best plan 1 could do was to start & serve my master. The Lord Jesus Christ, for the balance of my days. so 
made the determination then & there to serve the Lord & [u am going to W l l  my promise. 

'A Desperate Attemptn 

(A Short Story Wntten by Percy E. Detailhg un Escape) 

After four weeks torture in the jail with iron bars al1 around and the means of escape in his hands. he 
dared not act escept by fits and starts. There \vas always someone about though fiom day to day Roy saw 
lus friend the butcher. The bar was not yet cut through. From the first morning the prisoner carefully 
swept up the dust and dirt and threw them out the window, down on a plank walk before he thought of 
passing it down a crack in the boards. Then when the sun was up and rather in the shade. eveq day 
[someone] came to the iron gate. Roy strove lest it shodd be hirn counted, [illegible words] however, he 
kept at his work. Now and again he would stop and [taik] to his fellow prisoners. Constant work, 
though, told, and at last ... the saw so neatly cuts through. 

Even with the file now tembly blunt, he thought he could finish it in half an hour at the least. 
[However,] he dard not cut any more for the present. There happened to be a large bu11 dog in the yard 
of the Jail, which was chained up every day.... 

"Walsh, do you think you could keep the dog locked up tonight, to which the [other guard?J 
replied, "1 will do my best to do so, for 1 hate the brute myself." 

"Roy, do you thnk your friend the butcher will be around tonight?" 
"1 do not want to see him. 1 have seen hirn enough. 1 told hirn that a dozen times." 
"But is he likely to corne?' 
"Oh, 1 guess he will &op in as he passes here every night, so I guess he will come." 
Fwther conversation was stopped for the present and the iron door opened. Roy saur there a 

woman's face which stayed until he was alone. To Roy's trouble and annoyance, he saw that she had 
tears in hcr eyes. [An illegiblc section ensues. It appears that the woman is a friend of the butcher.] 
However, 1 will not describe what took place fiirther sa.. shody after the lady's departure, the mutcher, 
another fnend of Roy's, or a guard?) came to see him and was good enough to brïng along with hirn some 
fniit. Such a delivery was appreciated very highly as that was not included in the Jail's bill of fare. 

Shortly d e r  his departure, they were taken up for the night .... And night here, [there] \vas an 
awfd noise in the yard. The dog was barking as if he was in great agony. It turned out that one of the 
prisoners gave the dog some powdered glas  on some mat. 

"Bang, bang." like the sound of someone breaking doors.. . . [Thel jailer is talking to the dog. 
Then al1 was quiet. Evidently he took the dog in.. .. 

Moming came, the dog was stiH in his old place .... Roy asked the guard if he would put him out 
of the yard where he could get some food.. .. 

"Stay where you are al1 right there," replied the guard .... 
At about 3 o'clock when a train approached, [Roy] began filing swiftly and soffly then hard and 

hard until the noise of the train increased. Getting the bed sheet out of his cell, he tore it into long strips, 
rolled them and then knotted it making a rope out of it. He was in prof& perspiration and his heart beat 
so violently that he felt that it was a good thing that his attempt had been delayed for he was stronger and 
better prepared for his undertaking. Another train came by and he made more progress. Then another 
pause, and a fresh train, [illegible wordsl and taking advantage of the extra heavy noise, he filed with ail 
his might, for it seemed as if he would never finish, the file having grown so blunt. Just as he was faint 
with exertion, and a feeling of despair upon him, there was a du11 [thud?]. The bar was cut through. 



Ten minutes rest and recovery, during which time he listened attentively, for the dog could 
neither be seen or heard. So Roy, with the opportunity. took it. Listening, he heard a soft low whistle 
like that of some bird in a swamp. 

"Piou, Piou." 
He answered it softly, knowing it to be his Friend the butcher. 
He exclaimed, "Liberty at last." and panting with exertion, he thrust the old file into his breast to 

act as a weapon in case of need, then onto the door, as all was alert. He got his rope, tied it to one of the 
bars, and then began descending very cautiously, for he had to pass two windows, either of which might 
be occupied. 

"Can't help if" he murmured, "It's win or lose now." 
He tried to see through the darkness the particular spot where a tree would enable him to mount 

the wall. He drew a long breath and the file rustled loudly as he began once more. 
"I could drop it now if it wasn't for the noise," he exclaimed. 
Then his heart seemed to stand still, for there was a sudden fierce rush, the scratching of nailed 

feet, and the bull dog came baying and barking fiercely. To have tried to make over the wall would be 
useless, though he would not have hesitated to bear a few bites for the price of liberty for the ferocious 
barking would be sure to bring out the jailers. He knew just then there was a loud hissing from the wall. 

"Down you beast." 
Roy could hcar this, and it created a diversion for the dog dashed to the wall and began barking 

again. Just as the door opened and out came the keeper and hvo guards bearing a lamp in his hand, he 
cried, ''Good Dog. Seize him." 

The dog barked and barked more furiously while the keeper held up the light. "I thought so. 
boys. Twenty-ten flying out the window. Here, [illegible], stop below and catch him. Have him at all 
costs. Do not make my more noise than possible." He whispered, "There is someone outside the wall." 
Then he cried, "Come down Roy, old boy. Do not be so foolish." 

Roy made no reply for he was calculating what his chances would be if he dropped and fought for 
his liberty, and a sickening feeling of despair came over him as he knew that his attempt was all in vain. 

"Come, Roy, old boy," cried the keeper again, loud enough for any one looking on to hear. "How 
can you play such foolish tricks? Here, come down at once," cried Tim in his gruff old humoured way. 

"Oh, very well," cried Will. "I'll go up and cut the rope." 
There was a loud rustling of rope once more as the prisoner made a desperate effort to climb 

back. 
"Run and tell him to look out." cried the keeper to Tim. "He's getting back." 
It required a tremendous effort and as Roy was light, he easily reached the doors. and began to 

unlock them. Roy was hesitating as to whether he should climb on and take some kind of revenge on 
Will, which might result in his getting through the door, or still try to escape where he was. He drew a 
loud breath and made up his mind to a risky proceeding, for he was ready to dare all. Reaching up as 
high as he could, he was able to get hold of the cornice and pulled himself up to the roof. It was so dark. 
he could only distinguish a [figure] creeping along steadily until it came closer and closer. Then he took 
his file and was going to make good use of it, when Will looked up and seeing what he was about. said, 
"You scoundrel. If you use that, I will shoot you dead." 

This scared him somewhat, so he slunk away and hid in a dark comer ..... [illegible words1 
Looking around, he said, "You scoundrel. I will throw you off the roof if you do not go back to 

where you came from." 
Dark as it was, Roy remarked, "There is two to play at that game, you hot-headed idiot." 
Here replied, "Well, will you give in? There is no doubt of your madness when you play tricks 

like these." 
"Mad enough to fight for my liberty," cried the prisoner, "and I warn you that I am a desperate 

man. " 
"So am I," cried the guard in a low angry whisper. Then, a sharp "Click," "Click." "Give in or 

by all that's holy, I'll bring you down." 
"Fire if you dare. Fire and let the report ring out that you have shot a supposed madman. I shall 

be heard." 
"Curse you," replied the guard, thrusting his revolver back in his pocket. 



In the meantirne, Tom, who was slowly climbing up to the roof to be of some assistance to Will, 
cried out. "Corne on quick. Now you are going to give up sensibly." 

"1 am not going to give up you scoundrels." replied the prisoner, "but I'm going to knock you 
backwards, if you corne too close to me, so take care. I've given you both fair warning. 1 tell you 1 am a 
desperate man." 

"So are we," replied one of the guards," and we are not going to lose you, after al1 this trouble, 
my fine fellow." 

As they addresseci [himJ, the prisoner reîracted .... (illegible wordsl, the whole afXair k ing  soiely 
the work of a minute or two, then, [illegible words) started in one direction and the other guard in the 
other direction, as they were making a rush, the prisoner stepped out of the way. causing them to fdl. 
This gave him a mornentaq advantage, for he was able to get down quite a ways before his pursuers 
started &er him. But it wouid be folly for hirn to attempt this again, and he knew that he had but one 
recours and that was to descend as quickly as possible, hoping the keeper would have deserted the place. 
Slowly the guards were afler him. As the prismer was neai the bottom the keeper grabbed him till help 
came. 

"Steady, Together Men, we have him sure. Take him and lock him up where he will not get 
away again for a while." 

Next morning at the Police Court there was another six months more added to Roy's term for his 
useless efforts in hying to escape. 



Appendix C: 

The "Prison Laver:"' 

The Correspondence of 

Centrai Prison Cuard Gilbert Hartley 

with his Fiancee,  ad 

Altbwgb not yet a guard, Eartley dreridy seems interested in prisons He describes an escape from 
Hamilton's Jail and m e d s  an interest in fire arms. He also spelks romantically to bis fiancee. 

Toronto, August 29. 1877 

Albion Hotel 
East Market Square 
Toronto. Ontario 

Dear Friend, 

You will be somewhat surpriseci to see this dated from the city. 1 may or may not have told you about 
the Ontario Rifle Matches which are a t  present going on here. 1 am not here as a cornpetitor although 1 
shall shoot in one or two matches but as a register keeper whose duty it is to keep al1 the scores and have 
general charge of those firing. For this 1 will receive the modest sum of two dollars per day but it is 
constant and tinng work from nine in the moming to six at night- this aftemoon 1 did not rise from my 
camp stool from one o'clock to six. Before this reaches you. you will be or 1 hope you will be settled in 
your new home and wvill have recovered from the fatigue and excitement which usudly accompanies a 
long joumey. This morning's Globe contains news from Hamilton which may interest you some: Mr. 
William Hope the swindler at present conîined in jail appears to be dissatisfied with his quarters and to 
change them lie decided on a plan which had it proved successful would have cleared him from the 
clutches of the law. He wrote a letter to his wife telling her to purchase a small bandsaw and break it into 
pieces about three or four inches long and sew them up in a white linen collar. With the picccs of saw 
they were to cut the bars (he had one or two other criminals in his confidence) and then flee to the other 
side. But fortunately Captain Henry took the letter from his wife as she was leaving. She k ing  innocent 
of the contents and so the whole plot was revealed. When you write please let me know full particulars of 
your trip and your pleasant place of residence. Just before arriving at your destination no doubt you 
noticed a srnall island of about five acres in extent known as Charity Island. This is 1 am informed a 
favounte place for pic-nics and excursions from Bay City. You remember that rose and sprig of 
geranium you kindly gave me as we parted, 1 tried to keep that until Sunday that 1 might HTar it on my 
breast but like al1 flowets it soon faded and withered but the modest sprig lasted over Sunday and is now a 
book mark in my volume of Scott's poems. 1 mailed you Monday's Tinies as 1 thought you would like to 
see Mr. Richardson's sermon and other things of I d  character. On Saturday 1 will send you the Globe. 

' See Letter #9. 
' City of Toronto Archives, Gilbert Hartley Papers. These papers were first cited in Peter Oliver, "A 
Terror to Evil-Doers: The Central Prison and the 'Criminal Class' in tate Nineteenth-Century Ontario" 
in R Hall et al.. eds., Patterns of the Past: Interpreting Ontario 's History, (Toronto: Dundurn Press, 
1988). 



You will please excuse ail the errors and omissions in this note and 1 will promise you to try and write a 
better one next time. Address ail letters for me to Commercial Hotel and oblige. 1 would just add by 
gossip that Mr. or rather Bro. Lawless P. W. C. T. still acts very strangely to our fiend Mrs. Cobum. 1 
will now bid you a "Sweet Sye and Bye" 

From yours tnily, 
Gilbert M e y .  

U. 

Hartley describes bis first impressions of Toronto. 

Toronto, August 28, 1878 

Albion Hotel, 
East Market Square 
Toronto Ontario 

Dearest Mary. 

It is aimost one year since 1 wrote you my first letter. It was in this same room and on this same kind 
of paper that 1 penned the first of a correspondence which has ken  a source of much pleasure to me. But 
when 1 wrote on that occasion 1 did not e.vpect to see you for several months now 1 have the p l m e  to 
think that in a very few days 1 shall be with you. 1 am having a very pleasant time here we have had 
lovely weather except about two hours rain tonight. 1 think we will get through tomorrow noon. 1 will not 
trouble you with any details of shooting. 1 notice a wonderfiil diEerence between Toronto and Hamilton. 
The streets are crowded every evening here and a great many stores are kept open whicli gives me a vefy 
brisk appearance. There is a great many fine buildings k i n g  added to their already fine collection. 1 
shall not have time to see much here that 1 have not seen before. 1 went up to the Mechanics Institute 
tonight about an hour ago. 1 wish to see wliat it was like but on entering the door 1 saw the words "No 
Free Admission" so came back without k i n g  any viser. When 1 was coming to this city 1 got into 
conversation with a gentleman from Etora who gave me a fine account of the scenery around that place. 1 
will leave here by the 7:30 a.m. G. T, R arrîving in Guelph at 9:30. 1 will cal1 and see Maggie by Mr. 
Snider's request and then take the 11:30 train arriving in Elora at  1132. It is quite possible that 1 might 
get lost in Elora so to prevent anything of the kind 1 would suggest that you have a guard of honor at the 
station and 1 hereby nominate you to comrnand the said guard. 1 will not say much more. You will 
excuse this short scribble but hoping to meet you on Friday for 1 will l a v e  Friday moming. I wiI1 remain 
your constant and devoted lover. 

Gilbert M e y .  

N.B. I am getting pretty well tanned up by the Sun. Gilbert. 

m. 
Hartley is sworn in as a Guard at the Centrai Prison. With some trepidation, he describes bis new 

situation. 

Toronto, November 28, 1878 



This is Thursday night and 1 am sitting in the guard room of the Central Prison but my heart is with 
you. 1 commence this tonight because 1 want to taik to you. Would to heaven that 1 could press you to my 
bosom. 1 have much to tell you for 1 have seen so many new things since 1 lefi you yesterday moming. 1 
rose at six o'clock and prepared to leme by the 6:45 train but time passed very quickly and it was almost 
that time before 1 was ready but 1 was anxious to catch the train so 1 started and f i e r  nuuLing aimost al1 
the way saw it move on just before 1 got to the station, so 1 had to take the ne.*. Arrived here ail safe and 
set about doing business- visited a law finn copy of evidence and got cheque for S 12.00- left my valise at 
Cashmans- got the cheque cashed and reportcd to Mr. Langmuir for duty. Knowing that 1 was going 
among thicves 1 went and opened an account at the Bank and thus making sure of that and if al1 goes well 
1 hope to add to the nest egg. I ne.* went to the prison and repozted myself to the warden and was svom 
in as a Guard. It started to min and blow about eleven o'clock and was one of the most miserable days 1 
ever saw and 1 had to be out looking for my baggage. However 1 soon got settled in my quarters and now 
1 will ûy to give you some account of prison Me. Our accommodation is very good, the food is plain but 
good and healthy, the room in which we sleep is a vety large one containing nine beds, each one has a bcd 
and a the head is large closet filled up with hooks and shelves k i n g  large enough to store my effects. 
There is a bath for our use whenever we want one. our boots are blackened by prisoners and we have 
shaved and have our hair cut by the same, in fact everylhing is done by thcm. 1 have not seen a lady's 
face since 1 came here except by two who were Msiting a prisoner. To-day has been finer and 1 have been 
getting initiated into my duties of which 1 will tell you more by and by. There are threc hundred and 
thirty-three confined here now and 1 c m  tell you they are a hard looking set of al1 ages. But must close for 
tonight Will finish tomorrow. 

Eartley reveals bis thoughts on discipline. He refiects upon a brutal flogging that he had just 
witnessed. 

Cenrial Prison. Toronto, Deccmber 19, 1878 

Dearest Mary, 

1 received your loving letter this morning. 1 am glad to hear that your healtli is still improving and 1 
think time will make you ail sound again. I am pleased that my letters with al1 their faults are welcome. 1 
can assure you that yours are doubly so. 1 have been looking since yesterday for one and 1 was glad 
indeed when 1 saw the lame old prisoner who distributes them coming into the shop. It is a great cornfort 
to me isolateci as 1 am to know that there is one dearer to me than al1 else besides who does not forget me 
and in those thoughts 1 am ever present conscious of this. I am strengthened to meet the obstacles that 
daily arise and look foward to the happy coming fiiture. 

You ofien wonder 1 have no doubt how 1 am getting dong in my new position. 1 like it better every 
day and have but little doubt that 1 shall give entire satisfaction and continue on as long as we can agree. 
1 have now si-xty men in my gang and fifty of them are under my entire control, 1 think 1 will have no 
trouble in rnanaging them as 1 keep them in their place and maintain a strict discipline. 1 have had 
several finished one got fortyeight hours in the dark ce11 and 1 reported one tonight who 1 h o p  will get 
the same. Do not think that 1 am cniel but 1 find that the only way to manage the thieves and roughs who 
nurnber about three hundred and fifty is by stem mçasures, kindness to most of them is like throwing 
pearls to swine. 

At nine a.m. on Tuesday a prisoner named K. from Hamilton and denizen of Corktown was tlogged 
getting fifly lashes. On Sunday last during Sunday School he struck one of the guards. Flogging is not a 
veq  refining medium but it is one that cools down a man very quick. 1 will give you a description of how 



it is done. The man to be flogged is stnpped to the waist. He is then lashed to the triangle-a framework 
sirnilar to an artist's easel. Setting the ground firmly the man is tied to that part which is used by the 
artist to support the picture the breast resting against a cross bar and hands lashed above the head. The 
whip or cat is composed of nine knotted lashes which are separated before striking so that each one makes 
itself felt. On Tuesday al1 the prisoners were h w n  up around the square so that each could see the 
penalty of disobedience. When d l  was ready the Warden read the sentence and Guard Hill took the whip. 
The Warden then gave the words one- two- three- four- five- and so on up to twenty-five. At each count 
the last fell with terrible efféct on the prisoner's shoulders. The first ten or twelve it was fearfid to hear 
hirn cry and beg and twist around in fact he did get one hand loose and they liad to stop and tie it up 
again- From that out he made noise and took the whole twenty five. Hîs shoulders were al1 purple and 
blistered- a sore place for many a day to come. This makes the third time for him. Please excuse me 
taking up so much space with material that is hardly fit for a love letter but 1 want to keep you posteci. 

1 have got B. and K., two of those masked burglars who broke into that f m e r ' s  house a short time 
since near Dundas. We will uy to educate them into the mysteries of Broom-making. 1 write from the 
hospital to-night where 1 am doing duty. The prisoners arc allowed to get up a concert every Christmas 
arnong themselves. They are rehearsing tonight. It is to take place one week from Friday. It does not 
seem like Christmas to me indeed 1 have scarcely given it a thought for 1 know it must be a du11 one widi 
me. If it were possible I would come to Hamilton even if it were ody  to spend a few hours but there is no 
chance of getting away. 1 do more church going than when 1 was in Hamilton for instance last Sunday in 
the morning, Sunday school aftemoon church, evening, church. 1 went to the Presbyterian Church a 
splendid place as far as architecture goes but 1 do not feel at home and would gladly have traded and given 
plenty of boot for my old place in the Centenary with you by my side. 1 have not succeeded in finding 
you a Beau yet, there is no one that I would care to recomrnend because 1 want him to be an A l  fellow. 
So 1 am afraid ihat you will have to use your own judgment in the rnatter. 1 know you think 1 am a quecr 
lover to be away so much and 1 regret that circumstances have been such as to cause it but it is not without 
[regret?] that 1 parted a few weeks ago- for 1 had for months looked foward to your visit as a time of 
happiness and joy and the change was a sudden one for me. But 1 believe it will be al1 the better for us in 
the end. ifal1 goes well at the end of the year 1 will be al1 right financially and you know the test. But I 
must draw to a close next Wednesday is Christmas as we cannot see each other would you write to me and 
1 will do the same. Please remember me to al1 who may require after me especially to Annie and Dear 
Mary if the hand that guides this be spared another year it will be [put] to better use than witing to you 
mut] to press you to a loving breast. But good-bye love may this find you well as 1 am 

From your loving 
Gilbert 

Harîley describes the arriva1 of some of tbe convicts, including many recidivists. 

We have had a large nurnber of arrivais this week. A gang of ten came in last night about 4:30. 
They were handcuffed two and two and a long chah  between them. What is strange to me is that most of 
the convicts are here time aller time. Some have been here off and on since the prison started. 1 find in 
the majority of cases drink is the cause of it. Certainly we have men who are thieves by profession- cool, 
sober, and calculating. What a study there is for a moralist in this place. Here we have boys from 14 to 
say 18, young men from that up men in the prime of Me and last and worst than d l  , gray-headed and 
infirm men. In my shop 1 have severai old men old enough to be my father. But age and gray hair 
command no respect here and bring no principles. To-night 1 am on duty having charge of the armoury 



key and to-night 1 shall sleep in charge of al1 the prison keys. This evening 1 accompanied a dischargecl 
prisoner or rather conducted h m  to the train and started him off for Guelph where he resides. He says he 
won't come back here again. 

W. 
Hartley is suspicious of the avowed piety of many prisoners and remarks tbat the public bas entirely 

too much sympatby for convicts. 

You would scarcely think that religion would be used as a cloak in prison that we should have wolves 
in sheep's clothing. But it is so notwithstanding. We have men here who have come up to me and in the 
most pious canting tone possible say that W. Logan (the deputy narden) has given them permission to 
hold a Bible Class or they were going to have a few words of prayer and 1 know from good authority that 
these same rascals instead of holding a Bible Class or praying are plotting to rob and plunder when they 
gct out. For instance a man named P. was released a short time ago. He was eh-tremely pious and used 
to be a great favourite wvith his Sunday School teacher and 1 believe has frcquently addressed her as his 
dcar fncnd in Christ. However a few days ago he robbed a man on the public highway of 150 dollars. But 
do not think that because 1 write thus that 1 do not respect a poor prisoner who is trying to live a better 
Iife. 1 would gladly see then al1 become good Christian men but when are we to know that th- are 
sincere. 1 think the public have too much sympathy for prisoners altogether. if they Iived among thcm 
for a fcw months there would be Icss. In distributing the letters to my men today, 1 came to one old 
Irishman who could not read so he wanted me to read it to him. It was from his wife who was telling him 
d l  her troubles- how she had no wood and often no food- a pitifid tale indeed. He has seven months 
more. He says it was whiskey that brought him here. 

va 
Hartley is revolted by the convicts' Iack of morality. H e  wisbes be were in more elevating 

sumndings. He  considers it better not to associate very mucb witb his fellow guards and seems 
loneiy. 

Sunday, February 9. 1879 

1 have delayed finishing my letter until now for 1 knew that you would not be able to get it until 
Monday. 1 must tell you of the manner and way that the spintual welfare of prisoners is conducted. Last 
week Mr. Sofüey the City Missionary was here four nights conducting a communion class. To-day wc 
had Sunday school as usual in the moming and this afternoon church service and the sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper. 1 was never so much disgusted with a church service before for it was simply a mockery of 
religion. But I must stop for 1 want to go to church. 1 don't feel right unless 1 go and 1 shall not have a 
chance neM Sunday. How 1 do wish with d l  my heart that it was with you. - Good Bye. 

Will to resurne my account of this afternoon's service. It was the Episcopal form and three took part in 
it, and was more like a ghost than a man white and emaciated naturally with a sepulchral voice and 
arrayed in the long white gown you can believe that it would appear most absurd. But the climax was 
reached when the communion was k i n g  administered. The wine was handed to a prisoner who was 
kneeling at the altar with a number of others. He took it and drank almost the entire contents indeed he 
would have done so had the ghostly gentleman not snatched it away from him. There were r o m  of 
laughter arnong the prisoners in fact 1 found it difficdt to keep a straight face. Such subjects for 
communion as they were, several are in my shop. 1 see their daily conduct and 1 have hesitation in saying 
that they are the best liars and thieves. 1 get so disgusted with them when 1 see so much that is vile and 
evil among them. Heaven forbid that 1 shouid disparage Christian work among them or set myself up as 
a role mode1 of purity. 1 should be glad indeed if they could be cunverted to a man for it would save a 
great amount of [illegible] and work. 1 do wish that 1 was in a purer element. There is nothing that is 
elevating and refining. AI1 is base and vile. 1 cannot believe a word any of them Say. 1 have often seen 



them doing things distinctly and when accused of it would deny it and 1 have had them men say that as 
God was their judge they did not. 

Dear Mary, if1 could have your company to cheer and refine me it would not be so bad as it is now al1 
day among these rascals and at ~ g h t  no one to confide with for 1 find it better not to be intimate with my 
fellow guards 1 sometimes get discouraged. Do give me good long letters. 1 know you will not forget me 
but 1 shall be so glad to have long letters. Can't you get up some argument or controversy anything to 
break the monotony. Keep up my spirits indced both of our spirits and sharpen our mental facilities. But 
1 must close now love. 1 hope you may decide to remain in Hamilton. So for the present Good Bye and 
remember your Prison lover. 

Gilbert 
Please remember me to al1 who may ask after my welfare. 

VIL 
Eartley describes a Sunday exercise drill. 

Toâay our routine was somewhat different. After Sunday School which was over before elcven we 
took d l  the prisoners out in the yard and gave them about an hour's drill. 1 would rather not do it on a 
Sunday, still it is a good thing for them to get exercise. 

VLII. 
H a d e y  resents the arnount of sympathy coovicts elicit from religious visitors, wbile guards like 

himsclf are oserlooked. Except for the bustling b m m  shop, many of the convicts have no work to 
do. Hartley hiots at govemment corniption. 

1 should very much like to join the Y.M.C.A. especially as you would like me to. but as we are 
situated 1 have scarcely any chance to attend any of their meetings and 1 cannot say that 1 like their 
rnanner around this prison. Here we have some seventeen guards who have to possess a first class 
character before they can obtain a post and to keep it have to live in a very exemplary rnanner and who are 
considering the very trying Iife they have to lead daily in the midst of the most notorious rascals are 1 
think you will admit entitled to some consideration and attention. Yet the members of who corne though 
they amount to about fifty of both seses will pet some of the vilest crcatures who only laugh at what they 
say, will make them presents of books, bouquets, handkerchiefs, and other trifles but scarcely recognize 
any of us. 1 am by no means jealous of prisoners who receive their attention but 1 think it shows a strange 
Christian spirit to ignore the worthy and pet the miserable wretches who only use them as tools. 1 may be 
judging them too harsh but just imagine yourself how 1 am al1 week with the exception of the foreman 
alone among si,uty-seven men who from daily o b ~ e ~ a t i o n  1 know to be scoundrels (1 will not say that al1 
are such) of the blackest age and don't you think 1 deserve some sympathy fiom men and women who 
profess to be Christians. To-morrow we commence to work ten hours a day, we will have to rise at 5:30 
and unlock the prisoners at 6 and work until6 p. m. It d e s  a long day but 1 think 1 can stand it. The 
only work that is going on here now is in the Broom Shop and we cannot make them fast enough. The 
other shops have closed and the men are marched around the yard al1 day until the weather is mild enough 
to commence work in the brick yard. 

1 don't think 1 shall be much of a politician for 1 am disgusteci with the arnount of trickery that 1 see 
carricd on to obtain power and to hold it when it is got. A person wants to gct in a Government position 
to see it but so long as 1 am paid and fare well, it is not my place to say anythmg. 



K. 
Hartley describes the singing of the prison choir ?ad the weather. 

March 9, 1879 

My Deama Mary, 
1 would have answered your kind letter on Friday evening but I was on duty. The prison chaplain has 

a choir which practices every Friâay evening, so 1 had to unlock and be with them while they were 
singing. They sing some pieces very nicely. We are having beautifiil weather here. Yesterday however 
we had quite a little thunderstom, the lightening king quite sharp. 

X 
Eartley describes a suicide attempt. He dso admits tbat, due to bis vigilance, he is not liked by the 

prisoners, but be daims not to care. 

March 16. 1879 

One night last week we had a prisoner attempt to commit suicide by cutting the arteries of the wist 
with a old piece of hwp iron which he had sharpened up. He did it while he was lying in bed and was 
found insensible ne.- moming from loss of Wood He is a cripple and very d d a n d  said that he had 
been kicked and cuBed around long enough so concluded to shutne off this mortal coi]. Js it not a terriiïc 
state to be in? 

1 have not much news to tell you. All is going well so far as my department is concerned so may as 
well tell you tliat I am not liked by the prisoners at all. The reason of this is of course that 1 endeavour to 
cany out the d e s  of the prison and anyone who does that may except to have their il1 will but 1 care not a 
snap for it. 

XL 
Hartley describes the death of a dwpondent convict in the hospita. He notes the desire of most 

convicts to secure a pardon, and their near universal belief in their own innocence. 

March 21. 1879 

A prisoner who worked in the shop died thk evening in the hospital. What a temble thing it is to 
die in a prison. 1 believe he said a day or two ago with an oath that he did no care whether hc died or 
not. So you may imagine hou dark some of the minds arc in this place. Yet there is scarcely a man 
here but lives with the h o p  of a pardon. 1 was always under the impression that a sentence \vas 
unaiterable at teast to a great extent and so it is. But there are some cases of pardon and then al1 the rest 
think that ifthey can only get in a petition they would be sure to get out. And another strangc thing is 
that almost everyone is innocent, here for nothing. That is their story. 

XIL 
In the Bmom Sbop, Hartley is in charge of the largesî amount of convicts in tbe prison. Even 

though the warden is  a strict man, and aot everyone c m  get dong witb him, Hartley believes he cm. 

My responsibility is increasing for 1 have no eighty men in my charge, more by about thirty than any 
other guard in the prison. 1 am proiid to say that 1 have never been found fault with by the Warden who 



is a very strict man and it is not anybody who can get along with him but for my part 1 think he is the 
right man for the right place and I think we will get along splendid. 

XIIL 
One of Hartley9s gang intended to murder the corridor guard as part of an escape pian. H e  had a h  
composed a poem celebrating his caper. His plans bad been intercepted, and guards were on band 

with orders to shoot. H e  was caught and was to be flogged. 

May 11, 1879 

But to procecd to a far different topic- one far less agreeable. 1 may say by way of news to show you 
the kind of life we Icad that the monotony of the prison routine was somewhat distwbed by it k i n g  
discovered that one F., a notorious rascal, was cutting the bars of the ceIl gate with the intention of 
coming out during the night, murder the corridor guard and then cut his way out of the main building and 
so regain his M o m .  It was discovered on Friday and that night two guards were in the wings with 
orders to shoot him if he should corne out but he did not. The next morning the Deputy Warden was at 
his cc11 when he came out for brealrfast with another suit of clothes which he was told to put on then and 
there. 1 was told lie was the vety picture of chagrin when he found out that he was discovered. He was 
waiked off to the dark cell at once without bfeakfkst tw. He has remained there ever since. His clothes 
and cell were searched at once and saws, files and other tools were found in them. if he had got away 
this would have made the fourth time that he has made his escape fiom prisons. Just to show you what a 
cool scoundrel he is even in the face of murder for he wodd not have hesitated a moment at that. some 
doggerel rhyme was found in his ce11 celebrating his escape, which he was going to Ieave behind. It 
commenced like this "Of Tom F. you have heard daresay/ Fmm many a prison he has broked away." and 
gws on to say. "It was the night of the tenth of May in spite of fate he broke out of the stone ce11 with an 
iron gate" and concludes with these words: "Tom thinks no crime and does his work sure evety time." 

In this case, it did not turn out so sure and he will be flogged tomorrow moming. 1 rnight add that he 
is one of my gang. 

XIV. 
The above mentioned prisoner took bis flogging stoicallj and his feet were shackled for the 

remainder of bis term. 

May 18, 1879 

We have more time in the \vinter than now work bcing generally over at 4:30. Everything is going 
very nicely now. The fellow 1 spoke of in my last letter was flogged and Tuesday morning had forty 
lashes which he took without a murmur. His feet are now shackled and will remain so for near two years. 

W. 
in light of an escape, guards are tackling rifle practice with renewed enthusiasm. 

May 26, 1878 

1 am pinched for time as 1 was detailed for rifle practice this evening afier supper and have only just got 
through it now near eight. A prisoner made his escape on Saturday which has stirred us up so we are 
learning to use our arms and will rnake it wami for some of them. 



Hartley is now in cbarge of one bundred convicts, or one third of the population of the prison. He 
describes tbe effect of a provincial election on a government institution. Many of the oficers, 

including Hartley himself, bad secured their positions througb patronage. Hartley inspects the 
building site of tbe new Mercer Refomatory. 

He cbastises Mary for ber professed distaste for letter writing, but hoping to encourage further 
correspondence, he departs from the usud gloomy accwnts of prison life and composes a stirring 

and romantic oration for bis fimcee. 

Deaf Mary, 
The past week has been a busy one for us for in addition to an increase in my own charge which now 

numbers one hundred men or one third of the prison, we have had the unial arnount of excitement which 
accompanies an election more especially in a govenunent institution. There are several officiais herc 
whose term of office can only hope to last with the Reform Party in power therefore you could understand 
that their efforts would becorne increasing. 1 am quite amused to hem of James' disappointment at the 
result of the elections in Hamilton for my own part 1 am delighted to know of Mr. Gibson's election for 1 
consider it is him in a great masure that 1 may thank for having this situation. So far as the merits of the 
hvo Hamilton candidates weni there is no doubt that they are both excellent men. There was great 
rejoicing here over the victoty but 1 did not go down to the City. 

1 am somewhat surpriseci to hear you espress your distaste for letter writing for if it were not for tlus 
one means of communication we should be entirely separated for rnonths at a time. Now 1 think that an 
art that yields so much pleasure and allows us to convey OUT dearest ihoughts, wishes, and desires so easily 
should of ail others be cultivated. And it is Ming also, we may speak but the charm of sound soon 
passes away and in most instance forgotten, but if we commit our thoughts to paper they may be treasured 
and read when the hand that penned them is silent and cold. Indeed their worih is often very 
unpleasantly exemplifieci in what is known as "breach of promise suit" h m  which delivers us. It is from 
the letters of noted men and women that we learn the secrets of their life for they are usually written for 
some confidant. 1 have been quite interested by a collection of letters which is published in the June 
nwnber of Scribner's Monthlv. They are from Madam Bobaparte the wife of Jerome to her father in 
Baltimore, a merchant in that place. 1 cannot give you an account of hem more than they well illustrate 
the feelings of a woman of fashion and pleasure. Some future day 1 hope you will have die pleasure of 
reading hem yourself- there is more to corne in July. 1 will on the letter subject but 1 want to better than 
1 am at it. 1 can well imagine how beautifid West Avenue looks and Dearest you do not desire more 
carnestly than myself to walk together as in the past beneath the shady arcades. It was only the other day 
1 was thinking how 1 used to rise early on fine Sunday momings and walk around enjoying the lovely 
scenery and fresh moming air. But 1 cannot do so now. 1 rise early enough to be sure. never later than 
5:30 but al1 the scenery is embraced within the four walls of a fou1 smelling corridor. 

1 took a wak the other evening to the Female Reformatory which is k ing  a built a short distance from 
here. 1 rnounted the high walis and gazed on a rapturous sight- in the far West the sun had set but lefi 
that golden glow more beautifid even than thc sun itself- to the est,  north and West lay the Queen City 
and suburbs so calm and peaceful in the evening shades while to the south as far as the eye could reach lay 
the blue waters of Ontario whitened here and there by white saifs and puffing steamboats. 

Dearest Mary how that sight did seem to fil1 a vacancy in my very sou1 al1 that lacking was someone 
to enjoy it with me. 1 need not say that my thoughts t m e d  instinctively to you for who else could do it so 
well. Your love dearest so freely tendered is al1 1 ask and 1 trust it will ever influence me towards good 
and noble endeavours but with your love must be given that counsel which fiom time to time may occur to 
you and which may have a good effect. Do not be afraid as 1 have told you before of me taking offense at 
any houghts or desires you may suggest for 1 s N l  in my desire and endeavours to make you happy 
always speak out for it is by doing so that we will know each other better. 

I fear that you are exeriing yourself too much. 1 hope you will not do so; remember you have becn 
advised not to do or at least to take good care of yourself which is the same. 1 had a letter from my 
brother who wished to be remembered to you and also desired me to send his congratulations to James and 
Maggie through you. Pleasc deliver- be is well. Please remember me to di .  1 shail have to close now 
as 1 want to go to church. We had a service this aftemoon in the Prison. Thanks for the pretty little 



flower you enclosed and also the kisses- 1 will pay you back when 1 see you- take good care of yourself 
and remember your guard and lover, 
Gilbert. 

XML 
Hartley's B m m  Shop is crpmding and with more and more orders comiog in, the convicts have 

trouble filling their quotas. 

June 1, 1879. 

The guards are going to commence their annual leave of twelve days this week but as there are so 
many to go it will be a full six months at least before 1 get mine but that is what I have calculated on. It 
seems a long time to wait but it will pass as soon as the pst six have done. 1 desire with al1 my heart to 
be with you in Hamilton and yet in another way 1 am glad 1 am not there for if 1 was 1 know 1 should be 
badly off for work. 1 l e m  that they are doing scarcely anytiung in the shop where 1 sued to work. 1 
suppose 1 would about make my board if 1 was there which is a littie Merent  from thirty dollars a month 
clear of al1 expenses. 

In our shop we are very busy. 1 have 82 men in the shop and 96 in my gang altogether. There is 
another guard now to assist me but 1 am responsible and have charge of them d l .  We cannot tum out the 
brooms fast enough to fil1 the orders although we have made 82 dozen a day. 

XVIIL 
Hartley goes house hunting. I t  is the Sabbath, but tbere is little other spare time available. 

June 16. 1879 

1 was in d l  day yesterday except about two hours in the afternoon when 1 took a walk for the purpose 
of seeing some property for sale- not a very proper thing to do on the Sabbath 1 know, but we have so 
little spare time that 1 chose this chance. The property 1 went to see is beautifully situated in the village 
of Parkdale close by the G. W. R and commanding a splendid view of the lake. 1 can purchase for sis 
dollars a foot which is very cheap. 1 am thinking of investing partly with a view of obtaining a home of 
my own and partly ihrough speculation. 1 think there is a splendid chance to do both. All this section is 
growing rapidly and is bound to be very valuable in a few y m .  However 1 shall do the best 1 can ever 
keeping in mind that ail 1 do is for your welfare and happiness. There is great rejoicing herc over the 
victory of (champion rower Edwardl Hanlan today and well he deserves it. 1 think Canadians may well 
feel proud of him. 

June 22, 1879 
Sunday Evening 

Dearest Mary, 
This has been such a very warm day that 1 have tned to find a little conifort outside. This afternoon 1 

had a long walk to High Park about two miles h m  the prison. It was a gift to the city by a gentleman. 1 
can scarccly cal1 it a park for art has done nothing but cut a rude roadway through it. The remainder 
consists of swamp and an almost impenetrable underûnish. M e r  supper I felt so lonesome that 1 did not 
care to go to church and it is the first time 1 have missed since 1 came, that is if 1 had a chance. So 1 took 
Macaulay's History. my old favourite and came across the garrison common to have a quiet read al1 by 
myselfand see the glorious sunset. LVhere 1 now sit on one of the rifle butts is most beautifully situated 
on the shores of the lake and as I pen these lines 1 am lulled by the surge and splash of the waves against 



the rocks below me- Dearest Mary, how much 1 wish for your presence to-night no one but myself knows 
and 1 think of you far away perhaps feeling as forsaken as 1 do. 

Tomorrow 1 hope to have one of your ever welcome letters. The scene around me is so lovely that 1 
have that feeling so beautifidly expresse- by Tom Moore when he says "Twas friends the beloved of my 
bosom were near, That made every scene of enchantment more dear." For 1 fecl that the picture would 
appear tenfold more lovely were you to enjoy it with me. Away to the east lies the island dotted with 
snow white buildings and green groves for it is to Toronto what the beach is to Hamilton. Away to the 
west runs a range of hills stretching dong the lake shore till lost in the distance. 1 sccui those heights 
eagerly for Hamilton and ail that is dear and true to one lies over there. But Dear 1 must stop. It is 
getting dusk, the new moon is shining in the West, so 1 must wend my way prison ward. 1 will finish 
when 1 get yours- So good Bye, 

Love, 
Gilbert 

XX. 
A ionely Eartley i s  still anticipating some time of'f and looks forward to receiving letters. E e  admits 
that it is hard to face the convicts under his charge and wonders if they are even worthy of the name 

of '"'men.n He would not put up with the job if i t  were not for bis love for Mary. 

Tuesday, June 24, 1879. 

Darling Mary, 
Your loving letter came to hand this evening. 1 am delighted with it. 1 think you have never 

written me a letter me a letter and 1 am sure that if you can see how happy it has made me you would 
never write a worse. 1 am fortunate this week yesterday 1 had a letter from Mr. Martin and to-day from 
mother and yourself. Martin has got a good situation and is going to cal1 and see me when he comes to 
the city. 1 regret to hear that you are again afXîicted especially by so painfd thing as a boil although we 
are told that they are healthy but 1 think you will say "excuse us." Dear Mary how nice it is to have 
someone to love and think of us even though we are absent how it cheers us and as you most tmly say 
makes work less grievous- for it is pleasant to labor for those ive love. I shall go out to-morrow morning 
with my ninety men (if men is their due for some are not worthy of the name) and have fresh courage to 
meet with dinicultics which constantly aise in dealing with them. OAen times we would be discouraged 
and fecl like giving up but that the love we bear says no you must not. The guards have started on their 
l ave  but then: are so many to go that it will lake a long time for us al1 to go and 1 am almost last; there 
are three Junior to me. But 1 hope to be able to get mine at the expiration of a year's service. 

1 saw by the papers that Mr. Williams was to leave Hamilton and that Mr. Carson was coming back. 
Is he going to takc the Centenary? The 13th Band gave a great concert here last ~ g h t  in the Horticultural 
Gardens. 1 went to the place but did not go in as 1 had no time to stay. The Band is much admired here. 
1 have not done very much more reading. It seems as though 1 cannot get time for it. But as soon as 1 gct 
through with the History of England 1 will take hold of one of Scott's novels. 1 know you like the 
Mil ton's grand poem. Read i t again by al1 means. 1 must do so myself seeing tha t 1 have i t on hand. 

I am writing to you under difficulties just now. It is after ten, lights are out and the pantry where 1 
usually write afler hours 1 found too hot and smelling very disagreeable so 1 am now writing by a small 
light which is kept buming al1 night with a board on my knee for a desk. 1 am afraid that you will not get 
this tomorrow as the mail is collected overnight. PIease remember me to James and Maggie. Am glad to 
hear that they are well also that Miss McDonald is recovering. I must draw my epistle to an end. Please 
excuse d l  errors and hoping that this will find you well and happy. 

1 will remain 
Your devoted 
G w d  and Love. 
Gilbert. 



XXL 
Hartley describes how a m m  represented bimself as a constable and requested a S4.M reward for 

knowiag the wbereabouts of an escaped convict. Af'ter being given the money, tbougb, he 
disappeared. He  was Iater arrested and was himself sentenced to six months at the Centrai. 

Anotber prisoner escaped. Ia ligiit of the "desperate men" in tbe B m m  Shop, Hartley keeps a 
close watch on "tbose rascalan 

August 2. 1879 

Shortly after the arriva1 of your welcome letter 1 heard to rny astonishment that Hamilton was in flamcs 
and that assistance was sent for to their city. Today fiiller particulars of the disaster have arrivecl. For 
my own part 1 feel somewhat easier to know that 102 Hughson St. escaped and 1 trust you are d l  right. It 
is a great calamity for the ci@. It must have beem a grand site as the flames rolled onward and upward 
for hours and if 1 mistake not your place is considerably elevatai so that you would have a fine view. 

There is going to be a lively time in this city during the coming or rather the ne* month. Great 
preparations are being made for the reception of the Governor-General and H.R.H. the Princess. The 
Eshibition is to last for three w e k s  and is e.vpected to be a great success. A volunteer review, rowing and 
other minor things is to fiIl up the time. Thousands of dollars are being voted to build arches and buy 
fireworks to glori@ their Excellencies. 1 think it is a great mistake to waste public money thus. Give 
them a right loyal welcome by al1 means but let the money bc subscribed. 

We have some queer incidents occur here for instance. Sometime since a man named M. came to the 
Warden and represented himself as a constable and said he knew where a prisoner who escaped on the 
24th May was and wanted $4.00 to bring him. The Warden gave it and nothing more was heard of him 
until lie was arrested for obtaining money from the Warden under fdse pretenses. The charge was 
proven and he was given six months in this place. On Tuesday last a prisoner made his escape and has 
not been caught yet. 1 am getting to be quite a detective. 1 have to watch those rascals close. We have 
some desperate men in the shop. 

1 have been reading an article in a magazine on "Some new fangled notions" but it is an article in 
reality showing the absurdity of what is known as Wornen's Rights. It is supposeci to be written by a lady 
who sees the subject in a sensible light. Shc says that men are the lords of creation after all. 

xxa. 
H a d e y  describes preparations for the Canadian Nationai Exhibition. 
A guard Rets married, but i s  back on d u e  the next day at 330 am. 

August 24, 1879 

Last Monday was our Civic Holiday but it did not benefit me much for 1 was on duty until six after 
which 1 took a walk around the Exhibition grounds. Great preparations are k ing  made for it. The main 
building stands on a beautifid site, a more imposing one 1 could not imagine. It stands on an elevation 
facing the lake, a fine lawn intersectecl with broad walks dopes down to the water's edge. The site is an 
historical one also for on it is a spot marked with a caim where a fort was erected by the French in 1749. 
The York Pioneers a society of old gentlemen. have erected a log house on the grounds which was b i l l  by 
Govemor Simcoe in 1794. It does not d s e r  from any other log house that 1 ever saw. StiH it is a relic of 
bygonc days well worth preserving. 

One of the Guards wvas married on Monday, took advantage of the holiday and was back for duty 
ne.- morning at 5:30 a.m. You see what a steady sober lot we are. 

XXIU. 
Hartiey describes their potentid new lodgings. I t  is a fifteen minutes walk from the prison. 



My Dear Mary, 
I begin to answer yow loving letter to-night but shall not be able to finish it, as it is now near ten. 1 

have some good news for you. 1 went to a party living in Parkdale, the pretty little place of which 1 
spoke in my las% who I saw announced "Pnvate Boarding" by a placard in the window. 1 stated my 
business and told them just what 1 wanted and am happy to tell you that 1 believe 1 shall seçure a very 
comfortable home in what so fat as 1 can see is a nice sociable family. It is about 15 minutes walk from 
the prison and about 5 h m  the Queen St. cars so that there is easy communication with the city. The 
gentleman is a letter carrier in the city. The r o m  1 expect to get is a nice comfortable one not quite so 
large as 1 would like but 1 think we can have plenty of room. It is pleasantly situated in front of the 
house and commands a good view. There is a clothes closet attached which is a consideration. They 
have three fine children, a mamed couple and four single geiitle boarders in the family. 1 am to cal1 on 
Monday evening next to settie the bargain but 1 think we could not do bctter fiom what 1 have seen. 1 
will let you know in my next al1 about it. If the bargain is closed 1 shall be ready to fit it up at once. Let 
me know how you want it, Add what you advise rnc to get as to bed clothes, carpet and so on. 1 want to 
have it as comfortable as possible. I can get a pretty oak and walnut bedroom set for 30 or 35 dollars. 
You will have plenty of Company if we go then: and 1 think you would Iike the place very much. 1 will 
close for tonight. Good Bye. 

XXIV. 
Leave is  diff~cuh to secure and so Eartley hopes to get Tbanksgiving Day off, go to Hamilton, get 

married, and corne back to Toronto. They c m  take possession of their new lodgings thrit same 
evening. 

Hartley's B m m  Shop bas expanded again, moving into a new, bigger facility. He expects to be in 
charge of 130 convicts and two other guards. 

Hartley resigns his Y.M.C.A. membership as he has every intention of setting up a rcading m m  at 
his own home. 

Dearest May, 
1 am sorry to say 1 have communicated with Mrs. Shortreed and received an answer today. 1 hope 

you will forgive me. 1 should not have done so if 1 had known you did not wish it. She says she is not 
well acquainted in the c i v  although she has been here for almost two years and does not think she knows 
of any suitabie place. The reason of my asking her this was 1 did not know if 1 should be able to get 
suited. But 1 think 1 have no more trouble about that now. 1 think 1 will a i l  on her to-morrow cvening 
and e q h i n  that 1 shall be al1 nght now. As regards time 1 suppose 1 cannot have it now until the Warden 
returns from his vacation whicli will bc about the eleventh of ne.- month. 1 am unable to learn when 
Thanksgiving Day is but if it is anywhere about that time I would get a leave for the day and meet you in 
fiamilton where we could be married and then on here and take possession of our new home in the 
evening. 1 think that would be an excellent idea and much better than you coming here alone. Let us 
try and arrange this plan. I should like it very much to be thus for it is doubtfiil if 1 can get a l a v e  any 
other time. 

By the way dear Mary 1 think 1 never asked you and you have not told me so far as 1 can recollect how 
your fond parent and Brothers regard this match. No doubt they are very anxious that you should be well 
taken care of and not be getting some graceless scamp. As mothers-in-law have become proverbial as 
most unamiable matures 1 am sornewhat interesteci on my behalf but if 1 am to judge from the daughter's 
1 shall not find her of that character. Of course 1 informed my mother of our engagement shortly after it 
took place. 1 have not had the pleasure of w i n g  her since but we have her best wishes and sincere 
prayers. I assure you 1 am looking anxiously forward to the time when 1 shall have you here and be able 
to enjoy your love and society in its fullness. 1 think 1 shall be another k i n g  if 1 can only have you here 
and though our hours are long those that we have together will be al1 the sweeter. Parkdale is a fine 
healthy place and I think will agree with you splendid. 



1 have had a busy day of it as we have been moving into our new shop. no small thing some ninety 
men and al1 their machinery. We have a magnificent place now and there will be 130 men in it this 
winter and three guards. 1 shall have charge of it ail 1 believe. 

Please remember me to Jennie and Miss MacDonald. You caution me not to go to so much trouble. 
do not let this bother you my dear girl as 1 should think myseifa poor lover if 1 did not take some 
considerable trouble to provide for your cornfort and wvelfare and 1 think if 1 secure the place in view 1 
shall have a delightfiil c o q  little place for ourselves. Please write as soon as you can and let me know 
further of what bou] ask about the room fittings. 

1 have resigned my membership in the Y. M. C. A. as 1 will not be able to benefit by the institution 
and purpose to have a reading room of my own of some respectability. Now dearest Mary before 1 close 1 
will say keep up your spirits and arrange your business as soon as you can for 1 am sure a month or 
perhaps l e s  will no1 be long passing around. 1 am glad your health continues and hope and sincerely 
believe in my own rnind that the change will improve you in that respect and enjoying excellent health. 

1 must close with fondest love and sweet kisses to you and will rernain as ever your devoted lover, 
Gilbert 

N.B. Please write as soon as you can as we want to have our arrangements as perfect as possible. 
Gilbert 

XXV. 
Eartley reots the lodgings for himself and Mary. 

Dearest Mary. 
1 have just seen by this evening's paper that ThanksgiMng Day is for the 6th of November- 1 have 

concluded a bargain with the lady of the house 1 told you about in my last, a very favourable one. 1 think 
and 1 believe you will be made very comfortable. They are to charge $ 3 . 0  per week and we are to find 
al1 the room firrnishings. 

XXVL 
Eartley prepares the lodgings and makes the final wedding arrangements. 

November 2 1, 1879 
My Dear Mary, 

1 was indeed glad to hear from you today and shall reply nght away. I am bu- fi.ung up our rwm. 
Last night 1 assisted in laying the carpet in which we were very successfulI think. It looks splendid and 
they have complemented me on my good taste. 1 ordered the fùmiture to be delivered today so 1 shail go 
up and see about them when 1 have finished this. 1 hope to have it al1 ready by the beginning of the week. 
1 have written to my fiiend Wright and he replied offering to do anything in his power so 1 c m o t  very 
well be without him as 1 cannot be there until about the time 1 shall have to get him to make arrangements 
with some minister and sorneone to drive us thcre. 1 hope to be able to come on Thursday nexl but 1 will 
let you know more in my next and likeiy my last letter for a time at least. 1 hope this time next week 1 
shaîl enjoy your Company. It is a solemn thing dearest and how anxious 1 look fonvard to it. I am very 
escited so that 1 scarcely know which way to tum first. Send on the packing box you spoke of and 1 will 
look after it, only let me know when and by what road you sent it. if'you could send the pillows when you 
are in Guelph before leaving (by express) 1 could get hem in good time. Please write as soon as you get 
to Hamilton and then 1 will let you know ail the particulars. 1 hilly realize how hard it is for you to l a v e  
your home and people on this occasion. But hope and pray that 1 shall make your new home so happy 
that this will soon be forgotten. So for the present love I will say good-bye and love to you ever. 

1 remain, 
Y o m  truly, 
Gilbert 



XXVIL 
A year bas passed. Mrs. Mary Hartley and the baby appear to be out of town and ber huubuid has 

not ùeen home for over two days. 

Parkdalç, Sunday Evening, 
November 2 1, 1880 

M y  Darling Wife. 
1 have been at the prison al1 day but this evening 1 thought 1 would take a mn up and see that al1 was 

al1 right as I was away since Friday ~ g h t .  1 found everything correct but so cold and lonesome. It has 
been a bitter cold day and tonight is clear and starlight and will fkeze v e y  hard and 1 am afraid your 
plants will be ruined as it fieezes in the house and the earth is fiozen hard. On Thursday and Friday 
evenings I did some papering. 

XXVIIL 
Mrs. Eartley and the baby are still out of town and Mr. Eartiey is  sleeping over at the prison. 

November 23. 1880 

1 am glad to hear that baby is improving and hope he may now continue and 1 hope that you may 
also be getting additional health and Mgor. 1 think 1 felt the cold more severe on Sunday than any day 
Iast year. 1 locked up the house about 9 o'clock and went back to the prison and on the road down, in fact 
before I got past DuEerïn St. my nose froze stiffso that I had not the least feeling in it. 

Good-bye from your loving husband, 
Gilberi. 

IXXX 
Various Certificates of Honor earned by Gilbert and Mary's son, Fred 

City of Toronto Public Schools 
Awarded to Fred Hartley, 

a pupil in Toronto Public Schools, 
for Rcgularity, and Punctuality of Attendance, combined with uniformly Good Conduct 

Queen Victoria School, 
1887, 1888, 1889. 

rciM. 
Eousekeeping Record of  Gilbert and Mary Hartleg 

Expeoses for two weeks in April, 1880. 

April 17: Brought forward: $12.27. 

Apri120: Premium on Life Policy: $74.27 
April2O: Car Fare: 0.05 
Apri120: Soap and Button Blue: 0.17 
April2 1 : Lcmons and Oranges: 0.15 
April 2 1 : Revolver and Cartridges: 5 .O0 
April23: Postage Stamps: 0.06 
April26: Newspaper and Stamps: 0.06 
April 28: Car Fare: 0.10 
April28: Yard of Satin: 0.92 



April30: Board for two weeks: 6.00 
Apfil 30: Coal Bill: 0.25 
April30: Globe Subscriptions: 0.06 
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